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PREFACE

The Engineering Design Handbooks of the US Army Materiel Command
have evolved over a number of years for the purpose of making readily
available basic information, technical data, and practical guides for the
development of military equipment. While aimed p,-imar'iy at US Army
materiel, the handbooks serve as authoritative references for needs of other
branches of the Armed Services as well. Thu preseiit nandbook covers timing
systems and components.

This handbook presents both- theoretical and practical data oertaining to
design methods and procedures for timing systems and devices. "'Pe subjects
covered are precision reference timers, electronic timers, rnechanica timers,
pyrotechnic timers, flueic timers, and a few others.

Prepared as an aid to military designers, this handbook should also be of
benefit to scientists and engineers engaged in other related research and
development programs or who have the responsibility for the planning and
iiiierpretation of experiments and tests concerning the performance of
materiel related to timers.

The handbook was prepared by The Franklin Institute Research
Laboratories, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. It was written for the Engineering
Handbook Office of Duke University, prime contractor to the US Army
Materiel Command. Its preparation was under the technical guidance and
coordination of a special committee with representation from various
agencies of the US Army Materiel Command.

The Engineering Design Handbooks fall into two basic categories, thoseapproved for release and sale, and those classified for security reasons. The

US Army Materiel Command policy is to release these Engineering Design
Handbooks in accordance with current DOD Directive 7230.7, dated 18
September 1973. All unclassified Handbooks can be obtained from the
National Technical Information Service (NTIS). Procedures for acquiring
these Handbooks follow:

a. All Department of Army activities having need for the HandbooKs

must submit their request on an official requisition form (DA Form 17,
dated Jan 70) directly to:

xxxv
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Commander
Letterkenny Army Depot
ATTN: AMXLE-ATD
Chambersburg, PA 17201

(Requests for classified documents must be submitted. with appropriate
"Need to Know" justification, to Letterkenny Army Depot.) DA activities
will =o requisition Handbooks for further free distribution.

i b. All other requestors, DOD, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, nonmilitary
Government agencies, contractors, private industry, individuals, universities,and others must purchase these Handbooks from:

National Technical Information Service~Department of Commerce

Springfield, VA 2215,

Classified documents may be released on a "Need to Know" basis verified by
an official Department of Army representative and processed from Defense
Documentation Center (DDC), ATTN: DDC-TSR, Cameron Station,
Alexandria, VA 22314.

Comments and suggestions on this Handbook are welcome and should be
addressed to:

Commander
U30 Army Materiel Command
ATTN: AMCRD-TV
Alexandria, VA 22333

(DA Forms 2028, Recommended Changes to Publications, which are
available through normal publications supply channels, may be used for
comments/suggestions.)
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TIMING SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS

INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1

THE NATURE OF TIMING SYSTEMS*

A timer is a programming device; its pur- (3) Reliability. What reliability level is
rose is to control the time interval between required?
an input signal and an output event or
eventst. There are four essential components (4) Accuracy. What timing accuracy or
in all timers: (1) a start system that initiates what repeatability is required?
the programming action, (2) a power supply
that sustains the timing action, (3) a time base (5) Safety. Must the timer be fail safe?
or regulator, and (4) an output system that Must it reset after interruption?
performs the required operation at the end of
the desired time interval. (6) Power Source. Will the timei" be pow-

ered by a spring, g-weights, battery, AC
1-1 PURPOSES AND FACTORS AFFECT- mains, barometric pressure change, or other

ING USE means?

In selecting the components of timing (7) Input Signal. What is the input signal?
systems, the designer must first determine the
purpose for which the system is to be used (8) Output Signal. What is the output
and the factors influencing the selection of signal? It is a mechanical motion; electronic,
components. Some of the factors to be digital, or analog?
considered in the choice of the basic mecha-
nism are: (9) Environment. What are the environ-

mental extremes to which the timer will be
(1) Time Range. What timing intervals, exposed, and in which it must operate?

time delays, sequencing, and programming are
to be provided? (10) Cost. Will the cost of the timer be

compatible with the cost of the total system?
(2) Time Variation. Is the system to be

designed to provide a fixed time interval, or is (11) Maintenance. Is maintenance or repair
it to be variable? Is the time period to be required? If so, how can it be facilitated?
adjustable locally or remotely; manually or
automatically? What is the range of adjust- 1-2 TIMER TYPES
ment which will be required?

The types of timer discussed in this hand-
*Principal contributor. to this handbook were Gunther
Cohn, Joseph F. Heffron, Paul F. Mohrbach, Daniel J. book are listed in Table 1-1. When discussing
Mullen, Raymond R. Raksnis, Melvin R. Smith, Ramic H. the various designs, timers are classified into
Thompson, and Robert F. Wood.

tDistinct terms for timing systems and components are one of the types ,hown depending upon the
defined in the Glossary. method used to generate the time base.

1-1
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TABLE 1-1 equipment used. This same information is
contained in the two chapters comprising Part

. TIMERS DISCUSSED IN HANDBOOK Six. Therefore, this general introductory ma-
terial is not included in this chapter. Succeed-

Handbook Organization ing chapters in each Part discuss system design
considerations, production techniques, pack-Intro- aging, storing, and shipping procedures, and

ductory
Timer Type Part Chapters Chapter component design details to the extent that

those topics apply to the particular timer
Precision Reference type.

Timers One 2-5 2
Electronic Timers Two 6-11 6 1-3 RELATION OF ACCURACY, OUTPUT,
Mechanical Timers Three 12-16 12 POWER, AND COST
Pyrotechnic Timers Four 17-21 17
Flueric Timers Five 22-25 22
Miscellaneous Timing Six 26, 27 General timer characteristics are listed in

Devices (Electro- Table 1-2. As a general rule, there is -a direct
mechanical Timers, relationship between the-accuracy of a timing
Nuclear Time Base device and its output power and cost. Those
Generators) timing devices that are most accurate, such as

the quartz crystal controlled units and the
cesium beam standards, are likely to have the

Each part (One to Five) in this handbook least output power and to be the highest in
begins with an introductory chapter that cost. Those timers that have a lower order of
contains detailed definitions pertaining to the accuracy, such as tha pyrotechnic delays and
particular timer type, lists of advantages and the untuned-escapement mechanical timers,
disadvantages, and discussions of specific mili- are likely to provide more output power and
tary applications, requirements, and auxiliary to be lower in cost.

TABLE 1-2

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TIMERS

Precision Electro-
Features Reference Electronic Mechanical Pyrotechnic Flue'ic chemical

Input to Voltage pulse Voltage Voltage or Voltage, flame, Fluid Voltage,
start mechanical or firing pin pressure chemical

release
Time b; Crystal or Oscillator Escapement, Pyrotechnic Oscillator Rate of

atomic motor, burning chemical
tuning fork rate ,'eaction

Time range 10.9 secto 10.3 to Seconds to 10-3 to 1 to 103 Minutes
years 103 sec days 103 sec sec to

days

Accuracy 1 part in 106 ±0.1% ±5% to 1 ±10% ±1% ±4-40%
to I part part in 106
i.n 1012

Output Voltage pulse Voltage Mechanical Flame Fluid Chemical
or time pressure, reaction,
interval voltage voltage,

chemical

1-2
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1-4 MILITARY APPLICATIONS in only to the extent that knowledge of their
operation aids the design of timing systems

All of the timing systems and components and components. For design details of fuzes
discussed in this handbook are of interest to and their components, see the following
the military. Many of th? timers are corn- references:
ponents of ammunition, fuzing, or control
devices. Particularly in fuzes. where delays are (1) AMCP 706-179, Engineering Design
crucial to safe and effective performance, Handbook, Explosive Trains.
timers are almost always present. Timers and
time delay devices for various fuze types are (2) AMCP 706-210, Engineering Design
covered in different chaptem, depending on Handbook, Fuzes.
the type of timer used. Timers for most safing
and arming devices, being mechanical, are (3) MIL-HDBK-1 37, Fuze Catalog, Depart-
discussed in Chapter 13. If information is ment of Defense, 20 February 1970.
sQught about a particular fuze in this hand- Vol. 1, Current Fuzes (U) (Confidential
book, it is best located through the Index. report).

Vol. 2, Obsolete and Terminated Fuzes.
Since this is a timer handbook, fuzes and Vol. 3, Fuze Explosive Components (U)

fuze explosive components are discussed here- (Confidential report).

1-3/1-4
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F 9  PART ONE - PRECISION REFERENCE TIMERS

CHAPTER 2

INTRODUCTION TO PRECISION REFERENCE TIMERS

2-1 TIME STANDARDS time which have been developed are described
in the paragraphs that follow.

Timekeepiog has two distinct aspects: de-
termination ef date (or epoch) and determina- 2-1.1 APPARENT SOLAR TIME
tion of interval. Date is concerned with when
an event occurred whereas interval is some The apparent solar day is the interval of
fixed multiple or fraction of the unit of time time between two successive lower-transits of
and is independent of a starting point' *. For the sun's center over the same meridian,
measurement purposes, an accurate time scale where a meridian is defined as a great circle
is set up so that, from a chosen origin point, a passing through a given point and the two
constant linit is laid off until the resulting poles. Hence, a meridian is the intersection of
scale extends over the interval of interest. a plane, through the poles and the given point,

with the surface of the earth'. A system has
A system of time measurement requires been established of 24 standard meridians

regularly occurring, uniform, periodic phe- originating in Greenwich, England, and spaced
nomena as a reference base. Since man's every 15 deg about the surface of the earth.
earliest concern with time was linked with the This syftem is used for navigational purposes
passing of the days and nights, a system of and for time standardization. A lower transit
time measurement wclved that was based on occurs at apparent midnight. However, due in
rotation of the eart).. The rate of the rotation part to the fact that the earth's orbit is
is determined by measuring the motion of elliptical rather than circular and the orbital
some point on the earth's surface with respect plane does not coincide with the plane of the
to some celestial object or position. It was equator, the apparent solar days vary in
established that dal time measurements based length.
on the rotation of the earth are subject to
nonuniformity due to periodic and irregular 2-1.2 MEAN SOLAR TIME
variations in the speed of rotation. Thcse
variations are detectable and compensatable, The system of mean solar time was devised
but the corrections, of necessity, must be to overcome the problem of variable day
made after the occurrence of the event. Time length. It is, however, actually based on
systems of this type are now known as sidereal time. Each day is of the same length,
rotational or nonuniform time whereas sys- this length being equal to the average length
tems of measurement that are independent of of all the days in a solar year. The effect is the
the earthly day are called uniform time. A same as if the earth's orbit were circular and
number of the time systems or standards of in the same plane as the equator. There is no
* Supezscript numbers refer to Reference- listed at tit. end of means of observing mean solar time directly;

each cl.ioter. nor can the apparent solar time be determined

2
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directly with adequate accuracy. In practice (1) UTo - Universal time calculated di-
sidereal time is observed, and mean and rectly from observed sidereal time. This mea-
apparent solar times are cafr,'.lated. The dif- sure of universal time contains irregularities
fterence between apparent solar time, and due to polar motions as well Ps rotational
mean solar time varies approximately ± 16 variations.
min in the course of a year. This difference is
known as the equation of time. It should be (2) UT - Universal time derived by cor-
noted that, while mean solar days are of rections of UTo for observed polar motion.
uniform length, they are approximately 4 min However, irregularities due to variations in
longer than the period of the earth's rotation3  rotation remain.
with respect to a fixed star.

(3) UT, - Universal time derived by cor-
2-1.3 SIDEREAL TIME recting UTo for both observed polar motions

and extrapolated seasonal variation in the rate
The system of sidereal time avoids some of of the earth's rotation. This measure of

the problems caused by the earth revolving universal time is virtually free of nonuni-
around the sun, seasonal and other changes, formity due to periodic changes in rotation
and provides a convenient method of locating but irregularities caused by irregular variation
celestial bodies7. A sidereal day is defined as in rotation are not wholly corrected.
the interval between two successive upper
transits of the vernal equinox over the same (4) UTC - Internationally Coordinated
meridian 4 . The vernal equinox is formed by Universal Time (UTC) approximates UT2 and
the intersection of the plane of the ecliptic is used as the basis for all civil time keeping.
with the plane of the earth's equator. This As instituted on 1 Jan 1972, coordinated
intersection is also called the "First Point of universal time proceeds at the same rate as
Aries" and is a fundamental reference point atomic time (see par. 2-1.6) and differs from
for locating celestial bodies'. However, due to the latter by an exact multiple of one atomic
the complex motion of the earth's poles, the second. Step changes in UTC of precisely one
vernal equinox does not remain fixed and second (leap second) are introduced on 1 Jan
consequently the sidereal day is not only and/or 1 July when required to keep the
somewhat shorter than the period of the difference between UTC and UT2 to less than
earth's rotation but is also of variable length. ± 0.7 sec. The time signal emitted by the HF
These effects are small, and suitable correc- standard time and frequency transmitters
tions are possible. (such as WWV) are coded to permit the users

of these signals to determine the difference to
2-1.4 UNIVERSAL T!ME UTC-UT, to within 0.1 sec.

Universal Time (UT) closely approximates 2-1.5 EPHEMERIS TIME
mean solar time but in practice is derived
from sidereal time which, ii turn, is deter- Ephemeris time is based on the revolution
mined from the meridian transits of selected of the earth around the sun. It is obtained in
stars. Universal time is, therefore, a form of practice from observations of the motion of
rotational time and is subject to the attendant the moon about the earth. In October 1956,
irregularities. Over the years there have been the International Committee of Weights and
improvements in detecting and predicting the Measures defined the second of ephemeris
variations in the earth's rotation, and uni- time as the fraction 1/31,556,925.9747 of the
versal time has been revised accordingly. tropical year for January 0, 1900 at 12 hours
Consequently there are now several subdivi- ephemeris time (January 0, 1900 = December
sions of this system3 : 31, 1899)1. Since the unit of ephemeris time

2-2V
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is thus of constant length by definition, integral number of hours. The Master clock of
.. ephemeris time is a uniform time scale. the U S Naval Observatory, Washington,

2 A TD.C., determines Standard Time for the
2-1.6 ATOMIC TIME United States. The master clock consists of-an

atomic resonator, a quartz crystal oscillator,
When an electron makes a transition from and a clock movement. The Naval Observato-

one energy state to another in an atom, it ry determines universal time and ephemeris
absorbs or emits energy. The amount of time from astronomical observations, and
energy absorbed or emitted is equal to the publishes data that enable one to obtain the
difference in the energy of the two states. If different kinds of time used in geodesy,
the absorption or emission is in the form of navigation, and scientific work. The various
electromagnetic energy (photons), its fre- clocks and frequency standards used in gen-
quency is proportional to the change in eration of signals for precision timers are
electron energy. This means that an electron discussed in par. 3-1.
making a given transition in a given atom
emits or absorbs a definite amount of energy 2-2 FREQUENCY STANDARDS
at a specific frequency. It is this particular
characteristic of atoms that serves as the basis Time standards and frequency standards-
for atomic clocks4 . The most extensively are based upon dual aspects of the same
developed atomic oscillator currently used as phenomenon s . The reciprocal of time interval
a time standard is the cesium beam resonator. is frequency. As a practical matter, a standard
This device utilizes a specific transition of the of frequency can serve as the basis for time
cesium atom. The frequency of oscillation has measurement. To avoid errors, when a fre-
been established, in 1956, as 9,192,631,770 quency standard is used to maintain time
cycles per ephemeris second. Atomic time is (either interval or date) care must be taken to
the time based on this transition. The inter- reference the frequency to the time scale of
nationally coordinated atomic time scale is interest. If frequency is quoted in the units
designated IAT. One second in the inter- "hertz", the corresponding time interval will
national systems of units has been defined, in be in seconds, the unit of time in the
1967, as the duration of 9,192,631,770 cycles international system of measure. The present
of this specific transition of the cesium atom. international standard is based on the transi-
'he IAT second is thus equal to the ephem- tion of the cesium (Cs) atom as discussed in
eris second to within the errors in the par. 2-1.6. This Cs transition is also the
detenrination of the latter. In the course of fundamental reference for a frequency mea-
observations extending over many years, no surement. A Cs frequency standard consists
difference in the rates of the atomic vs the basically of a quartz crystal oscillator, a
ephemeris time scales has yet been found. synthesizer that translates the crystal fre-
Except for a (constant) difference in the quency to the Cs frequency, a Cs beam tube,
origins of these two time scales, atomic time and a servo feedback loop that adjusts the
and ephemeris time are thus synonymous. crystal frequency so that the synthesizer
From a practical standpoint, however, atomic output is always at the resonance frequency
time has all but replaced ephemeris time of the Cs atoms. If the standard is operating
because of its vastly superior accessibility, on the atomic time scale, one million cycles

of the I MHz signal describe one second.-j 2-1.7 U S STANDARD TIME
It is not necessary to have physical access

U S Standard Time differs from the inter- to an atomic frequency standard to obtain a
nationally coordinated universal time by an reference for accurate frequency measure-
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ments. A local crystal oscillator can be con- frequency of an accepted primary standard or
trolled or monitored by suitable standard the degree to which the frequency of an
frequency and time signal emissions, provided oscillator corresponds to the accepted defini-
these emissions are controlled by atomic tion of frequency. The particular reference
clocks at the transmitter, standard or the particular definition of fre-

quency must be included in the statement of
A local frequency standard can be main- accuracy.

tained to within one part in 1010 or better by
comparison of its relative phase or tihe (2) Reproducibility. The degree to which
difference to that of a received very low an oscillator oi'a given type wili produce the
fr., 'ency (VLF) or high frequency (HF) same frequency from unit to unit and from
carrier'. Any one of a number of monitoring one occasion of operation to another. In
systems may be chosen to make this compari- general, the de.;ree to which the frequency of
son possible, depending on the degree of an oscillator 'may be set by a calibration
precision required for the relative phase mea- procedure -As inoluded within this definition of
surement. For the greatest precision, the local reproducibility.
standard must have a low drift that is predict-
able- to within a few parts in 10 10 over several (3) Intrinsic Reproducibility. The degree
days'. Averaging the time from days to to which an oscillator vill reproduce a given
months may be required to obtain very high frequency without the need for calibrating
accuracies. adjustments either during manufacture or

afterward. This quality is a characte.istic of
Exceptions are the transmissions from the an apparatus design and not a characteristic of

Loran-C system (see par. 2-4.1(2)) if received a resonance.
within about 1500 miles from the transmitter.
It is possible to transfer the stability of the (4) Stability. The degree to which an
master clock that controls the transmission to oscillator will produce the same frequency
the local oscillator to within I X 10-1 1 on a over a period of time once continuous opera-
continuous basis, and averaging times are in tion has been established. The specification of
the order of 100 sec. Anyone receiving these a stability value requires a statement of the
signals, which are controlled by the U S time interval involved in the measurement,
Naval Observatory freqt:ency and time stan- and the complete specification constitutes a
dards, has access to one of the most precise functional re!ationship for which the measur-
frequency standards avaiiable. (Previous fre- ing interval is the independent variable.
quency offsets -3 parts in 108 from a
nominal value of 100 kHz - in all standard A frequency standard must provide a
transmissions were abolished on I Jan. 1972.) stable, spectrally pun, signal if it is to yield a

narrow spectrum ?,!ter multiplication to the
2-3 DISCUSSION OF REQUIRED PARAM- microwave region. The high signal-to-noise

ETERS ratio requirertents for quality communication
systems have been mot by the specification of

Several parameters are used to compare the narrow band widtl's, which in turn require
performance qualities of precision refer3nce stable narrow-band signals.
timers. Any discussion of this subject requires
a basic understanding of the following The quality of a precision quartz oscillator
terms6 : usually is expressed in terms of long-term and

short-term stability. Long-term stability is
(1) Accuracy. The degree to which the sometimes called aging rate and usually is

frequency of an oscillator is the same as the expressed in fractional parts per unit time, as
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"3 parts in 109 per day". It refers to slow accomplish this with sufficiant accuracy, one
changes with time in average frequency. aris- must depend on available precision reference
ing usually from secular changes in the resona- signals:
tor or other elements of the oscillator. Short-
term stability refers to changes in average (1) Loran. Loran (LOng .RAnge Navlga-
frequency over a time span sufficieitly short tion) was developed during World War II, at
that long-term effects may be neglected. the MIT Radiation Laboratory, to provide

ships and aircraft with a means of precise
(5) Spectral Purity. The spectral purity navigation. Basically, a Loran chain consists

expresses the same information in the fre- of a master and two or more slave stations. A
quency domain as that expressed by stability pulse transmitted from the master station is
in the time domain. A very crude oscillator received via ground wave by a slave station,
will have a reasonably good spectrum at the which, in turn. transmits its pulse at a fixed
frequency of oscillation; but, with frequency time later. This fixed time, known as the
multiplication, the spectrum rapidly degrades. coding delay, is kept constant by monitor
It is, therefore, necessary to have an ex- stations that steer the chain. The time differ-
tremely well-defir'i spectrum at the outset ence between reception of a master-slave
so that further multiplication into the micro- pulse pair determines a hyperbolic line; the
wave region will maintain acceptable quality, intersection of two such lines gives position.
4. simple way to improve spectral purity is to
put the oscillator signal through a narrow Standard Loran, also known as Loran-A,
band-pass filter before multiplication, or to operates in the 2-MHz band'. Each station
phase lock a low noise oscillator to the transmits pulses of 45-ypsec duration, which
multiplied signal. occupy a band width of 75 kHz.

2-4 MILITARY APPLICATIONS (2) Loran-C. Loran-C was developed to
extend Loran coverage with fewer stations.

24.1 NAVIGATION, POSITION FINDING The Loran-C system, a pulsed radio navigation
system is operated on a 100-kHz carrier by

During peacetime the navigaion of a mili- the U S Coast Guard, and offers a means for
tary aircraft on a routine flight differs little precision transfer of time. Clock synchroniza-
from that of a similar nonmilitary aircraft. tion to ± 1 psec is possible within range of the
Howe;er, some military operations require east coast Loran-C chain. All Loran-C stations
high selective accuracy. Examples are a tanker are now controlled by atomic clock standards
seeking to rendezvous with an aircraft it is to ano the emissions are monitored by the U S
replenish, a reconnaissance aircraft returning Naval Observatory'. Table 2-17 lists the
to its carrier, a fighter providing close support locations of 30 Loran-C stations presently in
at front lines, an emergency supply aircraft, operation. Loran-C signals are usable for
or one seeking survivors i a lifeboat. In groand wave reception to about 1500 km
additioi, many military missions re-"irm a landward, 3000 km seaward, and about
passive syster. to avoid betrayin- ,ne's 7osi- 10,000 km skyward at reduced accuracy7 .
tion, and vulnerability to manmade distur-
bances (jamming) must be considered. Similar Changes in Loran-C station emissions are
conditions exist for a ship at sea. published in "Time Service Announcements"

published by the U S Naval Observatory. Ref.
Position finding o7 fixing is the determina- 8 is a dis,;ussion of the means of using

tion of the position of the craft (a fix) Loran-C an includes the possible sources of
without reference to any former position. To error.
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r B INDICATOR 

PRESELECTOR 63-MEGACYCLE BEARING
962-1024 MEGACYCLES INTERMEOIATE CIRCUI rS

f115t-213 MEGACYCLES FREOUENCY

GANG l.--I LOCAL OSCILLATOR

126 FREQUENCIESTUNNG 1 ,025-150 MEGACYCLES

I I RANGE
INDICATOR

TRANSMITTER RANGE
1025-1150 MEGACYCLES CICUIS

Figure 2-1. Components of Airborne Air Traffic Control Equipment 9 ," 0

2-4.2 AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 2-4.3 COMMUNICATIONS
In air traffic control, military aircraft may Modem military communication systems in

use TACAN (Tactical Aircraft Navigation which frequency stability of the transmitting
System) navigation equipment. TACAN is a and receiving equipment are supplied by a
military omnibearing and distance measure- stable clock or precise interval control include
ment system using the same pulses and synchronous digital transmission, switching,
frequencies for the distance measurement terminal, and security equipment'
function as the Standard DME (Distance
Measuring Equipment) system9 . It is of the Military applications require operation un-
polar-coordi iate type, i.e., there is a bearing der severe environmental conditions, and
facility that provides on the aircraft a meter usually impose restrictions on size and weight
indication of its direction in degrees of as well, particularly in airborne equipment. In
bearing from the ground beacon chosen by mobile systems, Doppler shifts and time
the pilot. There is also a distance facility that variationc due to changing transmission path
provides on the aircraft a meter indication in lengths must be compensated for by either

provids onautomatic correction circuits or by mnanual
nautical miles of its dIistance from the ground
beacon. Fig. 2-1 0 shows the components of readjustment of local equipment" .

airborne TACAN equipment such as the As an example, Table 2-2' summarizes
AN/ARN-21. A crystal-controlled 4044-Hz the present and future frequency control
oscillator is used as a yardstick or time requirements for SSB cquipment. To obtain
reference. In essence, the time interval be- these requirements, a high degree of fre-
tween interrogation and reply is measured in quency-temperature stability must be ob-
terms of the correspending number of cycles tained for the crystal oscillator along with low
and fractions of a cycle of the 4044-Hz aging for the crystals and improvements in the
reference wave. The crystal controlled oscil- frequency synthesizers.
lator generates range markers that serve to
measure microsecond intervals for the ac- The TRI-TAC communication system is
curate measurement of distance' °  pl',,,ned to provide the Armed Forces with
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TABLE 2-2 2-4.4 IFF (IDENTIFICATION, FRIEND OR
REFERENCE OSCILLATOR REQUIREMENTS' 3  FOE)

Secondary radar, originally used during
World War II to identify friendly aircraft andFutuis ships, was known as IFF. Each vehicle was

P t- equipped with a pulse transponder that, upon
SSB~nt vo Vo. receiving a radar pulse, replied with a specially

coded group of pulses. These pulses, displayed
A" (Total) ± 40 Hz -k 5 Hz on a radar screen next to the radar reply,
A f/Equipment ± 20 Hz ±- 2.5 Hz indicated that the reply was from a friend.

,'.1 The pul codes frequently were changed to
f(HF,30MHz) 6.7X 10"  8.3 10"  guard against enemy use of captured equip-f ment.

----(VHF, 76 MHz) 2.6 X 10 3.3 X 10"8
f Secondary surveillance radar, or radar

Terperature Range -40 to +75C -400 to +75°C beacon, is an updated veision of this system.
Time (for 26 wk 120 wk Secondary surveillance radar uses equipment

frequency re- on the ground to transmit an interrogationcalibration) . signal to the aircraft that transmits a response
back to the ground station. If the transponder
in the aircraft is set to respond, it transmits a

a fully tactical, automatical- to he ground equipment that is pro-
cessed and displayed on a radar screen. The

!y switched, digital, secure communications interrogation pulse groups consist of severalnetwork. Iuee methods for system synchro- modes (Fig. 2-29), the selection of which is (
nization other than the master-slave relation- either controlled by the ground operator or
ship are frequency averaging, independent automatically selected in a mixed sequence.
atomic clocks, and bit stuffing 4 . Before the transmitter of the :%;rborne trans-

ponder will reply, the proper pulse pairs must
A new multifunction avionic system based be received and processed within the trans-

on the use of accurately synchronized clocks ponder. The transponder reply codes are
at each terminal of the system has been shown in Fig. 2-39. Two framing pulses
proposed' 1. The system must be synchro- spaced 20.3 psec apart with 12 information
nized to the order of 10 to 100 nsec if range pulses between them provide the basic reply
accuracy of ±10 to 100 ft is required. These code. Thus, the code system is capable of
accuracies arc currently achievable, both.by producing 4096 different coded identificationatomic frequency standards and by less ac- replies. In addition to the information pulses,
curate crystal standards in systems where it is a special position identification (SPI) pulse
practical to resynchronize the remote station may be used with any of the 4096 codes upon
clocks to a common system time. request 9 .
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MOde Application Pulse spacing (microseconds)

1 M liary (IFF)

2 Military (IFF) J--J

3/A Mdtary/civil (ATC)

9 Civil (ATC)

c C_-il (taude)

D Ca (unassined)

Figure 2-2. Interrogation Pulse Modes Used on
Secondary Surveillance Radar 9 , 0

lI i i I I i Ii I II
li ii i !1t flo codes lf f lI1 f 1 G l

6 reply odes
i I I I I I I I I I

I I I I I I ! I I

I_________I____I______I_______I i

PUlstspacing I II II I iIP resondml 0 145 2.9 4.35 58 725 87 116 13.05 14.5 15.95 17.4 1885 203 24.65(m lilol ) I , i , i I i I i I
I I I I I I I I ! I i 1 I !

I i I I I I I I I I I I
dntification I I I I I I I I I I I I I Special pos4*n

Iahmeticvaue 10 1000 20 200 40 4000 100 1 200 2 400 4 idtntihcalonriirx4cvl ! , I t I ' I a I I detfcto
I I I I ! Il I I I I I Ii

I I I I I I I I I ! I I I iI
I I I I I I I I I l I I I I I

Pute Framing Ci  Al C2  A2  C, A4  B, 0I 82 0, 84 D4 Framing Special positlion
no ecautrl plse p:ulse identfi.atoOn

Figure 2-3. Transponder Reply Codes Used on
Secondary Surveillance Radar 9
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CHAPTER 3

SIGNAL GENERATION SYSTEMS

3-1 INTRODUCTION 3-1.1 DEFINITIONS

Recent advances in the accuracy of time 3-1.1.1 Clocks
keeping have been due largely to the out-
standing developments in precision clocks. The quartz-crystal clock and atomic clock
The modem quartz crystals and atomic clocks are described:
attain a standard of precision considerably in
advance of the best pendulum clocks, and
their development has led to the elimination (1) Quartz-crystal Clock. A standard
of the pendulum clock in major time-keeping quartz clock is a precision time piece that
observatories and in time service throughout provides a series of electrical timing pulses at
the world. Two types of motion have been intervals of seconds or tenths of seconds;
used to produce these clocks, viz., the some applications require minutes to be
mechanical vibrations of quartz and the osdil- marked, or to indicate the particular time of
lations of individual atoms'. day. Most quartz clocks employ a crystal

designed to operate at a nominal frequency of
The most stable frequency standards are 5 MHz although frequencies of 1 MHz, 2.5

the atomic clocks, specifically cesium beam, MHz. and 100 kHz are also much in use.
rubidium gas cell, or hydrogen maser. Their Frequency division may be entirely electron-
frequency stability is compared in Table 3-1. ic, or electronic in the first stages and then
Since the comparison is at constant ambient electromechanical'.
conditions, it does not indicate at least one
other important factor, namely that the
stability of rubidium cells is affected much (2) Atomic Clock: An atomic .clock is amore by the temperature than is cesium. The precision time piece controlled by an atomic.

freqenc higest or molecular spectral line3 . These small elec-
cesium frequency standard has the highest trical and magnetic vibrations are almost
intrinsic reproducibility and frequently serves wholly indcpendent of normal external condi-
as a primary standard. tin;ad eas hi requencies are a

The family of quartz crystal oscillators property of the atoms themselves, they are
identical for all atoms of the same kind.

forms the secondary standards. The frequency
stability of these oscillators varies, depending
on temperature compensation or control fea- In one of the most commonly used types
tures (see Table 3-1 state of the art as of of atomic clocks, the atoms used are those of
1971). cesium. However, many atomic clocks of

several different kinds now have been made
In additic n to these frequency standards, and are available commercially 3 . They enable

the tuning fork is discussed in par. 3-3. time intervals to be measured with an ac-
Tuning forks can be made in a package of 0.7 curacy approach 1 part in 1012 time units or
in.' with a frequency stability of 0.001% 0.1 usec per day. Clocks throughout the
when controlled in an oven. world can thus be synchronized to 1 psec.

3-1
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TABLE 3-1

CHARACTERISTICS OF ATOMIC AN D QUARTZ CRYSTAL FREQUENCY STANDAFDS

Frequency Stability
(one day, constant

Atomic Clocks ambient conditions) Volume

Cesium beam 2X j1 3 800-2000 in. 3

Rubidiumn gas cell 10 - 12 8- 1500 in.3
Hydrogen maser 2 X 10F1 4  27 ft 3

Frequency Stability

Over Temperature Range Power Consumption, Volume,Ou_rtz Crystalsa ± 10.6  mW in.3

Crystal Oscillator 4 -25 10-50b 0.25-3
Temperature Ranp
-55e to + 105V C 25
-40e to + goo C  15

0e to -f 500 C 4

Temperature Compensated 0.1-10 35 -1 00b  1-2.5
Cryst;I Oscillator (TCXO)
--55e to + 1050C 0.5-10to+ 750 C 0.3-10

to + 5TLC 0.1- 1

Temperature ControlledCrystal Oscillator 0.005-0.1 1-10 WC 7-35
(Single Ovend
-55 A to + 75aC 0.01-0.1

-W0 to + 750C 0.01 -0.1Cs tom+ 50bC 0.005

Temperature Controlled
Crystal Oscillator
T e(Double Oven)0* to +50PC 0.001-0.0001 5-15 WC 1000-2000

boutput Power -- I nWYAt lowe t ambint temperature

3-2
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3-1.1.2 Frequency Standards Another secondary standard is the rubidium
vapor standard. It is a secondary standard

A frequency standard is an atomic clock because it must be calibrated against a pri-
that is used in frequency control because of mary standard during construction; it is not
its greater precision and accuracy. Basic to the self-calibrating 4 .
choice of these atomic standards is their
unprecedented frequency stability. For in- 3-1.4 BASIC OPERATING PRINCIPLES
stance, the cesium and hydrogen atomic
standards require no other reference for cali- 3-1.4.1 Quartz Crystal Clock
bration. Three other devices that could be
used as frequency standards are (1) thallium The resonant element of a quartz clock,
beam, (2) ammonia maser, and (3) rubidium usually called the crystal, is a bar, plate, or
maser. Atomic frequency standards operate ring of quartz. To have it vibrate at a desired
by one of two means: (1) by determining the frequency in a particular mode, it is cut to
frequency corresponding to dipole inversion certain dimensions and in a Selected orienta-
in a beam of atoms, or (2) by determining the tion to the various axes of the natural quartz
frequency corresponding to a transition be- crystal. The resonator assembly includes
tween the energy levels of atoms in a fixed supports for the crystal and electrodes
sample. through which energy is supplied to the

crystal to maintain the vibration using the
3-1.2 PRIMARY STANDARDS piezoelectric property of crystalline quartz.

The crystal is kept in oscillation by a main-
A primary frequency standard is one that taining amplifier connected to the electrodes

provides a frequency that is well-defined of the resonator. The stability of the fre-
without reference to any external standard. In quency of oscillation and the uniformity of
all atomic frequency standards thcre are the rate of the clock are primarily related to
means for (1) selecting atoms in a certain the quality of the quartz resonator and to
energy state, (2) enabling long life times in characteristics of the maintaining amplifier,
that state, (3) exposing these atoms to micro- its power supply, and associated environ-
wave energy, and (4) detecting the results4 . mental control components. For more in-
Two primary standards that have reached a formation on quartz crystal oscillators, see
high state of development are the hydrogen par. 3-2.
maser and the cesium beam. The cesium beam
device uses passive atomic resonators to steer 3-1.4.2 Atomic Clock
high quality quartz oscillators via feedback
circuits. The hydrogen maser, an active de- The cesium atomic beanm, uses the hyperfine
vice, derives its signal from stimulated emis- transition of the cesium atom. The atoms pass
sion of microwave energy amplified by elec- through a system of magnets and are de-
tronic means to a useful power level. flected away from a detector unless transi-

tions are induced by an applied field derived
3-1.3 SECONDARY STANDARDS from a quartz clock and alternating at the

spectral line frequency. Any deviation from
Secondary frequency standards are those the spectral line frequency produces an error

that must be referenced to an accepted source signal that is applied to the quartz oscillator
such as a primary standard. Quartz crystal to bring it back to its correct value. The
oscillators are used widely as high-quality nominal value of the quartz oscillator is
.secondary standards. The cesium beam device usually 5 MHz and a fairly complex frequency
makes use of slaved quartz crystal oscillators, converter is rerquired between the clock and

3-3
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the spectral line frequency'. Atomic reso-
nance devices are discussed in more detail in
par 3-4.

3-2 QUARTZ CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS

Crystalline quartz has great mechanical and
chemical stability, and a high mechanical Q Fqure 3-1. General Purpose Crystal
(which means that a small amount of energy Contro!led Oscillator6

is needed to sustain oscillation). The piezo-
electric properties of quartz make it conve-
nient for use in an oscillator circuit. Stressing
of quartz and certain other crystals produces stability required. In this case, the main cause
an electric potential at the electrodes. of instability is temperature.
Conversely, placing each crystal in an electric
field deforms them a small amount propor- Crystal aging or drift is only a problem
tional to field strength and polarity. This with this form of oscillator because it is smail
property is known as the piezoelectric effect. compared with changes due to temperature

and can be absorbed by periodic adjustment
In practice, a quartz resonator is mounted of the circuit phase. For stability data, see

between two eleztrodes, presently thin Table 3-1. More information is contained in
metallic coatings deposited directly on the Ref. 7 and in a design handbook, Ref. 8.
crystal by evaporation. Mechanical support is
provided at places on the crystal so chosen as 3-2.2 TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED
to avoid, to the greatest extent possible, CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR (TCXO)
inhibition of the desired vibration while
suppressing any unwanted vibrations. A To obtain better stability than that possible
correct alternating voltage applied across the with the basic crystal oscillator, TCXO can be
crystal causes it to vibrate at a frequency such used'. This principle is shown in Fig. 3-26.
that mechanical resonance exists within the The increased stability, however, is at the
crystal. Details on the various shapes and their expense of added C.rcuit complexity more
modes of vibration are discused in par. 4-2. voluije, and h;gher power consumption. Fig.
The various types of quartz crystal controlled 3-3" shows a simple compensation circuit.
oscillators are discussed in the paragraphs that Frequency deviation of I part in 106 over a
follow. Oscillators for military equipment are temperature range of -30' to 60°C has bean
covercl by a military specificationS. For shown possible with a 30 MHz overtone
frequency stabilities, see Table 3-1.

3-2.1 GENERAL PURPOSE OSCILLATOR
J,TEMP SENS.

The simplest crystal oscillator uses .either R ECTANCE
temnperature control nor temperature compen- AM LIMITER I _I ,
sation techniques (see Fig. 3-16). An ampli-
fier, either vacuum tube or transistor type, is
used with some degree of selectivity dczpend-
ing upon the type of crystal unit used. Degree
of isolation from the load is dependent upon Figure 3-2. Temperature Compensated
the output requirements and amount of Crystal Oscillator (TCXO)6

3-4
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AT-type unit. With more sophisticated design ,-
of the sensing network, 1 part in 10" in the
temperature range -30' to 500 at 3 MHz has

i been reported 9 . Fig. 3-46 shows the fre- 70

quency-temperature curve for an uncompen- =T
sated and, for comparison, a compensated 25 t, 140

MHz crystal unit. A bibliography on TCXO's
follows the references at the end of this 210C

chapter. 280 

Added circuit complexity for temperature "350
compensation consists of a varactor, a
thermistor-resistor network, and a voltage o'1 - - to 20 30 40 o 60

-30 -20-1 0 102 304 506

regulator. The latter is added because TEMPERATURE, 
0C

regulation of 100 or 1000 to 1 is needed,
depending on how good the veltage source is Figure 3-4. Effect of Compensation on the
and the degree of frequency stacility needed Frequency of a 25-MHz Crystal Unit6

(see Fig. 4-1(B)).

The resistance of the thermistor-resistor
network is temperature sensitive so that a
voltage which is a function of temperature is The best angle of cut for the crystal
supplied to the varactor. This voltage depends on the stability needed and the
variation changes the capacitance value of the temperature range. A compromise must be
varactor and thus the load capacitance of the reached between the crystal with a more
crystal. This load caparitance change varies linear frequency-temperature slope between
the crystal oscillator frequency in a predeter- turning points with its greater frequency
mined manner to compensate for the crystal change and the crystal with. a smaller
frequency-temperature variation. Depending frequency change but a more nonlinear slope.
on the stability desired, the reactance change The more linear slope is easier to compensate
of the varactor also must compensate for but it must be compensated more precisely
temperature-induced changes of the voltage because of the larger frequency change.
regulator, active device, circuit elements, and Another consideration is the location of the
buffer amplifiers. 'The choice of values in the turnover points because synthesis of the
thermistor-resistor network is quite compli- compensating reactance is simplified when
cated and usually requires computer cptimiza- only one turn-over occurs in the temperature
tion techniques to determine the network range of interest.
parameters. 

To obtain good frequency stability as a
CRYSTALo, cfunction of temperature, especially under

I _'temperature transient conditions, it is neces-
sary that good thermal tracking exist among

0C mt OUT the crystal, varactor, and thermistors. If
CA TA K thermal gradients exist among these compo-
O'OCnents, a large frequency change- on theIH order of a few parts in 106 - can take place

under transient conditions. Also, the crystal
Figure 3-3. Temperature Compensation unit exhibits transient behavior during tem-j Circuit6  perature change, due to thermal gradients

3-5
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within the quartz plate that can be as large as The improved stability over the TCXO
a few parts in 106 for rapid temperature requires more space and considerably higher
changes. power consumption. In addition, there is

added circuit complexity over the basic
The TCXO exhibits good frequency accura- crystal oscillator (see Fig. 4-1(C)). The oven

cy from turn-on because all components are circuitry is composed of a resistance bridge,
at the same temperature whether power is amplifier, transistor controller, and heater
being supplied or not and the slight winding. A voltage regulator and multistage
temperature rise due to turn-on has only buffer amplifier are used and an automatic
minimal effect on frequency. In certain gain control circuit is needed to keep the
applications this feature is of major impor- crystal drive constant. One arm of the
tance. resistance bridge is the sensor, a speci,.lly

wound resistor or a thermistor whose
The aging of a TCXO is dependent resistance value is a function of temperature.

primarily on the crystal and presently is Any temperature change in the oven is
between 5 X 10"8 /wk to 5 X 10-1/wk for detected by this sensor resulting in bridge
the fundamental mode units used. When unbalance. The bridge voltage output is
dealing with the TCXO, as with the oven amplified and operates on the transistor
crystal oscillator discussed in par. 3-2.3, the controller, causing more or less current to
overall frequency tolerance that can be flow through the heater winding, thus
expected is arrived at by adding the aging, regulating the temperature. There should be
over whatever time period is applicable, to the good thermal coupling between the sensor
frequency-temperature stabiiity. For instance, and the heater winding on the oven shell so
the 5 X 10- frequency-temperature stability that high loop gain may be employed. The
coupled with an aging of 1 X 10" /wk gives an oven structure should be well insulated, and
overall frequency tolerance of I X 106 for 1 possess large heat capacity, to keep the rate of
yr. change of temperature at a minimum.

Without good thermal coupling the tempera-
3-2.3 TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED OS- ture at the crystal oscillator will vary

CILLATOR considerably, due to heating of the control
Forcircuit, resulting in poor frequency stability.
For applications calling for a stability The operating temperature of the oven can be

better than that obtainable with a TCXO, a clanged by varying the value of one resistor
temperature controlled crystal oscillator in the bridge circuit. This changes the balance

J (oven oscillator) must be used'. The ovens point and thus the operating temperature. A
used are of two general types - thermostati- well-designed single stage oven will give 0.1
cally controlled and proportionally con- deg to 1.0 deg C tempeiature stability over a
trolled. The thermostatically controlled oven wide ambient range.
uses a bimetallic or mercury thermostat to
sense the temperature and supplies heat to the
oven on an "on-off" basis. This gives simple Insulation is used in the oven around the
control but normally is restricted to less components to keep heat loss low and to
precise frequency control and therefore is not minimize temperature gradients within the
covered here. The proportionally controlled chamber. Generally, the gradients are propor-
type uses a resistance temperatur.e sensor and tiona! to the power used in the heater. The
by bridge circuitry supplies heat on a best insulation is a vacuum and the normal
continuous basis. This results in better way to achieve this is through use of a double
temperature control, thus higher precision wall dewar flask. A less expensive and more
frequency control. rigged method is the use of foam material;
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however, heat loss is greater than in the circuits usually are placed inside the first, or
evacuated case. outer, temperature-stabilized enclosure along

with the RF buffer amplifiers. The crystal
The operating temperature of the oven unit and oscillator circuit are placed within

must be higtaer. usually by 10 deg to 15 deg the second, or inner, oven enclosure.
C, than the highest ambient temperature
expected. The actual operating temperature For proper operation of a two-stage oven
of the oven must be adjusted to correspond to system, the outer enclosure must be main-the turn-over temperature of the crystal being tained at a temperature somewhat above the

Sused in that oven. highest ambient temperature to be en-
countered, and then the inner enclosure must

In order to realize the best frequency- be held several degrees above the temperature
stability performance possible with crystal- of the outer oven. This necessarily requires
controlled oscillators, double-oven 'zempera- that the turn-over temperature of the crystal
ture stabilizing techniques are employed unit used in such an oscillator be controlled
essentially to eliminate the effects of ambient carefully in manufacture since the operating
temperature changes on the frequency of point of the inner oven must be adjusted very
oscillation. A single, carefully-designed pro- accurately (within about 0.1 deg C) to the
rortionally controlled oven can maintain an turn-over temperature of the crystal. For
ambient ratio of the order of 500:1 (i.e., example, if an ambient range of 0' to 500 C is
internal temperature change of 0.1 deg C for specified, the operating temperature of the
an ambient range of 50 deg C). Consequently, outer oven would be chosen in the range of
placing one such oven completely within 600 to 650 C, and consequently the crystal
another of similar capability will result in an units should be specified to have turn-over
overall ambient ratio of the order of 2.5 X temperatures in the range of 70' to 75 0C.
lOs :1 (about 0.0002 deg C variation for a 50
deg C change in ambient). As a result, An oven stabilized oscillator is not on
frequency changes caused by ambient temper- frequency immediately after turn-on because
ature changes are reduced to be of the order the over, must warm up to its operating
of I X 10-12 /deg C, or even less. temperature before the crystal can be

stabilized at the turnover point. To obtain a
If the best available overtone-mode crystal fast warmup characteristic, a separate warmup

units (i.e., fifth overtone, 5 MHz) are used in heater and associated on-off thermostat are
oscillators of this type, and corresponding used. A large amount of power is used for a
care is observed in the design of a buffer short time in the warmup heater, thus heating
amplifier, voltage regulator, etc., the effects the chamber quickly. The thermo.tat wiii cut
of other ambient influences such as supply off a few degrees below the desired operating
voltage and load impedance can be made to temperature where the proportional control
be of the same order as the effects of takes over. Warmup times of 5 to 30 min,
temperature, with the result that crystal-con- from lowest ambient, are normal with a
trolled oscillators are available whose output power dissipation of 4-40 W during this
frequency will remain stable within I X 10- 1 i warmup time.
due to all causes - except shock vibration and
static acceleration - for periods of a day or 3-2.4 OSCILLATOR FOR SEVERE ENVI-
longer. RONMENT

In order to achieve stability of this order, Phase coherence and spectral purity are
the temperature control and voltage regulator very important for stable frequency sources

I:."
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subject to high shock and vibration in missile [ONEN

and space applications. Fig. 356 illustrates the CONTRO

use of an oven to obtain the thermal stability - --

required. Particular attention is paid to the --------
mounting material which is often foam. Since I HEATER T I I

the environment requires a rather rigid I
support, the g forces are transmitted to the I -crystal vibrptor which results in a frequency OSCILLATOR MPLIFIER

shift. The rigidity of the support relaxes with
time and contributes to a high aging rate. For 1 0 I
frequencies of 10 MHz and up, stability of the CRYSTAL NETWORK AGC

order of I part in 1010 per g is possible if the , -L_---IR
shock and vibration frequencies are less than L------------J
the resonant resonance of the crystal OUteR OVEN
mounting system. Static acceleration causes,
as a rule of thumb, a relative frequency Figure 3-6. Precision Crystal Controlled
changeof roughly 2 X 10-1 per g when the Oscillator6

acceleration vector is in the worst case
direction. Less than I X 10" °  per g is
possible if the crystal unit can be oriented
precisely in the acceleration field. It has been of amplitude of oscillation; therefore, a large
shown that the triple-ribbon supported amount of feedback is used in the amplifier

[ vibrator in the TO-5 transistor enclosure has and in the automatic gain control to maintain
! been found suitable for this class of service .  a constant level of the oscillator signal. An

oscillator using the 2.5 MHz fifth overtone
3-2.5 PRECISION OSCILLATORS crystal unit design has an average daily drift

rate as low as a few parts in 101 0, and after
For the greatest stability and lowest drift three weeks of operation, the aging is less

rate, carefui attention must be given to the than 10-9 Hz per wk 6 . Design criteria for the
oscillator circuit and the highest precision various crystal oscillators are discussed in par.
crystal unit must be used. Fig. 3-66 outlines 4-2.
the necessary controls thct must be used and
is typical of most precision oscillators on the 3-3 TUNING FORK OSCILLATORS
market today. A double oven with propor-
tional control is used to hold the temperature 3-3.1 APPLICATION
constant and to ensure that no gradients exist
in the quartz plate (see par. 3-2.3). One factor The tuning fork can be said t' be one of
governing the stability of a crystal unit is that the oldest v.brating devices used for fre-

quency control. Tuning forks are not used in
new military equipment because crystals areTHERMAL STABILIZER

-- - - - more stable. The only application is in
Isituations where cost is of prime importance.

SI Forks are much cheaper. They have been used
AM I S OL Ihi such devices as precision clocks, referenceclocks in computers, navigation systems,

L satellite timers, and central timekeeping

*systems. One of the problems in its early
Figure 3-5. Oscillator for Severe application was keeping the fork vibrating.

Environments6  Ideally, the pickup and drive device for
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maintaining vibrations should be loosely
coupled to the fork. Present practice uses a

- magnetic transducer for both pickup and
drive fu..ctions. NODE NODE

Lt__o
The transducer consists of a magnet inside OUT REST IN CO'P6SITE

a coil located close to the tine of the fork. A) FUNDMTA MoDE

Changes in flux, due to the vibration, produce OD - NO E
a signal in the pickup coil. Conversely, a signal I1,, ,
applied to another transducer, also located ' ,
near the tine, will mintain motion. An NOE--J....oDE
adequate amplifier connected between the OUT REST I.--
two will cause the fork to vibrate at the () FIRST PARTIAL MODE COMPOSITE

proper frequency. Typical gains required of
the amplifier are 10 to 50 dB depending on
fork design 10. Figure 3-7. Tuning Fork Vibrations

3-;3.2 NONTEMPERATURE CONTROLLED
OSCI LLATOR

to allow the use of alloy forks for general
As a standard oscillator, a fork vibrates at applications.

its fundamental, or lowest, resonant fre-
quency. By the positioning of the drive and The most practical present method of
pickup coils, and by control of the oscillator compensation is the use of a bimetallic fork
amplifier phasing, a tuning fork can be made made of a laminate of a positive coefficient
to oscillate at its second partial resonant Elinvar alloy and a negative coefficient steel
frequency, about six times the fundamental alloy. The coefficient then can be adjusted by
frequency. At the higher mode, the tuning grinding one laminate or the other.
fork exhibits a Q and a frequency stability
similar to those at its fundamental frequency. Another method to correct the tempera-
Present forks have Q's of 15,000 to 23,000 in ture coefficient problem is to use an oven. In
vacuum, and a temperature coefficient of this method, the fork is enclosed in a
frequency in the range of 1/5 to 1/3 ppm/deg proportional oven controlled by vacuum
C fror -20* to 50'C. Fig. 3-71 1 shows the tubes or transistors. At the present time,
modes of the fork motion when oscillating temperature versus frequency tolerances of
both in its fundamental and in its first partial ± 0.02% over the military temperature range
mode. and ± 0.001% in the room temperature range

are readily achieved' o.
3-3.3 TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED/COMPENSATED OSCILLATORS 3-3.4 EFFECTS OF OTHER ENVIRONMEN-

TAL FACTORS ON STABILITY
To help alleviate the effect of temperature

on frequency, alloys -;uch as Ni-Span, One of the environmental factors is fork
Vibraloy, Nivarox are used to produce low attitude. A fork with tines down runs faster
temperature coefficients. These alloys are than one with tines up due to the effect of
heat-treated to adjust the coefficient. For gravity. Of all frequency instruments, forks
close coefficients over wide temperature are the most susceptible to shock and
ranges, heat treating is not consistent enough vibration. Various methrcds to compensate for
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this include driving both tines with the coils stimulated to switch to the lower state by the
between the tines, having an internal stud applied field, but in doing so they emit rather
mounting in place of an external stud, and than absorb energy. The emitted energy is of
using foamed materials or damped springs. the same frequency as the stimulating field.

The frequency of the magnetic field required
Forks are subject to aging just as crystals to cause alignment transitions is related to the

are. Aged forks usually increase in frequency. magnetic moment of the electron, the spin of
Presoaking fork assemblies at moderately high the electron, and the magnetic field of the
temperatures provides a quick "aging" process nucleus.
so that a unit can be made compatible with its
end use. In instances where precise adjust-
ments are required, the frequency can be It should be noted that any quantity of
adjusted with a phase control. Variations up atoms will have approximately equal numbers
to 200 parts in 106 are practical and more in each of the possible hyperfine levels of the
than enough to compensate for future aging. ground state. If an RF magnetic field is
For design details of tuning fork oscillators, applied, transitions from the lower level to
see par. 4-3. the higher level will approximately equal

those in the opposite direction. The RF
3-4 ATOMIC RESONANCE DEVICES energy absorbed will equal the energy emitted

and there will be no sensible indication that
3-4.1 ATOMIC ACTION the transitions have taken place. It is

necessary, therefore, to work with a group of
Atoms are capable of existing in several atoms that are preponderantly in only one of

different energy states that are the result of the two possible states. There are various
different energy relationships between the means of achieving this condition; the means
various components of the atom. The atom being suited to the particular type of
can switch about among the different energy resonator in question (see par. 3-4.2. 1).
states permitted to it, but to do so it must
absorb or emit energy. The relationship of Transition frequencies are the same for all
major interest, as far as atomic resonators are unperturbed atoms of a given substance, and
concerned, is that between the nucleus of the the band width over which the transitions
atom and its outermost or valence electrons. occur is quite narrow. It is this reproducibility
The magnetic moment of these electrons may of frequency from atom to atom, along with
be aligned either with or against the magnetic the extremely sharp resonance (Q = 100
field of the nucleus depending upon the million) that has led to the development of
direction of spin of the electrons. It is these atomic resonators as precision time keeping
two possible alignments that constitute the devices.
hyperfine energy differences in the ground
state of the atom of concern here. There are basically two methods of using

atomic resonators for time or frequency
If a magnetic field of pioper frequency is control: viz., as passive resonators or as active

applied to the atom, the magnetic moment of resonators. The passive reso;,-,&or is used to
the electron can be induced to switch its determine and control the frequency of an
alignment relative to the nuclear magnetic applied RF magnetic field. Active resonators,
field. Electrons in the lower of the two energy on the other hand, actually generate an RF
states absorb energy and switch to the higher signal from the energy emitted by the atoms
state; electrons in the higher states are undergoing transition.
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3-4.2 PASSIVE RESONATORS alkali metals. The most extensively developed
type of gas cell employs rubidium8 7 .

3-4.2.1 Atomic Beam Resonators However, gas cells have been constructed
which ue atomic hydrogen, sodium 23 or

Atomic beam resonators, as the name cesium' ". Operation of these cells is similar
implies, make use of atoms or molecules of to that of the rubidium cell. The me.,ns used
various substances in the form of a beam. TIs for changing the energy states of the atoms in
beam, under proper magnetic manipulation, is gas cells is called optical pumping1 4 .
employed as an extremely precise frequency
determining element. The most extensively A passive resonator generally employs a
developed form of beam resonator is the relatively low-frequency crystal oscillator as
cesium beam, which is the international its primary source of RF energy. This
primary time standard. Considerable work oscillator is variable over a limited range, and
also has been done on the thallium beam. The the center frequency is usually a integral
operation of the various atomic beams is quite number of kilohertz or megahertz. Frequency
similar and, therefore, only the cesium beam multipliers and synthesizers are used to raise
is discussed. the oscillator frequency to that required to

effect the desired transition. An alternate
The cesium beam resonator consists essen- method is to operate the crystal oscillator at a

tially of a source of cesium' 33 atoms, submultiple of the transition frequency and
focusing magnets, a transition chamber, and a tose the synthesizer to obtain the desired
detector. These components are enclosed in a standard frequency from the crystal oscilla-
magnetically-shielded vacuum e.velope and tor. In either case, the signal applied to the
are arranged as shown in Fig. 3-81 1. There are atomic resonator usually is phase modulated,
two fundamental functiois to be performed and a synchronous detection network is
within the resonator: (1) isolation of the i:corporated in the ou' put circuit of the
particular atoms that undergo the desired resonator. In this manner an error signal is
transition from one energy level to another, generated which is applie, as a correction to
and (2) effecting and detecting the transition the crystal oscillator. The entire system is, in
itself. effect, a servo controlled oscillator with a

highly specialized frequency determiningWhen the RF generator that supplies the element. Circuit parameters are such that for
energy to the transition chamber is tuned for very short times the frequency stability is that
maximum detector output, its frequency will of the crystal oscillator and for long times
be precisely the transition frequency. For a that of the atomic resonator. Time, in this
cesium beam the exact frequency is case, is relative to the response time of the
9,192,631 ,770 Hz or. as the second is servo loop.
defined in terms of the cesium beam, it may
be more correct co say that 9,192,631,770 3-4.3 ACTIVE RESONATORS
cycles of the cesium beam oscillator equals
one second of ephemeris time' 3. The band 3-4.3.1 Masers
width of such a device is approximately 250
Hz. A maser is an atomic or molecular device

that is capable of coherent amplification or
3-4.2.2 Gas Cell Resonators generation of electromagnetic waves. The

masers employed in precision timing applica-
The operation of gas cell resonators, like tions are generally of the gaseous type and are

that of atomic beam resonators, is based upon operated as oscillators. These oscillators
a hyperfine transition of atoms of certain depend for their operation upon the energy
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Figuret-8. eium Atomic-beam Frequency-standard Apparatus

emitted by atoms or molecules undergoing through a dissociator that separates the

transitions from a higher to a lower energy molecules into atoms. The atoms then are
state. They, therefore, require a continuous passed through a focusing magnet that directs
supply of atoms or molecules in the desired atoms in the desired state into a storage bulb
energy state which may be provided either as while rejecting atoms in unwanted _'.ates.
a constant stream of selected atoms as in a
beam resonator or by optica! pumping as in a Atoms entering the storage bulb are
vapor cell. confined inside for a brief period before they

can escape through the entrance. During this
The most extensively developed maser period some of them will emit energy

oscillator for timing or frequency control spontaneously and make the transition to the
application is the atomic hydrogen maser. It lower energy state. The energy emitted will
consists essentially of a source of atomic stimulate still more atoms to undergo
hydrogen, a selecting magnet, a storage transitions and these, in turn, will release
chamber, a resorant cavity, a vacuum more energy. When the resonaitt cavity is
envelope, and magnetic shields. The compo- tuned to the frequency of the. emitted energy,
nents are arranged as shown in FRg. 3-91. the occurrence of the transitions will be

pulled into phase with the electromagnetic
Tihe hydrogen maser requires a continuous wave in the cavity. If enough transitions take

stream of hydrogen atoms in the higher place to provide sufficient energy to over-
energy level of the hyperfine state. These are come the losses in the system, oscillation will
provided by passing molecular hydrogen occur at the transition frequency. A coupling

loop in the cavity allows a small amount of
_ _-power to be drawn from this oscillation
._ 7 without seriously disturbing the system. The

. / ----- -: - resonant frequency of the cavity is adjustable
44 A-T L c'-----, over a small range so that it can be tuned

RCE \STATL , precisely to the transition frequency.
AULB S t.'0O

3-4.3.2 R F Output of MasersFigure 3.9. Schematic Diagram of the
Hydrogen Maser' S Masers of the type used for frequency
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control do not generate very large amounts of phase locking the output of the maser to the
power. Also, to avoid shifting the frequency signal from a precision crystal oscillator.
of the maser by variable loading, the output Heterodyne circuits and frequency synthe-
coupling must be kept low and isolation of sizers are used to convert the maser oatput to
the output circuitry must be provided. Useful the crystal frequency. In this manner an
output signal is thus reduced to a very low integral frequency at a power of several
level. Higher level signals can be produced by mi!liwatts is obtained.
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CHAPTER 4

BASIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR SIGNAL GENERATION

4-1 INTRODUCTION For a device -to be used by a basic reference
timer, its frequency must possess great stabil-

There is a continuous demand for increased ity and low drift rate. For a precision quartz
precision and accuracy in frequency control. crystal oscillator to possess these character-
Today fa't time pulses are used in radar, istics, detriled attention must be given to the
precision navigation systems, velocity mea- design of the oscillator circuit and to the
surement, guidance of fast-moving aircraft selection of a quartz resonator'. Tuning fork
and missiles, and rating of ship and shore oscillators that are hermetically sealed and
frequency standards. Microsecond synchroni- temperature compensated can be produced to
zation of clocks for periods of 24 hr or more operate in the frequency range of 400 to
at a number of range stations is necessary for 1000 Hz and also at 50-60 Hz. With respect to
accurate determination of missile velocity, atomic frequency standards, the controlled
Standard oscillators that are used to control rubidium gas cell oscillator is the most
clocks at remote points must not vary in compact, has a high degree of short-term
frequency more, than 1 part in 10 1 per day. stability, and a long-term stability sufficiently
Similarly, accurate synchronization of preci- adequate for a wide range of applications. By
sion frequency standards ashore and afloat is virtue of the fact that cesium beam oscillators
essential to operation of single side band have a very high degree of long-term stability
communication systems. The general theory and the important property of intrinsic
of signal generation applicable to basic reproducibility, they qualify as primary
reference timers is described in the paragraphs frequency standards. Even though the size
that follow. and weight of the cesium beam oscillators are

greater than a rubidium gas cell, these
instruments are portable. The atomic hydro-

4-1.1 GENERAL THEORY gen maser has the highest degrees of
short-term and long-term stability as well as

Three oscillator types used for the; intrinsic reproducibility when compared with
generation of frequency signals in basic, available atomic oscillators. Its size, weight,
reference timers are (1) quartz crystal and cost, however, are also greater 2 .
oscillators, (2) tuning fork oscillators, and (3)
atomic frequency standards, Each one has a Time standards and frequency standards
special characteristic that is used for gener- are related. A standard of frequency can serve
ating a constant frequency signal. In the as the basis for time measurement, and vice
quart. crystal oscillator, it is the mechanical versa, with certain restrictions. To avo;.d
vibration of the crystal; in the tuning fork errors when a frequency standard is used to
oscillator, it is the mechanical vibration of the maintain time, either interval or epoch, care
fork. Atomic frequency standards use transi- must be taken to identify the time scale of
tions between states separated by energies interest; i.e., atomic, UTC sidereal, etc.3 .
corresponding to microwave frequencies (see
pars. 3-2 to 3-4). If a consistent local system of time and
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frequency standards is to be maintained, the The atomic resonance of cesium and
standards must be intercompared. Further, if rubidium is used in a passive sense to control
a local system is to be kept in correspondence the frequency of quartz crystal oscillators
with national standards, a reference must be through the action of electronic feedback
established and maintained. Radio broadcasts circuits. Fig. 4-22 shows a basic block diagram
from frequency and time standard stations are of an atomic resonator-controlled oscillator
used most often as the link to keep this while Fig. 4-32 shows a complete hyd-,ogen
reference. The various systems that may be maser standard. Design details of the o.mpo- 4
used for synchronization and the test nents and circuits are covered in pars. 4-2 to
methods used in these systems are discussed 4-4.
in par. 5-3.

4-2 QUARTZ CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS
4-1.2 COMPONENTS AND CIRCUITS

4-2.1 QUARTZ CRYSTAL UNITS
Most crystal-controlled frequency stand-

ards are composed of the following compo- 4.2.1.1 Vibration Types
nents1 :

It has been stated that the type of motion
(1) A control element, i.e., the quartz used in signal generation in the quartz crystal

crystal unit oscillator is the mechanical vibration of the
quartz crystal itself. Fig. 4-45 illustrates the

(2) A P-.gative resistance element, i.e., the various modes of motion that are used in
oscillator circuit using vacuum tubes or practically all crystal units on the market
transistors today. Quartz bars or plates are used in the

flexural, extensional, and shear modes of
(3) A thermostat or temperature-control motion to cover the frequency range from a

device to keep the frequency control element few hundred hertz to over 200 MHz. In order
and other circuit elements at constant to obtain the best characteristics, particularly
temperature as a function of temperature, certain orienta-

tions have been developed with respect to the
(4) Suitable frequency dividers or other crystallographic axes as shown in Table 4-1s.

means for producing lower output frequencies
.2 All of the high frequency units listed are

(5) Integrating devices, such as clock excited by an electrical field that is
indicators perpendicular to the major surfaces of the

crystal. In A and B vibrators, an electric field
(6) A suitable power supply. perpendicular to the major surface usually is

used to couple to the thickness shear mode.
The circuits used in quartz crystal oscilla- To do so, the electrodes are deposited on the

tots are shown in Fig. 4-14. The basic circuit central portion that is the principal frequency
of Fig. 4-1(A) is relatively simple. For determining part of the quartz plate. When
temperature compensation (Fig. 4-1(B)), the the resulting two-terminal resonator is con-
added circuit complexity is shown in heavy nected into a circuit, it behaves as though it
lines. Additions consist of a varactor, were an electrical network. It is so located in
thermistor-resistor network, and voltage regu- the oscillator circuit that its equivalent
lator (see par. 3-2.2). For temperature electrical network becomes a major part of
control, shown in Fig. 4-1(C), oven circuitry the resonant circuit that controls oscillator
is added, again shown in heavy lines (see par. frequency. At present, AT-cut plates vibrating
3-2.3). either in their fundamental mode or in one of
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Figure 4-1. Crystal Oscillator Circuits for Frequency Standards'
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Figure 4-2. Basic Diagram of Atomic Resonator Controlled Oscillator 2

their mechanical overtones are being used 4-2.1.2 Enclosures
almost exclusively for frequency standards'.
The quartz plates have a piano-convex shape, The performance of crystal vibrators is
are polished, and carry electrodes that are controlled largely by the type of mounting
applied by vapor deposition. systcm used and its enclosure. Types of

holders in current use are shown in Fig. 4-5s.
The attainment of a high Q and low aging is Holders HC-6, HC-13, and HC-18, with crystal

possible by use of meticulous care in the vibrators listed in Table 4-I, can be used to
preparation of the crystal unit6 . Aging rates cover the frequency range from a few kHz to
of 2 X 10-9 per wk and less, and Q values of 200 MHz. This type of holder is sealed to the
1.5 X 106 to 2 X 106 for 5-MHz fifth base by soldering. To eliminate the resulting
overtone piano-convex units are attained contamination, all-glass holders of the HC-6
commercially in reasonable quantities for and HC-18 dimensions were developed.
oven controlled use. (For a definition of Q, Designated as HC-26 a-d HC-27, they are
see par. 4-3.1.2.) used principally in the high-frequency, thick-

1400.MHA

STAWA00 s wO i'~mQAIC - 0.000MI I

PNSCCOTRL "l

Figure 4-3. Complete Hydrogen Maser Frequency Standard-
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A new sealing machine has been reported
(A) Flexure (B) Extensional for use with HC-26 and HC-27 glass holders9 .

Mode Mode This machine has a proauction capability of
She00 units per month with high reliability.
A 5-MHz fundamental resonator in evacuated
coldweld HC-6/U and round transistor config-
urations has been developed for use in
temperature compensated oscillators. Specific

W) Face Shear Modes goals were long-term aging of no more than 2
parts in 10' per wk, high Q (500,000 min),
good frequency stability of 35 ± 2 parts per
106 between turning poits, and ability to
withstand bakeout temperatures of 450'C.
Figs. 4-6' ° and 4-710 depict tfie HC-6 type

(D) Thickness Shear Modes coldweld unit and the round transistor type
coldweld holder. Materials used for the

Figure 4-4. Basic Modes in Quartz enclosures included copper-clad kovar bases,
Crystal Vibrators' compatible glass-to-metal seals, and covers ofhigh purity nickel. In attempts to miniaturize

the enclosure as much as possible, there have
been recent developments to produce holders
similar to the TO-5 transistor enclosure, but

ness shear crystal units7 . For high frequency having a ,|eight of 0.070 in. and a diameter of
overtone precision crystal units, HC-30 and 0.250 in. The seal is made by an electron
T-11 all-glass holders are used'. They are of beam welding process'
the drop seal type and eutectic solder may be
used in the mounting system. However, in the 4-2.1.3 Quartz Material
HC-26 and HC-27 enclosures, high tempera-
ture bonding agents such as silver paste and Synthetic quartz is now available from
cements mtst be used. The principal advan- commercial sources, and recently attempts
tage of glass holders is that they are easier to have been made to improve the Q-value.
clean, and with normal processing, there Internal friction limits Q as shown in Fig.
should be less contamination inside the 4-8' . This is a plot of the internal friction of
enclosures, natural quartz over a wide temperature range

Figure 4-5. Quartz Crystal Unit Holders' Figure 4-6. HC-6 Type Coldweld Unit
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TABLE 4-1
DESIGNATION OF QUARTZ VIBRATORS$

Vibrator Usual
Designation Reference Mode of Vibration Frequency Range

A AT Cut Thickness Shear 0.5 to 250 MHz
B BT Thickness Shear 1 to 30 MHz
C CT Face Shear 300to 1000 kHz
D DT Face or Width Shear 200 to 750 kHz
E +5X c.xtentional 60 to 300 kHz
F -180X Extensional 60 to 300 kHz
G GT Extensional 100 to 500 kHz
H +5X Length-Width Flexure 10 to 100 kHz
J +50X Duplex 1 to 10 kHz

(2 plates) Length-Thickness Flexure
M MT Extensional 60 to 300 kHz
N NT Length-Width Flexure 10 to 100 kHz
K X-Y bar Length-Width Flexure or 2 to 20 kHz

Length-Thickness Flexure

2.0 O-
I I i I I

- MEASURED INTERNAL
I.e . ... . FRICTION

-,•/ BACKGROUND LOSS
b -RELAXATION LOSS
z 1.4

S? :----

In 0.5

Figure 4-7. Round Transistor Type Coldweld 0.20  -- E Li± F
Holder ; 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 AO 90 100 $to 120

TEMPERATURE, oZ

Figure 4-8. Friction Losses in Quartz"2
obtained by deternirng the Q of a 5-MHz
fifth-overtone glass-enclosed AT-cut vibra-tor' 3 ,14 •
tr 3and natural quartz because it is felt that most

This crystal unit construction has been of the measurable loss is in the vibrating
used for measuring the Q of both synthetic material and not in the mounting system. It
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has been demonstrated that the Q of synihetic
quartz can be improved to a value equal to
natural quartz by appropriate control of the T 3 METAL ENCLOSED UNITS. GLASS ENCLOSED UNITS

growth solution and growth rate 1 5. The I 2\-

background relaxation shown in Fig. 4-8 has 2- GLATERED U

been explained as a direct conversion of . Oacoustic waves into thermal energy 14 . The"oNDI

sodium carbonate method of quartz growth % 5 I0 15 20 25l 30

leads to crystals of very small hydrogen TIME, day
content with a Q in the order of 2 X W'6 at
the 5-MHz level 1 3. A BT-cut vibrator whose Figure 4-9. Aging of Metal-enclosed and
elastic constant is twice as high as an AT-cut Glass-enclosed 5-MHz Crystal Units' 2
vibrator offr higher Q values' 6.

4-2.1.4 Design Considerations

Oscillator crystal design primarily is con-

cerned with obtairng high Q units that have In very general terms, a crystal-controlled
low resistance and exhibit good temperature oscillator may be described as consisting of an
behavior. The presence of unwanted modes at amplifier, or gain circuit, together with a
certain frequency ranges of conventionally feedback network that contains a piezoelec-
used crystal designs can cause serious tric crystal unit 4 . A typical oscillator circuit is
application difficulties. A study has been
made in which the techniques of energy
trapping used to design filter crystals can
control the mode spectrum' 1. The latest issue TABLE 4-2
of the Military Crystal Specifications statesthat the resistance of the unwanted modes SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS
should be at least double the resistance of the
main mode' 8. Table 4-219 summarizes the Frequency: 5000.000 kHz (5th overtone mode)
characteristics of new crystal unit design of Tolerance: ± 1 part per 106 at optimum operating
the 5-MHz fifth overtone type. Techniques temp. (in range 700 to 800C)
for processing crystals to meet requirements Average a: 2,500,000
of military and satellite applications have Maximum effective resistance:
been developed". Stabilities in the 10'1 Series = 140 ohm; parallel = 185 ohm

Offset and retrace characteristics:range per month and recoverability to within Orfset offset: characteris t rrtrFreq. offset: < 4, X 10-9 9-4 hr after restart
2 parts per 10 10 after temperature interrup- Aging retrace: < 5 X 10-I 0 72 hr after restart
tion were realized in isolated cases. Temperature coefficient:

0.1 part per 106/deg C within ± 0.5 deg C of
Aging rates of thickness-shear AT-cut operating temp.

vibrators have been reduced in the past few Aging: < 5 X 10- 1 /day after 3 days
years by the use of glass holders or <7 X 10- ° /wk after 30 days
cold-welded metal holders that allow high Level of drive: 70juA ± 20%
temperature bakeout prior to sealing. Fig. Typical parameters: L = 9.2 H

n-12 iustrates how the change in frequency c =0.0001 pF
has been reduced by these means. Co =4.3 pF
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shown in Fig. 4-1 (A). Self-oscillation of such constant value will result whenever any
, circuit will occur provided that the loop perturbation of loop phase occurs. These

gain exceeds unity at some frequency for perturbations generally may be considered to
which the total loop phase is 2nir(n = 0, 1, be of two classes, namely:
2...). The stable level of oscillating signal will
be determined either by the self-limiting (1) Deviations in electrical circuit param-
characteristics of the loop, or by the action of etersan external automatic-gain-control loop acting
on the circuit. (2) Deviations in the crystal unit character-

istics.
When the desired frequency of oscillation

corresponds to the lowest resistance vibration- In class (1) are included such factors as the
al mode of the controlling crystal unit (i.e., temperature coefficients of capacitors, induc-
fundamental-mode operation of a thickness- tors, resistors, and transistors; the aging of
shear type resonator), additional band-limit- these devices; their voltage and current
ing networks generally are not required in the characteristics; and their susceptibility to
oscillator loop. However, such is not always mechanical disturbance. Whatever the cause, a
the case. For example, a low-frequency phase perturbation in the circuit transfer
oscillator may be designed to use a flexure- phase will cause a change in the average
mode crystal that could exhibit lower frequency of oscillation, assuming that the
resistance at a higher frequency corresponding crystal unit char&,teristics remain unper-
to an extensional or width-shear mode of turbed.
vibration. In this instance, a simple low-pass
network would be required in the oscillator Class (2) deviations include changes in
loop to insure operation at the desired crystal unit characteristics caused by tempera-
flexure-mode frequency. Similarly, a band- ture, temperature gradient, drive level, "fre-
pass network would be needed in order to quency aging", and mechanical disturbances
assure operation of an oscillator circuit at one (shock, acceleration, and vibration).
of the overtone-modes of a thickness-shear-
resonator (i.e., the resistance of the desired The crystal oscillator circuit generally is
fifth overtone mode of a VHF crystal unit designed to use a gain circuit having as broad
could be greater than that of either the a band as practicable consistent with opera-
fundamental, third, or seventh-overtone tion of the desired crystal modes in order to
modes). reduce the network effect on frequency

stability. The crystal feedback network, on
The output signal spectrum of a crystal- the other hand, usually is designed to have as

, controlled oscillator will depend upon the narrow a transmission band as can be
oscillating level, the electrical n-- intro- obtained so as to make the frequency of
duced by circuit elements, and by the oscillation depend essertially only on the
bandwidths of the circuits. Generally, the crystal unit characteristics. When freqtiency
spectral width is extremely small; and, for a adjustment is required, it is accomplished
majority of applications, only the center or preferably by introducing a variable reactance
average frequency behavior need be consid- that changes the transmission frequency of
ered. Disregarding for the moment the the crystal network without widening the
corruption of sipnal purity by electrical noise, transmission band. When these general prac-
the average frequency of oscillation always tices are followed, the oscillator frequency
will be determined by the loop phase stability will depend primarily upon the
requirement. Deviations in frequency from a characteristics of the crystal unit, which

4-
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should be chosen to have (1) a high Q-factor; 3.2 in.3 . Oven B was designed to maintain a
(2) a low temperature coefficient of fre- compensated crystal oscillator at a tempera-
quency over the intended operating tempera- ture of 0' to 50C to a stability of 50
ture range; (3) a low drive-level coefficient of millidegrees short term and an objective of
frequency; (4) low sensitivity to mechanical 100 millidegrees over the variation in ambient
shock, acceleration, and vibration; and (5) temperature of -55°  to -15°C. This package
low frequency aging. More information on measured 5.2 in,3 . See also par. 3-2.3.
oscillator circuitry is contained in Refs.
21-23. One major factor in design is to control the

heat produced at a "hot spot" such as a
resistor or transistor. Sources of such heat

4-2.3 OVENS (see Fig. 4-11) are the integrated circuit, the
oven control transistors, and the bridge

The design of ovens for crystal oscillators resistors. The transistor was sunk into tle
should consider requirements of the specific oven shell to distribute its heat to the shell
application. Two examples of prototype and aid the heater in its functions. Fig.
ovens developed for portabe communications 4-1224 is a plot of the typical control system
and satellite instrumentation - ovens A and with a maximum power of 3 W for quick
B, Fig. 4-10, respectively -- are presented. Fig. warm-up.
4-1024 shows an exploded view of the ovens The circular printed circuit board in the
while Fig. 4-1 124 presents the basic circuit oven (Fig. 4-10) contains the bridge resistors,
diagram of the control system. Oven A was temperature adjusting potentiometer, and the
designed to maintain a single HC-6/U crystal differential amplifier housed in a standard
at a preset temperature between 800 and TO-5 transistor case. Insulation of the entire
90'C over an ambient temperature range of assembly was achieved by a microfiber type
-50°  to 75°C. The entire package measured of glass wool.

Li 1~~~r 9BVN~o
OVEN SHELL (A)

OVEN A

OVEN SHELL (B)
WITH HEATER AND ~SNSO

PRWORaTICAL
CONTROL
CIRCUIT

C I OVEN COVER (B)
Figure 4- 10. Exploded View of Crystal Ovens
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ii

8+

8+R2

R3 6 SENSOR

R4

OVEN -
CONTROLTRANSISTOR

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER

Figure 4-11. Basic Proportional Control System
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4-3 TUNING FORK OSCILLATORS PICKUP oIVE

4-3.1 TUNING FORKS

4-3.1.1 Dimensional Considerations
i , T

The frequency f of a fork is determined by h
the tine dimensions. Frequency is directly _

proportional to tine thickness and inversely i
ploportional to the square of tine length

f = k - ,Hz (4-1) Figure 4-13. Typical Tuning Fork

where
where

k =proportionality constant, dimen-

sionless H, = energy stored per cycle, ft-lb

h = tine thickness, in. Hd = energy dissipated per cycle, ft-lb

k tine length, in.

The remaining dimension (b) has no 4-3.1.3 Temperature Coefficient of Fre-
relation to frequency (Fig. 4-132 5). Usually a quency
low-frequency fork is long and a high-fre-
quency fork is short, but this is not Temperature variation is the largest single
mandatory. Although most forks are driven so factor affecting frequency stability. The
that they vibrate in a fundamental mode, temperature coefficient of frequency 3 is27

higher frequencies sometimes are produced by
driving a fork in an overtone mode. j3 = (" 1- 3')/2, (deg C)"  (4-3)

4-3.1.2 Quality Factor where

The quality factor Q of the fork is relkted c = temperature coefficient of the modu-
to its material, dimensional relationships, and lus of elasticity, (deg C-
the method of driving the fork. Q also can be
determined from the spacing of the half -y =temperature coefficient of linear ex-
power points or by the vibration decay pansion, (deg C)-
characteristics. Forks made of certain aluni-
num alloys can attair, twice the Q of nickel By suitable selection of materials, P3 can be
alloy forks but have very poor frequency made to approach zero. TIJs was the basis for
versus temperature coefficients. The Q of a development of the constant modulus alloys.
resonator (electrical, mechanical, or any The metal used for mono-metallic types has a
other) is2 6  composition as shown in Table 4-327. Fork

manufacturers may vary the cornposition to
_ I dimensionless (4-) limitsuit certain requirements of stability, temper-Q = 2r Ha~L ,iesines [ ' ature limits, etc..

4Hd1
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TABLE 4-3(
R1 L "

ANALYSIS OF MONOMETALLIC TYPE FORK R2

Nickel 30-38
Chromium 5-13
Iron 48-61
Manganese 0.5-2
Silicon 0.5-1 (A) Simplified Equivalent Circuit
Cobalt 0.5-1
Tungsten 1-3 I

Bimetallic construction uses a block of Z
constant modulus alloy and a strip of carbon
steel, silver soldered together. The ratio of
nickel alloy to carbon strip thickness
determines the temperature coefficient of the
tuning fork and will be in the range of 4-6 to
I with the nickel alloy being the largest FREQUENCY, Hz
quantity2 7 . (B) Transmittance vs Frequency

4-3.1.4 Shock and Vibration
Figure 4-14. Oscillator Circuit

Both tines of a fork can be forced to
vibrate parasitically in phase, in addition to
the normal out-of-phase vibration under
disturbance of shock or vibration. However, if amplitl.c of oscillation. Transmittance (ratio
the coils are placed between the tints, see Fig. of generalized output to input) is shown as a
4-13, the pick-up coil will tend to cancel funcion of frequency in Fig. 4-14(B). Peak
pick-up voltage due to in-phase tinte motions response corresponds to antiresonance of the
and thus reduce this component in the motional parameters, and the secondary
output. Use of an internal stud to motint the response corresponds to series resonance of
fork at its center of moment reduces the the motional equivalent capacity with the
shock and vibration effects by approximately coupling coil inductance. The latter is
5 times in the internal stud configuration. 5 . typically one or two percent higher in

frequency than the primary response and is
4-3.2 OSCILLATOR CIRCUITRY sufficiently low in amplitude compared with

the main response that oscillation will still
A simplified equivalent circuit of the fork occur at the primary response .

assembly in the form of a two-terminal pair
network is shown in Fig. 4-14(A) 2 7 . As with 4-4 ATOMIC FREQUENCY STANDARDS
the crystal, the fork parameter values are
dependent on amplitude of vibration. In the 4-4.1 PASSIVE RESONANT DEVICES
figure, the representation is that of an
electromagnetic transducer or resonator in 4-4.1.1 System Considerations
which an output coupling is placed to
produce an output that is proportional to the The atomic resonances of cesium and
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rubidium are used passively to control the The larger signal-to-noise ratio of the
frequency of quartz crystal oscillators rubidium resonance controlled oscillators
through the action of electronic feedback makes them more effective for short-term
circuits. The basic system arrangement is control of frequency errors induced by shock

* shown in Fig. 4-2. In this system, the and vibration than those controlled by cesium
frequency of the controlled crystal oscillator resonance. Other design, factors include phase
is an integral submultiple of the at.nic control of the modulation-signals,, harmonic
resonance frequency. To provide standard distortion of these signals, and, the spectral
frequency signals on the basis of the purity of the microwave signal applied to ihe
commonly defined time intervals, a frequency atomic resonator 2 8.
synthesizer is included as a part of the
resonance controlled oscillator. The synthe- 4-4.1.2 Cesium Seam Standards
sizer may either be (1) included within the
frequency control loop to relate the rational Cesium '.eam standards are maintained qt
frequency of the crystal oscillator to a the National. Bureau of Standards (NBS)_and
submultiple of the atomic resonance, or (2) at the-U S Naval"'Observatory (USNO), the
part of a secondary system phase locked to two organizations chiefly involved in distri-
the primary loop as shown in Fig. 4-2. Note buting accurate and precise ftme and fre-
that the feedback control loop attempts to quency information within the U.S. NBS is
match the multiplied frequency of the responsible for the custody, maintenance, and
controlled oscillator to the frequency of the development of the national Standards. of
atomic resonance. The response time of the frequency and time (interval) as well as their
control loop determines the length of time dissemination to the general public. This
that errors in the crystal oscillator continue mission of USNO includes the provision of
before correction is made in termc of atomic accurate time as an integral part of its work
resonance. In time intervals short compared associated with the publication of ephem-
with loop response period, the oscillator erides in support of navigation and in the
stability is that of the crystal oscillator, while establishment of a fundamental reference
in the case of time intervals that are long system in space 29 .
compared with the loop response period, the
stability is that of atomic resonance. The National Bureau of Standards has

developed several cesium standards and one
An important consideration in the design thallium standard. NBS-I, the oldest machine,

of the control system is the noise associated was criginally operated using cesium but was
with the atomic resonance signal. This noise converted to thallium in 1962. NBS-II
will modulate he cr stal oscillator frequency provides a line width of 110 Hz, while
and degrade the short-term stability perfor- NBS-III, the longest machine, provides amance. To combat this, the control loop spectral line width of 48 Hz (see Fig. 4-1 530).response speed may be limited by the designer NBS-5 has an accuracy of better than I part

and thus effectively filter the noise before it in 1012.
reaches the oscillator. However, disturbances
caused by the environment can introduce All of the NBS devices use the Ramsey-
errors that are not corrected as quickly and type excitation instead of the Rabi-type. Theeffectively as may be required. Compromises original Rabi method of exciting the atomic
are, therefore, necessary to best match the transitions in an atomic beam resonance
application. Another frequency modulation experiment uses a single oscillating field3 .
noise may arise from the frequency multipli- Ramsey introduced a method by which the
cation process but it most practical devices, transitions are excited by two separated
the resonance signal noise dominates'. oscillating fields. Advantages of this method
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buffer gas that interacts with the rubidium gas
A. to cause a pressure shift. Commercial

development of rubidium gas cell controlled

oscillators has led to refined designs entirely
based upon solid-state electronic circuits. The

- ~. rubidium instrument is compact and operates
reliably. A militarized version designed for U
S Army tactical applications is illustrated in
Fig. 4-162. Capable of surviving rough
handling and the problems involved in a wet

7 environment, these units have been designed
for operation in guided missiles and aircraft as
well as in general applications for which they
can be installed in a relay rack 2 .

4-4.2 MASERS

- . 4-4.2.1 System Considerations

0 P -0 :;Atomic hydrogen masers and rubidium gas
cell masers are active oscillators that provide
output signals directly from the quantum
transitions within the atomic particles. For
practical applications, it is necessary to make
maser signLls available at millivolt power

Figure 4-15. Cesium Atomic Beam Fre-
quency Standard, NBS-III

are3 2 : (1) improved resolution of the
spectrometer, (2) a high degree of uniformity
of the magnetic fields nt required, and (3) a
higher resolution than a single field when
observing very high frequency transitions.
This latter advantage is gained at the expense
of a reduction in the signal-to-noise ratio.

Examples of commercial cesium atomic
beam frequency standards are Hewlett-Pack-
ard Models 5061 A and 5062A. The former is
available with two different beam ,ubes,
standard and high performance.

4-4.1.3 Rubidium Gas Cell Standards

Rubidium gas cell standards require, as a Figure 4-16. Tactical Rubidium Gas Cell
component of the gas cell mixture, an inert Frequency Standard2
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ievels and synthesized to convenient fre-
quencies. For the hydrogen maser, accessories
are available to phase lock high quality crystal
oscillators to the maser signal by using
commercial synthesizers. The basic block
arrangement is shown in Fig. 4-3.

Noise is a fundamental factor that limits Oa
stability and the spectral purity of the signal
in maser frequency standards. The internal
noise of the oscillator includes thermal noise
and noise characteristics of the maser type
and design. External circuits also contribute
additional noise. The mixers are the sources _ ___-

of most of the noise and where very short
term stability or high spectral purity are -
important, low noise preamplifiers are used
ahead of the mixers2 .

4-4.2.2 Maser Devices

Techniques and design principles relevant ..
I, the construction and operation of hydro- I--.
Sa niasers are well documented 3 3 . An

atomic hydrogen maser clock system for
installation in a satellite to be used for
measuring the gravitational ted shift has been Figure 4-1Z Satellite Maser With Bell Jar
developed, and performance data presented Removed
for the operation of a laboratory model, see
Fig. 4-17 4. Prototype atomic hydrogen
staidards for field use at tracking stations
have been developed 3 5 . Designed for minimal maser oscillator 36 .It is considerably smaller
operator attention, the unit contains a than hydrogen maser, but affected by the
hydrogen maser, recei/er-synthesizer, auto- same factors that limit the long term stability
matic cavity tuner, clock, standard output of the rubidium gas cell standard. Short-ierm
frequenes and time signals, and other system stability is expected to be one part in i012
electronics. for observation times of I sec and long-term

stability to be about one part in 1011 per
Another type of maser that has been month. Table 4-41 compares physical data of

developed is the optically pumped rubidium three types of atomic frequency standards.

4-15
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TABLE 4-4

PHYSICAL DATA RELATING TO AVAILABLE ATOMIC
FREQUENCY STANDARDS2

Atomic Hydrogen Rubidium Gas Cell Con- Cezium Atomic Beam (24-in,)
Characteristic Maser trolled Oscillator Controlled Osci;lator

Nominal Resonance Fre- 1420.405751 MHz 6834.682608 MHz 9192.631770 MHz
quency

Resonance Width 1 Hz 200 Hz (typical) 250 Hz

Atomic Interaction 0.5 sec 2 X i0.3 sec (typical) 2.5 X 10.3 sec
Time TA Interaction length,

L = 25 cm (typical)

Atomic Resonance Events
per Second 1012 102 106

Magnetic f - fo = 2750 B2 (gauss) f -fo = 574 82 (gauss) f - fo= 427 B 2 (gauss)
_ > 5X 10"13 (typical 1 X 1O"9 (typical) 1 X 10o (typical)

.E 2nd Order Doppler 4X 10"  (3f0'T= 8X 10* 3  3X 10- 3

0. O 1.4X 1 0/K)
Collisions 2 X 10"  3 X 10 1 (typicp!!) none

State Selection Method Atwnic Beam Deflection Optical Pumping Atomic Beam Deflection in
in Hexapole Magnets Dipole or Multipole

Magnets

* Resonance Detection Atomic Microwave Radia- Optical Absorption Surface Ionization of De-
Method tion (active maser oscil- flected Atoms

lation)

Temperature of Resonating 3000 K 330°K 3600 K
Atoms
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CHAPTER 5

TIMING EQUIPMENT AND MEASUREMENT

5-1 INTRODUCTION ,omplete oscillator cycles which elapse
between start and stop of an interval are

Chapters 2, 3, and 4 are concerned with the counted electronically. If, for example, the
basic considerations of setting up precision oscillator frequency were 100 MHz and its
reference timing systems. In this chapter we short-term instability were one part in 10 10,
deal with the equipment and techniques then oscillator stability would be the limiting
available to the local user who must solve factor in the measurement accuracy only for
problems requiring accurate knowledge of time intervals greater than a hundred seconds.
time. For accurate time keeping - regardless To make full use of oscillator stability for
of whether the required time scale is atomic shorter time irtervals, measurements can be
time, 'Universal time, or any other (see par. made of the fractional cycles that occur
2-1) - the local system should (I) provide a during the time interval s . To measure the
consistent time interval, (2) be initially number of oscillations in an interval, use is
synchronized with the master time, and (3) .e made of electronic counters. The basic
chocked periodically against the master time elements of counters include (1) decade
to ensure that the scales remain in correspon- counting assemblies, (2) a main gate that
dence. In other words, accurate time keeping controls the time interval during which the
requires an accurate and stable measuring input signal is measured, (3) a time base
system and effective means of synchronizing which supplies a i-eference of time for the
this system with the master. The equipment, main gate, (4) decade divider assemblies, and
techniques, and resources available to the (5) a means of shaping the input signal to
local user to achieve these ends are discussed provide for proper operation of the gate.
in the paragraphs that follow. Numerical readouts are used to display the

count.5-2 TIME MEASUREMENT
' 52.1 GATED COUNTER

Precision time keeping or time indication
usually requires the use of a very stable Transient or repeated time intervals often
oscillator such as a quartz crystal oscillator are measured using a gated counter to count
(see pars. 3-2 and 4-2) or one that depends on the cycles of an oscillator. In its simplest
the frequency corresponding to a particular form, a gated counter (Fig. 5-1-) forms a
energy-level transition (see pars. 3-4 and 4-4). pulse from the input sinusoid and this pulse
Military Specifications for the cesium beam train is "gated" into a counter. Referring to
frequency standard are listed as Refs. 1-4. the figure, the crystal oscillator is free-running

and thus can be highly stable. Before the
Unless very long time intervals are being initiation of a time measurement, the reset

measured, the full stability inherent in these multivibrator sets the counter to zero.
oscillators cannot be obtained with ordinary Transmission of the crystal-controlled train to
techniques. By !ise of the most basic method the counter is prevented by the gate. When a
of time interval measurement, the number of start pulse arrives, the gate .binary switches

.5-1
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FULSE CAT COUITR5-2.2 VERNIER SYSTEM COUNTER

oSILk1 The next level of improvement in accuracy
has been achieved by the use of "vernier

CATE T.IE systems"'. Essentially, the principle of
Boperation is that a coarse counter counts the

whole number of crystal clock oscillations
START , while vernier counters indicate the correction

due to fractional clock cycles. A block
diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 5-2'.

a oFigure 51. Gated Counters The corr ction is measured by causing a
Fi vernier oscillator to commence pulsing at the! start of the time interval. The vernier

and opens tihe gate that allows subsequent oscillator frequency is slightly higher than
time Pulses to pass through to the counter. that of the clock oscillator, and vernier
These are counted until a stop pulse arrives, oscillations are counted until 'he vernier
and then the gate binary returns to its original oscillator comes into phase with the clock
state and the passage of timing puises to the generator. A measure of this phase of the
counter is stopped. The d.isp!ay-time multivi- clock generator then can be obtained. This
brator deactivates the gate binary so that the phase determination at the end of the time
accumulated count can be viewed s . interval is made by another vernier actuated

by the stop signal'. Two restrictions on this
For transient measurements, the accuracy method are (1) there are stringent stability

obviously is limited to ± I cycle of oscillation requirements for the vernier generators, and
in a system using a simple polarized threshold (2) there is a "dead time" because the vernier
detector. The accuracy of this "gated measurement is not available until the vernier
counter" system wou~id be doubled if a and the clock coincide.
bipolar threshold detection system were
employed. However, any increases in order of
magnitude are not assured and the counter
has to operate at higher speeds. Present S STARTSTARtechnology sets a counting rate limit on VERNIR VERIE I0NCOENT Ibinary counters at approximately 100 MHz GEN. COUNTER CIRCUIT|
and. consequently, accuracies greater than 1IG
nsec cannot be obtained by the brute force
applicationof this methodS. ~~ 0A*EH ;- ¢0

A somewhat better accuracy can be _______

obtained from the gated counter approach ]_
when doing repetitive measurements. Resultss0 -
of an extensive analysis indicate that 100 vERIE VERNIR COINCIDENT I

STORPRTTR

measurements are required for an accuracy of GE. COUNTER CIRCUIT
I nscc with 90% confidence with a 100-MHz J
counter5 . Recycle and display typically
requires several milliseconds, and thus 100
measurements might require 1 sec (Ref. 6). Figure 5-2. Vrnier Counting System6

~5-2
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5-2.3 DIGITAL INTERPOLATION COUNT- standard time signals such as those trans-
ER mitted by station WWV 7 . The method used

here requires the determination of the
Another technique tha. does not have the propagation delay between the transmitter

restrictions of the vernier is the digital and the clock station. This delay then is
interpolation technique'. In this method, a applied as a correction to the clock readings . C

pulse train derived from and synchronous In addition, HF services broadcast time of day
with the clock oscillator is fed into a delay information. Time ticks of these broadcasts
line. At the start of a time interval to be may be used in much the same way. Withmeasured, a pulse is developed that is applied present LF/VLF time services and the

to the opposite end of the line. If the line has receiving equipment now available, time
the proper length, there will be a superposi- synchronization accuracy is a few niilli-
tion of pulses at only one point on the line. seconds9 .
By tapping the line at regular intervals and
connecting threshold detectors to each tap, 5-3.1.1 Factors Affecting Radio Transmission
the detector at or near a point of
superposition will be triggered. Since the The principal factors that affect the
location of the detector is a measure of the propagation delay for HF signals are (1) the
time by which the start of a given time great circle distance between transmitter and
interval and a particular clock pulse differ, the receiver, (2) the transmission mode, and (3)
detector at that point can be used to drive an the virtua, height of the ionosphere reflectionindicator as in a time interval measurement. It layers. How these parameters are determined
has been shown that this method makes and how the propagation delay is calculated
possible the improvement in accuracy of a are discussed in the paragraphs that follow.
conventional gated-counter time measuring
system by a factor of 5 (exclusive of crystal 5-3.1.1.1 Great Circle Distance~accuracy)'.
a cA straightforward way to compute the

E-2.4 COMPUTING COUNTER great circle distance between two points
makes use of haversines. Refer to Fig. 539,

Computing counters combine the most
precise electronic counter with a built-in
arithmetic capability. With this combined
system, the raw data from the measurement
section can be treated mathematically to
produce the desired form. For example, the
computer section can be programmed to
correct for fractional frequency deviation of
the source. At present these counter systems
can mezsure fractional frequency divisions as D
small as 5 X 10 -1o for 1 sec averaging time.

5-3 SYNCHRONIZATION SYSTEMS

5-3.1 RADIO TRANSMISSION

Time synchronization accuracy to ± I msec Figure 5-3. Great Circle Distance
-an be achieved with presently available Calculation6

5-3
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suppose A and B are two points on the earth great circle route from transmitter to receiver.
for which the latitude and longitude are For HF transmission over a distance of more
known. The following relationships must then than about 160 kin, the propagation path is a
be found: sky-wave.

(1) For longitude The maximum distance that can be
spanned by a single hop (i.e., one reflection

L°A B L°A -LOB , deg (5-1) from the ionosphere) via the F2 layer is about
4000 km (see Fig. 5-49). It follows then that

where the fewest number of hops between trans-
mitter and receiver is the next integer greater

LoA = longitude of Point A, deg than the great circle distance divided by 4000.
Transmission modes with one or more hops

LoB = longitude of Point B, deg greater than the minimum number of hops
occur frequently as shown in Fig. 5-59.

(2) For latitude, if the two points are on the
same side of the equator 5-3.1.1.3 Height of Ionosphere

LA B L1 -L 8 , deg (5-2) Long distance HF transmissions usually arereflected from the F2 layer that varies in
where height from about 250 to 450 km. It has been

determined from experience that the virtual
LA = latitude of Point A, deg height of the F2 layer averages about 350 km

(see Fig. 5-4). This height can be used for
LB = latitude of Point B, deg delay estimation.

If the two points are on opposite sides of the Once the transmission modes and layer
equator. heights have been determined, the trans-

mission delay ran be determined graphically
LA B LA +LB (5-3) by reference to Fig. 5-69. This graph is

plotted for a single hop, but it can be used to
The haversine of the great circle distance, determine the distance for multiple hops. The

in degrees of arc, is given by9

havD = (cosLA) (cos L.) (hav LOA d

: , , + hay L 1 5-4) "-'-----

Note that the haverF'ne of an angle 0 (1 L R 50,km"-~~ "" /,T 25 km
cos 0)/2 = sin' k0/2). Great circle distance E

can be determined by reference to a table of .......
haversines versus angles' . MX /

] RECEIVER 2| \ ~4000 km__ . /

5-3.1.1.2 Transmission Modes ")

TRANS-\ /
The propagation path is a groundwave path WITTER

for most LF/VLF transmissions. Short dis-
tance HF transmissions closely follow the Figure 5.4. Single-hop Sky-wave Paths

5-4
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..... . by ground wave, propagation delay for these
" frequencies usually can be found directly,

after the great circle distance is calculated.

J Whereas time synchronization with
MANoMTTER R I LF/VLF could be accomplished to no better

than a few milliseconds before, there is a new
Figure 5-5. Multiple-hop Transmission Patti method, using dual VLF transmissions, in

which the synchronization can be accom-
plished to an accuracy of 2 or 3 Asec or
better' 0 In this method, the Dual Frequency

distance covered by a single hop and the delay Transmissions of Radio Station WWVL at
for a single hop is determined, and this delay Fort Collins, Colorado, were used as L meansis then multiplied by the total number of of time synchronization of remote clocks. A
hops to obtain the total delay. special receiving system was designed and

fabricated for the simultaneous reception of
This propagation delay is applied as a either 19.9 and 20.0 kflz or 20.0 and 20.5

correction to the clock reading, and the clock kHz. The system automatically combines the
ticks are then produced in synchronism with received signals to produce a timing pulse
the transmitted master timing signal (i.e., train with a repetition rate equal to the
WWV). WWV is a high-frequency station difference frequency and with a phase
operated by the U S National Bureau of d'termined by the instantaneous phase
Standards at Ft. Collins, Colorado. Its time co,,icidence of the received signals. Two
code transmission is made for one minute out receiving systems were operated simulta-
of five, ten times per hour, and is produced at neously, one at NASA, Greenbelt, Maryland,
a 100 parts per second rate carried on a and one at RMS Engineering, Inc., Atlanta,
1000-Hz modulation. Fig. 5-78 shows time Georgia. Adequate data were obtained with
code transmission from station WWV. the 100-Hz separation to confirm a received

time accuracy of better than a few micro-
5-3.1.2 Normal Radio Transmission seconds during certain hours of uninterrupted

data' 0 .
5-3.1.2.1 LFNLF Radio Transmission

Another system similar in concept is the
Low frequency and very low frequency NBS-NASA system'' . The frequencies usedsig-nals follow the earth's curvature, and are in here are the 20.G,-kHz standard frequencyeffect guided by the ionosphere acting as a carrier, with either 20.5 or 19.9 kHz as the

boundary. The high phase stability and long single auxiliary frequency for a given test
range coverage of the lower frequencies r,ake period. These frequencies were all synthesized
them valuable for standard frequency trans- and phase locked to the USFS. Carrier period
missions. Time synchronization with the ambiguities were 50 usec; difference fre-
present LF/VLF services, as with HF, must quency signal ambiguities of the period were
include the factors of propagation and either 2 or 10 msec. The single transmitter
receiving system delay except for the and antenna at Fort Collins, Colorado was
simplification of all ground wave transmis- used because frequency shift keying was used.
sion. VLF waves propagate at about 292,000 This procedure allowed 10-sec transmission
km/sec a. compared with 278,000 km/sec for time alternately for each frequency. To relate
HF waves 9 . Since LF and VLF transmissions these transmissions to UTC, the phases of the
are propagated for relatively great distances two fiequencies being broadcast were adjust-

5-5
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FO2MAT H. SIGNAL O01 . S COMPOSED OF THE FOLLOWING:
1) I ppe FRANE REFERENCE MARKERS A • (P. AND 1.03 SECOPD "HOLE")
2) IINARV CODED DECt.AL TIME-OF.TEAR CODE W0RO (23 DIGITS)
3) CONTROL FUNCTIONS (9 DIGITS) USED FOR UTI CORRCCTIONS
4) 6 ppm POSITION IOENTIFIERS (P THROUGH PS)
5) I pps INOEX "ATKEA S

-, ~TIME--
p . .. .. . . .. TIME FRAME I MINUTE -- "

INDEX COUNT (I SECOND)
0 10 20 1o0 40 so 0

TIME IN SECONDS I

ON TIME I SECOND INDEX MtRKER

I SECONDI r POINT A---z
F , p W- W P,. ..

.03 SECOND UT L ,DR sDAYSJ I- "I HOLE IN CODE UT&CORRECTI0N
FOft 0.8 SECONDUgCRETOFOR0LSECD TIME AT POINT A

173 DAYS 21 HOURS

P.-P, POSIlION IDENTIFIERS (0.8 SECOND DURATION) 10 MINUTES
$9.300 SECONDS

W WEIGHTED CODE DIGIT (0.5 SECO;ID DURATION)

C WEIGHTED CONTROL ELE14ENT 03.S SECOND DURATION)

DURATION OF INDEX MARKERS UNW,"IGHTE, CODE AND CONTROL SLEME9TS * 0.2 SECOND

Figure 5-7. Chrt of Time Code Transmissions from NBS Station WWV 9

ed at the transmitter to go through zero nized by a 100 pulse per second rate taken
simultaneously in a positive direction coinci- from the local time scale divider chain. An
dent with a second's tick of UTC. Phase interchange of signals from the receiving
relations are maintained, upon reception, with antenna and the calibrator output permits a
the time of simultaneous phase agreement measurement to be made of the pair of phase
with a delay the amount of which depends differences. From the two measured quan-
upon the phase velocity of the signals and the tities, the relation between transmitter time
distance between receiver and transmitter. scale and receiver time scale may be

calculated, provided that the carrier propaga-
To extract timing information from the tion delays are known. Propagation fluctua-

signals, one or two conventional phase tions on the path from Fort Collins,
tracking VLF receivers can be used. To relate Colorado, to the Goddard Space Flight Center
the phases of the received signals to the time at Greenbelt, Maryland were studied by
scale operating at the receiving site for time keeping the ciocks at the two locations
synchronization, a calibrator was used to synchronized using portable clocks. Results
generate the same two frequencics as are shown in Figs. 5-811 and 5-911 that
transmitted from che local time scale, with indicate the propagation delay as derived
the same simultaneous phase relationship from the difference frequency measurements.
conditions. The calibrator consists of a To evaluate the maximum stability of
sawtooth waveform generator that is synchro- synchronization of the system, the day-to-day
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DIFFERENTIAL PHASE DIFFERENTIAL PHASE
2O.OkHz vs 20.5kHz 9.9 kHz vs 20.0 kHz

FORT COLLINS, COL TO GREENBELT, MD. FORT COLLINS, COL TO GREENBELT, MD
JAN.-JUNE, 1966

8150 . . ... .

X 8100 -52

o V8
1  . W 10 "r --

Z

o -5

I . . ., . .. , ,
$8100 --

- -- DAILY -VAES

65 AY AVEPAGl S A G
.0 0 150 I I I

5915 25 15.25 8200

plotedas how .inFi .10 . I-th sm

zNOV u --- DAILY VALUES
1965 5 SDAY AVERAGE

Figure 5-8. undicatod Propagation elay, 5 1s525m5 1 25t5 e 255 15 25h5i15 25 5 15 25
20.0 vs 20.5 kHz' JAN IFEB I MAR IAPR I MAY I JUNE

1966

Figure 5-9. Indicated Propagation Delay,
19.9 vs 20.0 kHz9

time variation of the received carrier was
plotted as shown in Fig. 5-10' 1. If the same
cycle of the carrier had been identified each identifiers or within that range of any station
day, this figure would indicate the system on the East Coast chain. Useful range may be
capability of synchronization. expanded by photographic integration, and

accuracies up to ± 20 psec for ground waves
5-3.1.2.2 Loran-C Synchronization can be achieved. Fig. 5-121 2 shows a visual

timing system for use with any skywave
A pulsed radio navigation system, operated situation and for ground waves not requiring

by the U S Coast Guard, called the Loran-C automatic receiver accuracies. An epoch
system, uses a I 00-kHz carrier and offers a monitor system (Fig. 5-1312) produces a
means for precision transfers of time. Clock pulse rate that is reset to the delayed 1 part
synchronization to ± I pusec is possible within per sec. The phase decodes the signal.
the range of any station of the East Coast Accuracies are limited by ability to cycle-
Loran-C chain. The master Station of the East select and may be improi -d by photographic
Coast Chain, at Cape Fear, N.C., is controlled integration.
with respect to the U S Naval Observatory
master clock9 . A phase tracking system is shown in Fig.

5-14" 2. This system provides a record of the

The mechanics of station clock synchro- local oscillator phase drift with respect to
nization to Loran-C transmissions depend on Loran-C. Used within the ground range of a
the type of receiver being used and the Loran-C station, the resulting record, which is
required timing precision. Fig. 5-I 11 2 shows a free of diurnal shift, can be usdto compare
simple visual timing system. This system can the station oscillator with che cesium
be used within a few hundred kilometers of a reference at the Loran-C station to within one
master chain transmitting I part per sec or two parts in 10'2 per 24-hr period.

5-8
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28 usec. An automatic receiver system, Fig.

26 5- 151 2, is used depending on the particular
2? chain to be monitored. An automatic receiver

vie,,has the capability of cycle-selection, and
53 accuracies up to 0.1 pseu have been attained.

tj The system can be calibrated by a Loran-C
Z simulator.
W 14

LL A recent comparison among three precise10
w 8 ELATVE TME DFFERNCEtiming centers in the United States was

6 NBS USFS vs GODDARD Cs OSCILLATOR conducted for over one year' . These data
VIA 200 kI~z WWVL

ARRIE COLLIS C OMARINBET inovdaD5 ground wave path, and
291 FORT COLLIN,, COLTO REEBEL, MD . the long term precision achieved between the
02 555512555 three remote stations was 2pusec.

JAN I FEB I MAR I AYR I WA I .JUNE 5-3.1.2.3 Omega Synchronization
1966

Figue 510.Resdua Daly LF imeOmega is a very low frequency navigation
Fluct5 0.Reiua ions9  F im system. The basic navigational frequency of

Flucuatins'Omega is 10.2 kHz. In addition, i~avigational

) AnennaTrigger

oscilator lO~kDelayed I p/s

Figure 5-11. Simple Visual Timing System,9

sysemReset to delad I p/s

oscillatr cllck I p/s

Figure 5-12. Visual Timing System'
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? t e...Phase.
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idle RIF phose recorder
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-pulse 
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Figure 5-15. Automatic Receover Systemre

simplicity, (2) low cost of comaparison

sire, and a common source for many users sy;nchronization with long range precision of
within the continental United States. In 10 psec, and (4) a method for simultaneous

essence the time comparison is between the maintenance of microsecond synchronization
"read" from counters that are, located near of several clocks within the service area of one
different clocks' 1. The counters are started transmitter.
by the clocks with the same tick from the
local reference clocks. The counters are 5-3.1.3 Satellite
stopped by a "sync" pulse broadcast from a
TV transmitter. The difference between any Experiments in time transfers by use of
pairs of counter readings remains constant. satellites have shown that clocks can be

synchronized to high precision at facilities
A system developed by NBS for use in the equipped with satellite tracking antennas.

continental United States uses line-10 of the Pulsed signals were transmitted simulta-
odd field in the 525-line system M as a passive neously from ground stations over the
transfer pulse. The broadcasts originate from satellite circuit with correlations to time kept
the New York City studios of any or all of the by a master clock at the U S Naval
three commercial TV network:. Carried Observatory 9 . Accuracy was within ± I usec.
through the TD-2 relay system, the received
microwave signal is converted at a terminating 5-3.1.31 "telstar
station to a video signal and retransmitted by
VHF or UHF to local service areas. By using ,narrow band signals between

ground stations in the US and the United
NBS distributes the line-10 daily measure- Kingdom, a one-way transmission was

ments in tc;rms of UTC (NBS) in the Monthly achieved by means of Echo I (a passive
NBS Time Service Bulletin. The USNO reflector) in August 1960. The successful
distributes line-10 data in terms of UTC operation of Telstar I (an active relay
(USNO-MC) in the weekly Series 4 Time srtellite) provided an essentially symmetrical
Services Bulletin. These publications also circuit for simultaneous, two-way trausmis-
cover future changes, modifications to the TV sion and iception having a high signal-to-
system, or other factors affecting users in the noise ratio of 40 dB. The purpose of this

J field. experiment was to determine the time

i 5-11
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j Figure 5-16. Pulse Generating and Measuring Arrangements at Andover, Me.' 2

difference between the master clocks of the and one to provide time markers
US Naval Observatory and the Royal
Greenwich Observatory at Herstmonceux, (4) An oscilloscope camera
U.K. Signals were transmitted simultaneously
over the satellite circuit from the ground (5) Receivers for time signals transmitted
stations at Andover, Maine, and Goonhilly on HF, VLF, and Loran-C.

~Downs, Cornwall, U.K. These signals were
pulsed and were of a 5-psec duration. The Pulses were emitted using the Loran-C
difference in time between the transmitted station on Nantucket Isian~d, in groups of 8,
and received pulses was measured at each spaced 1 msec apart, at a repetition rate of 20
station, and the relative setting of the station groups/sec. The cycles within a pulse had a

Sclocks was obtained directly. The equipment period of 10 psec. The equipment at
used at Andover, Maine, (see Fig. 5-16' s) C-oonhilly is indicated in Fig. 5-17' s . The
included the following' 5 : Post Office oscillator was a 190-kHz Essen-

ring oscillator. Along with a chain of dividers,
(1) Hewlett-Packard (HP) quartz crystal it gave an output signal of 1 Hz which

oscillator and clock provided the time reference. The 60-kHz
~transmission at MSF, Rugby, was used to

(2) Pulser (P1) that initiated pulses to relate Goonhilly to Herstmonceux. It was
Telstar denwonstrated by the use of Telstar that

clocks at satellite ground stations on either
(3) Pulser (P2) io provide two sets of side of the Atlantiu could be synchroized

pulses, one to trigger a 4-channel oscilloscope with an accuracy of c a sec.

sttosatAdvr Maine, an ni~llyjA~ on HF, V an orn

Dws Uls. er

ta-

pusdadwr fa5pe uain h Pulse wer eitte sngteLoa-

k ws oFigne 5-17. Interconnections of Generating and Measuring Equpment
at Goonhily Downs, Cornwall' 2
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,: Figure 5 18. Retransmission of Pulses from Mojave by Kashima and
;' Injection of Pulses at KaS.hima 12

i 5-3;1.3.2 Sl/chronzatior, Via Relay 11 Satel- 5-20 16 ,and 5-21 1 6 indicate the oscilloscopes,
;lite pulsers, v nd oscillators used for generating

andl recoiding the pulses at Mojave and
Experiments were carried out to synchro- Kashima, r~spectively. By using this system, it

nize cdocks via the NASA Communications was estimated that the clocks were related t,
satellite Relay II between Mojave, U S., and ±-+0. 1 usec on ,ach part with a probable error,

• Kashinia, Japan in 1965. Pulses I I psec long obtained indej*endently at the two stations
S were emitted from a pulse generator (10m) at for each part, oi about ± 0.01 psec.

Mojave and pulses 5 pasec long were emitted
frorn, a pulse generator (Pk) at Kashima, at 5-3.1.3.3 Meteor Burst Clock Synchroniza-
rates of 100, 1000, and 10,000 pulses per sec. tion
Fig. 5-18111 illustrates the determination of

Sthe time difference in clocks between Mojave An expeimental system has been devel-
~and Kashima when the Pm and Pk pulser oped in which the f ,-quency offset between

were operating at 10,000 pulses per sec rate. two remote frequency standards was deter-
Fig. 5-1911 shows the pulses photographed mined through an exchange of timing
on February 20, 1965 at Mojave. The first information over a meteor burst radio
and foiurth traces are l-/asec time markers. propagation channel" . In tlms x.-erment,
The Mojave-transmitted pulse is shown in the forward scatter propagation at VHF fre-
second trice. The third trace sihews the quencies from a mete:or burst provides a
Kn-shiraa pulse transmitted on the left and the phase-stable, broadband propagation made for
Mojave pulse zetransmitted at the right. Figs. the transmission of timing information over

Figure 5-19. Pulses Photographed on February 20, 1965 at Moarve 12
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cgs.....'a . ranges up to 2000 km. A trail ol electrons is
...... "' used as a reflector to transmit ini'ormation.

The electron trail is created from the collision
of the meteor with air partices in the lower
E-region of the ionosphere. Techniques
employed to measure instantaneous time
offset were similar to those used in the Telstar
experiment. Fig. 5-22' " is a block diagram of

- . Jthe system used to synchronize clocks at
&attle, Washington, and Boseman, Montana.
Values of Af/f measured by this meteor burst
system, obtained by computer results, com-
pare to within 4 parts in 1010 to the values
measured by standard phase comparison
methods.

5-3.2 TRANSFER STANDARD
Figure 5-20. Equipment Used at Mojave To

Generate and Record Pules' To compare frequency and time between
places far removed, a very satisfactory

To transmitter~~Quartz *

.oscilatorei From receiver100 kllz IIIII

Pk Counter 1
00 sec Mor,

S30 ser Rec. pnh~e

Fign sedt K m TRef pulse
pull'er1nce

I~00 kHz1

L -puls4

Reference
puller 2 "

Sweet) trigger

Microwave Link

"~~~~ comparator I P ... silaoc

: Figure 5-21. Equipment Used at Kashima To Generate and Record Pulses5
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Figure 5-22. Diagram of Metecr Burst Clock Synchronization System' 7

TABLE 5-1

SUMMARY CF HP FLYING CLOCK EXPERIMEIS

Date DescriptionI]April, 1964 Time ncrrela ted botween U S and Switzerland to about 1 microsec. RF propagation time
esteablished within about 200 microsec. Two clocks (#1 and 2) operated within a few parts in
10' " of one another and within a few parts in 1012 of "long beam" cesiumn standards at
Neuchatel, Switzerland, and NBS at Boulder, Colorado.

'Feb.IMar., 1965 Time (or frequency) correlated between 21 places in 11 countries to within 1 microsec. One
cloclk (#3) accumulated less than 6 microsec time difference and-the other (#4) le~s then I

microwec in 23 days (comp3 red against NBS UA).
May/June, 1966 Time (or frequency) correlated within about 0.1 microsec between 25 places it, 12 countries.

Two clocks (#8 and 9) agreed with each other within 1 microsec after 31 days with an average
t frequency difference of le--- than ' .6 parts in 10-17.

Sept/Oct.. 1967 Time (or frequency) correlated between 53 places in 18 countries to~ about 0.1 microsec. Two
J clocks (#51 and 62) exhibited time differentials of 1.7 and 3.5 microsec over 41 days (compared

to HP hot~se standard), corresponding to average frequency differences of5X10-13 and lOXj 10)-, respectively.
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method is to carry an accurate clock, usually correlation, were made to 0.1 psec. Table
by airplane, between them. Such a "flying 5-118 is a summary of the four HP flying
clock" experiment has been conducted several clock experiments to date. The clock used
timnes by Hewlett-Packard, the fourth of was an atomic-controlled cesium beam stand-
which wqs conducted in 1967' n . The time ard and clock assembly that had its own
span for the experiment was 41 days and the standby battery power supply. The frequency
clocks traveled a total of 100,000 km. Two in the standard of the portable clock as well
HP clocks were used. By comparipg thezse as the time kept initially was compared with
clocks to the HP hcuse standard at the the national standards at the National Bureau
beginning and end of the 41-day period, the of Standards and the U S Naval Observatory.
time differences were found to be only 1.7 After the trip, tle portable clock was again
and 3.5 usec. This corresponds to offsets of 5 compared with these same standards so that
and 10 parts in 10t 3 in the frequency aiiy s!iht changes could be referred back on
standards that actuate the clocks. Time previous measurements as a tolerance.
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PART TWO - ELECTRONIC TIMERS'

CHAPTER 6

AINTRODUCTION
iThe last decade saw a gradual evolution in the logical choice when size and weight are

the field of electronics. First came the important factors.
development of the semiconductor devices
(transistors and diodes) and second, a (2) They require no filament supply,
technology known as integrated circuits. The which means that their power requireient is
combination of these two had a great impact much lIss than that for a vacuum tube.

fon the design of electronic circvits, especially
in regards to miniaturization. Moreover, this (3) They have a longer useful life than
advance has changed the design of military vacuum tubes.
timers.

Research and development in all phases of (4) As long as transistors are operated in a

the technology is continuing at an ever nondestructive environment, their operating
increasing rate; consequently, new develop- characteristics do not deteriorate with time. A
ments are arriving rapidly. This influx of new nondestructive environment is one wherein

Iinformation presents a problem in writing a temperature, humidity, and radiation levels
handbook that is supposed to contain the are such that the electrical properties of the
latest circuits and techniques because the semiconductor materials are not destroyed.
procedures 1 ill be supersedcd by newer ones Vacuum tubes have a limited operating life,
by the time the handbook is printed. The best because of cathode deterioration with use.
that can be done is to give the designer
background information and impress on him (5) Finally, transistois are physically more
the need for reviewiag the current literature rugged than tubes because they are solid state.
before selecting a given circuit.

During the early development of transis-
6- SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES tors, vacuum tubes were superior to t:an-

sistors but with the advance of semiconductor
6.1.1 TRANSISTORS technology their advantages soon disappeared.Some of the adatgsof vaumdevices

Like the triode vacuum tube, its semicon- were that they could be designed with a
ductor counterpart, the transistor is a higher input impedance and that they could
three-terminal electronic device that performs operate at higher voltage levels than seinicon-
many of the same functions as the vacuum ductor devices. For the unijunction transistor
tube. The transistor has replaced the vacuum that is used a- a level detector, the input
tube in most areas of electronics. There are impedances are now comparable. Silicon
several reasons for this wide acceptance: transistors have made the usc of higher

voltages possible, although still not as large as
(1) Transistors, being small and light. are those for vacuum tubes.

6-1
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Fig. 6-! compares three basic transistor functions of several transistors, resistors, (
circuits with the equivalent vacuum tube capacitors, and other electronic elements. The
circu'ts. Most of the electronic timing circuits elements are interconnected to perform the
discussed in this handbook use semiconduc- task of a complex circuit, often comprising a
tots rather than vacuum tubes. However, the numb.; of complete conventional circuit
des';ner should keep in mind that circuits can stages. Within or on top of these tiny silicon
be constructed using either component, chips are microscopically small depositions or

growths of material layers which serve the
6-1.2 INTEGRATED CIRCUITS functions of the individual discrete parts.

Thus, multistage amplifiers, complex flip-
An ideaily integrated circuit completely flops, and dozens of other functional circuits

eliminates individual electronic parts - such are becoming the basic components of
as resistors, capacitors, and transistors - as electronic circuits.
the building blocks of the electronic circuit.
In the place of these parts are tiny chips of Basically, there are two general classifica-
semiconductor material which serve the tions of integrated circuits - the semicoriduc-

tor monolithic integrated circuit and the
thin-film integrated circuit. Each of the basic
circuits can have a variety of structures with

TPUT specific advantages or disadvantages for a
V OUTPUparticular application. Thin-film component

arrays also have been added to semiconductor
circuits in networks that promise to combine

COMON GROUNDED CATHODE various features of the individual devices in a
EMIT'ER single configuration of maximum utility.

6-1.2.1 .Monolithic Circuits

The basic semiconductor integrated circuit
VI t PUT OUTPUT is a monolithic devicf.; i.e., the circuitV, elements are fabricated on a silicon substrate.

- "In today's circuits, this material is siizon,- COMMCON AHD FLOE
COuo CTHODE FOLLOWE which serves the monolithic device as the

C.UTRchassis, called a substrate.

16-1.2.2 Thin-film Circuits

The basic thin-film circuit begins with a
,UTPU L substrate, made of an insulating material such

I,(; as glass or ceramic. Upon this substrate isVsiL
dep'sited a pattern of the passive elements of

COMUON GRUNDEO GRID the circuit (i.e., resistors, capacitors) as well as
BASE an interconnecting pattern of metal. Deposi-

(A) TRANSISTOR (8) VACUUM TUBE tion is by various techniques, such as vacuum
CIRCUIT EOUIVALENT evaporation, sputtering, and silk screening.

The active elements (i.e., transistors, diodes)
Figure 6-1. Basic Small-signal Circuits are added separately to the thin-film pattern.

I

; 6-2
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6-1.2.3 Multichip (Hybrid) Integrated Cir- charges through resistor R and the voltage
cuits across C increases with time a-, shown in Fig.I; 1  !6-3(B).

The multichip circuit is not a monolithic
device. Rather, it is composed of individual The voltage developed across the capacitor
parts, made either by film or difffsion V, at any given time is a function of the series
processes. These parts are attached to a resistor and capacitor, the voltage of the
ceramic substrate and interconnected by a power supply, and time
combination of metalization processes and
wire bonding techniques. The completed V C [-e'tI(RCI, V (6-1)
circuit may be housed in packages identical to
those used for monolithic circuits. Eq. 6-1 can be arranged to solve for time
6-2 GENERAL TIMING SYSTEMS / Vb 7 c(

t =RC In _ ,sec (6-2)

Electronic timers can be classified into two
general. typis - analog and digital - distin-
guished in Fig. 6-2. The circuits are discussed
in detail in pars. 10-2 and 11-2 to 11-4,
respectively; however, a brief description is
given here to illustrate the basic difference.

6-2.1 THE ANALOG SYSTEM

In engineering language, the term analog
usually connotes a continuous stimulus as LE,

opposed to discrete pulses that typify a digital OR

system. The factor that determines the T ._
classification is how the time interval is -
generated. In an analog system, the time (A ANALOG CHARGING CIRCUIT
interval is generated by a continuous circuit
action as typified by Fig. 6-3(A). In this
'ircuit, wihen switch S is closed, capacitor C Vb -. _,_-"-

CHARG0 LEVL [ UTIIV
CIRCUIT DETECTOR ICIRCUIT

(A) ANALOG TIMER I

PULSE COUNTER DCER OUTPUT
tSi

(8 ) DIGITAL TIMER (B) ANALOG CIRCUIT CHARACTE'RISTIC

Figure 6-2. Block Diagrams of Analog and
Digital Timers Figure 6-3. Simple Analog System

6-3
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where oscillator and pulse shaper that supplies
uniform time-spaced pulses to the counterV/ = voltage across capacitor, V when S, is closed The counter is composed
of the discrete state elements DI, D2 , and D3.

Vb = power supply voltage, V The discrete state of these elements (LI , L2 ,
C = capacitance, F and L3 ) is monitored by the decoder that has

a pulsed output F when some predetermined
combination of the outputs occurs. The

R resistance, ohm sequence of these outputs is a function of the
number of pulses supplied to the counter. The

t = time, sec decoder pulse output is converted to a
continuous output signal by the output

The level detector is quiescent until Vc  circuit.
reaches a value that causes the detector to
trigger. The time delay is determined by Vb, 6-3 MILITARY APPUCATION
R, C, and the value of Vc at which triggering
occurs. The simplified analog circuit illus- This handbook emphasizes the military
trated in Fig. 6-3(A) is an example oi a applicition of electronic timers. The main
one-shot device. Modifications to this cirtcuit ategories of ele timers Te aU which permit it to recycle and generate a
succession of timing pulses are presented in (1) High-acceleration systems (artillery)
par. 10-2.

The main advantage o' this type of system (2) Low-acceleration systems (rockets,The ainadvntae o thi tye o sytem bombs, guided missiles)
is simplicity. Only a capacitor, a resistor, a

voltage source, and a level detector are
required. On the detriment side is its
inaccuracy and instability. From Eq. 6-2 it
can be seen that the error is a direct function PULSE
of R and C. For example, if R and C drift by SOURCE

10%, the time will change by 10%. The error
due to small changes in source and bias
voltages is a function of the change in the
ratio of bias to source voltage and the value of "-
that ratio. The smaller the ratio, the smaller
the error for equal percentage: change in tha
ratio. For applications where the ratio is I
approximately 0.5, a 10% change in te ratio
can give a time error of up to 16in theCrtio./

DECODER

6-2.2 THE DIGITAL SYSTEM

Even very simple digital timing circuits
require many more individual components I uPu
than analog timers. Thus, digital timing C"OCU IT
systcms have benefited greatly from inte- O/TPJT
grated circuit technology.

Fig. -4 illustrates a simple digital timing
circuit. The pulse source is typically an Figure 6-4. Simple Digitl System

6-4
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(3) Stationary timers (demolition, con- Since the components of electronic timers
troIs). have no moving parts, they can be encap-

sulated oi potted in a plastic material; many
Each of these uses represents a peculiar ammunition timers are so packaged. Potting

environment that the timer n~ust endure. provides many desirable attributes: (I)
None of these applications, however, would increased shock and vibration resistance, (2)
use what is considered to be a high-precision protection against moisture and other con-
timer. taninants, (3) increased thermal resistance,

and (4) handling protection. Potting, then,
Electronic timers can be used to provide makes it easier to achieve the required

delay for (1) arming, (2) functioning, or (3) ruggedness.
self-destruction or sterilization.

Electronic timers are more susceptible than
other timers to electromagnetic radiation in

6-4 REQUIREMENTS the environment. See par. 7-3 for methods of
radiation hardening.

Timers used for military application must
meet electrical, mechanical, and environmen- 6-5 AUX!LIARY EQUIPMENT
tal requirements. Electronic timers are similar
to-other pieces of military equipment in that Auxiliary equipment for military timers
they must operate in all types of environ- ranges from the calibration and maintenance
mert, equipment usually associated with any mili-

tary electronic equipment to the field
6-4.1 ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS operated time-to-actioa setting devices (fuze

setters) used in conjunction with ammunition
-Since most of the e. 'ironic timers for timers. Auxiliary equipment usually is subject

ii miitary purposes are pc. ble, the Power to less stringent mechanical and environmen-sources are restricted to batteies. Much work tal requirements than the timers themselves;has been done on trying to develop batteries however, time-to-action setting devices forhasbee doe n tyin todeelo bateres ammunition timers must be rugged ard
that have a long shelf life, high regulation, and amunit in i t be. ru ae adsmal sie. he tpesof owersouces capable of working in the field. Space andsm all size. The ty p e*s of pow er sources p w r r q i e e t o u ii r i e
available re discussed in pars. 10-5 and 11-5. power requirements for auxiiry timer
Like other military timers, it is desirable that equipment are also less stringent.
electronic timers be simple, compact, rugged,
accurate, reliable and have low power m
consumption, an integral timer plus a time-to-action 3ettng

device that introduces the desired time setting
into the ammunition timer. Since only the

6-4.2 MECHANICAL AND ENVIRONMEN- ammunition timer is expanded, considerable
TAL REQUIREMENTS effort is made to incorporate all self-checking

features and coimponents necessary for setting
While these timers have an electronic time in the non-expended and reusable setting

base, they are ncnethele.s components of device. Thus timers themselves in an overall
mechanical systems that must withstand ammunition timing system are likely to be of
storage, shock, and vibration over the military less complexity than the timer auxiliary
temperature range. Ammunition timers may equipment. Time-to-action setting devices for
be subjected to high acceleration and spin analog and digital timers are covored in pars.
forces. See par. 16-1.1 for a listing of typical 10-4 and I 1-5, respectively. Timer testing and
military conditions f.hat may be required. calibration are treated in par. 7-5.

6-5/6-6
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CHAPTER 7
SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

7-1 STATIONARY SYSTEMS (4) Military transportation, vibration, en°
vironmental, and storage requirements

7-1.1 GENERAL
(5) Maximum space allowable for the unit

Design goals are determined at the outset including the electrical power supply
when any new military system is being
developed. These goals, which are defined for (6) Cost goals
each major component of the system, provide
that the total system will result in a product (7) Setting considerations. including meth-
that is safe, reliable, combines maximum od and resolution.
accuracy with design simplicity, is construct-
ed ruggedly for successful operation in a The designer must be thoroughly familiar
military environment, and has a reasonable with the stated reqt.irements so that he is in a
life cost cycle. position to evaluate them. Should any of therequirements be too difficult, time con-
7-1.2 ANALYSIS OF REQUIREMENTS suming, or costly to achieve, a judgment can

then be made whether or not to request
in the development of a military item, an relaxation of one or more requirements to

analysis of requirements is mandatory when reduce development time and cost risk. This
planning either a new concept or a modifica- judgment process is ca'led trade-off. It is quite
tion of an existing unit. These requirements, possible that the most economical approach
after defining the limits within which a would be to use an existing timer, perhaps
designer may operate, usually contain: (1) with modifications. However, if a new design
performance factors that must be met, (2) a is called for, then the timer development
description of associated equipment with shouid follow a series of logical steps.
which the item must interface, (3) approxi-
mate cost to manufacture, (4) operating 7-1.3 STEPS IN DEVELOPING A SYSTEM

[ parameters, and (5) probable environments.
po es Stationary electronic timers are essentially

In particular, the requirements for an of two types:
electronic timer might include the following:

(1) Precision reference timers, typified by
(1) Delay time range with ability to set in a precise crystal controlled oscillator followed

predetermined increments by a binary divider network. This timer can
be extended to any desired time period at the

(2) Accuracy given as plus or minus an expense of providing more divider stages and
allowed percentage of timing error the additional power to drive them.

(3) Operating temperature range (2) Electronic timers having an RC time

7
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base used in relaxation oscillator circuits. M /uR
These devices can be relatively simple. -,/4MONOTONIC CURVE,

t-- RELATING VALUE OF

Details of precision reference timers are PHYSICAL QUANTITY" J [ TO ELAPSED TIME
covered in Chapters 4 and 5, while those of 0

_Jelectronic timers are located in Chapters 10 1and 11. Stationary timer systems must fulfill IITIAL CONDITION

all of the requirements listed in par. 7-1.2, C- (FIXED sTAPFrING
except perhaps for the following: POINT)

TIME---*(1) Size and weight restrictions are not as
stringent. Figure 7-1. Basic Timer Diagram'

(2) Shock requirements, such as opera-
bility under setback and acceleration forces,
are not specified. ambient conditions from place to place'.

The 'evelopment of a timer used in a Figs. 7-21 and 7-3' show generalized
stationary systema or one used in a mobile behavior of a physical variable in a timing
system (see par. 7-2) is considered successful mechanism. The value of the physical variable
and complete only when pilot lots have is changed by a source of driving energy.
passed all tests and the timer has been When the timing cycle is initiated by an
accepted as a standard item ready for mass external signal, the change begins. Change
production. There are many steps between then proceeds at a controlled rate that
the first preliminary schematic and the final depends on the design and adjust.nent of the
production of the standard timer. Throughout mechanism. The detector delivers an output
development, the designer must consider a signal when the value of the physical variable
great many details at each of the four basic matches the built-in reference signal. Electri-
stages: (1) preliminary schematics, (2) bread cal power is used in electronic timers as the
boarding, (3) testing and revision of model, driving power that is modulated to change the
and f4) final acceptance. physical variable'.

7-1.3.1 Generalized Process The elements to be considered for use in an
electronic timer are2 :

The gencralized process of time delay is
illustrated in Fig. 7-1'. The output is
triggered when the physical variable oincides ICAL
%.ith the preset reference value. Two impor- PHYSICAL: -L
tant design factors are the repeatability of the o7- LT TIMT. O SE T.----
characteristic ctnve, including hysteresis and 4
independence of changing operating condi- ACTUATION RESPONSE
tions, and the accuracy of the detector. SIGNAL F- ACTUATION
Linearity is desired at times when a ASIGNAL
convenient readout dial is needed. In many
applications, the ability to reset to zero is also TIE---f
of major importance. Another important
physical variable in nuany time de!ay devices is Figure 7-2. Block Diagram of an Elemcntary
temperature because of the large variations in Timer'

7-2
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REGULATING such features as increased reliability, reduced
MECHANISM cost, or greater accuracy. Production or

PHYSICAL DETECTOR shelf-item components that are introduced
POWER VARIABLE (PROVIDES into a system must still be checked out by
SOURCE UNDER OUTPUT

CONTROLLED INDICATION) electrically testing the assembled item. This
A CONDITIONS must be done because (1) component sielf

INITIATION life usually must be known or estimated, (2)
SIGNAL mating components may introduce incompati-

bility, and (3) the performance of the ncw
design may be degraded by coupling effects

Figure 7-3. Control of Physical Variable' between old and new items.

After a review of the timer requirements
has been made and trade-offs decided upon,

(1) Power Supplies. Batteries using alkaline the e!ectronic timer designer can begin
zinc and silver oxide, a solid-state battery, preliminary designs. At this phase of develop-
existing ground power, etc. ment it is quite possible that the choices of

the various components of the system have
(2) Time base. LC oscillator, RC oscillator been rarrowed so that either available data or

with gas-diode trigger, magnetic core oscilia- prototype hardware development can be used
tor, nuclear time base, etc. to eliminate all but one of the approaches.

The prototypes can then be fabricated and
(3) Frequency Dividers and Counters. prepared for testing.

Transistor flip-flop binary divider, transistor
flip-flop ring counter, magnetic core flip-flop, 7-1.3.3 Testing
magnetic core ring counter, etc.

The prototypes are subjected to tests that
(4) Output Circuits. To produt.e a signal simulate or duplicate the forces and environ-

that initiates the first element in an explosive raents which the final version will have to
train, for instance, or to delay the arplication survive. Most of the parameters can be
of high voltage to a radar set in order to allow measured with standard measuring equip-
the acquisition magnetron to reach operating ment. The tests include':
temperature.

(1) Electrical lests. Conformance of the
timer wvith circuit requirements, dielectric
strength, insulation resistance, and continuity.An excellent way to evaluate thtv virious

alternatives is to tabulate each class of (2) Environmental Tests. Vibration, oper-
component and then estimate the relative ating temperatures, storage temperatures, and
suitability of' each factor to meet the design drop tests.
requi'ements. Such a tabulation is shown in
Table 7-12 in which the oscillator type aad (3) Timer Performance and Accuracy.
accuracy, voltage and current requirements, Checking after exposure to each of the
power available, trequency, and approximate preceding test groups.
size are given for various oscillators.

7-1.4 COMPLETION CRITERIA
Bett.'r than marginal inprovements over

old systems are required to justify a new After the prototype is proven to be capable
design. These improvements should include of satisfying all requirements, a testing

7-3
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TABLE 7-1

COMPARISON OF VARIOUS OSCILLATORS
Oscillator typo Voltage, Current, Power Level, Ftequency, Size,and accuracy V A .nW Hz in.3

LC 4to t3 4 X 10-4  1.6 to 2.4 1000 1(Including amplifier)
0.1 to 1.0%

RC Feedback 120 to 280 10", 12 to 28 lk to 1Ok <05
oscillator 

0,
0.01 to 0.1%

Magnetic core 15 1 X 1 2  150 to 300 0to 1000.1 to 1.0% to50t30 10o10

2 X Ij - 2

R uniiunction 10 to 20 2 X I -  20 to 40 1 to 100 1t
transistor 1 to 2
1 to 3%

RC (SCR as trigger 50 2 X 1V 10 1 2.5device; initial
negative voltage
on capacitor)
3%

Multivibrator 10 2 X 10"s  0.2 I to I( 22 to 4%

RC 60 15 x1fIT 9 10to0 2Four-layer diode5 % (q u e stio n a b le ) 3 0 0 4 X If 1 21

Gas diode
5% (questionable

program is initiated which is based on Reliability is the probability that materialstatistical sampling. See Table 7-23 for a wil perform its intended function for asampling plan foi a typical electronic timer. Specified period under stated conditionsThe proven timer then can be produced in With respect to the design of electrical timers,quantity and integrated into the weapon several important considerations have a directsystem. Perhaps the most important criterion bearing on device reliability:
is reliability.
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TABLE 7-2 schedules for overhaul, parts replacement, and
inspection. Repair maintenance is not used

SAMPLING PLAN until parts fail during system operation. In
this case, component wearout becomes the

Lot size Accept Reject dominant factor and the system failure rateinclusiv___e Sample size lot lot becomes much higher than it originally was. A

newly built system that has been debugged is0-25 Use 100% Inspection essentially free from wearout failures and its
26-35 20 0 1 reliability is governed by the frequency of36-50 25 %1 1reibitisgerebytefqenyo51-!50 30 0 1 chance failures. During this period, compo-

151--300 30 1 2 nents are replaced as they fail. After this
301--over 60 2 3 period, wearout failures begin to show up and

if only repair maintenance is u;sed, the systein
failure rate would rise. However, when high

(1) The number of component parts reliability is required, preventive maintenance
should be a minimum, is used to prevent wearout failures from

appreciably affecting system operation'. In
(2) If discrete compon..nts are used, the other words, long-life systems must be

reliability of each should be as high as is maintained preventively if long failure-free
commensurate with total circuit reliability operating periods are required, and the system
and cost. chance failure rate must be very low. In

regard to the probability of the first failure of
(3) Parts must withstand extreme environ- the system, whether it be chance or wearout,

mental conditions and still operate success- the answer can be given only by means of a
fully. system probability analysis when the compo-

nent parameters are known and not by means
(4) Components should be used whose of system tess. For more details about

important properties are known and repro- system reliability measurements and testing,
ducible. see Ref. S.

(5) Timers should be designed so that
(5) Tim,7-2 ACCELERATED SYSTEMS

factors that affect reliability can be detected
by means of nondestructive tests or inspec-
tion. 7-2.1 GENERAL

From the reliability measurements point of Timers and programmers are used by the
view, two kinds of systems can be distin- military in virtualy every type of munition
guished5 : (1) The repairable or recoverable from low g missiles to high g projectiles. The
system designed to perform for a long time in use of electronic timers, used in fuzes, began
a large number of operations, and (2) the during and after World War II when system
nonrepairable or nonrecoverable system de- requirements called for more versatile and
signed to perform only once. Stationary sophisticated equipment. In particular, elec-
systems can be put in the former category and tronic digital timers have been used extensive-
mobile systems in the latter. See par. 7-2 for ly in more expensive large-scale weapons
reliability consideration for mobile systems. after many problems of size. power supply,

and shock which are inherent in vacuum tubes
The reliability of stationary systems de- were eliminated by the introduction of the

pends on maintenance policy, i.e., on transistor.
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'he use of electronic timers in accelerated many tests prior to actual use, their total
ammunition requires a low-c:ost rugged time operating life expectancy is normally much
base. An error of less than 0.1% under all less than that of stationary system compo-
conditions of use and operating temperatures nents. Tolerances of some components may
range from -50O to 125*F are typical. The prohibit their use in certain types of
use of temperature control is not feasible ii electronic equipment, but they may be used
applications that require an oscillator output in an electronic time fuze.
to be available a few milliseconds after
initiation. Timers must operate under high Mounting of components in a preferred
spins, after high setback accelerations during orientation along with potting to strengthen
firing, and sometimes under severe decelera- the entire configuration will help the
tion forces imposed by target impact. Other component survive the severe environment.
requirements for the time fuze are small size To eliminate the effects of aging and thermal
(e.g., about I in?) and a low power drain 6 .  changes, three solutions can be used":
The paragraphs that follow discuss various
design considerations for this type of (1) Use components whose original proper-
electronic timer. ties are adequate.

7-2.2 COMPONENT SELECTION AND (2) Use hermetic sealing to protect compo-
QUALIFICATION nents from damage due to environmental

conditions.
7-2.2.1 Considerations

(3) Choose components so that the varia-
The electric components used in the tion of one component property is compen-

circuits of electronic timers consist of sated by another component.
capzcitors, resistors, magnetic cores, tubes
and transistors, and power supplies. The 7-2.2.2 Resistors
accel.rated environment puts stringent re-
quirements on their ruggedness, aging, and The types and characteristics of resistors
temperature characteristics. Factors working that are available for military use i an
against fuze component reliability "ary with electronic timer are shown in Table 7-38
the type of fuze in which the components are Available resistance vories widely. The units
used. Requirements for long inactive shelf are capable of withstinding the required
life, extreme environmental conditions while environment and have a minimum change of
in operation, and the limited ability to pretest values under operating conditions. For addi-
for functioning just before use add to the tional information about resistors, see par.
difficulties in selection of components. For 10-4.2.
these reasons, the designer should use
standard components wherever possible. 7-2.2.3 Capacitors

When selecting timer components, the Capacitors currently produced that will
designer may take advantage of the fact that meet the temperature and stability require-
components which are inadequate for long ments for elect:'onic timers are porcelain
time applications may be entirely suitable for capacitors (a ceramic capacitor with a
use in fuzing systems. Possibilities include temperature coefficient of 15 ± 5 parts per
components with a relatively short operating milion/deg C is presently in production). The
life or with failure rates that rise sharply with porcelain capacitor is stable during storage life
cycling. Even though some fuzes undergo and is readily available with a 0 ± 25 parts per
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TABLE 7-3

RESISTOR CHARACTERISTICS

Wire Wound Carbon Film Metal Film

Nominal Value, ohm 0.112 - 1 Mec_ S I ! - 100 Meg 20 S2 - 15 MegS
(1014 ohm avail.)

Initial Tolerance, % 0.002% 0.1 0.1 (0.05 avail.)4 Wattage Rating, W 0.05 - 250 0.1-5 0.1-ATemp. at which derating starts, 0C 125 Typ. 70-120 70-125

Zero Wattage Temp, C 250 Typ. 150 Typ. 175 Typ.
Temp. Coefficient of Resistance, - 10 stand. -250 to ± 500 10-250

ppm/deg C -- 2 a'iail.
-80 to +e000 avail.

Range over which TCR holds, OZ variot;s -65 to +150 -65 to +150 Typ.
--65 to +150
for stand. ± ,0 ppm

Maximum Working Voltage, V 100-1200 200-15,0-0 200-750
Dielectric Withs :anding Voltage, V 100-2500 ,.0-1000 200-1000
Currene Noise, pV/V 0.1-1 0.05-0.2
Distributed Inductance, IH 1 I '0 GHz < 10 GHz
Distributed Capacitance, pF > 0.8 < 10 GHz '< 10 GHz
Voltage Coefficient of Resistanca, ppm/V 2-20 Typ. 1-5
Load Life, Max. change, % 0.05-1.0 0.1-1.0 0.1-1.0
Short-time Overload, Max. change, % 0.01-0.1 0.01-0.5 0.1-0.5
Moisture Resistance, Max. change, % 0.005-5 0.03--1.5 0.1-1.5
Temp. Cycling, Max. change, Yo 0.07-0.2 0.02-0.5 0.05-0.5
Terminal Strength, Max. change, % 0.00-0.05 -0.2 -0.2
Low Temp. Operation, Max. change, % 0.02-0.25 0.05-0.5 0.005-0.5
Soldering. Max. change, % 0.01-0.5 0.05-0.5
Shelf-life, Max. change, % 0.002-0.1 0.05-0.2 0.05
Shock, Max. change, % 0.00-0.2 0.1-0.5 0.01-0.5
Vibration, Max. change, % 0.01-0.2 0.1-0.5 0.01-0.5

million/deg C temperature characteristic. The 7-2.2.4 Magnetic Cores
capacity shifts a maximum of 0.1% over a
ten-year period with most of the drifi Magnetic cores are used in electronic
occurring during the first few months. counters b%cause of their ability to maintain
Temperature characteristics within ± 5 parts memory with no power. The core is made of
per million/deg C are available. To achieve ferromagnetic material that exhibits a square
0.1% accuracy in the design of oscillators, a hysteresis loop. Fig. 7-410 shows an idealized
calibration capacitor is used. For a basic vtrsion of this material. The fluxes shown in
oscillator frequency of 1000 Hz, a calibration the figure are
capacitor must have a tolerance of ± 21% up to
300 pF and ± 1% on values above this. High 0, = renianent flux
spin and shock should have no adverse effects
on the capacitors. = saturation flux
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J-

(A) Core driven to "1" state
TU.N

I -aMPERE 4

(B) Core driven to "I" state

; Figure7-4. Square Hysteresis Loop MaterialMFigure 7-5. Methods of Driving the Core

: Th e squareness ratio is equal to @r/@3, which,
Sfor the cores used in military3 timers, is aC CKDVEVN

minimum of 0.9. With no drive applied, the PULSE : -
' "°:coe is normally in either the C, orrthe - r t cl -

st'ate. \hen sufficient drive is applied in the
proper direction, the core switches to the !I
opposite @, state; when the drive is removed, \ X.
ihe flux changes to ¢'r" Fig. 7-5' 0 illustrates t
the method of driving the core to the "0" and i
"i" states. The H state is designated "0"and the r state is designated " w . Further
information on magnetic cores and core

, circuits is given in Ref. 11I. Fig. 7-62 shows ,Ithe diagram of a typical magnetic core driver. a i t

,7-2.2.5 Tubes and Transistors J'2"
Rugged tubes are commercially available

for accelerated military items. Cold cathode S

diodes and triodes depend on light to provide ,I
initial ionization. This problem has been ,C2I
solved by placing a band of radioactive I
material around the tube which helps to the
provide a consistent breakdown voltage. The L
choice between a diode and a triode often is DRIV ' •
made on the basis of available energy because

a triode, while st mr complicated, has
imore efficient energy transfer character-
isticsa Figure 7-6. Magnetic Core Driver
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Transistors at first were too expensive to close absolute component tolerances, are to
use in one-shot devices such as electronic be avoided. The number of capacitors should
i;uzes. However, with improvements in the be held to a minimum because they occupy
state of the art, cost has been reduced so that valuable die space. Liductors should be
more and more transistors now are being used eliminated entirely in a monolithic design
in oscillators for electronic timers. A unijunc- because at present they are not fabricated
tion transistor is used as the trigger device in adequately in integrated form. If a hybrid
an RC-oscillator 2 . Transistors with high-gain construction is planned, then discre : compo-
bandwidth products, high voltage, and a nents are used along with the integrated
guaranteed beta over three current decades circuit elements. See par. 8-2 for more
are available commercially for use in ampli- information about integrated circuit tech-
fievs, oscillators, mixers, and other signal niques.
processing applications. They provide maxi-
mum reliability and heat transfer, and ore To synthesize the ci.,:4uit design, a decision
designed to meet rugged military specifica- must be made as to the power supply, the
tions. They are encapsilated by a welded frequency dividei and counter type, and the
hermetic seal and can be mounted in any output. circuit that will attain the desired
position?. Storage and operating range is accuracy.
-650 to +2000F.
7-2.2.6 Power s Compilations such as shown ii: Tables 7-1

and 7-412 show the various osci-ators and
Several types of batteries are used in their relative performance capability. Accura-

electronic timers. One type is the alkaline zinc .I obtainable, voltage and current reqdire-
and silver oxide battery. Voltage rating is 1.5 ments, frequency stability, and approximate
V per cell. It can be fabricated with the cells size are listed. Table 7-52 gives the same data
free of the electrolyte for reserve action. The for frequency dividers and counters.
electrolyte is stored in a container adjacent to
cells and frorced out into the cells, for Once te circuit is synthesized, a bread-
example, by firing an electric squib2 . See par. board model can be built. Its performance can
11-6 for more information on power supplies. be evaluated with well known test procedures.

Reasons for discrepancies in the anticipated
7-2.3 CIRCUIT DESIGN AND 3-READ- performance usually can be pin-pointed by

BOARDING taking stage-by-stage measuremeilts. This
emphasizes the value of breadboarding be-

Circuit design begins with the synthesis of a cause theoretical anaysis cannot localize
circuit that meets the performance objectives, problem areas. Initial problems sometimes can
In the interest of cost and time savings, such a be eliminated by -part changes. At other times,
circuit is developed initially within the a new circuit must be synthesized to remove
component constraints imposed by the the limitations of the first attempt.
system requirements indicated in par. 7-1.2.
Since integrated circuits are being used more Once a satisfactory breadboard model has
and more because of their paci ging and been developed and the interconnection
reproducibility attributes, the designer also requirements of the system have been
should keep in mind several present monolith- satisfied, the designer's initial task is ended 13
ic component limitations. Generally, large The next step is the development of a
value5 of resistors and capacitors, as well as prototype.
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TABLE 7-4

RELATIVE PERFORMINCE OF VARIOUS OSC LLATOR TYPES

Oscillator Fraquency Resistance to Power
type stability* shock and spin dian Complexity

LC
parallel tned good fair low low

LC

eries tuned very good fair low med

wien bridge very good good low med

RC
parallel-T very good good low med to high

RClo 
ebridged-T very good good low med

RC
phase shift fair to good good low med

multivibrator fair to good good low to med med to high

magnetic
square loop good fair to poor med to high high

pulse
RC discharge fair good low med

pulse
curpisto;-C fair to good good very low med

nechanicai
resonatot excellent poor low med to high

*Frequency stability, variation: excellent < X 10; very good 10" to 10 "1 ;good 103 to 10" ; fair > 102.

7-2.4 LAYOUT AND ASSEMBLY TECH- should be compatible with the thermal
NIQUES limitations of a standard package whenever

possible. Since the package provides a
With the circuit breadboard performing as conductive path that dissipates the heat

required, a suitable layout car be considered. generated internally, circuit power dissipation
The first basic rule that insures reliable circuit must be limited so that the internal operating
operation involves packaging. The circuit temperature does not exceed allowable limits.
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TABLE 7-5

COMPARISON OF VARIOUS FREQUENCY DIVIDERS AND COUNTERS

Type of countor or N oltage, Current, Power Level, Size,
frequency divider V A mW In.

Magnetic core 10 5 X 10"s  0.5 0.3
decade
Input frequency-
1 Hz max.

Magnetic core 10 7 X 10"Y 0.7 0.3
decade
Input frequency-
10 H7

Magnetic core 10 2.5 X 10-  2.5 0.3
decade
Input frequency-
10 Hz

Magnetic core 10 2.1 X 1 "  2. 0.3
decade
Input frequency-
100 Hz

Magnetic core ring 10 Depends on Depends on Maximum size: 1/3
counters or feed- input fre- input fre- in.3 per decade of
back shift register- quency as quency as frequency reduction
Arbitrary number given above given above
of stages

Transistor decade 6 5 X 10"5 0.3 0.3
(flip-flops)
Input frequency-
1000 Hz max. 0.01

Transistor decade 6 3 X 10"Y 0.2 0.7
(flio-f op ring
counter)
1000 Hz max. 0.03

Complementary 10to 15 <!0 "T <15 0.02
metal oxide
semiconduccor
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The maximum number of permissible leads boards. Other efficient methods of assembly
depends on package limitations. By use of are flow soldering, wave soldering, and cas-
integrated circuits, standard transistor car- cade soldering. The simplest way to assemble
packages are limited to 12 leads while flat and components to a printed circuit board is to
dual in-line packages will accommodate 14 bend the leads of the components and insert
leads. them through holes in the printed wiring

board, hand solder the connections between
A second fundamental layout objective is the component pigtail tips and the printed

the size of the ultimate monolittc die. With conductor, and then cut off the excess lead
properly designed circuits produced with high lengths. Care should be exercised in the
packaging yields, die size is often the hand-soldering operation to avoid cold-solder
controlling factor in the manufacturing cost joints and resin joints' .of integrated circuits.

7-2.5 PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
The circuit designer has no control over the

size and geometry of active components. Performance standards that an electronic
These are fixed by the types and speciflica- timer is expected to meet for accelerated
tions used in the final breadboard. In the light systems usually are determined by the end use
of the variations in manufacture ; compo- of the timer. Timers can be used in missile,
nents, it is advisable that the circuit designer rocket, bomb, or projectile fuzes. Existing
work in close cooperation with the part off-the-shelf power supplies, for instance,
supplier, usually will not meet the requirements forprojectile fuze timers.

A modem aid for integrated circuit design

is the computer. If the circuit design is known Setback and spin requirements vary widely.
well enough to provide complete characteriza- 'Table 7-6' s is a general summary of these
tion electrically and topographicaty, it can be operating requirements. Electrical require-
optimized by computer methods. A manufac- ments are comparatively uniform, typical
turer's off-the-shelf circuits can be spezified requirements being listed in Table 7-71 3. In
completely and stored in a computer electronic time fuzes, accuracy is dependent
library' 3  upon the time error in starting as well as the

running error.
All printed circuit assemblies, even for

small production quantities, are dip soldered.
This method saves labor, and results in greater
reliability. Gencraily, all conventional compo-
nents are mounted on the side of the circuit
board opposite the pattern, so that they are TABLE 7-6
not immersed in the solder during the dipping
operation. With two-sided circuits, the com-
ponents are mounted on the side opposite the Setback, Spin,
one to be dipped. Components mounted on Fuze t
the dip side ase assembled after dipping and
soldered in place by hand. Missile 25 5

Rocket
Preforming and precutting of axial lead "Nonspin" 100 5

components greatly increase the speed and Spin 100 100
efficiency of assembly of printed circuit Projectile 27,000 500
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TABLE 7-7 specification tolerances for (1) variations of
supply voltage of ± 20% from the nominal

ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS design value and (2) variations of other
Ptparameters to their extreme values1 2
Projectile Voltage, Current,

Fuze V mA In most applications, protection will be

Missile 12-15 30-50 required against catastrophic failures that
Rocket 6.7 ± 0.7 103 would increase the frequency and shorten
Projectile* 6-15 30-100 arming or firing time, thus creating a safety

hazard. To minimize timing error, most uses
*Summary of three developments, require a rapid buildup and stabilizatiori ofSI the energizing power.

A final requirement for electronic timers is
accuracy after prolonged storage at tempera-

Typical performance standards for a ture extremes. Crystallization, cold flow, and
long-delay bomb fuze include2 : other deteriorating effects in the frequency

determining elements must be minimized.
(1) Delay time from 15 win to 100 hr Effects of irradiation from nuclear detona-

settable in 15-min steps tons may be of importance. To be confident
that the timer will perform as required, it is

(2) Accuracy within ± 5% necessary to subject it to etensive tests (see
par. 7.5).

(3) Operating temperature range --65* to I
+160 0F 7-2.6 EXTERNAL INTERFACES

(4) Operation after an impact deceleration The primary external interface for electron-
of 20,000 g for 5 msec in any direction ic timers used in accelerated systems is remote

selection of the time delay Electronic setting
(5) Usual military, vibration, and environ- in its simplest form eliminates the need for

mental requirements circuit power w'ile the selection is being
done. For information on time setting

(6) Maximum size: 3 in. in diameter by methods see par. i0-4.i2-5/8 in. long including power supply. Pro, visions for external interfaces should
Oscillator frequencies of interest fall in the insure electrical, mechanical, and environmen-

range of 10 to 10,000 Hz. Frequency choice tal compatibility between the timer and any
is determined mainly by the incremental external cabling and selecting system. Mating
betting resolution desired and the technical connectors should pass MIL-STD specifica-
limitations of the particular type of oscillator tions a. The connector in the timer should be
chosen. Setback at launch or firingwill occur capped when the cabling from the selection
momentarily and will require continuity of system is removed. A cap should act as an
signal, with recovery to tho original signal. environmental shield to protect the timer' -.Spin may persist throughout the useful life ofthe timer. Since some round- .do not spin, it 7-3 RADIATION HARDENING
may be desirabl-, to develop separate oscilla-
tors for spin and nonspin applications. The It is necessary for some types of timers to
ecillator frequencies must remain within survive the radiation environment of a nuclear
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burst. The radiated energy will destroy the 7-3.1.1.2 Interaction With Materiels
average electronic circuit within several miles
of the burst unless radiation hardening is Ionization, the production of hole-electron
employed. Before discussing the techniques pairs in a material, results from the absorption
used to harden electronic circuits, it would be of photons (soft and hard X rays). Photons,
well to examine the environment that is which comprise up to 75% of the energy in a
generated by a nuclear explosion. nuclear explosion, interact with matter in any

of three ways: (1) Compton scattering, (2)
7-3.1 RADIATION FROM A NUCLEAR photoelectric effect, and (3) pair production

EXPLOSION (see Fig. 7-7,19).

A nuclear explosion resembles a blackbody The results of these processes are theat a temperature of several tv,;:; of millions production of hole-electron pairs that migrate
-degrees and, in accordance with Planck's to oppositely charged junctions under the
radiation formula, radiates most of its energy influence of the applied electric field. This
as soft X rays. Almost all of the energy, photocurrent in proximity to the junc'ions
approximately one billion kilowatts per causes minority carriers to be swept a,.ross,megaton, is released in the first microsecond creatiig an amplified secondary photo.furrent
in the form of X rays, gamma rays, alpha rays, due to the current gain of the dev'ice. The
beta rays, and neutrons. Note that the first momentary effect is saturation of the device
two are electromagnetic while the three with a high current surge and a resultant
remaining are corpuscular. Table 7-8'8 voltage transient. Among the subsequent
compares four of these components. effects in this chain of events are transistor

latchup, circuit ringing, junction breakdown
7-3.1.1 X Rays and, in integrated circuits, even lead mclting k

because current surges can range from 1 inA
7-3.1.1.1 Nature of X Rays to I A. Spurious triggering is common with

even small photocurrents and can disrupt the
X rays are produced in a nuclear burst by most carefully designed circuit. Photocurrents

high-velocity electrons colliding with elec- short out capacitors, turn nominal insulatcrs
'trons attached V- an atom. When a charged into conductors, and are especially h'jrmful in
body-such as an electron-is decelerated, a integrated circuits because they appear in the
pulse of electromagnetic radiation is pro- base material as well as at the site of active
duced. For convenience, the acceleration ,. devices and thus form coupling and shorting
deceleration of an electron is measured in i:,aths throughout the chip.
electron volts (eV). A 500-eV electron, for
example, refers to one that has been 7-3.1.2 Gamma Rays
accelerated by a potential difference of 500
V. The energy required to ionize an atom by Approximately 3.5% of the energy radiated
removing an outer electron is much le.s than from a nuclear burst occurs in the first 50
100 eV while that required for an inner psec as gamma rays. These rays, with a
electron may be as high as 70,000 eV. X rays wavelength of 0.1 to 0.01 angstrom, are
produced by collision with outer electrons are similar to X rays; generated by several million
called soft X rays while those produced by volts.
displacement of inner electrons are valled

hard X rays. The main diffierence between Gamma rays are similar to X rays in that
these emanations is tl .2 whavelength: soft X they ionize the material into which they
rays range from ten to one angstrom, hard X penetrate; i.e., they remove, electrons from
rays cover one to 0.1 angstrom. neutral atoms. In most situations this effect is
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TABLE 7-8

COMPARISON OF RADIATION FROM NATURAL SUBSTANCES18

X rays Alpha rays Beta rays Gamrm rays

Character Quanta hv (governed He++ ions = He Electrons Same as X rays,
by waves of length nuclei same or shorterSc/v) wavelength

Velocity Velocity of light c Up to 1/15 c Up to 99.8/ IX0 c Velocity of
light c

Energy of Visible light: several Up to 8.8 X 106 eV Up to 2 X 1r.P eV Up to several
panicle'or eV. Technical X ,0'; .V

quantum rays: 104- 106 eV
Penetrating 1/100 mm aluminum Several /10 mm alu-. ,xn.iv, j cm lea3d

power miruwr

Absorption, Ioe-Px Limited range; dense Lirniut :,no* rharply i= Ioe-X good
observed ionization over the defined range; less approximation

full length of range; dense ionization
straight paths ex- than by a rays;
cept very rare crooked paths
sharp deflections

Absorption, Each quantum, when Each particle spends Each particle spends Each quantum
theory absorbed gives its energy on many its energy on many when absorbed

away total energ/ ionization pro- ionization pro- gives away its
in one process; cesses: no deflection cesses; deflection oc- energy in one or
fraction of energy in collisions with curs since j particle a few processes:
lost per cm path is electrons because is light ionization
constant of large mass of ac (photo-electric

particle; very rare effect),
sharp deflection in Compton effect,
collision with or pair produc-
nuclei tion

Relation to Wavelength sharply Energy of : particle Continuous 0-ray Wavelength of
emitting defined character- sharply defined, spectra with sharp Y ray sharply
atom istic of electronic characteristic of high-energy limit defined char-

structure of emit- emitting nucleus are characteristic acieristic of
ting atom of emitting nu- emitting

cleus; shir-l.;-l nucleus
fl-ray spectra
represent emission
of K or L...
electrons

i
Repi'inrd wit:h permission of McGraw-Hill Book Company.
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00

0 ton pair

nmplton
recoil or scattering

'nerg.y > 1.0,2 MeV

Pair production

Figure 7-7. Summary of X-ray and Gamma Ray Interactions With Matter 1 9

temporary so that the device returns to its far as 3000 miles from the site of the
original state when the radiation is discon- detonation, and (2) the fact that EMP can
tinued. The time lapse is referred to as cause severe disruption and sometimes dam-
recovery time. age when other weapon effects such as

nuclear radiation blast, thermal effects, dust,
7debris, and biological effects are all abs,.it,

This means that a high-yield nuclear weapon,
The effects of neutrons-although they burst above the atmospier., could be used to

are particles of appreciable mass-are similar knock out improperly designed electrical and
in character to gamma rays. Neutrons can electronic systems over a large area of the
penetrate a considerable distance through the earth's surface without doing any other
air and constitute a great hazard. significant damage, The range of EMP is

diminished greatly if the weapon is detonated
7-3.2 ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSES (EMP) within the atmosphere.

Under the proper circumstances a signifi- An idea of the amplitude of EMP can b .

caiit portion of the energy released during a gained when we compare it with fields from
nuclear detonation can be made to appear as man-made sources. A typical high-level EMP
an ElectroMagnetic Pulse (hence, EMP) having pulse coull have an intensity of 100,000
the same frequencies or wavelengths as those V/in. This is a thousand timhas more intense
employed by most cummercial radios and than a radar beam of sufficient power to
military systems 2° . Two unique properties of cause biological damage such as blindness or
EMP are of crucial significance-(!) its sterilization. It is ten million times as intense
extremely great range, EMP being capzble of as fields created by sources in a typical
disabling electrical and electronic systems as metropolitan area. Recently two factors have
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greatly increased the significance of the EMP systems or to printed circuit packages. It is
threat: (1) :!, -reased sophistication in nuclear generally ;ndependent of circuit dimensions.
strategy and weapons, and (2) increased Grounding is not a panacea. If it is not
susceptibility of electronic systems due to the applied realistically, it may make matters
broad introduction of semiconductors and the worse. In some systems controlled resistive
ever-greater dependence on complex opera- grounds are used purposely to promote
tional hardware. energy dissipation and to suppress ground

loop currents.
EMP differs from the electromagnetic

environment usually encountered. The very The fraction of the collected energy which
intense EMP fields are distributed widely, is applied to a sensitive component may be
whereas intense natural (lightning) or man- reduced by introducing an amplitude limiting
made fields are localized. Further, EMP device, such as a spark-gap, a filter, or a
occupies the spectrum through the lower disconnect mechanism between the energy
microwave band. Most man-made fields are collector and the component. Protection
confined to only a narrow part of the against EMP also may be achieved by
spectrum. It follows, therefore, that protec- choosing less sensitive components or subsys-
tion practices and components for non-EMP tems. For instance, vacuum tubes are more
environme1ts-radio-frequency interference, damage-resistant than transistors. Their incor-
lightning, radar, etc.-are not directly appli- poration, however, might create other prob-
cable for EMP problems. lems. Increasing or selecting digital logic

circuits having digital voltages and switching
The asymmetrical flow of charges caused thresholds is preferable. Coding signals sent

by a nuclear explosion causes electromagneth, via long interconnecting wiring .ill minimize
fields to be radiated away from the burst EMP "fooling" the system.
point. These fields cause a corresponding flow
of charges, or electrical currents, in distant Testing is as impor'. nt as planning and
metallic conductors. This is comparable to the implementation of hardwrare protection. The
way the electromagnetic fields from a TV balances between laboratory tests and full-
transmitter set up currents in a rooftop TV scale simulations, and between component
antenna. Any metallic object exposed to and full-system tests, depend on many
electromagnetic fields can be a collector of factors, such as system size, probable threat
electromagnetic energy; i.e., act like an situations. and unavoidable susceptibilities.
antenna, even though it was never intended to Both analytical and empirical approaches are
be that. Generally, the larger the metailic required to realize a hardened system. Neither
structure, the greater is the an;iount of can be relied upon exclusively. The number of
intercepted EMP energy. uncertainties and unknowns is so large that

one approach often is used to confirm th-
The level of the EMP environment can be results of the other approach.

reduced by shielding, geometric arrangement.
geographic relocztion, or grounding. Good Today, it is considered to be sufficient to
shielding design is the best practice. It usually permit the design and implementation or
centers on pragmatic compromises related to most military hardware with high assurance of
the realities of construction and fabrication, acceptable EMP hardness. But it does cost
economics, and applicational requirements. some money and effort, and the indications
The dominant principle in circu;t geometry is are that this hardness will never come "free".

ithe avoidance of coupling configurations- Typical EMP hardening costs (if incorporated
most notably inductive loops. Good circuit early) for strategic systems can be on the
layout practices apply equally to large cable order of a few percent of the system cost 2 0 .
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7-3.3 COMPONENTS development of codes like SCEPTRE and
TRAC that use large-signal radiation equiva-

7-3.3 1 Design Considerations lent circuits for semiconductor components.
Reliability engineering and quality control

The hardening of a timing system that must have evolved new techniques for minimizing
operate during irradiation has two major structural defects that might limit semicon-
problem areas' I. The system must not lose its ductor performance.
capability to perform due to permanent
damage to its components, primarily from The most important failure mechanism due
neutron irradiation. In addition, t.niing to neutrons is the degradation of semiconduc-
accuracy will be affected directly by any tor device operating characteristics. The main
temporary disabling due to transient response aspect of this problem is P degradation, where
of system circuitry to ionizing radiation, /3 is the current gain. Various studies have
primarily photons. shown that control of base width is needed in

order to control 3 degradation. This can be
Hardening the time system against perma- done more directly by controlling gain

nent damage by neutron irradiation can be bandwidth product which is inversely propor-
accomplished mainly b, choosing the "hard- tional to the square of the base width.
est" components and allowing for their Selection of a gain bandwidth product that
degradation to a level to which the weakest ensures the largest overdesign factor con-
components can be raised by proper shielding. sistent with the present state of art and
To minimize the transient response of the market availability is now possible for small
system would require extensive circuit rede- signal devices. For power transistors, overde-
sign. sign must be supplemented by circuit design

techniques that minimize the dependence of
The degree of overdesign depends on circuit functional parameters on the gain of

specification level and system complexity. the power transistor. Devices such as SCR's
For example, at 1012 n/cm2 with energies and unijunction transistors should not be used
greater than 10 keV, an overdesign factor of unless a verified source of hardened devices
20 is reasonable; at 10' 1 n/cm2 a reasonable has been established. Microcircuits, including
overdesign factor could be 5. At 5 X 10" p-r-p transistors, should be avoided if possible
n/cm,2 , however, an overdesign factor for du- to the difficulty of conttroLling base width
safety margin is hard to obtain' 2 . Some of in such structures2 2 . Several methods have
the most sensitive semiconductor components been developed to produce films that are

I begin to show radiation effects at about 10' ' insensitive to a radiation-induced space charge
n/cM2 . The upper end of the range is about buildup. These are the silicon oxynitride
iO  n/u m/. Sec Refs. 23-26 for detailed films "7 and the silicon-on-sapphire isolation
information on hardening. techniques 28 . For additional details on

component hardening techniques, see Ref. 29.
7-3.3.2 Hardened Components

While surface properties of semiconductoriHardene_' cc :aponents are the foundation devices also are changed by the ionizing dose,
for a survivable system. Advances in semicon- the parameters of most transistors and
ductor device technology have produced modem diodes are relatively independent of
dielectrically isolated integrated circuits of changes in surface properties. The net result
?Ugh-gain bandwidth product with thin-film is that these components car be used up to
pasaive components for use in radiation total doses of I01 rad. Surface field-effect
environments. Computer aided analysis and transistors suffer large changes in turn-on
design have been made possible by the voltage due to total dose effects and have
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thresholds as low as 5000 rad. These The most cost effective way to analyze atransistors should be avoided in radiation circuit is to use a computer to predict system

hardened systems 2 2. Surface dose effects can operating parameters as fictions of radiationliI e controlled to a degree by imposing exposure. Proof tests can then be perf'ormed

stringent specification limits on junction at radiation facilities and compared with the
leakage currents. computer predic ions. Agreement between

predicted and measured results provides
7-33.3 Analysis confidence in the hardened design.

SIn the design and analysis of electronics in A typical comparison of measured and
the radiation environment, it is necessary to p redicted response for the microcircuit of a
describe the electrical effects of radiation on general purpose amplifier is shown in Fig.
semiconductor devices quantitatively. The 7-822. For further information on circuit
Ebers and Moll Model 3 0, the simplest large hardening techniques, see Refs. 29 and 31.
signal model, can be readily modified to
include radiation effects. The devices must be 7-3.5 MEASUREMENT AND SIMULATION
characterized and predictions-nominal and
worst case--of device response to the nuclear In order to simulate exposures and to
environment must be made. The device must measure their effects, a radiation facility is
then be measured in radiation facilities, required. Facilities such as a TRIGA Mark FPredicted and measured responses are then reactor at the radiation faciiity of the US
compared, and any significant differences Army Harry Diamond Laboratories can be

must be resolved. Analysi, must cover all of used to irradiate components. Neutron
the current and voltage regions that the device dosimetry is used for energies greater than 10
encounters in the system. In no case should KeV with dosimetry accuracy being
circuit analysis be performed until satisfac- 20-25%2 1.~tory device models are defined.

y d c Among the results found at this facility was
7-3.4 CIRCUIT TECHNIQUES that reset circuitry need not be hardened

against permanent neutron damage but that it
Current transients from photons create

noise pulses, a change of state in digital
circuits, and other transient phenomena. The la

two main elements of a circuit hardening [ 2.0[ LIITED

apprOZ ai4 I . PREDICTION
0 0(1) Shielding to limit radiation levels in the > / ,.. .PREDIC'EU

electronic circuits >, < ,.oPREDI"I .

(2) Special circuit design techniques to a 00 .EAURED
minimize circuit functional response charac- .xO_,
teristics to radiation effects, 1 131i { 0 oIx I0I  3 xI0 I

J n/cm2
: Shielding can effectively reduce X ray flux

usually is ruled out for use ith
neutron and gamma flux because of severe f7gure 7-8. Congruence Between Predicted
weight penalties. When shielding is not and Measured Common-mode Output
feasible, the circuit must be redesigned. Voltage Offset22
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must remain inactive after the timing 7-4 SPECIAL APPLICATIONS
sequence has started. A burst of ionizing
radiation could produce photocurrents in 7-4.1 LONG DELAY STATIONARY SYS-
transistors which would act as a reset signal, TEMS
thus resetting all flip-flops and magnetic
circuitry. Photocurrents due to ionizing Electronic timers are used in mine fuzes
radiation in microcircuits fabricated with p-n and demolition devices. Mine fuze timers are
junction isolation were almost an order of now used for:
magnitude greater than those fabricated with
dielectric isolation. Perfornance degradation (1) Opening of a missile or artillery round
of the latter type of microcircuit can be containing a set of scatterable mines
expected to follow closely the degradation of
its discrete components. Thermistors irradi- (2) Arming of mines after ejection from
ated at the facility were fourt- to indicate the round
lower temperatures after irradiation (i.e., their
resistance increased); each thermistor had-its (3) Self-destruction of the mine after a
own characteristic pattern of chai:gel I time vngng from hours to weeks

Magnetic core dividers contained 9iree (4) The signature analysis circuit* to helpManetic corpoen divides, cntaine d ree determine the functioning time against the
magnetic cores. The SCR's failed to operatetagt nd o asit n re sig c utrtypes of component: diodes, SCR's, and trgi~t and to assist in resisting countermageti coes.TheSCRs file toopeate measures. These timers are made fromafter relatively low dosages. Their principle of CM S chs
operation makes them extrenely vulnerable
to ionizing radiation even if they are built towihtn em nn d m g. H w vr Example:; of long-tange timers are de-withstand permanent damage. However, a scribed in Refs. 33 and 34.
two-transistor equivalant of the SCR is
radiation resistant. Damage to the diodes of 7-4.2 SATELLITE AND REMOTELY SET-
the magnetic divider showed some decrease in TABL TIME R
cor- switching time and loop current because TABLE TIMERS
of increased forward voltage drop across the In the design of a timer for a satellite
diodes. Magnetic cores were not damged. separation system, provision usually is made

* Output ci:cuits were also vulnerable because=.. to provide outputs anywhere within long and
of the presen-e of SCR's in the system and
indicated that subst-atial redesign would be short intrvals by adjusting a singe resistorper interval. Each interval timer is indepen-n ecessary. dent and may be connected in series or

parallel with any number of other interval
Simulation of timer circuits can be done by timers in any order. The timer should be able

computer. The basic information needed to to operate reliably under normal and space
model a timer circuit is the circuit schematic temper.ture and pressure conditions, and also
and its electrical performance characteristics. under vibration of 10 to 5000 Hz (at

PGamma dose rate modeling is accomplished maximum acceleration of 54 g)s. Off-the-
by the addition of a current generator and, in shelf components with no compensation can
neutron effects modeling, the gain of the yield accuracies of ± 10% or better over the
transistor is altered to simulate progressive temperature range of-4* to I 580F. Selection
degradation3 2. of timing capacitors having a low temperatire
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coefficient and low-!eakage can yield - 5%
accuracies in this temperature range. With
combinations of bias and timing current s A ToNESHO U sE USTART E L . A OTE- ONE-SHOT U LSEt~ FORMERa
compensation, accuracies of - 2% can be PULSE PS O
obtained. Redundancy can be accomplished IN
easily because of the independence of the
circuits that produce the timing interval and
fire the explosive charge, and the fact that the I GATE TURN-OFF

oscillator for each interval is normally off. NT
Figs. 7_93S and 7-031 show diagrams of TIMER

long-interval and short-interval timers.

A remotely settable timer is an electronic RELAY
system consisfing of a 2-channel timer and a
setting ,",it connected together either by a EO
2-wire or 3-,i: link or by a 2-way radio C A i
link' . A typical timer system is settable
from I to 20,000 see in 1-msec increments.

he frequency source is a crystal controlled
oscillator, accurate to ± 2.5 ports in 10 7 over
n range of 21 to 31 V DC, a temperature Figure 7-10. Short-interval Timer
irange of 320 to 1400F, and shock and Block Diagram
-vibration environment of a missile launch' 0

Another type of remotely settable magnetic
M4AG OE core electronic timer is shown in Fig. 7-6.

OSCILLATOR -10 o T'PUT This timer consists of a temperature-stabilized
Us PUSE 1000-cycle LC oscillator accurate to 0.1%,aaSCR POWER UNUNCTION S-' magnetic core counter in double line register

STAF GALoPULSE LuRoEU J mode, and a eniote selection unit. Time
IN POWER delays from 1 to 200 sec can be obtained with

GATE TURN OFF PULSE a setting resolution to 0.1 sec. The remote
1 Or selection system eliminates the need for

TIMER circuit power while the time delay is being
&ATIERY ° selected. The time delay selected can be

I[ stored indefinitely in the magnetic cores of

RELAY the timer.

7-5 TIMER TESTINGFEXPLOSIVE

E APRL E 7-5.1 GENERAL

'ii During the design and development of an
electronic timer, as with any other tmer
system, each crimponent is subjected to a

Figure 7-9. Long.interval Timer number of tests to determine if it performs in
Block Diagram thr. manner expected. When the prototype is
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built, it is subjected to performance and proof 7-5.4 TELEMETRY
tests to see if the prototype satisfies the
requirements. Since some of these tests Telemetering in the broad sense is the
damage the item and since th:- available transmission of data by any means from anumber of items is limited, it is desirable to remote and usually inaccessible point to an
use special tests and it is necessary to apply accessible location. Usually telemetering re-
special methods of data analysis. fers to electrical methods of acquiring and

transmitting data, especially for transmission
7-5.2 PERFORMANCE TESTS by an RF link from the munition to a ground

station3 6 . The requirement for telemetering
The components of a timer as well as the data from fuzes using electronic timers may

complete timer assembly must undergo tests be quite severe, e.g., in an artillery fuze where
to establish that the system functions survival of the telemetering transmitter,
properly. For a discussion of development power source, and antenna may b., necessary
and acceptance tests that are used to check under accelerations in excess of 50,000 g
out new timer designs, see rar. 13-6.2. during setback. A typical system meeting

these requirements is shown in Fig. 7-1 17.
7-5.3 SAFETY TESTS Transducers in the device being tested convert

the variable being measured into an electrical
Safety tests are used to determine whether signal that subsequently is used to modulate

performance meets safe handling require- the carrier of an RF transmitter. Thesignal is
ments. There are two types: (1) destructive received, amplified, and demodulated on the
tests where operability after the test is not ground and recorded on magnetic tape or on
required and (2) nendestructive tests where an oscillograph for subsequent analysis.
operability is required. For a discussion of
these tests, see pars. 13-6.4.1 and 13-6.4.2. Fig. 7-12" shows the sequence of events

SENSOR UB CARPIEROSCIUATORj ATENA
SIN-FLIGHT -.. _ RADIO FREQUENC'y
CALIBRATORMIXER OSCILLATOR

SENSOR OSCILLATOR

1P REGULATED'
IN-FIH POW/ER

RTOP SUPPLY
INERTIA

-"

Figure 7-11. Typical VHF High.g Telemetry System
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of an electronic programmer system for a the limits set forth in the specifications, a
projectile. The projectile was equipped with a number of general design factors inust bp
telemery unit that transmitted the frequency considered. These include reliability, human
of both oscillators and the outputs from both factors engineering, and cost.
channels. The outputs occurred at T-7, T-6,
T-4, and T-O sec. The purpose of the test was 7-6.1 RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABIL-
primarily to determine if the decade dividers, ITY
output logic, and firing circuit would operate
properly after being subjected to gun-fired In designi.:' for reliability, the designer has
environments 3 7 . two powerful iools at his disposal at all stages

of the design. They are: (1) derating of
7-5.5 ANALYSIS OF DATA components and (2) reliability analysis.

Derating of components means operating
It is important that the timer systerti them at substantially less than their rated

designer use statistical procedures to re- values of voltage, wattage, temperature, etc.
enforce his conclusions. Timers may be Reliability analysis is the calculation of
manufactured in large lots and only a few system or equipment reliability fron the
items will be tested. These are selected failure rates of the components used. If these
randomly so that the sample will represent techniques do not reduce the componentthe lot. For more information about the failure rate sufficiently, then redundancy or
analysis of data, see par. 13-6.5. standby systems can be used. In the case of

electronic timers-where high reliability, small

space, and low weight are specified-redun-
7-6 ADDITIONAL FACTORS IN DESIGN dancy and standby systems cannot always be

used and therefore the first two methods
In order to design a timer for use in severe commonly are employed. Techniques for

environments so that it will function within reliable design areS:

L.45OSEC
S" S.SEPEATIOI

TIMER PRTS .

Figure

Figure 7-12. Sequence of Events
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Operator Motions Response by Setter Readout at
or Actions or Fuze Mechanism Setter Round

Seeing 'Pointer &~Sein Scale ~J
Linear Motions either

Hmoving
*Hear ing J

Button or slide
bar

Touching
(for 'eel)

Pushing

Grasping A S Ru.ary Motion rigital

Turning or Co strce
Twisting or

Dial or full-
round Prewritten

Hacking

Figure 7-13. External System Building Blocks

(1) Design to a mininum of parts withitit (7) Specify prototype tests and production
degrading performance. deblugging procedures.

(2) Perform design reliability reiews by In regard to maintainability, the design
. means of reliability analyses. engineer should keep in mind the principles

discuscd in par. 13-2.2. Improved reliability
(3) Apply de7ating techniques. will reduce the need for maintenance. Full use

should be made of standard parts, compo-
(4j Redu~ce opLrating temperatures by nents, tools, an.l test equipment. Interchange-

providing heat sinks, good packaging. and able parts, components, and assemblies are
good cooling, essential to good maintainability and should

be an important part of the design philoso-
(5) Eliminate vibrations by good isolation phy.

and protect against shock, hurnidity, corro-
sion, etc. 7-6.2 HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING

(6) Spczify component reliability and Human factors engineering is the sciendfic
burn-in requirements- union of men with machines so as to enhance
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the man-machine system. A knowledge of the human factors engineer is concerned primarily
performance of both man and timer parts is with machine or product design to improve
required for an efficient union. An example the overall efficiency. See par. 13-2.3 for
of the use of human factors engineering is the further details.
evaluation of a setting mechanism for analog
electronic timers8 . In this study, a handbook
of information and data was-developed that 7-6.3 COST REDUCTION
would be useful to a designer of (esistor
setting switches fcf ,n electronic timer used The production of electronic timers at
in artillery fuzes. It con-ains a detailed reduced Lust is subject to the same considera-
treatment of the operator and his relations to tions as those of any other timers. The factors
the function of setting internal mechanisms. that the designer must keep in mind are listed

in par. 13-2.4. Statements about tolerancing,
A designer uses his ability to synthesize a as applied to electronic timers, ;efer to

concept from a series of known elements. An tolerances of voltage, current, or power
illustration of the general nature of various ratings which are required to keep the final
input mechanisms is shown i Fig. 7-131. i,.i a design working accordlirig to spe':cations
man-machine situation, man is considered the and to permit the most economical manufac-
variable with the machine being constant. The turing procedure.
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CHAPTER 8

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

8-1 PRODUCTION OF MICROELECTRON- preceding tect.niques are used in the fabrica-
IC MODULES tion of a single circuit. Miniature parts are

available of more or less conventional
8-1.1 GENERAL construction that can be packaged into tiny

modules and subsequently into larg-,r assem-
Microelectronic digital mcdules are being blies. A different approach, still using

fabricated today by a wide variety of individual parts, involves fabrication of a
techniques. Since each technique has component of nearly flat configuration, such
strengths and *weaknesses, the circuit designer as a ceramic wafer. Plequir'ed wafers of a
should be aware of the many ways to solve a prescribed area then are connected together
specific design problem. As in all military by means of riser wires, soldered to metallized
applications, reliability is of key importance. notches at the edges of the wafers to yield a
After reliability, the next consideration is the package of prescribed dimensions. This
timer type. It can be either a control device or technique and another in which component
an ammunition component. Control devices, parts are manufactured in the shape of tiny
such as precision timers, are used repeatedly, cylinders of predetermined dimensions and
and normally kept on tIe bench where they inserted into holes in a printed tircuit board
are carefully handled and can be made are designed to expedite assembly. However,
accessible for repair. On the other hand, they offer little size reduction over that
ammunition components, such as fuze timers, obtained by small conventional parts. An
are one-shot, low cost devices, are often example of this pellet or "Swi.;s-cheese"
subject to large forces, and must have a long package is shown in Fig. 8-1 .

storage life.

Based on the concept of packaging, the
field of microelecironics may be divided into
three areas'

(I) Packaging of discrete, miniature com-
ponent parts

(2) Printing of component parts and their
interconnection pathways, in situ, as a series
,f thin films on flat wafer substrates

(3) Modification of a block of semiconduc-
tor material to obtain the varied resistive,
dielectric, conductive, and junction character-
istics of interconnected components.

Hybrid approaches can be employed in Figure 8-1. Pellet or "Swiss Cheese"
which combinations of two or three of the ,Package

8-1
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METAL~ UNEXPOSED\ PHOTORESIST

INSULATING
SUBSTRATE ________________

(A) (B)

ULTRA VIOLET-*I Il i
LIT

PHOTO- TORESIST
TPANSPARENCY- 4O@OOO 4 et/e*o PATTERN AFTER

------ O SOLVENT
WmidITREATMENT

EXPOSED,-

(C) (D)

Figure 8-2. Preparation of Pattern Using Photoresist

8-1.2 PHOTORESIST MASKI.NIG photoresist can be formed into an accurate
detailed mask on the surface of the metal-clad

The photoresist masking technique is used substrate. Thin layers then either can be
extensively in thin-film and solid circuit added or subtracted from the exposed surface
packaging approaches. The required steps in of the base metal. To add metallic materials,
the preparation of a pattern on a substrate are methods such as sputtering, vacuum evapora-
illustrated in Fig. 8-21: tion, screen printing, electro-deposition. or

chemical deposition can be used, while
electroetching or chemical etching can be(1) The metal clad s'ibstrate is coated by used to remove metal. Following the use of

spin-coating, dip-coating, and air brush
spraying or painting. any of these processes, the protectivephotoresist can be stripped off the surface of
(2) The substrate is coated with photore- the bae material. Excellent stripping solventsjit and (2)lT ed ubtre iinclude methylene chloride or hot chloro-

sist and allowed to dr., form. Fig. 8-3(A)1 shows how photoresist

(3) The photoresist is exposed to ultra- protects the underlying material during an
violet light through a negative or positive of etching process. In Fig. 8-3(B) photoresistlhe iatter g prevents the underlying metal on another

plate from being electroplated. In Fig. 8-3(C),
(4) The pattern is developed by dissolving photoresist is used as a disposable mask

during chemical deposition; when the photo-
away the unexposed areas with orgardc reitsrmodbyolnthovlygsolvent vapors, such as trichloroethylene. resist is removed by solvent, the ovelying
~deposit is also removed.

The result is a resist coating on the substrate 8-1.3 THIN-FILM MICROELECTRONICS
_1;. surface of the desired configuration. Equip-

ment necessar, includes a light source, an The more important techniques for placing
exposure frame, and fixtures to align the coihductive, resis!:ive, and insulating thin films
pattern on the substrate. upon substrates include (I) screen-printing,

(2) vacuum deposition, (3) sputtering, (4)
Microcircuits can be made using photoresist vapor-phase deposition, afid (5) chemical

in a number of different ways. The plating'.

8-2
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STEP 2 -- 1
STEP 3 n .... ~ , '

(A) IN ETCHING (9)IN ELECTROPLATING (C)1;4 CHEMICAL DEPOSITION

KEY
,-s- SUBSTRATE

INITIAL METALLIC FILM
EXPOSED RESIST
ELECTROPLATED METALLIC FILM
CHEMICALLY DEPOSITED FILM

Figure 8-3. Uses of Photoresist in Various Processes

8-1.3.1 Screen-printing 8-1.3.2 Vacuum Deposition

Screen-printing commonly is used to apply In vacuum depositioii, a solid material (the
ink in order to form, geometric patterns on charge) is converted into a gas, either by
substrates, The process consists of three evaporation or sublimation, and condensed
steps:: onto a cool substrate elsewhere in the vacuum

system 3 . Fig. 8-41 is a diagram of a typical
(1) Prepare v patterned screen so that apparatus for vacuum evaporation and deposi-

some areas of mesh are open for ink to pass tion. Electric-resistance heating provides the
while others are closed or masked. energy for vaporization; other methods are

inductidn-heating, electron bombardment,
(2) Accurately position the pattern on the and concentrated solar radiation. A vacuum

substrate. of 10-" mm of Hg pressure or less is required
to insure that the distance an atom can travel

(3) Push ink down into and across the before colliding with another atom is large
!mesh of the screen with a squeegee. compared with the distance between charge

and substrate.
While the stencil-like patterns may be

prepared by both cutting and photographic 8-1.3.3 Sputtering
methods, photography is required in micro-
miniature circuit work because of the fine The process in which a metal is bombarded
l;nes and intricate patterns, by an ionized gas and atoms or in which
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CHARGE GAS INLET P 1
FILAMENT I

Figure 8-5. Sputtering Apparatus

-BUS BAR
2.5-in, spacing. The spultering rate, uider
these conditions, was 100 A per min4 .

8-1.3.4 Vapor-phase Deposition
Figure 84. Vacuum Evaporation and The process in which a substrate is coated

Deposition Apparatus by heating it to a high temperature in the
presence of a gaseous metallic compound is
called vapor-phase deposition or pyrolysis.

groups of atoms are driven from the metal The temperature of the substrate is high
surface because of the impact is known as enough to decompose the metallic compound
sputtering. Metal deposition by sputtering but not high enough to vaporize the deposited
requires pressures as low as 10- to I 0- mm metal. By this means, the heated substrate
of Hg and an electric field of several hundred decomposes the compound and the metal is
to several thousand volt-. Fig. ;3-5 shows a deposited on the substrate. Vapor phase
typical arrangement. The mnetal to be deposition has bean used to make thin-film
sputtered is made the cathode, and the resistors by coating glass with tin-oxide fim 5 .
substrate is placed on a tray or rack within

1-2 in. of the cathode. The gas used (usually 8-1.3.5 Chemical Flatinoargon) is ionized by the electrons from the
Scathode. These ions are accelerated toward In chemical plating, metallic ions in

the cathode, which they strike, and to which solution are reduced by an agent absorbed on
they transfer kinetic energy so that surface the surface of a substrate and are deposited
atoms are vaporized. Some of this metal on the substrate. The "electroless nickel"
condenses on any object in its path and coats* process is the most common method and is
it, while some returns to the cathode aftar used to deposit a very adherent Ni-Ni 3P alloy
collision with gas molecules. Sputtering is for electrical resistance elem,;nts6 . 7'he
slow and difficult to control but is especially deposited nickel alloy is electroplated vwih
useful in the deposition of refractory metals copper and solder, masked with a photorcsist,
such as tungsten, tantalum, and molybdenum. and thus etched in unmasked areas to -yield
Arc-melted tantalum has been sputtered in conductor and resistor patterns for thin-film
argon at a pressure of 10-20 microns and a microcircuits. Fig. 8-61 shows a conductor
potential of 3500 V between electrodes with and resistor pattern made in this manner.
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N. COPoUCTONS closely associated parts so that repair becomes
( ,S on clp r) difficult, if not impossible. In the everit of

trouble, the entire circuit is replaced as a
* s.r ,single component. There are essentially two

general classifications of integrated eircu.ts:
. (1) semiconductor monolithic, and (2) thin-

film. There are also combinations of these
that could combine all of the various feat ares
of the individual devices in a complex

su8sTrEr configuration affording maximum utility.
Table 8-17 lists the present most commonly
used structures as well as those that show

Figure 8-6. Chemically Plated Conductorand promise of implementation in the future.Resistor Pattern
8-2.1 SEMICONDUCTOR MONOLITHIC

8-1.4 TOTAL SEMICONDUCTOR CIRCUIT
The basic structure of a monolithic circuit

The third major approach to microelec- consists of three distinct layers of different
tronics is that of fabricating all component materials, see Fig. 8-77. The thick bottom
parts, both passive and active, from a single layer is p-type silicon, and a thin epitaxial
block of semiconductor material. Varous layer of n-type silicon is grown upon it. This
areas of a slice of semiconductor material are p-n structure then is topped with a film of
selectively exposed for diffusion by a process silicon dioxide. All of the component parts
known as oxide-masking. An oxide is grown are built within the n-type semiconductor
on the silicon slice and selectively etched region. The primary function of the p-region
away using photoresist masking. Subsequent is to act as a substrate for circuit elements
diffusion processes then allow selected impur- formed within the n-region. The silicon
ity atoms to enter the material aZ specific dioxide film protects the semiconductor
exposed surfaces and to continue to penetrate s.rface against contamination by external
for a distance determined by time and impurities and provides the means for
temperature. This is the so-called "planar selectively depositing various components
process", and is used by most of the transistor into the n-region beneath.
manufacturers'. This approach generally is
classed among integrated circuits and is Components that normally are associated"discussed i pay. 8-2. with a monolitl,.e circuit are resistors, diodes,

8-2 INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND OTHERiBATCH FABRICATION TECHNIQUES TABLES.-1

The term integrated circuits refers to a INTEGRATED
family of devices related by advantages they Basic Group Variations
have ,over conventionally wired circuits rather
than by common design or manufacturing Semiconductor monolithic Multichip (hybrid' cir-

- methods. These advantages include: (1) circuits cuits
drastic reduction in size and weight, (2) a Thin-film circuits Monobrid circuits
substantial increase in reliability, (3) promise Compatible mcno-
of substantial cost reductions, and (4) lithic circuits
improved circuit performance. Further, the Insulated-substrate
integrated circuit normally is composed of monolithic circuits
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substitution process is called doping. To
diffuse impurity atoms, the silicon wafer is
placed in a furnace and its temperatvre is
raised to a point between 10000 and 1200°C.
The heated wafer is then subjected to a gas

S-01 flow containing a heavy concentration of
' I impurity atoms. The doping level and the

depth of diffusion are controlled closely by
Figure 8-7. Basic Structure of Integrated adjusting temperature, diffusion time, and the

Circuit Wafer7  concentration of impurity atoms in the gas
stream. However, to fabricate an integrated
circuit, selective diffusion must be used.

transistors, and capacitors. Fig. 8-87 illus-
trates typical cross section of these compo- (2) Selective Diffusion. Selective diffusion
nents. If a number of components are to be is used to distribute impurities only into
fabricated in the n-region., means must be precisely defined regions of a wafer. Selectiv-
provided to insulate cc,nponents from each ity is accomplished by using a series of maskc
other. This is done as shown in Fig. 8-97 that protect purtions of the wafer against
where each component is bounded by a penetration of imptuities. The masking
region of n-type material in contact with the material, silicci dioxide, easily is formed )n
p-type substrate. When the substrate is at a the silicon waier by maintaining it in n
negative potential with respect to the n oxygen atmosphere. To diffuse the varioos
region, this p-n junction is reverse-biased and components of an integ'ated circuit intz, th-.
little or no current will flow through the wafer of Si-0 2-coated silicon, areas where

, substrate between one component and anoth- diffusion is to take place must be etched
er. This form of insulation is known as diode ,way. However, in order to accomplish
isolation. Diffusion is used to form the selective etching, the SiO 2 layer must be
isolation regions, the transistor base region, masked by photofesist (see par. 8-1 .2), which
the diode anodes, and the resistor. The is used to coat one surface of the three layer
diffusion processes are described: wafer. A mask, which is usually glass that has

an opaque printed pattern of the areas into
(1) Difhtsion. Impurity atoms are intro- which impurities are to be diffused, is held

duced into a semiconductor wafer by firmly over the wafer and the assembly is
diffusion to change the electrical characteris- exposed to ultraviolet light. This fixes the
tics of the wafer material. Certain types of photoresist in those areas not covered by the
impurity atoms will create p-," pe silicon pattern. The wafer then is subjected to an
while others will create n-type silicon. This etching solution that removes the SiO 2 film.

ME 'ALLIZATION
CU8E k

EMITTER INSULATION
BASE

COLLECTOR- -

Figure 8-8. Typical Integrated Circuit Components7, 3
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Figure 8-9. Typical Diffused Integrated Circuit ComponentS7"13

After etching, the photoresist is removed. The TABLE 8-2
wafer is then ready for the diffusion cycle.
For more details on this process, see Refs. 7 COMPATIBLE THIN-FILM PRCCESSES 7

and 8.
Deposition Promes Material

8-2.2 THIN-FILM CiRCUITS mtl
The thin-film circuit substrate is made of a Vacuum Evaporation Nichrome, aluminum,

passive, insulating material such as glass or chromium, go~d,
ceramic. The passive components of the nickel

eventual circuit are deposited and inter- Cathode Sputtering Tantalum

nubrof mealcadmt-ilcrctnoxide
elcia hrceitcaeemployed in Dielectrics

teedepositions. A serious drawback of Vacuum Evapixation Silicon monoxide,
pres-ent thin-film circuits is the fact that silicon dioxide

tehooyis ual tofbiteactive Anodizaiion Tantalum oxide
components using processes that are compati-

bl ihthin-film depositions. See Table 8-2 7 Vapor Plating Silica, alumina, glass
for passive processes that are compatible. As a Rprnewthh pmsioofHdnCokopny

reslt te ostofthn-ilmcicutswhich Inc., Rochelic Park, N.J.
reurea'arge number of active components

irelatively high compared with monolithic
semiconductor circuit cost.

iportant thin-film materials for resistors are
8-2.2,1 Caomponenta. shown in Table 8-3 7. The principal electrical

characteristics of capacitors are determined
Properties -f i'~sfstors made by thin-film by the type and thickness of the dielectric

methods 4aji.cn' ori the resistivity of the uid the area of the plates. For a listing of
material, Itle dtickness of the deposit, and the typical dielectric materials and characteristics
length-to-widih ratio. Somie of the more that cana be achieved, see Table 8-41.
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TABLE 8.3

THIN-FILM RESISTOR MATERIALS7

Suitable Ohms/Sq. Temperature
Material Process Ranga Coefficent Charaoisritics

Nickel-Chromium Vacuum evaporation 50-400 ±t 50-100 Good temperature coefficient,
(nichrome) good adhesion

Tin-Oxide Vapor plating 100-5000 ± 100-300 High sheet resistance, good ad-
hesion

Tantalum Sputtering 50-500 ± 100-200 Good process control and
temperature coeff iciant,
goodG adhebion, high stabilit y

Cermets Silk screen 10-100,000 ± 100-300 Wide range of resistivity, pro-
tolerances

I Reprintod with the permission of Hayden Book Company, Inc., Rochelle Park, N.J.

TABLE 8-4

TYPICAL DIELECTRIC MATERIALS7

Accuracy
Nposition Capac'-nce Temperature (hafwo e

Dielectric Process at a Volts Oat 10 MHz coeff icient' trimming)

Silicon Vacuum cwaporation 3,013 pF/rnil' at 30V 200 zOO-250 ±16%
Monoxide

Al'imina Vapor platint- 0.3 pF/m i12 at 12V 10-100 150-400 ±10%

.7antalurn Anod:, oxidation 1.55 pF/mil 2 at 12V good 150-350 ±20%

Silicon Vapor ox~dation 0,25-0.4 pF/mil 10-_ ceo 100
Dioxide

',Parts per million/deg CI Reprinted with the permission of Hayden Book Compeiy. Inc., Ro'hetle Park, N.J.

8-2.2.2 Processing (1) Clean substrate thoroughly to remove
ali contaminants.

An example of a typical thin-film circuit is
shown in Fig. 8-10'7. A typical sequence in (2) Store in a dust-free atmosphere until
the fabrication of a thin-film circuit includes ready to use.
the following steps (for more detailed
information about this process, see Refs. 7 (3) 1Deposit the resistive pattern, usually
arid 8): using tin oxide.
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Figure 8-10. Typical Thin Film~~Circuit7 , 3

(4) Deposit the bottom plates of the
capacitors.

Figure 8-11. Typical Interconnected Multi-
(5) Deposit the interconnecting strips, chip Circuit'

(6) Deposit the cepacitor dielectric.

(7) Deposit a conductive film over the 8-2.3 HYBRID AND OTHER INTEGRATED
structure to form the top capacitor plates and ClRCUT STRUCTURES
the final interconnecting pattern.

Structures that may use both semiconduc-
8-2.2.3 Advantages and Limitations of Thin- tor and thin-film technologies are called

film Circuits hybrid and may include multichip circuits,
monobrid. circuit, compatible circuits, and

The advantages of thin-film circuits over insulated-substrate circ-dts.
monolithic semiconductor circuits are7 : 8-2.3.1 Multichip Circuits

(1) Thin-film passive components can be
made with a wider range of values, to closer Multichip circuits consist of components
tolerances, and have better electrical charac- that are interconnected on a common
teristics. substrate. Basically, they are more like

discrete component circuits than integrated
(2) Practically any active component, circuits; but since they pos-sess some of the

made in a discrete form, can be used in a advantages of the latter, they are put in the
thin-film circuit. integrated circuit family. They are practical to

use in applications requiring small quantities
(3) Design of circuits for conversion to of identical microminiature devices, or where

thin-film assemblies is greatly simplified, monolithic devices cannot meet necessary
performance requirements. Batch processing

The disaidvantages are7 : can be employed in multichip circuits for the
v.rious components which make up the

(1) C'rcuits are larger. circuit. pig. 8-1 17 shows a typical intercon-
nected multichip circuit.

(2) Circu:t'. are more expensive (even in
large quantities). 8-2.3.2 Monobrid Circuits

(3) Circuits are less reliable. A monobrid circuit combines two or more
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the monolithic substrate and insulated from itS-.by a thin layer of silicon dioxide. Intercon-
nections between the thin-film components

J .,and the semiconductor circuits are made
through etched windows in the silicon dioxide

-;:.; layer. A compatible circuit requires the
process steps for a monolithic circuit plus

,*'additiond steps to form the thin-film
components. It is, therefore, more expensive

X- .to manufacture but is a true monolithic
circuit ,nbining advantages of both niono-
lithic and thin-film circuits'.

8-2.3.4 Insulated-substrate Circuits

In order to eliminate the parasitics
associated with various semiconductor junc-
tions, a method ha:, been developed for the
construction of a parasitic-free structure that

-,- "- retains all the advantages of a basic
monolithic structure7 , The parasitics give rise
to capacitances, diodes, and transistors that

Figure 8-12. Monobrid Circuit7  are not part of the original circuit design but
are associated with the fabrication processec.
Fig. 8-131 illustrates the following steps in

monolithic circuits in a single package (see the fabrication of a parasitic-free circuit:
Fig. 8-127). It is used when a monoiit.iic
structure cannot b- employed because of (1) Basic substrate is prepared for insul-
complexity and large chip size. For example, ated substrate circuit.
transistors, which require different electrical
characteristics, rnake processing in monolithic (2) SiO 2 layer is etched selectively, leaving
form difficult. Monobrid circuits are therefore raised SiO?-covered islands.
used to7 :

(3) A new layer of SiO 2 is grown over top
-I) Econoaically package cornpiex circuits surface.

in a single package
(4) A thick layer of polycrystal silicon is

(2) Optimize perfornance of complex grown on top of the wafer and portions of
circuits top and bottom surfaces are removed along

the dashed fi-aes.
(3) Use a wider range of components.

(5) Wafer is turned upside down, and SiO 2
8.2.3.3 Compatible Integrated Circuit film is giown over the surface leaving

single-crystal islands completely isolated from
The compatible integrated circuit has a polycrystal substrate.

basic semiconductor substrate in which
diffused semiconductor components provide 0-2.4 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
the basic circuit function. A pattern of
thin-film passive components is placed over Beginning either with the schematic dia-
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Figure 8-13. Procedure fo" Parasitic-free Circuit Fbrication7

grams of an existing system, or a block were to be mounted on a heat-dissipating
diagram of a proposed system, the following surface, the power could be increased but the
questions should be considered, each being power limitations of the integrated elements
discussed in the paragraphs that follow: tend to restrict the maximum limits. Inte-

giated circuits can be made using power
(I) What is the most economical integrated transistors and larger packages but the

circuit that is suitabie for a particular possible benefits of circuil integration must
condition? be weighed gainst the high development

costs. Of course, in the field of low power
(2) What portion of a system could use the circuits, there lie few techmical limitationsadvantages of an integrated circuit? that cannot be overcome.

(3) What type of packaging is best suited B-2.4.2 Packaging
for a system, and how many packages are
needed to house the integrated portion of a The type of package and how much circuit

- system? can be placed in a single package are circuit
design decisions when considering layout and

(4) What are the circuit design latitudes uaterconnecfion. Two standard types of
and limitations? heiretically sealed packages have been

developed by the industry, a transistor-type
8-2.4.1 Type of Integrated Circuit package and a flat package. The transistor

type is more compatible with component
Most off-the-shelf integrated circuits are assemblies of existing eqjuipment, while the

limited to medium or low power devices. This flat pack permits a gretes packing density in
is mainly because of the large present demand subsystem assemblies. Another type is the
in the logic area where power requirements dual in-line plastic package that is lebs
are minimal. Amplifiers with power dissipa- expensive but has a narrowier temperature
tion of 1.8 W have been built by using range. Special considerations include die size
Integrated circuit packages7 . If the devices because manufacturing yield of integrated
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circuits is very dependent on it. Smaller die technelogy is the non-availability of inductors
sizes resut in more circuits per wafer, less as integrated circuit elements. Some compo-
waste material, and smaller loss because of nents have been fabricated but resulting
wafer imperfections'. inductance and Q values have been too low.

Therefore circuits requiring inductors must be
The number of components that can be externally added to an integrated circuit. A

placed on a given size of die depends upon the partial solution is to use extremely small
type of components needed, their composi- toroids7 .
tion (diffused or film), the resistivity of the
material, and the value of the parts. Actual 8-2.4.4 Availabie Component Values
space requirements must be augmented by a
0.5-mil minimum spacing between adjacent There is mo.re restriction on the range of
elements within a single isolation island, and a component values for integrated circuits than
minimum space of 2 mils between each for discrete components. These restrictions
isolation island " . All available die space often prevent direct conversion of discrete
cannot be used because of circuit layout but, circuits to integrated circuits. Tables 8-57 and
with careful design, this wasted space can be 8-6' summarize integrated component values.
kept to a minimum. Component density of a
sillcon chip is always a function of process 8-2.5 SEALING
refinement and is subject to improvement.
Hence it behooves the designer to stay abreast Alt integrated circuit packages requira
of the latest techniques. See Refs. 9 and 10 permanent sealing. For reasons of reliability,
for details on packaging. hermetic sealing generally is required to

prevent the intrusion of moisture and
8-2.4.3 Circuit Desig. corrosive atmospheres that could cause an

operational failure. Even when the package is
A reorientation of circuit 'esign philoso- encapsulated, a good hermetic seal is advisable

phy must be made when a ,hange to an to prevent contambiation by cleaning sol-
integrated circuit is contemplaved. While it is vents, solder flux, out-gassing of packaging,
true that many circuits can be c n;efted and packing material that may be forced into
part-for-part from discrete form to ;ntegrated the package. Package sealing methods include
form, it is more economical and better (1) welding, (2) solder sealing, (3) glass-to-Iperformance results when the circuit is ,lass sealing, and (4) plastic sealings . The
designed by using integrated circuit tech- sealing method should be established before
nology. For instance, it is less expensive to package ilectio,i, which mears that the
fabricate integrated transistors than passive thermal limitations of the device being
elements such as resistors aid capacitors. As a packaged must be conside;'ed in light of the
result, tra.isistors can be used freely but since package sealing requirements. A discussion of
passive elements are relatively large and the sealing methods foll,.ws:
difficult to control to close tolerances, the
latter are likely to determine ultimate cost. (1) Welding. Automatic or semiautomatic
Large values of resistors and capacitors should production equipment is used in weld sealing.
be avoided because the smaller values are 't is fast, efficient, and the internal device is
more easily produced and more economical. subjected to the least thermal punishment.
Resistive and capacitive toleranc., should be Both round can and flat packages are welded
as open as possible to produce higher yields by spot stitching or continious seam welds.
and lower costs.

(2) Solder Sealing. Soldering is the most
A severe limitation in integrated circuit popular method of sealing flat packages.
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TABLE 8-5

VALUES FOR INTEGRATED RESISTORS1

D;ffused
Mono Multichip Thin Fi2'n

Usable Resistivity 2.5 (emitter) 2.5-300 100-400
(ohms/sq.) 100-300 (base)
Temperature 500-2000 ppm/deg C 500-2000 ppm/deg C 30-60 ppm/dnrag

CoefficientIiI
Maximum 0.1 W 0.25 W 0.1 W
Power

Tolerance ± 10% ±5% +5%

Range of 1512 15S2 40&2
Values 30 k2 30 kS2 100 kf2

Reprinted with the permission of Hayden Book Company, Inc., Rochelle Park, N.J.

TABLE 8-6

VALUES FOR INTEGRATED CAPACITORS

Diffused Thin Film
Mono Multichip (Oxide)

Maximum 0.2 pF/miI2 for col- 1 pF/mi l2  0.25-0.40 pF/mil2

Capacitance lector-base junction

Breakdown 5 or 20 VDC 5-50 VDC 50 VDC
Voltage

SQ(at 10 MHz) 1-10 10--50I ?-1000

Tolerance ±20% ±10% ,' 10%

RLprinted with the permission of Hayden Book Company, Inc., Rochelle Park, N.J.

Packages, lids, and solder preforms are sealing has several advantages. It eliminates
available in vajious configurations. Separate several glass-to-metal interfaces, and also
solder preforms should match the dimensions eliminates the separate solder preform and
of the particular packages used. They are associated gold-plating requirements. The
available in thicknesses ranging from 0.0005 disadvantages are limited availability of
to 0.005 in. and in several material corabina- various package sizes and the need for
tions, the most typical of which is 30% specialized equipment to make the seal and to
gold/20% tin. protect the internal circuitry from damage at

high scaling temperatures (approx. 600°C)8 .
(3) Glass-to-glass SeaLing. Glass-tc-glass
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(4). Plastic Sealing. Plastics are poor seal- The most common types of packingt ants because: they are porous and a good compounds are epoxies, polyurethanes, poly-

hermetic seal is difficult to att-in with them. esters, and silicones. Table 8-711 shows
However, plastics are ideal for shock and characteristics typical of these materials. One
vibration resistance packaging (see par. 8-2.6). major consideration is the compatibility of

any packing formulation with explosives' 2.
8-2.6 ENCAPSULATION

8-2.7 PRINTED CRUT
Potting compounds are used to encapsulate.

electronic parts for protection against shock, One of the greatest benefits from the
pressure, temperature, moisture, dirt, corro, proper application of printed circuitry is
sion, fungus, vibration, and arcing between product uniformity. Once procedures and
components. Electronic components, such as processes are set up, a printed circuit from the
those used in fuzes, are more reliable and have assembly line will be the same as the previous
longer life when properly encapsulated. one. This result establishes an ease of testing

and inspection which is not possible with
Circuits to be plastically encapsulated hand wiring. Design decisions are a result of

usually qre made with chips eutectically trade-off studies of complexity of design
mounted and bonded on a skeleton lead versus manufacturing costs, simplicity of
frame. These frames are gold-plated Kovar. design versus weight, complexity of design
They are made in strips or matrices so that versus skill required, and necessary tolerances
they can be adapted to automatic, multiple versus facilities available. Factors affecting
unit molding;. A protective resin is applied to printed circuits are covered in the paragraphs
the lead fromes to protect the chip surface that follow.
and to hold the gold wire leads in place. The
final package is formed by the transfer 8-2.7.1 Design Considerations
mclding process, and the resulting matrix of
completed packages is sheared to produce the To permit maximum efficiency of part or
individual packaged components " . module placement and to facilitate the

production of printed circuit boards, standard
Potting of electronic components, however, grids have been devised for the location of

has these disadvantages'a: mounting holes. The modular units of
location are based on 0.100, 0.053, or 0.025

(1) Replacement of wires of components is in. and are applied to both axes of rectangular
almost impossible. coordinates z.

(2) Potting compounds generally do not The thickness of copper foil usually is given
withstand very high or very low temperatures. in terms of its weight per square foot. The

equivalent thickness in inches equals 0.0014
(3) Potting a"'ds weight. in. per oz/ft ' . Tables 8-8 13 and 8-913 give

thicknesses and tolerances of copper foil and
(4) Circuit design must be compatible with cOad copper. Fig. 8-4' 1 can be used to

potting. compute minimum conductor width and
thickness. The estimated temperature rise

(5) Components mnst be cleaned and above ambient temperature versus current for
protected before encapsolation. various cross-sectional areas of etched copper

conductors is illustrated in this figure. The
(6) Electrical circuit characteristics may be amount of possible undercut should be

affected adversely, included when designing for minimum con-
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TABLE 8-7

COMPARISON OF PROPERTIES OF TYPICAL POTTING MATERIALS

Linear Thermal Thermal Vckime Dielectric
Material Shrinkage Expansion Conductivity Resistivity Strength

Epoxy
Unfilled very low-med. low-high 'ow-medium good-excel. very 9god
Filled (rigid) very low-low low high very good-excel. very good-excel.
Filled (flexible) low-high low-high medium good-very good very good
Syntatic very low-low very low very low-low very good good

Polyurethane
-Foam very low low-high very low very good (not avail.)
Cast very low-high high vary low good-very good good-very good

Polyester
Filled (rigid) med.-very high low-high medium good-very good very good
Filled (flexible) med.-very high high medium good good-very good

Silicone
Cast (filled) low high very high excellent good
RTV rubber high very high medium very good very good
Gel very low very high medium excellent excellent

Kcy to Ranges

LINEAR SHRINKAGE, in./in.: very low 0.002; low 0.6021-0.004; medium 0.0041-0.010; high 0.0101-
0.010; very high 0.0201.

THERMAL EXPANSION, (in./in. deg C) X 105: very low 2.0; low 2.1-5.0; high 5.1-10; very high 10.1
(figures referenced against aluminum).

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, (cal/sec/cm 2/deg C per cm) X 10"4: very low 1.5; low 1.6-4.0; medium
4.1-9.0; high 9.1-20; very high 20.1.

VOLUME RESISTIVITY, ohm-cm: good 10' 1 -10 12 ; very good l(l 3-1014, excellent 10' S-10' 7
DIELECTRIC STRENGTH, Vimil: good 225--399; very good 400-500; excellent 500.

• ductor width. This normally is computed as the board edge on at least three sides.
0.001 -in. undercut per ounce of copper per
side. In computing conductor spacin ,  Jf Moisture that enters insulating board
either coated or uncoated boards for a!,itudes material can greatly affect dielectric strength,
below 10,000 ft, use Tablh. 8-10' 1. dielectric constant, and the dissipation factor

of the material. Conductors should not be
To increase the rigidity of the board and allowed to approach the board edge within

forestall any possible plate resonances, several 1/8 in. If conductors are used as a board edge
practices are available. Boards between 0.031 plug-in, the edge should be chamfered. This
and 0.062 in. thick should be supported at avoids delamination or lifting of conductors
intervals of not more than 4 in. Boards greater by giving the board the proper lead-in.
than 0.093 in. thick should be supported at
not more than 5-in. intervals. Finally, all Terminal area annular rings should have a
boards should be supported within I in. of width of 0.020 in. for unsupported holes (Fig.

8-15
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TABLE 8-8 should exceed the minimum inside diameter
of the terminal area by at least 0.010 in.

COPPER-FOIL THICKNESS AN TOL5RANCE
8-2.7.2 Taping the Artwork

- Thickness Tolerance,
oz/ft in. in. The conversion of any circuit design from

schematic to a completed, printed-wiring
1 0.0014 +0.0004 board is a critical process-for several reasons.

-0.0002 First, no amount of touch-up can correct an
--0,0003 inferior job of taping. Extreme accuracy and

3 0.0042 0.003 cleanliness are essential during this operation.
4 0.0056 ±0.0006 All conductor paths and interconnections
5 0.0070 ±0.0007 should be made with free flowing lines and

rounded corners. Fig. 8-1713 illustrates some
n indirstry, thickness of copper (oil is given in terms of its correct and incorrect conductor patterns. Inweight per square foot. Thus, I1-oz copper weighs I oz/ft2 h plcto ftetp nteatok

great care is necessary when forming a

free-flowing bend. Tape breakage or an
uneven width of a taped conductor can result

8-1513) and 0.010 in. for plated-through if undue prebsure or pull is used. No more
holes (Fig. 8-161 3). Fig. 8-16 shows that the than two layers of tape in any one area should
ring for swaged holes should extend 0.0 10 in. be used because inaccuracies can result in
beyord th'b swaged flange of a terminal or reproduction during the photographic pro-
stand-ff 'o provide a satisfactory drill cess. Since a static charge that attracts foreign (
lead-in, ta-e inside diameter of the terminal particles is likely to build up on the
area should not exceed 0.020 in. To eliminate polyester-film master, cleanliness should be
many soldering defects, the drill diameter rigorously maintained.

TABLE 8-9

CLAD-rOPPER THICKNESS AND TOLERANCE

Nominal -Tolaeranqe, ±in.
Thickness, Class I Class Ii Class III

in. Paper Glass

1/32 (0.031) 0.0045' 0.0065 0.004 0.003
111C (0.062) 0.0060* 0.0075 0.005 0.003
3/32 (0.093) 0.0075* 0.0090 0.007 0.004
1/8 (0.125) 0.0090" 0.0120 0.009 0.005
1/4 (0.250) 0.0120 0.0220 0.012 0.006

'For 1.oz copper on one side, toleran:a is 0.0005 in, le than value
shown.
For nominal thicknesses not shown in this table, the tolerance tor the next
SieaUr thickness shown applies.
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Figure 8-14. Electrical Characteristics of Etched Copper Wiring' 3

8-2.7.3 Laminate Materials cold, and its properties are similar to the
better phenolics' .

Pinted-wiring board laminates fall into two
broad categories: (1) paper-based phenolics, 8-2.7.4 Solderina Techniques
and (2) glass based epoxies. The phenolics are
numbered x, xx, and xxx and these numbers Packaging densities often make it necessary
signify that the 'aminate contains phenolic to use a double-sided board with conductors
resin by weight of at least 35, 45, or 55%, and electrical connections on both sides.
respectively. A phenolic designated xxxp
indicates that the laminate hs been plasti- TABLE 8 10
cized for punchng. Phenolics have good
mechanical and electrical properties, and are RECOMMENDED CONDUCTOR SPACING
used except where good dimensional stability,
high impact strength, arc resistance, or high Voitaga
insulation at high humidity are required. The Betwen
most commonly used glass laminates, G-10 Conductors,

lainteVDC or AC Mlinimumn Spacingand G-I 1, exhibit good mechanical and pek oACtn Uci edimensional stability at high temperature,Cojd Unoated
good insulation and hcat resistance, and low 0 to 30 0.010 in. 0.025 in.moisture absorption. Two disadvantages of 31 tc56 o.01in 0.025in.

4 these types are: (1) they cause excessive tool 51 to 150 0.020 in. 0.025 in.
wear, and (2) they have poor punchability. A 151 to 300 0.030 in. 0.050 in.
paper based epoxy (FR-3) is a compromise 301 to 500 0.060 in. 0.100 in.
material. It is flame resistant, can be punched Over 500 0.00012 in./V 0.00012 in./V

1811
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Component Annular ring 0 010 in mi
~Pintedwiringo

Annular ring Noncomponent side /Conductor po. tern

0.020 in min, Ccnductor pattern /

. -_ Conductor pattern
S aged a ivged001on -

Solder Terminals/ Stand- Offs

'." .".;":-:t"/rited-wirit~g b ad _r

(Component side)
FunnelI Eyelet

Figure -8-15. Annular Ring for an Unsupported Figure 8-16. Annular Ring for Swaged
Hole With Component Lead Soldered Termnals, Stand-offs, and

on One Side 1 3  Funnel Eyelets13

Electrical, soldered connections between !,oth 8-3 REQUIREMENTS FOR TECHNICAL
sides of the board are made in one of four DOCUMENTATION
fundamental ways1 3:

Production requires a complete technical
(1) Plated-through holes data package. This documentation is to ensure

that militay items are capable of reliable
(2) Eyelets as an interface connection only performance. See par. 14-4 for detailed

information on the cortents of a technical
(3) Eyelets in component holes data package.

(.) Bare holes with a terminal area on a51 noncomponent side, or if an electrical
connection is needed on the component side,

4: terminal areas on both sides,

For the first three methods, the board is o,,1,1,111111 0
subjected to an automatically controlled wave
solder operation. Capillary action is used for
the plated-through holes eyelets when the
board comes in contact with the solder wave, Crectrif
and this action solders the connection on the .-
component side. The correct temperature of
the solder bath and having a clean solderable
surface at the right temperature are very
important. For more detailed information
about soldering techniques, see Refs. 15 and Figure 8-1Z Correct and Incorrect
16. Conductor Patterns1 3

3-18
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CHAPTER9

PACKING, STORING, AND SHIPPING PROCEDURES

9-1 GENERAL handling, required to assure safety during
packing, storing, and shipping. The basic.

Military materiel is packaged to protect it reference for safety is the Safety Manual.
from harmful environments, including trans- The applicable hazard class must be estab-
portation. Packaging will prutect the item lished, the device must be packed and labeled
after production, during storage, during correctly, stored in magazines in accordance
.ransport, and until delivery to its ultimate with quantity-distance requirements, and
uCrT . During the transportation phase, which shipped according to transpo::ation regula-
iacludes both handling and carriage, the tions. These topics are discussed in detail inDepartment of Transportation (DoT) regula- Chapter 20; see par. 20-4 for packing, par.
tions must be strictly observed for movement 20-5 for storing, and par. 20-6 for shipping.
within the U S. Since items must be stored for
long periods, they must be protected against 9-3 SPECIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EF-
physical damage and deterioration; it also FECTS
may be necessary to conduct periodic
inspections of stored materiel. In the packaging, storing, and shipping of

electronic timers, particularly those contain-
From the military standpoint, good packag- ing electroexplosive devices (EED's), several

ing methods protect the itezr through all environmental effects must be considered.
phases and environments, with minimum cost. These include stray RF energy, lightning
Items must be protected for one of three discharge, and static electricity. It should be
required levels: overseas shipment (Level A), pointed out that packaging to reduce or
tong-term storage (Level B), or interplant eliminate these effects is possible but costly.
shipment (Level C). Further, since the hazard cannot be defined

precisely durinig all storing and shipping
The most damaging environments during phases, no standard military timer makes

tansportation by truck, rail, ship, or aircraft provision for these effects in its packaging
are usually shoch and vibration. However, assembly. The paragraphs that follow discuss
temperature extremes and other potentially methods by which these effects can be
harmful environmental factors should be minimized.
considered as relevant to damage assessment
or prevention. 9-3.1 RF HARDENING

These subjects are treated in more detail in RF energy is particularly hazardous to
Chapter 15; see par. 15-1 for packing, par. EED's and to solid-state devices that are
15-2 for storing, and par. 15-3 for shipping. found in most modem weapon systems. This

energy is limited effectively by the use of a
9-2 DEVICES CONTAINING EXPLOSIVES complete Faraday shield. In general, there is a

relatively large loss associated with copper
When electronic timers contain explosive and iron containers. Reflection losses account

charges, they must be given the special for most of the elimination of energy at the

9-1
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lower frequencies. Copper appears to be device in a steel container. However, it is
superior to iron for high reflection losses but much less expensive not to load and unload
the reverse is true for absorption losses3 .  during storms. Storage areas are protected by
Hence, a copper-flashed ircn would provide lightning rods and arresters, and vehicles used
an ideal material for a shielded container, to ship the device3 are protected by grounding
Containers for sensitive devices need good straps2 .
electromagnetic seals at the closure junction.
Gasket materials are currently manufactured
that provide good contact under pressure.

Current safety practices for EED's require 9-3.3 STATIC ELECTRICITY
() input -leads be shortcircuited, and (2)
twisting together of long lead wires. For a Packages that tend to generate static
more detailed discussion of combatting stray electricity are to be avoided. GeneralUy of the
RF energy see Ref. 3. plastic film type, they are sometimes difficult

to recognize because the film is deposited-on
9-32 LIGHTNING DISCHARGE the inside of a metal foil bag. The safe

approach is to wrap tL, devices in metal-foil
With respect to packaging, the safest way and enclos, them in a moisture resistant

to-take care of lightning hazard is to place the container if desired or-necessary.
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CHAPTER 10

ELECTRONIC ANALO3 TIMERS

10-1 INTRODUCTION volume available for the timer plus power
supply, and a 0.1% error limit; the design

An an,%log timer derives its time base from problem is difficult. A large portion of the
SIthe time interval generated by the motion of a material that follows is directed toward timer

measurable parameter between two predeter- applications in projectile fuzing.
mined values. An hourglass is a classical
example. Electronic analog timers characteris-exmpe.10-2 TIMING CIRCUITS
tically depend on changes in voltage or
current. Their major virtues are simplicity of Many military application' icq:'ire a small
design and fabrication coupled with moderate electronic timer or time base ir. thZ 0.5-10%
accuracy and stability in military environ- stability region. The paragraphs that follow
ments. ments.discuss networks and circuits that fulfill these

requirements.
Fundamentally, all types of electrmnic

timers are analog timers. Digital electronic In most military high-volume timer applica-
timers, which are covered in Chapter 11, tions, the primary engineering problem is
count the number of cycles through which an production of a timer hat meets the
analog timer progresses. The distinction that environmental and space requirements at
is made in this handbook is that we will treat minimum cost. Since high-volume applica-
as analog timers those timers which are tions may have widely differing environmen-

! concerned primarily with a single zycle or a tal and space requirements, no single timer
A small number of cycles of the overall analog design can be a minimum cost solution for all

timing process. The distinction does not applications. Thus, engineering design time
completely resolve the classification problem may be considered as a good investment for
because scme of the analog timers can and high-volume applications. This contrasts withhave been used as time bases for digital low-volume or single-usage applications where
timers. However, most digital timing systems direct procurement of an overdesigned and
currently use linear oscillators as time bases. high-cost timer may be the most economical
These are covered in Chapter 11. solution of a timing problem.

Military electronic analog timers are de- 10-2.1 RC NETWORKS
signed to meet a variety of accuracy
specifications, environments, and power sup- RC networks are probably the most
ply conditions. Severe environmental condi- commonly used delay networks, The RC
tions arise in projectile fuzes where analog tinier typically uses a transistor detecting
timers my be exposed to a wide temperature element and a silicon controlled rectifier as an
range, spins of 500 revolutions per second, output driver. A basic RC network is shown
and setback forces of 35,000 g for 10 msec. in Fig. 10-1. When switch S is closed, an
When these environmental conditions are electrical charge builds up exponentially on
coupled with design requirements of ±20% the capacitor, thereby inceasing the voltage
supply voltage variability, 5 to 10 in. 3 total across the capacitor as shown in Fig. !0-2.

10-1
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Vc c . -=- l -1 0 0 ,%

In (10-3)
Figure 10. Basic RC Network

Specifically,

=V rl-e 3jX0 + 11C(10-1) where.rF -tI(RC)'I"./k ),,,. ., h r

where At =change in the timing interval, %
Ve = voltage across the capacitor, V 8 = change in V I/V, %
V = applied voltage, volt For example, 6 = + 10,a 10% increase 2n thevoltage ratio, corresponds to a at va'ue ofSVo = voltage on the capacitor at t =,V +15.2% for a ratio of 1/2 (Table 10-i). Eq.10-3 assumes that Vco is zero. An extensie
t time, sec analysis of the accuracy of RC timers is givenin Ref. I where capacitor leakage currents;
R = resistnce, ohm detector circuitry leakage currents; and other [secondary, accuracy deternininig parametersC = capacitance, F are considered.
T'he basic timing interval, assuming the Adjustment of the timing interval is, withinswitch closes at t0 and the capacitor is limits, normally provided by varying V, R, orcharged to V., at this time, is both. A linear relationship between V1 andtime may be approximated by using a large R,VV, . tj - to = RCIn \ -t ,se- (10-2)

-where V = value of V, at time tj

The accuracy of the timing interval is V
related directly to the values of P and C butthe dependence of the timing interval onV changes in V, V,,, and 71 is morecomplicated. Table 10-1 gives the percentaSe TIME, tchange in the interval for a ± O1% change inthe ratio of V, to V for various values of the:atio. Voltage V is assumed to be zero. Figure 10-2. Voltage-t.'e Curve forMore detailed tables can be computed from Baic C Vetwork

10-2
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TABLE 10-1

CHANGES IN TIMING INTERVAL FOR CHANGES IN VOLTAGE

Voltage
Ratio Change in T;ming Interval, %
VI /V + 10% change in the ratio -10% change in the ratio

0.1 + 10.6 -10.5
0.2 + 11.3 -11.1
0.25 + 11.8 -11.4
0.3 + 12.2 -11.8
0.333 + 12.7 -12.0
0.4 + 13.5 -12.6
0.5 + 15.2 -13.8
0.6 + 17.7 -15.3
0.666 + 20.3 -16.6
0.7 + 22.1 -17.4
0.75 + 25.7 -18.9
0.8 + 31.7 -20.9
0.9 +100.0 -27.9

i.e., a very long time constant circuit A practical timer of the tyve described is
compared with the required range of delays. shown in Fig. 10-43. Time delays from 0.4
The limit to the length of time delay is msec to about 4 rin can be obtained with the
established by leakage of the Capacitor, which component values shown in the figure. The
in most cases makes the RC arrangement timing interval is determined before a timing
inadequate for delays above several minutes. run by setting resistor Rt and capacitor Ct.
Delays of several milliseconds are attained at The timing interval is initiated by the
the lower extreme. When resetting, S must be application of the 28-V DC power supply.
opened and the capacitor completely dis-
charged. A simpler example of a practical timer is

shown in Fig. 10-5,. This single, active
Fig. 10-32 shows an RC network incor- element circuit does not use a SCR as a load

porated in a primitive timer. The basic timing driver; instead, t: e UJT drives a microminia-
interval is the same as that given in Eq. 10-3. ture relay directly. Tim4 delays from 0.5 sec
The voltage V is applied t3 the emitter of a to approximately 3 min can be obtained with
unijuitction transistor (UJT). The UJT does the values of Rt and Ct shown. The timing
not turn on until the voltage at thc cmitter inter:al starts with the application of the DC
exceeds the emitter peak point voltage V1. power supply.
When the UJT does turn on, the timing
capacitor discharges rapidly through resistor
R, and the emitter-to-base-one junction of
the UJT. The silicon-controlled rectifier
(SCR) is turned on by th.- conducting UJT. R
As the discharge current of capacitor C
flowing through the UJT decreases, the UJT V UJ"
stops conducting. Capacitor C starts to charge VC , R3 LOAD
again and the entire cycle is repeated, except R,
that the silicon-controlled rectifier stays on
unless deliberately unlatched, e.g., by iemov-
ing the anode voltage. The load is not
energized as long as the SCR is off. Figure 10-3. Primitive RC Timer

10-3
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R, +28V resistors of approximately 10 to 100 meg- (
Rt  560 ohms. For good accuracy these values must be
3.3 k T R R3  EXTERNAL quite stable.

40 ! LOAD
The requirements for highly stable, high

value resistors and capacitors normally limit
2N2647 D, the choice of components to those of large

0F ptysical dimensions which are often pro-
+ R2  hibited by other design requirements, particu-

0. TO 27 7 larly in military fuzing applications. One way
10AuF Ito solve this problem is to have a relaxation

oscillator of fairly small period continue
cycling, and then count the number of cycles

Figure 104. A Practical Low Accuracy Timer with a digital counter. When the number of2 cycles equals the number desired, the counter
"times out" and provides an output pulse.

The RC timers discussed have used the Practical digital systems of this type using RC
basic RC relaxation oscillator scheme of Fig. relaxation oscillators have been designed,
10-6. When switch S is closed, the voltage although linear oscillators nowA are preferred
across capacitor Ct increases exponentially as the time base of such systems. (Digital-
until the trigger point of the voltage detector timers are described in Chapter 11.) Another
is reached. At this point, the input impedance way to avoid using large components for long
of the voltage detector suddenly decreases period RC relaxation oscillators is to open
from megohms to several ohms. The capacitor and close-switch S in Fig. 10-6 at a fixed rate.!discharges through this-low imedance. A the The voltage seen by the detector Vet is shown

end of the discharge, the detector again in Fig. I0-71. S is now an electronic switch
assumes a high input impedance and the cycle that is assumed to change voltage levels by
repeats. This simple scheme is adequate for short duration ramps. Then
time delays up to hundreds of seconds but the
values of the components that determine the

primary timing interval become quite large. a a2SFor example, periods of about 100 see require -5- = t= ,dimensionless (10-4)

capacitors of approxiiately I to 10 jF and

4 R1  24 YO 32V "

. 7R R2
2 470 2 Rt

:"R 3  ,II1

I' I

VC1
RL VOLTAGE

OILF _ O L
T4 IN536

Figure 10-5. A Practical Timer Usi,7g a Single
Semiconauctor Figure 10-6. Relaxation Oscillator
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II Lt__ f-: T4 b~
TIME -

Vp aleGE;t-PCIRT OF VOLTAGE DETECTOR

Figure 10-7. Voltage at the Dectector

where
a =-time between closures of S as defined Long period RC timers that use unijunction

in Fig. -10-7,-sec transistors as detection elements, either-with
large value-resistors and capacitors or using a

b = time- S is closed- as defined--in Fig. timne constant -multiplying scherne-V have a
10-7;,sec characteristic problem. The UJT usually

requires that a current of about-1 pA flow
n = number of "on-off" cycles during into- the unijunction emitter before-the trigger

time T voltage is reached. This characteristic become.s
~a serious -problem when the charging current
Mt = constant for the capacitor that determines the timing

interval-at the end of the time interval-is
t = time of Ct Rt to change to Vp, sez of the same order of magnitude as the emitter

current required be.fore triggering. Under
then these conditions, the timer will function

erratically, if at all. The common solution is
T = (M + 1 )t = total timing interval, sec to provide a sampling pulse that lowers the

(15 trigger voltage of the UJT. The sync circuit of
Fig. !-8 ffo.rm~s this function. Fig., 10-91

Thus the RC time constant of the shows a general usage, long timing interval RC
original RC relaxation oscillator has been timer. The basic timing interval is determined
multiplied by (M + 1). Fig. t0-84 is a block by R, and C1. If high quality, low leakage
diagram of one system that has been used to capacitors and a low leakage diode are used,
achieve this multiplying effect. A complete intervals up to 2 hr can be obtained from this

description of this system is given in Ref. 4. timer. Transistor Q2 and R2 , C2 , and Rs
Note that this system uses another RC form a free running RC oscillator whose
relaxation timer in the triggering circuit to period is less than 2% of the basic timing
control the period of the flip flops that switch interval of fhe timer. This free running
the electronic switch formed by diodes D, oscillator supplies negative pulses to the upper
and D2 ; therefore, the overall circuit can be base of voltage detector Q, to lower the
recognized as one that allows one RC timer to triggering voltage and bypass the triggering
control the total time interval in which the current/UJT problem. The timing interval is
charging path of another RC timer is started by application of the 28-V DC power
complete, supply.

10-5
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0+ fore, when the current builds up to a
A pred(.termined value, the relay actuates. By

D. R-- varying R or V the delay time can be
VOLTAGE adjusted. However, R directly affects the

FLOO DETECTOR steady-state dissipation in the circuit. Several4 4 R variables make this delay mechanism (which
t " can be low-cost) incapable of very high

accuracy. The copper coils of the inductor are
sensitive to ambient temperature changes as

L- TRIGwell as the resistance R. Friction in relay
pivots depends on wear as well as ambient
temperature; differential expansion can
change the friction by changing the fit on the

f Figure 10-8. Block Diagram of Multiplier pivots. Lastly, spring-supported relay ele-
System ments suffer changes in spring constant over a

temperature range.

10-2.2 RL NETWORK3 Time delays may be increased by intention-
ally introducing eddy currents. A conducting

-Fig. l0-1O shows the basic RL network. slug or shading coil will link a significant
When the switch is closed (assumed at t =-0), portion of the magnetic flux. As the flux
the current increases as shown in Fig. 10-11. builds up, a current is -generated in the
Sp ecifically shading coil that generates a bucking flux.

V -trIA The bucking flux slows down the buildup of
I= "R -e )1A (10-6) the magnetic field and the coil current.

Shading coils are temperature sensitive, which
where is a disadvantage. The build-up in inductance,

I = current, A coinciding with the closing of a relay, causes a
momentary drop in current, thus producing

L = inductance, H arcing due to inductive energy buildup when
switch S is opened. Time delays vary from

The detector, which is frequently the coil milliseconds to several seconds. In suitable
of an ordinary relay inserted in 3eries with the applications, this economical circuitry oper-
RL components, responds to current. 7 here- ates output contacts in a simple and direct

-____ I+28V
3.3 TO R3  40 31k EXTERNAL

HSk (Relay, etc)
02 '02

S0.0I 2N2646
SSD D708 2N2647 C9F, C12F, C20F
C1  R - C30F OR C40F

IT,% 0.1 TO 0.8/F 527 [ o5,F++ IMYLAR T ,

Figure 10-9. General Usage for Long Period RC Timer
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S. V, = DC supply voltage, V

V, = applied input voltage, V

T Vo  = resulting final amplitude of the
output ramp,

= large signal current gain of
Figure 10-70. Basic RL Network transistor Q, dimensionless

The equation simplifies to
manner. Instantaneous resetting is-possible by
bringig the current to zero. t -t o  CR1 (----(18t-to C see (10-8)

10-2.3 MILLER INTEGRATORS
if 3 : I so that I +P P 3 and if the natural

The Miller integrator circuit, shown in Fig. logarithm argument is much smaller thanone
fO-12S, can attain longer time delays than a so that
single RC circuit because it provides a timing
voltage that varies essentially linearly with In 0 +a) a (10-9)
time. The standard timing formula for the
circuit of Fig. 10-12 is The standard timing equations, Eqs. 10-7

and 10-8, ignore transistor leakage current,
transistor input impedance, and- capacitor
leakage current. Detailed analysis of -these

ti- 0=C 2(lI-[)lnvariablet place -limitations on the usefulness of
the timing equations. Stable timing to within

I +[~ - (i)},sec (10-7) a few percent error as predicted by the
,1 se2 standard timing equations -is possible under

the following conditions:
where

(1) Silicon transistors are used exclusively.
C = timing capacitor value, F

(2) Circuit resistances are kept approxi-
R 1. R2  = resistor values, ohm mately equal, and large (in excess of 50 k

ohms).
R (3) Transistor current gain is as high as

possible, and-in any case not less than 20.

j(4) Time magnification K (achieved byI making Vo = KV,) is no more than 3.

(5) Timing capacitor leakage resistance (in
TIME, t ohm) is greater than 10 times the quantity

R1 R2(1 + P3Vgiven by R-) (refer to Fig. 10-12
Figure 10-11. Current-tine Curve for Basic R I Vo + AR2 V1

RL Network for identification of voltages and resistances).

10-7
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IS

Figure 10-12. Miller Integrator

Temperature cgmpensation for timing Fig. 10-136 shows an experimental config-
stability is difficult. The most important uration using a curpistor and XD-1C2 cold
parameters are: cathode diode. The capacitor C2 is charged by

the curpistor current at a rate dq/dt and the
(1) Transistor leakage current is, within resulting "perfect" time integral of the

limits, associated with a negative temperature charging current, assuming ideal components,>1coefficient, i.e., time delay decreases with is defined by
increasing temperature.I

f=-J dt (10-10)
(2) Capacitor leakage current is associated
wihapositive tmeauecoefficient. f'dE\

in difrnilfom1=Cd

(3) Capacitor variation can produce either i ifrnilfr
a positive or negative temperature coefficient for a linear voltage increase I = 1"2(/E
depending on capacitor type. These param- \zAt-/
eters can be used together to obtain some where
measure of compensation. A -+ 2% stability has
been obtained in this manner for a tempera- E = voltage, V
ture range of 00 to 40°C.

I = constant curpistor current, A10-2.4 CURPISTOR TIMERS
C = capacitance, F

Long term single cycle RC analog timers
can be constructed from constant currcnt I = pulse time, sec
sources that have small output currents. The
curpistor is a constant-current ion chamber CURFSTr0, XD-C ic tthat will pass constant currents from 1 X by

: - l~0 2 to 5 X 1 0 A, depending upon the [ ! R[
degree of ionization in the chamber. The

(2 Caconstant current is obtaiaed by collection of
all the ions produced by the radium foil
cathode when a potential from 50 to 300 V is t t

(3applied. Thvis current is determined mainly by
the activity of the cylindrical radium foil --r
(cathode), its distance from the center rod
(anode), and the nature of the gas inclosed in
the tube. Figure 0-13. Curpistorcdiode Oscillator

10-8
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) 1st pulse Znd 3rd 4th
bd -

I0
1 0

to r -kto  time

Figure 10-14. Sawtooth Chargedischarge Curve

The capacitor voltage Vc rises linearly- until evaluation of experimental curpistor timers.I[ -it reaches diode -breakdown voltage Vbd at- rwhichtime there is anarc discharge and about 10-3 LEVEL DETdCid

25-percent of the energy CV /2 stored in C is
transferred to the load resistance RL. if C Ele ctronic analog- timers require a device to
initially has -zero charge, then AE = Vbd. detect the arrival of the analog parameter
However, after the initial pulse, there is a (voltage or current) at the predetermined level
residual voltage V, on the capacitor-C which that indicates the end of the timing interval of
is-used as a reference in all of the-succeeding the timer. In the examples of RC timers
pulses. In this case, AE = Vb d -r,as is shown in Figs. 10-3, 10-4 and 10-5, the level
illustrated in Fig. 10-146. Hence Vr is detecting function is performed by a unijunc-
dependeni largely upon the impedance of the tion transistor. In the RL timer described in
diode during the time of discharge plus the par. 10.2-2, the detection function is
load resistance. It is not significant for single accomplished by means of the magnetic flux
cycle operation. sensitivity of the relay. The Miier integrator

of Fig. 10-i2 uses an N-P-N transistoi as a
The primary advantage of the curpistor voltage detector.

timer over conventional RC timers is the
length of delay that can be achieved easily. A The ideal characteristics of a level detector

Sserious disadvantage is the relatively high re that: (1) it impose no load on the circuit
voltage necessary for curpistor operation. For it monitors, at least until the analog
example, the experimental configuration of parameter being monitored has reached the
Fig. 10-13 requires a sourme of at least 165 V. predetermined level, and (2) it provide a high
This ic balanced partially by the fact that the level output instantaneously at that time. In
regulation of the source is not a problem. Any addition, it also should be repeatable in a
source of 165 to 300 V that can supply 10"  given circuit, inexpensive, identical from item
A is adequate. The use of nuclear batteries for to item, and unaffected by environmental
curpistor voltage sources is possible, and this changes.
in itself is an advantage.

Various voltage level detectors for RC
Other disadvantages of the curpistor timer timing circuits have been used including cold

arm those associated with any long period RC gas diodes, conventional heated cathodetimer. The leakage current through the diodes and triode vacuum tubes, conventional
capacitor, capacitor mounting, and detector silicon and germanium transistors, silicon.con-
must be very small in relation to the constant trolled rectifiers, UJT's, and field effect
charging current. Ref. 6 describes the transistors.

10-9
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COLD GAS DIODE

R S - yI

T T CT
Figura l 1 5. Relaxation Oscillator Using a Figure 10- 16. Cold Gas Diode Detection

Cold Gas Diode Tim er

10-3.1 COLD GAS DIODES

Perhaps the earliest and most used voltage impinge on. the gas. The varying intensity of
level detector for electronic analog timers is ambient light thus causes changes in the
the cold gas diode. The diode itself is usually breakdown voltage.
a hermetically sealed envelope containing two
electrodes and an inert gas such as neon or (3) The breakdown voltages usually ob-
argon. Glass is the usual envelope material. tainable are too high to be compatible with
Fig. 10-15 shows a primitive relaxation solid-state circuitry.
oscillator using a cold gas diode. Capacitor C
charges through the resistance R until thediode breaks down and discharges the HEAOE
capacitor to some low voltase at which the
diode turns off and the cycle repeats. This is Standard vacuum tube detectors normally
essentially the circuit of many "winking" ar ot u t e disdvanaey
light strings for Christmas trees. Fig. 10-16 are not used. Their primary disadvantage is

show th1 sae crcut adpte as tier. the need of a filament power supply ,bid the
shows th3 same circuit adapted as a timer. relatively high voltages necessary for vacuum
The capacitor charges, after switch S is closed,until the diode breaks down and activates the tube operation. Loading of the RC timing

circuit is usually very small. If large voltages
relay. The relay, of cuurse, can be replaced I
with a low-value resistor, and the voltage drop reie ic te outpurpne, , relatively quick repeatable output response
across the resistor can perform ot"er output - -
functions. Ref. 7 describes the overall
behavior of cold gas diode relaxation
oscillators. Cold gas diode voltage detectors 10-3.3 BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS
have very low loading characteristic!. for RC
timer applications and, since breakdown time Bipolar transistors were used widely as
is very short, the output of the detector can voltage detectors for RC circuits in spite of
be considered for most applications to be the considerable loading effect on the RC
instantaneous. The disadvantages o cold gas changing circuit. Variation frum transistor to
diode detectors are: transistor, however, sharply influcnced timer

period. The appearance of unijunction transis-
(1) Variation from item to item in tors (UJT) aid field effect transistors (FET),

breakdown voltage is high. witiz their very high input impedance
characteristics, makes the use of bipolar

(2) Glass envelopes usually used in cold gas transistors in high accuracy voltage detectors
diode construction allow ambient light to a rarity except in special purpose designs.

10-10
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10-3.4 UNIJUNCTION TRANSISTOR DE- Further, the MOSFET does not have the UJT
i: ) TECTORS characteristic current requirement previous to

triggering. The primary disadvantage for
The UJT is a three-terminal, solid-state voltage level detection of the MOSFET is

device having a single P-N junction. This fact temperature compensation and price (cor-
leads to characteristics that are quite different pared with UJT's).
from those of conventional transistors. The
primary characteristic of the UJT for 10-4 SETTING METHODS
application as a voltage detector for RC timer
circuits is its relatively high input impedance. For ana!og timers, the basic timng interval
Ref. 8 summarizes the theory and characteris- of the analog process- is the parameter thatis
-tics of tl UJT while Ref. 9 desLribes in detail to be "set". This contrasts with aigital timer
its use in typical relaxation oscillators and setting in that digital countets are usually
timing circuits. "set" by changing the number of basic analog

intervals which must occur before output.
The primary asadvantage of the UJT as a

-detector occurs with long period timers. The Electronic analog timers usually initiate theUJT requires a small current before trigger timing process upon application of voltage to
voltage can be reached. This current, for long the timer or on the closing of a contact pair.
period RC networks, can be a significant part The contact pair closing itself often applies a
of the capacitor charging current. HencL, the specific voltage to a portion of the timer
UJT loads the RC circuit just before time out which influences the basic timing interval.
of the timer. A sampling pulse applied to the Thus timers often can be considered to be

j jUJT to momentarily lower the triggering voltage controlled, and the basic timing
voltage is the common solution to the loading interval also can be considered to be voltage
problem. See par. 10-2.1 for additional dehil. controlled. However, setting of the timing

interval by controlling a voltage applied to the
UJT's are available from many manufac- timer from a device external to the timer is

turers at reasonable prices. It is recommended difficult, inconvenient, and perhaps, in some
that a designer specifically consult the applications, hazardous. In practical applica-
manufacturers' literature on any device to be tions analog timers tsualiy are set by varying
used because specifications vary widely, a resistive element. The voitage applied to the

timer to initiate the timing sequence is
10-3.5 Fi LD EFFECT TRANSISTORS obtained ideally from a well regulated supply.

Field effect transistors are available in two 10-4.1 SETTING MECHANISM
types: (l) the junction field effect transistor

A (JFET), and (2) the metal-oxide semiconduc- The internal setting mechanism of a time
tor field effect transistor (MOSFET). For long setting system is that portion which respondsL period RC timer voltage-level detector func- to the operator's input motion and translates
tions, the difference of concern is that the it into a single, discrete, electrical conflgura-
leakage current of the MOSFET is consider- tion of the internal resistor package The
ably lower than that of the JFET so that the resistor package design, however, has a
MOSFET can be used as a normally "off" marked influence upon the internal setting
device, mechanism. Analog resistors (potentiometers)

may, for certain reasons, be limited t3
Since the leakage current of th.e MOSFET subranges below the total required resistance

can be typically as low as 0.5 pA, the device is range. Here, a switching arrangement would
suitable for long period RC timer application, be required in order to tie sfibrange resistance
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of such a system is presented in Fig. 10-81 0.
WIPER 15 STEPS Other setting schemes are described in Ref.

10.

104.2 RESISTOR PACKAGE

The selection of a resistor package is, like
the external and internal mechanism, depen-

WIPER 15/I RATIO dent upon a series of input and output
requirements or characteristics. The inputs are
comprised of environmental loads or condi-
tions coupled with the form of the internal
switching and the space available. The output
requirements dictate resistor accuracy, linear-
ity, base and range of values, capacity

10 STEPS (wattage), voltage rating, operational drift,
and inductive/capacitance impedance.Figure la. 1Z Switching for Two-section Resis-

tor Package The primary di'ision of resistors into types
is based on the resistance element. If the
element is a metallic wire, wound on a form,

together as required. Fig. 10-1710 depicts a the resistor is a "wire-wound" type; if the
resistor package for use over a i 50-bit range. resistive element is a conducting film
It -has two analog resistor subranges, one of deposited on a nonconducting base, the
1-9 ohms in 1-ohm step- and a second resistor resistor is a "film" type. High cost and a low
range of 10-150 ohms in I 0-ohm steps. upper limit of resistance have restricted wire

wound resistor usage. The film resistor is a
If a binary count form of analog resistor newcomer, and uses less expensive materials

package is desired (i.e., 1-, 2-, 4-, 8-, 16-, 32-, and processes. It is capable of extreme upper
64- and 128-ohm step values), the logic values of resistance. A reference chart that
switching pattern would have to be provided shows the general ranges of parameters for
either at the wiper or at the contact point each major type of conventional resistor is
resistor interface. A schematic representation shown in Table 7-3.

BRIDGING WIPERS

4

i BINARY CODED INSULATOR

I BINARY WOUND ANALOG
RESISTIVE ELEMENT

uFiire 76-18. 8inary Switching System for an Analog Resistor
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There are distinct advantages to the tion control of the input while maintaining
selection of thin film networks as the resistor any specific set resistance value.
package for analog electronic timers. With
respect to separate components, these pre-
packaged networks are superior for the
folloMing reasons: 10-5 POWER SUPPL!ES

(1) Size. The package density is greater Unless internal voltage regulation is incor-
than available with individual components. porated in an analog timer, timi'.g errox

usually is affected by power supply variation.
(2) Performance. The capacitive coupling Since digital timers rely on a form of analog

is constant from network to network. timer for their counting time interval, they
too usually are subject to error as a result of

(3) Reliability. The number of external ooor voltage regulation. For general usage of
connections is reduced, and internal connec- most timers, a regulated supp!y is recom-
tions are stronger. The single package concept mended. Power supply design problems for
reduces the probability of mislocated compo- analog timers under general usage conditions
nents. The rugged construction is well suited differ little from those of other electronic
to gun launch environment, equipment. Off-the-shelf power supplies usu-

ally can be incorporated to solve regulation,
(4) Cost. Assembly and inspection time are environmental, space, and weight constraints.

reduced, and inventory control is simpler. The special problems of projectile fuzing
design, however, present difficulties of powver

With respect to potentiometer t3 pe resis- supply design which are seemingly unique to
tive elements, the prepackaged network offers this application. Since these problems arc
the advantages of lower cost and smaller size. common to both analog and digital projectile
Wire wound potentiometers have an upper fuzing timers and, in addition, are usually
resistance limit below the capability of the more complex for digital timing systems,
network approach. Further, discrete valued power supply selection for these applizations
resistances allow additional leeway on posi- is covered in par. 11-6.
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CHAPTER 11

ELECTRONIC DIGITAL TIMERS

11-1 INTRODUCTION usually is activated also at this time. At the
E o g i s hfirst motion of the projectile, the time base is
Electronic digital timers establish time activated or enabled and begins stepping the

delays by counting how often an analog timer counter. As the counter steps, it advances the
has cycled. Their chief advantage for gederal count previously set into the counter toward

* application is that their accuracy for extreme- the counter's maxi.num possible count. When
Iv long time delays can approach that of the this count is reached, the output circuit
analog timer that drives them. Their general produces the proper output for fuze activa-
application to military systems has paralleled tion.
their commercial use, and virtually every
large-scale weapon system uses them in some The overall accuracy of any digital timing
form of programming application. The appli- system is limited by the accuracy of the time
cation of electronic digital timers to projectile base, and system accuracy is close to that of
fuzing presents a special set of stringent the base. Hence the selection of the time base
enviromnental, weight, and volume restiic- is of considerable importance. Therefore, the
tions on such timers. The latter applications subject of time bases for projectile fuzing is
are the principal concern in this chapter. covered in detail in par. 11-2. This subject has

received considerable study at the U S Army
Although any analog timer can be used as a Harry Diamond Laboratories from which the

time base for digital timers, harmonic information is excerpted at length. Each of
oscillators are particularly well suiteC for this the oscillator types used has certain advan-
use. Hence, they are thus covered in this tagea and capabilities and may be used over a
chapter rather than in Chapter 10. wide range of operating parameters. Highly

stable LC, RC, and saturable core oscillators
Electronic digital timer systems for p-ojec- can be fabricated to perform satisfactorily

tile fuzing applications can be divided into over the military temperature range with
several subsystems: variations of ± 20% in supply voltage.

(1) Power supply In general, the setting and checkout
(2) Time base equipment is reusable while the power supply,) Ttime base, counter, and output circuit are

(3) Counter expended. Therefore, efforts are made to
include as much as possible of the necessary

(4) Output circuit sophistication in the setting and checkout
O t cequipment.

(5) Internal setting and checkout equip-bment. Ile particular advantages of electronic
ment. digital timers for projectile fuzing applica-

In operation, a particular timing interval is tions, in contrast with other types of timers,
selected by the user and set into the output lie in the possibility of mass producing a very
circuit by means of the interval setting and small number of projectile digital electronic
checkout equipment. The power supply timer types that will cover piactically all

I1-I
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projectiles and applications at costs far below determine the frequency of oscillation. The
those attainable with other timers. Integrated amplifier must be provided with a positive \-
circuits with their high quality control, feedback path so that enough of the output
physical ruggedness, and small number of power can be returned to the input in proper
required connections make the electronic phase to sustain oscillation. The resonator
digital tinier the bcst candidate for such a must be connected at some point in the
major cost reduction approach. Another, and feedback loop, or in the amplifier, to control
from past experience more iikely, conse- the frequency of oscillation-by its -phase and
quence of the- availability of electronic digital attenuation properties. For a nearly linear
timers is the- possibility of increased sophisti- system, the gain around the loop ,vill be unity
cation of fuze missions and functions. This is and the total phase shift will be zero, or a
due to the relative ease with which more logic multiple of 360 deg. If gain of greater than
circuitry could be incorpotated into the unity exists, the output will increase until the
integrated circuits of the timer. loop gain is reduced to unity because of

limiting in the amplifier or other controlling
11-2 TIME- BASES' element which is often provided. it can -be

seen that the phase shift around the loop
Oscillators may be grouped under two must add up to zero if a single coherent

general types: (1) linear, or quasilinear type, frequency is being generated. -If a phase
hairing essentialiy a sine-wave output; and change takes place in any part of the amplifier
(2) relaxation, or pulse type, having a or feedback loop, the frequency of the
discontinuous recurring waveform. Most pre- oscillator will shift so that the resonatorwill
cis on oscillators are of the first type, generate an equal but opposite phase shift.

[ although some types of pulse oscillator have
achieved comparable accuracy. For additional Hence, the phase properties of the
information about oscillators, see also Ref. 2. resonator with respect to frequency deter- *

mine the frequency of oscillation. The
To obtain high accuracy and to permit amplitude response characteristics are also

precise calibration, it is necessary to isolate important in suppressing spurious modes of
the oscillating circuit from changes in oscillation and in reducing the amount of
power-supply voltage and impedance and also noise amplification at other frequencies. It is
from impedance changes in the load or output desirable to have a maximum dOld" for the
circuit. Dependent on the type of circuit and resonator which maintains the frequency
environment, it may also be necessary to stability, but a minimum dO/df for the
shield aginst electromagieic and electro- amplifier and coupling networks which are
static interference or proximity effects. Where inherently unstable.
the highest accuracy is required, thermal
control or isolation ard calibration at the Transistor amplifiers are characterized by
time of use may be necessary. rather large changes in input and output

resistance and capacitance with changes in
temperature and operating power levels. To
minimize the efects of these impedance

11-2.1 HARMONIC OSCILLATORS changes with respect to amplifier phase shift,
the input and output coupling impedances

11-2.1.1 Oscillator Characteristics should be kept as !ow as possible consistent
with required gain. Changes in transit time

within the transistors will cause a variation in
Harmonic, or sine-wave oscillators, are phase shift. This effect can be reduced by

composed of an amplifier to provide power using high-frequency transistors, which will
gain and a resonator, or filter network, to also have less input and output capacitance
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and, therefore, less change in capecitance. external limiting circuit to regulate the loor
gain to unity automatically and maintain the

The reactive elenients of the resonator amplifier n the linear operati'e region. In
should be loaded by the amplifier as iiidhtly as laboratory equipment, this usually is acconi
possible to achieve a maximum phase change plished by a thermistor or lamp. which is
versus frequency. The optimum coupling heated by the output power, and is coupled
impedances should be achieved by tapped into a bridge or attenuator circuit to control
reactive elements or by an impedance the loop gain.
transformer to avoid unnecessary dissipative
loading of the resonator. The oscillator should To avoid distortion, these limiting devices
be isolated by a buffer or output stage and inusi have a time constant long in comparison
not designed to supply appreciable load with the period (1/f) of the oscillator. Lamps
power, as this will result in additional and thermistors are not suitable for use as
resonator loading and degradation of frequen- amplitude-sensing regulators where high
cy stability. shock, wide temperature range, and rapid

stabilization must be considered; the fila-
Tie amplitude of oscillation in simple ments or thermistor beads must be isolated

transistor oscillators is limited by hard thermally to function properly, which makes
clipping or rectification at the collector as its them vulnerable to shock. Also, these devices
voltage swings beyond zero and forward stabilize too slowly for short-interval timers
biases the collector junction, or by a shift in requiring rapid start-up and functioning. A
the conduction angle toward a condition of thermistor, however, is useful to help :;tabilize
increased cutoff as the result of base-emitter gain as the temperature varies, thus reducing
rectification. The latter condition generally is the dynamic range required in the automatic
avoided in linear amplifiers by eliminating the level control.
base circuit capacitor. A resistor of several
thousand ohms in series with the base usually
improves the wave form and, in some cases, Transistors and diodes, having nonlinear

the frequency stability of low-frequency properties when operated with large conrol
oscillators, where more precise amplitude voltages, but performing as variable linear
limiting is not used. resistors with small signal voltage" may be

used as amplitude limiters with a small
An excessive amount of positive feedback increase in distortion. In such use, the

usually produces considerable distortion, oscillator amplitude is sampled by a rectifier-
while only slightly more than unity feedback, filter arrangement having a rapid charging
required for oscilladon, may result in sudden time constant to achieve rapid Stabilization
stoppage under adverse temperature, vol.age, and a much longei discharging time constant
or loading conditions. to achieve maximum signal filtering. The

output of the filter is applied to the nonlinear
The distortion resulting from even an control device, which adjusts to keep the

adequate drive signal can cause a tendency amplifier operating at a constant level in the
toward less stable frequency output. This linear region.
results from a change in phase shift at the
fundamental frequency as more or less of the Field-effect transistors also may be used as
fundamental component is made available low-distortion voltage-controlled resistors by
from the intermodulation with the harmonic applying the signal between source and drain,
frequencies present. It is thus desirable, when and the control voltage betwecn source and
highest stability is required, to provide an gate.
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fFqure 11-1. Parallul Resonant Oscillators
t

11-2.1.2 lnductance-capacitance Oscillators capacitor for a ,,dven- frequency and usually
results in a higher operating Q value. An
equivalent approach, known as the Clapp

This type of oscillator is perhaps the oldest circuit, makes use of three capacitors in series
and most widely used. In most cases the across a two-terminal nductor with the
inductor and capacitor are connected in transistor connected across the -capacitive
parallel to give a maximum impedance and divider. At the lower frequencies, the larger of
zero phase angle at the resonant frequency. In these capacitors, for a proper impedance
considering a simple transistoi oscillator (Fig. match, becomes somewhat bulky if of high
11.11), the emitter usually is connecte'J to a quality.
tap on the coil (Fig. 11-1(A)) or a tap
between two capacitors used in series across The inductor, for use in the audio-frequen-

- the coil (Fig. 11-1 (B)). The base and collector cy range, must contain a permeable core to be
: l. are connected at opposite ends of the LC of reasonable size and Q value. Molybdenum

paralle combination through appropriate permalloy powdered cores are most suitable
coupling elements to permit application of although powdered iron and ferrite cores also
DC biases to mhe transistor. A great variety of are used. These cores have an appreciable
connection configurations are possible, which temperature coefficient of p_rmeability, and
may be treated analytically as one of these must be specially designed and stabilized for
two basic circuits. use over a wide temperature range. Specially

treated molyperm cores having a-permeability
The two most important considerations are of about 2.00 have been fabricated, -which

preservation of as high a resonator Q as have a temperature coefficie t about equal
4 possible and adjustment of the amount of and of opposite sign to the temperature

positive feedback for optimum performance. coefficient of polystyrene capacitors. By a
To minimize resonator loading by the matching technique, it is pcssible to achieve a
amplifier, the collector as well as the emitter near zero temperature coefficient for the

: may be connected to a tap on the inductor, resonator over a wide temperature range. A
'This permits a larger inductor and a smaller lower permeability core and polycarbonate
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Fiaure 11-2. Tuned-output Oscillator

capacitor combination has also been used is usL.ul ;n that it maintains a fairly constant
with good results, although generally the current dr.in ovei a large voltage range. Shunt
polycarbonate-dieJectric capacitor has a more re,;ulato:s .Asing only zener diodes draw
S-shaped temperature coefficient, making a extcssivey nigh current at the higher voltages
wide range match more difficult. unless the regulated voltage is low in

comparison with the supply voltage. A
The value of inductance is also a function push-pull circuit with a center-tapped primary

of the magnitude of the direct and alternating may be used to eliminate the DC component
4 currents present. It is, therefore, important to in the inductor and reduce distortion if the

keep these currents very constant or at very slauility of the resonator elements is good
low amplitude to maintain a stable frequency. enough to warrant the additional complexity.

*f i For circuits working over a appreciable range
of supply voltage, it is best to keep the direct An alternate circuit arrangement makes use
current out of the inductor by use of a if a series LC resonator, which has ashunt-feeding resistor and capacitor. The minimum impedance and zero phase shift at
shunt-feeding resistor, liowever, should not the resonant frequency. When used as a series
load the inductor heavily, and the coupling element in the positive feedback loop, it may
capcite should be large enough to have very be used to control the frequency of an
low phase shift if maximum frequency oscillator. To preserve resonator Q, in tids
stability is to be preserved. Series feeding of case, it is necessary to couple into and out of
the direct current through the inductor and the circuit with amplifier impedances, which
operation on a low, zener-stabilized vcltage are low compared with the series resistance of
seem preferable to the difficulti,-s of main- the resonator. The series resonator capacitor
taning a high Q with shunt feed of the supply conveniently isolates the DC bias voltabes of
current. Such a circuit diagram is shown ir the amplifier. This circuit is readily adaptable
Fig. 11-2', including voltage-regulating an( to bridge feedback arrangements permitting
output amplifiers. The regulator stage shown negative feedback for DC, which aids bias
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Figure 11-3. Series-resonant Oscillator With Diode Limiting

stabilization and also provides a magnification the temperature range because of the
of the phase characteristic of the resonator temperature coefficient of the inductor wire.
proportional to amplifier gain. Maximum If the emitter resistor in the bridge is made of
bridge phase change occurs with a unity ratio copper wire (noninductively wound), the
in the bridge arm pairs, although the curve is bridge will stay nearly balanced over the
rather broad and deviations in ratio for temperature range, thus reducing the dynamic
biasing convenience up to three to one cause range required of the ALC transistor. A field
only a siight loss in overall stability, effect transistor is used as a voltage-variable

resistor to achieve the bridge balance. This
Fig. 11-3' shows a circuit diagram of a transistor is controlled by a peak-detection

series LC bridge oscillator with limiting diodes diode connected to the amplifier output. The
connected across the inductor. The silicon frequency constancy of this oscillator is
diodes and resistor shown limit the peak-to- determined almost entirely by the stability of

-peak voltage across the inductor to about I V the LC resonator components.
for supply voltages between 10 and 20 V.
With some matching in the temperature
coefficients of the polystyrene capacitor and 11-2.1.3 Resistance-capacitance Oscillators
the molyperm inductor, a stability of better
than ± 0.1 percent has been obtained from The most popular RC oscillator type,
-550 to +71 0C with these voltage variations, which has been used in a variety of
As shown, the resonator Q is degraded from audio-frequency signal generators, is known as
about S0 to 8 by the limiting diodes, but the the Wien-bridge circuit. The two RC sections
measured phase magnification in the bridge of forming the positive feedback arms of the
3.3 brings the equivalent Q back to about 25. bridge (Fig. 11-5(A)1 ) perform equivalent to

a high-pass and a low-pass section in cascade
A somewhat similar arrangement using an and give maximum output with zero phase

automatic level control (ALC) is shown in shift at a common cutoff frequency. At his
Fig. 11-4'. The series impedance of the frequency, the output at the center lead of
resonant circuit will change about 40% over the RC bridge arms is about one-third of the
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Figure 11-4. Series-resonant Oscillator With Automatic Level Control

input, and the amplitude and phase response may be symmetrical as shown, or may have
are- roughly equivalent to those of an LC the input and ot:tput sides dissimilar. The
resonator with a Q of one-third. When used shunt arms may bear the impedance ratios of
with a high-gain amplifier coupled to the 1/2 with respect to the series arms, or may be
bridge to form an oscillator, the phase-versus- varied by allowing the factor n of Fig. 1-5(B)
frequency response can be enhanced by a to vary and readjusting the series arms to
large amount. The Wien bridge requires, obtain fe. Maximum phase sensitivity results
however, extremely high or extremely con- with n equa' to 1/2. In this cw'e, as with the
stant input resistance and ex,'emely low or Wien bridge, the null frequency is given bi W
extremely constant output resistance for the = 1/(RC) (where R and C ate the values for
amplifier. Both of these conditions are the series elements). At null, with all elements
difficult to realize with transistor amplifiers, in the proper ratio, the phase shift through
By optimum choice of RC impedance and the network approaches 180 deg. If the shunt
special amplifier design, a highly stable rsistance is now reduced by a small amount,
oscillator can be achieved, the phase shift at minimum transmission will

be 180 deg and will be of positive and high
Another RC oscillator circuit in wide use slope versus frequency in a symmetrical

employs a parallel-T null network as the manner for about + 80 deg. However, if the
frequency-determining element. This net- shunt resistance is made lager than thework, shown in Fig. 11-5 (B), has a high value balance value, a somewhat similar but
of dO/df near balance and is in this manner negative slope in the transfer characteristic
similar to the Wien bridge. Much confusion will occur centered around 0 deg.
exists in the literature because of its many
possible methods of use in oscillator circuits. An oscillator may thus be-made by using a
The parallel-T, or twin-T as it is often called, single-stage amplifier with high gain and 180
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Figure 11-5. RC Frequency-selective Networks Usedl in Oscillators

deg of phase shift along with a network phase I11 will sustain oscillation. Thc network R
sift of 180 deg, or by using a zero phase shift should be much larger than the emnitter input
amplifier along with a zero phase shift impedance, and the network C should be
network in a single feedback loop. Two-loop much larger than the transistor capacitance.
feedback oscillators have been built with a

-. precisely nulled network in the negative Other oscillator circuits using the bridged-
fee~-back loop and an amplitude control 1, or the phase shift network shown in Fig.

C Idevice in the positive feedback loop which 11I-5(C), or variations of these networks, are
miaintais the total loop gain at unity. possible.1 For the bridgecl-T, a nigh ratiu (5 to( 25) of R-series tc R-parallel is desirable to

Still another twin-T arrangement makes use give a high phase shift factor in the network,
of the netwvork in which the common and which makes the oscillator insensitive to
output terminals are reversed. The new tr-ansistor changes with temperature and
output terminal is worked into a common- voltage.
base transistor stage (ideally a short circuit),
and oscillation occurs by having zero phase The L-section phase shift networks of Fig.
shift in both. the network and amplifier. An 11-5(D) frequently are tapered (increased in
interesting property of this network is that it impedance toward the o'itput end) to reduce
has an input-to-output voltage gain of slightly loading between sections. A three-section
greater than unity, with a maximum occurring filter with R and C elements reversed also will
When n (defined in Fig. I 1-5(B)), is about 5. In oscillate, but the high-pass type is likely to
this case any transistor having a Pgreater than ,Ove increi'-ed distortion and therefore may
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Figure 11-6. Wien Bridge Oscillator

not be so stable. Oscillators using these Fig. 11-71 showls the circuit diagram of an
networks have been reported giving stabilities oscillator using a phase inverting parallel-Tcomparable to those of the other types network in the positive feedback loop. A
discussed. This circuit is sensitive to changes thermistor is used across the negative

in amplifier input and output impedances. A feedback resistor to stabilize the gain over the
three-phase oscillator using three field-effect temperature range. The thermistor may be
transistors (located between the L-network) replaced with a controllable resistor as part of
has given good results. an ALC circuit similar to the one used in Fig.

11-4, to gve better amplitude control and
Fig. 11-61 shows a 100-Hz Wien-bridge frequency stability. The shunt resistor in the

oscillator developed by Sann of U S Army parallel-T network is reduced by shunting
Harry Diamond Laboratories. Field-effect with a much larger resistor, to obtain a
transistors are used in the amplifier input to network loss slightly less than the gain of the
obtain a very high input impedance and in the amplifier. Amplifier limiting (or an ALC
ALC circuit to obtain a linear resistor that is circuit) maintains the oscillation amplitude
controlled by a peak-co-peak rectifier on the constant. A circuit of this type has performed
output. This circuit has been tested from over the temperature range of -55* to 80*C
-55' to 800C with supply voltage from 9 to and ± 30% variation in supj ly voitage with
14 V. Combined frequency deviations were frequency changes of ± 55 parts in 104. The
-2 parts in 10" for the amplifier alone, frequency determining network consisted of

Wirewound precision resistors and monolithic monolithic ceramic capacitors and metal film
ceramic capacitors were used, but these were resistors with near zero temperature coeffi-
kept at room temperature to evaluate the cients.
amplifier. Compensation to 1 part in 10 [
(0.1%) is not difficult, although the shock 11-2.1.4 Mechanical Resonator Oscillators
stability and long term drift are not evaluated

so easily. Electromechanical resonators have been
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Figure 1 1-Z. Twin- T, Unbalanced-network Oscillator

used in oscillators for a number of years, ance of the insulated-gate, field-effect transis-
especially where highest accuracy is required. tors may increase the capabilities of this type
Electrically driven tuning forks have achieved of relaxation oscillator.
accuracies of I part in 10 , and quartz

crystals can be obtained with a daily stability Another type of relaxation oscillator makes
of I part in 109 .Lower-precision resonators, use of a resistor, or a small ion chamber or
operating on magnetostrictive or torsional curpistor, which contains a controlled amount
modes, are also available. These devices are of radium compound, and serves as a very
sensitive to shock and vibration and to low-current source for charging a capacitor. A
temperature variations. High-frequency quartz special gas diode and sensitive counting relay
crystals of the overtone types have been used are connected in series across the capacitor,
under conditions of fairly heavy shock, which partially discharge the capacitor each
Transistor-driven balance wheels are also time it reaches the diode breakdown voltage.
operable under occasional high-shock condi- The ion chamber eliminates the need lor
tions but are not considered reliable under regulating the supply voltage, but requires
conditions of continuous severe vibration, about 75 V above diode breakdown. Principal

causes of error are variations in the diode
11-2.2 RELAXATION AND PULSE-TYPE firing voltage and in the residual voltage left

OSCILLATORS on the capacitor after each pulse. Accuracies
of 1% have been achieved. The system is

Nonsinusoidal oscillators of a variety of suited to very long-period timers because of
types have been used in timing applications of the extremely small average current drawn.
moderate precision. The most common of The radioactivity associated with the ion
these is the free-running multivibrator. A chamber is - slight disadvantage.
compensated unit of this type has been built
that was constant to 0.1% from -550 to Saturable-reactor oscillators have become.
75C. Similar laboratory precision has been increasingly popular in recent years as timing
obtained using unijunction traisistors or pnpn devices. These oscillators make use of the
switches. The extremely high input imped- sudden change in impedance or voltage of the
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Figure 11-8. Saturable Core Oscillators

winding on a square loop core to trigger flux arrangements also have been employed, using
reversing and readout functions as the core multiple feedback windings to achieve oscilla-
reaches saturation. The timing action of this tion.
device with its abrupt discontinuity is much
more favorable to precise timing than theslowy cangng eponntil waefom o anIt is necessary to regulate precisely theslow ly changing exponential w aveform of answ t h n vo ag ap l e to he c r wi d g
RC circuit (see Fig. I 1-81 ). switching voltage applied to the core winding

because frequency is directly proportional to
Fig. 11-8(A) shows a hysteresis loop for a applied voltage. Total flux change of a typical

typical square-loop inductor. In use in an core may vary as much as 10% over a
oscillator, the inductor is connected into a temperature range of -55' to 75'C, decreas-
multi-vibrator-type circuit that switches the ing with increasing temperature. This varia-
flux continuously from a condition of tion is compensated partially by the positive
positive saturation to negative saturation and temperature coefficient of the coil winding
back again each time the core saturates. Fig. since the effective driving voltage is equal toS11-8(B) shows a push-pull circuit for use with the input voltage minus the IR coil drop.
a center-tapped coil while Fig. I I-8(C) shows During the cycle a low current is drawn while
a complementary flip-flop circuit for use with the core is switching, with high current
a two-terminal coil. The latter has an flowing as the core saturates. The residual
advantage where low-frequency operation is temperature coefficient of frequency may be
required, since the period of oscillation is further reduced by use of a positive
proportional to the number of turns on the temperature coefficient thermistor in series
coil. The center-tapped coil uses only one-half with the inductor, or thermistor, or diode
of the turns during each half cycle, compensation of the voltage regulator. In this
Frequencies as low as a few hertz have been manner, accuracies of better than 0.1% have
obtained, but the inductors become large for been achieved over the asual military
frequencies below 100 Hz. Other circuit temperature range.
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The square-loop cores usually are made of units of improved type recently fired at
very thin grain-oriented material, such as 20,000 g showed permanent changes of 3.05
Orthonol or Supermendur tape wound in and 0.2%.
toroidal form, and supported by a nonmag-
netic metallic spool. These ccres are sensitive In the centrifuge tests, LC oscillators were
to shock and must be specially packaged and spun up to 10,000 g, and showed frequency
treated to avoid permanent frequency shifts increases of 0.05 to 0.4% with the force
resulting from shock. They are also sensitive perpendicular to the toroida! axis. Another
to spin accelerations and may shift frequency unit with the force along the toroidal axis
several percent under high spin. showed - decrease of 0.06%. If the toroidal

core can be Lept within less than I in. of the
11-2.3 PRESENT OSCILLATOR CAPABILI- spin axis of the projectile, it is believed that

TIES frequency changes of less than 0.1% can be
obtained in most uses.

Laboratory models of all of the types of
oscillators shown have been built which gav The toroidal core of a l-kHz LC oscillator
better than 0.1% accuracy over ±20% supply was exposed to the same magnetic fields as
voltage variation and a temperature range of were applied to the saturable-core oscillator.
-550 to 75 0C. At 6 in., the change in frequency was about

0.05% and at I in., about 2%. Residual shift
A number of military-type, saturable-core on removal of field was negligible.

oscillators have been produced and are
commercially available from several sources. Shock and spin tests are planned for the
These items perform well over the tempera- several types of RC oscillators that have been
ture range and under typical missile shock laboratory tested. It is believed that RC
ervironment. They are, at present, not so circuits are likely to prove more stable in high
accurate under the high accelerations asso- spin and shock environments than those
ciated with gun-fired rounds. Spin accelera- circuits containing inductors because of the
tions of 6000 g may shift the frequency as inherent shift in the permeability of magnetic
much as 5% Specially designed cores have cores when under stress. Resistors and
reduced this variation to as low as 1%. Firing capacitors also can be expected to change in
shocks of about 15,000 g have introduced vahe when subjected to force fields but it is
permanent changes up to 1%. Operation in believed that improved packaging and con-
strong magnetic fields is to be avoided. A struction techniques can be used to reduce

| large bar magnet 6 in. away shifted the these changes considerably.
#frequency 0.4%. When brought within I in.,

the frequency increased 14%. Residual shift in The problems of temperature stability and
frequency was very slight when the field was aging of the frequency-determining compo-
removed. nents must be considered. From a production

standpoint it is better, insofar as possible, to
A limited number of inductance-capaci- place the burden of obtaining low tempera-

tance oscillators of ruggedized type have been tt - coefficient upon the component sup-
shock and centrifuge tested. In the shock pliers where quality control can be more
tests, permanent changes from 0.1 to 1% have closely and precisely monitored. Aging
been observed for accelerations of 15,000 g. control must be placed in the area of
The un;ts were of a potted type but not component design. At present, wire-wound
specifically designed for high shock. Newer resistors with temperature coefficients as low
units presently under development are expec- as 10 parts per million per deg C (ppm/deg C)
ted to show improved shock resistance. Two are readily available and 2 ppm/d,;g C can be
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obtained. They also may be obtained with To obtain highest thermal frequency
s.ecified nonzero temperature coefficients stability, it is likely that the resonators of any
which may be used to compensate for of the oscillator types will require some
variations in other components. Metal-film temperature-coefficient adjustment or parts
precision resistors are available from a number matching on individual oscillators after
of sources with coefficients of± 25 ppm/deg performance over the temperature range has
C. been observed. A final frequency calibration

adjustment probably will be required after
Of the various film-dielectric capacitors, partial assembly and temperature cycling

polystyrene film units offer the more nearly tests. A comparison of the relative perfor-
linear temperature coefficients, the nominal mance capabilities of the various oscillator
value being .- 120 ppm/deg C. Variations of types is given in Table 1 I-11.

S 15 ppm/degC in this value may be expected.
Stability of the polystyrene capacitors under 11-3 COUNTERS
high shock at 70*C is expected to he a
problem. These capacitors usually are not 11-3.1 GENERAL
used above 85'C. Polycarbonate dielectric
capacitors, which have a lower but less linear Most counting circuits use an electronic or
temperature coefficient, may be more useful magnetic circuit having two stable states as
at these temperatures. Monolithic glass-in- their basic logical element. While schemes
cased capacitors are available with a coeffi- using multistable basic elements are being
cient of 115 to 165 ppm/deg C. Also, investigated, binary basic elements and binary
monolithic ceramic capacitors axe available logic elements are those generally available.
with coefficients of ± 25 ppm/deg C. The The basic logical element function is that of a
monolithic types are said to have excellent scaler or divider. The element has an output
retrace and aging properties, and are expected after a predetermined number of input pulses
to be highly shock resistant. Silvered mica are supplied. If it has an output for every two
capacitors have excellent stability and retrace inputs, it is a binary scaler or binary iogical
characteristics, and temperature coefficients element and vsually is termed a flip-flop. If
of 40 to 70 ppm/deg C. Their shock stability the basic element requires three input pulses
depends, to a large extent, on how they are for one output, it is called a ternary scaler;
fabricated and packaged. one output for ten inputs is the characteristic

of a denary scaler. Fig. 11-9 shows a basic
Permalloy powder cores are now available binary element (Fig. 11-9(A)) and three of

for which inductance will vary less than these elements connected to make a three-
± 0.25% from -65' to +125'C. Cores of this stage counter (Fig. 11-9(B)). Note that for
type are also available that have coefficients binary couniers, the scaling factor between
of approximately 120 ppm/deg C and give a input and output is 2n where n equals the
near-zero LC coefficient when used with number of stages.
polystyrene capacitors.

Fig. 11-103 shows a typical transistor
The flux storage capacity of the squaie- binary flip-flop constructed of discrete

loop inductors decreases with temperature, elements. A semiconductor integrated circuit
but this is partially compensated by an can be used to perform the same function as
increase in wire resistance with temperature the discrete elements shown.
when used in a saturable-core oscillator. All
magnetic cores are stress sensitive and, for Fig. 11-11 shows a block diagram of a
stability, must be packaged to keep mechani- complete electronic digital timer system and
cal stress to a minimum, indicates how the counting stages fit into theilI
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TABLE 11-1

RELATIVE PERFORMANCE OF VARIOUS OSCILLATOR TYPES

Oscillator Frequency Reaatance to Power
Type Stability* Shock and Spin Drain Complexity

LC
parallel tuned good fair low low

LC
series tune3 very good fair low medium

9C

Wien bridge very good good low medium
RC

parallel-T very good good low med. to high
RC

bridged-T very good good low medium
RC.

phase shift f.- .c good good low medium
multivibrator fair to good good low to med. med. to high

magnetic
square loop good fair to poor med. to high high

pulse
RC discharge fair good low medium

i I pulse
curpistor-C fair to good good very lkw medium

I! mechanicalresonator excellent poor low med. to high

*Frequency stability, variation: excellent < 1 x 10"; very good 10 . 4 to 10"3; good 10. 3 to 10"' ; fair > 10".

overall function of the timer. A 1280-Hz LC structed using both transistor flip-flops and
oscillator is inhibited by an initiate gate. On transistor driven magnetic core flip-flops.
receiving an initiation signal, a simple 7-stage Each has its particular advantages. Examples
ripple-thrcugh counter provides the basic time are given in the paragraphs that follow. Other
base of 10 Hz. Divide-by-ten circuits are, used types of multistable basic elements are being
in the time accumulator for tenths of seconds, investigated in relatic.n to projectile fuzing
units of seconds, and tens of seconds. A single environment, and these also are discusfed.
binary divider serves as the 100-sec accumula-
tor. A ncgative-going signal from the 100-sec 11-3.". TRANSISTOR TYPE COUNTERS
binary will latch a controlled rectifier in the
firing circuit and energize a detonator. AXmost all types of countcr use transistor
Varying time delays are selected by setting junctions or discrete transistors as the active
the counter stages to a preselected count elements to perform the electronic functions
h.Irore the initiate gate is enabled. of the timer and, in that sense, all electronic

digital timers for projectile fuzing are
.iectronic digital timers bave been con- transistor counters. However, in those coun-
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BASIC 2t disadvantage. Hence, this type of counter
BINARY A seldom is used. Fig. 11-12 4 is a schematic

ELEMENT - diagram of an electronic digital timer that
uses basic logic elements of the magnetic core

(A) One Stage type. Note, however, the four binary divider
stages, A4 through A7, in the center of the
figure. These stages are used purely as

2t- 4 t dividers, and the time interval selection
_.iJ. . .AF7  _1 A.A information does not concern them. Thus the

timer uses a transistor counter as a divider,
and memory core logic to store the set timi

(B) Three Stage interval.

FSome experimental digital timers for
Figure 11-9. Primitive Counters projectile fuzing were developed in early

research using transistor counters exclusively.
Fig. 11-131 shows the block diagram of such

ters referred to as transistor type counters, a system. Note that the basic logical elements
only transistors are used as information are ternary dividers of all transistor construc-
storage in the basic logical element. Thus the tion. A schematic of one of the dividers is
basic logical stage of this type counter is shown in Fig. I 1-141.
similar in electricai configuration to that
shown in Fig. I1-10. Although pure transistcr counters are not

preferred at present due to their power drain
This type of basic logical element suffers during the interval from set to launch time,

from a practical drawback because the they do present the best prospects for
element must be supplied with power miniaturization. With sufficient advance inthroughout the complete time that it must miniaturization, power demands are sure to
preserie tle count. This can be a serious decrease radically so that transistor junction

counters must be considered as possibly and
probably desirable components for projectile

T MARY INPUT fuzing applications.

1 11-3.3 MAGNETIC CORE TYPES

-- T r-- j Cores have many advantages over strict
OUT--_ OUT electronic counters for military application.

WI 7 *'-F-" Aside from the ability to store informationIwithout power expenditure, they are resistant
__ to nuclear radiation, relatively inexpensive,

and have volumes comparable with discrete
,I I electronic components. Their principal disad-

vantage-from a long-range viewpoint-is the
fact that they are relatively difficult to11 J miniaturize and they require multiple con-
nections. The magnetic cores used for

DRECT INPUTS memory operation are discussed in par.
7-2.2.4. Additional information on magnetic
cores and core circuitry is contained in Ref. 6.

Figure 11-40. Typical Multivibrator Their important property is, of course, that
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INITIATE (
GATE

-- STAGE
1280 )IzCOUNTER

OSCILLATOR + 128

INITIATION
SIGNAL

FII-TIME ACCUMULATOR -

FIRING

CIRCUIT HUNDRED TENS OF UNITS OF TENTHS OF
71SECONCS SECONDS SECONDS SECONDS

A 2 -10 4-0 -10

DETONATOR IEXTERNAL
PRESETTERFigure 11-11. Block Diagram of Sasic Tining Circuit

the core "remembers" the direction of the core 0 is completely switched to the "0"
last significant change in the applied magnetic state. The next drive pulse appears in the odd
field. drive line, driving cores I and 3 to the "0"

state. This transfers the "1" from core I to
core 2. In this manner the "I" is transferredThere are many different configurations of fo oet oe n ic oe3ifrom core to core, and since core 3 Ls

cores and drivers that can perform counting, connected to core 0, the "I" wfll circulate. If
scaling, and memory functions. Fig. -5the loopjoinigshows cores connected to form a scaler that a uptwr akr rmtelo onncores 3 and 0, the output would appear oncecould have an output pulse for every fourth for every four clock pulses.
clock pulse. The odd and even drive pulses are
generated from the clock pulses by the circuitof Fi. 11167.In Fig. 11-16, core A is initially set to the"I" state and core B is set to the "0" state.

The clock pmise is derived from an oscillatorSuppose core "0" of Fig. 11-15 were put or from a previous decade, and drives both
into the "1" state and cores 2, 3, and 4 were cores A and B to the "0" state. Core A
put into the "0" state. Now, a drive current switches to the "0" state, turning on S.R A,
of sufficient magnitude and duration is which allows capacitor C to discharge through
applied to the even drive winding as shown. the even-drive winding and core B, putting a
Core 2, in the "0" state and being driven to "I" into core B. Resistance R is lkx ze enough
the "0" state, does not switch (but P small so that (B+)/R is less than the holdhig current
voltage is generated due to the r - C flux of SCR A and SCR B. The second clock pulse
change). Core 0 in the "1" state switches to from the osc.llator again drives core, A and B
the "0" state. The output of core 0 drives to the "0" state; now core B switches, and C
core I to the "1" state. The diode in the 1-2 discharges through the odd-dr'ive wizdding and
loop isolates core 2 from core 1, so that core core A, putting a "I" into core A. In this
I is unloaded when it si itches to the "1" manner, the clock pulses gene:ate alternate
state and it is completely switched before drive pulses to the scaler.

11-16
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Figure 77- 13. Block Diagram of 70-Hqz Clock

Fig. l1-17' shows a complete decade core sidered (or projectile fuzing. Solid-state
scaler for an experimental timer. Note the devices seem to have most of their advantages
similarity 1.etwecn the simple example of the (barring radiation resistance) and req.,irc less
scaler given by Figs. 11-15 and 11-16, and the power.
completed operational item. Investigation is continuing on several other
11-3.4 OTHER TYPES methods. Incremental flux switching as

applied to projectile fuzing is discussed in
There are a number of other devices and Ref. 9. Dielectric polarization memories with

phenomena that have been used to develop nondestructive readouts are discussed in Ref.
counters or scalers. Vacuum tubes and cold 10. Plated wire memories, deposited magnetic
gas diodes were perhaps the first with memories, and magnetic domain propagation
sufficient frequency response to be con- also have been considered.
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Figure 11-14. Ternary Divider

11-4 OUTPUT CIRCUITS particular, the output circuits must not
produce an electrical initiation stimulus on

11-4.1 GENERAL counter "time out" unless the projectile is
armed.

The primary function of the output circuits
of digital electronic timers used for projectile In missile and rocket applications, the
fuzing applications is to produce an electrical output circuits of the timer may produce a
signal on occurrence of the "timing out" of relatively low power signal that is transmitted
the counter circuitry which will cause to sophisticated decision making electronics
detonation of the projectile warhead. The in the warhead. In contrast, the output
secondary function-of almost equal impor- circuits for electronic timers used in artillery
tance-is the positive prevention of electrical projectiles must provide a relatively high
initiation of the warhead under any circum- energy output and provide all electrical logicalstances except when functioning is desired. In interlock functions. The output circuit design

is heavily dependent on the system mission in
the case of projectile fuzing applications.

°  3 'Refs. 3, 11, and 12 provide examples of
Z output circuits for particular electronic digital

timers.

o,,vc 114.2 OUTPUT PULSE GENERATION
000

0011 Since output circuits for electrical timers
used in missile and rockets need only supply
an electrical signal to warhead logic circuits,

Figure 11-15. Magnetic Core Scaler they generally use a solid-state active element
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CLOCK bridgewires commonly used in hot wire EED's (
varies from a few tenths of an ohm to a few

,A ohms. Currents of fractions of an ampere to
DRV [-"severa! amperes- are required to provide

reliable initiation- which usually occurs within
10 or 20 msec from application of the

000 current. Especially sensitive EED's-requiring
'"W currents as low as 100 mA-sometimes are

used in artillery -projectile fuzing to minimize
output circuit current requirements. Such

C.O. sensitive items require special safety precau-
tions during assembly and handling.

Driver The basic problems for output circuit
design are the relatively high power required
by the EED and the impedance mismatch
between the EED's resistance wire of a few

for output pulse generation. The tolectrical ohms and the operating impedance level of
requirements are seldom severe. Hence, a solid-state circuitry which in general is much
transistor, silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR), laiger than 50 ohms. A typical solution to the
or unijunction transistor that is identical with oqtput circuit/EED interface problem is
those used in the counter circuits often is shown in Fig. 11-18. The +12 V DC is not
employed to reduce the number of different applied to the iiiitiation circuit until after the
components i the overall timer and thereby rocket or missile has been iaunched or, in the
reduce overall cost. case of artillery applications, the projectile

has been fired. At this time the 150 pF
In artillery projectile fuzing and in other capacitor charges rapidly through the transis-

tor and the 1.5 k ohm resistor. The transistorinstances where the output circuits must acts as a selfbasing device- to maintain the
directly initiate detonation, special means are capacitor charge. If the timer "times out" and
employed to insure reliable functioning, the logic decision circuits provide a positive
Detonation initiation usually requires the "initiate signal" to the SCR, the 150 uF
output circuits to function an electroexplo- capacitor discharges through the SCR and the
sive device (EED). The DC resistance of the EED resistance wire providing initiation of

___ --__ __ _ ,-___ __ __ __ _,

I1- 20

ItI
MCAL DODE f8 '
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+12V (Applied at lounching or firing) 11-5 SETTING METHODS

1.5K 11-5.1 GENERAL

INITIATE
SIGNAL The most common method of setting a

digital timer for fuzes is to preset a count into
1IOK the counter such that the counter reaches its

0 maximum count after the desired number of
(nJ input, pulses from the time base. When the-
4" counter has reached this maximum count,

SC .R detonation occurs. Thus, if we desire
4 CR detonation after 593 clock pulses have

Ioos A XEED stepped in a counter with a maximum count
_ =of 1000, we would preset the counter to 407.

+ Presetting of the counter can be accomplished
IS 0_/.o F I by setting the counter to zero and stepping it1to the correct setting by inserting single pulses

or by "jamming" the stages to the desired
betting. The first of these methods is called

Figure 11-18. Typical Initiation Circuit serial setting, the second parallel setting. Refs.
3, 11, and 13 provide examples of both
methods.

the explosive charge. Many output circuits are
designed along these general lines. In many 11,5.2 SERIAL METHODS
applications, however, a set of switch contacts
are inserted between the SCR output and the Using a serial set method for counters
EED (AA' or BB' in Fig, 11-18). The switch involves:
often is clcsed by a mechanical arming
function in missiles and rockets, and by (1) Applying power. External power is
centrifuigal force in sp: .'rng projectiles, supplied if the counter car, retain its reading

without power. The fuze power supply must
11-4.3 LOGICAL INTERLOCK FUNC- be actuated for counters that cannot do so.

TIONS
(2) Cleamig the counter to zero

In missile and rocket application, the
electronic timer output circuits may have (3) Counting the required number of
little to do except pass on the signal from the pulses supplied to the counter input
last stage of the counter to the elaborate
warhead electronic decision making circuits. (4) Checking the operation of the counter,
These circuits, which may have inputs from if necessary.
elaborate sensors, make the detonation
de,-ision. 'le artillery projectile, in contrast, Serial setting usually can be accomplished
usually requires that all the electronic with few electrical contacts with the fuze, and
decision making capability be incorporated this is a decided advantage. The primary
directly into the output circuitry of the disadvantage of serial setting arises when the

q[ electronic digital timers. The primary safe and number of setting pulses supplied must be
arm function for artillery projectile fuzing large; for, then setting time can become
applications, however, is accomplished mech- intolerable. The setting pulses can be supplied
anically. ai a rate much greater than those normally
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supplied by the time base -to overcome the timer as a time base and hence the overall
disadvantage but this approach is limited by accuracy of the digital system can be no
the ability of the counter to respond to the better than that of the analog timer base
higher repetition rate pulses. In general, high count. Although the electronic digital count-
response rate for the counter means a more ing methods employed n digital timers are
costly counter. Hence, this approach is relatively insensitive to voltage fluctuations,
limited by economics. the overall system-which includes the voltage

sensitive analog timer-is thus still -subject to
11-5.3 PARALLEL METHODS error due to poor voltage regulation.

For general application timers, the design
Using a parallel set method for counters problems for the power supply are essentially

-involves: the same as those of other electronic logic
circuits. Off-the-shelf power supplies aresu Applying power. External power is recommended for these applications because

supplied if the counter can retain its reading they are available in great variety and can be
without power. The fuze power supply mst obtained economically to provide well regu-
be actuated for counters that cannot do so. lated voltage for the analog time base, and less

well regulated outputs for the remaining, less
(2) Applying the correct pulse to every critical portions of the system. Study of thestageof te conterspecifications for off-the-shelf supplies from

several manufacturers before selecting a final
- (n)hecary. h punit can be very helpful to the timing systemif necessary. designer if he does not have an intimate

knowledge of power supply design. The
Parallel setting e accomplished in very specificaions may point out problem areas-

short times. The primay disadvantage is that such as transient protection or radio frequen-
-many electrical contacts must be made with cy interference vulnerability, which theI -the fuze. Electrical contacts are particularly oftesefpwrspl auatrr

off-the-shelf power supply manufacturers
troublesome in-rugged military equipment. have solved-which are directly applicable to

11-5.4 COMBINATION METHODS the timing system problem under considera-
tion.

-Compromises between the s-rial and Special problems arise in power supply
parallel methods involve treatiig -he counter design for projectile fuzing systems. The

. as if it were several smaller counters and remainder of this discussion is aimed at these
setting each by the serial method. The more stringent applications.
disadvantages of more electrical contacts are
not as serious because (1) there are less 11-6.2 POWER SUPPLIES FOR PROIEC-
-contacts than in the parallel method, and (2) TILE FUZING APPLICATIONS
the setting time will not be overly high
because a much smaller number of pulses can In projectile fuzing design it appears that
be applied simultaneously to the smaller oscillators, timing circuits, safing and arming
counters than would be necessary for the mechanisms, and arming switche. sometimes
undivided counter. are considered first and laid out. Then, almost

as an afterthought, the remaining space is
11-6 POWER SUPPLIES allocated to the power supply with a catch-all

form factor. We here enter a strong plea to
11-6.1 GENERAL give the power supply more consideration

during development. Designers rely on manu-
Digital timers rely on o:ne form of analog facturers' claims and theoretical values for
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TABLE 11-2 TABLE 11-3

TIMER POWER SUPPLIES (VOLUME AND SIZE) ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

Typical Temperatuve
Fuze Max. Volume, in.3  imensin,. Fuze Sett!, Spin, rp Range, OF

Missile 45 2.5X 3.0X Missile 25 5 -65 to +160
6.0 Rocket

Rocket 21 3 diam. X "Nonspin" 100 5 -65 to +160
3 long Spin 100 100 -65 to +160-

Projectile 4 1-5/8 diam. X Projectile 27,000 500 - 65to +160
2 long

power per unit weight or per unit size without sensible -to 1g' .i the load on the power
giving adequate- consideration to the overde- supply by activiting it at the-time of launch
sign needed to insure operation at tempera- or fhring, thus requiring a shorter life.
ture extremes, and ruggedization at high However, typical supplies do not have well
setback and spin forces. Most existing controlled turn-on times, and they would thus
off-the-shelf power supplies will not meet the influence- accuracy of the overall fuze timer.
requirements for projectile fuze timers.- For a very slow missile with a velocity of 200

fps, a 50-msec uncertainty in turn-on time
Projectile fuzing design- timers can be would amount to a 10-ft uncertainty in

divided into the following categories: position With higher velocity projectiles the
problem gets worse.

(1) Timers for missile fuzes (approximate-
ly 300-mile range) The required active fe of the- power

supply is-of major-concern. Two major types
(2) Timers for rocket fuzes of digital timer are in use or under

development, each having different life
(3) Timers for projectile-fuze requirements for -power supplies. One type

requires that power-be supplied continuously
Maximum flight times of the fuzes are 3 to the timer from the time of fuze setting

ain. The volume availablc for the power until projectile detonation. Integrated flip-
supply depe-nds -on the size of the military flop circuit timers have -this requirement. The
item. Based on past -requirements for other type, principally timers of the memory
proximity fuzes, Table 11-211 lists these-sizes zore type, requihes power only from firing or
and presents typical power supply dimen-
sions. The setback and spin requirements vary TABLE 11-4
widely for these vehicles, while the range of
temperatures for operation and storage is the ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS
common military range. Table 11-314 sum-
marizes these environmental requirements Fuze Voltage, V Current, mA
while Table 11-414 shows the typicalI- electrical requirements and indicates that the Missile 12-15 30--O

& power requirements are relatively uniform. Rocket 6.7 1 0.7. 100
Projectile" 6-15 30-100IMost power supplies for fuzing applications

r are activated on fuze setting. -It would appear OSummary of three developments.
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launch time until detonation. Between setting in general, it has fewer parts and is
-time and launch or firing time, the only comparatively easy to construct.
requirement on the power supply is open
circuit voltage. Electiochemical systems for power supplies

usually are subdivided into two groups, active
Thus timers using memory cores instead of and reserve. The active group includes the

flip-flop circuits- are preferred because power common flashlight battery and the common
supply requirements are less stringent, in automobile battery. The distinguishing char-
addition, electronic timer systems that require acteristic is that the electrochiemical system of
power from time of fuze setting until the battery is assembled or mixed during
projectile detonation are not compatible with manufacture. In the reserve systems, in
several types of artillery missions in which contrast, the mixing of assembling of the
time from fuze setting until firing is not well necessary components is accomplishcd at the
controlled, e.g., sustained ban-age and surveil- time when voltage is required. The reserve
lance firing at specific targets. Missions of this system is best represented by thermal
type often lead to the problem of determining batteries in- which the heat necessary for the
when the power supply has adequate power proper electrochemical reaction- is provided
to provide detonation on target. Fuzes usually by a pyrotechnic mix at battery activation
are designed to permit ready replacerrent of time. Another good example of the reserve
the power supply thus providing a means of system is the available car battery in which
insuring adequate power if a low power the electrolyte is not added -until the battery
condition is suspected or indicated, is sold and placed in the customer's car. The

primary advantage of the reserve systems is
The power supplies for projectile fuze long shelf life.

timers are single electrochemical or stacks of A composite of manufacturers' literature
such cells. In practice, the number of stacked and laboratory data is shown-in Tables 1151
cells required for a given electronic timer and 11614 giving the characteristics of
depended, in the pas, on the electrochemical and elI-6 ochg i cal te m s
potential difference of the individual celi type various electrochemical systems.
and the voltage required to operate the As a note of caution it should be observed
electronic timer. For instance, an electronic that although recent development in printed
timer requiring 5.5 V for operation would circuits, transistors, solid-state junctions and
need at least four stacked cells for a 1.5-V cell components, and integrated -circuitry has
and at least five cells for a 1.I-V cell. The allowed performance of fuzing functions with
recent development of transistorized DC to less and less power per component, added
DC converters makes a second approach to sophistication of fuzes and the tasks they are
the problem possible. With such a converter, a called upon to perform have resulted in
single cell can supply the total required power keeping the power requirements the same.
at -the correct voltage. Although this approach Hence, the power supply specification prob-
is presently more expensive, it is considered lem is as important as ever and seems destined
superior from a reliability viewpoint because, to remain so.
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PART THREE - MECHANICAL TIMERS

CHAPTER-12

INTRODUCTION

12-1 GENERAL SYSTEMS (4) An output such as a settable readout, a
switch which closes, a cam which rotates,-or a-

Mechanical timing systems are used-exten- means of producing a 1irhng signal.
sively in military appiications in the function
of programmers, sequencers, clocks, and Fig. 12-1 diagrams a typical exampleof a
fuzes. These military systems use timers in military timer containing these four compo-
two forms: (1) the purely mechanical sys- nents.
tems in -wlhich the time base is a mechanical
device such as a tuned or untuned-escape-
nent; -and (2) hybrid systems that use 12-1.2 FUNCTIONS OF MECHANICAL
crystds,tuning forks, or electronic circuits as TIMERS
the time base to control the beat rate of the
escapement. It is a basic premise of this Mechanical timers perform control func-
handbook that timing- systems be classified tions in many military applications, and-
according to the functional nature of their methods of performing these control func-

time base; therefore, the latter hybrid systems tions are almost as varied as the requirements-
are discussed elsewhere in this handbook, and themselves.
this chapter will limit--its discussion to those
systems -having a mechanically operated time
base. 12-1.2.1 Interval Timers
12-1.1 BASIC MECHANICAL TIMER ELE- Interval timers are the class of timers which

MENTS control the time that elapses before an event
takes place. An example of this type is an

The basic mecharical timer -s-ste ns -am scape.ment-ti.er as shown in Fig. i2-21. The
comprised typically of various combinations power supply- is a mainspring driving the
of four components: output shaft; the time base is a tuned

two-center escapement; the counter is a gear
(I) The power supply or source-of energy train; the output is a cam-operated switch; the

activator holds-the escapement until removed.
(2) An ascapement (the time base) that

periodically releases the energy, maintains A specialized group of interval timers-are
oscillations, and in some systems actuates the mechanical time fuzes. Mechanical time fuzes
computing elements are placed in a separate category because they

represent a major usage class, and because
(3) The computer or counting element they are required to operate under a much

which totals the oscillations of the escape- more revere set of environmental conditions
ment and provides an output signal when a than are the other types of mechanical timers.
predetermined number of counts has been Examples of these types of timer are shown in
received Figs. 12-32 and 12-4-.
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SPRING GEAR DIGITAL VISUALPOWER TR! CONERVSUL

SUPPLY TRAIN COUNTER READOUT

OUTPUT SETTER
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IiLEVER OUTPUT- INPUT
CSIGNA L ESCAPEMENTINU

jBASIC MECHANICAL TIMER MOVEMENT

Figure 12-1. Military Timer Concept

12-1.2.2 Programmers and S equencers or-space application, accuracy is an important
characteristic that must be given serious

Programmers and sequencers :-. mechani- consideration. For field use the highest
cal timers that control the time interval accuracy (± 0.1%)is achicved by the crystal,
relating a series of events, control the the LC or the tuning fork oscillators. Some
sequence of events, or control the duration of mechanical timers (the spring-mass systems)
the events. The typical function of these provide better than ± 0.5% accuracy. The
timers is to provide for the cov.pletiot, or mechanical verge and the RC oscillator
interruption of elctrical circuits at a provide accuracies of ± 5% in common
predetermined time or far a predetermined app!ications. Mechanical systems under the
interval. proper conditions will supply fairly good-

accuracy. Electronic timers have a reputation
121.2.3 Clocks for accuracy, usually based on the use of

crystal controlled oscillators for the, time base
Clocks are a class of timing devices which or on the LC oscillator (in which higher

are operated so as to have some absolute accuracies than are possible with the common
reference to time. As a general rule, the spring-b.Jance are obtained). The spring
mechanic'" c!-ks that are used by the U.S. balance, however, frequently approaches the
Army have as 'heir output some type of accuracy of the LC oscillator in actual use
read-out device. The clock may be used to because drift in diode discharge devices
relate to absolute time, to indicate elapsed degrades the LC accuracy.
time, or to control electrical circuits with
relation to absolute time. Increased accuracy generally costs more

due to the need for precise components.

12-1.3 ACCURACY Frror in mechanical timers which con-
tribute to lack of accuracy are those of the

In the use of an interval timer for a military escapenrcnt, counter, setter, and *)utput.

12-2
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3TIM E COUNTER OUTPUT not-as accurate as clockworks but have found
-application in arming delays-of fuzes.

JESCAPEMENT TRAIN- J, i OTI0!11

12-1.4 EXAMPLES OF MECHANICAL
TIMERS~ACTUTR f POWER

A SUPPLY 12-1.4.1 Interval Timers

Interval time's are mechanical timers in
which the escapement is used to provide for
measurement or control of a single time

MAINSPRING interval. A diagram illustrating this type of
timer is shown' in Fig. 12-2. The mechanism
rimay be arranged"so that the interval, to be

MECHANICALmeasured is variable. The timer may beME {HANI/ L )one-shot or resettable.

STOP GEAR TRAIN

.ESCAPEMENT CONTROL SHAFT SYSTEM

Figure 122 Mechanical Interval Timer' .>
Overall accuracy of the escapement will
depend upon the sum of-Athe effects that tendto destroy isochronism.

One of the principal sources of error is the SYSTEM-
interaction- between the -spring-mass -and- the
ratchet during the period when energy is
transferred between them to maintain oscilla-tion. The disturbance F.1hould be assmall as :! X T YSE

possible, Should occur at the point of - - -

maximum kinetic energy, and should take
place as quickly as possible in order not to e i-WrCH
impair -accuracy. tUI

Environmental conditions also affect timer I
accuracy. Special modifications must be made
when the timer is to operate at extremely low
or high temperatures, or under vibration or
shock. Generally, operation over a tempera- I
ture range of -10 to 120 0F is no problem; t
however, a much wider operating range ofter,
is required.

Fluid timers, wherein the motion is Figure 12-3. Diagrammatic View of XM4
regulated by a gas or liquid (see par. 16-7), are Interval Timer

12-3
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CASE DETENT SPRING-

PLATE

SETTINhG KNOB DETENT BALL

Figure 12-4. Exploded View of a Mechanical Timer

12-1.4.2 Fuzes fuze is activated by a clocklie mechanism
preset to the desired time. It performs this

A fuze is a device with explosive mission when attached to ammunition that
detoatin an tofuncionan item of be awaiting the approach of a t-arget. In either

ammniio atth tme ndunerthe case, a stimulus is required to trigger the
cirumtacesdeird.A mchnialtime opefation of the fuze.
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Figure 12-5. Electromechanical Program Timer for Adaption Kit of Ballistic Missile4

It is obvious -that the foundation of the Most mechanical timers have a major
mechanical time fuze system is the accurate dadvantag ; if tey are to be tested, some
measure- of time. Timing mechanisms used in sort of physical access must be provided
fuzes -are predominantly tuned two-center during component and system test to allow
escapement and gear-train combinations. An for rewinding of the power spring. Such a
example of a mechanical time fuze is shown requirement is not only inconvenient, but it
in schematic form in Fig. 12-9. also prevents the devic, from being hermeti-
1mcally sealed against humidity and external-- 12-1.43 Programmers contamination.

An example of a mechanical programmer is To overcome this problem, a uniqueSshown in Fig. 12-54 ,* with a schematic shown
in Fig. 12-6 4 *._It originally was developed for "
U S Naval Ordnance Laboratory as part of a
ballistic missile adaption kit. Once triggered SWITCH EX TCH

by a momentary electrical -pulse at an
appropriate point in the missile trajectory,
this device auns for approxinmatcly 1- rin, ST

operating electrical switches in accordance
with a predetermined program. Once -initi-
ated, the timer requires no further external STOP M-

power, performing its function with consider-
able accuracy through- all anticipated flight
environments. GA CA

The mechanism consists of a tuned
two-center escapement and gear train which ,'W,
contrcls the rate of a spring-driven output ! KAL

shaft to which electrical circuit disks are - M '
secured.

etof ORDNANCE Magazine, Washig- Figure 12-6. Schematic of Mechanical TimerReprinted by co(2 tey With Electrical Rewind Circuit4ton, D) C.

12-5
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feature was developed. The timer is started by this accuracy is to actuate a 30-sec interval k
electrically- activating an integral solenoid that timer of 10% accuracy. The load switch of the
releases the main shaft. Power for testing is 24-hr delay timer is used to start the motor-of
supplied through a rewind circuit to this same the 30-sec inteival timer that in turn activates
coil through an internal flip-flop switch.- the load.
During the timer duty cycle, one of the
circuits programs this power to the solenoid 12-2 MILITARY APPLICATIONS
for several seconds, rewinding the spring for
the following cycle. 'he -power spring has Mechanical timer systems are used exten-
enough energy for several successive cycles sively by the US Army in fuzes for various
without such rewinding and with no loss of weapons. They are used to accomplish the
accuracy. Other features of this timer are following functions in a fuze:
typical of most military timers:

(1) Provide an arming delay; wliere -the
(1) Exceptionally rugged, having a high arming process is controlled so that the fuze

tolerance -for shock, vibration, and accelera- cannot function until 'the projectile is a safe
tion distance from the launciling site.

(2) Almost totally unaffected by -large (2) Provide an impact- delay;--,here it -is-
doses of nuclear radiation required that the fuze fuinction within a

specified time interval after striking-a target.
(3) Unaffected by temperature or pressum

variations (3) Provide a -functioning delay;where itJs-
required that the fuze function a given -time

(4) Small, light and inexpensive, interval after launching oremplacement,

12-1.4.4 Sequential Timers (4) Provide self-destruction or steilization;
where the end of the useful life of a-inunition

In sequential timers a mechanism is can be recognized by thetime. interval after
provided which will permit a time controlled launching or after some other signature.
series of events to occur after a specified time
delay. Most sequential- timers provide a series In most fuze applications, the final action
of outputs with independently adjustable of a timing mechanism will either releasetime-intervals from one output to the next. another mechanism, or line up an explosive
The initiation of each succeeding time irain, and set off a detonator. For-details on

eleentisdependent upon completion of the .the design of fuzes see Ref. 5 and for details
preceding output. Length of the total cycle is on mechanical timers, Chapter 13.
the sum of the individual elements.

12-2.1 GUIDED MISSILE FU2'ES
Accuracy of short intervals following long

delays can be increased by connecting timers Another application of a mechanical timer
in tandem. For example, -suppose a 30 ± 3 see is in guided missile application where fuzes
interval once every 24 hr-± 15 min is required. perform an arming function and a firing
By using a mechanical timer with 1/2% function as do other fuzes. The term for the
accuracy, the delay specification can be separable arming device is the Sarig and
satisfied within 8 min, comfortably below the Arming (S&A) mechanism.
requirement. To generate with the 24 hr timer
30 ± 3 see requires a- minimum inteival Since a guided missile is a large, expensive
accuracy of 0.035%. A simpler way to achieve item, a high probability of functioning is

12-6
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FLIGHT DIRECTION force to the'slider. Thus zfter a specified time,
the detonator will be aligned with the-booster

TCH- SLIDER and the latch will drop down to lock, the
slider in the armed position. If at any time

OPENING DETONATOR during this process the acceleration drops
TO ! E below 7 g, the slider will be returned to its

initial position by a return spring. Becaise of
its weight (if not damped), the slider would
move too fast under these -accelerations;
hence, a restraining force is necessary.

FROM STOP Therefore, an untuned escapement-is used to
RRETURN SPRING- regulate the motion of the slider. It turns outthat this arrangement results in a double

Figure 12-Z Safing and Arming Mechanism integrating accelerometer- i.e., the displace-
ment of the -slider is -related to the distance
the missile has-travehe,.

required. Accordingly, multiple fuzing often
is employed. The advantage of the multiple k. example of this type of mechanism is
units is that the -probability of functioning the Safing and Arming Device, GM. M30AI
(success)-increases-exponentially. shol:,n in Fig. 12-81. This device is. of course,

muci: more refined than -the example cited,
The environmental and operational condi- although the -perform .nce parameters-for the

tions found in guided missiles r.quire the e.,mple were-taker from this device.-
design of fizes, S&A mechanisms, power
supplies, and other components which are (2-2.2 ARTILLERY FUZES
peculiar to missile application. For example,
the acceleration of nissile upon firing is The mechanical time fuze provides a preset
limited to a value of about 60 g; therefore, functioning time for an artillery projectile.
the arming mechanism must be designed to Fig. 12-96 shows the complete timing
operat" with this acceleration. Although a movement for-Fuze, MTSQ, M564. -his fuze
wound spring raight be used as a source-of can be used only in spin-stabilized projectiles
power to provide for arming a fixed time after because centrifigal force is used to release the
launch, as a general rule, any arming system escapement lever and pe mit operation of the
that uses stored energy is considered undesir timing mechanism. The fuze could be used,
able from the safety standpoint. Perhaps the for example, on a projectile fired from a 105
best type of arming mechanism for ihese low mm howitzer.
accelerations involves a- time-acceleration
integrator that senses tile true launching When a prujectile with the M564 Fuze is
environment. fired, setback force resulting from the

acceleration of the projectile drives the
Suppose an arming device is required for a .hammer weights of the hammer spring

Iypothetical missile that has the following assembly back against the setting lug on the
characteristics: (1) -it will arm when under an timing disk of the movement. This frees the
acceleration of I1 g if this acceleration lasts timing mechanism from the setting pin.
for 5 sec, and (2) it will not arm when under Centrifugal force, caused by rotation of the
an acceleratioa less than 7 g for a period of ! projectile in the weapon, moves the arbo.r-
sec -Consider the arming device shown in Fig. stop lever outward and unlocks the arbor of
12-76. Setback forces encountered during the timing mechanism. Simultanecis!y, the
acceleration of the missile apply an inertial detents move to free the escapement lever.

12-7
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Figure 12-8. SarIng and Arming Device, GM, M30A 1.
The timing movement begins to operate, consists of two major parts:

The movement is a sping-driven clock- 1. A head assembly that contains a striker,work, which can be set to control a filing pin, and a clockwork for delayedmechanism for releasing the firing pin. When arming. The striker with tapered striker springthe clockwork is assembled and stored, the is designed n.specially to permit the fuze to bedriving spring is locked in the-wound position fully effective when impact is at low angles.by a spring-loaded arbor-stop lever that swings
outward against the resistance of its spring 2. A body that contains the a.,ningwhen acted upon by sufficient centrifugal mechanism (a slider), detonator, lead, andforce. With the stop lever in the outward booster pellet.
position, the arbor is free to turn, and thesping can unwind to drive the gear train. At The fuze has two pull wires, connected bythe set time, the firing arm drops into the a cord for easy withdrawal, that remove two-f'ing notch on the timing disk, releasing the setback pins that lock the fuze in the
firing pin that strikes the detonator. The unarmed position -to insure safety duringdetonator fires, igniting the explosive train, storage, transportation, and handling. The

wire is pulled with the round immediately12-2.3 ARMING DELAYS over the mortar tube and just ready for
release.

A typical fuze for 81 mr moiarammunition is Fuze, PD, M525, as shown in Operation is Ps follows: upon firing,Fig. 12.10 s . The M525 is a superquick, acceleration of the projectile produces set-point -dtonat~ig fu e that has been quite back forces that cause the setback pin tosuccessful because of its relative simplicity. It move to the rear. The safety pin is released as

12-8
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Figure 12-ao Timing Mechanism of Fuze, MTSQ, M564

~a result of this motion so that the spring on detonator in the slide is aligned with firing pin
~the safety pin pushes it outward. Provided the and lead, Upon target impact, the stricker

projectile is within the mortar tube, the pin pushes the firing pin into the detonator. The
rides -on the bore. Since the slider therefore detonation sets off the lead and booster.still is retained from moving, the fuze is bore

~safe. The pin is thrown clcar of the fuze when 12-.3 REQUIREMENTS

TIPM

the projectile emerges from the muzzle. Thefiring pin in its rearward position is in the Some of the basic requirements for a
'blank hole of the slider so as to act as a military timer are Compactness, Jow power

second detent on the slider. consumption, low cost, high accuracy, and
resistance to shock. Other related fact.ors

SSetback also frees the escapement to start include simplicity, ruggedness, reliability,
the clockwork in the head assembly. At the enviro.,.mental compatibility, and resistance
end of the 3-sec arming delay, a spring causes to vibration.
forward motion of the firing pin, causing it to

,withdraw from the slider. The slider, then, is Simplicity and nuigedness are really sub-
[ prevented from moving until both (1) the headings under .the factor of reliability.

projectile clears the tube, and (2) the Simplicity means nonintricate and few comn-Iclockwork runs down. ponents parts, arid a minimum need fth"
' precision assembly and adjustment. Rugged-.

iWhen the slider is free to move, the neSS usually follows from Gimplicity. It means

12-9
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LEAD CHARGE

SLIDER SPRING CLOCKWORK

Figure 12-70 Faze, PD, Md5267

the ability to withstand and still operate (1) Unit to be desigred to provide outputsuccessfully after Prolonged- storage and- with an accuracy of ±-0.2 secexposulre to extremes of temperature, humid-
it , s o k vi b a i n et.-t o t t e n e (2) -O u tp u t selected -fro m six p ossible firingfor periodic maintenance; MAWthS respect,-a intervals -between 40 and 120 sec withrugged timer would also be a reliable timer.-In one-knob. controlregard to ruggedniess, the detached lever-(tuned tlhreecmter) escaperneJnt-wjth its- (3) Al1-mechancl -system with volum edelicate pivots- vnd preciion jeweled bearings- 5 prin2tL1y 4 :._.31-f used, that-require periodi lbriainn-dirt-free environ -ments and the fine hair- (4) Operate over a temperature range -~40*spring.-does not tend to be very rugged, to +1 60"F.Shloc'k-mounted -bearings and- dry lubricants-can- make -this- -type of esca-pemnent more£zdaptable to milita.-ry requirements and it-has- Requirements for, a typical time fuzebeen used with moderate success in bomb (M564) are:fuze tiers. In-addition, in order to survive-highi shock loadings, components having a (1) The unit is to-be designed to-providehigh strength-to..weigh ratio often are used, an output between 2--and 100 sec. -Timingerror is not to exceed-O0.18% while spiniftg atActual performance requirements that the the specified rpm.various mecchanical timers must meet varyj with thie system in which the timer must (2) Time Range Setting:opemra. A typical set of requirement, for anfexperimen1' -mechanical interval timer are: Method fuze setter or wrench

12-10
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Maximum 100 sec through an auxiliary mechanism-such as a
small spring, or weight, or a DC motor which I

Minimum drives the wheel of the ordinary escapement.
(prescribed) 2,0 see Except for the remointoire, these, regulators

are attempts to compensate for tlt torqueSDivisions 1.0 sec variation due to mainspring run-down.

Setting accuracy 0.1 sec 124.2 TORQUE REGULATORS TO COM-
PENSATE FOR VAF4IATION IN

Setting torque 90-110 lb-in. OUPUT LOADING

Setting direction clockwise In many military applications, instead of
having a small fixed load (such as minute and

(3) System: all mechanical second hands), th- timer is asked to thrzw
switches, to -turn cams, or to bring rotors into

(4) Temperature Limits: -40' and 52C alignment. These functions riot only impose
relatively large loads on the timing movement

12-4 AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT -but also the loads are often variable
throughout the cycle and from -one timer

124.1 TORQUE REGULATORS TO COM- operation to another. Therefore, tiie escape-
PENSATE FOR MAIN SPRING RUN ment see-. a relatively large variation in torque
DOWN resulting from the difference between the

torque available and the torque applied to theThe beat rate of mechanical tinting load.
mechanisms varies to some degree with input
torque. This effect is known as torque An example of a torque regulator that
sensitivity 7 . Because of this torque sensitivity, allows the power supply to deliver iarying
inherent to some degree in all mechanical amounts of torque for external work while
escapements, many devices for regulating the maintaining z constant torque to the escape-
torque delivered to the escapement have been ment is the remo'ntoire. The principle of
developed. Among them .,re the gravity operation is based en the age-old capstan (Fig.
escapement, the fuzee, and the remointoire or 12-17). The input torque is applied to one
constant-force device. They are attempts to
improve on accuracy by minimizing inherent
torque variation in the power supply. -FIXED POST

A gravity escapement is an accurate clock
escapement in which the mainspring or
driving weight lifts a small lever, which drops INPUT TORQUE- GEAR
to give an impulse to the pendulum or VnOM MAINSPRING)
balance, and is thus independent of the RESTRAINING OR TORQUE VARIABLE.OUTPUT TRU

driving force. The fuzee is a conical, OUTPUT GEAR (TO
spirally-grooved pulley in a time piece from GEAR TRAIN £1.
which a cord or chain unwinds onto a barrel SCAPEMENT)
containing the spring, and which by its
increasing diameter compensates for the
lessening power of the spring. The remoin-
toire is a device by which the clock train does
not drive the escape wheel directly but rather Figure 12-11. Capstan Torqu Regulator

12-11
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-- curve C would -result. The-flat ranges of both
IB and C indicate those portions where theI__capstan coil is tightly wrapped about the

4 fixed shaft. These curves show that the
C (SMALL CLEARANCE) running rate is constant fbr relatively large

ranges of torque. The capstan regulator is
(simple, rugged, and inexpensive, und thus issuitable for military applications.

S (LARGE CLEARANCCO

O 124.3 AUTOMATIC DYNAMiC REGULA-
ATION MACHINE

Some form of escapement adjustment is
T required to correct for escapement beat rate

7, TORoUE variations due to small construction differ-
ences. In the pallet type escapement-(shown

Figure 12-12. Effect of Capstan Requlator in Fig. 16!-27) the stiffness of the escapement
:on-Torque-Time Curves for Runaway spring can be changed by movement of -the

Escape.nents adjusting nut along the spring. This is done by
turning small adjusting scre/s. Another
possible complication is ti-at -a particular beat

end of the torsion spring, and the output-is rate is-required not at zero spin, but at some
obtained from the other end. The ID of the rpm close to what the escapement will have
coil is only slightly larger than the OD of the when operating in a spin-stabilized projectile.
fixed shaft. If the output gear is restrained by To speed -up this adjustment operation-of the
an increased load, the inpat torque causes the production phase, an automatic dynamic

• coil to deflect angularly, thereby decreasing regulating machine has been -designed and is
the -ID until contact is made on the flixed presently in operation at Frankford Arsenal.
shaft, at which ime the difference between The equipment works in the following

joutput and inpv.4 force follonws the torque manners:
amplification behavior characteristic of the
capstan. For example, in a runaway escape- (1) The fuze movement ;s held securely in
ment the time t required for a specific angular a suitale chuck and allowed to run whilerotation of the main shaft is approximately being -rotated about its g%-o-aie cencr at a

aitcinversely proportional to the square root of rotational velocity simulating free flight
the-torque, or conditions,

t U,sec (12-1) (2) As the movement is being rotated at
constant speed, a beam of light is intercepted

where by the escapement lever. This beam of light
emanates from a light source located directly

G = torque, oz-in. above the chuck and on the same center line.
oThe light passe7 through an opening in the

This is plotted as cu've A of Fig. 12-12 "  movement, is reflected from an inclined
and represents the case when ,o torqu. surface on one of the movement piates, and
regulation is used. If a capstan regulator iwere leaves in a radial direction. In passing throughadded with large clearance between coil JD the movement, the beam is interrupted byand shaft OD, the curve marked B would one wing of the escapement lever as the lever

result. If a small initial-clearance were used, oscillates. The light leaving the movement

12-12
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becomes a blinking signal that is pulsating at same as the standard nmachire, except for the
exactly the -same frequency as the escape- addition of a servo cortrol and a special
ment. This radial beam then strikes an annular chuck,
mirror that surrounds the rotating chuck and
is reflected to a photoelectric cell. The signal The machine operates at spin speeds up to
generated by the photocell has-a frequency 13,500 rpm and has been tested safely up to
identical t0 the movement frequency. 26,000 rpm.

(3) The photocell signal is amplified and Some advantages of this regulating process
sent to the printer where it is electromechan- are:
ically compared with a signal received fiom a
crystal controlled frequency standard. When (1) Increased output with fewer machines
the movement frequency is -correct, the
printer records a straight vertical- line of dots (2) Increased output with less Jabor
on a paper tape.

(3) Improved quality through elimination
The automatic dynamic regulafion machine of human bias

provides for adjustment of the movement
while it is iotating in the chuck.-In this sense (4) Lower -level of skill required because
the automatic machine is a true reguiaor the machine-performs the adjustment
because it both performs the operation and
gives a visual -indicati3n of the result. The (5) Increased capability with substantially
automatic dynamic regulator in basically the lower capital investment.
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CHAPTER 13

MECHANICAL TIMER SYSTEMS

13.1 SYSTEM-DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS number of g's for a given duration in any
direction

When a new military system is being
developed, various design goals are deter- (5) Military transportation, vibration, en-
mined at the outset. These goals then are vironmental, and storage requirements
defined for each componentso that the total
system will result in a product that is reliable, (6) Maximum space allowable for the unit
combines max-imum accaracy with design including the mechanical power supplyIsimplicity, is ruggedly constructed for success-
ful operation in a military environment, and (7) Cost goals
has a reasonable life cost cycle. (8)- Setting considerations, including meth-
13-1.1 DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS ods Mid resolutions.

The design specifications- are the basis for 13-1.2 PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONSall developm ent work, %'hether they relate to

an entirely-new concept-ora modification of The designer of a-tinier must be thoroughly
an existing-Unit. By defining the limits within familiar with the bases for the stated
which a product designei may operate, these requirements. He then is in a position to
specifications usually contain: (1) perfor- evaluate the requirements. Should any of the

~ance factors that must- be met, (2) descrip- requirements be too difficult, time-con-
tion of associated equipment with which-the suming, or costly to achieve, he could then
produck must interface, (3) approximate cost give an intelligent proposal to relax one or
to man"vfacture, (4) operating parameters, more of them in order to reduce theLi ad;d (5) probable environments, development time and cost risk.

Ir particular, the requirements for a timer Often the most economical approach to the
might include: problem would -be to use an existing

timer-with perhaps slight modifica-
(1) Delay time range with ability to set in tions-to satisfy the present requirements. J

predeteimined increm,.nts Failing this, the next step would be to review
various types of timer (literature search,

(2) Accuracy within plus or minus a patents, in-house designs, etc.) so that a
certain percentage decision could be made as to which type

holds the most promise for the design goals.
(3) Operating temperature range -1.0 to

1250F Many elements can be considered for use u
a mechanical timer:

(4) Ruggedness, including required opera-
tion after impact deceleration of a given (1) The time base types include balance

13-1
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wheel and hair spring, pallet mass and reed An excellent way to evaluate the various
spring, ineitial govenior, timing fork, coi'nter alternatives is to tabulate each cldss of
oscillating rims, and vibrating beam (wire). component and then estimate the relative-

suitability of each factor to meet the design
(2) Escapements including detached lever requirements. Such %, table for the comparison

and escape wheel; nondetached lever and of time bases is si' wn in Table 13-11. This
escape wheel; runaway escapement; crank and table was prepared for the development of a
cam; cylinder type, nonlinear gear train; and, long-delay timer for a bomb fuze, and
for electromechanical timers, mechanical includes electromechanical and electronic
switch and electronic armature, afid electronic time basis. In that study, each of the timer
switch and armature. elements was rated by a weighting factor to

aid in judgment. This method will give a cleat
(3) Power supplies include the mainspring picture of which type of time base,

(either spral power spring or Negator B type escapement, etc. most likely will fit the design
spring motor); the remointoive (amens of requirements.
rewinding-the mainsprxng to regulate torque
to the escapement); and, for electromecha d- Obviously, new designs must provide more
cal timers, the battery. than marginal improvements over old systems

or they are economi."ally iiot worth the
(4) Computing systems include gear train effort. These improvements would include

counters that can be either straight spur and increased accuracy, higher reliability, greater
pinion sets, epicyclic or hypocyclic train, and capability, decreased cost, greater ease of
the harmonic drive and stepping wheel handling, 2rlproved safety, etc.
counter.

Even though production or shef-item
(5) The outputs (for display or activation components are phased into the design, a

of another device) can be either analog or good designer will conduct ell necessary
digital; development tests on the assembled item.

TABLE 13-1

COMPARISON OF TIME, BASES

Reliability

Xj Z

SBalance wheGI & hairspring 83 70 7C f3 80 60 $i0 70.3
SPallet ma= & reed-sprlng 70 60 75 613 75 65 75 68.5

Inertial gavernor 70 30 85 70 75 80 70 69.0
Tuning fork 50 80 80 75 65 70 I 0 71.5

;Counter-osc!!ating rims 60 80 80 "75 70 70 Z15 72.0
SVibrating beam (wire) 50 70 40 75 40 40 10 53.3
SRC cIrcu~it 100 60 70 85 50 60 9 ) 75.8

LC circuit 45 70 70 85 40 55 91) 68.0
Crystal oscillatcr 20 90 30 75 30 30 8=. 51.5

30
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This should be done for several reasons: 13-1.4 PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT

(1) Different components have different After a review of the requirements has been
shelf lives, conducted and decisions as to trade-offs

completed, the designer is ready to begin
(2) Mating components may possibly be preliminary designs. The choices might

incompatible, typically be narrowed down to two ap-
proaches-by this time. When- tvailable data are

(3) Coupling effects between old and new not suffic.ent to eliminate one of the
items may degrade the performance of the ,pproaches, prototype hardware development
new assembly. coud be tested to aid in the selection of the

best approach. The prototypes then can be
13-1.3 ARMING AND FUNCT'ONING DE. fabricated and made ready for testing.

LAYS
13-1.5 TESTING

One of the basic deLisions the designer
must make is whether to use similar or The tests that the prototypes are subjected
different-methods for arming and functioning. to simulate or duplicate the forces -and
Arming is- -the changing from the safe environments that the final version will have
condition (that of storage, -transportation, and- to survive. TJ'e test program is described in
handlirg) to that of readiness for functioning- pa-. 13-5.
Functioning is the succession of normal
actions from initiation of the first element to The failure of either Gf the tvo prototypes
delivery of an impulse from the last element in any -of the tests will entail its elimination
of the explosive train, from the program. If the performance of

either type is marginal.- rework or possible
Th-e -selection is based on the same complete redesign may be required. The-tests

considerations discussed in par. 13-1.2. Foi then are rerun and, if successful, the design
some applications, a combination of mcchani- then is reviewed for production methods and
cal arming and electrical functioning may be tooling requirements.
optimum and has in fact been used. As far as
timers are concerned, the combination of an 13-1.6 FINAL ACCEPTANCE
arming clock and impact functioning is
common where no functioning delay is After the prototype is proven to be capable
desired. of satisfying all requirements, a tcsting

.program is initiated which is based on
Timing accuracy is the important character- statistical sampling. The prove:, timer flow

istic that dis inguisrhes these two applications, will be produced in quantity and integrated
For functioning, timirg must be precise or into the weapon system.
else the terminal effects of the munition will
be degraded. 13-2 GENERAL FACTORS IN DESIGN

The usual tolerance on functioning delay The timer used in miit rY applications is a
timers is usually less t! -,. ± 3%. Arming deJays complex device. Certainly, engineering knowl-
are far less critical, provided they insure edge is required to design the timer so that it
safety before and functioning after arming. will function within the limits set forth in the
Common arming delay tolerances are usually specifications while working under severe

-' greater than ± 10%. environmental conditions. There are a number
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of general design factors that must be The usual practice of providing redundant
considered including reliabilhy, maintain- componeats to increase overall reliability is
ability, human factors engineering, and not always practical, particularly in military
methods of cost reduction. applications. Hence, when the overall system

reliability is specified, the components must
have higher -reliabilities because tte overall

13-2.1 RELIABILITY system reliability normally i? the product of
the individual component reliabilitics. De-

Reliability is the probability thatmateriel signers of timers should be aware of thewill perforn its intended function forcharacter;tics cf th system in which the
specified period under stated conditions 2 . It tiriters will be used and the desired system
is generally d( ined as a statistical probability reliability so that they can determne tei.
as cfe leF em ,limits in wlh tle timer must perform. Testsat some cniec level. For example, a

Ssystem may be described -as having a to determine reliability sometimes are carried
reliability of 99 percent with a confidence out by a group independent of the design
level- of 95 percent. This means that for a organization. Difficulties in interpreting re-
specified period of time we would be 95 suits can be more easily resolved if the
percent cnfident that there would- be no designer is familiar-with the techniques used
more than one failure out of 100. by evaluators, uses similar techniques to

assure himself that his designs are reliable, and
With respect to the design of mechanical- designs devices in which reliability is as nearly

timers, several important considerations have inherent in the design as possible.
a direct bearing on the reliability -of the
device. These are: 13-2.2 MAINTAINABILITY

(1) The -escapement system has a self- In regard to maintainability the design
starting capability, engineer should keep the following objecties

in mind :
(2) The number" of components parts is

minimum. (1) ImnprOve reliability ?o reduce the need-
for maintenance.

(3) Parts are simple in design and n;anufac-
ture. (2) Reduce the -frequency of preventive

S(cyclic) maintenance.
(4) The need for precision assembly and

adjustment isminimum. (3) Improve maintainability to reduce
downtime.

(5) -Parts must withstand and still operate
successfully -under efxtKme environmental (4) Reduce the logistic burden by making
conditions, full use of standard-parts, components, tools,

and test equipment.
(6) Materials should be used whose impor-

tant- properties are reproducible and well (5) Make parts, components, and assem-
known to the-designer. blies interchangeable.

(7) As far as possible, timers should be (6) Considet modular replacements.
designed so that factois -which affect reli-
ability can -be detected by means of (7) Reduce the requirements tbr highly
nondestructive tests or inspection. trained specialists.
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Maintainability must be designed into a For an illustration of human factors
system; it-just doesn't happen. This places the engneering applied-to time fuzes in tank-fired
burden of solving a large part of the ammunition, see par. 16-5.2.
ma;ntenance problem squarely on -the
shoulders of the design engineer. Every 13-2.4 COST REDUCTION
designer should attempt to view the maintain-
ability requirements from the standpoint of There are a number of factors which must
the maintenance technician. be considered in- the continuing effort to

reduce the cost of manufacture ot' mechanicalIn selecting components, the designer first timers. These include:
should consider the use of proven parts in
order to reduce development time and cost. (1) Standard parts

Current- procedure in regard to handling a (2) Manufacturing tolerances
defective clockwork in a timer is to remove
the defective unit, and substitute a new one; (3) Mass production
thus design for ease of removal of -the
clockwork is of paramount importance. In
many instances, it does -not pay to repair a (4) Material substitution
defective clockwork. Interchangeability then (5) Corrosion preventive finishes
becomes significantly important.

13-2.3 HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING (6) Ease of maintenance

Human factors engineering is the scientific (7) Simplicity
union of men with machines so as to erhance (8) Ruggedness vs accuracy.
the man-machine system. An efficient-union
requires a knowledge of te performance of The paragraphs that follow review these
both man and the timer parts. The first factors and are aimed to pinpoint the
iittempt at understanding a man-machine philosophies involved.
reiationship w"as made about 1880 and
became the "time and motion study" branch
of industrial engineering. In a man-machine 13-2.4.1 Standard Parts
situation, man is considered the variable with
the machine constant. The human factors The decision as to whether to adopt an
engineer primarily is concerned with machine existing timer to a system design or to design
or product design to improve the overall a new timer is often one of the most difficult
efficiency. decisions a designer has to make. A new item

often has been developed because, in the
When properly applied, human factors layout stage, it took less effort to sketch in

engineering reduces the cost of the final something that fit the dimensions than to
product, makes it easier to use in the field, learn what was available. On the other hand,
and often means the difftrence between the hard and fast resolution to use only shelf
success and failure. Guidelines for such items often has resulted in systems that are
factors as maximum torque settings, nini- appreciably inferior to the best obtainable
mum visibility iequirements, and other with regard to reliability, effectiveness, or
physiological properties have been compiled compactness, and in the perpetration of
in reference handbooks4 ,s . obsolete items.
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As a general rule, the standard item always the time, and the possibilities of substituting
must be given first preference and must be materials such as plastics for metals-in gear
considered carefully. design (i.e., molded gears) warrants con-

tinuing review. It must be borne in :mind,
13,2.4.2 Manuiacturing Tolerances however, that requirements of ruggedness in

timer parts to -resist setback and acceleration
All timer parts mus -be properly toleranced forces will be difficult to -meet with plastics

following good design practice. Every length, unless through good design these forces are
diameter, angle, and location dimension must resisted in a manner such that the gearing is
be given and defined in-tolerances as broad as not affected adversely. Savings also can be
the performance of the part can tolerate to affected by purchasing- matel!als in large
periit the most economical manufacturing quantities.
procedure. Particularly inhigh-volume parts,
costs rise rapidly as tolerances are made 13-2.4.5 Corrosion Preventive Finishestighter. All fits must be stipulated. These fits
should be chosen with primary concern for The use of coirosion preventive finishes is
function and--accuracy. Tolerance stackups very important, particularly, for timer assem-
indicate whether parts can be assembled blies that are stored for future-use. If these
-properly and whether -an assembly will assemblies are stored for any period-of-time,

A operate as expected. Expected user environ- the possibility -of rust or corrosion build-up
ments, temperature extremes, and their can inhibit free -running of the timer so that
effects upon critical interference -and clear- additional work is required to make them
ance fits must be considered. I is imperative ready for use. This increased time and-monny
in the development of mechanical timers that is prohibitive, and can be avoided by adequate
toleranct stackup determinations be-complete finish specifications.
before manufacture of hardware is begun.

Closely associated with corrosion pieven-
Tolerancing -affects the interchangeability tion is the subject of lubrication. This is

of -parts. Complete interchangeability is discussed in par. 14-2.5.
desirable whenever feasible. However, in
complex mechanisms, such- as timers; where 13-2.4.6 Ease of Maintenance
components are small and tolerances are
critical, complete interchangeability is -often If the timer assemblies are so designed that
impractical. Selective assembly may be used they can easily- be: maintained, a great-savingto conform to the tolerance specifications. will result (see par. 13-2.2).

13-2.4.3 Mass Production 13-2.4.7 Simplicity

Design for mass pioduction using modern Simplicity means nonintricate design, few $
machines, tools, jigs, and fixtures has definite component parts, and a minimum need for
advantages ii, cost reduction. This, in precisiun assembly and adjustment. Overall
combination with streamlined methods, have cost is-a function of simplicity-and, of course,
proven to be ;.he great est- factor in -making it of the materials used. t
possible to produce large quantities of parts at
substantial savings (see par. 14-2). 13-2.4.8 Ruggedness vs Accuracy

13-2.4.4 Material Substitution There, are a number of -accurate timing
movements that are manufactured by various

New material technology is increasing all clock and watch manufacturers. However, to
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adapt these to the stringent environmental in the gun tube) affect the clock mechanismconditions that military timers requiremeans by causing a "stamp~ing" action in the region
that various components have to be strength- near the bearings; this may introduce added
ened, toleran(.es have to be reduced for cost friction in the clock mechanism. To overcome
savings, etc. These decisions require a series of this, some clockwork manufacturers subject
design trade-offs that must be made by the new mechanisms to very high accelerations to
designer so that the timer will perform a, the "prestamp" the mechanism beforehand. Since
required accuracy. Only through thorough clockworks- used in fuzes are not started until
analysis and testing can these problems be the linear acceleration is reduced consider-
resolved, ably, the effect of high g forces on the

escapement and mainspring need not be
13-3 SYSTEMS FOR HIGH ACCELERA- considered, assuming of course that the

TION setback did not cause any permanent
deformation in either the- mainspring or

A timer used in an artillery projectile escapement spring.
experiences high forces due to projectile
ac,cleration. Maximum acceleration- occurs 13-3.2 FORWARD AND SIDEWAYS AC-
while the projectile is -still in the gun tube. CELERATION
Setback acceleration can be large, up to
50,000 g, and rotation in spin-stabilized Setforward-a negative setback-is an accel-
rounds reaches 100,000 rpm. Spin introduces oration in the-direction of projectile travel6 .
centrifugal, Coriolis, and precessional forces. ;7 occurs when projectiles are ramm2d into an
In ad6ition to setback, the projectile also is automatic weapon and after firing. Present
subjected to linear accelerations in -forward time fuzes will withstand about 1000 g
and sideways directions. setforwzrd.

A typical time fuze designed to operate A sideways acceleration occurs when, ipon
under setback and spin forces is the Artillery -firing, the projectile aligns itself with the gun
Fuze M564 (Fig. 12-9). Mo:tar Fuze M525 tube. For example, the 175zmm field gun and
(Fig. 1210) is subjected-prirarily to setback the 120 mm tank gun have such high lateral
frces. 'forces that fuze coves have broken off6 .

These forces have not been mcasured:13-3.1 SETBACK howewr, the damage was simulated in drop
tests by accelerations of 10,000 g.

" The force of setback-F is expressedaS6
F a. lb (13-1) 13-3.2 CENTRIFUGAL FORCE

The centrifugal force vector Fc is directed
where on a radial ,ne orthogonal to the spin axis6
I, =weight of tihe part, lb FP =(-.) r2o9,lb (132)

g = acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec 2  where

a = linear acceleration of the projectile, r radial distance from the spin axP- to
ft/sec2  the center of gravity of the part, ftI The high setback accelerations (occurring co angular velocity, rad/sec
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Since F. and F are forces n-ppliea at the where
center of gravity of thez pait that experiences
both types of-accelerationand since they act IP moment of inertia of the part,
at 90 deg to each-other, the maximum force s lug-in.2
F11 occurs when the quantity (Fs2 +
Fr.2P, ^-is a maximum. angular acceleration, rad/sec 2

13-3.4 CORIOLIS-FORCE Torque also may be produced from
centrifugal effects when the pivot point of the

If a part withi thA3 timer has a radial part does not coincide with its center of
component of velocity as the unit spins, it gravity. Under this condition both a force and
experiences a Coriolis force. The condition is a leverarm are present.
illustrated in Fig. 13-16, where a part within a
radial slot is allowed-to move outward as the 13-3.6 PRECESSIOA.. FORCE
body is subjected to a const ant angular
velocity. The Coriolis force PFO is determined If a part experiences a torque about any
by 6  axis other than its spin axis, it will precess,

P[p\ i.e., it will turn about still another axs. It can-
Fo = 2 vV-) (13-3) be shown (from the equation foverning

9 rotating bodies) that the part will oarn about
where an axis perpendicular to both th-. spin axis of

the projectile and the torque direction. The.
v = radial component of velocity of the precessional angular velocity S2 is expressed as

part, -ft/sec G
z = -, rad/sec (13-5)

13-3.5 TORQULE

Torque, the product- of a force times its 13-3.7 EFFECT OF SPIN ON TIMERS
lever arm, occurs within the projectile. If the
projectile is increasing or decreasing its spin In general, spin will affect a spring-ma~s
rate (i.e., an angular acceleration is present), a clock mechanism so that the timer wi' run
torque G will be p:oduced -on every internal fast. Centrifugal forces acting on the ends of
part such that 6  the escapement spring tend to stiffen the

spring, thus resulting in a higher escape-
G I b-in. (13-4) mc t-lever frequency as spin speed increases.

V Fcc = Coriolis Force

v c = Velocity
F) c o = Spin Velocity

Figure 13-i. Coriolis Force
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Effects of spin on two ",ypies of cylinder much lower forces from acceleration, being
escapement are discused in Ref. 7. exposed to about 10,000 g as an upper limit.

Setback forces may be calculated from Eq.
* In a study at Frankford Arsenal, the 13-1. The magnitude of the acceleration is

clockwork movements of 56 mechanical time often relatively low, and its duration is much
fuzes (T316) were spun at various rates on a longer than that for high -acceleration systems.
production type regulation machine and their For some rockets, the duration may be as
rate variation was noted8 . The movement long as 2 to 4 sec. Arming and functioning of
center was concentric with the center of the fuze system by ballistic forces must,
rotation. Thirty fuzes were initially regulated therefore, be dependent on this different
dynamically to 77.52 Hz (the natural acceleration-time profile (low acceleration-
frequency of this movement) at 6000 rpm. long tinme).
The remaining-group of 26 was regulated to
77.52 Hz at 12,000 rpm. A second important characteristic Of themunitions in this lo v -acceleraion category is !

Operation of the movement at spin speeds that the munitions usuafly are fin-stabilized;
other than their regulation speed caused thus spin forces are negligible.
deviations in timing accuracy. High spin
speeds caused the movements to run on the Bomb fuzes are - special class -in this
fast side whereas low spin speeds resulted in category. Being dropped from aircraft, bombs
slow running times. A movement of the type do not experience setback forces. Like the
tested regulated at 12,000 rpm and set for 20 other munitions in this category, bombs
sec would have the following errors in running usually have negligible spin.
time:

134.2 TIMERS FOR GUIDED MISSILE
(1) Fired from a 155 mm howitzer in Zone FUZES

7 (11,700 rpm), the movement would run
approximately 0.025 sec slow. Consider the following typical requirement

for a guided nOssile fuze:
(2) Fired from a 90 mm gun (17,000 rpm),

the movement would have a timing error of (I) It shall arm when under an acceleration
approximately 0.500 sec fast, of 11 g, or higher if this acceleration

continues for a minimum of 5 sec.
(3) Fired from the 155 mm howitzer in

Zone 1 (5400 rpm), regulated at 6,000 rpm (2) It shall not arm when under an
and set for 20 ,ec, the movement would acceleration iess than 7 g for a perod of I sec
produce an error of approximately 0.0242 sec or more.
slow.

A schematic drawing of a possible arming
13-4 SYSTEMS FOR LOW ACCELERA- mechanism is shown in Fig. 12-7. The slider

TION can move to the left after overcoming the
force of the return spring. After the slider has

13-4.1 MUNITION CLASSES moved a certain distance, the detonator will
be aligned with the booster and the latch will

In this category we are dealing with such drop to prevent return of Ihe slider. The
military items as rockets, guided missiles, mechanism is then "armed". 11 the latch is
grenades, and some mortar projectiles. The not permitted to drop in ba(.k of the slider,
components of these munitions experience the slider will return to its initial starting

1.3-9
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position when the acceleration is removed. Grenade Launcher. It functions by impact or
This would be the case when an accleration graze action. See Ref. 6 for a -description of
of 7 g or less is applied. Note the presenwe of its action. The timer per, i ts arming times of
the clockwork gear which restricts the slider 66 to 132 msec, corresponding-to 60 to 120
movement. It has been found that the _t in range of the temperature extremes.
clockwork can provide the time-dependent
restraint on the slider to satisfy the given 13-4.4.2 Rifle and Hand Grenades
condition (1).

The cunent standard service rifle is not
Clockwork devices, in addition to being designed to accommodate a rifle grenade.

used for arming, can be used for self-destruct However, if a rifle grenade is desired, the
mechanisms. Self-destruction- devices are required timer would be designed like any
added to rockets and guided missiles to other low-acceleration system. Rifle grenades
prevent armed ammunition from causing are not spun but subjected to setback
damage if they impact on friendly territory accelerations of 500 to 1000 g. This setback
and to prevent capture by the enemy. force in combination with an escapement
Mechanical time devices may be used to timer can serve- for arming safety. The setback
detonate the -bursting charge if the target is forces may be-calculated from Eq. 13-1.
missed-i.e., a firing stimulus is not received-
and a certain delay time has been-exceeded. Hand grenades-commonly use a pyrotech-

nic delay element, see par. 21-2.
The guided missile Sating and Arming

Device. GM, M30AI is shown in-Fig. 12-8. 13-5 STATIONARY AND LONG-DELAY
TiMERS

134.3 TIMERS FOR BOMB FUZES
Stationary timers perform in essentially

A bomb fuze, like other fuzes,-must arm at fixed locations; hence, they need not
an appropriate-time after releaseand function withstand acceleration or spin forces. Very
at or near the target. Time fuzes are used often, the delay-desired of stationary timers is
when an air burst is desired. Timing devices long (minutes to hours) compared with that
for both arming and functioning are used in of other military timing systerms. Most
some of the newer bonmL fuzes. stationary timers are used for demolition

purposes. They oc;asionally may be used for
Fig. 13-26 illustrates Ftuze, Bomb Nose, mines although most mines are triggered by

M198 that contains a timer for both arming foot or vehicle impact. if the timer output is a
and firing processes. See Ref. 6 for a switch closing or if the timer is located
description of its action. remotely from -the explosive charge, the timer

way be used for repeated operatiois.
134.4 TIMERS FOR GRENADE FUZES

There is an occasional need for long-delay
13-4.4.1 Launched Grenades timers that can be delivered by a projectile.

Naturally, these timers must withstand the
Grenade launchers, designed to propel acu.leraion and spin forces imparted by the

grenades farther than they can be thrown by particular ammunition, and the setback forces
hand, have a range of about 400 m. Since upon impact with the ground.
they impart spin to the grcnade, both spin
and setback forces can be used for arming. 13-5.1 DEMOLITION FIRING DEVICE,

XM70
Fuze, PD, M551 (Fig. 13-36) is used forgrenades launched fiom the 40 mm XM79 The XM70 (Fig. 1349) is a mechanical
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END VIEW

Figure 13-2. Fuze, Bomb" Nose, M 198

timer. It releases a spring-loaded firing pin The power source for the XM70 is a
after any desired time interval between 5 min constant-torque spring motor (negator). The
and 24 hr. While the timer does not contain spring also provides two other functions. To
explosives, it permits access to its firing pin set the unit, the spring must be transferred
through a tapped hole in the case (not from the storage spool to the output spool.
shown). This hole fits a standard coupling for Thus, the amount of spring transferred is anattachment of prima.ord, RDX, or other indication of the time interval desired,

demolition charge. If desired, the firing pin obviating a separate setting indicator. The
motion can be used to operate a switch in an constant-torque spring is printed with gradua-
electric circuit. tions that represent 5-main intervals when the
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Figure 13--. Fuze, Grenade,-M5.51

s~rngisperitedto return to !he storage teaMing -mechanism. In serting the XA47O,
Spool at the controlled rate. These gi-adua- the spring is wound onto- the output spool
tions are visible through a window in the case, covering the notch. The notch is notThe other function Performed by tie spring is uncovered again until the end of the elapsed

to seveas sfey atch. A notch in the time at_ which time the spring..loaded Yelease,
Output spool of the spring servcs as the releasewildoadpeitirnpnmto.-Point for the firing pin. In the unarmed wildo-npemtfigpnmto.
condition the release is -held off the spool byTh clkwk ofteX7 isa

~TIE
SCALE

rfmc
S'n

Figure 13-4. Demolition Firing Device, XW17
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Figure 13-5. Clockwork for Demolition Firing Device, XM70

inexpensive, self-starting detached-lever es- to switch three circuits at any time that is set
capement (Fig. 13-5 ). The assembly includes from 5 to 30 min, in inteivals of 5 min each.
-in addition to those linkages required fr With a luminous dial, it can be set either in
arming, di&arming, and recocking-linkages daylight rr darkness. It is sealed in an
that prevent the unit from being reset to a olive-drab cylindrical case. A small threaded
different time until it is disarmed. These electric connector extends downward from
interlocks insure user safety. the lower end of the case while the knob for

winding and setting the timer extends upward
13-5.2 INTERVAL TIMER, XM4 from the top of the flange. After the case is

sealed, the XM4 is completely waterproof.
The XM4 is a 30-min delay timer designed The timer is shown in Fig. 13-610 and the
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S Tin the Army lunar-probe missile. The chassis
.... cf the timer is made up of four plates, and is

enclosed in a cylindrical cover measuring 2.75
in. in diameter by 2.06 in. in length. A T787
bomb-fuze clockwork is mounted on the third
plate. The mainspring panel is mounted on
top of the clock. Since the T787 clockwork
oniy provides a 78-hr running time, the
requirement for a 180-hr timer was met by
use of the mainspring from the T908 Bomb

IPUZe.

Three sepaate electronic switches are
controlled by the programmer which is made
up of two concentrically mounted commuta-
tors. The programmer is suspended between

- the top and second plates. A dimple motor is
'Will mounted in a housing on the third plate. The.;J 10 0PI,*;1 V '

P&Ar S 4VIV motor actuates a switch that closes the first
circuit and gives a starting kick to the clock

Figure 13.6. Interval Tmer, XM4 mechanism.

Suspended under the third plate is a
clockwork in Fig. 13-71o. The c~c kwork is a -estarti.g clock % ith a free-running verge
modified, standard, 15-jewel watch move- escapemeni. It runs during the acreleratici
rent. A smal' torque, supplied by the-timing period of the first stage of the rocket and

mainspring, is transmitted through the main gives the main clock a restarting kick if it has
timing shaft to a release mechanism that been stopped by the a.celeration forces. The
controls a switch driv, system. The switch restarting clock is released under an accelera-
drive s~stem is powered by a separate tion of 40 g by the motion of a g-weight that
mainaspring that ives the larger torque needed travels on two shafts fixed between the
to turn the drum of switch. Both clockwork second and bottom plates.
and switch are powered by Dynavar main-
springs that are wound when the timer is set. 13-6 ltiWIn aT ,-m ITE-iIWda
This makes the XM4 a self-contained -unit
requiring no external power source. 13-6.1 GENERAL

The XM4 passed all required tests and, Durng the design and development of a
performs with a standard deviation in timing timer system, each component is subjected to
error of less than ± I 't at all delay settings. Its a number of tests to determine if it performs
principal characteristics are shown in Table in the manner for which it was designed.
13-21o. Wkfhen the prototype. is built, it i subjected to

performance and proof tests to determine if
13-5.3 180-HR AIRBORNE TIMER the prototype satisfies its requirements. Since

some of these tests damage the item and,
As an example of a long-delay timer since the available number of items is limited,

consider the 180-hr airborne timer showt in it is desirable to use special tests and
Fig. i 3-8 1 . This timer was developed for use necessary to apply special methods of data

13-14
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i IW.N4 P, E - tl

Figure 13-7. Clockwork of XM4 Timer

analysis. There is a definite trend toward-test (3) Development tests are specified -by the
standardization. The-pertinent standard tests designer; acceptance tests are specified by 2
are indicate d in the paragraphs-that follow. Service Board.

13-6.2 PERFORMANCE TE'TS Timers are tested to determine -timing
accuracy by comiparing performance with a

The components of a timer as well as the timing instrument- that is-accurate eniough to
complete timer assemffbly must undergo tests assure compliance with the accuracy require-
to establish that the unit functions properly ments in the specification.
and does its intended job. Development tests

i,.[are performed to evaluate the designer's latest If the timer is to be used in a spin-stabilized
effort; acceptance tests are performed to projectile, the effects of spin upon the timing
evaluate the final design and often are callW rate must be investigated to determine the

i approval tests or evaluation tests. Develop- extent of the error. In this test, timers are
ment tests-seek an answer, while acceptance mounted in a production-type regulation

; tests confirm it. The tests differ in three machine that simulates the spin of the
respects: projectile. Movements first are regulated
, t dynamically at prede~ermined frequencies and

(1) Development tests are applied to speeds. Then the movements are spun at
individual components; acceptance tests are various speeds, and timing deviations are
applied to the entire timer orgy. recorded.

(2) Development tests are severe and run An important characteristle of many timers
u until failure; acceptance tests op at a is the ability to start or restart by themselves.
predetermined acceptance level. This feature is tested by subjecting the timer
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TABLE 13-2 subjected first to one test,-then to another.-In
this way, cumulative effects, but not synergis-

CHARACTERISTICS OF XM4 TIMER tic effects, may-be evaluated. It also must be
remembered that a timer never encounters-aTyperal ntr timer simple isolated environment-during its serviceMaterials ..

Case aluminum life. Temperature, humidity,-and prs"ure-are
Setting system, aluminum- steei, stainless always present in the atmosphere, b-d e' ,

steel alters and is altered by the others; it is almost
Clockwork aluminum, steel, stainless certain the timers will experience rough

steel, 12% nickel silver, handling. The JANAF Fuze Committee has
Dynavar, goid-plated suggested a-series of rests which evaluates the
brass, drill rod, red fuze design under conditiors -closely simulat-
ruby, commercial ing combinations of environments as they
watch parts actually are encountered1 2

Switch drive steel, Dynavar
Switch aluminum, rhodium.plhted Timers for fuzes are required- to meet a

beryllium-copper, glass- number of envronmental and performance
filled dialtyl-phthalate
plastic, solid-gold con- tests, described- in MIL-STIh33 11. Tests are-
tacts, Ie~d either destructive (see par. 13-6.4.1) or

Diameter of case 1.5 in. nondestructive (see par. 13-6.4.2).
Diameter of flange 2.2 in.
Length below flange 2.1 in. 13-6.4 SAFETY TESTS
Weight 161 g
Time range 5-30 min Safety tests are designed to-investigate the
Time-intervdls 5 min requirement; for safe handling. There are two
Temperature limits -55e and 75"C types:

(1) Destructive tests where operabilityto accelerations or other forces and noting the (Ie t esti tequ rebz~fter the test is-not required.
starting performan6_ of the tbmer.

(2) Nondestructive tests where operability-\ 13-6.3 TEST PROGRAMMING i eurd~is required.

It is impurtant to plan a test schedule
ahead of time. Planning will avoid wasting 13-6.4.1 Dastructive Tmts
units in overresting, and will permit sequential
and-combined testing when desired. A typical In destructive testl, the timer assembly
test-plan that covers safety and surve ill ance, is usually is installed in its end item such as a
shown in Table 13-3". For a given timer fze. Forty-foot drop, jolt, and jumble tests
design, some of these tests may be ornitted are designed to test the ruggedness of the
while other more appropriate ones .may be fuze'. It is advisable also to r.onduct these
added-i.e., tests should be consistent with tests at extreme-tempercture (-50W to 125 0 F)
the -intended use of the thier. It is important in order to find out whether the materials or
to use enough sampies, so that valid components are vulnerable at these tempera-
conclusions may be-drawn, i.e., establish an tures.
acceptable confidence level.

Safing and arming devices for projectile
The order of testing should be considered fuzes must pass muzzle impact and impact

carefully. It often is desired to perform safe d~stanc/ tests; for bomb fuzes they must
sequential tests where the same timer is withstand a number of jettison and accidental
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To check the effect of accelexation upon economy requires that a small sample be
the timing movement, units are placed in a tested, confidence in high reliability cannot
centrifuge, air gun, or shock machine and be assured. However, statistical principles
subjected to simulated accelerations of the make it possible to attribute a certain degree
prescribed magnitude6 . of confidence to the results ortained with a

given sample size. The designer must deter-
13-6.5 ANALYSIS OF DATA- mine what compromise between accuracy and

economy should be- adapted to his particular
It is important that the timer system case.

designer use statistical procedures to make
certain that his conclusiohs are valid. The concepts of random sampling, frequen-

cy distributions, measures of reliability,
Tuners are manufactured in huge lots and statistical significance, -and practical signifi-

only a few are chosen to be tested from the cance should all be understood by the
lots.. These are selected carefully "at ran- designer so that he can at least recogi~ze the
dom" so that the sample will represent the lot need for a professional statistician when it
faithfully. Costs of procuring timers and arises. The subject of military application of
rumning tests will Jhnit the sample size. Since statistics is covered in other handbooks'4-S ro
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-* CHAPTER 14

'PRODUCTION I ECHNIQUES

14-1 DESIGNING FOR PRODUCTION There are three types- of production:
(1) unit production, (2) series production,

A knowledge of production tools, ma- and (3) mass production, namely:
chines, and processes is imperative in working
toward thc goals of impr.wed production (1) Unit Production is the prodtction of
methods and lower manufacturing costs. single products or of small batches of
Manufacturing processes are the primary- products with large time interals -between
processes used in the fabrication of engijaero succersove runs. Since parts of various
ing-materials, and must be kept in mind Wheh dimensions and diverse configurations may be
considering alternative production procedures required, universal equipment and general-a d attempts to optimize the production purpose tools are used. Becaue of the
process. diversity of the operations, personneI engaged

in unit production must have high qualifica-
In genera), the quantities involved in the tions. As one might expect, costs may-be high

manufacture of timer components for mili- and production slow but unit production is
tary use are large, and-hence the philosophy optimum for small quantities.
of -production is based primarily on the mass-
production process. Ie designing for mass (2) Series Production is the manufacture
production, the designer should be aware of of several products in small batchcs. One or
how mass production techniques are applied several operations are carried out at each
and the manufacturing methods that are workplace, and- either the entire batch or a
avaiiable in modern machine shops. In smaller group -of parts moves together from
addition, production of these large quantities operation to operation.
must be carefully documented and controlled
to-assure quality production. (3) Mass Production is the steady produc-

tion of uniform products. The element s of
work are of specialized character, and wide

14-1.1 THE PRODUCTION PROCESS use is made of automatic and mechanized
tools and devices. For details, see par. 14-2.

The -totality of operations that transform
raw materials and blanks that enter the plant 14-1.2 IMPORTANT FACTORS IN- PRO-
into- finished products is known as the DUCTION
production process. Accuracy as well as reliabihty are of utmost

The selection of a process for a given importance in the production of mechanical
operation is influenced by several factors, timers for military use. Making the parts
including the product quality desired, the cost rugged helps to meet both of these require-
of labor needed, the number of units to be ments. Processing accuracy is undertood to
produced, and the materials of construction. refer to the degree to which the finished parts
When an item can be -produced by one of correspond to the form and dimensions
several methods, there is often one best specified in the drawings. Variations in the
method for a givcn set of requirements'. dimensions of parts produced can result from

14-I
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many factors that influence the manufactur- reliable product but also for efficient and
ing process. A few of these are tool wear, economic production. The problem is to
inaccuracy in the machine or cutting tools, establish-for each component of a mechani-
nonuniformity of the material being pro- cal timer-the optimum combination of
cessed, and deformations in-the machine tool materials and processes to meet the finctiona
or part during processing. requirements of shape, strength, and resis-tance to chemical and phsa haars

Other considerations are: (i) timer coapn-
During the developnieni of a timer for nents must be chemically compatible over the

military use, successful- testing of prototypes militar temperature range with other metals,
is necessary before production of the tinier. p!aetics, lubricants, explosives, or other
This ,nay require several- stages of develop- materials with which they may be exposed,
ment, leading to full-scale field tests. At the particularly in storage3 ; and-(2) the produc-
other extreme, there -may be a product tion procqss must not adversely affect ease of
improvement and limited- testing because the maintenance (see par. l3-2.2)-
item may be based on a previously successful
timer desi.n. The design engineer should - The choice of the manufactiL.. process is
collaborate with the production engineer influenced by the material chosen, the
while--the timer is still in-the design phase to quantity of parts involved, and the compati-
insure that the timer can- be -mass produced bility of the parts with the process. Each
with-readily available materials. component is considred as an individual

design, with alternate methods of manufac-
14-2 DESIGNING FOR MASS PRODUC- ture being assessed on the basis of the

TION processes and materials involved to obtain an
effective assembly. Decisions such as the use

14-2.1 THE MASS PRODUCTION PROCESS of punch and -shave techniques rather than
milling is an example of this weighing of

Mass production has as -its aim the steady alternatives with -respect to economy. Mate-
production of urliform products. Each work- rials and processes also must be considered
place is assigned a specific operation, and the together because of the possible effect upon
elements of work have a nairowly specialized each other,
character. In mass production, wide use is
made of specialized and automatic machinery, One method that can aid in the choice
specti cutting tools, measuring instruments, among different solutions is value engineering

! and a variety of automatic and mechanized analysis. In this method, ways of achieving
instrume,,ts and devices. The product design, the objectives are defined and cost or resource
technological process study, and equipment consequences are estimated for each way.design should be complete and thorough Basicaily, a choice must be made between

because of the large investments required in maximizing product capability for a given
the preparation for mass prodtiction. Details cost or minimizing the cost for acleving a
of production are well documented in the given objective4 .
literature2 .

The materials, the processes for forming 14-2.2 COOPERATION WITH THE PRO-
and protecting them, and the skilled hands to DUCTION ENOINEER
use them are available but it is up to the
production engineer to integrate these into The designer must have a workiig knowl-
the optimum combination, not only for a edge of the aspecvs of production but need

14-2
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not be an expert in detailed production (8) Meet the following requirements for
techniques. The designer should consult with workmanship:
the production engier This should be done
at the stage when the mechanical principles (a) Mets. 1e, fiects. All components shall be
have been established and coordinated to free from cracks, splits, cold shuts, inclusions,
meet the soecifications but before the design porosity, or any similar defect.
is wnsolidated -to the point -where all details
arc frczen. The production engineer's knowl- (b) Threads. All threads shall be- full and
edge of the various processes for forming and undamaged for the length required by the
fabrication is invaluable to the designer, and applicable drawing.
his-suggestions -often-can improve the design
or its cost-effectiveness. (c) Burrs. No parts shall have a- burr thatcmigle, interfere with the assembly or function
14-23 REQUIREMENTS -FOR MECHANI- of ipe item or that might be injurious toI CAL TIMERS persoinel handling the item.

The materials, parts, and assemblies used in (d) IForeign Matter. No part or assembly
timers must comply with the requirements shal -contain dirt, chips, grease, rust, corro-
stated in the applicable drawings, referenced sion- or other foreign matter.
standards, and specifications. Those for Fuze,
rMTSQ, M564E3 (see Fig. 12-9) are typical of When the assembly to be manufactured
the requirements for inechanicai time fuzes contains explosive components, proper safety
and therefore can sere as an example. (For precautions must be taken, see par. 19-2.
further details on the data package, see par.
14-4.) The M564E3 is tequired to 14-2.4 METALS FCR MECHANICAL

TIMERS
(1) Be made as shown on assembly

drawing Fl0 543 194 Part uniformity, tool wear, and manufac-
turing economy are all affe.-ted by the

(2). Meet all conditions stated in its material being used in.mass peoduction. It is
specification, MIL-F-60802 (MU) therefore important that all materials, particu-

larly metals, be uniform in composition. The
(3) Pass the specified fuze, fuze compo- mechanical properties of metal,, used in the

nent, environmental, and performan(ce teatsof production of timer componeras .ust sasy- -
MIL,-TD-391 the applicable snecificationF. It is expedient

for the design, .c use qualified materials
(4) Be manufactured within the quality when at all possible.

assurance provisions of MIL-STD-109, with
critical, major, and minor defects as defined All metals should be either corrosion-resis-

tant or protected against corrosion by
(5) Have surfaces with roughness values appropriate application of coatings'. Corro-

according to MIL-STD-639 sion due to galvanic action resulting from
dissimilar metals also must be considered.

(6) Be aczorpanied by a data card General properties and characteristics of theaccording to MIL-STD-I 167 metals used for components of mechanical
timers are covered in the following Military

(7) Be packaged as specified Handbooks:

r
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TABLE 14.1

COMMON TIMER LUBRICAITS

Type MI L. Spec. Composition Comments

Oil MIL-L-39181 Specified synthetic Low t.emrperature
ester mixture and (-400 Fj non-
additives spreading lubricat-

ing oil
Oil MIL-L-1 17348 Specified mixture of Standard ruze oil;

C9-C10 dibasic acid used in many mechani-
esters and additives cal time fuzes over

military temp. range
Solid MIL-L-893) 9  MoS2, graphite. etc. Bonded solid.film
film in resin binder lubricant; resin cures

at 3000 F for 1 hr
Solid - Same as above Same as above except
film resin cures at 400F
Solid M IL.M.786610  Powdered MoS 2  Unbonded; applied by
film min. purity 98.6% tumbling or burnishing
Solid - TFE Teiomer Introduced recently
fdrn

(1) MIL-HPBK-723(MR), Steel and these jobs under two types of condition:
Wrought Iron Products (1) those which are inherent in the compo-

nent element itself - such as load, speed,
(2) MIL-IIDBK-693(MR), Magnesium and geometry, and frictional heat; and (2) those

Mfagnesium Alloys which are imposed from external sources -
such as temperature and composition of the

(3) MIL-HDBK-694A(MR), Aluminum and surrounding atmosphere, nuclear radiation,
Aluminum Alloys inactive storage, vibration, and mechanical

shock. The imposed conditions are usually the
(4) MIL-HDBK-697(MR), Tiianiurn and more restrictive ones for lubricant selection 6 ;

Titanium Alloy.; low temperature is particularly significant.

(5) MIL-HDBK-698(MR), Copper and Lubrication itself as well as the selection of
Copper Alloys. the pr-oper lubricant is critical because it

affects timer reliability. For example, im-
For example, the metals used in the timing proper lubrication will prevent parts from

movement of th.e M5G4E3 Fuze are alumi- moving as intended. A proven lubricant
num, stainless steel, and brass, in addition to should be selected and employed at the time
an alloy steel mainspring, of material and part design.

A wide variety of lubricants with proven
14-2.5 LUBRICATION military properties are available. The most

commonly used lubricants for escapements,
A lubricant is expected to perform the jobs gears, bearings, ;nd linkages are listed in Table

of mi, nimizing friction, wear, and galling 14-16. Modem tinier lub.-ication trends may
2 between sliding or rolling parts. It must do be summarized ,s follows:

14-4
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(1) Timer components have been success- epicyloid tooth shapes are used, the &iiection
fully lubricated with various oils and dry depending on the factors discussed in par.
so~lds, 16-3.5. The Wickenberg gear tooth design

allows greater radial tolerances because of the
(2) Of the oils, the most commonly used is larger root depth. A minimum of six teeth is

the standard fuze oil (MIL-L-1 1734). This is used on small pirions in current practice 3 .
as expected since the oil has been standard-
ized for over twenty years. 14-3.3 HAIRSPRING

(3) Solid film lubricants now predominate The hairspring is manufactured by repeat-
over the oils because they have better storage edly drawing wire, flattening it, cutting it to
characteristics. blanks of the required length, coiling the

blanks in a barrel to give them the shape of
(4) The TFE telomer solid lubricant, an Archimedean spiral, followed by heat

* introduced only a few years ago, appears to treatmient of the zoiled springs in order to
have proven itself as an effective and versatile stabilize their shape (form fixing), and lastly
lubricant for timers, separation of the stabilized hairsprings 2 .

Special machines used for these operations are
14-3 MANUFACTURING METHODS FOR a drawing machine, a rolling mill, a coiling

TIMER COMPONENTS machine, and heat treatment furnaces.

14-3.1 ESCAPEMENT In military timers that use the tuned
two-center escapement (see par. 16-4.2), the

The escapement consL.ts of a number of coiled hairspring is replaced by a straight
small parts (see Fig. 13-5) that are produced metal bar that acts as a flexing beam.
by conventional production techniques2' , " . Manufacturing method is similar except for
In manufacturing the escape wheel the coiling.
following operations may be used: blanking,
tooth milling, punching and shaving, harden- 14-3.4 OTHER PARTS
ing and tempeing, face grinding and polish-
ing. Similar operations, used for pallets and The balance wheel is made by blanking and
levers, 3re blanking and shaving, milling, shaving followed by stress relief using heat
piercing, deburring, grinding, and polishing. treatment furnaces.

The escape wheel must satisfy the follow- Pins and -hafts usually are 'made on
ing requirements' 2 : automatic screw machines. The plates to

complete the assembly are drilled on an
(1) Surface finish of at least 63 rms oa the automatic jig-borer or the holes can be

working surfaces of the tooth punched, depending upon the accuracy of
dimensions required between holes.

(2) Accurate geometrical tooth form
14-3.5 TOLERANCES

(3) Minimum run-out with respect to
outside diameter. Most militazy componerts are toleranced

to permit complete interchangeability of parts
14-3.2 GEARS 'over the entire temperature range. However,

in timers, where components are small and
Production methods for the gears used in tolerances critical, complete Interchangeabil-

the gear train include milling, hobbing, ity is not practical. Hence, selective assembly
piercing, and blanking. Both involute and methods are used (see par. 13-2.4.2).

14-5
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TABLE 14-2

SUPPORTING DATA PACKAGE

-Military Spocifications
MIL-1-45208- Inspection System Requirements including Appendix A,

Supplemental General Quality Assurance Prov;sions
MIL-HDBK-204 Inspection Equipment Design

Purchase Descriptions
TL-PD718 Purchase Description for Manufacturing Process Report
TL-PD-37 Purchase Description for Drawing Package
TL-PD-124 Purchase Description for Evincive Data Reports
TL-PD-125 Purchase Description for Preparation of Item

Purchase Description
TL-PD-328 Purchase Description for Inspection Equipment Lists

Cither Documents
AR 380-32 Security Classification Guide for Proximity Fuzes and

Components
AR 380-130 Armed Forces Industrial Security Regulations
AR 754-10 Conservation of Materials
HDLR 380-10 Thermal Batteries, Security Ciassification and Controls

14-4 REQUIREMENTS FOR TECHNICAL requ;re special instructions beyond common
DOCUMENTATION manufacturing techniques. A typical data

package may contain the following docu-
Production requires complete documenta- ments:

tion. The required documents should be
comprehensive and carefully written, and '1) Specification or purchase description
then assembled into a technical data package.
A technical data package should comprise the (2) Drawings and parts lists
documentation needed to ensure (1) that
military items are capable of reliably perform- (3) Manufacturi-g process report
ing the functions for which they were
designed, and that (2) they can be produced (4) Test equipment manuals and drawings
proinptly and economically by commercial
contractors' 3. (5) Gage drawings and inspection equip-

ment list
The content of the technical data package

varies depending on the nature of the item (6) Instructions for preparing a data
being manufactured. A purchase description repoit.

f or specification always is included as are
drawings of the item to be constyucted. The Other documtnts sometimes used include
only eyception to the requirements for a security requ'irements check list, and depot
drawing is for items that do not commonly maintenance work requirements. A typical
require one, such as a can of lubricant. A supporting data package used by US Army
manufacturing procesr report is included for Harry Diamond Laboratories is shown in
the production of :tems that are unique or Table 14-21 3
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CHAPTER 15

PACKING, STORING, AND SHIPPING PROCEDURES

15.1 PACKING production. The L..le of the packaging
engineer and his relation to the design

15-1.1 PURPOSE engineer are shown in Fig. 15-!1i

The basic purpose -of military packaging is 15-1.4 METHODS
to-insure that items are fit to perform their
intended functions when the time comet, for From the military standpoint, good pack-
their use. Packaging will protect the item after ing methods are those that protect the item
production, during stomuge, during transport, through all phases and environments, with a
and until delivery to its ultimate user. During minimum cost. Some questions to be
the tran-liortation phase, which includes both answered as a guide to the packing problem
handling and carriage, the Department of are:
Transportation (DoT) regulations must be
strictly observed. Since items must be stored (1) Does the method afford the required
for long periods in protected or unprotected protection?
storage areas, they must be protected .gainst
physical damage and deterioration; means also (2) Does the method result in the lowest
may be required to conduct periodic inspec- cost consistent with required protection?
tions of the stored material.

(3) Does the method use noncritical
15-1.2 OBJECTIVES materials?

The objective of miitar/ packaging in- (4) Are materials readily available?
dude: (1) uniform, efficient, and e,-onon:ral
packaging; (2) similar items packaged and (5) Does the method require special
marked in a similar way; and (3) packaging facilities and equipment?
reauirements and materials kept to a mini-
inum. (6) Does the method permit minimum

depreservation effort at time of use?
q15-1.3 PACKAGING ENGINEER

(7) Does the method result in the least
The preceding objectives are the rtsponsi- cube and weight, consistent with required

bility of the packaghg engineer. In addition, protection?
the packaging engineer is resrunsible for the
development and engineering execution of all (8) Can the method be easily adapted for
aspects pertainzg to the preservation, packag- mechanization, when conditions such as
ing, packing, processing, and marking. His quantity to be procured warrant?
functions and responsibilities are related
cloaely to activities of supply management, (9) Does the method provide for ,'euse of
field service maintenance, procurement, and containeis for recuverable, repairable items?

15-1
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Figure 15- 1. Role of Packaging Engineering

(10) Is the method consistent with quan- (1) Level A, Military Package. Preservation
tity end-use? and packaging which will afford adequate

protection against corrosion, deterioration,
(I11) Does the method provide continued and damage during world-wide spment,

protection for more than one like item in a handling, and open storage.
unit pack until the contents are depleted?

(2) Level .B, Limited Military Package.
(12) Does the method promote uniformity PrCscrvation and packaging which wiii afford

in the application of packaging methods? adequate prptection against known conditions
that are less hazardous than Level A is

(13) Does the method meet statutory designed to meet. 'This level provides a higher
, requirements? degree of protection than afforded by Level

C. The design of Level B is based on firmly
15-1.5 PROTECTION LEVELS established knowledge of the shipment,

handling, and storage conditions to be
There are three levels of military protec- encountered and on the determination that

tion. The levels of protection are described in the costs of preparation are less than Level A.
terms of the performance expected of the

* package and must be translated into specific (3) Level -^, Minimum Military Package.
technical or design requirements for individ- Preservaticn and packaging which will afford
ual items or categories of items. The adequate protection against corrosion, deteri-
performance criteria are: oration, and damage during shipment from

15-2
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Figure 15-2. Basic Steps in Mi!itary Packaging and Their Normal Sequence

supply source to the first receiving activity for equipment to be shipped or stored are given
immediate use or for controlle I humidity in MIL-STD-129C.storage. storage.15-2 STORING
15-'I..'PCsA;G T All military material must be packaged so

The normal sequence of packaging and the that it is capable of withstanding the effects
steps which may be followed are shown in of extreme environmental conditions during
Fig. 15-21. The materials and methods which storage. The various classes and types of
can be used in carrying out each of the basic storage for which the packaging engineer must
steps are well documented in specifications provide are given in par. 15-2.1.
And standards.and tandrds.15-2.1 TYPES OF STORAGE

For cleaning, drying, presfrning, and unit 1
packaging the basic governirg specification is (1) Clavs A, Dormant Storage. The pack-
MIL-P-1 16. aged item is protected against the elements by

preservation, sealing, covering, or placing in
Standard markings (a, example is given in .heiter and buildings, either dehumidified or

Fig. 15-3"-) for use on military supplies and ncndehumidified. Items in dormant storage

15-3
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Contract Data Label or Stamp

Marki ng

Figure 15-3. Markings for Boxes

are not operated between reprocessing cycles, relative humidity of 40% or less. Controlled
humidity provides the highest degree of

(2) Class B, Active Storage. The packaged protection, and litte surveillance and mainte-
item is protected by the same basic measures nance are required.
as dormant storage except that certain
preservation requirements are replaced or (6) Type 5, Dehumidified Nonstructural
supple3mented by specific pe" "dic exercising, Storage. The material is sto'ed in completely
either by running the equipment or by or partially sealed packages with a mechanica!
operating the equipment with an external or static dehumidification of each item, single
power or driving source. or in series, with the relative humidity of the

atmosphere within the interior areas not
(3) Type 1, Outside Storage. The storage exceeding 40%. Inspection and surveillance

area is exposed to the extremes of local, are required to ensure constant protection.
natural environments. The stored item must

£ be protected from all weather elements as 15-2.2 STORAGE OF EXPLOSIVES
well as fungus, pests, dust, pilferage, and the
unpredictable results of idle curiosity. For The storage of devces containing explosive
open storag;, maximum use cf known material is controlled bl the potential hazards
packavgng methods and materials is specified of the explosive. Explosives must be stored in
to insure the protection of the material. standard ammunition magazines designed for
Surveillance and maintenance ire required to this purpose and in special areas. These areas
minimize deterioration, generally are not heated nor wired for

electricity. The package must be labeled to
i4) Type 2, Sheltered Storage. The mate- identify the contents as explosives and to

rial is stored in ventilated or unventilated, indicate the explosive classification. Periodic
heated or unheated buildings and shelters. surveila.'ice and inspection are required. For
The stored mater'al is not protected from additional details, see par. 20-5.
atmospheric changes of temperature and
humidity. Surveillance and mainrenance are 75-3 SHIPPING
required to keep deterioration to a minim :um.

15-3.1 TRANSPORTATION ENVIRON-
(5) Type 3, Dehumidified Structural Stor- MENTS

age. The material is stored in structues in
which the atmosphere is maintained at a During transportation the most damaging

15-4
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E 0.05 "
environments are from shock and vibratior.
Vibration is an osciiatin6 ,.otion which can
be either repetitive or transient. Shock " -
connotes impact, collision, or a blow, usually I .= ,
caused by physical contact. It denotes a rapid oil 0
change of loading or a rapid change of
acceleration with a rcsultant change of
loading.

Although an equation may be deveJoped to o.ooo
define a particular shock motion, actual shock
motions are usually complex and can best be
described graphically. A typical example is - -

given in Fig. 15-41 where acceleration is used , 'D 50 '00 00 6W0

as the parameter. Velocity or displacement Frequency, Hz
also could have been used as the parameter.
TI here are a variety of possible shock motions Figure 15-5. Truck Transportation Vibration
because pulse shape, duration, and peak Data
acceleration may vary 2,.

15-3.2 TRUCK TRANSPORT road conditions and vehicle speed. Intermit-
tent road shocks of high magnitude can oceur,

When considering truck transport, we are with resultant extreme truck body displace-
concerned mainly with the effect of vibration ments. if the cargo is not secured, it may be
on the cargo. Vibration frequencies in motor severely damaged. The predominant natural
trucks are determined by: frequencies of various m;itary transport

vehicles, as measured in te cargo space, are
(1) The natural frequency of the unsprung given in Table 15-11. Fib,. 15-51 presents

mass on the tires vibration dat, measured in the cargo space of
trucks and trailers.

(2) The natural frequency of the spring
system 15.3.3 RAIL TRANSPORT

(3) The natural frequency of the body Freight car vibrations are caused by track
structure. and wheel irregularities, and occur principally

in the lateral and vertical directions. The most
The amplitude of vibration depends on damaging phases of rail shipment are those

15-5
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TABLE 15-1

PREDOMINANT FREQUENCIES MEASURED IN CARGO SPACES OF
VARIOUS MILITARY TRANSPORT VEHICLES

Direction of Predominant Frequencies, Hz
Type of Vehicle Acceleration Springs Tires Body

Truck (2-% tons) Vertical 2 to 4 8to 13 70 to 180
Longitudinal - 10 to 20 70 to 100
Lateral 2 10 to 20 100 to 200

Truck (34 ton) Vertical 2 to 3 5 to 10 60 to 11(t
Longitudinal - - 70 to 100
Lateral - - 60. to 70

Trailer (1 ton) Vertical 3 to 5 8 to 10 50 to 100
Long .iudinal - -50 to 100

Lateral 2 - 50 io 120

M-14 Trailer Vertical I to 4 7 to 10 5C- to 70
Longitudinal 3 zo 4 8 to 10 200 and greater
Lateral 2 to 4 -

M1, 2T Trailer Vertical 2.5 to 5 7.75 to 10.5 100 to 150

shock and transient vibrations that occur 153.4 AIR TRANSPORT

during coupling, starting, and stopping4 .

Fig. 15-61 presents data on the number of The loadings that are important during ,iroccurrences of shock of various levels transport a'e those that occur during flight in
recorded on the floor of a freight car during a roLgh air. The in-flight shock and vibration
700-mile trip. Lateral and vertical shock environment, is generally not too severe. The
occurrences are plotted against car speed. dynamic loadings are differentiated from
Table 15-2' shows the percentage of travel sh-ock loadings in that they consisi of fairly
th-ne in each speed range during the 700-mile highi magnitude acceleration imposed for a
trip. The duration of the shock impulses was prolonged period of time. These-acceleratins
estimated to be between 10 and 50 msec. can b.e as higA as 2 to 3 g during normal

operation of larg7e transport aircraft.
By observing a representative number of

railroad operations. Fig. 15-71 was construc-
ted. It shows the velocity of impact during The uiost damaging conditions encountered
switching versus the percentage of occurrence during air shipment are the shocks resulting

'at each velocity. From this fogue, 7 mph is from handling operations. This is shown in
obtained as the approximate mean speed of Fig. 15-9' which is a plot of the maximum
impact. This is above the 5-mph limit for shocks recorded during a test shipment by a
which the switching gear provides cushioning major airline. For tie test, two impact
protection. The nmaximrnum longitudinal accel- recorders were placed in a wooden box whose
eration at various impact velocities from I to total weight was 73 lb. Both longitudinal and
7 mph is plotted in Fig. 15-8 1. vertical shocks were recorded.
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(A) 'VERTICAL SHOCKS MEASURED ON FREIGHT

Figure 15-6. Freight and Freight Car Shuck Measurements

15-3.5 SHIP TRANSPO)RT about 5 to 25 Hz, with acceleration reaching a
maximum of about I g.

Vibrations are produced in ship structures
from an imbalance or misalignment of the During normal voyages ship cargos do not
propeller shaft system and the flow of water experience damaging shocks. The highest
from the propellers around the ships' hull. shocks occur during loading and unloading
T1he frequency range of these vibrations is operations.
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(
TABLE 15-2

PERCENTAGE OF TRAVEL TIME VS
SPEEO RANGE FOR FIG. 156

Travel and
Speed Range, Recording Time,

wph _

0 9.3
0-10 14.3

10-20 9.4
20-30 20.3
30-40 21.2
4050 10.8
5060 6.1
60-70 8.3
over 70 0.3
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CHAPTER 18

COMPONENT DESIGN

10-1 INTRODUCTION (8) Number and type of outputs required

All timers can be considered to be (9) Pressure environment
composed of 5 separate components:

(10) Allowabie impact shock (direction
(1) An Actuator to start the timer and amplitude)

(2) A Power Supply or source of energy (11) Allowable vibratiun.

(3) An Escapement (Frequency Converter) A food timer design has the following
that serves as the time base, periodically features:
releases energy, maintains the oscillations, an4
in some movements activates the countig (1) Reliability of action
system.

(y a(2) Resistance to damage in handling and
- (4) A ro.unting System that courts a use

predetennin W number of oscillations (3) Ristance to deterioration in storage

(5) An Output such as a settable readout,
or switch closure, or cam rotation which (4) Simplicity of construction
provides an output pulse.

(5) Adequate strength in use
Using different combinations of these

components, many types of timers can be (6) Compactness
constructed. Some of the factors that must be
considered in the design of a mechanical timer (7) Ease of manufacture

(8) Economy of manufacture.
()Timing accuracy required

The last item, economy of manufacture,
(2) Duty cycle required deserves special note because it affects each of

the preceding features. The best way to
(3) Spin envirornent (max rpm) achieve economic mass production is t-; use as

many as possible proven components from
(4) Acceleration environment (max g's) previous timer designs. The designer th.refore

should be acquainted with the characteristics
(5) Allowable gross weight of military timers. New designs require

extensive tests before economy can be
(6) Allowable gross volume assured.

I (7) Temperature extremes (operational The most common -military '.sage of
and storage) mechanical timers is in the mechmnical time

16-1
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fuze. The timer clockwork is an integral part muzzle velocities ranging from 420 to 3000
of a mechanical time (MT) fuze, and thus is fps. Some of Ahe tactical situations that the
subjected to and must pass all tests that fuzes timer will be subjected to are: ground
are subjected to. The development of the detonation (surface or after penetration), or
clockwork wil occur concurrently with the air burst.
development of the fuze. The clockwork for
MT fuzes used in projectiles may be called 16-1.1.7 Environmental
upon to operate in the time interval between
the instant of firing to the initiation of the Environmental conditions will influence
primer. Thus the forces existing within the type of materials, method of 3ealing, design of
realm of interior ballistics, exterior ballistics, component parts, and method of packaging.
and terminal ballistics must be considered.
Disturbing forces are created on delicate (1) Operating Temperature. The timer
clockwork mechanisms from setback, spin, must withstand temperatures ranging from an
temperature variations and extremes, and air temperature of 1250F (ground tempera-
impact decelerations. These forces will cause ture of 145'F) in hot-dry climates to an air
the timepiece to deviate from its at rest temperature of -50 0F (ground temperature
behavior. Therefore, materials used for the of -65*F) in cold climates. Temperatures can
clockworks should be strong, light as possible, drop to -80*F in bomb bays of high-flyhig
and properly lubricated. aircraft, and aerodynamic heating can raise

the temperature of missiles launched from
Fig. 12-2 shows a mechanical timer and a high speed planes above 1450F2 .

block diagram of its five basic components.
The Time Base is a mechanical escapement; (2) Storage Temperature. -700 to 1600F,
the Counter is a gear train; the Output is a operable after removal from storage. N

cam operated switch. The Power Supply is a
mainsprhig driving the output shaft; the (3) Relative Humidity. 0 to 100%.
Actuator holds fie escapement until removed.

(4) Water Immersion. For certain applica-
16-1.1 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS tions the timer may be required to be

waterproon. For this test, the timer must be
16-1.1.1 Tactical (Fuze Timers) operable after inmersion in water at 70*F

± 10 deg F under a pressure of 15± ±5 psi for
Mechanical fuze timers are designed for one hour.

i different tactical situations ' . They may be I
used with various ammunition items such as (5) Rough Treatment. The timer must
artillery projectiles, aircraft bombs, sea mines, withstand the rigors of transportation and
small amis projectiles, rockets, and guided rough handling.
missiles. Each series has its own tactical
requirements and will experience different (6) Fungus. The timer must not support
environmental forces during operation and fungus growth.
storage. A mechanical timer may be designed
for one specific round or it may be functional (7) Surveillance. Operable after 10-20 yr
and applicable to a given series of one type of storage.
projectile. For example, it may be used with
all HE projectiles that car. be fired from 16-1.1.3 Safety
howitzers and guns ranging from 75 mm to
155 'anm. The latter type timer will experience Another of the designer's important consid-

16-2
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erations is safety in manufacture, in loading, AC motors, DC motors, and ram air.
in transportation, in storage, and in assembly
to the operating system. This applies to timers 16-2.1 SPRING MOTORS
in fuzes which initiate an explosive train.

There are basically two types of mainspring
16-1.2 TMER ACCURACY motors*, the spiral spring and the "constant-

force" negator. These are shown in Figs. 16-1
It has been reporced that accuracies under and 16-2, respectively. The spiral sp:ing can

0.1% can be achieved with mechanical timers be made more compact for small outputs
employing tuning forks or crystals for their because only one sprnng panel is required,
time base. The best spring-mass systems can whereas the ncgator spring must use a storage
approach 0.5% in timer accuracy. Increased drum and a separate output drum. The
accuracy generally costs more. negator spring is capable of producing more

usable energy from a spring of equal
Spring-mass systems are best employed for dimension, because it supplies a constant

long time durations where the frequency of usable torque throughout its entire length.
the spring-mass can be 5 Hz or lower. For Another advantage of the negator spring is
time interals of fractions of seconds, the that no interleaf friction is present since the
tuning fork or crystal tim-." base operating at spring uncoils with a rolling motion. The
1000 Hz or higher may be used. Spring-mass constant torque negator is especially desirable
systems operating at high frequency (above with torque-sensitive escapements. Compared
100 Hz) can provide for good timer accuracy with battery supplies, mainsprings generally
for short time intervals3 .  have the advantage of lower cost, greater

ruggedness, larger storage life, and better
All timers have some inherent error in their low-temperature operating capability.

operation. Proper adjustment can reduce this
enor to a lower limit depending on the type 16-2.1.1 Torque
of mechanism. Spring-mass timers commonly
available may have errors ranging from 30 see For the spiral spring the factors of torque,
per day to 0.1 see per day, with the cost of stress, width and thickness are related to each
the timer increasing as the inherent error other
decreases 4 . abh2

G - , lb-in. (16-1)
6 '

Environment also will affect timer accu-
racy. Special modifications must be made where
when the timer is to operate at extremely low G = torque, lb-i;n.
or high temperatures, or under vibration or
shock. Operation in the military range of a = stress, psi
-50o to 125*F requires special design and
assembly tedl niques. Table 16-14 shows b = width, in.
environmental temperature effects on various
types of timepieces. h = thickness, in.

16-2 POWER SOURCES
*When a skrip of spring steel is wound aound itself so that

The power supply provides the torque each turn touches the next, thest are known as power or
motor springs. Small spiral springs when wound with spacerequired to operate a mechanical timer. The between the coils art called hairsprings. Hairsprings can be

five types of power supplies which may be analyzer theoretically more easily thin power springs
because the disrupting factor of surface friction betweenapplied are spring motors, centrifugal drives, coils is not presernt.

16-3
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TABLE 16-1(

APPROXIMATE ACCURACIES OF TIMEPIECE TYPES

Timekeeper Temperature Range, 0 F
.- 300 00 300 500 Cosnant
1500 1200 1200 900 720 Temp

Chronorieter D C B A A A
Chrone.rieter Watch D D C: B A A
lialance-Driven Clock (adjusted)' D D C B B B
Balance-Driven Watch (adjusted) D D D C: C: C
Balance-Driven Clock (una djusted) E E D D C C
Balance-Driven Watch (unadjusted) E E D D C C
Spring-Wound Watch (adjusted) D D D C: C C
Spring-Wound Clock (adjusted) D D D C: C C
Spring.Wound Watch (unadjusted) F F E E D D
Sprin2*Wound Clock (unadjusted) G G F F F F
Electric-Rewind Clock F F E D D D
Stalled-Motor Clock G G F E E E

A±:t1 sec/day E ± 1 min/day
B ±5 sec/day F ± 2rrdnlday
C ± 10 sec/day G ± 5min/day
D ±30) sec/day

*Adjusted mans time~d in more than one oosition for 24 hr or mnore. Rate of watch in all p~ositions is
equal.

In Eq. 16-1 G and a are~ the maximum thickness hz increases, the curve would shift
va~ues attainable with any paiticular sviing, downward.
take~n with the spring let back one revolution

'~ Irel'itjon to thickness (as shown in Fig. Example: Find the maximum torque
16-33). This figure is valid for springs with a deiivered by a spring 0.5 in. X 0.05 in. X 30 ft
length R to triickness hi ratio of about 7000. wround on a I in. arbor. From Fig. 16-3 theIWith !I,:-ier ratios thc curve would shift stress corresponding to a thickness of 0.05 in.
downward; with lower, upward. Also as the is about 2 10,000 psi. Substituting in Eq. 16-1

*ratio of arbor diameter III (Fig. 16-1) to yields

ROTATION
CASE-

7 ~ ~~.~-SPRING ..

I () nwond(8/WondOUTPUT DRUM TAKE. UP DRUM

jFigure 16- 1. Spiral Spring Po wer Mo tor4  Figure 16-2. Negator Spring Motor
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i

G = 210,000 X 0.5 X 0.052 43.7 lb-in. With reference to the arbor size, it has been
6 found, both experimentally and practicp "y,

that the afbo, diameter should be from
In order for a spring to contain the fifteen to twenty-five times the spring

maximum number of turns in a given volume, thickness h;.
the value (2 X h) should equal 112 the

I i

available volume (drum volume minus arbor The number of turns N can be expressed byigvolume). Expressed mathematically in two Fihe quaTiq
dimensions, (the spring width b being of equatiol

constant)

2 - -4 (16-2) A =v2 (16-5)

G = 2 (16-3 ) In the foregoing parbaraph the torque andI6stress are at a maximum. In order to
determine the torque at any intermediateor d2  f a(2.552h + d rng (164) position of the spring from solid to free, the
curve of Fig. 164s may be used. The shape ofwhere ths curve is typical and fairly constant for

k = lngth in.springs of well proportioned design.

h = thickness, in. Example: A 15-turn spring has a maximum
d 2 = case drum diameter, in. torque of 20 lb-in. Find the torque when 6

turns are Jet out. From Fig. 16-4 at 407, the
di= arbor diameter, in. torque is 88%. Thus 88% of 20 is 17.6 lb-in.
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16 1/2 of the input as shown i. Pif;. 16-5". T.e
840 .AIU ENERG Y number of turns at high torque also is limited.

14 j To increase total output, it is necessary to4i- design for higher torque and use gearing to
12 75 In.- ib obtain the required length of run.

2 N 4VUT-,/ A special form of the spiral spring is the
to OUTPUT-/ prestressed spiral spring (spirator). The_ / -7 33 U,.-,b spirator-a compact, single-axis mechanism-

/ _____resembles a spiral spring in appearance, but/ / /contains a prestressed spring. The spirator is
o ,prestressed to form a tight coil. After

6 USEFUL ENERGY forming, the spiral is turned inside out; the
2outer end is reverse bent, and fastened to the0 412In.-, arbor; and the inner end is secured to the/ ( case. This action results in:

2 (1) High resisting- raoment at the start of
winding

2 4 6 6 10 12
(EFLECTION, TURNS (2) Gradual increase in stress and torque

Figure 16.5. Input and Output Curves of a during winding
Conventional Spiral Power Spring6

(3) Use cf thinner material and greater
length of prestressed material

The spiral spring motor is relatively
inexpensive, compact, and convenient. The (4) Activity of a greater proportion of
moment delivered by the spring decreases as it length during run-down.
unwinds--from maximum at release, to zero
at full rundown. The spiral spring can produce The outstanding characteristic of the
a specific torque at ordy one point; at other spirator is its ability to sustain delivery oftimes it is either too great or too small, useful torque tlough many turns. The

iFurther, all associated compontents-transmis- input-output etauyes for a typical spirator ission elements, escapements, governors, etc.- shown in Fig. 16-66. The spirator is obviously

must be designed to take the maximum full superior to the conventional spiral spring.
wind torque. Most spiral springs operate Furthermore, the spirator produces more
through a maximum of only about 17 useful total useful energy for the same weight of
revolutions. One way to increase the number material, making it much more efficient in
of turns is to lengthen the spring pnd use terms of useful energy compared with the
thinner material. The practical length-to- energy potential of the material.
thickness ratio (2/h) is about 15,000:1.
Additional length always increases intercoil 16-2.2 NEGATOR MOTORS
friction. Gearing will be needed if the driven
mechanism must operate through more With the constant-torque negator motor
revolutions than the spring. (also known as a negator B motor) the motor

is wound from drum B to A (Fig. 16-2). On
16-2.1.2 Efficiency unwinding as indicated by the arrow, almost

constant torque is developed due to the
The useful output of a spiral spring is about tension produced by the spring plus the

16-6
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t1 1-0t.0 turns. The B type motor can be designed
TOTAL INPUT ENERGY to deliver the exact number of turns required,

.2 !0 tuns.TheINtyeUmoor cn bRdesgne
1o 1088 in.-Ib __ and thus eliminate or reduce required gearing.

-INPUT#II =a - .- Die constant torque or low linear gradient
; . _. I9"l."Jb of the B motor makes it easy to control the

6- UTPUT .... output. Constant torque often is misinie:-
-,.preted as constant speed, which it is not.

f  ./ Constant speed requires a governor, the
UU Eomplexity of which can be reduced greatly
2, ENERGY by coupling to a B motor.

Since there is no intercoil friction, there is

L......L_, , ,,, I no need for lubrication. Optimum B motor
0 4 8 12 16 20 24

O EFLECTION,TURNS design to produce maximum total energy in a
given space, accepting a slight torque

Figure 16-6. Input and Output Curves .ofa variation, should be considered unless there is
Prestressed (Spirator) Spring of the Same no need for requiring absolutely constant

Weight as Powcr Spring in Fig. 1656 output torque.

Fatigue should be ccnsidered in a B type
moment developed due to reverse bending of motor use due to high repetitive stresses. A
the strip as it is unwonnd from the output motor rating should consider both torque
drum. Normally the strip is attached to the A required and required life. Fig. 16-76 shows
drum, but is merely allowed to wind about the input-output curve for a B-type negator.
the B drum. Besides constant torque, the B
motor has the advantage of no intercoil 16-2.3 COMPARISON OF SPRING MO-
friction. TORS

About 60 revolutions is the upper practical An energy comparison of the three types of
limit for the B type motor if constant torque motor-spiral, spirator, negator-for the same
is icquired. If a slight linear gradient can be material weight as shown in Fig. 16-86. A
tolerated, type B motors can be made up to tabular comparison is given in Table 16-26.

TOTAL INPUT--
ENERGY 960 in.- b ,,

4 INPUT AND OUTPUT- \

J - 175 in.- Ib

M 2 785 in.-Ib1 0
0 USEFUL ENERGY

I( I I I I I I I I I
5 13 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

DEFLECTION , TURNS

Figure 16-7. Input and Output Curves of a B Type Negator Motor of the Same Weight as
the Spiral Spring Motbr in Fig. 16-56

16-7
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TABLE 16-2

TABULAR COMPARISON OF MOTOR SPRINGS6

Spirator Negator
(Spiral) Prstressed Spiral (Noncumuliktive Force)

Physical Characteristics

Mounting On a single arbor with re- Same as spiral spring. On tw' spindles: one output,
straining ring or case. one take-up.

Relaxed Configuration Coils expanded against re- Same as spiral spring. Tightly coiled spiral on take-
taining case. up spool.

Wound Configuration Tight coil on arbor. Same as'spiral spring. Tightiy coiled on output
drum.

Number of Rotations Seldom greater than 15. Readily, 20 turns. As Limited only by space avail-

many as 50 turns possible able (100 turns present prac-
at reduced energy storage tical limit).
efficiency.

Forming Process Wound directly on arbor, Prestressed through sequen- Prestressed through sequent.al
of longer springs, processing then reverse ing.

wound and fastened to
arbor.

Performance

Charging Stressed cumulatively as a Same as spiral spring. Stressed uniformly by reverse
unit by wikding to a tight wrapping onto second drum.
spiral.

Useful Energy Storage Limited by Pumber of effec- More useful energy because Highest energy storage be-
tive revolutions, moderate of high working stresses. cause of higher working
nonuniform working stresses, nearly uniform stress
stresses. distribution throughout mater-

ial.
Torque Output Optimum value available Diminishes on delivery Initial torque maintained

only momentarily. Dimin- stroke less rapidly than througl-out cycle.*
ishes rapidly from maxi- power" spring from a be-
mum throughout cycle, ginning maximum.

Efficif ncy Energy wasted by friction Same as spiral spring ex- Negiigible friction loss and
and in compensating for cept much lower percent- little energy wasted because
nonuniform rate of re- age of input energy need it is released at uniform rate.*
lease, usually be wasted.

Input Torque Effort increaces during Effort also increases but Winding effort remains low be-
winding. Torque input re. less rapidly. Lower input cause restraining torque does
quired to fully wind reaches required to fully wind. not build.up.
a high peak.

*For constant-torque S motor. Low-gradient 3 motor Produces very slight torque increase which decreesas gradually at a .onstantratb
during rundown.

16-9
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A
TABLE 16-2

TABULAR COMPARISON OF MOTOR SPRINGS 6 (Cont'd.)
Sp.Ator Negator
(Spiral) Prestessed Spiral (Noncumulative Force)

Application Charactnrstics
As a Drive Unit Limited nimber of turns. More turns usually possible. Greatest number of tunis.

Gearingiusurily required. Simplification of associated Sometimes applied without
gea ring posible. gearing.

To Deliver Linear Force Requires gearing and link- Can provide longer linear Large number of turns avail-
age to provide linear dis- displacement, with less link- able for conversion to long-
placement. age than power-spring. displacement linar force.

Adjustability Wide output torque range Narrow output torque range Output nonadjustable once
available for output ad- available for adjustment. mounted unless bands are
justmer. specially formed.

Associated Component Must be able to handle Lower maximum torque Constant output aIows use of
high maximum output allows use of lighter duty light-duty parts.
torque. part.

Output Control Governor escapement Governor operate." over nar- Governor required only for
n-ust operate over wide rower torque range, very close control.
torque range.

where A synchronous motor will, on the average, (
W = motor shaft speed, rpm be exactly as correct as the line frequency, \

rotating through an angle corresponding to a
f= frequency of electric supply, Hz pair of poles during each cycle. Instantaneous

speed variation of a synchronous motor is
p number of poles called "hunting".

MAI PINION J%1 Some of the more salient features of the1N PINION synchronous motor are:

(1) Exact relation exists betwcen speed

and line frequency.
(2) Speed is independent of line voltage

and wave form distortion as long as
synchronism is maintained.

SPIN AXSo (3) Pull-out torque and starting torque~INTO
PAPER /_vary as the square af the applied voltage.

E OF (4) Input power increases as square of
OETER OEGMASS applied voitage where shaft load is negligible."1O GA SE.GMENT -

'CENTRIFUGAL CENTRIFUGAL - (5) Htnting is a superimposed low fre-
WEIGHT GEAR quency modulation of instantaneous speed,

with average speed held constant. Hunting
Figure 16-9. Centrifugal Drive ,Erployed in may be important where output is driven at
tho MTSQ, M502A I Mechanicid Time Fuze high speed.

16-10
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(6) Very special designs are available where limited. When constructed as an asynchronous
it is economical to produce a unit with a large motor, i. responds to voltage variationb, and
number of poles (low synchronous speed) in a when designed as a synchronous motor, it
small size. These ukits are at their best where responds to frequency variations (disadvan-
load demand for shaft power is almost tage of synchronous clocks that are connected
negligible. Low speed means fewer gear to a nonfrequency-stabilized line). If frequen-
ruJuction stages and longer bearing life. cy stabilit, is assumed, the synchronous

motor is an ideal driver.
(7) Most economical starting means is

generally by a shading coil, which does not 16-2.6 DC MOTORS
have high starting torque. Thus bearing
friction must be very low, even at low Governor controlled DC motors can pro-
temperatures. Capacitor starting provides vide timer accuracies to 0.1%. A means for
more starting tor ue in larger units. speed control, however, must be provided

because the speed of DC motors is usually
(g) Hysteresis motors employing a motor voltage dependent. A convenient method is to

of permarent magnet material commonly are provide a set of centrifugally ope,'atedemployed to develop synchronous torque. contacts on a plate fixed to the DC motor
shaft, with a pair of slip rng brush contacts.

(9) Reluctance motors using a notched The centrifugally operated contacts make and
rotor often are used as synchronous drives, break armature current. When the required
These develop relatively poor starting torque speed is reached, the contact: open, which
that can be boosted by providing a small may open the armature circuit thereby
amount of induction motor action on top of slowing down the motor or introduce a
the synchronous behavior, dropping resistor that also will dzcrea,e

armature current. A dropping resistor is more
(10) With very many poles, synchronous common an can rmsult in -iner speed control.

speed is so low that the motor readily
synchronizes with a minimum of starting For good accuracy the springs associated
torque. with the centrifugal governor must be freoe of

internal strains that may gradually shift the
(11) Extremely high accuracy can be governing point. The design must take into

obtained fiom synchronous motors driven account such environmental factors as :hock,
from a temperature controlled crystal (scilla- vibration, and acoustic noise which may cause.
tor source Somewhat lesser accuracy is faulty operation. Contact ratings must be
obtainable from a tuning fork supply. adequate for the life of the unit and
However, these supplies are often cumber- protection must be provided against salt spray
some. and humidity in servioe environments.

The electrical drive, as compared with An example of a commercial timing motor
weight and spring drives, has the great manufactured by the A. W. Haydon Co. is the
advantage of obviating the winding and chronometric governor shown in Fig.
running time limitation. Also the motor can 16-1 0(A) 8 . The motor rate is independent of
be kept small since the speed of the working load, line voltage, .nd temperature variations.
shaft or shafts usually is smaller than the The principle of operation is shown in Fig.
motor speed, as a result of which the torque 16-10(B).
reduced to the motor shaft also becomes
small. Although the electric motor rcpresents The motor is geared directly io a
the ideal form of drive, since the need for a carn-operated lever extending between a pair
regulator is also obviated, its applications are of leaf-spring contacts and so ananged that its

16-11
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Figure 16- 10 Chronometric Governored DC Motor

motion in either direction opens the contacts, to the motor at regular intervals, controlledAlso locatd between the contacts is a pallet by the escapement, and the duration of these
bead. insulated by mechanical attachment to pulses is determined by the travel of thethe clock escapement lever in suj'n a manner motor. This results in a uriform travel of thethat the clock escapement merely releases motor during each time interval and, conse-I these contacts allowing them to close while quently, a constant rotor speed is obtained.the motor-operated cam does the work of The motor is designed to deliver maximumopening the contacts. The contacts are torque at slightly below minimun- voltage-connected directly in seriis with the motor so under the least favorable temperature condi-
that the faster the motor tries to go, the tions. The motor, therefore, tends toquicker the contacts are opened; yet they overspeed but in doing so opens the governorclose at regular intervals as released by the contacts more quickly, thus shortening theescapement. duration of power pulses delivered to the

motor. This results in a consequent reductionThus pulses of full line voltage are applied in motor speed.
-- 16-12
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Since the motor-driven cam transmits the Often the source of DC power is a battery.
same oscillating motion regardless of its
direction of rotation, the motor is reversible. 16-2.7 BATTERIESFurther, when the clock balance wheel stops,
it always tends to find its center position The electrical battery has advantages by a
under the influence of the hairspring. large margin over a mainspring particularly in
Contacts always revert to a closed position power density. This margin is claimed to be
when the cur;ent is turned off, and, conse- anywhere between 100 and 1500 times larger,
qtent!y, the unit is reliably self-starting, depending upon the type of battery and theI. operating conditions. However, there is a

For power to keep the balance wheel restriction that the energy must be withdrawn
oscillating, uniform mechanical impulses are at a relatively slow rate if all of it is to be
delivered to the clock escapement through the made available for work. Other disadvantages
contact springs that bear on the pallet bead, of the electrical power supply include its

P previously described, which is connected change in output with temperature, its
directly to the escapement lever. Uniformity relatively short unattended storage life (1 or 2cf these mechanical pulses is assured since the yr for most batteries) and its inability to
contact springs are lifted a uniform distance operate satisfactorily at temperatures below
by the oscillating motion of the cam-operated -400F.
lever. Driving power for the balance wheel,
therefore, is constant and independent cf the A battery that overcomes the last two
motor speed or lcad and voltage variations disadvantages is the "reserve" battery that is
applied to the motor. ;nactive until ready for use. One method of

making a reserve battery is to store the
The standard escapements are 300-beat and electrolyte in a glass ampule that is broken to

900-beat types giving 150 or 450 complete activate the battery. Reserve zinc and silver
oscillations per minute. The arrangement of oxide cells were in common use in World Warthe escapement and contact mechanism is II proximity fuzes.

such that the contacts are allowed to close at
each half o.cillation, and at this instant the Modem reserve batteries may be of the
escapement derives its energy from the thermal type. A thermal battery uses
contact springs. Thus the escapement mechan- electrolytes of various inorganic salts which
ism is not called upon to perform any more are solid and nonconducting at normal
work than when running free in an ordinary military temperatures. Upon application of
clock. Energy is stored in or, m.tact spring sufficient heat, the electrolyte melts and
just preceding the release of energy from the becomes conductive. A typical electrochemi-
opposite spring, and the balance wheel thus cal system consists of calcium or magnesium
gets its impulse at a time when the contact anodes with various reducible cathodes, such
spring is not connected to the motor. as calcium chrcmate. The inorganic salts used

as the electrolyte are generally potassium
Some typical performance figures achieved chloride and lithium chloride. Battery output

by means of this governor are: from 2.5 to 450 V is available over the
temperature range of -65 ° to 2000F.

Voltage, ± 20% Speed t 0.1%
Temperature, -65' to+ 165°F Speed ± 0.3% Thermal cells typically are constructed
Vibration, 5-300 Hz, 10 g max. Speed ± 0.5% either as a pellet or as a closed cup. The cells

are then stacked into a cylindrical configura-
As in the case of AC motors, the power tion with the diameter and the number of

source for DC motors must be considered. cells being varied to provide various capacities

16-13
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and voltages. The cell stacks thei aia 16-3.2. 1 Spur Gear Trains

insulated electrically and thermally, and
encased in a metal container that is Straight spur gear and pinion sets are used
hermetically sealed. The container also for the counting train in most timers. In small
includes, as heat source, an electric squib or timing movements, the gears are about 0.3 to
mechanical primer. Thermal batteries range 0.4 in. in diameter, and pinions are about
from 0.5 in. diameter by 0.5 in. length to 4 0.06 in. in diameter and have as few as six
in. diameter and 5 in. lergth. Typical voltage teeth. The ratio per mesh is usually-between
tolerance is ± 10%. 4:1 and 10:1 with the latter being a general

upper limit.
Compared with other batteries then, the

thermal battery has an acceptable shelf life. It There a.re two types -of straight spur gear
has a versatile electrical output and -is readily train: speed increasing and speed reducing. In
activated remotely. However, it shares the the speed increasing type, a multiple stage
disadvantage with all batteries of a shortness train might be -used to drive a fast moving
of life, once activated. Also, thermal batteries escape wheel from a slow-moving mainspring
are expensive, costing at least five times the barrel. This -type is less- efficient than the
amount of a good mainspring, speed reducing train obtained when-the input

energy is supplied directly to the oscillator at
16-3 GEAR TRAINS the fast-moving end of the train. Torque

variation and efficiency loss especially are
pronounced when small pinions having six or

16-3.1 COMPUTING SYSTIEMS seven teeth are used.

One of the basic components of a The overall efficiency of a typical five-stage
mechanical timer is the computing system. timer gear train having a ratio of approximate- -
The computing system is essentially a counter ly 8600:1 is about 30 to 40 percent at best;
that counts each of the periodic oscillations and this can vary widely during operation due
of the time base. For any given time interval, to gear eccentricities, tooth-to-tooth tolerance
the system must be capable of registering the variations, engagement action, etc. Since the
total number of oscillations which have torques involved in driving the, oscillator are
occurred since time zero. very small, these gear trains can be a source of

The most common type of computer is the difficulty, especially when the speed increas-,~1Temotcmontp f optr ste ing type is used, because the torque
[ I gear train in which a set number of degrees of transmitted to the fast moving end becomes

revolution of an output shaft roprmsent a trysiteular.

specific number of oscillations and, therefore, very irregular.

an interval of time. The output shaft is Angular errors in output shaft position as
constrained to a constant rate of rotation by great as I or 2 percent can result from errorsthe oscillator or escapement. in gear concentricity, roundness, and tooth-

to-tooth spacing since timer gears are not, in
16-3.2 TYPES OF GEAR TRAIN general, precision gears. A partial sokhtion to

these problems can be obtained if precision
There are several types of gear train which gear sets are used having at least 12 teeth on

can be used to do the counting. These include the pinions and using the involute form.
straight spur gear and pinion sets (as found on
ordinary clocks and watches), worm gear 1o-3.2.2 Worm Gearing
pairs, epicyclic trains, hypocyclic trains,
harmonic drive, and synchronic index train. Worm gearing can provide high reduction

16-14
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V PLANET G-EAR diameter iclosure. Such gears are not

obtainable, and the complexity of the
GEAR / PLANET epicyclic system rules it out f.r ratios that are

0 CARRIER much less than 100:1. Fig. 16-11 is an
example of epicyclic gearing.

16-3.2.4 Hypocyclic Gear Trains

In this system, a relatively large-diameter
gear rolls on or meshes with a slightly larg-"

RIG N internal gear having two or three more teeth,GEAR
RATIO -I . .) Fig. 16-129. As a result of this action, aNR Np

WHERE N NUMBER OF wobbling metion is generated which can beTEETH convefled to a rotary output. The advantages
S P, of this type of gearing are a largc ratio per

stage (50:1 to 150:1 for nominal 1-in. gears
depending on diametral pitch) and the

TI.- elimination of problems associated with very
/j -small pinions. Hypocyclic gear-train systems

R pi have not been used in timer-sized devices and,
as a consequence. little can be said about

Figure 16-11. Epicyclic Gearing limitations or merit in such an application.

16-3.2.5 Harmonic Gear Drive
per stage (about 100:1) but the ef - ciency is
lower because of the sliding contact. Worm The harmonic gear-drive mechanism is a
gears have not been used to any extent in relatively new invention introduced by The
timers probably because of large effects on United Shoe Machinery Company in 1957
performance caused by frictional variation., (see Fig. 16-139). It consists of a flexible gear
greater cost to manufacture, and less position or spline having a larie number of teeth which
al accuracy than spur gear sets. meshes with a rigid gear or spline havingL? slightly fewer teeth. Very high ratios per stage
16-3.2.3 Epicyclic Gearing are obtainable. They may be between 100:1

and 1000:1, depending on the size of the
Epicyclic gearing is a planetary arrange-

ment of several gears in which one or more of
the gears is constrained to move bodily
around the circumference of coaxial gears
that may be either fixed or rotating. The / N -FIXED GEAR
motion of the constrained gear is composed // OUTPUT
of a rotation about its own axis and a rotation ! PINS

about the axis of the coaxial gear. This form Q .' I U
of gearing is used most often where a ECCENTRIC
speed-changing device is required; it has not
found application as a timer computer. For an\ . " ,'/' 8rAR:,C
epicyclic form that provides the highest ratios R,,RING

per stage obtainable, gears having a diametral
pitch of approximately 600 would have to be
used in order to fit a 100:1 stage with a I in. Figure 16-12. Hypcyclic Gearing

1: 16 -1 5
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'16-3.3 SPECIAL PROBLEMS ASOCIATED
WITHr SMALL MECHANISM GEAR-
INGFLEXIBLE SPLINE

WAVE GENERATOR (FIXED) F
(INPUT) When gears are applied to small mechan-

isms as clocks and timers, special problems
arise. First, to~oth profiles of small mechanism
gears are widely different from those of

0 power gearing. While almost all power gearing
is used for a step-down in velocity ratio
between the driver and the driven gear, in a

_clock or timer mechanism the prime mover-
the mainspring barrel-may move a small

CIRCULAR SPLINE number of revolutions per unit time and the
(OUTPUT) C escapement wheel several orders of magnitude

kc faster.
RATIO -Ns-. WHERE N NUMBER OF TEETH- Nc -NF

-The wheels are so tiny, that, in order to
avoid using excessively small teeth, it is

Figure 16-13. Harmonic Gear Drive necessary to use driven gears having as few as
6 or 7 teeth. The tooth profiles of these gears
must be those which permit operation over 60

mech s adeg of rotation of the driven gear. For thiscan be ofth which purpose, tradition has long dictated the use of
can be used. It has a high positional accuracy the cycloidal based design for speed increasing
and high torque loading capacity. This type of trains. However, in the area of speed-increas-
gearing has not been produced in miniature ing gear trains for tiner mechanisms, much of
size suitable for timer applications, the available data tends to disprove use of the

cycloidal configuration and greatly favors the
16-3.2.6 Synchronic Index Gear Train use of involute design.

An accurate gear-train computing system The very small size and low power
can be designed by using the synchronic index transmitted by timer gearing introduces
of a gear train. For example, two concentric special problems. It is inevitable that manu-
coplanar spur gears, one having 103 teeth and facturing errors are relatively laige in tiny
the other 100 teeth and both driven by a gearing, and rolling curves demanded by strict
single pinion having 11I teeth (see Fig. 16-149) F. 103 TEETH -will require 10,300 revol~ltions of the pinion 1o TEETH
to return the three gears simultaneously to err
their original positions. This coincidence of
position could be used to close an electrical -. il
switch that would complete a firing circuit or 0
release a mechanical latch. The counter would I /7
be set by rotating the pinion the desired
number of revolutions (less than 10,300) in ii TEETH
the reverse direction. Different setting meth-
ods and mechanical outputs could be devised. MARKS WILL REALIGN AFTER
Various turn ratios can be achieved with 10300 REVOLUTIONS OF PINION

relatively few gears and with good resolution Figure 16-14. Principle of the Synchronic
of the readout or output function. Index of a Gear Train
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, the gears are relatively small and the gear traLi
employs large gear ratios per mesh, necessitat-

- -. ing pinions with rather few teeth.

(3) Rotation usually is restricted to a
single direction, thus a large backlash is not a1/ particularly important disadvantage.

(A) GEARS WITHOUT TIP REL!EF (4) The gears are subject to extreme shock,
vibration, and acceleration aid the teeth may
be subject to high impulsive loads.

I Any useful gear design should, therefore,
meet the following requoircents:

(1) The gear teeth, especially those of the
pinions, must be iugged enough-to withstandlarge shock loads, dictating thick teeth with

.little or no undercut.

(8) GEARS WITH TIP RELIEF (2) The mesh should have as high an
efficiency as-possible since two inherent flaws

Figure 16-15. Comparison of Gear Tip of a step up train-decreasing torque and
Profiles10  tendency toward incieased friction from

diving a smah pinion-combine to promote
eventual self-locking for high ratios with

theory need to be medified by a generous tip several meshes. Although nothing can be done
relief so that no contact can t.ake place on the for torque loss, friction can be reduced by
edges or tops in spite of errors of tooth form, smooth, accurate matig surfaces; by continu-
spacing, or depth of engagement. Fig. ous action and a high contact ratio to smooth
16-15(A) 1l  shows the interference between transmission and distribute the load; and by
two tooth surfaces caused by errors of form placing the action largely in the arc of recess.
and spacing while Fig. 16-15(B) shows the
relieved tip which avoid:- the effect. Generous (3) The gears must achieve efficient action
clearance between flanks and between tips without extreme tolerance limitations on
and roots are used on fine involute gears in all tooth profile or center distance.
cases where the energy available to turn the
gears is small. (4) The design should be such that

uniform accuracy in mass production is easiiy
Ihe characteristics of gearing in timing achievable.

mechanisms for ordnance are unique in
comparison to most small gear applications. (5) Adequate backlash is necessary to
The more important ones are: allow for center distance variations.

(1) The system is a step-up (or speed (6) Consideration of time, money, and
increasing) train, in which the pinions are equipment requires a degree of ease in
driven by the gears. manufacture of such designs, preferably in a

variety of methods, without necessitating
(2) In order to conserve weight and space, special tooling.
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The design of the various gearing systems (a) Stronger tooth profiles are possible
(involute, cycloidal, clock-tooth) are well through versatility of design with standard
documented in the literature (see Biblio- equipment.
graphy at the end of this chapter). However,
it remains with the designer of mi'itary timers (b) Tolerance requirements on tooth
to make a choice as to which system or profile and centor distance are more liberal.
ccmbination of systems wiil best approach or
equal the useful gear-design requirements as (c) Involute cutter design is quite
outlined. simple, consisting of straight lines.

In order to facilitate the choice between (d) Both .vtters and gears are ex-
gear systems, a comparison of the relevant tremely versatile and iterchangeable.
features of each should be made. Advantages
and disadvantages follow: (e) Contact ratios are usually greater

than unity.
a. Cycloidal Gears:

(2) Disadvantages:
(I) Advantages:

(a) Standard designs applied to pinions
(a) Most contact tends to occur on the with few teeth result in rather large

arc of recess. undercutting that weakens the teeth.

(b) Train efficiency is high. (b) Train efficiency is !ow.

(c) They are in common use. (c) Standard designs tend toward
greater approach action.

(2) Disadvantages:
c. Clock Tootfl Gear:

to (a) Teeth on smal pinions are tapered (1 Advnt a :
:': to extremely thin roots,. (1) Advantages:

(b) Tolerance requirements on tooth (a) Minimum obliquity of thrust if
profile and center distance are rath -, small, and largest possible generating circle is used.
often critical.

(b) Minimum sensitivity to errors of

(c) Cutter design for the cycloidal diameter and center distance.
curve is complicated, being another cycloidal
curve, and therefore prone to inaccuracy. (c) Standard designs of teeth for

certain numbers of teeth and gear ratios are
v (d) Neither the cutters nor the gears available.

are completely interchangeable.
(2) Disadvantages:

(e) Contact ratios are usually less than
unity. (a) Highly specialized gearing for going

trains.
b. Involute Gears:

(b) Standard design for the addendum
(I) Advantages: of the driving gear varies with the number of
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teeth in driven pinion and the gear ratio. This after the line of centers. The direction of
r system does not lead to easy standardization the friction force will oppose the -notion of

of tool stocks. the driver relative to the driven surface and be
perpendicular to the common normal. Fig.

(c) It is desirable from friction consid- 16-16(C) shows the gear mesh with the
erations to hsve more recess contact than normal force applied to the dive in presence
approach con.,ct, so that special tooth forms of frictson. Th, effective output under these
must be employed rather than true epicy- conditions is then the vector sum of the
cloidal curves, normal force and the friction force. The angle

of inclination of the resultant thrust to the
From the standpoint of simple cutter normal thrust is the friction angle. Where

design, interchangeability and higher allow- brass and steci are in sliding contact, this
ante on tooth profile and center distance, a angle is assumed to be 110 19'. Fig.
preference for involute gears can be justified 16-17(A)1 I shows a gear and pinion in
with possible combination with clock tooth contact before the line of centers. When the
gear sets in the train, torque is applied to the driver, a normal force

F,, will pass through point C in a directicn
16-3.4 FRICTION EFFECTS ON GEAR normal to both tooth prcfiles. The moment

TRAIN EFFICIENCY arm of the normal force of the gear is a and
the moment arm of the pinion is b. Fig.

It is a well established fact that when two 16-17(B) shows the same gear and pinion in
surfaces are in contact, and friction is contact before the line of centers with sliding
completely absent, the line of thrust betwecn friction present. The resultant force Ft passes
the surfaces lies on the common normal. If through the contact point C. The moment
sliding friction is present, the line of thrust is arm of F for :he gear is c and the moment
inclined to the common normal at an angle arm of the pinion is d. Li order to evaluate
whose tangent equals the coefficient of gear mesh performance, the torque output
friction. with friction (Gd riyen (FR)) is compared to

torque output with no friction (Gdriycn
Further, if two surfaces are shaped similar (F0)), where the same input torque is applied

to a shaft and bearing, there exists an in both cases. Their ratio, termed instanta-
inaginar, circle, called the friction circle, neous eff'ciency, is determined by
within the shaft hose radius is equal to the G
radius of the shaft multiplied by the sine of Instantaneous Efficiency drvcn (FR) = da
the angle of friction. if the line of thrust Gdrien (Fo) cb
applied to the shaft passes inside the friction
circle, the shaft will become friction locked (16-8)
and fail to rotate. If the line of thrust passes
near to the friction circle, the shaft will rotate Even though the friction force is reversed
but at a low efficiency. after the line of center, the equation for

efficiency is the same. Eq. 16-8 is a general
By using these facts, various phases of gear one which applies to both involute profiles

engagement can be studied, and variations of and variations of the cycloidal form.
output torque and efficiencies can be
determined. Fig. 16-16(A)1 I shows the To determine the efficiency curve for a pair
locations of the normal force when two gears of gears in contact, the force aiagmam must be
run together in the absence of friction. Fig. determined for each increment of the ar.,le of
16-16(B) indicates the location and direction actiop and the moment arms measured. By
of the sliding friction forces both before and using Eq. 16-8 the efficienc:: can be
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0 DIRECTION OF
OV ROTATION OF DRIVER

(A) DIRECTION OF NORMAL FORCE IN ABSENCE OF
FRICTION BEFORE AND AFTER CENTER

j NCR;-I

A DIRECTION OF
O ROTATION OF DRIVER

(B) FRICTION FORCES BEFORE AND AFTER CENTER

DIRECTION OF
O" ROTATION OF DRIVER

(C) NORMAL FORCE APPLIED IN DIRECTION
OF FRICTION

Figure 16-16. Direction of Resultant Effective Forces With Friction

1
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._...)force in Fig 16-16(B) it is evident wiiy recess

action is desirable. The transmitted forces andLb~TIr forc inFg 61( tiseietVyrcs

NOTiOF ovi, friction combine during approach action and
F. O /tend to separate the gears while during recess0, -- action they oppose each other and exert less

I k nct radial force on the gears.

A study has been performed to justify the

CO use of involute gearing over the traditional
cycloidal form. The parameters studied
include different pressure angles, different(A) NORMAL FORCE Fn BEFORE CENTERS WITH celuter oistances, different gear blank sizes,

MOMEN" ARMS a and b different cutter feed depths, and combina-
tions of these.

16-3.5 GEAR THEORY AND TOOTH DE-
WRECTION ofSIGN

The foris of the teeth of gears are based
on either of two types of curvts-the cycloid

-I -and the involute. A cycloid is the curve trazed
by a point on the ercumference of a circle
when the circle rolls without slipping along a

COWL ,.,straight line. Two variants of this- curve are
0.J used in gearing: the epicycloid (used in clock

gear trains) in which the circle rolis on the
(B) EFFECTIVE RESULTANT TF.RUST 6EFORE outside of another circle; and the .hypocy-

CENTERS WITH MOMENT ARMS C and d cloid, in which the circle rolls on the inside of
Figure 16-17. Forces on Teeth With another circle.

and Without Friction
An involute is the curve traced by the end

calculated. A graphic technique has been
developed. f3r plotting torque fluctuations ,,,,..
that are contributed by the tooth form of a ,,,, 01 M 0 W1 ,W
gear and pinion set when going in and out of
mesh' 1. Other effects such as gear eccentri-
cities and mainspring torque are not consid- . !**"'"
ered.

Fig. 16-181 ° shows the cumulative effect - t P
on efficiency of three stages of gears with the V,,,, l,-

individual efficiencies plotted on the same X X
graph. It can be shown that step-down gear.t

A' trains are more efficient than step-nip trains ( (CM1,40 (ftic,

and that incorret-tly designed gear trains can . C0,,,.IAC JA ,
jI be self-locking due to friction' 0.

Figure 16-18. Variations of Torque Output of
By referring to the direction of the friction Several Stages' 0
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0 one on each wheei have been removed. Fig.
, -- ION ONL OUEV*TIP 16-19(B) shows a similar pair, but with

l-..___,ACToN RULO nA", .__I-V " involute teeth. In each figure, a diagram of
AC!ION SETWIIN FLANK AND PONL-1

turning errors is shown which illustrates the
sharp acceleration of the driven gear from
rest, until true involute of cycloidal action is
arrived at, with contact between the designed

- - working faces of the teeth. Following this,
(A) CYCLOIAL rEETH there is a slowing down action until the

2-, 0,- leaving the driven tooth stationary. The
1/.. MII - INVOL ' FLANK AtN0t I ").. important fact to be noted here is the lead in

- IA " Of , t and lead out on the turnipg error curves. If0 ( glt' e llTILtM14 ONI FLANX
o/ aI, . CI.GdING there is any kind of error of tooth form or

spacing, part of the lead-in or lead-out curve
has load bearing action.

In Fig. 16-19(B) the irregular rough lines,
which represent contact upon an edge, are as

( ) INVOLUTE TEETH a result of no tip relief, and there is an abrupt
Figure 16-19. Contact Action of Gear Teeth10  change from tip contact to. true involute

contact. Fig. 16-19(A) shovs the lead-in and
lead-out curves to be smooth, because the

of a string when it is held taut, as it is theoretical curves are blended into the
unwound from a drum. Involute gearing was elieved tips.
developed more recently than cycloidal
gearing. The theory of both types of gearing If several such curves, spaced at intervals of
depends on geometrical principles, the funda- one circular pitch, are drawn in succession,
r.ientals of which are available in a number of the resulting diagram (see Fig. 16-201 0 will
texts (see Bibliography at the end of this show the take-up of load bearing contact of
chapter). the teeth The parts of the curves which

protrude above their preceding or succeeding
These theories of involute and cycloidal curves represent load bearing contact. Since

curves have as their basis the requirement that none of these curves can be exactly perfect in
the shape of the tooth profile. in contact practice,l it should be realized that contact on
must be such that the normals to the profiles any given pair of teeth must in general always
at all points of contact shall all pass through begin at a point of change over from retarded
the pitch point thereby insuring that the pair motion to accelerated motion. To minimize
of engaging teeth transmit a constant velocity the reduction of output torque in step-up gear
ratio. However, it is impossible to form the trains, special tooth profiles are designed.
teeth with mathematical precision. As a These variations cause a hump to occur in the

. result, within limits depending on the turning error curve which indicates that most
accuracy attained in practice, variations of of the load bearing contact occurs after the
velocity ratio take place, and successive point of contact has passed the line of centers
engaging pairs of teeth sometimes enter into (Fig. 16-20(A)). For gears in less particular
load-bearing contact more abruptly than they applications than clocks or timers, the turning
should. Fig. 16-19(A)i o shows a cycloidal error is caused to be slightly humped (Fig.
gear pair from which all of the teeth except 16-20(B)). If by any combination of inaccura-

16-22
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.! -,.J The ordinary gear velocity ratio i is
.. ............ - .determined by

o f 0 2 0 3 0 4 ( A ) I N 2(a) =- = - (16-9)

W2 N,

where
.(b)of ea

".(A), speed of first gear in mesh (driver),
rpmi

(C) 0o2 speed of second gear in mesh(drven), rpc'

Figure 16.20. Curves of Turning Error 0

N, = number of teeth in first gear (driver)
cies the curve becomes double humped, (Fig.
16-20(C)), the load bearing contact would N 2 = number of teeth in second gear
occur when the point of contact was remote (driven)
from the line of centers and friction would be (
at its greatest vqlue.

For decreasing speeds, i > 1 and for step up
The single humped condition can be gearing, i < 1. It must be remembered that

affected by arranging the tolerances on the the torque transmitted decreases as the speed
tooth profile so that the curvatures are greater is increased and vice versa.
than dictated by rolling curve theory, never
less. If rotational speeds are to be changed

significantly, particularly in a limited space,
16-3.6 GEAR RATIOS the transformation can be accomplished by

introducng a second gear on the shaft of the
In the design of gear trains, it is important driven gear of the first mesh, which in turn

to design thc individual gear meshes so that a drives a gear on a third shaft, then introducingmidnimum of spur gear sets ire used in order a second gear on the third shaft and drivingato avoid f'iction losses. In practice, gear ratio gear on a fourth shaft. This method can be

per gear znesi, should not exceed 10/1 or go carried on until the desired gear ratio is
below 1/10, otherwise the large gear would obtained. Fig. 16-21(A) 7 is an illustration of a
have trio many teeth (which is equivalent to speed increasing train (i < 1), and Fig.
having a large pitch diameter) or the small 16-21(B) shows a speed decreasing train (i -
gear would have too fcw teeth. 1).

One gear mesh is required for each decade For a given gear ratio, the small wheels
of gear ratios, thus: generally are determired first. Their selection

usually is made according tc desired degree of
Gear Ratio No. Meshes quality. Wheels with smaller numbers of teeth

are usually cheaper to produce whereas
10:1 or 1:10 1 wheels with higher teeth numbers provide a

better degree of overlap and thus amoother
100:1 or 1:100 2 running. By using the recommended number

of meshes for a particular gear ratio, it
1000:1 or 1: 1000 3, etc. remains the designer's job to provide a
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-N' 16-3.6.1 Calculation With Continued Frac- (
N,, tions

Theory will not be discussed here; it may
be found in the appropriate mathematical
literature. The procedure in the example that

[ ..... follows clearly shows the computation.

- Given a gear ratio i =347/439=N2/N1 .

The computation process is:
(Al SPEEO INCREASING

439:347 = 1 =a
-347

92 347:92 = 3 = b
I Iz -276
. 71 92:71 =- I = c

-71

21 7i:21 = 3 = d
N; N 12 -63

I% NJ N2 N -16
. . .-..d-. -- 5 8:5 = 1=f

5:3 =-- g
3:2 =1= h

(B ) SPEED OECREASiNG 2:1 2=i.

From the coefficients . to i thus found,
associated teeth numbers are obtained which
become increasingly greater and whose

tquotient continually approaches the true~combination that will fulfill th Iatiowl:
requireme its.~~~N 1 "A'=al1+0= 1 iV2 =A =a 0+ =I

There are several methods for solving gear

ratios whose numerators or denominators are B'=b A'+ 1= 4 B = bA+O = 3
higher-plat:e prime numbers. Since it is not
always necessary to maintain exactly the C'= c]B'+ A'= 5 C = cB+A 4
specified gear ratio, a good approximation to
the solution can be made by the following D' dC'+d'= 19 D = dC+B 15
two methods: E'= eD'+C'= 43 E = eD+C =34

(I) Calculating with continued fractions. F'= fE'+C'= 62 F = fE+D 49
The originally specitied gear ratio is reduced
to a frac.on with lower teeth numbers. G'= gF'+E'= 105 G = gF+E = 83

(2) Using Brocot's approximation method H'= hG'+F'= 167 H= hG+F = 132
which yields considerably better results but
which requires an auxiliary table, 2 . I' = i H'+ G'= 439 I = iH+G = 347
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Thus we obtain for the different approxima- are contained in the procedure using contin-
tion values N 2 IN,: ued fractions (row E/E' and F/F'). Actually,

Brocot's method represents an expansion of
A 1 teeth number determination by continued
A' 1 fractions.

- = B 3 = 0.75 We let
B' 4

34 a 49 c
C = - and --

.843 b 62 d

These two approximation values show a
D =15 = 0.7894736 of in comparison to the exact value-- 0.843 of:
D' 19

a c
E 34 = 0.7906976 --- i=ej andi---=e 2

E' 43 b d

From values b, d, eI, and e2 one forms Ihe
4 0.7903225 quotient

P 62 d e2
k = d

G_83b el
G = 83 = 0.7904762
G' 105 which at first yields a double fraction

(numerator and denomioator decimal frac-
H = 132 = 0.790419i tion). This double fraction is expanded by 10,
H' 167 100, etc. so that numerator and denominator

become a low decimal number > 1, which
- 347 = 0.7904328 after division by each other would yield the

1' 439 value k1 . By rounding off (or possibly by
additional increase by one of both numerator
or denominator) one finally obtains an

16-3.6.2 Brocot's Approximation Method ordinary fraction x, which is used to calculate
347 the corrected value

Example as above: i = -470.7904328. a x + c

439 aX_+_C
bx+d

From the table we obtain the two

approximation values which, upon suitable selection of x, approxi-
mates considerabl- closer the original i-value

4= 0 a = 0.7903225 than the two original approximation values3_4=07906976 and ± .932

43 62 a/b or cid.

As applied to*our example
of which the one is greater and the other
smaller than the exact value 0.7904328. It a i= 0.7906976 - 0.7904328
may be seen that these approximation values b
also can be obtained without the table, They = 0.0002648
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2=. i-- = 0.7904328 - 0.7903225 where (_d
- 0.000 1103 fn = natural frequency of pallet opera-

62(0.0001103) 6.8 tion, Hz
43(0.0002648 11.4

t = functioning delay, see
Forx =7/12 we obtain

0 = required angle for last pinion, deg
34(7) + 49(12) =14(59) 07035I4(7)+ 62(12) 14(59) = 0.790436.Nw = number of teeth on the escapement
43(7)+ 62(12) 19(55) wheel

Since Brocot's table- is calculated only for x = gear train ratio, reciprocal of gear
true fractions whose numerators and denomi- velocity ratio i

nators go no higher than 99 (two-place
numbers), one can carry the approximation Nw  should be designed to place a
even -farther by selection of even higher-place maximum number of teeth on the escape
fractions as provided by the continued wheel within the predetermined limits of the
fraction method (e.g., F/F' and GIG' or GIG' moment of inertia of the escape wheel. The
andH/H' as limits), natural frequency of the escapement system

f, should be as high as possible for increased
The difference in comparisor to the true resolution; and t is determined by the

value i = 0.7904328 when using continued specifications placed on the timer.
fractions is for (

After the gear train ratio is determined, the
49 train can be designed so as to fit into the

FF' =- (0.0001103) available space using a minimum of gears to
reduce friction losses and inertia of the

8GIG' 83 /0000G34) system.

132, 164 ESCAPEMENTS

167 The escapement is the part of a mechanical
clockwor chich regulates the transmission of
energy. The rate of energy release can be

and aczording to Brocot's method is controlled by either a two-center untuned
0.0000022. In the last case two gear elements escapement or by a tuned escapement of two
also are required. or three centers.

H 10-3.7 GEAR TRAIN DESIGN 164.1 UNTUNED TWO-CENTER ESCAPE-
MENT

The design of gear train for a timer depends
on the time interval to be measured. The Known variously as a runaway escapement,
following equatior can be used to determine verge escapement, or inertial governor, the
the gear train ratio untuned two-center escapement (Fig.

16-2213) is an inertia! system that lacks the
x-f t 360 (16-10) resonance charaetistics of the spring-mass

0 N w  type of timing escapement. In order to rotate,
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forms. One has an escape wheel and
PAtLLT FACE . OSCILLATING MASS oscillating mass combination of the type

shown in Fig. 16-22 where the teeth of the
ESCAPE PINION, escape wheel engage the flat pallet faces

formed by a special configuration of the mass.
-I The other form, shown in Fig. 16-2313, has a

PALLET FACE pin pallet. The escape wheel engages pallet
faces formed by two pins that project from

ESCM wHEEL the oscillating mass perpendicular to its plane
of oscillation. This second type is preferred
by some designers who believe that the pinlocation is controlled more easily in produc-

Figure 16-22. Runaway Escapement, Flat tion, providing better control of the geometri-
Pallet Faces cal position of the pallets. However, it is less

reliable because a pin may be missing or bent.

the escape wheel (sometimes referred to as 164.1.1 Factors Affecting Escapement Oper-
the starwheel) must drive an inertial mass ation
alternatively clockwise and counterclockwise.The direction of rotation of the inertial mass The following variables affect the running
changes each time a tooth of the escape wheel rate of a runaway escapement:

passes by one of the two contact surfaces on
tile oscillating mass. These contact surfaces, (1) Net driving torque (input torque less
called the "pallets" or "pallet faces", are output load)
contacted alternately by the escane wheel
teeth, thereby producing the oscillatory (2) Change in the geometrical relationship
motion of the mass. The mass itself often is of the pallet and escape wheel (due to wear or
referred to as the pallet. This continuous manufacturing variations)
reversal of the rotati-'nal direction of the mass
results in a drag that resists the input torque (3) Gear train and escapement tolerances
(energy is lost primarily by collision), and the
average rotational velocity of the escape (4) Friction
wheel becomes a function of the torque. The
escapement, therefore, provides a useful All effects considered, typical lot-to-lot
timing function if the driving torque has error for movements regulated with this type
acceptably small variations in its magnitude. of escapem-nt is usually within ± 15% when
The period T for one rotation of the escape operating over the military temperature range,
wheel is approximately -70 to 125 0F.

k
T = - , sec (16-11) The timing error can be reduced to ± 5%

NOi with tight tolerances, good quality con.-ol,
where individual adjustment of the output angle of

rotation to match a particular escapement
G = input torque, ;b-in. rate, individual adjustment of balance inertia,

and constant output load.
k = system constant, (in.-lb) I-sec

The frequency fn of pallet oscillation may
This escapement commonly is used in two be calculated from the net driving torque (Eq.
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Pallet -

/ Balance'

I Esca pement'

4r

Escapemnent
Wheel

Figure 16-23. Runaway Escapement, Pin Pallet Typo

16-12) on the escape wheel if the following I ,;wH (16- 12)assumptions are made'1 : fZ12-

(1) Half cycles of the pallet are equal in
time. where

(2) D~riving torquc is constant. G =net driving torque, lb-ft

(3) Impact is inelastic. =p radius of pallet pin, in.

(4) Friction is negligible.=raisoecpewelin
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1407F INITIA'. MOTOR TE.MPERATURE 12 I

0* 
'N I 

U

40 -700 It ARMING DISTANCE SPECIFIZO

0F INITIAL MOTOR TEMPERATUREI
W RANGEOF ROCKET 600fU0 c I ~E~m"

ACCELERqATIC4~
0. L0 f 0 1w I
0 I 2 3 'A -0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

TIME, SEC ACCELERATION, 9

Figure 16-24. Typical Rocket Accelerations Figure 16-25. Variation in Rocket Arming
Time

0 = angle between extrent, positions of This variability in behavior of rockets can
pallet, rad be illustrated by the influence of rocket

motor temperature (at time of firing) upon
1. = moment of inertia of oscillating mss the acceleration (see Fig. 16-241). Other

of pallet, slug-ft2  factors such as a~r density can have
pronounced effects on the acceleration-time

Thus the frequency varies as the square diagram.
root of the escape wheel torque, or damping
force is proportional to the square of the Fig. 16-251 shows that the arming time
escape wheel angular velocity. When designing must vary with the acceleration of the rocket
a gear train, the designer must remember that if the arming distance is to be held within the
G is the actual torque delivered rather than specified tolerance.
the theoretical torque. (Use 30% of the
theoretical torque as a first approximation.) A solution to this problem can Le to use a

runaway escapement. Using the acceleration
16-4.1.2 Runaway Escapement Applied to of the rocket as a source of power to drive the

Rocket Fuze escapement, the escapement can be designed
to effect arming in the same distance even

As an example, let us investigate the though the acceleration varies. Fig. 16-261
problem of arming a rocket f'11- at 700 ± i 00 shows a device in which the torque applied to
ft from the launcher. For safety, the fuze the escapement will be proportional to the
must not become armed until the rocket has setback acceleration.
traveled a certain minimum distance.

The time to arm t can be expressed as
Inasmuch as measuring this distance direct-

ly is a difficult if not impossible task, a timing t= - , sec (16-13)
ipterval is measured in a manner that is 'fn
related directly to distance. If the speed of
the rocket were constant, a timing device because it depends upon the number of
would suffice. The timing devices for arming oscillations of the pallet and thence upon its
artillery projectiles can be applied with frequency fn. The distances that the rocket
reasonable confidence, but the behavior of will travel during the arming time is
rockets is too variable to measure arming I
distances with timing devices even if all s=-at 2  (16-14)
rockets performed normally. 2
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LEVER flight would be constant which is not
necessarily true. Some rocket motors exhibit

TIMING DISK characteristics that make the rocket accelera-
tions vary with time. Fortunately, the arming

SPIN- -  "- -distance is only moderately affected as shown

TI
t - , ' .).' "" I,M I I .3-C ,'/, S + ,I3

;I .TI ." GEAR TRAIN s k + ft (16-17)
ACCRATI T. ftk3

% %, Sincebothk' and a are large compared with

kl, the second term becomes insignificant.

" -4--- ESCAPEMENT Eq. 16-12 describes an idealized device and
cannot account for effects of friction or
materials. For a particular one-second timer,
the empirical equation for the average angular

Figure 16-26. Runaway Escapement velocity co of the escape wheel is given by'

0.231 I° . 11 2 Gu.s
The torque G is given by W. 0a

m 
0 12

G=mar k', (16-15)
wherewhere
1W -moment of inertia of escape wheel,

m mass of the driving rack (Fig. 16..26), slug-ft2
slug

IM  moment of inertia of oscillating
a = acceleration of th2 rocket, ft/sec 2  pallet, slug-ft 2

rw = radius of the escape wheel, ft G torque, lb-ft

k' = ratio of number of te,'- of driving 'ibis is the same form as Eq. 16-12 because
gear and escape wheel

f, N w c¢o/(2r),Haz (16-19)
Combining Eqs. 16-12 to 16-15 results in f wc/2rH 1-9

4 =I 60 where Nw is the number of teeth on theSS=- =k,(16-16) escape wheel. The constant coefficient

kof k' r (0.231) was found to depend upon various
factors: center-to-center Aistance between

in which all terms of definition are indepen- escape wheel, friction in the gear train, and
dent of the rocket ballistics. number of times that the mechanism had

been "run down".
The runaway can be employed to establish

a constant arming distance in this circum- 16-4.1.3 Dynamics of Runaway Escapement
stance. However, the analyses assumed that
for any one rocket the acceleration during There has been considerab!e analytical
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work done in the dynamics of this type of 16-4.2 TUNED TWO-CENTER ESCAPE-
escapement 1 4 . Three conditions of p-allet MErTS
wheel motion were studied. These include(1) cycle of no free motion, (2) cycle of no The tuned escapemnent is the pari of a
contact motion (all free motion), and timing device that (1) counts the number of
(3) cycle of half free motion half contact oscillations executed by the oscillating mass
motion. (pallet) and (2) feeds energy to its pallet. The

pallet controls the rotation of the escape
The effect of geometrical factors upon the wheel while it receives energy that maintains

behavior and nonuniformity of running rates its oscillations. Since the pallet teeth trap and
of this system was investigated' 1. Some of release escape wheel teeth, the rotation of the
the results of this study were: escape wheel depends upon the frequency of

oscillation of the pallet.
(1) Variations in apparently identical pal- These escapements consist of a combina-

lets may cause variations in period of as much ton of a oing
as 0.13 sec. tion of a pivoted balance and a mass-restoring

spring wilsed twice per cycle by an escape
Variation in period introduced by wheel. The axis of the escape wheel and(2) Varion in d id e d by -alance mass pivol are usually parallel. Thedifferent starwheels and drive springs is bscie eidtee n l uenegligible. basic idea behind these, and all tunedescapements, is that the balance mass-restor-

(3) The factors in 'he pallet that caused ing spring system has a natural frequency to
radical changes of period are the shape and which energy must be delivered so as tolocation of the leading pallet face. maintain the oscillation and alter the natural

frequency as little as possible. Thee escape-
(4) ments might be classed i~i two groups,(4) A change of 0.002 in. in the center-to-ten- etmih becasd itw gru,A cang of0.02 i. i th ceterto-en- dead-beat and recoil. In dead-beat escape-

ter distance of pallet and wheel results in a
change of period of K%. ments, the escape wheel rests motionlessagainst the locking face of the pallet. During

(5) Friction is most important in the drive the "free --wing" phases of the cycle there is
springs, and oiling the pallet srfaces strongly firm contact between escape whea tooth andsprns and on palletexcept during the impulse, and catch-up

Sd ephases. In recoil escapements almost all tooth

(6) Physical smoothness of shafts, pallet action consists of impulse except for short(6fcts, shoulders, or bearing holes is of angular. displacements immediately after im-negligible importance in affecting the period. pacts where there may be a slight recoil of thenescape wheel. Further discussion on the
I: escapements follows:

(7) Torque delivered at the escape wheel
may vary greatly because of frictional effects
from mechanism to mechanism. (1) Dead Beat Escapement.

The original escapement of the dead beat
(8) If a mechanism has been dormant for type is the Graham dead-beat escapement

some hours or days, its period is large when used in pendulum clocks. To make this
first rerun and then decreases to the constant escapement suitable for military use, the
period. number of teeth enclosed by the pallet was

reduceJ to thiee aad the impulse face was
(9) The nominal delay time may vary as relocated to the escape wheel tooth. The

much as 5% depending upon the operating resulting Junghans escapement is discussed in
positions. par. 16-4.2.1.
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Another form of dead beat escapement is made adjustable so that the timing mechanism
the cylinder escapement where the pallet is can be regulated to the design frequency
for.,'ed by remcving a small section of a full thereby compensating for small material and
cylinder and only one tooth is enclosed, manufacturing variations from unit to unit.
Cylinder escapemcnts are discussed in par. The escape wheel is made of thin brass or
16-4.2.4. beryllium copper and usually has 20 'teeth on

its periphery, three of which are enclosed by
(2) Recoil Escapement. Recoil escape- the lever pallets during operation. The wheel

ments in their classical form are not used in teeth are so shaped that, as the escapement
military nicchanisms. There are. some almost wheel is rotated, the lever is caused to
dead beat .scapements that exhibit small oscillate which in turn imparts intermittent
amounts of recoil. The escape wheels-in rotation to the wheel. The normal mode of
another class of escapements that might be operation of the Junghans original escape-
classed in this category-always drive, ment was deid beat, i.e., the escapement
supplying too much torque to permit any wheel stops and does not reven.e its motion.
recoil: They really are tuned runaways and are
not very accurate, but are highly reliable and Fig. 16-28(A)- shows tooth A falling on
are suitable for some safing ard arming pallet tooth A'. In Fig. 16-28(8) the lever is
mechanisms. A good example of this is the passing through the equilibriun point in its
normal Junghans escapement operated back- oscillation where tooth A is about to be
wards. released by the pallet. In Fig )6-28(C) the

escape wheel tooth C is the opposite part of
the cycle. If the line of action of the impulse

16-4.2.1 Jun~ian$ E. calemet passes through the pivot of the lever, its
e pmotion will not be altered. As pallet tooth B'

mThe principal tuned two-center escape- slides beneath tooth C, the escape wheel
ments used in mechanical time fuzes in this stops. In Fig. 16-28(D) the lev-r has returned
country are forms f an escapement oriGnally to its equilibrium position and is being driven
designed by Dr. n. unghans of Germany by the escape wheel as shown in Fig.
during World War I. The advantages of this 16-28(B). If the energy is added as the pallet
escapement are its relatively simple construe- passes through its equilibrium position, the
tion, ability to withstand extreme environ- frequeny of the oscillating mas; (regulator) is
ments (ruggedness), and its inherent high least affected.

frequency of oscillation.

l t Neglecting for the moment te in:eraction
Basicall, the Junghans system consists of of the tescapement wheel and pallets, the

an escapement lever (the oscillating mass) effects of variable driving torque, etc., the
with a beam escapement spring and an escape: , natural frequency 4, -from elementary
wheel (see Fig. 16"271 6). The !ever is made of theory for a spring-mass vibrating sys-
spring steel and formed as shown. The pallet tern-neglecting friction, is
is an integral part of the I ever and is ground
accurately to shape. Small ,,eights sometimes I F1 k I r / Az (16-20)
are fastened to the lever arms in order to 2 m
obtain the desired inertia for the spring-mass
system. The arbor, to which the lever is where
staked, provides its pivots and also secures the
escapement spring. While the escapement k = torsional spring'ecnstant, lb-in./rad
spring is fixed to the arbor near or at its
midpoint, both of its ends are supported lra= moment of inertia of the oscillating
simply by guides. The position of the guides is system, slug-in."
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~~DIRECTION OF H
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RTEEL BSCILE ROTATION..

(A) Pallet rooh Slid;lng M scope Wheel Tooth, Face (B) Pallet at qullbriuv

;,-;
\ T ED S P R I A > 7,

(c, Escape Wheel TOOth Foiling on Pallet Tooth (ol Pallet at Equilibrium

Figure 16-28. Action of Junghans Escapement

A typical experimentally determined fre- where
quency vs torque curve for a fuze movement
containing a Junghans escapement is shown in a = constant dependent on escapement
Fig. 16-29' 8. Although this curve varies from geometry
movement to move~nent within a given lot of
fuzes, the general shape of the curve is the b = constant dependent or, the friction
same for all Junghans escapements. coefficient between the tooth and

pallet and on escapement geometry
Some preliminary analytical work indicates

that the torque dependence on frequency can c = constant dependent on pivot friction
be expressed in the following form' 8 of the escapement lever

F~bG c)~1By examining Eq. 16-24 one can readily see

=a1c6(b2c)) the reasons for variations of frequency shitt
f(1 +b)G J1-2) from movement to movement. Small changes
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1 A = amplitude, rad

VA 0 w = circular frequency, rad/sec

. 0 = phase angle, rad! O\
,, 0IT period, see

L,. 0 (A and 0 are constants determined by the
initial conditions)

5 10 IS 20 25 !b
Mainsprinq Arbor Torque, in.-oz12= = (16-26)

Figur-e 1629. Junghan Escapement, Frequen-
cy-torque Curve T= . -2 = sec (16-27)

in c and b alter the vaiue of 4f/f appreciably. 7he Junghans escapement has undergone
The relationship is especially sensitive to many changes of an evolutionary nature since
changes of c at low torque and to changes of its introduction approximately forty years
b at high torques-i.e., at low torques, ago into the United States for use in artillery
changes in pivot friction are critical; at high fuzes. Materials have been improved and more
torques, changes in tooth friction are efficient processes have been used. Further a
important. Since a larger random variation is mainspring has replaced centrifugal weights,
expected of c rather than of b, the gear train values have been increzied, and
escapement is less stable at low torques, safety features have been added. Two such

improvements are the Popovitch modification
The fundamental equation for the motion and the Dock modifitation which are

of the balance wheel neglecting the effect of described in the paragraphs that follow. Two
friction is additional modifications, proposed specifical-

ly to reduce spin sensitivity (E-K and PA
r /2\ systems), are discussed in par. 16-4.4.M 14.1-tkO=O(i&-25)
12 UP-k o 164.2.2 Popovitch Escapement Modification

The Popovitch modification of the Jung-
vihere hans escapement is ahown in Fig. 16-301 . It

u.ees two outboard ,iprings instead of a spring
mI = moment of inertia of balance wheel,, f~a.tencd to the arbor. The modificationslug-in. 2  rc duces the spin sensitivity of the mechanism.

k = torsional spring constant, lb-in./rad A mahematical analysis has bcen made
concerning the feasibility of the Popovitch

= angular displacement of balance modification ih the derign of escapement; for
wheel, rad, or artillery fuzes 9 This report shows the

behavior of the spring, in its hurizontal and
= A cos (wT + 0) vertical positions, under the influence of
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secondary benefit a.ises from the unique
SLXC manner in which the round-wire escapement- USTC I NT C spring is fastened into the arbor. Fig. 16-3216

,.; /' - ISCAmimIrT saeamo shows in detail how the springs in the
ARBN Junghans (standard) and Dock (new) versions

, . are held in the arbor, and also indicates The
-,o,- attendant changes to the adjusting nuts. In

A- -the standard design, the escapement spring is

AEV distorted badly in the neighborhood of the
AS$;M5tY arbor, necessitating a manual straightening

PAL&IT ,operation after the spring is pressed into
•- place.

ESCAPEMENT WHEEL.

164.2.4 Cylinder Escapements

Figure 16.30. Popovitch Modification of Cylinder escapements are relatively simple
Junghans Escapement and inexpensive. They are not used in

applications requiring extreme timekeeping
accuracy. The timekeeping errors are, in

,:- Igeneral, one order of magnitude higher than
centrifugal and axi, l accelerations. Thermal the errors in a detached lever escapement.
expansion and gyroscopic effects also were These errors are due mostly to the torque
considered in the analysis. sensitivity of cylinder escapements, i.e., the

beat rate is somewhat dependent on the value
of the torque that drives the escapement.

164.2.3 Dock Escapement Modification Fig. 16-3320 shows the essential compo-
The Dock modification is not directly nents of a typical cylinder escapement. The

concerned with the kinematical geometry of escape lever is a cylindrical tube with part of
the escapement. It attacks the following the wall area cut away. It spans one tooth.
problem: the natural frequency of the The inertia of this lever and the coupled
Junghans escapement changes in a spin hairspring constitutes an oscillatory system
environment because the spring must flex ih a that meters the speed of rotation of the
radial force field. The freq.uency change is escape wheel. This is done by allowing the
proportional to the square of the spin speed. escape wheel to advance one tooth for each
This is an .appreciable effect. In addition to complete cycle of oscillation of the escape
causing shifts in mean functioning time when lever. Fig. 16-3420 showb the action sequence
the fuze experiences other than its regulation for this escapement.
design spir, it also causes dispersion in
functioning times. A large part of the timing The motiop of the various parts of the
variation of the Junghans escapement arises cylinder escapement were analyzed using
from this spin sensitivity (see par. 1 4.4). Newtonian mechanics and, since the coupled

equations of the impulse are nonlinear,
In the Dock modification o-- the Junghans solutions were obtained by computer meth-

escapement the rectangular cross section ods2 1. Figs. 16-35 to 164120 give the results
spring is replaced by one of circular cross of the variation of several escapement
section (Fig. 16-31 6). A re+.action in spin parameters. The definition of the symbols
sensitvity stems from this change alone. A appearing on the graphs are:
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Round
, Escapement

-Flrt Escapement Spring
Spring

Swage Pin 0.006 in.

0.018 In. Hoole Plzg
to Fasten Wire 0.0247 in. HalfSTANDARD FUZE by Slight Hard Brss Plug

SFSwaging NEW DESIGN

(A) Escapement Arbor Showing New Configuration

0.004 in. 0.015 in. HoleWidth of Slot

STANDARD FUZE NEW DESIGN

(B) Adjusting Nut Showing New Configuration

Figure 16-32. Escapement Arbor and Adjusting Nut-Modified Configuration

PC = coefficient of friction at the pallet friction. The magnitude of this drag is
pivots determined by the coefficient of friction at

the pivots, by the pi.vot diameter, and by the
= coefficient of friction between es- weight of the pallet. Study of the figurescape wheel and pallet surface shows little change in performance as a result

of changing the coefficient of friction.
BR = beat rate

Fig. 16-36 shows the variation introduced
BR =natural beat rate by difference, in E. Thcre is little or no

J = ratio of escape wheel inertia to
pallet inertia ESCAPE

WHEEL nI ESCAPE
Gs = drawing torque applied to escape LEVER OR

wheel PALLET

k = torsional spring constant of pallet
return spring

E = rebound coefficient, i.e., rebound HAIRSPRING
velocity of pallet to the approach .. )
velocity TOROUE

Fig. 16-35 shows the effect of variation of

torsional drag on the pallet due to pivot Figure 16-33 Cylinder Escapement Assembly
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(A) FIRS( IMPACT (B) START OF FIRST IMPULSE

(CI END UF FIRST IMPULSE (-'SECOND IMPACT

(El START OF .ECOND IMPULSE (F) END OF SECOND IMPULSE

Figure 16-34. Action Sequenco of Cylinder Escapement

sensitivity, for a change in E, in either Fig. 16-38 shows the effect of varying the
timekeeping or amplitude properties. ratio J. It is evident that a minimum of escape

wheel inertia should !ead to good timekeeping
Fig. 16-37 shows the results of varying the and at the expense of good timekeeping,

coefficient of friction p . Both timekeeping increased pallet inertia could be used to
and amplitude are highly sensitive to this control pallet amplitude.
friction. The magnitude of the friction is
sensitive to influences such as temperature A real problem in production is the
and loading pressure. The drooping tendency variation of center distance. Fig. 16-39 shows
of the timekeeping curves is probably too the performance changes that occur as a result
severe because most lubricants show a sinalle.r of center variations. Even though little
coefficient of friction as the loading pressure sensitivity is indicaed in the figure, experi-
is increased. ence says otherise. A possible cause of the

observed sensitivity may be rapid change of
direction of the common normal to the

From these resuls, the choice of an ideal contacting surface of escape wheel and pallet.
lubricant for the pallet surface should be one
which is temperature insensitive, load insensi- If the escape wheel tooth lift is increased,
tive, and has as small a friction coefficient as there te.ids to be a slight flattening of the
possible (say about 0.1). In addition, the tir.ie*.Leping curves as well as some increase in
lubricant should have wear resistance, chemi- amplitude as lift is increased (see Fig. 1640).
cal stability, and be immobile. The tempera-
ture sensitivity problem may be solvcd by Thc degree. to which the escapement is
selecting a lubricant whose coefficient is not 'cut ot beat" is defined as the alignment
sensitive over the required operating range. error and is the parameter that is varied ir
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""/[~G /''"%k"" Further work on the cylinder escapement
sindicates that the major contributor to torque

sensitivity is the frictional drag between the
o:,.0 -. .. pallet and escape wheel during the sliding

phase of motion20 . Possible improvement
could be made by designing a recoil pallet
that causes the escape wheel to back up
slightly as the pallet moves into engagement.
The energy that was extracted from the pallet

0 due to recoil during engagement is restored to
20 is returned to the pallet. Tis causes a

regative drag that 2cts to cancel part of the
-. positive drag. If these two effects could be

U15 , E=o, J=o.I proportioned properly, better timekeeping
would result.

O.S1.0 1.5

Gs/k 16-4.2.5 EscapenVmt Self-starting Capability

Figure 16-35. Pivot Friction Variation Tis capabi'ty refers to the ability of the
escapement to start the oscillator moving,
without an external force, from any rest

Fig. 16-41. The figure shows that alignment position and to sustain the oscillations as long
errors-if they are small (2 or 3 deg)-have as energy is supplied. Seltstarting capability is
little effect but greater errors cause timekeep-
ing degradation, increased torque sensitivity, 1.1,0_
and a lessening of the total range of torque a,/k [
over which the escapement will operate. 1.00

or. . 0.10

"I. I , ., . .. "a- 0.0

1.1 C3 /dp O.1'J= .,.¢= 0 . .

I 1 pO ' ' Os/

0.5 3.0 s

O0/k

00.10

~~ 3.0, 0.1, 0.2 0.4 10 =. :J ::2.

11P E0.15, J O.. , uc=O 0

00.5 2.0 1.5

Figure 16.36. Rebound Coefficient Variation Figure 16-3Z Pallet Friction Variation
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1.10 bance. This is not a factor with the untuned
GO two-center escapements that have no dead

t.®L' :o .s spots and are, therefore, inherently self-start-

o.bo -0. o Some nonself-starting escapements can be
0.40made self-starting by putting them out of

0.70 beat, i.e., making the relaxed position of the
oscil'ator one other than that which is
desirable for the best timekeeping accuracy.
Another approach is to modify the tooth

20 J.o profile (see par. 16-3). However, care must be
01!!0.1 taken not to cause frictional drag. Gear trains
0.0 -------- can become seW-locking due to friction (see

to par: 16-3.4).

5 ,An experimental and theoretical study wasli,=o.:S, E--o, j --o made of a variation of the Junghans system

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 with a view to improve the self-starting
6,/k capability2" The nonlinear equations of

motion f6t the impulse phase are derived on
Figure 16-38. Inertia Variation the basis of energy considerations and are

used to determine the relationships between
escapement frequency and input drive torque.

of great importance in many military Experimental studies of frequency vs torque
applications. are described, and the test data are found to

correlate reasonably the results of the
Some escapements have dead spots or rest theoretical investigation.

po5itions in which they will remain at rest ,
even when energy is being supplied, if they 16-4.3 TUNED THREE-CENTER ESCAPE-
are allowed to stop in these positions. MENTS

Restarting then requires an external distur-

exist in several forms, have the following

c ,0 principal common characteristics that dis-
tinguish them from two-center escapements:

•.e, • (1) There are three in lieu of two pivot
centers.

(2) The oscillating balance is free (de-
00 , olk tached) of the escapement through as much as

, i85% of its swing, whereas in two-center
C .escapements the balance is essentially neverI llK Imll C E,- toO lin~.

P =0.1,, J =o., ,.€=o free from the escapement.

G/k (3) Their timekeeping properties are im-
proved significantly over two-center escape-

Figure 16-39. Center Distance Variation ments.
14
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.o. 0-o1.5
C I

0 0O.N In,

0.9040.0021n.

0Nominal

Nominal +.00OS1A
20

-. 1o5 oo n:IS 11. 4C.002 Its.

4O0M In.
j10 40.000in

5 ~Nominal lift - 0. 009 in,
'Up- 0.15, E - , J=O.],/.o 0

0 0 G/k 1.0 1.5

Figure 1640. Variation of Lift

(4) The power requir-ments are minimal for the tuned two-center escapements (see
due to high operational efficiency. Eqs. 16-25 to 16-27).

(5) They are suited ideally to long runs The detached lever escapement operates as
because of their low natural frequency of follows: one end of a pivoted lever acts by
oscillation, means of two pallets in conjunction- with the

escape wheel; the other end acts on the
The idea behind three-center or detached balance.' Tere are many slightly different

lever escapements is that an interm, .iiate link versions of this escape.ment. The differences
between the escape wheel and the oscillating are in tooti shape and number, pdllet design,
mass (balance) permits delivery of the lwer ratio, fork geometry, etc. The .scape
impulses in a more precise manner, and also wheel teeth are sometimes given a negative
minimizes the drag torque imposed on the draw to improve reliability and give a
balance by the escape wheel. self-starting feature but this destroys the

detached lever characteristics because there is
The detached lever is capable of much then a friction drag on the balance, For

* greate: accuracy and can be used for longet military applications, the amplitude may be
time delays than any other frictional move- reduced to permit higher frequencies. Both of
ment. The poorest esnapements are capable of these modifications tend to reduce the
accuracies of ± 0.1 to 0.2% while the best aro accuracy of the escapement.
capable of attaining accuracies of aboutI 0,005%. The fundamental equw.tions for the Figs, 16-421 3 and i6-43 13 show the two
motion of the balance are the same as those main forms of the detached lever escapement,
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1.10 .,/1 safety lever and roller on the balance staff
1.0 ,(Fig. 16-43), and a pin on the lever to prevent

n-. unlocking the lever in the event the
:"o.-4 "  .2"-. Iescapement receives a -shock -during the freeI.\ motion of the balance wheel. In pin-pallet

o"_'.-,'2 escapements, banking pins often are omitted
and the pins are allowed to bank on the root
diameter of the escape wheel.

0 The- action of these escapements is as
follows:

- 0.. "(1) The balance wheel- travels in the
,0' direction indicated-by the arrow (Fig. 16-42)

4 swith sufficient energy to cause the impulse
5 Pp =0.15, E=o, J=o.. yc =0 pin to move the lever and pallet far enough to

release -the escape- wheel tooth from the
0.5 1.0 ,.5 locking- face, and: allow it to enter on the

G,/k impulse face of the pdlet.
Figure 16-41. Alignment Error Variation

(2) The escape wheel, driven by the
mainspring, moves in the direction of the

namely, the club-tooth type and the pin-pallet arrow and pshes the pallet out of its path.
type. The pin-pallet escapement uses pins as After the wheel tooth has reached the end of
pallets, and the impulse -is entirely on the the impulse face of the left pallet, its motion
escape wheel tooth. This type is least is arrested by the-right pallet, the locking face
expensive, rugged, and easiest to manufacture. of which has been brought into position to

receive another tooth of the wheel.
Detached-lever escapements require a small

(3) When the pallet is pushed aside by the
- ROLLER OR BALANCE wheel tooth, the lever imparts sufficient

'WHEEL energy to the balance through the impulse pin
"O"*P, oR IMPULsE to sustain oscillation of the balance wheel.
Pik Th-. balance wheel proceeds on its excursion,

SAFETY PIN - BANKING PINS deflecting the balance sping until it comes to
0 Lrest. Then its motion is reversed by the

LEVER uncoiling of the balance spring; the impulse
pin again enters the notch of the lever but

LOCKING _ --- from the opposite direction, and the opera-
-FACE PALLET- tion prev.ously described is repeated.

FACE -- ' " SCAPE WHEEL 164.3.1 Method of Increasing Torque Regu-
lating Range of Detached Lever
Escapements

An escapement has the twofold function of
- - regulating the speed of the shaft and of

dissipating the energy that is supplied through
Figure 16-2. Detached Lever Escapement, the shaft. While for watch making applica-

Club Tooth Type tions the speed regulation function is
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OVERBANK POSITION

--------------------------------------- -- --
i ~~SIMPLIFIED / ,

l ' ~ ~BEHAVIOR / ,,1 A CTUA L

-i BEHAVIOR I
' .3 AMIN

IhI I
GMIN GMAX DESIRED GMAX

TORQUE

Figure 1644. Amplitude vs-Torque Behavior

paramount, in certain military -applications reliable unlocking actioa, accurate speed
the energy (or torque) regulation capaity is regulation, or both. These limiting amplitudes
of primary concern. correspond to limiting torque values beyond

which the escapement-is said to-be operating
The practically constant fraction of the improperly.

energy that must be absorbed by the
escapement is imparted to the balance during The two methods available for increasing
the impulse period; the remainder is dissi- the torque regulation are either reducing the
pated as heat when- the escape wheel impacts minimum permissible amplitude- or introduc-
on the pallet. That energy thut is imparted to ing a nonlinearity into the amplitude-torque
the balance is dissipated primarily in coulomb relationship so that higher torques can be
friction at the balance pivots. It follows from accommodated without overbanking. This
an elementary energy balance that the latter method is indicated in Fig. 16-44 by the
amplitude of oscillation of the balance should curve labeled "desired hehavior". Several-
increase in direct proportion to the applied ,nethods for accomplishing nonlinearity are
torque. This is shown in Fig. 16-4423 by the changes in windage drag, hairspring, escape
curve labeled "simplified-behavior". At-higher wheel inertia,-beat rate, and brking fork.
amplitudes, experimental curves deviate from
liicarity as is shown in the figure-by the curve
labeled "actual behavior" and indicate er.ergy .
losses not directly proportional to input ; -
torque. , 4; . -f

The permissible amplitude limits determine A .
the range over which an escapement can .-
operate. The maximum p lrmissiblo amplitude
is-limited by the overbank position, i.e., the
angular position of the balance whe.l at
which the pin strikes the-outside of the lever D
fork. The-minimum permissible amplitude is-
that amplitude for which the energy stored in
the balance is just sufficient to provide Figure 16-45. Balence Wheels
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Figure 16-46. Effect of Varying Escape Wheel lnerti3 and Frequency
The windage drag, which is a function of changing -the inertia of the escape wheel, as a

velocity, -can be amplified by altering balance function-of amplitude.
geometry so that parameters b:aring on
windage can be made more prominent. Fig. Another way of accomplishing the desired
16-452 13 shows various arrangements of amplitude behavior is by applying a drag
balances- illustrating this principle. Although torque to-the balance-which is proportional to
increases in windage- effects are attainable, it the applied torque. Energy dissipation at the
was found that windage has little or no effect balance would then be dependent on the
on nonlinearity, product of airplitude and applied torque.

This can be accomplished by using a braking
Data and theory indicate that -the hair- fork mechanism as shown in Fig. 16-48 13.

spring generates a radial thrust comparable in The effects of braking action which can be
magnitude to the weight of the balance wheel, attained by this method are shown in Fig.
Since this thrust increases with amplitude, 16-492 1 . Possible disadvantages are degrada-
nonlinearity like that show: in Fig. 16-44 can tion of timekeeping and difficulties of
be demonstrated. The incre;ased pivot loading manufacture. Fig. 16-5023 shows the effect
at high balance amplitudes causes a rate of of several braking surface combinations.
increase in energy dissipation which is greater 16-4.3.2 Dynami Analysis of Detched 1.-
than ti:e rate of increase of amplitude and
hence the nonlinearity in the amplitude ver Escapement
torque curve. The dynamics of the detached luver

escapement has been the subject of two
If the escape wheel inertia and frequency analytical works 24 , 2 5 . The first is a Ph.D.

are changed, it has been shown that dissertation on the dynamics of a detailed
nonlinearity can be attained. Fig. 16-4623 lever mechanism. The basic equation of an
shows the effects of changing the inertia of ost.illating spring-mass system is augmented
the escape wheel and the natural frequency of by adding terms that represent viscous
the balance-wheel/hairspring system. Fig. damping, sl;ding friction, and a forcing
164723 shows the effect on frequency by function.
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Figure 1647. Beat Rate fora Detached Lever Escapement

The equation for the escapement is as follows time rate of outprt of a high torque source
while tapping a small fraction of the torque

" + w2 0 i+ +R +XS = 0 (16-28) for its operation. With this arrangement, it is
0 claimed that te torque is relatively constant

V where and this provides better regulation.

angular displacement The second report25 points out-that the
high accuracy traditionally realized in

W2 -k/I watches -and clocks using the detached lever
torsionalescapement could not be maintained when

k = torsional spring constant the detached iever escapement is adapted for

I = moment of inertia of balance
- BALANCE

C (viscous damping coefficient)/I -ROLJLE

R = (sliding friction coefficient)/O

XO =forcing function

The equation of motici with certain values
of C, R, X, was solved using computer
programming and the results were plotted and
compared with data taken from an actual
operating unit in order to obtain the
parameters C, R, X. Finally, tests were ECAPE
conducted on five experimental escapements. WHEEL
The experimental data gave excellent correla- ,
tion to the theoretical data in both e:vpecteAd
predictions and shape of the curves. A
method of torque control is suggested tof reduce the torque sensitivity of the detached
escapement (see Fig. 16-5124). In this
method a low-power escapement controls the Figure 1648 Braking Fork
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Figure 1649. Effects of Braking Action

use in military timing mechanisms. Some--of (4) Increased variations in input torques
the causes- believed responsible for the and -output loads- resulting from military
degradation-in accuracy are: applications

say-orhg1eslto in short timing
()Strengthening of fragile, small diameter intervalsA Elminaionof cstl jewlle beain~(6) Oncratied eocaem ie t fequencyr nee-
()Loosening of tolerances to decrease treines and after prolonged exposure to shock

costs and vibration.

/ /'Chroe Pl~~

0

w; Corrected gold plate

-2.

RADIAL P0S.
ROOM TEMP,

I I I
0100 200 300 40(1

TORQUE, ARBITRIARY SCAL.E

Figure 16.50. The Effects of Several Braking Surface Combina~ions
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recommendaticns are made for an improved
model:BALNC POWER LEVER

(I) Provision for unlocking to end before
zero balance displacement

-LEVER

(2) Addition of a draw angle in the
TOOTHED POWER escapement wheel tooth-SOURCE

ESCAPE (3) Addition of a variable geometry for theWH .wEL- lever fork

Figure 16.51. Modifled Escapement (4) Provision for -frictional losses during~impulse-

The gloss effect of all these factors is to (5) Provision for elastic collisions during
produce greater variations in the effective unlocking and impulse.
-impulse delivered to-the oscillating balance
assembly. 16-4.4 SPIN SENSITIVITY OF TUNED

ESCAPEMENTS
Sinu-.- an escapement that shows a -large

variation in timekeeping -properties as the It has been observed that-the frequency of
input torque is varied is said to be torque oscillation of the escapement lever (balance
sensitive, the quality of a given escapement mass) changes when the escapement is spun in
design can be asessed by determining its an artillery fuze. As previously indicated, this
degice of torque sensitivity. change arises from the fact that tht

escapement spring is-now flexing-in a radial
The main objective of the report 2 s ,was to force fiel. that is proportional to the square

develop a mathematical model 6f the of the spin speed. This frequency change can
escapement which allows a more efficient be either positive or negative depending on
-investigation of parameter 'variations and the the conditions of fixity of the spring.
resulting performance changes not previously
accomplished2 6, The differential equations In addition to the frequency change caused
-governing tfie mction of the escapement by the force field, a change is also due to
system are derived, and the solution to-these changes-in ouput of 1he cscsrmont wheel.
equations are obtained by computer methods. In a typical movement, when the torque input

to the arbor varies from 5 oz-in. (the
The equations include most of the essential minimum operating torque) to 30 oz-in. a

geometric and dynamic design parameters frequency change of 1% is possible causing
such as shapes, center distances,-and inertias either random or periodic fluctuations.
of parts. Energy loss mechanisms that are Random fluctuations are due, at least in part,
influenced by the- input torque, collision to slippage between coils of the mainspring as
processes, and escape wheel lag are also it unwinds. Periodic fluctuations are due to
considered. One of the effects found to play a eccetri ities of the gears and to the variation
major role was that of hairspring radial of efficiency of gear tooth mesh on the
sidethrust. different portions of the tooth profile. IT

addition, there is a gradual diminishing of the
As a result of the investigation, several output torque of the mainspring as it
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-ESCAFEMENT

-LEVER
a ADJUSTING

ESCAPEMENT h

Figure 1652. Escapement:Spring Motion of Junghans Escapement

unwinds. Loss in torque due to this Since wO is not measured easily, the
unwinding is on the order of 25%. (An minimum arbor torque Gmn and the spin
exception to the decrease in output torque is speed w. at which the -escapement stops
the negator spring, see par. 16-2.1.) running is found instead. Then

Under spin conditions, the friction losses in riG, im = iGa (16-30)
the pivot of the off-center-gears increase due \ o
to centrifugal force. If it is-assumed that the
spin has no effect on the mainspring, it can be (o, Gmi1
shown that the torque output of the es¢ =pe o 1.- ' (16-3 1)
wheel can be expressed as a function of spia 0
speed as follows : b o-

i but from Eq. -(6-29

where i
G = escape wheel torque under spin Substituting

conditions, lb-in. r W2  W? 16n32
G = na .i -ra -) (16-33)

G = arbor torque under nonspin condi- Subtit

tions, lb-in.
The reduction in torque due to spin is

= spin speed, rad/sec appreciable. A typical timer operating at 80%
of its stopping speed with GmnlGa = 4 will

w, = spin speed at which escape wheel be receiving only slightly more than half of its
gives no output torque, rad/sec nonspin torque.

i = gear train nonspin efficiency times The spin sensitivity of the escapement
train value (ratio of teeth, driver/ spring in a standard Jur.ghans escapement
driven) (Fig. 16-5216) is given by
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Af Ap 4 0 2  2/L2 where

12 X112LY L
X(+3 2X2 )* lX 12-(

(16-34)
where To investigate what the change from a flat

spring to the Dock round wire spring would
n = natural frequency of escapement do, form the ratio cs(Round)/c, (Flat) =

lever, Hz A/I(RoundJ/A/! (F2)- because the other
parameters are unaffected. Substituting the

A = cross-sectional area of the spring, in.2  approximate values of A and I for each type
,- of spring, the ratio becomes

p = mass density of ile spring, slug/in. 3  cof n, th (16-3o)

R£ = distance from pivot -center to the c, (Flao) IF (16-37)
adjusting nut slot, in.

E =-modulus of elasticity of spring By use of values for the movement of Fuze,
spring width b = 0.0 13 in. (nominal) the ratio

I = moment of inertia of spring cross becomes
section, in.4  c (RoLnd)

C -OL =fl, 0.51 6 (16-38)
h = overhang -of spring beyond adjusting Cs (Flat)

nut slot, in.
Therefore this change alone reduces spin

X = ratio of 1/2 arbor width to R sensitivity, and mean time shifts by-one-half.

Changes-in certain parameters might reduce Two additional methods for reducing the
spin sensitivit4, but care must be exercised. spin sensitivity of the Junghans escapement
For instance, a -change in X can introduce are the E-K system apd the PA system.
nonlinearities in the system.I. The E-K system (see Figure 16-5311) uses

The equation for spin sensitivity for the two sprngs with different endconditions and
Dock escapement modification is shnilar to an off-center arbor. For this-system, neglect-
Eq. 16-34 with terms involving overhang ratio ing arbor width and overhang
and X omitted as being too small to be of
importance. Rewriting Eq. 16-34 we have k(. 31 1

or where k is a ccnstant calculated to be 13/15.
The advantage of ths system is that one half,the left side, has positive spring spin

*'_- ) ( (16-36) sensitivity, while the other half, the right side,

lhas negative sensitivity. This permits either

Wth restxictionh< 1. . This expression is probably still good pozitive, negative, or null spring sensitivity
for X as hgh as 0.25 or 0.1 depending on the ratio of the spring-length-R,

16-SI
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6L CK SPRING PERMITTED
ADJUSTABLE bLOCKTO LI PIN

, SPRING FIXED

" -- J tz " 2

Figure 16-53 Escapement Spring Motion of E-K System

and 92. Besides the apparent disadvantage of 6 + r -Apg. _()2increased cost to manufacture, the main (16-40)drawback might be the necessity of shnaulta- fn T 12 X-16 El
neously juggling two adjustments to arrive at where r = radius of arbor that intercepts theboth the correct frequency and net null spring.-sensitivity. 

!Spring sensitivity is always negative. Much
The PA system is shown in Fig. 16-5418- smalle-g's-are required-in this system than inThe spring sensitivity of this system is given the standard Junghans systei 1'or equal

by frequencies.

ADJUSTAL BLOCK

Figure 16-54. Escapement Spring Motion of PA System
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y ra = radius of arbor, in.[,rg = radius of gear, in.

Wog r = radius of pinion, in.

\h = tension in flexible connection, lb

GEAR W = angular velocity, rad/sec

a ws = angular velocity of gear, rad/sec
a. xAnalysis indicates that inertially generatedV- torques can be used to compensate for

friction, -run-down, and spin decay- energy
-losses in timing mechanisms. However, the
analysis does not take into account two

X elements-Of the-tkni-ig mLchanism. These are
-torque gain due to spring spin, and torque loss

Figure 16-55. Segmental Gear Compensator

x
The problem of spin induced and run-down

torque losses has been studied in order to7
determine the possibility of synthesizing an
inertial (spin energized) compensator that wili F Z
provide enough torque to balance out these -
effects . Two me-thods were considered: h ,(1) segmental gear compensator, and /z
(2) connected mass compensator. Th~e -first T_ 0 - 7
type of compensator consists of two weighted "'segmental gears engaging a pinion. Such- an d

arrangement (with both gears represented by W
a single gear) is shown schematically in Fig.
16-5527, and the second type is shown
schematically in Fig. 16-5627. The following
symbols are used in the fiAures:

F = force, lb 
t

h = distance from center of arbor or gear
to center of mass, in. I

2 = length of flexible connection, in.

m = mass of gear, slug Figure 16-56. Connected Mass Compensator
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'The pallet reaches, its maximum excursion (
when the tooth of the escape wheel reaches
the tip of the pallet as in- Fig. 16-57(B)
Simultaneously, during rotation of the plet,
the ext face is moved far enough into the

(A) pitch circle of the appr6aching, to6 th tip that
the pallet intercepts the increasing motion cf
the escape wheel. This brief free rot.tion of
the escape wheel, sometimes cai-ed the drop,
is necessary. To insure reliable -ovement, the
rise of the pallet on the -exit side cannot be-

(B initiated at the moment ,hen the tooth tip
on the ,enterig side reaches the edge of the

-.N pallet. Manufacturing defects, such as out-of-
round motion, could lead to jamming. Lifting.
begins on the exit side after the drop (Fig.
16-57(C)). The rotation of the pallet here also

(C) contiaues until the tip of the tooth reaches
le extremity Of the pallet on the exit side

(Fig. 16-57(D)).

The movement described is a basic
characteristic of all runaway escapements

(C ) t even though different: escapements differ in-
design details.

Figure 16-57. Operation of Runaway Escape. 
--,.

ment? For satisfactory functioning of every
escapement, a number of quantities must ba
related in a very definite way. Only a limited

due to friction between spring leaves, range of choice-is pussible, nameiy:

16-4.5 DESIGN FUNDAMENTALS (1) All points on a lifting face (showh in
Fig. 16-5g7 in projection as a straight line)

16-4.5.1- Untuned Two-cansr Eshw,.n"- describe ,rc- dui,,e -mtion whch are
referred to the center of motion of the pallet

In the- runaway escapement the pallet is yoke (D) as their center. These circles are
shifted by the teeth of the escape wheel, called the outer (r.) and inner (r) pallat
which act on the so-called lifting faces. There circles. The totality of these circles is limited-
are two kinds of -faces, the- entering lifting by:
-face and-the exit lifting face. The lifting face
that is struck first-by the teeth lying outside (a) The circle which runs througi the-
the span of the pallet as the escape wheel intersection of -the addendum circle with the
-rotates is called the entering face. (In Fig. lifting face on the entering side a! the
16-57(A) this would be, considering the beginning of the lift (point R) and with the

-direction of rotation of the wheel, the lifting face on the exit side at the end of the
left-hand face.) lift (point S'), See Fig. 16-58(A). (In this

discussion, the escape wheel is assumed to
Assume that a tooth touching an entering rotate clockwise. The left-hand pallet, there-

face begins the movement (Fig. 16-57(A)). fore, is the entering pallet.) and
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4Let

\> \-~~Kji ./,ia = escapement angle
..- z = pallet lead

-Z = tooth lead (also called the tooth tip

I jwidth or tooth tip thickness)'

(A# = drop of the escape wheel

.tn =span of pallet

~~-~..I pitch

.,/ , then-we can formulate the following relation-
f! ship-from the one position in which the tooth

at -the entering pallet initiates the lifting
process (Fig. 16-58(A)), in the- first instancef Iignoring the lift on the tooth,

(83

Figure 16-58. Quantity Relationships fot a + + = n r (16-41)
Pallet of Runaway Escapeme7t 7

Also on the exit side at the beginning of the
lift

(b) A second circle running through the
intersection of the-addendum circle with the Xk +  (n - 1)," = a (i642)
l'fting face on the entering side-at the endX of
the lift (point S) and the exit-lifting face at Therefore
tte -beginning of the lift (point R') (Fig.
16-58(B)). Xk =2- (1 &43)

(2) Ai shown later, the circle passing
through S' need- not join up with the circle If there is a run on the tooth, i.e., if the too.h.
through R. The same holds for the circles has significant width at its tip, the pallet lead
irough R' and S. It is only necessary that the Xk is reduced, if the drop interval of the

difference ra -r, be constant. wheel is to be preserved, to

(3) The two points R and R' (beginning of (1644)
lift) form the escapement angle ci with the
center of friction of the escape wheel M, while From Eqs. 16-41 and 1643 we obtain for the

ponsR and S, and R' and S', form the pallet ecpmn nl
lead Xk./ 1

a~n)' -- rn- -(16-45)
(4) The pallet lead and the drop cannot be

chosen arbitrarily. Their magnitude is related The quantity n which defines the sran t.f the
to the escapement angle. pallet takes on these values:
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points on the two faces spaced equal distances
-- from the center of rotation of the escapement

yoke. These center points, of course, also are
spaced apart by the amount- of'the ecape-
ment angle. This design is called the equal-arm
escapement yoke.

-(2) Pallet With Unequal Ams. Certain
detached lever escapements, for kinematic
reasons, make it desirable to rotate the

( escapement angle in-such a way-that-the-twot points R and R' become equidistant from the
center of rotation of the escapement yoke
(Fig. 1 6-59(B)). In-this way -the outer pallet-
circle of the entering pallet becomes the inner
pallet circle of the exit pallet. Escapements of
this type are called pallet escapements with-
unequal arms.

(3) Pallet With Semi-unequal Arms. The
,uNQuA,. so-called semi-unequal-armed escapements

constitute an interniediate solution. These are
-supposed to -combine- the advantages of the

Figure 1-59. Runaway Escapement With escapements with equal and unequal arms and (
Equal and UnequalArms' avoid their disadvantages. -IT'whhave riot been

4 very widely-used.

For n 3 the pallet spans 2.5 pitch The pallet requires a certain time to
intervals complete its swing. Since every pallet has a

definite inertia, we can consider it as a
For n = 4 the pallet spans 3.5 pitch physical pendulum in- stable -equilibrium. if

intervals the -impulse of the escape wheel tooth acting
on-the entering and exit liffing faces is greater

For n 5 the pa ilet -pans 43 pitch han-the di-ectional- moment ofti e pallet, the
intenvals, etc. pallet will execute forced oscillations. The

time-in this-case is a function of the mass of
A discussion of paget vs-escapeineiit arm the-pallet, i.e., the moment of inertia of the

lengths follows: pallet and the moment of rotation acting on
the-pallet.

(1) Pallet With Equal Arms. According to
Fig. 16-59(A)7, which shows the same The principles of- construction of this
situation as Fig. 16-58(A), the effective escapement, which is designed as an equal-
sections of the two lifting faces -ie on armed pellet,-already have been-shown in Fig.
concentric circles around the center of 16-58. lVzcapement angle and pallet lead can
motion of the paiet. Hence, the points are be calculated using Eqs. 16-43-and 16-45. The
spaced unequal dist.4nc s from the center of position of the center of rotation is arbitrary
motion of the pallet at the beginning of the but it is not without influence on the shape-of
lift (R and R'). The two centers of th, lifting the pallet, especially the width of the lifting
faces are seen to be the only corresponding faces.
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choosing the dimensions, the effect of which
in operation cannot be calculated. The choice
of dimensiorns, therefore, is based entirely on
experiment.

rd Especially important factors are:

(1) Size of the lift angle (depth of
penetration)

2V -(2) Coefficient of friction of -lifting face
and escape-wheel tooth

(3) Moment of inertia-of the pallet

(4) Driving impulse.
Figure 16-60. Untuned Two-center Escape-

ment With Equal-arm Pallet7  The rapid swing of the escape wheel-
(untuned two-center cscapements are used-
mainly in fast-running mechanisms) and the

Fig. 16-607 shows the complete design of resulting strong impact -of each tooth tip on
an escapement with: the lifting faces of the pallet require that

pallet and escape wheel be made of hard
(1) An escape wheel of 15 teeth materials so that surface wear is not

significant during service life.
(2) A pallet rotation or lift angle 0 of 1-1

deg -Escapements can be adjusted to a limited
extent by changing the lift angle through

(3) A drop 0 of 2 deg adjustment of the penetration depth. Experi-
ment has demonstrated- that the greater the

(4) A span n of 3. depth of penetration, the greater the moment
of inertia of the pallet and th, smaller the lift

The position was chosen at a point when an angle. It follows conversely that errors due to[escape wheel t3oth had just left the edge of
the lfting face (point S') on the exit side, and .-
the tooth had just fallen on the iifting facef (point R) on the entering side. If a pallet
rotates through the lift angle 0 on both the 1.-
entering and exit sides, this angle is to extendinward from point S on the interior pallet 0circle and outward from point R'. 0 I

'
C

If the center of motion of the pallet is A
shifted toward the center of the escape wheel, 0I.5
the length of the lifting faces (distance R Ha)

is shortened. Shorter lifting surfaces mean less 0 6'
space required for penetration of the pallet ANGULAR LOCITY

into the escape wheel.
In designing these escapements we find that Figure 16-61. Escapemt.t Curves for Differ-

several variables must be considered in ent Moments of Inerti
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TRAVEL During one period- (vibzatior time t) the
escape wheel makes- the following move-
ments:

(1) Entering pallet face of the pallet
touches the escape wheel:

(a) The escape wheel rotates forward and
drives the pallet. Lift on the entering side
(first interval)

(b) The escape wheel moves fartlier out of
contact with the pallet. Drop on the entering

Tl_ side (second interval).

Figure 16-62. Rotating Drum Record of -(2) The exit pallet face touches the-escape
Escapement Motion 7  wheel:

-(a) The escape wheel is-moved backward
radial tolerances -are smallest with small by the pallet. A recoil -is- present which is
moment of inertia and large lift angle, evident only with relatively high pallet- mass

(third interval).
It is possible, for instance, to modify the

running speed by changing the moment- -of -(b) The escape wheel rotates forward-and
inert-a of the pallet by using adjustable drives the pallet. Lift on the- exit side (fourth k
weights. Fig. 16-617 shows the results of interval).
measurement on an escapement in which the
moment of inertia- of the pallet was changed (3) The entering pallet -face touches the
in this fashion. It is apparent from the escape wheel. The escape wheel is-rotated
diagram that the regulation is simpler with backward by the pallet. Exit recoil -(sixth
increasing moment of inertia and that also, to interval).
maintain the desired rotational speed, the
driving- moment increases with increasing Additional design infoxrnation is contained
moment of inertia of the pallet. in R,,ef. 28.

Precise information aboat the individual '064.5.2 Tuned Two-center EscapementsIphases of motion is obtained by recording the
motion on a rotating drum. For this purpose The simple untuned two-center escape-
both the motion of-the '.scape wheel and that ment has a disadvantage-the oscillation
of the pallet can be used. To study the period depends strongly on the driving
motion of the escape wheel- two or more impulse. This disadvantage can be eliminated

a small holes are bored near the teeth in the by use of an oscillating mass. The inertia of
escape-wheel spaced apart the distance of the the mass must be large enough so that- the
pitch angle. These holes are illuminated with a pallet is not subject initially to reversal of
cordener-equipped light s'arce and projec- direction at the moment when the escape
ted by an optical system on the drum. The wheel teeth fall on the lifting faces of the
movement produces a curve like that shown pallet. The pallet, in addition to thf.
in Fig. 16-627. intermittent locking action, returns to the
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oscillating mass the energy lost in friction, wheel by N w the escape wheel will require for
deformation of the escapement spring, etc. one rotation a time t of
Without this resupply of energy the vibrations
of the mass would be damped. This t=TN
replenishment-of energy is achieved by means Thus the rotational speed co of the escape
of the escape- wheel tooth during its run-on wheel becomes-the lifting surface.

The characteristic escapement values are as = N-- V-- - (16-48)
efolows 7: w v,

(1) Period- Frequency, Number of Beats: The far rigiland side of Eq. 16-48 is
The frequency, period, and number of beats important quantity and is used as an output
in-an escapement are related by Eq. 16-46 equation in the design of clockworgs,eqato int i ein fcokr

( BR 6However, this equation is not valid for
T= 2 escapcments without a naturally oscillating

where mass because the quantities T and BR are
Xthen not "inherent" values.

natural frequency, (3) Relationship Between Rotational
T = period, sec Speed and Regulator Period:- The relation-

ships which follow compare -unregulated and
BR = beat rate (number of half vibrations regulated timing movements

of the oscillating mass) w x
(*.og = ----f ,rtad/see (16-49)

For a flat escapement spriug, the ftequency U W

is given in Eq. 16-22; for a torsion spring in and
Eq. 16-23. The period of a balance is given in

1 -. cao ,rad/sec (16-50)rTN
(2) Escapement Constant: Since therota- hence

tional spe, ds of a timing- mechanism with an
escapement are determined entirely by the ,.(16-51)

'I latter, a precise knowledge of the technical " =  rad/sec (16-Si)
-characteristics of the escapeme.-t and its
effect on running of the mechanism is and
mandatory. Although in the case of air
-brakes, centrifugal governors, and the like, w = unregulated angular velocity,
this effect can only be determined with rad/sec
difficulty, the relationship between ihe
rotational speed of the escape wheel and the (4, = regulated angular velocity, radfsec
meihanical characteristics of the escape-

4 ment-especiaily in the case of an escapement x = gear ratio between driver and escape
with a naturally oscillating mass-are much wheel
simpler to formulate.

Ts,=unregulated period, sec
When the oscillating mass (pallet) com-

pletes one vibration, the escape wheel has T, = regulated period, sec
-turned a distance of one tooth. If we
designate the number of teeth on the escape Nw = number of teeth on escape wheel
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minimizes the drag torque imposed on th-balance by the escapement. Imports 'it fea- '_tures of the tuned three-center escapement7 are (a) the energy is transferred over a
relatively small angde during the rotary
motion of the balance, (b) the balance must
be free to rotate without any attachment,
which is extremely important for a constant
rate, and (c) this arrangement mckes possible

(Al (A a greater speed of the escape wheel. The
escapement is illustrated in Fig. 1642 where
the operating parts are labeled.

()Operation of Escapement: Fig.
16-63(A)7 shows the starting position. The
balance executes a swing to the right. The
impulse pin, leaves the fork notch in the lever.
A -tooth has fallen on the lock at the entering

U) F) pallet. Tlhe lever is-spaced the "lost distance"
WO from the banking-pin. The lost distance is the

angle of rotation from the pallet position
after the drop to the end of the swing.

Refer to Fig. 16-63(B). The pallet is drawn
deeper into the escape wheel by the escape

'wheel itself, due to its run angie, until the
lever touches the-banking pin. Here the lever
traverses the lost distance. In this way the

Figure 16-63. Operation Detched Lever pallet is protected at least partly against
EscaJenentW 7  repulsion (e.g., due to vibrations). During this

time the balance swings fully into the endswing and reverses (right swing).
Thus the deviation A from normal speed is

/ r \ Refer to Fig. 16-63(C). After return of the
a = r .-c WU = (Wr - -- ) (16-52) balance, the imputse pin again enters the fork

v /notch, strikes its right wall, and transmits an
If Tu > Tr, the timer runs slow (A has a Impiulse to the pallet by its impact. The pallet
-positive sign) rnd if Tu <Tr, the timer runs is withdrawn from the escape wheel and
fast (A has a negative sign). escape begins. The escape wheel tooth slides

over the locking point on the lifting plane.
16-4.5.3 Tuned Threa-center Fscapement; Lifting begins. In this phase the direction of

impulse between impulse pin and lever
Components, ftctioning, and operation changes. Up to this time the impulse pin has

are described in the paragraphs that follow: driven the lever. Starting with the beginning
of lifting, the lever drives the impulse pin.

(1) Component Parts and Functioning,
General: In this escapement, an intermediate Refer to Fig. 1663(D). This i the end of
link (lever) is placed between the escape lifting on the entrance side. The tooth is
wheel and the oscillating mass (balance). This about to drop. The impulse pip leaves the
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(A) SHARP TEETH OF (8) CLUB TEETH (C) TEETH FJ3 PIN
ENGLISH ESCAPEMENT ESCADEUFNr

N Figure 16-64. Escape Wheel Tooth Shapes'

fork notch; the balance moves free through strength, ensures good oil retention, but tends
the left swing. to set more readily. The wheel of the pin

escapement (Fig. 16.64(C)) is also very stable.
Refer to Fig. 16-63(E). lhe tooth lying just It is relatively simple to zut with a milling

in front of the exit pallet has fallen on the machine, a fact of importance relative to cost.
locking face. The balance swings farther into
the end distance. (b) Pallet. A pallet with unequal arzr.s

mainly is used. The reason is to permit an
Refer to Fig. 16-63(F). T'e run angle on equal distance of the locking planesfrom the

the exit-side caus.s farther penetration of the center of motici and thus perform eq,|al
-pallet. The lever travels the lost distarce on work on the entering and exit-sides to release
the exit side, until it meets the right banking the pallet. Pallet insets are made of stone or
pin. The balance reaches its extreme position stcel.
and reverses-its direction of rotation (it passes
from a left swing-to a right swing). (c) Draw Angle: The pallet-locking planes,

to do their job, must be arranged concentri-
Refer to Fig. 16-63(G). The impulse pin caliy for minimum friction. Such-a minimum,

strikes the fork wall and pulls the pallet out however, is not what is wanted-here, because
of the escape wheel. The escape on the exit the lever, and therefore the pallet, would not
side begins. After the escape, lifting begins be slowed down as the balance passes into the
,and there is a transfer of energy through the end of its swing. Thus the pallet could be
-lever and impulse pin to the balance. dislodged from the escape wheel by vibration

and shock. Only the escape wheel can supply
Refer te .Fig. 16-63(H). The tooth has the slowing action to the pallet during the

reached the end of the iiftingpiane on the time when the-lever runs free of the impulse
exit pallet and can fall away. The impulse pin pin. Foz this reason, the circular shape of the
leaves the fork notch. The tooth-located in pallet is abandoned, and its locking surfaces
front- of the entrance pallet drops on the lok. are replaced by planes. The position of theseSiplanes relative to the center of motion of the

(3) The Most important Components and pallet is made -such that the system tends to
Their Function: slide inward as a result of the pressure of the

tooth until this "run" is halted by the
(a) Escape Wheel. There are three charac- banking pin.

teristic tooth shapes. Pointed teeth are used in
the English lever escapement (Fig. The perpendicular force N at point R (Fig.
16-64(A)7 ). This escapement is less often 16-65') due Lo pressure of the tooth

-used today because the tip of the tooth is corresponds to the friction force gN since
very sensitive to shock, such as that following there is bound to be friction. These forces act
the drop. The club tooth predominates today on the two lever arms 21 and 2, and tend to
(Fig. 16-64(M). It has a greater mechanical turn the pallet in a positive or negative

-- 1.5-6 1
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• AMCP 706-205I'1 ACP 70-205polish), then we obtain an angle of 10 deg for
0. In order to ensure downward motion of thepallet, 0 is made 12 deg. Further increase of

N the draw angle, hiowever, must be avoided
i -- ""7 -because, otherwise, the work of release andl

- the return will be unnecessarily large.

(d) Lever. The lever serves to transmit the
impulse from the pallet to the balance and
vice versa. It is rigidly connected to the pallet

Figure 16-65. Determination of the Draw and, therefore, moves togf.ther with it. The
Angle7  anjle through which the lever turns is

determined by the lifting angle, the lock, and
the lost distance. Subtracting the lost

direction (depending on the magnitude of tit; distance. itanmounts-to about 10 deg. Shorter
resultant moment or angle 0). If we assume levers are preferred to longer ones. Longer
constant friction coefficients, 6 may not levers mean greater mass and, therefore,
exceed a definite value in order for the sum of heavier loading of the lever and pallet staff.
the moments of N and yN (or in other words, Pallet and lever should be well balanced.
the moment of the resultant- M) to be
positfve; and the pallet, therefore, to have a (e) Eanking Pin. The purpose of the
ten , iny to slide inward, banking pin is to limit the run because,

otherwise, the oscillating balance would have
The length of the two lever arms is given by to expend too much work in release. Also the

of pallet should- not touch the base of the tooth.
=r an sin 0,22 =r tan cos0 The- banking pin is positioned in such a way

2 t (16-53) that -the lost-distance-amounts to about I deg.

Torque of the perpendicular force is (f) Safety Pin. Only the extreme position
of the lever can be delimited -by the-banking

N21 =Nr (tan 2Lsin O (16-54) pin. It is conceivable, however, that the lever,
2i during the phase when the impulse pin is

Torque of the force of friction is outside the notch in tht; fork, might reverse as
the result of a mo:nentary shock in spite of

tN. 2 =Nr (tan )Cos 0 t16-55he thrust due to the run angle. Prematu.e
\ 2 / reversal of the lever would cause the impulse

If there is to be equilibrium, the two pin to strike the outside of the fork on the
moments must be equal and opposite way back; this would disrupt the system. In

rorder )o avoid this, a safety pin is attarhed toNr(tan2)sinO=pNr (tan2)cosO(16"56) the ever that follows the center line oi the
lever and, if reversal should be-induced, rides

Hence against the outer wall of the roll~r.

u = tan 0 or 0 = Tan - ' P (16-57) (g) Roller and Impulse Pin: The roller is in
the form of a disk rigidly attached to the

If we assume the coefficient of friction p to balance staff. Its purpose is twofold; (1) to
be - 0.17 (steel and stone) for the most act as a base for the impulse pin, and (2) to
unfavorable case (dry surfaces and average serve as a stop for the safety pin. The impulse
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Ffac in- line between the center -of rotation
and the impulse pin to permit ihe safety pin
opass during reciprocation of the fork. This

slot should be only as large as absolutely1_ . necessary becau'^ enlargement will not leave
sufficient stop area for the safety-pin after the
impulse pin movesmout.

kth) Lever. The lever transfers the impulse
of the pallet to the balance and vice versa. It
carries a number of safeguarding-features, the
satisfactory functioning of which- must be
ensured. Fig. 16-667 shows the lever at the
end of lift on t exit side; information
follows:

Maximum lever swing angle
lock + total-lift

0 = (16-58)2

i Width of Impulse rii: about 5 deg
(relative to point A).

* Diameter of Small Roller: about 3/5 of
the impulse pin circle diameter.

* Distance of Safety Pin Point From Small
koller: 0.5 (leg.

Figure 16-66. Lever With Safety Pin1
o Distance From Side Face of Levr to

Banking Pin (the so-called lost distance):
pin is set into the stee! roil,.r. It may be about 1 deg.
sapphire, but in military timers it usually is
made of steel. Slot to Pass Safety Pi: The-slot must be

situated in such a way that the safety pin has
A single roller, which is seldom used, ', ould already entered the slot at the beginning of

carry the impulse pin andalso serve as a !t p release. Its depth must be such that no
for the safety pin. With increase in roller size, contact is possible between the tip of the
however, there is increasedmrisk that the safety safety pin and the boltom of the slot.
pin will jam on the edge of the :oller. For this
reason the safety roller is made as small as * Arms of Fork: They must be long
possible. A double roller meets the require- enough that the forl: is prevented from a
ments of a larger roller diameter for the reverse strOke while the balance is traveling
impulse pin and a smallermroller diameter for through the arc BD by their following the
restraining the safety pin. 'Ihe diameter of the impulse pin. The safety pin canaot provide
safety roller is about half that of the impulse this safeguarding function in the sector BD.
pin roller (3ee Fig. 16-43). The inner surfaces of the fork arms are

--! cylindrical surfaces. Their centers, for satis-
The safety roller is cut away on its outside factory movement of the impulse pin, should
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Tie short lever requires a heavy balance for
0, dynamic reasons, while a balance with a-

smaller moment of inertia is preferred with a

longer lever.

(i) Fork Arms. The fork arms on the lever
provide added safety because the safety pin
may still be in the roller slot when the
impulse pin leaves the notch of the fork. In

z .,- the single roller,- the fork arms are not
absolutely necessary because the safety pin
can be restrained -even after a slight rotatioui

-- ,of the roller. In the double roller, the cioser
N position of the safety pin slot to-the center of

rotation cayuses the angular distance over
which the safety pin is in the slot, as
mneasured from the cmnier of-rotation of the

-(A) ENTR.WCE SIDE balance, to be considerably greater. During
this time, the pallet is without adequate
protection. The arms of the fork assume the

k,--._._ rk  protective function here. Incipient reversal of
the lever causes the fork arms to ride against
the impulse pin.

16-4.5.4 Detached Lever Escapements With

I In the pin pallet escapemcnt (Fig. 16-43)
I/ the lift is effected almost entirely by the

* L.. ~.-" escape wheel. The pallet faces are replaced by
round steel pins against which the. escape

/ wheel teeth act. On the average, the pin lift/ amounts to about one-fifth of the total lift.

* While in the cljb tooth escapements the
excursion of the lever is limited by the

(B) EXIT SIDE banking pin, in the pin pallet escapement the
escape wheel itself performs this limiting

Figure 16-67. Pn Pallet Escapement finclion. As a resuft of the draw 0 on the
Geometry 7  escape wheel tooth (Fig. 16.67(A) 7 ), which is

commonly 15 deg, the pallet is drawn sc fijr
in by the tooth draw (extra run 0) that the

not lie on the axis of the lever nor, in the pallet pin strikes the foot of the tooth. This
center position, at the center C of the baiai.ce simplifies manufacturing appreciably but
(points E and F). introduces a risk with respect to operation of

the lever, namely, that the pallet pin tends to
0 Lever Length: Length AB for short stick at the base of the tooth because slightly

levers is 1.6 ra and for long levers 2.0 ra; thickened oil can lodge in the corners of the
length BC is 0.5 r for each, where ra is the teeth. In spite of this disadvantage, the pin
outer pallet radius. pallet escapement has been used widely,
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particulaily in military-timers. rp

Information on the design of this escape- rIment follows: 
so thatrkak

(1) Pallet PinDesign: * - , rad (16-61)

The following notation, used for analy3is, is The tooth lead, obtained from Eq. 16-44,-can
illustratedin Fig-. 6-67. b. expressed as

r = tooth-h-eI radius of escape wheel, in. Xz rkOk d- (16-62)

rf tooth tip radius-of escape wheel, in. Since from Fig. 16-67(B)
0:

r, radius about which pallet pin turns, = r tan- (16-63)
in. then

= radius of pallet pin, in. xz =-t- k tan.-- (16-64)

= =escapement angle,.rad The total rotation a of the pallet and hence of
the lever is

= run, rad
a =-tooth lift + pin-lift + lock + run

0 = total lift of pallet-pin, rad
or

Ok = pin lift. rad
U=&0 k +P+e (16-65)

Oz = tooth lift, rad
Ok = 2 deg p=2 deg

p = :lock, rad
0 ="8 deg e =3 deg

a total pallet travel,-rad (2) Draw of the Pallet:
T =--pitch, rad

if the point of intcrsection of-the tangent
; =-drop of escape wheel, rrad to the too&)-tip circle -(instead of half the

escapement angle) with the center lin e (MD)
5, = small increase to drop angle, rad is taken as the center of motion of the pallet,

the draw distances on the entrance and exit
XL. pallet lead, rod sides are different. This disadvantage is clearly

seen in Fig. 16-68(A) 7 . (The figure is not to
y.: =toothleadad scale to emphasizt; this fact.)

Starting with the total lift, we obtain the There is no cause, however, to put the
-pin radius center of motion at ths point. If the center of

motion D is shifted toward the center of the
r. rkOk, in. (16-59) wheel (Fig. 16-68(B)), the entrance draw

becomes smaller and the exit draw larger. If D
Also is moved close enough, the relationships are
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[ angle at the beginning of the lift when the pin
rests at the base of the tooth (end of the run)
(Fig. 16-68(C)). Then the draw on both-sides

I is completely equal. The center of motion of
rk ~the pallet then. lies on the- perpendicular to

the midpoint of the line joining the centers of
the pins.

Attempts have been made to improve the
design of the pin pallet escapement by a

U (A) variety of modifications. -It has been sug-
14 gested, for example, that the penetration of

the pallet to the base of -the tooth can be
avoided and its-swing limited by locating-the

I r, centers of motion of the balance, the pallet,
and the escape--wheel in a straight line. Then
the lever, elongated toward-the escape wheel,
can serve a protective function, with its split
end suitably shaped to nde on ;he escape
wheel spindle. -Suggestions -for changing- the

(8) shape of pin and tooth (bending the back-of
4 the tooth) were not acceptable because of

their-great cost.

(3) Lever Design. The lever for pin pallets
is simpler than for club-teeth p-lets; satetypin and small roller are omitted (Fig. 16-697).
By reducing the radius of the-impulse pin-and
by properly shaping the armisof the fork, -the
impulse pin is made to move over a greater

(C) it. range inside the arms of the fork, so that'theI Nlatter assume the safeguarding function,
Outside this range the fork tips take over the

Figure 16-68, Entrance and Eyit D, apw .... , safeguarding functior. These -can ride on-the
dence nn Pallet Center 7  part of the balan -ce staff which was not cut

away to pass them earlier. Lateral banking
arms limit the m.vement of the balance.directly reversed, It should be kepl; in mhad,-SE

however, that the center of motion of the 16-5 SETTING
pal'.'t cannot be moved indefinitely close to
the center of -the wheel because this would 16-5.1 GENERAL
require bending the pallet shaft. (The center
of motion D in Fig. 16-68(B) already lies Setting is that.action which fixes the time
within the tooth heel circle.) interval measured by the mechanical timer. In

some mechanical timers, a clock mechanism-is
The center of motion of the pallet is used. In operation it is similar to a mechanical

positioned in such a way that the center of alarm clock. The-ordinary alarm clock can be
the pin lies on one leg of the escapement set for a time delay up to 12 hr, while the
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interval of 40 to 120 sec by turning a single
knob. The solution was to employ a "six-shot
revolver" magazine arrangement of commer-
cial odometer-type counters as shown in the

-exploded view of Fig. 12-4. This magazine
permitted any counter to be coupled
individually to the single timing movement by

- rotating the setting knob to any one of -six
positions. (A seventh "neutral" position also
is provided.) The timer shown in the figure
occupies about 6 in.3 . The cylindrical
magazine arrangement allows a simple, -1w
cost, reliable mechanial -setting mechanism-
while maintaining selectability for each of-the
six time intervals.

The- readout is achieved by a mechanical
switch contact on the hundreds or slowest

Figure 16-69. Simplified Lever7  moving wheel of tile counter. The counter
initially -is set to the time desired (less 0.1 -see)
and, when the timer is started, the counter

clock mechanisms used in military timers counts -backwards to zero. After the counter
usually can only be set for periods in the reaches-zero on all wheels, the wheels turn to
order of seconds or minutes.- In order to set in the 999.9 position in -the' succeeding tenth of
a time delay, a knob on the face of the timer a second; and this motion of the hundreds
is turned so that the desired- time is indicated wheel closes the switch- contact. Thus, all- of
on the dial. This action puts-energy into the the load--to close the switch contact has been-
mainspring of the timer and corresponds to kept from the timing movement until- a
winding the alarm clock2 9 . When the time has portion of the last 0.1 sec of timing. This
elapsed on -the military timer, a s%itch is digital system also increases the setting and
closed (or opened according to the applica- readout resolution by at least 20 times over
tion of the timer), or some mechanical the traditional slow-moving cam and follower
motion may take place. without -having to resort to close tolerance. components.

The time delay set into a clock mechanism
may not be used until some other event takes The power supply for this tinier is -a
place, hence some sort of triggering linkage is mainspring, and a detached lever escapement
necessary. The triggering linkage usually is used.
consists of a catch that can be released by
energizing a solenoid. This type of timing 16-5.2 IMPROVED SETTING METHOC
device can be used only once without some FOR MECHANICAL TIME FUZES
external operation being required. With timers
driven by motors (AC or DC), clutching A mechanical time fuze to be adapted for
mechanisms are, used to disengage the drive tank-fired ammunition required a setting
Smotor from the actuator to allow the timer to wrench tc set the mechanism held in position
reset to its start position 3 0 . by a high resisting torque (100 oz-in.). The

fuze had a time range up to 100 see, and each
In one version of a mechanical timer3 , it 0.1-see setting represented a circumferential

is rjuired to provide six specific times in the movement of only 0.007 in. Hence, a vernier
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16-5.3 LINKAGE OF SETTER COMMO
OPONENTS ETRDSLI IEMNENTS

LIOR~LJ HIGHTOROJEDDesigns of mechanical setter devices should
:nclude consideration of the linkage of the

1ST E SE T T E R SPLAY ITE M Es t e rs t e Tc m oI -4STTR~ COMPONENTS BEING SEstte components and seterdiplay op-
,FrICOMPO'IENS (LOW TORQUE) RNO TRU El nents in conjunction Mith -the devico being

- - -___set.

f/IPT _S ETTER eEING SF' -~COMPONENTSpaallmcnil-ikie(Fg
(C/ 1HIrH TGCOE) (LCW TORQUE) T ale ehncl-ik% Fg

tFignoe 17.- coLnkbe urn trooed yhn.A .nch dsplayr desa notpneesailyhe itto age

is thus no longer required. A. knurl is provided with the information cotually- set into item-
on the nose to insure a good grip. (the lirnkage -to either the- sette; di ,play1. components or item being -set- cov~d be

(3) The timne setting is held- by the releaise faulty). The- series -linkage (Fig. 1671i(B)) is
button. When -the button is- deopress-d, the little improvement over the first-because the
nose turns freely. The button-has five teeth -linkage to the -item to be set could be
that mlate with an internal ring gear in the deficient e~ en-though a setting is displayed.
nose, whose _Pitch is such -that- each tooth Deficien..es are more prone to- occur i the
represents 0.1 sec. When tbe -button is hightorque -gear train, of the -item to be set
released, it will- lock the setting-at any 0.1i-sec rather than- in- the low-torqu-. gear train-s of
increment. the setter display assembly. The rnose reliableI: and safest linkage (at no increased cost) is a

(4) To eliminate the need- for firing tables, diffferent s'iies linkage (Fig. 16-71(C)) inthe scale is caibrated directly in meters. Lines which the -setting actuall positioned into
are numbered for eveiy 200 ni up to 4400 mn. item being set is displayed after the fact of
'he intermediate 1 00-rn settin gs have a tick setting (thus providing a true read-out).

mark. Incidentally, the scale is uneven
because the even increments are on a time le.5.4 SC-'ING M4. r A~ISM FOR MECH-
base. AMICAL TIMW E,-XME77

(1) The size, shape, mnd thickness of the Ilia XM577 Fuze is shown on vig.
numbers and the i.umnbered lines were 16-7232. T"he mechanism of' the %z is
seiected expe-rimentally so as to be readable housed ir anm upper bouy (fuze (',Jve) having a
unde- the red dome light during blackout wiundow area that indicates SAFE , $'Point

qotonditionc. Detonating PD", oi- digital ti'ne sequences. A
setting key (Fig. 1 6-731 2) is lised tv rotate

If one semembers the trying conditions the digital setting module vo- fix desir'Ad
!,ander which the vser must adjust. a fuze, one finction. The digital setting -!odule consists
can understand why this amouuf (if attenticni of: a tatting shaft, three digital counter
is required for so simpie a device as a time whIeels (hurCreds v~heel, tens wheel, and

'Asetting mechanism. seconds wheel). two counter wheei index
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SETTING
TOOL

VIEWING
WIN0CW 

(A) SAFE -.T (13)-PO S6 (C) TIME-SET

Figure 16-73. Setting Positions for Fuze, XM577

pinions, and a PD/Safe indicator flag. The time. The output can b either visual
setting shaft is coupled directly to the seconds (readcut) or physical (actuation of cam or
v.heel which in turn will index the tens and switch). The output function (visual cr
hundreds wheel, dependent upon the set time. physical) can be either analog or digital. An
Both the counter wheels and the indicator example of an analog mechanism is a dial of a
flag are observable through the fuze window watch which has continuous motion with =

when the fuze is set properly. Setting the fuze infinite resolution. The digital Output is a
is accomplished by breaking the seal at the stepping motion having no resolution between
nose of the fuze and applying torque to the steps. Visual readouts of each of them are
setting shaft with a setting key, as shown in illustrated in Fig. 1 6-74.
-Fig. 16-73. The applied torque rotates the
-timing mechanism module, displacing the An analog output may be obtained by
scroll follower pin for the set time desired, placing a disk on the slowest moving gear

(mainspring barrel) of the timer. With this
*; ; This fuze was developed to fill present setup, the angular

reuieensfor artillery iounds. The fuze shaft (output shaft) must resolve the displace-
has demonstrated satisfactory performance
under setback forces of 900 to 30,000 g, spin
from 1600 to 30,000 rpm, and field settable 10h1
time delays from less than 1 sec to more than so 20

200 sec with bettcr than 1% accuracy (0.06- -
standard deviation at a set time of 15 sec). 30•Z

16-6 OUTPUT 60 GITAL

16-6.1 ANALOG AND DIGITAL OUTPUTS

ANALOG
The overall obiective of any timer output is

to indicate the total number of oscillations of
the time base occurring in a given interval of Figure 16-74. Two Types of Visual Output
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ment of a fast -moving shaft (input to gear the driving torques -used to move these
train). For example, a 1-in. output disk that components are, small compared with the load '-

rotates once in 24 hr may be required to read imposed by the follower. For this reason, the
out in- inteivals of 5 min of-time. The 5-min digital mechanism has been used in timers
interval on a disk 1-in. in diameter is an arc only for visual readout and the analog gear
length of 0.01 in., and a specific point to be train usualy provides the physical output.
detected-is moving at only 0.002.in.Imin. This
~ makes it a problem to detect and -t 164.2 SWITCHES-AND RELAYS
accurately.

During-its operating interval, the timer may
Because of infinite resolution, the analog be called up0on to operate a sequence of

output is the most accurate device theoreti- electrical c6ntacts. In turn, these contacts-
cally-speaking. However, he practical consid- may energize relays of any degree of
erations of precision manufacture, cost, and complexity. It is better, where possible, to
the need to detect extremely small angles derive the useful Output directly from the
limit its use for -military thiners. For these- timer itselP 1

reasons a digital readout is better when high
reading accuracy and incremental settings are Contact ratings-are important. The required-
desired. number of cycles in the life of the unit, and

the capacity and rating of the load are the
The digital mechanism produces a-discrete principal factors affecting contact design. DC

unit of output motion for each complete circuits are far more injurious to contacts
input pulse. A singie pulse may represent a than AC cicuits. A frequent specification is
full 360Qdq ioladon of a shaft. The digital- to guarantee the- same life (say, 100,000
-mechanism faithfully records each input pulse operations) for 115 V AC and 28 V DC (without:error and is, therefore, accurate to circuits drawing the same 1ms current. With-
the nearest pulse. For instance, again taking loads drawing high :in-rush currents (inductive
the 24mhr timer, suppose that the digital loading), contacts may be derated to 25% to
counter is arranged to record pulses that 10% of their resistive load ratings.
occur exactly every 30- sec. Then -a t-ne cf 5__S-
-ir 10 min (18,600 sec) would be represented Because of the special importance of the
by a total of 620 pulses, and to an observer contact problem, it is often advisable to
the figure 620 would be accurate to-± 30 sec incorporate spiark suppression circuitry. This
when observed at any particular instant. This -generally takes the-form- of seics RC-crcujts
resolution is obtainable at any total time across the cjntacts, or reverse energized
s1 Setting. diodes that break down when their :inverse

voltage ratbig is exceeded, thereby limiting
When the digital mechanism is used to peak voltages across the contacts. D=I gn of

provide a-physical output at-the end of the set- these circuits is best-carried out on a trial and
time interval, it -has an advantage of rapid error basis. Although spark suppression
-tranfer r,, . . ... r,,. ,.uit ntroduce time delays in the-comple-I accuracy of the output at the set moment of tion of contact operation, thiey are extremely
transfer depends primarily on the accuracy of important where long life under difficult but
the time base. However, the digital device uniform load conditions is required. Obvious-
does not give the mechanical advantage of a ly load duty cycle, which is related to the
gear train axd, if a follower is applied to a frequen.cy -of timer operation and -to the
cam surface on one of the counter wheels to temperature rise occurring in the contacts (or
sense a given time interval, it usually is found in the entire timing apparatus for thatthat performance is affected seriously because matter), affects contact pressure. Spring
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It is important to be able to actuate the
'A .output circuit without taking too much

energy from the escapement and associated
components. For example, Ref. 31 discusses
an experimental mechanical timer that uses
commercially available digital counters as

-shown in Fig. 16-'75 . The input shaft
always is driven at the rate of 1 rps. Therequired time is preset into each digital
rinsate d utv snf dediat tachdti 'W ~ - counter which then is allowed to run down to
zero. In the final 0.1 see, all the wheels

- k transfer-as a single unit to read 999.9. At thistik~l . ,i: .;::g:; instant-a conductive knife blade attached to.I E the hundreds wheel -moves and completes an
-ii electrical circuit that provides an output

signal. The advantage of this technique is that
the switch closing load is not put on the
timing movement until-the final last 0. 1 see of

Figure-16-75. Digital Counting Device timing. This contributes to the operational
accuracy of the tinier assembly.

constants- establishing contact pressure are 16-6.3 TYPES OF SWITCH
particularly sensitive to temperature.

Snap acting switches rather than those
In certain types of timers a constant speed types -where gradual contact is made are

motor may drive a set of brushes (contacts) usually more desirable. A slowly rotating
over a printed circuit plate, where a pattern output- shaft closing and opening gradually a
establishes the timing and contact closure cam operated switch carrying currents on the
sequences. At low brush speed, the contacts order of amperes can lead to contact
make and break so slowly that considerable destruction. Contact destruction also may be
arcing and pitting may occar. As a result a consideration where the contacting mechan
contact rating may drop to 1% of the rating ism consists of an arrangement of a printed
for contacts operating by snap action. circuit board and brushes. Current ratngs in

this type of circuit must be reduced
Other factors of importance include accu- substantially below those values that could be

racy, repeatability, reliability, environmental tolerated in snap-action type switching.
conditions, and cost. Factors such as ease of
adjustment, manner of setting, readout, and Snap action switches in a timer are best set
remote indication are more or less important by trial and error since the precise switching
depending on the specific application. Where point is somewhat indefinite. Further limita-
a timer is to be ued in a series of similar but tions are inherent in the cam geometry, wear
not identical processes (where the timing will of cam surfaces, and switch surfaces.
vary from one job to another), ease of setting
up the timer is important. This set-up must Mercury switches are another good choice
include a check of accuracy which is best if fast make and break contacts are desired.
done by running through an approximate Arcing caused when breaking inductive loads
time cycle, and then making final adjustment. within the switch rating is nondestructive.
Where a timer is used over a long interval, Another advantage of mercury switches is low
readjustment may be necessary due to aging constant resistance at low voltage and absence
or wear of components. of contact chatter. Since the contacts are
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Figure 16-76. Adjustable Cam Timer30  Figure 16-77. Cam Cycle Timr 30

isolated (contained within a sealed volume), Adjustable cams basically consist of two
contact c0o'osion from damaging atmospheres disks whose diameter is i-educed over
is avoided- a- well as possibla ignition of approximately 180 deg. Fig. 16-761 ° shows
combustible eases by the switching arc33 . an adjustable cam -timer. The desired program-
However, mercurv switches are position and is set by adjusting the disks-relative to one
vibratior wcn.,itive and -unable to operate another. The disks may be clamped together
under zero-g conditions. by- a screw or locknut, or -connected by

friction. The cans are staked -to a bushing,
A sealed dry reed switch may be actuated and are marked in a variety of ways to

by a permanent magnet mounted on an facilitate setting. Both snap-action and leaf
output shaft or cam. It has advantages of switches are available. Two types of follower
small contact bounce, sealed contacts, and are used with cam outputs, roller and knife.
ability to operate in zero-g. Disadvantages are The roller follower gives longer life and lower
current limitations to a few amperes, drive torque requirements, and the knife
g&ass-tube body, and susceptibility to vibra- follower gives greater accuracy but shorter life
tion (but not at reed constant frequencies). and higher drive torque requirements. I the
2x cam operated cycle timer of -Fig. 16-7730,

16-6.4 CAM OPERATED OUTPUTS switches are mounted sepa.ately so that they
can be replaced easily. Also, set screws are

In these devices, rotating cams turn used for fine adjustment of -the operating
switches on and off according to a set point. There are many designs for timer
program. The cams are driven by the output outputs, and prices var) considerably. When
disk or shaft of the timer. selecting a timer, the designer should analyze

iis needs relative to ease of adjustment,
Cams fall into two classes, adjustable and frequency of adjustment, and accuracy of

nonadjustable. Nonadjustable cams are made s-tting required. In specifying cam output
of fiber, plastic, or metal disks into which a timers, it is best to lay out a- timing chart as
program is blanked or machined. The cams shown in Fig. 16-78" ° . Remember, wide
are attached to bushings, and the bushings are tole-ances allow greater flexibility in the
positioned in the drive shaft by set choice. of ac.uators and switches, and reduce

i screws4 ,3 . setting and testing costs.
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sWI F
SW3 4 H
SW4

L

4-_ 04

,1- TOTAL CYCLE 30 360 deg

Figure 16-78. Timing chart for Cam-cycle Timer3 0

16-6.5 READOUTS placed on the inside of the scale, or outside 3s
shown in Fig- 16-79(E). In the former case,

Present-day mechanical time fuzes employ the indicating arm may blot out a number;
circumferential engraved scales and pointers however, in the latter case, the scale is
for-time settings and slotted screw-buttons or somewhat constricted to allow for the

-segregated areas on the scale for -optional numerals to be placed on the periphery. On
function features. Usually' the rotary scales
are limited to less than one full turn, with a
secondary vernier scale to improve accuracy.
'-his display- is -compatible with the- internal 1
setting portion of thie-fuzes and usually is -20
achieved at -low cost. Unfortunately, the L to
display is difficult to read and can -lead to
gross setting errors by the operator. Signifi- (A) (BY
cant improvement can be- made by the design
approach that follows.

16-6.5.1 Scale Layout

Fig. 16-793 4 shows the direction of 0

increasing numbers for various scale types-
i.e., for circular and curved, clockwise
increasing; for vertical scales, bottom to top
increasing; and for horizontal, left to right (C) (D)
increasing. Except on multirevlution indi-
cators such as clocks, a scale break should be
included between the two ends of the scales

_ as shown in Fig. 16-79(B). When . inter
alignment is desired for check reading, the
zero position should be at the nine o'clock
position as shown in Fig. 16-79(C). For
multirevolution indicators, the zero position
should be at the top as shown in Fig. (E) (F)
16-79(D).

On circular scales, i't numerals can be Figure 16-79. Recommended Readout Display
1675as
16-75
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"5" Wh-EN VIEWED by the ogival shape and the random reading
FROMV ABOVE orientation between opCr.ator and round. If

no definite orierkation- between operator and
round is established, multioriented displays
should be used as shown in Fig. 16-80"4.

16-6.5.2 Character Form

5" WHEN VIEWED Table 16-31" shows a list of character type
FROM BELOW faces and their comparative legibility. This list

should- be used as reference when selecting-a
type face for display. From the chart, one canl ldi 1) see that no one type face can be selected as
being clearly superior to -all others. For timer
design, perceptibility and readability are more

T important thMan speed of reading because-the
Yamount of data is Thmited to several

characters.

Figure 16-80. Multioriented Displays 16-6.5.3 Grouping of Digit,

vertical and horizontal straight scales, the- The grouping of digts has a significant
numbers should be located on the side of the effect on the speed of perception. Thus the
graduation as shown in Fig. 16-79(F). display arrangement should take full advan-

,age of the most suitable grouping technique.
The preceding geneiai rules for scale layout The number of groups should be held to a

may have to be modified in the u -- of fuzes minimum; and when minimized, should not
to suit the particular cin;umstances imposed be spread over wide areas.

'TABLE 16-3

EFFECT OF CHARACTERWSTICS OF PRINTED MATTER ON LEGIBIUTY

Rwider Opinions
Spoeo of of Relative Leo-

Visibility lKrceptwufility Reading b;ity
Type Face Comparison: Percent Percen Percent
Sotch Rom&n Versus Difforence Rank* Difference Rak* Difference Rank" Mean Rankr'

f .tque +56,3 1 -14.8 3 - 0.2 3 2.4 2
0Ciuitenham +39.6 2 -22.2 2 - 2.5 & 2.3 1

Amei Uan Typewriter +38.5 3 --37.7 1 - 5.1 9 5.5 6
Cloister Black +25.0 4 + 2.3 10 -.16.5 10 9.8 10
Bodkni +19.5 5 - 4.6 7 - 1.1 4,5 4.2 3
-Gaeamrid +16.9 6 - 6.8 6 + 0.5 I 5.4 5
Old Style +15.1 7 -11.4 4 - 1.1 4.5 4.6 4
Caslon Old Style +11.1 8 -- 7.9 5 - 1.3 6 6.4 8
Katel Light + 8.2 9 + 0.1 9 - 2.3 7 8.2 9
Scotch 'oman 0.0 0 0.0 a 0.0 2 6.2 7

ll"tcreasI"f order of dsiralbih y
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by the battlefield situation, the use of
synthetic illumination should be considered
either by self-illumination or by light

bOLD provided by auxiliary equipment. Red light
should be used when possible to preserve1night vision.

4C

rDoe-. 16-7 LUID TIMERS

In a fluid timer, a gas or liquid regulates the
Figure 1681. Pneumatic Dashpot for Arming motion of mechanical parts. Fluid timers

Delay should not be confused with flueric timers
(Chapters 22-25) in which mechanical parts
do not move. Rather, -the fiuid serves much
the same purpose as the es-.6pemcnt, viz, to

16-6.5A Background slow down the motion and to achieve a
uniform rate. Fluid timers are nt as accurate

The background of the -numerals or as clockworks but have found app;ication in
characters has an effect on reading speed and arming delays of fuzcs. The two greatest
legibility. Distance is of secondary concern problems with fluids are leakage and viscosity
-because in almost all situations the reading change over the military temperature range
will be done at no greater than-arm's length which lead-to inaccuracies. However, both of
from the display. Black on white is superior these problems cami be overcome through
to white on black from the standpoint of proper design. The application of two
reading speed, distance, peripheral legibility, currently used fCuids is described in the
and eye movements. With respect to achro- paragraphs that follow. Additional devices are
matic vs chromatic backgrounds, eye move- covered in Ref. 1.
ments for black-and white are far superior to
-color on color, a red on say green display. 16-7.1 PNEUMATIC DASHPOT
-High contrast seems to be the most important
factor with respect to reading speed. An annular orifice dashpot is shown in Fig.

16-81". The "orifice" is the minute
Surface texture has tttle to no effect on clearance between piston and cylinder. By

reading speed or distance, but shiny surfaces selecting materialb for piston and cylinder
or cny highly reflective background should be having diffeent thermal coefficie:ts of
avoided to reduce glare. If possible, windows expausion, the orifice will change with
or viewing ports should be nondistortiig in temperature. tb,'z aiffcTding a means of

. natutre. approaching x , :, flo, v in spite of airj viscosity changes with tenperature. A glass

cyliader can be produced accurately and the
166.5.5 illumination piston can be-ground from ceramic or metallic

Since the-nature of the process involved in
setting a Otmer us.U-ly requires that the The piston is pushed by a spring. The
-operator be in an outdoor environment, there holder, of silicone rubber or polyethylene,
is little the designer can do to reduce holds and seals the parts. Models have been
over-illumination when in bright sun condi- made froiii 1/8 in. diameter and 1/3 in. long
tions other than reduce obscurity due to to 1-1/2 in. diameter and 6 in. long. Time
glare. When nighttime operations are dictated delay varies between 0.1 sec and 1 hr. The
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SAC7 P2 = ambient pressure, psi
OTOR 8 $ . /

ASSEMULY t = desired time delay, sec

16-7.2- SILICONE GREASE CAPSULE

The temperature-viscosity curvc of silicone
grease is flatter than that of other oils and
greases. In the past, use .f this substance
therefore has been attempted to provide time

O Adelay. However, the leakage problem was
LOTOR MCLAY severe, and the grease gummed up the arming

mechanism so as to render i! useless. This
Figure 16-82. Delay Assembly of Fuze, problem was overcome by sealing a-silieone

XM218 gum in a plastic sac made up of heat sealable
Mylar tape.

dashpot has been used in experimental fuzes Fig. 16-82 shows the sac and rotor delay
and is incorporated in Fuze, XM431, for the mechanism of Grenade Fuze, XM218.1 The sac
2.75-in. rocket. assembly consists, ofa metal backing disk and

a plastic capsule, about 3/4 in. in diameter
Theory of operation is based on the and 1/8 in. thick, containing silicone grease.

compressible flow of air through the orifice. The periphery and a segment of the plastic
The annular orifice, in this case, acts the samc, disk are -heat sealed to the metal disk to form
as a rectangular duct of the same dimensions; a pocket for the delay fluid. The sac assembly
i.e., width equal to clearance, and length is placed-against the delay rotor assembly (the
equal to circumference. The cleLrance is space between the two assemblies in the

26nr 2p "I illustration was introduced solely to show the2 _ j-p,2 ,2 n 1- sac assemably clearly). In operation, the delayL - is obtained when the four blades of the delay

rotor, by virtue of a toision spring, slide over
where the surface of the fluid sac, thus displacing

and metering the fluid from one side of each
i -- clearance from piston to cylinder, in, blade to the other.

;7 =viscosity of tha air, slug/ft-sec The design desciibed was obtained by
empirical means. The analysis is complex

r = radius, in. because the flow in t'e fluid sac passages
varies as-a function of rotor radius. Analytical

2 = length of air travel, in. techniques relating to the interactions of
timer geometry, silicone fluid properties, and

P1 = pressure in the cylinder, psi friction levels must be employed.

1
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FPART FOUR -- PYROTECHN!C TIMERS

4CHAPTER 17

INTRODUCTION

17-1 GENERAL SYSTEMS primer is added at ihe input end to provide
the initiating flame. The delay has a flame

A pyrotechnic timer is a self-contained output that can be augmented into a
device in which a low explosive ixture burns detonation wave, if desired, by use of a relay.
linearly with respect to time to provide- a
controlled time delay. It is commonly called a Delay compositions are either gaseous or
delay element or just a delay. Its burning gasless depending on the quantity of gas

onoften ;a. lik.ned to that of a cigarette, generated when they burn. Combustion
which also brms linearly. However, the delay products of !".s than 10 or 15 cm3 of gas per
housing sleeve is not consumed and air is not gram are considered gasless; t.ue -gasless
required fir combustion. Low explosives are compositions do not-exist. Provisioin-must be
divided into two groups: (1) gas-producing made for the gas generated in gaseous delays
.ow explosives that include propellants, by either venting or, in obturated delays,
certain primer mixtures, -igniter mixtures, designing a fite internal volume. For highest
black powder, photoflash powders, and accuracy, gaslem delays must have one of
certain delay compositions; and (2) nongas- these two features. However, addition of
producing low explosives that yield the Fasless these features nakes the housing more
type delay composition. Additional informa- complex. The current trend is toward the use
tion on pyrotechnic timers is contained in of gasless delays. While delays adjustable in
other engineering design handbooks1' ,2 . time have been used in the past, they also add

complexity. Hence, most modem delays have
Pyrotechnic delays are tle- oldest military a fixid delay time.

timers. Early descriptions of axi.llery tell cf
firing cannon balls with flaming wicks that Advantages ard disadvantages of pyro-served as pyrotechnic delays to provide for technic delays are summaized as follows:
detonati n-after the bail arrived at the target.Whereas modem d-,lays -have been improved (I)- A&;eantages:
significantly, it is curious to note that black
powder, the explosive employed originally, is +Ia) Normally, delays contain no moving
still in current uw for some applications. parts.

Compared with electronic, mechanical, and (b) Time delays are available ranging from
flueric timers, pyrotechnic delays are smaller, microseconds to several minutes.
simpler, and less expensive, but they are also
less accurate. Accuracy over the military (c) By comparison, they are smaller and
temperature range is only about + 10%. lighter than equivalent mechanical, electrical,and flueric delays.

In its simplest form, the delay element
consists of a- cylindrical housing containing (d) The devices are rugged and can pass thethe pyrotechnic composition. Sometimes a standard military rough-handling tests. (Gas-

41
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less lelays operate over a wide temperature outdated arming safety.) The fuze contains a
range and withstand high impact accelera- black powder delay column in th., shape of
tion.) almost a complete ring. One end v!" the ring is

( gn of r rv bind, the other has a relay les.-.Iing to leait,
(e) Lrge aounts of energy are available ooster, and main charge. A priaer is

in-small weights and volumes. nounted in the ogive, zt right angles to the
ring. The ogive turns so that the primer can be

() Usually, the fabrication cost is lower positiord anywhere around the ring. Whon it
thar- that of other-timing systems. is at th. relay, the delay is nil; when it is at

the blind end, the entire colua mnust burn
! (2) Disadvantages: before setting off the ---lay. A scale on the
- outside of the ogive permits seting the time

(a) Since they -contain pyrotechnic and from zero to 25 sec. Of course, the black
explosive ma*erial, delays require that _exphi- powder in the column bums both ways when
sive safety precautiona be taken. the primer is in the middle but the flame-is

extinguished at the blind end.
-(b) Pyrotechnic materials zre sensitive to

humidity and b=mperature, and- careful -Fig. 17-13 shows Detonator, Delay, T65,
control is necessary in-processing, storage, and which is more typical of a simple modern
application, application. The delay itseff is the small

center charge of a barium chromate/boron
-(c) Time reproducibility at a given temper- composition. The input end of the detonator

attire is about 3% within one batch under the consists of the electric contacts (pin and
most controlled laboratory conditions. case), a carbon bridge, -a spotting charge of
Batch-to-batch variation in production is lead- sq phnate, and an igniter mix. At the
Considerably larger. This variation in burning outpr.t end, the lead azide and RDX charges
time can be due to insufficient mixing, produce a detonation wave. It Yakes SO msec
incomplete drying, difference in ingredient for the flame to bum through the length of
composition, variation -in packing density, the delay composition.
purity, particle size, and particle sze distal- 17-3 REQUIREMENTS
bution of the ingredients. Variations in
column height also can introduc lack of The basic requirements for a military timer
xeproducibility. include reliability, ruggedness, and simplicity.

The timer must fun.'ion as intended when
17-2 MILITARY APPLICATIONS subjected to the co:.. i stini.1i. On the other

hand, it must withstand the rigors of
Pyrotechnic delays are used extensivel, n handling, transportation, and storage over the

nailitary devices, primarily in fUze-s and military "umpetature range. A pyrotechnic
demolition devices, tc provide fuuictioning or dlay can meet these requirements.
self-destruction delays. The Fuze Catalog3

describes many fuzes containing pyrotechnic To these general requirements must be
delays and lists, in Volume 3, the delays added the important factor of safety. Of
themselves. Delays as elements cf explosive course, safety is a general requirement, which
trains are discussed in-Refs. 4 and 5. is :.ertainly implied in ruggedness. Some of

the delay compositions, like black powder,
The classic use of these delays is in ,ne time can bum very rapidly under certain condi-

train of pyrotechnic fuzes. Fuze, M37A13 is tions. Safety in pyrotectnic timers is
-3 typical of the artillery fuzes employed during therefore of primary importance. Safet

and before WW iI. (Almost all of these fuzes aspects are discussed hi more detail in par.
are now obsolete for another reason, namely, 20-2 and in Ref. 6.

17-2
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_/ L......0.244 IN.
DIAM.

[ROX O-Icrg ( CUP Stainless Steel

LEAD AZIDE 230mg-- SLEEVE Stainless Steel

VDELAY 80mg0SON
(Barium Chromate g05I

Boron I00" BRIDGL C abon
(7-70-4000CL)

IGNITER 70mgsad- Paroxide 700 / '

dBroen 30- -- PLUG Stainless Steel

NORMAL LEAD 3TYPHNATE PIN stainless Steel

Figure 17-1. Detonator, Delay, T65
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CHAPTER 18

DELAY SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

No single pyxo.echnic delay mechanism is The delay time in a particular delay device
suitable foi all applications. Hence, the is affected by numerous design parameters.
-selection -of a delay device must be based on These include delay composition, free -vol-
the overall requirements of the particular ume, heat sink, igniter material, loading
military application in which it will be used. conditions, and space limitations. The user
Considerations differ depending on whether must specify the delay time required, the
the delays are vented or obturated and must environment -under which ignition must take
take into account the space limitations place, and the severity of the environmental
imposed. conditions from factory to field. Having this

information, the designer is in a position to
18-1 SPACE LIMITATIONS know approximately what delay compositions

are required by referring to data on various
The designer of a pyrotechnic timer always delay mixes (see par. 21-2.1). Knowing the

will be faced with space limitations when delay time required and the delay mix and its
trying to fit the device into a military item. burning rate, the designer can now determine

the approximate column height. If theFactors affecting the amount of space resulting length exceeds the available space,
reguirCd are the length of the delay column ka substitution of another delay mix or the
function of the time delay and the delay formulation of a new-mix may be necessary.
mix), the diameter of the column (each mix
having a particular failure diameter below Loading pressure also must be bore in
which propagation is not reliable), internal mind hi the design of a delay column. Data
volume, the nieed for baffles and retainers, relating buig rate to density for barium
and the method of initiation (i.e., mechanical chromate/boron compositions are given in
or electiral). Table 18-1'. Almost all compositions demon-

strate a slow but systematic change of burningAll f -thee fci~z mut b taen nto rate with loading pressure, although not
consideration and each factor balancedagainst the other so that an iexpensive, necessarily to the same extent. While this
reliable, and rugged item results. change suggests using an adjustment of

pressure to compensate for lot-to-lot variation
in burning rate, the practice of loading gasless

18-1.1 LENGTH delays at pressures between 30,000 and
40,000 psi (and at least 60,000 psi for gas

Length is a linear function of delay time: producing compositions) has been established
the longer the delay column, the longer it for considerations of ruggedness. It should be

A bums. Thus the burning rate of a particular remembered that a crack in the delay coluni
delay composi.tion and the total delay interval can result in a "blow-by" and hence
desired define column length. Whereas total in~tant;neous functioning. For best results,
delay time usually is specified, the determina- delay columns should be loaded in increments
tion of burning time is complex. not over one-half diameter long.

18-1
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TABLE 1-1

EFFECT OF LOADING PRESSURE ON BaCrO 4 -B COMPOSITIONS

Loading Pressure, 103 pi

96/5 BaCrO4-B 36 18 9 3.6 1.3 0.5

Mean burning rate (sfc/in.)- 1.69 1.60 1.49 1.39 1.29 1.21
Mean burning rate (sec/g) 0.648 0.655 0.645 0.642 0.646 0.693
%'Coefficient of Variation- 1.2 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8

9-9/10 B*CrO 4 -B

Mean burning rate (sec/in. 0.670 0.653 0.619 0.586 0.558 0.54,4
Mean burning rate (sec/g) 0.272 0.276 0.280 0.287 0.297 0.306'
% Coefficient of Variation 1.5 0.9 1.1 1.6 2.C 1.8

I,

18-1.2 DIAMETER infinite heat sink-above a minimum wal

thickness the body acts as an infinite heat
The burning of a delay column -can be sink-of sufficient mass to transfer at a

retarded -or even extinguished by radial heat constant rate enough of the heat generated so
losses. These losses become more serious as that the burning of the delay column remains
-the column diameter, burning rate, aiid approximately constant. If the surrounding
ambient temperature are reduced. The effects wall thickness is increased, delay columns \
combine -to result in a failure diameter close to their low-temperature failure diam-
associated with delay mix and temperature. eters tend -to have larger thermal coefficients.
For a manganese, barium chromate, lead However, the effects of wall thickness
chromate compositicn-at -60*F, the failure becomes less important for materials well
dianeter increases from less than 0.109 in. for above their failure diameters. Fig. 18-1
a 3-sec/in. mix to between 0.156 and 0.203 illustrates the change in delay time with the
in. for a 1 2.5-see/in. mix 1 . As shown in Table mass of the metal body 3 .
18-22 the effect of column diameter proved
to be significant for all 95/5 barium 18-2 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
"...mate-boAr delay systens and for obtu- BODY-.^r. ,L u" ",RaiIG
rated 90/10 barium chromate-boron delays.
Present usage indicates that for practical delay Another factor to be considered is the
mixtures at -65oF, a 0.25 in. diameter is well strength of the body material. Erratic delay
above the limiting failure diameter'. times have been known to result due to

yielding under the loading pressure. A
18-1.3 WALL THICKNESS conservative way to design the body is to

consider it a tube stressed hydraulically and
The wall thickness of the body into whiclh provide adequate strength to prevent yielding.

the delay is loaded is another important
factor in the design of a delay column. This The quality of materials for the body or
body serves as a heat sink because the metal subassembly immediately surrounding the
body tends to have higher coefficients of heat delay column is critical. Porosi.ty of the metal
transfer than the delay composition. It is envelope or contamination at the interface of
desirable to have a body that acts as an body and delay column occasionally can

18-2
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TABLE 18-2

EFFECT OF FUZE HOUSING MATERIAL AND DIMENSIONS ON BURNING
TIME OF BARIUM CHROMATE-BORON COMPOSITIONS

Paramoters Effect

1. Metal Housings
a. Aluminum, Brass and Stainless Steel a. No effect on burning times over test temperatures, internal

diameter, wall thickness, and for either vented or obturated
columns.

b. No interaction between metal and somposition.
2. Internal Diameter, in.

a. 9.250 95/5 vented vs obturated a. R,,ults for vented columns significantly different at 95% con-
f.dence level.

b. 0.375 95/5 vented vs obturated b. Results for obturated columns significantly different at 95%
confidence level.

c. 0.250 90/10 vented vs obturated c. No significant difference for either column at-this diameter.
d. 0.375 90/10 vented vs obturated "d. Results for obturated column significantly different at 95%

3. Temperature, C confidence level.

a. - 54, Room Temperature, and 76 a. The effect of temperature was significantly different at the 95%
confidence level for all metals, internal diameters, wall thickness,
and for vented and obturated columns.

4. Wall Thickness, in. (0.05, 0.15, 0.30,
0.50, 0.75, and 1.00)
a. 95/5 vented and obturated columns a. Results for different wall thickness were significant!y different,

although no apparent trend was observed.
b. 90/10 vented and obturated columns b. No signific3nt differences or trends in results due to wall thick-

rness for either type of column.

cause erratic performance due to impurities 18-3 VENTED DELAYS
formed by traces of gas.

Vented delay elements have openings to
Many metals as well as plastics and permit the escape of gases produced by their

ceramics have been investigated as delay functioning. They jre used when large
element housings. However, aluminum and quantities of gas are produced by the burning
brass are the choice of most designers because of the delay powder. They may even be
of fabrication ease and availability, and also necessary for gasless compositions when long
because of compatibility of these materials delay times are required in order to eliminate
with most delay compositions. It has been the pressure build-up within the delay
shown that the burning times of delay element and subsequent unpredictable burn-
compositions are not affected by the material ing rates. Venting exposes the burning delay
used for the housing or its thickness above composition to ambient pressure and, as a
that necessary to resist melting provided that result, the burning rate is sensitive to changes
the inside diameter of the housing is well in altitude except that manganese delay
above the failure diameter of the delay compositions show no significant effect. In
composition. addition, these vents require sealing up to the

18-3
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Ia allowing very little or no free volume, as
shown in Fig. 18-3(A) 5 . Others use a
chimney-type charge holder that may or may
not sit on top of the delay column but
provides for a free volum . in which to vent
gases (Fig. 18-3(B)). It also directs and
concentrates the hot gases and particles into a~definite area.

1I5

4 Another type of pyrotechnic delay a-sem-
bly frequently uses a configuntion employing

1J4- a primer holder subassembly in which only
C MSX.0 OAIN.i the primer is held securely. Thos subassembly

rDELAYiMIX- UANGrANE5E
DELAY COMPOSITION then is screwed into, staked into, or otherwise

13 held rigidly in the main delay .ssembly. The
igniter charge is made a part of the main

12 .. ____._. _______ pyrotechnic delay -column. Fig. -18-6 illus-
0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40- 0.45 0.50 trates the use of such a primer subassembly.

OUTSIDE DIAMETER OF DELAY 8ODY,IN.

Figure 18- 1. Variation in Delay Time With 18-3.2 OUTPUT MECHANISM
Body Diarneter The burning rate of a gas -producing

material is, in general, nearly proportional to
pressure. For instance, a 95.4% barium

time of fun'loning in order to protect the chromate -4.6% boron compositon %;.as
delay element from humidity. Two methods tested at various external pressures and the
of sealing vented delays-by a disk, Method results are shown in Fig. 18-42. Examination
(A)., and by a solder plug, Method (B)-are of the figure shows that an increase in
shown in Fig. 1 8-2. external pressure resulted in a decrease in

bumaing times (an increase in burning rate).
The relationship has been shown to be

18-3.1 INITIATION MEANS hyperbolic 'nd can be represented by an
equationi of the form'

The purpose of the delay initiator assem-
bly, whether it is mechanically or electrically t = aP (18-1)
activated, is to produce hot gases and particles
which will impinge on the delay column. where
Delays are easily ignited by the flame of a
primer; however, slow-burning delays require t = burning time, see
an igniter. For ignition charges, see par.
21-1.1; for sensitivity characteristics, par. P =pressure, lb/ia. 2

21-4.
a = factor depending on the mixture,

The initiator assemblies can take several (1/sec) (in. 2 /lb)"
forms. In some instances the assembly
contains a charge holder that sits directly on n = farter depending on the mixture,
top of the delay column (conventional), dimensionless

18-4
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.. PRIMER
- SOLDER

M E TA LPLUG

SPOOL SOLDERED

VENTS COUNTER-T TIN ,,BORE
DISKS,"

METHOD (A) METHOD (B)

Figure 18-2. Sealing of Vented Delay Element

The numerica . values of the factors are n As the delay column burns to the end, the
0.13 and a = 2.52 (1 /sec) (in2 /lb)° ' 13 for the base or output charge is ignited. This charge,
95.4/4.6 barurn chromate-boron composi- called the relay charge, must be initiated by
tion. the delay mix and have the desired output

characteristics as discussed in par. 21-3.1.
Two other barium chrormate-boron com- While the delay column is burning, heat is

positions, 90/10 and 81/19, were investigated being transferred through ihe metal body. In
for external presure effects and these results, cases of long delay times (5 sec or greater) it
also shown in Fig. 18-4, indicate no may be necessary to insulate the output
[ sig-ificant change. charge from the delay body if the outputsia h echarge material is heat sensitive. This can be

done by enclosing the output charge in a cupJ{ or ring made of insiadng material.

18-3.3 BAFFLES AND RETAINERS

The design of a delay column must include
kI N means to resist forces such as spin, setback,

"J RI shock, and internal gas pressure if they are
,I N present in the specific application. These

forces can cause separation of the delay
column and resulting failure, either in the

(A } CONVENTIONAL (1I CHIMNEY TYPE form of no-fite or instantareous functioning.

This separation usually occurs while the
FC edelay column is burning and at the burning
Figure '83. Charge Holders front. Here, the material is usually molten and

18-5
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Fiqure 184. Burning Time of Barium Delay Compositions (M 112 Fuze)

any of the forces can cause the column to 184 OBTUR,\TED DELAYS
separate on either side if -the burning front.
Means of alleviating separation inciude An obturated delay element is cons%,ucted
threading the inner diameter v;?3, and using to retain all the gases produced by th-
retainer rings and disks. A more succesful functioning of the initiator and delay
solution is to baffle both ends -sf the delay composition before the base or terminal
-column. These baffles can be in the form of
slotted disks, washers, or porous metal iisks.
A -typical baffled delay column is shown in
Fig. -18-51. The baffles are always force fitted , ...................
into the delay body with approximately.,.. . .... POROUS BAFFLE
0.002 to 0.005 in. interferer.ce fit. ...... .. X

Baffles also are employed between a delay
and its primer to reduce blast effect. nd
particle impingement. In general, increasing
the free volume between 'he two will make DELAY MIX
initiation more difficult. Der'asing confime-
ment of the delay column will have the same
effect. ,,

---.-.- GELAY B0DY

A retainer or delay holder is a separate
member into which the delay column and
relay element are pressed. When one of these
elenrnts is used, the designer may take
advantage of a different material from that of IGNTR MIX

the body, thus providing a better heat sink or SO BAFFLE

other advantages such as good mechanical
strength, while the body material can be
selected for lighter weight, if desired. Figure 18-5. Typical Baffled Delay Column

18-6
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charge is ignited, see Fig. 18-62. See par. 18-4.1 INITIATION MEANS
21-2.1 for delay charges.

When the primer or flash charge is ignited in
Delays are coisidered to be obturated if an obturated system, the pressure in the

thMe gases produced are vented internally into enclosed free volume is increared. At first,
a closed volume in the pyrotechnic device, this happens very quickly and then the
Thr, effects of ambient pressure and humidity pressure iL increased progressively by gas
.v. e'.Uiniated in obtui'ated delays because liberzted by the burning delay column.
they ure sealed from the external environ-
ment. Possible harm to other components of As a result, the burning rate accelerates
the system is prvented because the combus- continuously and is usually nearly propor-
tion products are contained. If a short time t'inal to - iessure. Unless- the free volume is
delay is required, an obturated delay often is increased along with the delay column length,
used because obturation tends to increase the the delay time does uot hicrease directly. T171his
average burning rate of the delay compo- requirement for a volume that is nearly
,sition. proportional to tl.e delay time limits obtu-

Aated gps producng delays to about 0.4 sec
with a column diameter commonly in the

M4 PRIMR range of 0.1 to 0.125 in. 1 . In addition to its
direct relationship o the fre.. volume, the
delay time- of avr obturated delaiy elem ent is
related inversely to the gas volume and heat
of explosion of the pniner, see Fig. 18-71. See

SOLDER par. 21-1.1 for iguition charges.

18-4.2 OUTPUT MECHANISM

MR SWE The need for a volume proportional to
delay time is discussed in par. 18-4.1. After

AV WD.R the delay column burns to the end, it ignites
the relay. See par. 21-3.2 for output charges.

OELAY cOL"uI 18-4.3 BAFFLES AND RETAINERS

kBaffles and retainers are included in an
(us) obturated design for the same reasons that

they are used in the vented design. Design
considerations are the same in either instance,
see par. 18-3.3.

184.4 INTERNAL FREE VOLUME

The internal free volume is that volume
formed by a cavity in the delay housing which
is designed to contain the gases produced by
the chemical reaction. Containing the gases
makes the delay independent of the effects of

Figure 18-6. Delay Element, Obturated, M9 pressure or humidity of the ambient atmo-

18-7|I
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Figure 18-7. Characteristics Vlan Obturated Black Powder Delay Element

sphere and the fumes which might have Wd = weight of delay composition, mg
harmful effects oi.other components of the
system. V = enclosed free volume, in.3

In an obturated system, the time will be Using this equation, the designer can iun
greatly increased or the item may not buni through a series-of calculations, varying the
through if the pressure rise is sufficient lo weights of priming and delay compositions
cause bursting or significant leakage. Tne and the free volume in order to obtain a safe
pressure car: be calculated by defining the pressure
thermodynamic relationship between the heat I
and gas volume liberated by the primer, and 18-4.5 SEALS AND CLOSURES
which the gases are confined. A. reasonable The three major elemcnts of a pyrotechnic

estimate, for design purposes can be derived timer (initiator, delay r-olumn, and base
from the ertpirical equation' charge) usually are integrated into one body

or housing. It is good practice to design for
30(W +W hermetic sealing. Sealing is desirable even

P W d (18-2) vhen venting is necessary and is achieved in a
V number of ways. Stab-initiated delay devices

where are sealed and obturated until initiation. TheI1 puncture caused by the firing pin allows
P = pressure, lb/in. 2  venting. In percussion-initiated delays, vent-

ing, if required, may be obtained by use of
W = weight of priming composition, mg blow-out aisks or plugs (Fig. 18-2). A system

4P
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of double cups has been employed in being blended, loaded, and assembled into an
electrically initiated devices which allows item with minimum risk from impact,4 them to be heytnetically sealed -until, at friction, moisture, heat, and electrical dis-
initiation, the thn-walled cup is fiectured by charge.
the initiator output allowing the gases to be
vented. In someinstances, hermetic sealing is (3) They should be readily ignitible, and
required in- addition to venting. It is possible should change little in performance character-
to seal the delay device into a tube or istics with small changes in percentages of
container of sufficient volume Zo provide an ingredients. Their burning rates should be
adequate vent volume. Figs. 18-8 4 and 18-9 4  reproducible within each batch and from
are typical- examples of hermetically sealed batch to-batch with a minimum of varia'icn.
delay actuator devices. An experimental
percussion-initiated delay detonator-is shown (4) They should be compatible with their.
in Fig 18-I0. container as well as with other contacting

compositicns. Performance characteristics
18-5 SYSTEM DESIGN AND PERFOR- should not change.apprcciably with long term

MANCE storage.

In delay system design, the delay composi- (5) They should be relatively-insensitive to
tions being- the critical component of the changes in pressure and temperature.
delay element, should ideally have tho
following characteristics: (6) They- should be capable of withstand-

ing the vibration and shock of transportation,
(1) They should be stable and-nonhygro- setback, -otation, and impact, and should be

scopic; should- have the highest purity resistant to physical abuse inherent in the
consistent with requircments; should be loading and firing of ammunition.
readily available and inexpensive; and should
be compatible with each other. Pyrotechnic dcsigners must continue to

explore new compositions and investigate the
(2) They should be as insensitive as effects of parameter changes wher, existing or

possible, meaning they should be capable of new compositions are rearranged in- their

All dimensions in inches

1.756

Figure 18-8. Stab Initiated Delay Actuator (MARK 14 MOD O)

18-9
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All dimnensions in inches shoidlder of the primer holder bearing on the
primer flange and the soft metal primer
washer. Sufficient igniter is loaded into each

< end of the delay space to transfer ignition to
and from the delay.! ; In a vented delay, the vents often are sealed
or plugged -before the delay element is
assembled to protect the element from

1.010 a6verse atmospheric conditions, to facilitate
the ignition cf the composition, or both (see
par. 18-4.5). If the vent is not sealed, the

Figure -M-9. Electrically Initiated Delay requirement of surety of'ignition of the delay
Actuator (MARK 18 MOD 0) column by the primer will limit the size of-the

vent, which in turn limits the time that the
burning rate can be slowed down to conserve
space. Any se,ling of the -vent should be

metal Oiarts, when metal parts themselves are broken as the primer is initiated, therefore,
varied in their geometry and metallurgy, and the seal cannot be too firm.
when combinations of these may yield a new
end item. The delay body must be- -loaded before

assembly. It is important that the delay
The intended end-item requirement of the composition be loaded flush ,ith the endlof

delay element will guide the choice of the the delay body. If this is done, the delay
most suitable type. If timing is to be
controlled carfully, selection of obturated
elements is called for; if operational physical All dimensions in inches
abuse is severe, the inclusion of a binder
seems the correct approach. Extreme climatic
diversification or use outside the earth's n-,,l

appreciable atmosphere would call for prime
consideration of obiurated designs. Other
corsiderations to be considered include the UK IN

method of ignition, the delineation and
tolerancing c - hlousings, their physical proper-
ties, their costs or the costs of the assembly.

18-5.1 SYSTEM ASSEMBLY PROCEDURES
DISK

* In the assembly of pyrotechnic timers the
*' procedures vary according to the type of

delay (Le., vented or obturated). For instance, tZI0
in an experimental obturated percussion delay
(Fig. 18-10), the delay body is loaded before
the detonator is crimped in place or the
primer assembly is sciewed into the body.
The detonator cup is loaded before assembly. Figure 18-10. Experimental Obturated Per-

4 The seal is provided at one end by the cussion Delay Detonator

1 8-10
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mixture is held firml; irt place when the delay through (5), have been discussed while factors
body is screwed tight into the holder., In cases (6), (7); and (8) are thesubjects of Chapters
where loaded black powder-is pressed. against 19, 20, and 2 1, spectively.
metal, it is considered good'practice to insert
u thin paper disk between- the powder and Because delay compositions contain all
metal to serve as a cushion and thius to ingredients necessary for a self-]'ropagating
minimize 'the possibility of initiating the reaction, iih"ir abuing -1' ometasbe.. The
powder by friction. cffect of any factor that tends to causie an

increase or decrease in burning rate is
Visual inspection of the bore surface of the magnified. For this reason, satisfactorydelay body with a magnifying glass should perform~ance requires aeeitrate control-of A!

disclose no tool marks or scratches running in such factors. Control -must be maintained
?n axial direction because these are conducive from the procurement of raw materials until
to blow-bys. Sharp edges (no burrs) are the end item, in which the delay -is a
desirable at the ends of the bore. Concen- component, accomplishes its intonded use.
tricity between the bore and the expansion The designer should be governed, therefore,
chamber, and smoothness of the bore are by the following rules:
necessary to facilitate the use of a close-fitting
loading rarn with the bore. (1) Use delay compositions prepaed by a

well-established procedure from ingredients of
Information relating to the packaging of known and controlled characteristics.

the assembled item either individualy or
mounted in the military end item are covered (2) Use obturated or externally vented
in par. 20-1. construction when practical.

18-5.2 PERFORMANCE REOUIREMENTS (3) -Wlhere obturated construction is -im-
practical, use a seal that opens upon ignition.

There are a number of factors that
influence the performance of a pyrotechnic (4)- If a sealed unit is not practical, use
delay timer. These include: delay compositions of demonstrated resis-

tance to conditions of high humidity.
(1) Quantity of charge (delay time)

(5) Calculate the 0-fect of cumulative
(2) Vented us obturated design tolerances upon such pertinent factors -as

external free volume.
(3) Pressure and temperature environment

(6) Provide for adequate free volume in
(4) Output charge (relay) obturated units.

(5) Column diameter (7) Analyze stresses induced -by both
internal and external forces that may be-

(6) Loading and production techniques anticipated during loading, shipping, launch-
hag, and operation.

(7) Storing and handling
(8) Miike sure that all components will

(8) Delay compositions. survive these stresses, taking into account the
elevated temperature. that result from burn-

The important aspects of factors (1) ing of the delay columns.

1111
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(9) Specify adeqliate loading pressures (at (11) Use diameters well abova the. failure!least 60,000 psi for g:i: producing composi- diameter at -65*F. (Usual practice-is 0.2 ortions and at least 30,000 p.; for gasless delay 0-25 in. for gasless mixtures; 0.1 or 0.125 in.powders), andl short enough increments for- black powder.)

(one-half diameter or less).
(10) Provide for proper support of the

delay column.

1. AMCP 7C6-179, Engineering Deoi:gn Hand- Fuze Committee, 5 December 1961book, Explosive )rains. (AD-270 444).

4. MIL-HDBK-137, Fuze Catalog, Vol 3,2. AMCP 706-185, Engineering Design Hand- Fuze Explosive Components, Dept. ofbook, Military Pyrotechnics, Fart One, Defense, 20 February 1970.
Theory and Application.

5. Ordnance Explosive Train Designers'
Handbook, U S Naval-- Ordnance Labora-3. Some Aspects of Pyrotechnic Delays, tory, Silver Spring, Md., Report NOLR

Journal Article No. 22.0 of the ;ANAF 1111, April 1952 (AD-029 151).
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CHAPTER 19

PRODUCTION TECHNIQU:-:S

19-1 GENERAL 19-2 DESIGNiNG FOR MASS PRODUC-
TION

The production of pyrotechnic timers
involves a series of steps starting with A- a rule of thumb, small explosive
selection and processing of the pyrotechrdc components (initiators, delays, relays) are
ingredients, production of metal parts, and pressed. The most common procedure for
ending with final assembly. It is important in pressing powdered explosives is pouring the
the selection and processing of the ingredients powder into a mold and pressing it with a ram
that their cheniical and physical properties are that fits snugly, The pressure most frequently
known in advance, especially particular specified for charges used in military items is
hazards to pcrsonnel and property caused by 10,000 psi. Charges may be pressed directly
the reaction of these materials to various into their containers or pressed into molds
stimuli. For detailed irformation on the and ejected as pellets. When a coptainer of
preperties of pyrotechnic materials, see Ref. length greater than its di2meter is used, the
1. The laboratory and plant procedures that explosive usually is loaded "n increments that
must -be followed for the safe production of are one diameter long.
pyrotechnic compositions are described in the
Safety Manual2, and processing procedures Explosive charges are first weighed or
are listed in Refs. 3 and 4. The production of measured and thcy pressed either directly into
the metal parts that house the pyrotechnic place or into pellets. If the explosive is
compositions involves techniques that are pelletized, the pellets usually are reconsoli-
covered in detail in pars. 14-1 end 14-2. dated by being pressed into place.

£XPLOSIVE

COfjUC.TING
IiARI2 RK.OA MESRN S O; AVAILA13LE INA& SERIES OF

SIZES. FINE AOUSTMENTS
- ARE MADE BY FILING TOP

SURFACE.

"FLAT RUNe @AND

Figure 19-1. Scoop Loading

19-1
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19-2.1 MEASUREMENT OF EXPLOSIVE clearances between run and case, and (3)
CHARGES binding resulting lhom interference between "

run and case. The cost of a set of loading
The desire is always to load a spe.zific tools is, of course, distributed over a large

weight of explosive. For small test quantities number of items.
or for some premium quality production,
direct reading, one-pan balances are used that Production loading tools should be
pr'wide an accuracy within one percent 5 . The hardened (60 Rockwell C is common), and
two most common volumetric measuring the die ,'.1ald be lapped and polished. Cups

2 devicEs are scoops and charging plates. To are supported by close fitting loading tools
obtain the desired weight, the loading plant while the charge is being pressed. Standard
must adjust the volume to account for bulk dimensions and tolerances of cups are listed in
density. Scoops (Fig. 19-1) are filled and MIL-STD-320 6 . When loading explosives
leveled against a rubber band. Careful directly into an assembly, a pin is used to
scooping is accurate within 4 percent'. hold the component in alignment while
Charging plates (Fig. i9-21) lend themselves loading. Fig. 19-31 shows equipment for hand
to production rates. After filling the holes in loaoing of leads.
the top plate and scraping off the excess,
plates are aligned with the cup holes. A quantity of explosive can be pressed

either to a controlled height (stop loading) or
19-2.2 DIRECT PRESSING to the limit of an applied load for a given

diameter (pressure loading). Stop loading is
Fits and tolerances of explosive charge faster but not as accurate as pressure loading.

cases and loading tools must be determined In normal production, a reasonable weighing
by consideration of (1) production costs, (2) tolerance for initiator charges is tlaee or four

E.XPLOSIVE--

I-I I I I I

(B) CNOOTO FOAG

Figure 19-2. Charging Plate Loading

19-2
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19-2.3 PELLETIZING

PRESS RAM Many powdered explosives are prepressed
into pellets. Better finishes are obtained than

CLAMPIN for cases loaded by direct pressing. Quantity
w SCRZWproduction of pellets is accomplished on

automatic pelleting machinery, in which the
PLUNE explosive is metered volumetrically by con-

LEAD trolled movement of punches. Single-stroke
presses produce about 90 pellets per minute
while rotary presses have rates of about 700
pellets per minute'. Immediate expaiision

RAM rupon ejection is about 0.3 percent. Pellet-to-rWlED HER
0 // pellet variations are usually less than 0.1

percent'. With frequent pellet density checks
PLATE._ and adjustment of the pelleting press, pellets

can be made reproducibly to one percent in
an automatic pelleting press.

Figure 19-3. Tool for Direct Loading
of Component 19-3 REQUIREMENTS FOR TECHNICAL

DOCUMENTATION

Production requires complete documenta-
tion that is asscmbled into a technical data
package. This documentation is to ensure that

percent. In stop loading, if the height of an military items are capable of reliably perfor-
increment is exactly reproduced, the density ming the functions for which they were
may vary as much as seven percent'. In either designed. See par. 14-4 for detailed informa-
type of loading, the density should be tion on the contents of a technical date
checked for each production lot. package.

REFERENCES

1. AAMCP 706-187, Engineering Design Hand- 4. AMCP 706-186, Engineering Design Hand-
book, Military Pyrotechnics, Part Three, book, Military Pyrotechnics, Part Two,
Properties of Materials Used in Pyro- Safety, Procedures and Glossary.
technic Compositions.

5. AMCP 706-179, Engineering Design Hand-42. AMCR 385-100, Saf"ety Manual, Army book. Explosive Trains.
Materiel Command, April 1970.

3. F. B. Pollard and J. H. Arnold, Eds., 6. MIL-STD-320, Terminology, Dimensions,
Aerospace Ordnance Handbook, Prentice- and Materials of Explosive Components
Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N. ., 1966. for Use in Fuzes, 3 August i959.
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CHAPTER 20r PACKING STORING, AND SHIPPING PROCEDURES

20-1 GENERAL minimum cost. These timers, as well as the
munitions of which they are a part, are

Military materiel is packaged to protect it subject to another important requirement:
from harmful -environments, including trans- they must-be safe during packing, storing, and
portation. Packaging will protect the item shipping.
after production, during storage, during
transport, and until delivery to its ultimate Explosives and pyrotechnics can be shipped
user'. During the transportation phase, which and stored safely if they are handled correctly
includes both handling and carriage, the and carefully, and with all of the necessary
Department of Transportation (DoT) regula- precautions. The safety record of both the
tions must be strictly observed for movement military and the explosives industry is a result
within the U.S. Since items must be stored for of careful preparation, not chance. Pyro-
long periods. they must be protected egainst technics are set off by energy concentrations
physical damage and deterioration; it may such as sparks, friction, impact, hot objects,
also be necessary to conduct periodic flame, chemical reactions, and excessive
inspections of stored materiel, pressure. Established safety practices wi!l

avoid these conditions in order to minimize
From the military standpoint, good pack- hazards.

aging methods protect the item through all
phases and environments with minimum cost. Probably the most important aspect of
Items must be protected for one of three safety is a correct individual attitude. The
required levels: overseas shipment (Level A), Navy Transportation Safety Handbook2 puts
long-term storage (Level B), or interplant it this way:
shipment (Level C).

"It is imperative that anyone who is
The most damaging environments during engaged in the handling, transportation, ortransportation by truck, rail, ship, or aircraft storage of ammunition, explosives, and other

are usually shock vibration. However, temper- dangerous articles think safety, act safety, and
ature extremes and other potentially harmful live safety until it becomes a habit. Accidents
environmental factors should be considered as usually result from failure to observe
relevant to damage assessment or prevention. regulatiois, failure Lo understand hazards, or

failure to take necessary precautions. In each
These subjects are treated in more detail in case, the 'failure' denotes human error, and

Chapter 15; see par. 15-i for packing, par. human error denotes ignorance, specific
15-2 for storing, and par. 15-3 for shipping, carelessness, or poor judgment. The individul

must ierlize that when he does not comply
20-2 SAFETY with safety regulations, he not only endangers

his own life, but also puts his fellow worker's
Pyrotechnic timers like other militaryi life in jeopardy. In the military, safety

materiel also must be suitably packaged at responsibility follows the line organization.

20-1
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The commanding officer is responsible for the 20-3 HAZARD CLASSIFICATION
accident-free performance of his supervisors
and their individual employees. A superior is Dangerous materials are arranged into eight
not exonerated for an employee's poor classes according to their level of hazrd.
jndgment, carelessness, or failure to comply Pyrotechnics are divided into classes I and 7,
with safety regulations. The supervisor must depending on whether they merely burn or
advise and train his men so that they are whether they can detonate. Class I items are
constantly aware of the hazardous nature of tnose which have a high fire hazard but no
their work. Further, he must indoctrinate his blast hazard and for which virtually no
men with the philosophy that each individual fragmentation or toxic hazard exists beyond
is responsible for his own and his fellow the fire hazard clearance distance ordinarily
worker's safety. And he must promote specified for high-risk materials. In contrast,
safety-mindedness by persuasion and by class 7 items are those for which most items
auth'-ritative force when necessary." of a lot will explode virtually instantaneously

when a small portion is subjected to fire,
The basic referencv, for safety is the Safety severe concussion, impact, the impulse of an

Manual'. It contains detailed discussions of initiating agent, or considerable discharge of
the established safety practices for packing, energy from an external sources.
storing, and shipping. These topics are
discuissed in the paragraphs that follow. The Pyrotechnic timers usually are packed,
reader is referred to the Safety Manual for the shipped, or stored as components of military
following related safety topics that are ammunition. The ammunition assembly de-
outside of the scope of this Handbook: fines the hazard class. It is not feasible to

specify here the hazard classes of all
(1) Building construction features munitions that contain pyrotechnic timers.

However, this information is tabulated in the
(2) Material handling equipment AMC Safety Manual3 , which lists ammunition

classes, and in the Navy Safety HIandbook2 ,
(3) Hand and machine tools which lists every munition by Federal Stock

Al Number.
(4) Electrical equipment and wiring

The hazard and shipping class must be
(5) Lightning and static electricity protec- established before an item containing pyro-

tion technics can be packed, shipped, or stored. If
the hazard class of a particular pyrotechnic

(6) Fire fighting delay has not been established, il must be
obtained by means of standard tests de-ised

(7) Protective clothing and equipment for this purpose6.

(8) Good housekeeping practices. 20-4 PACKING

The safety regulations have been slightly Pyrotechnic timers and ammunition con-
abbreviated and rearranged n two volumes tairing them must be packed propwily.
for Department of .Vefense zgencies' and Packing drawings and specifications have been
their contractorss. These separate publica- prepared for essentially all military items
tions, available from the Superintend tent of containing hazardous materials. The drawings
Documents, U S Government Printing Office, and specifications cover all applicable details
are conveinient references. of wrapping, boxing, bracirg, palleting, and

20-2
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handling. If such drawings and specifications use. It contains a group of diagrams like the
are not available for a particular item, following:
Department of Transportation regulations
apply and they specify minimum require- ' 5
ments. Packing for different levels of L L-
protection are discussed in par. 15-1.

It states that the minimum distance from a
Federal- regultions reuire all containers of barricaded above-ground magazine to the

hazardous materils be cons;-uously marked door end of an earth-covered, arch type
and labeled. magazine is found in Table 5-6.3, column 3 in

the reference.
2045 STORING

In addition to quantity-distance, compati-
Hazrdous materials are stored in accord- bility also must be considered in storage. Only

ance with quantity-distance requirements. compatible hazardous items may be stored
These requirements are defined as "the together in one magazine. Compatibility is
quantity of explosives material and distance established by consideration of the following
separation relationships which provide de- factors3 :
-fined types of protection. These relationships
are based on levels of risk considered (1) Effects of explosion of the item
acceptable for the stipulated exposures and
are tabulatcd in the appropriate quantity- (2) Rate of deterioration
distance tables. Separation distances are not
absolute safe distances but are relative (3) Sensitivity of initiation
protective or afe distances"'4 .

(4) Type of packing
Quantity-distance tabler are contained in

the safety manuals3- ; a typical excerpt is (5) Effects of fire involving the item
shown in Table 20-13. The largest minimum
distances are required where a hazard exists to (6) Quantity of explosive per unit.
personnel, i.e., Lnhabited buildings. Intr'Jine
refers to the minimum distance between any 20-6 SHIPPING
two buildings within one operatin~g line or
asse liy operat.on. The nagazinc distanccs The m t,',spo-t of hazardous materials is
given i4 the excerpt are for above-ground the responsibili.y of the shipper. It has
storage, which is the least desirable. Earth- become expedient to pack and label hazard-
covered, arch type magazines are preferred ous cargo to met requirements for all kinds
because they are safer; their required of transportation. The Navy is the largest
separation distances are much less than those shipper of military cargo because most of itof abuve-ground magazines. Note that separa- ultimately ends up aboard ship. If a
tion distarce is roughly proportional to the commercial shipper is used, he should be
quantity of explosive, and that a barricade of properly licensed in all states and (.ountries
proper construction cuts in half the distarce invoived. Shipping regulations are complex
used for unbarricaded storage, and a qualified shipper is needed to cope with

them.
To determine distances etwesn differentj-types of magazines, Ref. 4 is the esiest to All safety regulation are enforced in the

20-3
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TABLE 20-1

EXCERPT FROM QUANTITY-DISTANCE TABLES

Pounds of
Explosive Distwe, tt

Above Ground
Inhabited Building Highway & or Railway Intraline Magazine

bar. unbar. ber. unkar. bar. unbar. bar. unber.

Class 1

No limit 100 100 100 FO

Class 7

1 40 80 25 50
10 90 180 55 110 30 40

100 190 380 115 2?0 40 80 28 51
1,000 400 800 240 480 95 190 60 110

10,000 865 1730 520 1040 200 400 130 235100,000 1855 3630 1115 2180 415 830 280 510
500,000 4510 4510 3245 3245 715 1430 475 875

shipment of hazardous materials to protect rail shipment. A train i; made up of many cars
life, property, and the cargo itself. All cargo watched over by the engineer in front and
must be properly blocked and braced during caboose personnel behind. The engineer is in
shipment. For some hazard classes, the vehicle voice communication with the tower. The
must be placarded and inspected. Mixed railroad controls traffic flow over its route. It
shipments in the same vehicle must be provides trained inspectors. In contrast, each
compatible. In case of an accident on any truck solos. It has no control over traffic on
mode of shipping, Form F5800 must be filed the public highway, and the driver must cope
with the Department of Traispo.'tation when with any situation that may arise.
the incident involves death or serious injury,
S50,000 property damage, oi continuing For these reasons, drivers of hazardous
danger. materials are given careful training and

detailed instructions (e.g., Ref. 9), and the
Considerations ior specific modes of vehicle is ca;efully inspected for safety (e.g.,

shipping follow: lights and brak%'s) and compliance with local• laws (e.g., weight limit).
(1) Rail Transport. Railroad shipment of

hazardous ma rials is covered in Department (3) Ship Transport. All ,ater shipment is
of Transportation Tariff No. 257. regulated by th: Coast Guard' ° . There are

many restrictions to the transp:, of hazard-
(2) Truck Transport. Motor Vehicle ship- ous materials by ship which must be taken

ment of hazardous materials is covered in into account. Some dangerous articles are not
Department of Transportation Tariff No. 118. permitted on passeng,.r carrying vessels. Also,
Motor vehicle shipment is more comple:: than many ports do not permit the anchorage of

20-4
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vessels carrying dangerous article-i. The Army hazardous materials is covered by Department
Corps of Engineers therefore has established of Transportation Tariff No. 6-D 11 . As insuitably isolated explosives anchorages at ship transportation, dangerous cargo is pro-various ports. hibited on passenger carrying craft.

(4) Air Transport. Aircraft shipment of
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IJ
CHAPTER 21

PYROTECHNIC DELAY COMPONENTS

The delay element is the heart of the design of initiators, see Ref. 3.
pyrotechnic timer. The timer also includes an
initiator and 1 relay or output charge. A 21-1.1.2 Ignition Charge and Loading
knovledge of- I) the various ways of applying
input stimeus, (2) the delay compositions Stab primers are initiated by a pointed
currently in use and their characteristics, (3) firing pin that-punctures the cup. The energy
the relay or output cliarge, and (4) the required to fire stab primers increases nearly
sensitivity of the delay compositicns to .nearly with the thi6kness of the metal which
external stimui will aid the designer in the firing pin penetrates. It is also a function
meeting the system specifications. of the firing pin dimensions and tolerances,

and the composition and density of the29-1 INITIATORS priming mix. Table 21-1." lists tha common

primer mixtures.
The first element of the explosive train of a

pyrotechnic timer is the initiator or primer. It Most expiosive charges are loaded by
is categorized according 'o its input stimulus pressing them directly into cups ai pressure
as (1) stab, (2) percussion, or (3) electric and between 10,000 and 20,000 psi. It is the usual
according to its c Atput as (1) pressure or (2) practice, when the chirge of an eXplosive is
flame. Stab and percussion primers are known longer than its diameter, to load in increments
as mechanical primers.

The primer is a transducer that converts PRIMING MIXTURE
mechanical or electrical energy into explosive APPROX. 0.063 GRAM
energy. It contairs materials sensitive to
stimuli such as heat or impact, has a relatively
small explosive output, and is not designed to MARK 102 MOD 0
initiate secondary high explosive charges.

21-1.1 STAB PRIMER ih OO IN. -0.160IN

PRIMING MIXTURE
21-1.1.1 Construction 0.116 GRAM

The stab primer is a rather simple item
consisting of a cup made of aluminum, M26
stainless steel, copper, or gilding metal. It is
loaded with explosives and covered with a
closing disk that is crimped in place. 0.115 IN. 0.I93IN.
MIL-STD-3201 describes design practices and

-] specifies standard dimensions, tolerances,
finishes, and materials for initiator cups. Two Figure 21-1. Typical Stab Primers2

examples of stab primers are shown in Fig. Reprinted by permission of Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
21-12. For more detailed information on the Englewod Cliffs, NJ.

21-1
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TABLE 21.1
COMMON PRIMING COMPOSITIONS

Composition, (percant by weight)
Ingredients FA956 FA982 PA100 PAl01 NOLW0 NOL130
Lead Styphnate, basic - - - 53 60 40
Lead Styphnate, normal 37 36 38 - - -
Barium Nitrate 32 22 39 22 25 20
Lead Azide - - - - - 20
Tetracene 4 12 2 5 5 5
Lead Dioxide - 9 5 - - -
Calcium Silicide - - 11 - - -
Aluminum Powder 7 - - 10 - -
Antimony Sulfide 15 7 5 10 10 15
PETN 5 5- - -
Zirconium - 9 .-

not over one diameter long (see par. 18. 1.1). priners are shown in Table 21-1. The loading

pressures of percussion primers are similar to
21-1.2 PERCUSSION PRIMER those of stab primers. Loading pressure has a

negligible effect upon sensitivity of percussion
21-1.2.1 Conctru ,tion primers in the ringe from 10,000 to 0,1,000

psi. Firing energy requirements can be
The percussion primer differs from the stab expected to increase with thickness and

primer; it is fired by a firing pin that does not hardness of the primer cup, and with
puncture the container. The essential compo- thickness of the primer mix between anvil and
nents of a percussion primer are a cup-con- cup.
monly brass-a thin layer of priming mix, a
sealing disk, and an anvil. Percussion Primer, 21-1.3 ELECTRIC INITIATOR
M42 is shown in Fig. 18-6 and Percussion
Primer, M39Ai is shown in Fig. 21-23. In 21-1.3.1 Construction
general, percussion primers require more
input energy to function than stab primers. Electric initiaton- contain the initiation
For more detailed information see Refs. I and mechanism as an integral part. A plastic plug
3. holding the initiation mechanism makes up

one end of the cylindrical housing. Electrical
21-1.2.2 Ignition Charge and Loading connection is by means of lead wires or pins.

Electric Squib, M2 is shown in Fig. 21-33
Priming compositions for percussion As a group, electric initiators are more

PRIMER DISK BD-

u 0.350 IN. ,-A

Figure 21-2. Percussion Primer, M39A 1

2 -2
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BRIDGEWIRE
PLUG-s.\ SLEEVE

FLASH CHARGE COMPOSITION - - J

Figure 21-3. Electric Squib, M2

sensitive than mechanical primers. While In lead styphnate, loaded at pressures
several types of transducers have been between 1000 and 4000 psi, the latter trend
employed-viz., hot wire bridge, exploding apparently predominates. On the other hand,
bridgel're, carbon bridge, conductive mix, lead azide loaded at pressures between 3000
and spark gap-the hot wire bridge is the most ard 90,000 psi becomes more sensitive as
common initiation mechanism. See Ref. 3 for loading pmssure is increased.detailed design information.

The response times of hot bridgewire
21-1.3.2 Ignition Charge and Loading initiators fired by capacitor discharge vary

with spot-charge material as well as bidgewire
Ile input characteristics of electric initia- charzacistics. Information that ir needad to

tors are subject to precise control over quite design hot bridgewire initiators is available,
remarkable ranges. Firing energies can be including deoign data on bridgzwire material,
selected to range from less than one erg to size, diameter, and r-sistan.e as well as firing
thousands of ergs, current requirements from energy and power3 .
hundredths to hundreds of amperes, ind
resistance from a few hundredths of an ohm 21-2 DELAY ELEMENTS
to tens of megohms. The input sensitivity
varies with the type of transducer and each The delay element consists of a metal tube,
type must be considered separately. usually aluminum or brass, loaded with a

delay composition. It is placed between the
The explosive in direct contact with the initiator and the relay or other oatput charge.

bridgewire is known as the spot charge. Sometimes al three are combined into one
Whereas normal lead styphnate has the unit. See pars. 18-2 and 18-3 for design details
broadest general use, lead azide has been used of vented and obturated delays. Fig. 18-2
for applications where extremely rapid shows an example of a vented delay element
response is needed. Information is given in while Fig. 18-6 -hows an example of an
MIL-L-171864 for normal lead styphnate and obturated delay element. Data on representa-
M!L-L-3055 s  for lead azide. Basic lead tive delays covering various time ranges have
styphnate, as procured under specification been compiled. In the paragraphs that follow
MIL-L-16355 6 , has particle sizes in the range there is a discussion of the basi,. chem..tr) ,f
between 5 and 95 micron which is highly delays and the characteristics of various
satisfactory for spot charges. compositions that are used.

Loading pressure may either increase 21-2.1 BAelC CHEMISTRY OF DELAY
sensitivity by improving contact between wire COMPOSITIONS
and explosive or decrease it by increasing the
rate of heat dissipation through the explosive. The basic ingredients of a delay composi-
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TABLE 21-2 t
FUELS FOR DELAY COMPOSITIONS2

Avg. Coefficient of
burning

rate Temp Pressure
Percent of at 700F, msec/ rmec/

Ingredients Ingredients sec/in. deg C/sec mm/sec Variation
BaCrO 4-KCIO 4-W 40 10 50 8,53 1.5 0.73

70 10 20 31.31 1.0 0.40
CuO-B 90 10 - 1.74 2.56 0.52 1.72
MoO 3 -B 88 12 - 2.75 1.77 1.14 8.b

92 8 - 5.21 0.58 2.11
Co203 -B 90 10 - 4.17 1.47 1.89 1.92
MnO 2 -B 87 13 - 4.35 3.88 1.44 1.88

30 10 - 6.41 6.02 - 2.18
V2 05 -B 91 9 - 4.50 - 0.57 1.11
W0 3 -B 91 9 -- 5.40 3.68 0.15 3.4

93 7 - 9.90 2.12 0.02 1.2
Fe2 0 3 -1'i 69 31 - 0,84 2.9 - 3.0

73 27 - 1.41 2.4 - 1.9
Fe 2 0 3 -Ti-SiO2  69 31 1 1.39 1.0 - 3.4
BaCrO 4 -Zr 79 21 - 5.11 2.1 - 5.6
BaCrO 4 -Ti 82 18 - 1.39 2.6 - 0.9

87 13 - 3.35 2.0 -- 0.9
89 11 - 10.30 1.7 - 2.7

Mo-BaCrO 4-KCIO 4  30 60 10 9.0 1.25 0.54
20 70 10 23.0 0.33 1.4
40 50 10 5.5

Zr-MoO3  49 51 - 0.18 0.66

Reprinted by permission of Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.

tion are a fuel, an oxidant, a binder, and a be resistant to moisture, and be nonpyro-
lubricant. Delay compositions react when phofic. Fuels finding the greatest use are
oxidant and fuel in the proper ratio are mixed boron, silicon, zirconium, manganese, tung-
intimately, and then ignited. The rate of sten. zirconium-nickel alloys, and sulphur.
burning is dependent on the proportions of Table 2 I-22 lists common fuel ingredients as
the ingredients and their particle size. For a well as their burning rate and the coefficients
general discussion of the chemistry and of temperature and pressure.
technology of primary explosives, see Ref. 8.

21-2.1.2 Oxidants
21-2.1.1 Fuels

Principal fuels for delays are finely To be suitable for delay compcsitions, an
powdered metallic elements, nonmetallic oxidant must be stable at relatively 'igh
elements, and their alloys. Ideally the fuel temperatures, reactive, nonhygros.-opic, and
should have a high heat of reaction, yield yield solid reaction products. These criteria
rea:tion products stable at high temperature, limit oxidants to those shown in Table 21-32.

214
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OXIDANTS FOR DELAY COMPOSITIONS 2

-Chroates= Perchloratez Oxides Peroxides Nitrates
Barium. Potassium Ferric Barium ,.Potassium
Lead Cuprous
Strontium Tungsten

Lead
Manganese
Bismuth

-.9Rprinted by permision of Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.

21-2.1.3 Binders engineers for use in new designs. Still there
afarese l ets, c the unique bmlistic

For-a-delay composition to resist setback prop ertes of -black aowder e difficult orforces or *acceleration, a small quantity of impractical to duplicate. Foiil into com-
4binder may be added to reduce the changes of pressed pellets, columns, or -ring segments,

the charge braking. A-inimum quantity- of black powder has been used to obtain delay
gbinder is added to minimize the amount -of times-from milliseconds to a minute.-gas gene rated and when it-becomes necessary

to granulate the mixture to provide a The advantages of -black powder are great
free-flowing powder for pelleting. Binders sensitivity to ignition even at low tempra-
ued include lhiseed oil, glycerine, and ture, economy, multiplicity of uses, and
vinylalcoho-acetate copolymer 2 . Delay com- relative safety in handling. The disadvanta8es
positions adequately supported have resisted are hygroscopicity and limited stability,
over 100,000 g setback without a binder. It is excessive flash and smoke, undesirab!e 'solid
necessary to minimize additives, such as residue, difficulty in controlling burning rate
binders, to minimize evolution of gas. (high pressure increases the rate), poor

burning qualities under diminished pressure,
21-2.1.4 Lubricants and finally, :imited supply9 .

A composition may be difficult to pelletize Perhaps the maian reason that black powder
or press-if it contains a hard matei.2 'if it is considered for new designs is its relatively
sticks to the punch. A minimum qu- .icy of a high burning rate at low pressure and
lubricant may be added to alleviate these small-pressure bum-rate exponent. An empiri-
difficulties. Those used include graphite, cal relation that has proven satisfactory for
stearic acid, and stearates2 . predicting performance with an interijor-ballis-

tic computer program is9

21-2.2 DELAY COMPOSITIONS
r = 0.133P ° 3 2 1 (21-1)

21-2.2.1 Early CompositionsI where
A discussion of early delay compositions

follows: r = burning rate, in./sec

(1) Black Powder: P = pressure, psia

Black powder is not favored by most Experimental data indiwatoithat a transition

21-5
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in burning rate occurs in the region of 100 silicon, manganese, and chromium; while still
psia. It should be noted that powders slower ones occurred with iron, tungsten, and
produced by different manufacturers exhibit others. Metals that gave fast burning times
different ballistic properties. with, silver oxide, silver chromate, barium

peroxide, and lead chromate gave slower
(2) Studies of Gasless Compositions: burning times with cuprous oxide, barium

chromate, and iron oxide.
To overcome the disadvantages of black

powder as a delay composition, research was 21-2.2.2 Current Gasless Compositions
initiated to develop nongaseous delay pow-
ders, making use of inorganic exothermic Table 21-50 lists the gasless delay
reactions similar to those used for thermite combinations in current use. The range of
mixtures. Reactions which were studied aresumarzedinTabe 10 compositions given for some of the combina-

tions allows for adjustment of the burning
A large number of these compositions have ates over wide ranges. The powderedbeen considered and many subjected to mixtures are pressed into tubes t highexperimental investigations" , , 2 However, loadig pressures.

most of them have been discarded fur one or
another of the following reasons 3 : Two types of fast delay mixture have been

used at US Army Harry Diamond Laborato-
rates ies for producing delays in the millisecond

(1) Erratic burning rrange' 4 . Onr of these is a mixture of zir-

(2) Too large a column diameter necessary conium/ferric oxide/Superfloss and the other
for reliable propagation a mixture of zirconium and barium chromate.

(Superfloss is a pure iorm of diatomaceous
(3) Failure at low temperatures earth produced by Johns-Manville Corp.)A

gasless igniter study has shown that the
(4) Hygroscopicity addition of about 10% Superfloss improves(i the loading characteristics of zirconium/
(5) Rapid deterioration barium chromate mixtures and its use in these

delay mixtures is recommended' 3 . Although
(6) Unavailability of reproducible supply both of these compositions have been tested

of raw materials in the M9 Delay Element (Fig. 18-6), they
may be readily adapted tc other designs.

(7) Large pressure coefficient of burning
rate Two slow burning mixtures have been used

or investigated at Harry Diamond Laborato-
(8) Failure at low pressure ries' 4. These include (1) manganese/lead

chromate/barium chromate and (2) tungsten/
(9) Reaction products that are liquid or brium chromate/potassium perchlorate/

otherwise subject to movement by projectile Superfloss. Details of these compositions as
acceleration during burning of the delay well as a barium chromate/barium composi-
column. tion follow:

It was found that for each oxidizing agent (1) Manganese Delay Compositions. Mix-
used, under the standard test conditions, very tures of manganese. lead chromate, and
fast burning times were obtained with barium chromate can be produced with
magnesium, aluminum, zirconium, and ti,..,i- controlled burning times varying from about
urn. Slower burning times were obtained with 2 to 13.5 sec/in. Generally, a standard

21-6
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TABLE 21-5

GASLESS DELAY COMPOSITIONS IN CURRENT USE

Fuel, % Ox;dants, % Inert, %

Manganese Barium Chromate Lead Chromate None
30 to 45 0 to 40 26 to 55
Boron Barium Chromate Chromic Oxide None
4to 11 89 to 96 -

13 to 15 40 to 44 41 to 46
Nickel-Zirconium Barium Chromate Potassium Percilorate None
Alloy 26 60 14
Nickel-Zirconium Barium Chromate Potassium Perchlorate None
Mix
5/31 22 42

5/17 70 8
Tungsten Barium Chromate ?otassium Perchlorate Diatombceous earth
27 to 39 59 to 46 9.6 5 to 12
39 to 87 46 to 5 4.8 3to 10
20 to 50 70 to 40 10
Molybdenum Barium Chromate Potassium Perchlorate
20 to 30 70 to 60 10
Silicon Red Lead Diatomaceous earth
20 80 Max 8 parts by weight
Zirconium Lead Dioxide
28 72

pressure of 30,000 psi is used to load the dry heat of reaction, increase ignitibility, and to
mixtures in a column of 0.203 in. diameter' 4. insure propagation at low temperatut.s 2 .
Burning rates are affected markedly by the Burning times, gas volumes, and heats of
rat'o of barium chromate to lead chromate. reaction for various mixtures of these
Increasinig the barium chromate content ingredients are shown in Table 21-92.
decreases the burning rate. Experimental data Variation in the burning rate of a 55/10/35
on this effect are shown in Table 21-62. barium chromate/tungsten/potassium perchlo-
Burning rates also are affected by particle rate composition, loaded at 36,000 psi in
size; the finer.izs burn faster. vented bodies-as a function of tungsten

particle size--is given in Table 2 i102.
Table 21-72 shows the effect of the

housing material on the burning rate while The effects of the potassium perchlorate
Table 21-811 shows the effect of dry storage level on the burning characteristics of
on burning time of manganese delay mixtures. tungsten delays modified with a ceric oxide

flame sustainer have been studied' 1. The
(2) Tungsten Delay Compositions. Tung- results indicated that there is an optimum

sten delay compositions were developed to level of potassium perchlorate (9%) at which
satisfy the requirements for reliable, long minimum delay time variability occurs.
burning times (40 sec/in.). Potassium perchlo- Increasing potassium chloride sublimation
rate was added to the binary mixture of introduces delay failures and higher burning
tungsten and barium chromate to increase the times.

21-8
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TABLE 21-6

EFFECT OF INGREDIENTS ON BURNING RATE OF MANGANESE DELAY COMPOSITIONS2

Nominal Gas
burning Heat of Gas analysis, Ignition

rate, reaction, volume, % % 5-sec temp,Comp. Ingredients % sac/in__ ._ cal/g cm 3l1 H22 CO value 0 C

Manganese* 45.0

A Lead chromate 55.0 2.1 260 15. 550.0 45.0 608 382K Barium chromate ....

MLan rane 33.0 8. 256 18.3 77.7 22.3 660 522
Barium chromate 30.0 77:n2.0 CO 3a.uC ad chromat 32.8 13.5 262 11.4 65.4 34.6 702 478
Barium chromate 37.0

91Micron size 5.7
Reprinted b-i permission of Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englevmod Cliffs, N.J.

(3) Barium Chromate/Boron Composi- last charge increment in the-delay element, or
tions. A series of mixtures based on baium d separate component inserted into the delay
chromate and amorphous boron has been assembly. Typical relays are shown in Fig.
found to be easy to manufacture, readily 21-43.
ignitible, and capable of withstanding sterage
under adverse conditions with a high degree The usual relay consists of a cup into which
of reliability. Burning time values, heats o: lead azide is pressed at 10,000 psi. In some
reaction, gas volume, and ignition tempera- relays, a sealing disk is crmped over the open
ture with increasing percentages of boron are end, while in others, the end is left open; but
shown in Table 21-1 12. Incieasing the loading the skirt left by partial filling is crimped at an
pressure results in a small decrease in burning angle. When such relays are inserted into
rate. Typical data for 95/5 and 90/10 delay elements and crimped in place, the
compositions loaded in M 112 Fuze Housings crimp is compressed just enough to obtain a
are shown in Table 21-122. firm and snug fit.

21-3 RELAYS 21-4 SENSITIVITY

The output charge of a pyrotechnic delay 21-4.1 NEED FOR CHARACTERIZATION
timer is usually a relay. The relay is either the

To be able to minimize the hazards of
pyrotechnic delay compositions, it is neces-

TABLE 21-7 sary to determine their reaction and sensitivi-
EFFECT OF HOUSING MATERIAL ON ty zharacteristics. This information forms a

BURNING RATE OF MANGANESE basis for the establishment of opthnum safety
DELAY COMPOSITIONS Wpocedures in processing pyrotechnic devices.

Aluminum Brass The goal looked for is minimum risk to
bodiet bodies personnel who prepare, handle, test, and

transport the ,compositions.
Nominal avg burning

time, sec 8.15 10.3 Sennitivity is established by tests that
Column length, in. 0.676 0.845 simula e such external stimuli as impact,
Nominal avg burning frictioi , heat, moisture, and electrostatic

rate, s,.c/in. 12.1 12.2 dischaige 3 . The tests also are used to (1)

21-9
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TABLE 21-8
EFFECT OF DRY STORAGE ON BURNING TIME OF MANGANESE DELAY COMPOSITIONS

Burning Timeb (sec) After Indicated Exposure in Sealed Flasks at +165°F

Before Storage 1 Wk Storage 2 Wk Storage 4 Wk Storage 8 Wk Sto-ipc

Std. Std. Std. Std. Std.
Avg.c Dev. Avg."? Dev. Avg.c Dew. Avg.! Dev. Avg.! Dv.

1 6.56 0.123 6.73 0.089 6.73 3.095 6.85 0.127 6.86 0A172 5.35 0.122 5.46 0.028 550 0.036 5.56 0.077 5.62 0.064

833% Mn, 30% BaCrO4,,37% PbCrO,.
bMixtu, es loaded at 30,000 psi with 2-100 mg increments of DM-3 igntr in delay bodies 0.203 n. I.D., 0500 i. O.L,. 0.750 i.

long.
CAverage of ten tests.

determine the energy required to initiate a 21-4.2.1 Impact
delay composition, (2) serve as a quality
assurance gage, and (3) to indicate the effect The impact test consists of dropping a
of storage under adverse conditions. weight on a sample of explosive. In practice,

two types of tests are used, each requiring a21-4.2 SENSITIVITY TO INITIATION special type of equipment. The two most
prevalent impact tests are the Picatinny

There are a number of tests that measure Arsenal and the Bureau of Mines tests. The
how easily explosive materials are initiated, method of the Bureau of Mines cons:sts of
They use various stimuli that are capable of dropping on the simple a known weight in
setting off the explosive. The stimulus most guided free fall from a preselected height. The
widely used is impact by dropping, others used method developed by Picatinny Arsenal (PP.)
are friction -nd rifle bullet impact. uses the same procedure except that the

"rADLE 2*1.-9 sample fills a hardened steel cup that is
covered by a brass cap. A vented steel plug

BURNING RATES OF VARIOUS .rONGST-N that is centered on the brass cap is hit by theDELAY COMPOSITIONS" falling weight. Fig. 21-53 shows the PA test
apparatus.

Nominal Gas Heats of
Ingredient, % avg burning volume, reaction, The main difference between the two tests

W B-%CrO 4 KCI0 4 rate, sec/in. cm'/g cal/g is that the PA test involves greater confine-

85 .. 15 1.6 .... .... TABLE 21-10
80 .. 20 2.5 .... 301 VARIATIONS OF BURNING RATE DUE TO
28 62 10 48.6 8.5 .... CHANGE IN PARTiCLE SIZE OF
30 60 10 31.2 10.4 .... TUNGSTEN DELAY LOMPOSITION 2

32 63 5 28.7 3.3 ....{35 30 35 24.135 30" 35.24.1 Tungsten, Micron Siza Average Burning Rate, sec/in.
40 47 13 5.9 .... 346
50 40 10 7.8 4.3 305 4 9.0

4 65 20 15 3.0 2.1 .... 8 17.2
70 10 20 7.3 1.6 .... 15 28.1

Reprinted by Iprmission of Prentice-HII, Inc., Englewood Reprinted by permission of Prentlce-Hall, Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, N.J. CIIf't, NJ.
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TABLE 21-11
DELAY CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS PERCENTAGES OF BORON2

Nominal* Heat of Volume of Ignition
Boron, &v burning raoctiin, gas, Impact te.t tamp, 0C
% time, sec crl/g cm3/  PA, in. 5-sec value

3.0 7.56 Incomplete reaction 40+ ....
4.0 1.72 354 5.0 40+ ....
5.0 1.09 420 8.0 40+ app. 700
6.0 0.77 431 8.4 37 ....
8.0 0.56 462 7.9 28 ....

10.0 0.47 515 7.3 21 680

13.0 0.40 556 8.9 20 ....
15.0 0.39 51 7.0 16
17.0 0.38 543 11.6 13 ....
19.0 0.37 535 8.8 16 ....
21.0 0.38 526 8.6 34 ....
23.0 0.41 503 4.2 40+ ....
25.0 0.43 497 10.2 40+ ....

30.0 0.57 473 10.4 40+ ....
35.0 0.97 446 12.7 40+
40.0 2.19 399 14.1 40+
45.0 5.25 364 15.0 40+ ....
50.0 14.5 Incomplete reaction 40+ ....

"Leaded in M1 12 Fuze Housings at 36,000 pliReprinted by permizton of Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.

ment of the sample, distribntes the transla- mately 0.5 lb of the explosive being tested
tion bl impulse over a smaller area, and and is capped at both ends. Because of the
involves a frictional component (between cap curved target surface, test results can be
and sample). Hence, PA test values are affected greatly by the condition of the
affected greatly by sample density. weapon, the characteristics of the ammuni-

tion and the impact angle 3. An improved test
21-4.2.2 Friction with a flat target plate was devised at PA 6

To measure sensitivity to friction, a 7-g 214.3 SENSITIVITY TO THE ENVIRON-
sample (50-100 mesh) is rubbed by a steel or MENT
fiber shoe swinging at the end of a long rod.
The behavior of dte sample is described Pyrotechnic compositions are subject to
qualitatively to indicate its reaction to this degradation or ixditiation by several environ-
stimulus. The most energetic reaction is mental conditions. Burning rate can be
explosion, it decreases in the order of severity adversely affected by absorption of moisture.
to no effA.ct 3. Initiation may be caused by heat or

electrostatic discharge.
21-4.2.3 Rifle Bullet Impact

21-4.3.1 Heat
The traditional bullet sensitivity test

consists of fi.ing a cal .30 bullet into the side A hcat test is used to determine a threshold
of a 3-in. pipe nippie that contains approxi- tenperature below which there is no readily
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TABLE 21-12 composition is determined because variations
VARIATION OF BURNING RATE WITH in moisture can cause changes in sensitivity. (

LUAD!NG PRESSURE OF BARIUM Basically, a known weight of sample is placed
CHROMATE:BORON COMPCSTIONS 2  in a vessel prepared to have a known relative

Composition humidity at a specific temperature. At

95/5 90/10 predetermined intervals, the percent gain or
ominal 9/lO loss of weight of the sample is calculated 2 .Nominal Nominal

Loading burning burningi
pressure, rate, Density, rate, Density, 21-4.3.3 Electrostatic Disciarge

psi swir,, g/cM 3  sec/in. g/cn z

The relative ease of initiation of a
200 1.21 1.89 0.53 1.89 pyrotecknic composition by an electric spark
500 1.2 i 1.91 0.54 1.95 is teimed its sensitivity to electrostatic

1,300 1.29 2.22 0.56 2.09 discharge3 . In this procedure, the sample is
3,600 1.39 2.41 0.59 2.26 loaded in a cylind.ical depression in a heavy
9000 1.49 2.55 0.62 2.43 metal plate, that serves as an electrode. AlC,000 1.60 2.70 0,55 2.5736,000 1.69 2.89 0.70 2.73 second electrode, whose height is adjustable,

36,00 169 289 .70 .73is placed above the sainple which is then
Reprinted by permisson of PrentlceHsIl, Inc., Enewood subjeced a hihae spark. the
Cliffs, N.J. subjected tzi a high-voltage spark. Te

maximum, 50%, and minimum energy levels
detectable reaction and above which a at which initiation occurs then are deter-
reaction takes place within some short time mined. Humidity levels must be controlled in
interval. Several ways of doing this are2 : this test.

(1) Measuring time to explosion or time to 21-4.4 INPUT AND OUTPUT S iESITIVITY
ignition

21-4.4.1 InputU2) Isothermal he*ating
A. discussion of the input sensitivity of

(3) Adiabatic heating initiators follows:

(4) Differential thermal analysis (1) Mechanical Initi tors. The input sensi-
tivity of stab sad percussion primers is

(5) Thermogravimetric analysis. determined by the impact test (see par.
21-4.2.1).I 214.3.2 Moisture (Hygroscopicity)

(2) Electric initiators. Depending upon the
In this test, the absorption of, or reaction appliration, the sensitivity of electric initia-

with, external moisture by an ingredient or tors should be charactedized in term; of !he

AI E .0. 213 IN.31A&I-4)

M7

Fig;ire 214, Typical Relays
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modification of the lead di,. test (amount of
lead displaced b output of device), (3) a test
to measure flamc temperature and length, and
(4) a closed chamber test using a manometer
to measure flame outout momentum 3 . A stop
watch is often satisfactory for measurement
of relatively long burning times. However, the
electronic chronometer is suitable for all

2 KILOGRAM WEtI ranges of burning time2 . In this method, the
timing instnment starts when the initiator
functions and stops wihen the charge flashes.
Correction must be made for the burning
times of the initiating source and the relayj charge.

21.4.5 ANALYSIS OF DATA

The sensitivity of an explosive charge is the
magnitude of the minimum stimulus that will
result in its initiation. Stimuli too weak to

o:IE CUP ASSEWLY initiate charges can, alter them, sometimes in a
readily noticeable way and sometimes by
changing the sensitivity of the charge to the
stimulus. In recognition of this variability a
number of statistical plans have been devised
for sensitivity studies. Some of the following
plans are designed to characterize sensitivity
in terms of an assumed normal distribution
and still others determine some point in the
distribution of particular interest: I

Figure 21-5. Picatinny Arsenal Impact Test
Apparatus (1) Staircase Method, the Bruceton Test

In the Bruceton test t' , the magnitude of
threshold current, voltage, power, energy, or the stimulus used in each trial is deternibied
some combination of these. Tests used for by the result obtained in the Lmmediately
sensitivity of electric initiators include 3: preceding trial. If the preceding trial was a

misfire, the stimulus for the next trial is made
(1) Capacitor discharge test one step higher, and if it fired, the stimulus

should be one step IoNer. The step used is a
(2) Voltage sensitivitybetween stimulus levels, such as 5

V or 2 in. of drop height. Misfires are
I; 3) tead curentfuntionngdiscarded because their sensitivity could have

(3) Steady current functioning.benafcdbytirhvo

~been affected by the previous test.

i 21-4.4.2 Output The validity of this procedure depends on

whether the assumptions are valid that (a) the
The output of a delay is a flame or hot slag. steps are of a uniform size, and (b) the

Tests for flame ou'pt,.t include (1) light frequency of explosions is distributed nor-
output, as measured by a photocell, (2) a really.
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(2) Frankford Run-down Test Method. A activated, and several points in between are
run-down test has been developed by determined.
Frankford Arsenal' 8 that, with the expendi-
ture of a much larger samrle, makes possible a (3) Other Procedures. Other procedures
greatly improved assessment of the distribu- include the Probit"9 , Normit, and Logit2 °

tion of the underlying population. The which are analytical methods of determining
number of trials is constant at each energy the underlying statistical distribution of a
level. The maximum level for all samples measured parameter. They are not data
activated, the minimum level for no samples collecting schemes.
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PART FIVE - FLUERIC TIMERS

CHAPTER 22
I NTRODUCTION

Flueric devices represent those elements parts are subjected to flexure, beading, wear,
that perform control or logic functions by or sticking. If the supply fluid is filtered,
means of a fluid (liquid or gas) in motion erosion practically is eliminated and fluid
without the use of moving or mechanical flow in the element itself produces a
parts. Flueric timers are timers fabricated self-cleaning effect. Even with the addition of
from fluid elements to provide an "output" some contaminants (dirty air), tests have
pulse after some known time interval has indicated that an oscillator performed satis-
elapsed following an "input" pulse. factorily for two weeks before cleaning was

necessary' . Of course, the degree to which a
A flueric timer can be constructed by series circuit can tolerate contaminants will vary

interconnection of binary stages that are with size and circuit requirements. A sound
driven by a fluid oscillator. In order to design principle is always to employ contarni-
construct a useful timer, e.g., one which nant free supply fluid.
indicates the elapse of a pre-programmed time
interval, additional auxiliary components are (2) Large Temperat,.re Range. Although
required. A typical digital interval timer is temperature will play a most significant role
shown in block diagram form in Fig. 22-1I. in system fluid whose dynamic properties are

i'dicated in the figure, such a system may inherently temperature dependent (and this
include a power supply, a time base oscillator, fact will alter element function), the element
a multistage counter, a setting mechanism, a itself (fabricated from metals, glass, ceramics,
decoder W determine when the set time has etc.) can be made to withstand extreme
elapsed, and an amplifier stage which feeds temperature ranges extending from -!00 °  to
the output transducer. At present the 7000F. At high temperatures, the problems
feasibility of flueric timing has been demon- associated with sealing, connecting, or joining
strated by several independent investigators, various elements can be more important than

the fact that the system fluid is at a high
Standard flueric terms and symbols are temperature.

covered in Ref. 2 and a bibliography appears
in Ref. 3. (3) Not Affected by Electromagnetic and

Nuclear Radiation. The components of a
22-1 ADVANTAGES flueric element, if properly made, are in

general not affected by RF fields or nuclear
The use of flueric devices ir:tead of the radiation. Flueric elements can be constructed

more conventional electromechanical types is to represent a complete Faraday shield that
attractive for the followig reasons: will minimize effects of electromagnetic

waves. Extending this line of reasoning, a
(1) High Reliability. Due to the lack of nuclear radiation shield also can be applied

moving parts, flueric elements in general can over the final design to minimize penetration
operate for almost indefinite time periods. No of gamma and X rays. Effects. of local

22-1
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Figure 22-1. Digital Interval Timer Block Diagram

environment can be eliminated by proper discrete frequency and remain relatively
design and fabrication, unaffected by other frequencies. One could

conceivabl, capitalize on this phenomenon in
(4) Shock and Vibration. The effect of designing an acoustic switching device.

shock and vibration on a stored element or a
standby element can be reduced to practically (5) Reduction of Interfaces. Flueric de-
zero, by initial choice of fabricated materials, vices can simplify or reduce the number of
The shock effect on an operating, unit, interfaces in a system because the flueric
however, is another matter. Generally it is circuit can operate using the medium of liquid
agreed that the relation between the density or gas being controlled, thus reducing
of the working jet compared witi the density interfaces and the need for expensive
of the fluid surrounding the jet is of prime transducers. This not only adds to the
importance. Many devices, however, require simplicity of the system A :t increases
shocks in excess of 1000 g's to affect their reliability5 .
performance. Other devices, such as a
properly adjusted turbulence amplifier, can be (6) Low Cost. As the technology develops,"upset" by acoustic shock signals at one und3ubtedly the system cost will decrease.
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Potential savings often overlooked are the 200,000 Hz, but the outputs were not used in
lowering of a meaningful manner.

(a) Cost of maintenance (2) Limit of Signal Propagation. The limit
of signal propagation for a gas operated

(b) Servicing expenses system is equal to the local speed of sound
through the gas. For dry air at ambient

(c) Down time. temperature, the propagation speed is aboutone foot per millisecond.
(7) Not Affected by Corrosive Fluids. If a

proper choice of fabrication material has been (3) Large Power Consumption. Flueric
made, flueric circuits can function with elements require a continuous supply of fluid
corrosive fluids, and within corrosive atmos- while in operation, and considerable amounts
pheres. of power may be required s . This can be offset\to some extent by micro-miniaturization. The

(8) Miniaturization. The three major ad- power consumption of an element generally
vantages of miniaturization are: depends upon the flowing fluid, jet velocity,

and nozzle size. In wall-attachment devices,
(a) Speed of response can be increased, these variables can be related to two

nondimensional parameters: the Reynolds
(b) Smaller components require less pow- number and the ratio of nozzle depth to

er. width (aspect ratio). Bistable operation of the
device requires a minimum Reynolds nvmbor,

(c) Smaller dimensions and less mass are below which attachment no longer occurs.
desirable so that payload can be increased. However, this occurs only at very low

Reynolds numbers.
22-2 DISADVANTAGES

Pressure recovery in the output receivers is
Some of the most common disadvantages also important in determining the power

associated with the use of flueric circuits and consumption. Efficient geometries will re-
elements are: quire less power.

(1) Limit of Response Time or Switching In fluid timer applications, power con-
l Speed. Response time or switching speed is sumption is an important consideration. If the

very important in digital application s .  timer is being supplied from a bottled source
,§ 1 Changes in design will affect the switching or pyrotechnic gas generator, the power

speed of the element, but for various consumption of each stage must be known
wall-attachment devices having a nozzle width more critically than if ram air is used. This is
of 0.010 in. and using air at pressures below because bottled supplies have a limited useful
50 psi, an average range is 100 to 1000 Hz, or life, but ram air is available in almost
response times of 0.005 to 0.0005 see unlimited amounts once the projectile or
(switching occurs twice per cycle). Higher missile is air-borne.
speeds have been achieved at higher supply
pressures but at the expense of unacceptable (4) Need For Contaminant Free Supply.
powei consumption. Due to the pre.ent limits Micro-miniaturization of circuits has created a
of output transducing devices, it is question- need to employ pure bottled fluids to prevent
able whether speeds in excess of several clogging and malfunctioning, etc. Ram-air
hundred hertz can be used effectively. Units power supplies will require a closure to
(fluid oscillators) have operated at 100,000 to exclude water and other contaminants prior
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to firing. The closure will be opened or expense of pressure sensitivity, and a
removed prior to or during firing. This can be compromise is necessary in the actual K
done automatically by the firing cycle, such oscillator. With fluid oscillators of the RCR
as setback opening the ram tube or by having feedback type, claims of ± 1% have been
a plastic cap that-is blown off by blow-by as reported over a pressure range of 6 to 30 psig
the projectile leaves the muzzle. A small and 770 to 175°F 6. At the present time, RC
separator such as the cyclone type will be oscillators have been operated from -60 ° to
included in the ram-air power supply to +170* F, using power jet pressures from 6 -to
eliminate rain, snow, and dust in flight. The 30 psig with only a ± I% change in frequency.
use of a ram-air power supply increases safety The oscillator must be miniaturized for
since the system is completely inert until it practical use in a fuze. Hybrid systems (such
achieves a minimum velocity, as the torsion bar oscillator) that use vibrating

mass systems are virtually temp-crature and
(5) Dependence on Temperature and Pres- pressure insensitive, but are not strictly flueic

sure: devices. All uncompensated flueric oscillators
are temperature sensitive because they depend

Although a fair degree of temperature and on the velocity of sound of the operating
pressure insensitivity has been accomplished, fluid which is, in turn, temperature sensitive.
especially with compensated flueric oscilla- The sonic velocity is pioportional to the
tors, pefect insensitivity has not been square root of the absolute temperature.
achieved. This is discussed fully in Refs. 6 and7.

Since the precision of the basic oscillator
Theory and experitnents indicate that governs the overall precision of the flueric

temperature insensitivity in the resistance-in- timer, its temperature and pressure sensitivity
ductance type of oscillator is obtained at the is a major cgnsideration.
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CHAPTER 23

FLUERIC SYSTEMS DESIGN

23-1 FACTORS (3) Frequency Response:

Among the factors to consider before Response for flip-flops is given by the
developing a fluid system are gain, signal-to- switching time; the time interval that begins
noise ratio, frequency ;esponse, ease of when the changing input signal reaches 50%
interconnection of individual components, of its final value and ends when the
output pressure, flow and power. A discussion subsequent output signal reaches 50% of its
of each factor follows: final value. In each instance the output signal

(1)'Gain: can be flow, pressure, or power.
(4) Gain:netailt

The three types of gain are pressure, flow (4) Interconnectability
and power. Gain is defined differently for A good measure of the ease with which a
digital and proportional devices. digital flueric device can be staged is its

i J Digital-amplifier flow gain is the ratio of fanout capability-how many downstream
change of flow output to change in control devices it can control. In determining fanout
flow necessary for switching to occur. capability, all of the devices should be
Pressure gain is the ratio of change in output identical in size, input impedance, gain, and
pressure to change in control pressure power-supply conditions.
required for switching, Power gain is the ratio Fanout applies primarily to digital systemc4of change in output power to change inFautpliprmiytodgalste.control power required to initiate switching. where the flueic devices are used as logicelements to handle information. Gain be-

(2) Signal-to-noise Ratio: tween successive stages is not a primary°lobjective.
This is the maximum outut-signal ampli-

tude divided by the maximum noise ampli- Another approach to interconnection is to
tude. Good signal-to-noise ratio is not as match input and output impedances. If
important for the devices used in timers as it output impedance of the drifing element is
is for proportional amplifiers. matched to input impedance of the driven

F ,element, maximum power transfer occurs.
In timing devices, output is at one of two The impedance of the elements is adjusted by

discrete levels, each of which has a tolerance such techniques as providing output flow
band. Provided the noise riding on the output dividers, vents, bleeds, and varying duct cross
signal does not exceed limits of the tolerance sections.
band, the flueric device can be relatively noisy
and still function properly. However, care Table 23-I compares types of digital
must be taken to avoid spurious switching by devices with respect to power range, switching
a noisy input signal. time, geometry and ease of interconnection.
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"ABLE 23-1

CHAFACTERISTI'CS OF DSGITAL FLUERIC DEVICES

Switc'iing Geometry Ease of
Type of Device Power Rafna *ime of Ducts Interconnection

Wall-attachment Low to high Medium Rectangular Difficult

Edgeconj Low to high Fast Rectangular Moderate

High-pressure
low-flow Low to medium Medium Circular Moderate

Turbulence Low Slow RtctangI!ar Easy
or circular

23-2 MODULAR COMPONENTS feed through other holes to become inputs tosubsequent stages. -he small, centrally lo-

hi order for a flueric tinier to replace other cated holes are bleed-off port, as is the etched!
types in fuze applications, the overall size section open to the side of the element. It is
nuist be reduced to a minimum. The use of quite obvious that the proper order of
?hotoetching and other recent processes has stacking must be maintained throughout.

-:ade it posible to fabricate microminiatul'3
ieric elements. These are usually thin wafers Experiments have shown that if the proper

o, rectangular or circular shape made from torque is applied to each mounting screw and
mLl (phosphor-bronze). The external shape the wafers are etched properly, the use of
of thesu wafers is held constant anJ various gasket sealing material between each wafer is
geometries are etched through the entire unnecessary. In fact, the uso of a sealant is to
wafer thickness. These elements can then be be discouraged because the tiny nozzle
stacked together readily to form a final openings can easily clog.
package. This ide. typifies the modular
component concept. Mechanical strength of the wafer also must

be conusidered since high pressures permanent-
With modular components, the as,,ect ratio ly can deform overhanging sections of the

of nozzles readily can be changed sim-,!y by etched element.
stacking two or more -lcmcnts of similar
shape together. Also an entire stage can be At both ends of the stacked elements (as
removed and replaced quite readily. Fig. 23-1 well as at any intermediate location) one may
shows two typical element wafers, a relaxa- use thicker plates of sirailar external size
tion oscillator (A) ?nd its binary amplifier which serve to introduce or remove fluid
(B). These measure about 0.5 !n. by 0.75 in. signals, and also give mechaiical strength for
and are 0.003 in. thick. The corner holes on clamping by the through screws.
each wafer are used to clamp the wafers
together (by use of long screws) and the hole A complete timer package employing
spacings are standardized. The top and modular components is shown in Fig. 23-2.
bottom of the center holes are supply
presure manifold holes (power supply) which 23-3 INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
rway be used at a particular stage or may carry
flow through to another stage. Output arms Integrated circuitry as applied to fluerics is

23-2
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the incorporation of two or more functional means is ne-ded to predict tie performance
geometries on a single planar sheet. This of a stage in a system without actually
concept has several desirable features: assembling the components. Since system
(1) space can be us::d fully on any given conditions vary widely and generally are not
wafer, (2) overall size of the final unit can be known in advance, it is necessary to simulate
reduced, and (3) more efficient interstage a large number of operating conditions when
matching can be accomplished. The desirabil- testing a single stage. In addition, the system
ity of (1) and (2) cannot be overemphasized. may be required to operate over a range of
In par. 23-4 the importance and significance frequencies and power supplies. Thus un..s
of source and oad impedance matching are may have to be matched dynamically as well
discussed. Integrated circuitry offers a way as statically.
for better inter-stage impedance matching
since the input and output channels can be In general, he matching of fluid compo-
controlled more critically and fluid flow need nents is analogous to matching in the design
not confront any discontinuities that may be of vacuum-tube and transistor circuits in
present from wafer to wafer. electronics, which usually is accomplished by

using static characteristic curves. it is also
Since the geometries of the etched wafer possible to approach the interconnection of

cannot be altered after fabrication, the fluid amplifiers in this way. Indeed, in view of
designer must know beforehand the effect of the mathematical difficulties involved in
each part of the element. At present a design describing fluid motion in complex geome-
problem cannot be tackled straightforward tries, it may provide the only feasible
from a purely analytical technique, and usually approach.
a large-scale model initially iN fabricated, and
development proceeds from this model by Before applying characteristic curves to
empirical methods. Once the geometries have fluid amplifiers it is necessary to understand
been defined and the elements function as the general case of a fluid flowing from one
desired, the model is reduced proportionately black box to another. The first box may be
to its final size. called the source and the second box the load.

Under steady flow conditions, the flow
Integrated circuit concepts can produce supplied from the source must equal the flow

elements or high reliability. Some integrated delivered to the load.
circuit devices have been fabricated which
include 10 or more individual elements on a With any source of energy there is
single planar sheet. associated an impedance, limiting the flow

rate at which a quantity of energy can be
23-4 MATCHING TECHNIQUES removed from the source. This is called the

source impedance. Similarly, every load has
The coupling of fluid elements, stage to an impedance that determines the flow rate at

stage, may introduce a matching problem. which energy can be supplied to the load.
Matching may not be necessary with bistable This is called the load impedance. The most
flip-flops having bleed ports and in devices useful parameter to describe the performance
where each stage receives a supply pressure of a source or load is, therefore, its
from a common manifold. However, in staged impedance. In steady-state flow, tl e iy-pe-
amplifiers, matching must be considered1 . dance is considered as purtly resistive.
The main difficulty is that the performance of Resistive impedance, f'o inco--mpressible flow,
a stage depends not only on its cwa is defined as the total pressure t'op across the
configuration but also on the geometries of source or load divided by the volume flow
the previous and the following stages. A through it. Very often the impedance of a
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PsSecondary source pressure 23-3(B). This curve is ob t;Aed Qxperim-nt-
Primary source Re~ffence ally by measuring the volume flow and \t

c secondary source pressure over a range of load
4o7rceurce impedances. Each load impedance provides

one point on the source characteristic curve.+ source impedance Zs impedane ZL The complete source characteristic is theim pedgrce ZL
(j) SOURCE SCHEMATIC locus of these individual points over the entire

range of load impedances that could possibly
Ioccur in practice. Points on this characteristic
0, curve wlch fall in the first quadrant

represent pas,.ive loads (resistarces). The
curve can be continued into the s.cond and
fourth quadrants by using active loads
(pressure sources) that lower or raise the

a +- p reference pressure P0.

(8) TYPICAL SOURCE CHARACTERISTIC A schematic drawing of the method of
measuring load impedance is shown in Fig.

Figure 23-3. Characteristics of the Source 23-4(A)I. To obtain the characteristics of the
Reprinted with psrmission of McGraw-Hill Book load, one must -onnect it to a variable source

Company that might occur in practice. Again, for small
density changes, the volume flow Q( passes
from the source through the load impedance

fluid component is nonlinear, i.e., it is a to the reference pressure P,. Experimentally,
function of the volume flow. For this and the total pressure PL is measured upstream of
other reasons associated with the complexities the constant load impedance ZL. A typical
of fluid notion, it is very difficult to derive load characteristic is shown in Fig. 23-4(B).
an analytical expression for the resistance of a
fluid component. Resistance, however, can bedetermined readily from the experimental PLd pressure
characteristic curves. In discussing fluid prs, Pb
devices it is convenient to use primary and .._rible L7
secondary sources, as shown schematically in L... 1 L
Fig. 23-31. A primary source is the Lood i npdce Zt
constant-pressure source or manifold which (A) LOAD SCHEMATIC
supplies fluid to the secondary source. The
impedance of the primary source is zero, i.e.,
it can supply an unlimited amount of flow at
constant pressure. The secondary source is the
active fluid interaction device on which
characteristics are desired. To obtain these
characteristics the secondary source is son-
nected to a variable load impedance ZL. The ___

primary source supply pressure P+ is connec- .../:Pa PL-
ted to the secondary source through the
secondary-source impedance Z. In steady (8) TYPICAL LOAD CHDACTERISMC
flow the mass flow in the circuit is constant.
When density changes are small, the volume Figure 23-4. Characteristics of the Load'
flow Q. may also be considered constant. A Reprinted with permWior of McGra,,Hil! Book
typical source characteristic is shown in Fig. Company
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a P$- Pt one particular value of flow and one
I particular value of pressure. Graphically this

Soce means that the source and load curves
ad ..p intersect at one point when they are

matched superimposed on each other as shown in Fig.
"S - OL 23-5(B). This point is called the operatingpoint. Very often, in fluid amplifiers, the load

(A) COMUI1,,o SCHEMATIC OF SOURCE AND LOAD must be adjusted for a particular source, so
that the operating point falls in a desirable
operating region. The coordinates of the

Steady-state operating point shown in Fig. 23-5(B) are
opfroting point

ZL ZJ JZ P+ + i (23-1)
P+ - P

drop drop
8) MATCHING SOURCE AND LOAD CHARACTERISTIC CURVES where

Figure 23-5. Matching Source and Load P, pressure at the operating point, psi
Cha,-acteristics lb Am.3

Reprinted with permission of McGraKHill Book ZL = load impedance,=--- e
Company in. sec

lb in.3
Zs = source impedance,-- s

in. sec
To obtain each point on the load characteris-
tic, it is only necessary to set the load P+= primary source pressure, psi
pressure at some lk.vel by varying the source
and to measure the resulting flow. When the Pt,= reference pressure, psi
load pressure is equal to the referencepressure, the load flow is zero. Increasing the 3= flow at the operating point, in.3 /sec
load pressure increases the low. If the load _x
pressure is maintained below the reference Thus the operating point depends upon the
pressure, a reverse flow will occur. Thus the source and load impedances as well as the
curve represents the locus of possible supply and referenc pressures.
operating points for this one particular load
subjected, to a wide variity of source 23-5 DC AND AC SYSTEMS
conditions.

The concept of direct-current (DC) inFig. 735(A) is a schematic drawing of a electrical phenomena implies flow of current
specific load connected to a specific source. (electrons) in one direction, the amount of
As previously mentioned, under steady flow flow being controlled by the driving force
conditions the source.must equal the load flow (voltage). This concept applies equally well to
to maintain contiruity. It is also necessary for the field of DC fluerics wherein the fluid flow
the source pressure to equal the load pressure is the current and the driving force is the
since they are measured at the same point in pressure applied to the. fluid. Since the
the circuit. The connection of a specific control of air flow is in many respects similar
source to a specific load, therefore, results in to the control of unidirectional electric
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Control !n AC fluerics the term signal refers to the
id! pressure changes occurring in 'he circuit.

S-*OtThese pressure variations can be either
iWut Utno referenced to locd atmospheric piessure, or

to some other point in the circuit. The signal

Control is therefore a differential pressue. Signal
jt amplitude in an AC circuit generally ranges

from 0.01 to )0 psi. More typical values are
" Pr A - ubetween 0.1 and 1 psi. Speculation on the

"t-d c " ultimate frequency limit for flueric devices
, "----tp, ranges from a conservative 10 kHz up to a

rather optimistic 100 kz.

v v 0Time The transmission speed for an AC flueric
device is about equal to the velocity of sound
in the fluid medium, or about 1000 ft/sec in
air which is commonly used. The correspond-
ing time delay is about 1 msec/ft.

Figure 23.6. AC Rectificav' Plueric Device3

The specific advantages of AC over DC
flueric systems include faster response, greater

current, the design principles of DC fluerics accuracy, and less vulnerability to system
have grown to parallel closely those of DC noise. Present indications are that AC fluerics
electronics. Unfortunately, some types of is especially well suited to the measurment
flueric circuits also have limitations similar to and control of speed, temperature, and
those of DC electronics. Weak signals are pressure in environments that are too exti'eme
difficult to transmit and detect, and noise for conventional sensors or control devices.
from turbulent flow in fluidic systems is even The present types of flueric timers which
more troublesome than thermionic noise in incorporate oscillators and counters are a
electrical systems. To help alleviate this form of AC flueri(s. A widely used
problem, AC flueric systems are being component that well illustrates AC flueric
developed 2 . The use of the term AC applied operation is the rectifier or absolute-value
to flueric signals may be misleading to those amplifier. This device has an output port
who carry the analogy between electrical and centered downstream from the sup-ly nozzle
lueric circuits too far. A more precise as shown In Fig. 23-61. Two opposing control
description might be undulating or oscillatory nozzles impinge on the power stream and
flow superimposed on a steady flow. The direct it away from the outlet port to a degree
finportant difference between electric and proportional to the imbalance in the opposing
flueric AC signals is that the flueric signal control streams. When the two control
always has a DC component in addition to the pressur S are equal, the power stream is
AC comperent. In some ways, however the centereJ on the outlet and the pressure
features of the new AC fluerics often parallel outpuf is maximum, as shown in the figure.
those of AC electronics, and the terminology When the differential between control pres-
is also similar. Designers of AC fluerics sure is highest, the beam is deflected away
systems speak of inductance, frequency from the outlet by a ma;imum amount, and
r' lation, phase shift, and pulse width in the resulting power output is a minimum.
i n.. "e manner as do designers of electronic Sinusoidally varying control pressurcs thus
sys'ems. lp the power stream back and forth across
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radio, however, is very limited. It is generally
-400 Hz Input known that to get high directivity, one must400 Hzip4tsuse high frequency flueric signals. These

signals are severely attennated by atmospheric
conditions, and air currents can deflect the

superimposed on a 350 Hz beam direction. One possible use, however,
constant signal ... could be in short range communications in

exp.osive environments where the use of
electrical energy would be prohibited.

produces an additive signalContaining btats... One of the major difficulties facing
developers of AC flueric systems is the need

which filter to an easily to strengthen the analytical basis of the
monitored 50 Hz signal, present design technology. As a result, a

considerable amount of work is now done by
empirical methods. The lack of analytical

iigure 23-Z Hoterodyning a Flueric Signal 3  tools makes it extremely difficult to Gptimize
a device, or in fact to analytically derign a
system to serve the particular intended

the outlet port to produce output pulsations function. Continued effort and work with
of the type shown in the figure. These flueric systems will alleviate this problem.
pressure pulses are then usually filtered toproduce an average constant DC signal having An analysis of an AC flueric circuit follows
an intensity inversely proportional to the very closely the approach used in electrical-

amplitude of the AC signal. network analysis. The circuit is first sub-
divided into active and passive components.

Another example of AC fluerics which has Active elements include amplifiers, power
its counterpart in AC electronics is in supplies, and auxiliary sources. Passive ele-
heterodyning a flueric signal. In the wave ments are components composed of idealized
forms shown in Fig. 23-73, a 400-lz input resistive, capacitive, and inductive elements. A
frequency of 350 Hz to produce an characteristics of the individual components

,amplitude-odulated wave that can then be combine in a linear manner. This simplified
filtered to produce a beat frequency of 50 Hz ,.nalysis does not completely define the real
This principle has been used to produce a situation over all operating condition- but
flueric/acoustic transceiver, each unit pow- does provide an adequate bench mark for
ered by inflated balloons. In the transmitter initial circuit design.
unit the power supply air is passed through an
ultrasonic whistle, and the tone generated is For a more detailed comparison of flueric
amplitude modulated by acoustical inter- and electronic logic, see Appendix A.
action with a human voice. At the receiver,
which receives the line-ot'sight signal, de- 23-6 HYBRID SYSTEMSImodulation occurs back to audible frequen-
cies by AC flueric devices also powered by an Hybrid systems use flueric elements to-
inflated balloon. A successful transceiver gether with mechanical elements (diaphragms,
developed by H. H. Unfried of Genge etc.) to make an efficient final unit. For
Industries Inc. transmitted voice information example, output from a flueric circuit can be
over several hundred feet with fidelity used to deflect a diaphragm that is connected
approaching a pock,t radio. The acoustic to mechanical linkage to perform switching,
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NORMAL MODE deflects into the cavity and the free end
Tapeo Ctol Tap moves in its groove. Holes in the tape are
_ _ __ arranged so that, when the tape is deflected

f XI into the actuating cavity, the formerly open
port is blocked and the opposite port is
opened. Consequently, the device acts as a
switch.

ACTUATED MODE 0un ° fuI The vent holes in the bottom of the

\ \ \ \ \actuating cavity allow the fluid to escape as
the tape is deflected by control pressure.
Since the tape is of an elastic material, when

f t !the control signal is removed, the tape snaps
back to the original position. Consequently,

Figure 23-a Monostable Coded-tape Valve4  this device is monostable.

Between application of control pressure
etc. Some typical hybrid devices are: and completion of switching to the deflected

position, some of the control signal leaks
(1) Coded tape valves around the tape and out of the venting ports.

When the tape is completely deflected, the
(2) Tape actuators tape seals the venting port and blocks the

leakage.
(3) Vibrating-reed frequency sensors

The same principles also can be the basis
(4) Moving part detectors for a bistable device, Fig. 23-91. Essentially

the s.,ine as the device shown in Fig. 23-8, it
(5) Flo-w control devices incorporates two actuating cavities, and both

ends of the tape are clamped. The tape is just
(6) Pneumatic switches. lc5ig enough to he flat across one cavity when

it is completely depressed into the other. The
23-6.' CODED TAPE VALVES configuration is stable and the tape remains

deflected into one cavity until a control signal
A coded, flexible strip can be used as a is applied to the other cavity. Thus, this

moving element in a valve, Fig. 23-84. The device can be used both as a switching device
strip is actuated by pneumatically deflecting and a storage element.
the strip into a profiled cavity. When Dressure
i" applied to the control port, the tape The coded-tape device has two impoftant

characteristics:
Control Outputs Control 0i) The element is capable of .controlling

rany inputs, hI the sketches show:, only two
ports are indicated. In practice, however,
many ports could be controlled by a single

Inp|s tape.

(2) The output is isolatdd completely from
Figure 23-9. Bistable Coded-tape Valve4  the input.
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In digital-circuitry applications, coded tape
-- devices can generate logic functions, Fig.

23-1 I4. Here a flexible tape with two cavities- is actuated by control ports, A. and B. This is
4_ an exclusive OR circuit; i.e., the signal port is
joopen when the pressure is applied to either
=~ / control port A or B, but inot both. A variety

- of other logic circuits- also can be generated
with devices of this type.

.50.025 Digital code-translators have been made by
placing several of these logic units in parallel.

4- When so arranged, all the inputs are in
o __ __aI __ parallel. As they switch, they produce parallelN 0

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 outputs, but in a different code.
0o Time, msec

"1- 23-6.2 TAPE ACTUATORS

Figure 23-10. Displacement- Time Relationship
for Tape-element Switching4  The coded-tape device also can be used as

an actuator; i.e., when the tape is deflected,
the moving end of the tape can be used to

Although the coded-tape device has moving apply a force rather than to switch signals,
parts, the moving part is of light weight. Fig. 23-124. Here, the actuating cavity does
Furthermore, the device is simple and not limit tape deflection.
inexpensive. In practice, Mylar tape has been
found to be a suitable material. A sketch of the forces F acting on such a

tape is shown in Fig. 23-13 . Output force is
Switching time of the device depends on given by4

the signal pressure app!ied and the mass of the [ 2 A 
flexible member. In working devices, switch- F = Pb ( A - -, lb (23-3)
ing times of 2 or 3 msec can be obtained. A 8d 2 2/
typical time-displacement relationship for a
control pressure of 20 in. water is shown in where
Fig. 23-104.

P = supply fluid pressure, psi

b = width of the tape, in.

A B A. 4' 2 = span of the cavity, in.

N ju= coefficient of friction between tape
and cavity, dimensionless

A = tape deflection, in.

From this equation, as the deflection
increases, the force should decrease. An
experimental measurement of force vs dis-

Figure 23-11. Exclusive OR Coded-tape placement for a typical device is shown in Fig.
Element4  23-14 4.
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Figure .23-12. Tape Actuator4  Figure 23-13. Forces Acting on Tape SegmentI

H 23-6.3 VIBRATING REED FREQUENCY Output pressures as a function of input
SENSORS frequehcy are shown in Fig. 23-17(B). The

two signal pressures are applied to opposite
Vibrating reed frequency sensors may be sides of a stream interaction or other

used in applications where there is a proportional amplifier. A cuvre of the
requirement for the measure of a time-vari- pressure differential between the two output
able, repetitive, mechanical motion. A typical ports is howi; m Fig. 23-17(C).
application of this type of sensor is shown in
Fig. 23-15" where it is used with a Test results nn such a defice, with air as the
wobble-plate signal generator. This signal working fluid, are shown in Fig. 23-18".
generator has two nozzles 180 deg from each
other (with reference to the shaft) which can 23-6.4 MOVING PART DETECTORS
be used as shown to provide pressure pulse
outputs 180 deg out-of-phase with each other. Mechanical motion or flow can be detected

by a tightly covered foam-rubber filled cavity,
The outputs from the wobble-plate signal Fig. 23-194. An impregnated rubber-fabric

generator are directed against the sides of a diaphragm is placed across the surface of the
vibrating reed, Fig. 23-16(A)4 , and act as cavity. When moving parts hit the diaphragm
out-of-phase, sinusoidal driving forces. When of the foam-filled cavity, they create an
the reed is at rest, the paddle deflects all the
flow from the supply nozzle and none of the
pressure is recaptured in the output tube. As 1.20
the reed vibrates, the intermittent opening
between the supply nozzle and the output o1.00-
tube permits a portion of the supply p.essure
to be recaptured and used as an output signal. 0.80 Xi

W'hen the frequency of the driving jets is 0
not close to the resonant frequency of the
reed, the reed is not deflected appreciably. .0
However, as the dfiving frequency goes
through the resonant frequency of the reed,
the reed d.flections increase and the pressure 0.20
in the output tube goes through a maximum,Fig. 23-16(B). o0--

0 0.010 0.020 0.030 0.040 0.050 0.060

Frequency error can be sensed by use of DISPLACEMENT, in.

two reeds tuned to slightly different frequen-
cies, Fig. 23-17(A) 4 . Pressures P and P2 are Figure 23-614. Force-Displacement Relation-
the signals from a wobble-plate generator. ship for Actuator 4
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P, cutt signal with an oscillator to determine time between
events or rate of production.

A large variation in the sensitivity of the
detector can be obtained by varying the
density of the foam. Sensitivity varies

Supply inversely with density. Sensitivity can be
pressure made so high that a few grams of material

striking the surface give usable output-pres-
sure pulses, or the sensitivity can be so low
that several pounds are required to give a
usable output pulse.

Pz Output signa 23-6.5 FLOW CONTROL DEVICES

Figure 23-15. Wobble-plate Signal Generator In principle, most flow controllers are

With Out-of-phase Signal Outputs4  usually variable fluid resistors whose resis-
tance depends on some externa! parameters

output fluid pulse. This output pulse can be such as pressure or temperature. These

used to actuate a pneumatically operated controllers often involve moving parts and are

switch; it can be amplified by flueric thus subject to wear. As a general rule of

amplifiers for other uses; it can operate flueric thumb, an element that employs deformable

counter circuits; or it can be incorporated parts is generally more reliable and longer
U- lasting than an element that uses moving

Fixed base parts.
/ /& Signal from7 wobble-plate

, / 1 J signal generator/ Supply
'~Y pre~suC U = 3

f Outputs from
(L Ivibrating reed

frequency

P Signal from 
sensora

wobblelAote 

A/I

signal gC.4lr i

/ Output signal P, W P

,A) TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION (A) SCHEMATIC ARRANGEMENT

(n -I 
... prtn

Frequenrecync

Frequency Freq-ienCy I bnd
(8) OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS (0) OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS (C) DIFERENTIAL OUTPUT FROM

FLUERIC AMPLIFIER

Figure 23-16. Vibrating.reed Frequency
Sensor4 Figure 23-17. Double-reed Frequency Sensor4
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.0.5 -

+0.4

*+0.3
+0.2

S+ 0.1 Oicphrogm ,;" ''
,......,:. -'-Fluidic output
,) : ,..signal

-

-0.2 Figure 23-19. Flueric Moving-part Detector4

-0.3

-0.4 able fluid resistor consists of two flat plates
sealed by O-rings, Fig. 23-221. Resistance is

-0.5 vaied by varying the spacing between the'186 190 194 198 202 206 210 2

Frequency, Hz plates.

Figure 23-18. Test Results for Double-reed Spacing of the plates can be controlled by
Frequency Sensor4  temperature-responsive elements, Fig.

23-23(A) 4 , when used in conjunction with
the variable fluid-resistor. Here the dimen-

One type of temperature-controlled vai- sions of the inner rod and the casing vary with
able fluid resistor is shown in Fig. 23-204. the temperature changes, varying the spaciug
Silicon rubber has an unusually high coeffi- between the two plates. An example of this
cient of volumetric thermal expansion. As the resistor circuit is shown in Fig. 23-23(B).
valve body and the O-ring increase in Output pressure depends on the resistance of
temperature, the O-ring expands and de- the adjustable, laminar-flow restrictor. T:,pi-
creases the clearance between itself and ?he cal relationships of output pressure and
tapered needle screw. As the clearance temperature for this device are shown in Fig.
decreases, the fluid resistance increases. The 23-24'. Both plots show significant ranges of
lateral position of the tapered needle screw temperature varition over which the output
can be adjusted so that the valve shuts off pressure varies linearly with temperature.
completely at any desired temperature. Thus,
as temperature is increased, resistance in- 23-6.6 PNEUMATIC SWITCHES
creases until, at some predetermined tempera-
ture, the resistance becomes infinite. Historically, pneumatically operated

* A typical curve of flow vs temperature for
this type of resistor is shown in Fig. 23-21. 0-ring

A constant pressure of 20 psi was applied to na
the element. The tapeied needle screw was so
adjusted that the valve shut off completely at output "

approximately 65'C. With this design, fluid
flow varies linearly with temperature over a
relatively wide range.

Figure 23-20. Temperature-sensitive Flueric
A patented adjustable, aminar-flow vari- Resistore
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Temperature- Supply
sensing Pressurc

60 -element

U 50 - Fixed
" ~ Rssistor Output

ZFluid Resistor

, , I I It Voriobte fluidic
0o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 - resistor

Air Flow 4 cc per sec Op

Figure 23-21. Flow- Temperature characteris-P

tics frResistor Shown in Fig. 23-20O
Figure 23-23. Temperature-sensitive Flueric

switches have been used extensively through- Resistor'
out industry and have the potential for wideapplications in hybrid flueric circuits. In -

principle, most of these switches include a knowledge of the effects of scaling down a
membrane o e e part which is larg model to one of greatly reduced size.deflected by applied pressure to actuate Furt2er0ore, in his evaluation of the
electrical contacts. Some of these switches, breadboard, he will most likely condict static
even though insensitive to external shock and as well as dynamic tests. He should be aware
vibration, sense pressures of 0.5 in. water or in the dynamic tests that even a short tube,less4. such as a pressure connector, can add a

significant shunt capacity as the frequency is
]23-7 TEST AND EVALUATION increased ar~d thus alter circuit response. Due

An initial effort in any new flueric design -o

problem is usually made with a breadboard /

msetup in which various parameters of the[I fircuit easily can be changed. At this time the
use of pre.sure and flow meters and special 75
test equipment will aid in the development. is

Once a circuit design is developed, it most thus atih-rure spoly
liely will be scaled down to a size that wllH
not permit further measurement. Because of -70this, the designer must have a thorough

Ocw-pressure supply

65-not/x IilI/7 / eri ute esrmeteas ft 0
0 10

Signul Output, psig

Resistor4  Characteristics for Circuit Shown in Fig. 23-23'
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to the nofiline'ar behavior of most flueric, -is more useful for flueic circuitry is
-circuits, an analytical solution. to system e _

design, at the present time, ha3, not been as R = dimensionless (23-5)
practical as thecut-and-tr, met hod As fluid Qr-jlnology- develops,, however, it is hoped

that- m&'h of the work being, done will be where
documeted in the, form of handbooks and
textbooks: which might then faciitate the Q = actual weight flow, lb/sec
esignprocess. ?J- =.- reference weight 'flow, lb/sec

-23-7.1 FLOWMETERS
F f n c a m g =sea level acceleration due to

-lidflow can -be -recorded, as volume flow gravity, 3864.in./sp, 2

per unit time, or mass flow-per unit time. Ifj the. fluid is compressible, the flow is usually P fluid- (dynamic) viscosity-
_corcctedot0 SCFM units (standard cubic feet
per minute), generally at a reference level of
14.7 psia and 59PF s .

There are two types, of -fluid flow of Thus for each size, of tube and for a given
ifiterest to the fluerc- designer: laminar flow fluid, there is a definite reference curiret. If
and turbuient flow.'Laminar flow is character- the actual fluid current through the tub is
ized by' fluid particlesin, a tube moving'in less than 2000times this 'reference curient,
straightl parallel lines down the tube. Turbu- the flow i in the lam.,iar region. If the actual-
lent-flow is characterized by an unpredictable current is -greater than 4000 times_ the-
tumblig, churning flow as the fluid pro- reference current it -will be- turbulent flow.
gresses down the tube. If the Reynolds Between these values is the transition region.,
number of'the flow in a tube is below 2000, Fig. 23-256 -shows a plot of tube-diameter
the flow will be laminar; if the Reynolds versus flow for air -and water constructed-
number of the flow is above 4000, very from Eq. 23-5. The fluid viscosities used were
prcbably'it will:be turbulent. The Reynolds Pair = 2.6 X 10-9 and wate, = 1.46 XOl7.
number Remay be de-termined by Similar' figures can 1e easily constructed for

Sdimensionless (234) anvworkng fluidfthe viscit
V The product Of fluid pressure and fo-W'is

where power

v mean velocity of the fluid, ft/sec H = kPQ (23-6)

d =-tube diameter, ft Where-
= kinematic viscosit, ft2 /sec H = power (see note)

For air, p iLsl.57X-l0Y .The flow laws for the k = a factor
lamins r and hrbulent'regions are wellknown,
but fr "ith transition region the flow is P'= -fluid pressure, lb/ft2
crn: >x and no known law describes the
fluid , -r. Q = flow, ft3 /mini

An expression for Reynolds number which Note. When k = 1, power is in ft-lb/min. For
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0.4- POWER 0.5645 P0 (WATT)

0.2 .2 X08 02x.05
34 NOZZLE

0.t _ 01X-04
2 .

-~~~ IOX.0415
Z0.6

luiute.1Flo 0 2 4-6 8' 10 _17 14 16
CL2 gioni' -SUPPLY PRESSURE F.-PAG

105 2 4 - 4

Air Flow V'Ib per uc8
(A) AIR- 1. .02 x.0

NOZZLE
1.0 ~ 6(INCHES),

Loniflor. Flow .02.00.4-4.
Region

S2-

0 0.2 0O4 0.6 0.8 1.0- -1.2
o FLOW 0, CFM

044 -Figure 23-26. Air Power Expended in Typical
Turb-ienl.Flow Rectangular NozzlesLRegio

0%~ ~ I ~- watts unless someform of electrical analogy is
Wole Flow,Ib pr Ac desired. In some types of applications the

(BY WATER pioduct PA Q (P is absolute- pressure), is
u~sed as a measure of fluid current.- Thuis ter-m

Figure 23-25. Flow Regions for Air and commoply is called- throughput.
Water in Round Tbs

A wide-variety -of flow meters is commer-
cially available. -Many of them place- a known

power in watt, use-k =0.5645 when air fluid resistance in the flow stream and
is the fluid. monitor the pressure drop across it. Others

use rotating -cups and vanes whose- rotational
Fig. 23-265 shows the air power, in-watts, velocity- can be -related to flow rate. Some of

of-various size no:.zles -with rectangular cross these latter types -are in reality volume meters
Isection- as the pressure -and flow are varied at from which-a Q can be calculated.

constant teinperature. -Exit is to the atmoe-
pherp,. Fluid power need-not be converted to- Another type is an electrical flow- meter
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+r

Allernoling Yr-Tmocouple ',, .....,

Voltage- Oulpul A~..iii , \ ThrmcouleAlfern~ofing_
Heoer" Thetmocoupie junction ago Therm coupolee

Figuie 23-27. Indirectly Heated, Single- Figure 23-28. Three-thermocouple Compen-
thermocouple Flow Meter 7  sated Type Flow Meter7

shown in Fij. 23-27". In this type of a tube. This applies to, laminar flow. With
thermocouple wi.vth an adjacent -heater is turbulent flow, a different velocity profile
placed in ihe floW path. Output of the, exists. In many cases, with laminar or
theirmocouple can -be related to flow rate; i.e., turbulent flow, the designer is interested in an
for a fixed heater, current, voltage output will average velocity that can;,be-wsumed uniform
decrease for an increase in flow since the fluid over the cross-sectional 'area of, interest, so
will capture more heat from the heater- that flow rate can be relited to- this velocity
thermocouple 'bulb. This type must -be and the area through which it Acts.
calibrated with .a given fluid and a similar
fixed geometry. For a given flow, output The basic principle of the flow meters just-
readings will change if the fluid temperature described can be used to measure fluid-
changes. To eliminate this, a compensation velocity, but- most velocity meters employ a
thermocouple can be integrated into the light weight metallic film or thin wire. These
circuit as showi in Fig. 23-287. Thermo- are known as hot-wire or hot-film anemom-
couple C is the-compensating thermocouple, eter.. They work on the following principle: (
A-and B are heated, C is not. A hot wire (or film) in a- moving fluid stream-

loses heat energyto-that stream, if the stream
Changes in the ambient temperature of-the is at lower temperatare than the wire. The

flowing fluid affect all three thermocouples. amount of heat loss and resulting temperature
Since the output-of thermocouple C opposes drop .of the wire depend on-the temperature
that of the other two, temperature-fluctua- and velocity of the moving fluid stream.
-tion effects- of the flowing fluid are-cancelled. Resistance of the wire changes- with the
The compensation is so effective- that no temperatture. Energy loss or temperature of
-correction need be made for fluid tempera- the wire can be monitored, and is a direct
tures from 400 to 200'F when measuring the measure df thevelocity of the fluid.
flow of air. Instruments of this sort are
commercially available. The circuit- of Fig. Due to the small mass of the sensing
23-28, although normally used as- a- steady- element (5-micron tungsten wire, 1 mm long),
state flow meter, can measure flow fluctua- response is fairly fast and velocity fluctu-
tions up to 10 or 12 Hz. ations to 60 kHz are possible. This is far

above the frequency range of interest in most
23-7.2 VELOCITY-METERS -flueric circuit designs. To eliminate the fragile

nature of tiny wires of brittle materials,
When fluid flows in a tube, the velcity'is metallic film deposits on cylinders of quartz

not constant along any radihl line, but usuaV y or -glass are- the heart of rthe hot-film
varies from zero at the tube walls to a anemometers. With the introduction-of these
maximum at the centerline. The shape of tlhe types, fluid velocity measurements -from
velocity profile is a function of the surface 150 m/sec (a maximum for hot-wire types) to
roughness, fluid viscosity, and diameter of the above 500 m/sec were realized.
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Ele ctrical lends current is related to flow velocity. For a
-Core 'thorough discussion- of the instrumentation

employed with anemometers, consult Ref. 7.

0 00 ~ 23-7.3 PRESSURE METERS

7 77- pressure NO problem exists in the measurement of
steady-state or static pressure because many
gages are commercially available. These
measurements -can be made on extremely

Oiphrogm Inductonce coil small devices such.as those typifying flueric
elements. It- is in the area of measuring
fluctuating pressures within small orifices and

Figure 23-29. Stretched-metal Diaphragm channe;s that problems arise, primarily
Pressure Meter7  because the gage _must be physically small

with -low inertia. Since flueric devices have
frequency characteristics that could extend to

Under conditions -of thermal equilibium, 1000 Hz or more, an adequate gage must have
the rate' of heat loss .from the wire must be a frequency response to at least several
equal -to the electricalpower supplied to the thousand hertz. The-gage should not have~an
wire. A useful empirical equation has been acoustical resonant point within the range of
developed as follows interest, and its mechanical resonance fre-

quency should be high.I=A-+B(v)n , A (23-7)
Excellent piezoelectric gages with thewhere required frequency response are availab e for

I= current supplied to wire' or transient pressure measurements. They are
film, A -available in very small size and often can be

mounted directly in a flueric element, flush
A, B.and n = constants with some internal wall. These gages-however

are high-impedance devices, and are vibration
)I = velocity, m/se., sensitiye. Furthermore, they have a low

frequency cut-off, and cannot be used to
The values of A, B, and n are determined measure either a steady-state or a slowly7; I empirically to give the best -it to the changing pressure. Since the gage is. aexperimental data within the desired velocity high-inpedance device,- it requires a preampli-

d range. This formula is known as King's Law. fier reasonably close-to the gage.
The value of n = 0.5 fits the hot-wire case well
when the probe is operated in atmospheric air In applications where a preamplifier is
and the velocities lie between I and 100 prohibited, an electrical pressure gage with
m/sec. For a hot-film protbe in the same low interial impedance is desirable. Such a
velocity range, a value of n = 0.33 gives a gage, using a stretched metal diaphragm as the
better fit to the exerimental data7. pressure-sensing element, has been developed,

as shown in Fig. 23-29 . This gage is small
The anemometers can be instrumented and can be mounted in a very small volume.

such that the current through idie element is However, it must be connected by a tube to
held constant, then the voltage across the the region in which the pressure is to be
element -is related to fluid velocity; -or the sensed. In high-frequtncy measurements,
current iszvaAed such that the element always correction must be made for capacitive- effects
remains at a fixed temperature, thus heater of the tube. A typical ca!ibration curve is
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A typical inside diameter -for the ceramic
tube is 0.002 in. This diameter is so small that- \very little disturbance is introduced into the
region where -pressure is being measured. In
applicatiohs- where this small amount is-
importarit, .another tube adavalve can be

E installed adjacent to the pressure-measuring
-t:thi- and' adjusted so that as much fluid -is

bled off by the second as is introduced by the
first. Frequency response of this type pressure

._ ' ! . I 1 I I gage, which is comparable with -that of the
4 3 -0 -1 o 1 2 4 hot-wire anemometer, extends-into ,he kilo-

Pressure, psi hertz range.

Figure 23-30.:Calibration Curve of a Typical -23-7.4 FLOWVISUAMI1TON
Pressure Ga e7  In device development, -knowledge of the

actual flow -paths of the fluid tth )ugh the
devices is often- usefui. The e paths can be

shown in Fig. 23-307. This plot shows that determined by waf.r-flow tables, smoke
-the-linearity over-the indicated pressure range utilization, and optial tochniques.
is very good..

23-7.4.1 Water Table
A recently developed pressure meter uses a

heated f2ament mounted inside a-very small In this technique, the device-to be studied
ceramic tube. One-end-of the tubeis attached is built to a scale, usually many times its actu-
-to a reference pressure while the other end is al size, and water is pumped through it. The
connected to the pressure to be monitored. flow paths of-the water give an -indication of
The ceramic tube is sized so that the flow the flow paths through the actial device. Dye
velocity thiough it is a direct function of the usually is added to the water supply, and the
difference between the pressure being moni- flow paths may be photographed for per-
tored and the reference pressure. The hot manent record as the dyed water proceeds
fiament measures the velocity, which in turn, through the element under test. Since the
gives a measure of the. pressure diffeience. fluid behavior of the free surface-of water and

-' air are similar, a knowledge of the behavior of
'The reference pressure is set slightly lower the typiccl flueric device in the water table

or slightly higher than the extreme of pressure may be used as the basis for the scaled-down-
fluctuation expeetin-the monitored source. design of a device in another fluid. Water
One advantage of holding the reference tables- are useful in new element design
pressure higher than the pressure being because the geometry of the element can be
measured is that gas is bled into the system changed readily. For example, the shape of
being monitored rather than out of it. Since the channel walls can be changed easily since
the reference pressure can b-. filtered, dirt is they usually are made from a-soft malleable
kept out of the pickup tube. Flow from the material such-as lead.
-reference also can be kept at a constant
temperature. If gas is bled into the system Water tables-are expensive to construct. A
being measured, pressure measurements will less expensive method is to pass smoke
not be affected- by fluctuations in the through a transparent plastic model of the
temperature-of the measured source. device under study.
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2-4.2 Smok6 picture of a density gradient- can be37. mileading iunless proper anialysisbe made.

Whein smoke is introduced in the input Quantitative analysis becomes more practical
nozzles of a transparent-.model, the 'flow for'Schieiren methods than the'shadowgiah,
O atterns ofthe smoke, and hence the flow especially if the fl6wis two dimensional.
! atteimOrhe-flvid-within-the.device, readily
are seen. Smoke can be made.by vaporizing Atother optical tecnique, the intrfer-
keroene in,a -smke generator, producing a ometer (Mach-Zehnder type, "is .the inost
smokewhite- ncolor. With time, however, the expensive, most precise, and most difficwt to:
kerosene droplets cndense and collect 9n the adjust. This method is considered favorably
sides 7of 'the' device, under test. In mot be';ause -of its. ability to record 'density
instances, thiscollection is ndt enough to directly; t4erefore, quantitative analyi be-
-disturb the experiment. ,C6mmercially avail- come s relatively-simple for twcmnsional
'able smokegeeritihng michines :produce a -problems.
pure white sffoke. In sofe- of these, 'the
-smoke is generated by .oxidizing mineral oil In consideration of all-facdios involved,,the
and mixing it with carbon dioxide. 'Schlieren method has received' the greatest

application. A reltively simple sig pof thi
'23-7.4.3 OpticalTechniques: system can -be constructed, capable of

:permitting (lY-Wide-rang sehsgitivity (2'the{One of the most .commdn optical tech- use of color to, enhance contrast, "and (3)
niques is. the- shadowgraph. Itis the simplest simple adaptation to a shadowgraph or an
and cheapest to employ for, flow visualiztion. interferometerof the polarizing or diffraction
With this method, light is passed through a grating type.-In addition, the Sclieren system
transparent model normal to, thefluid fl'w is more compatible for the restrictions
-impinging on -a photographic -plate on the -imposed upoi the field of c6verage and the
opposite side.The resultant pictures-represent mechanical re uirements of the test'section
-the rate of change of the densit gradient in than the interferometer. Also, a preliimiinary
space normal t 6the transmitted 'Since ysem can be set up using readily available
this method represents the second derivative :optics such as photographic lenses. A
-of density, it is insensitive to uniform density thorough description of these methods is
'gradients. Consequently, its -usefulness for given in Refs.8-afnd 9.
-visualizatibnis-restricted to-suddenly chang-
fronsin supersonic flow);-therefore, quanti-

tative analysis- seldom is made with Athis Measurement of fluid oscillations can be
-technique. accomplished with a hot-wire anemometer'or

a sensitive pressure transducer. The hot-wire
Another optical technique, the Schlieren anemometer has the advantages of very small

method (based on Toepler's theory), reqbires size, and thus min-mum 6bstruction to flow,
mo=e costly and precise equipment than the and has excellent response. Unfortunately,
shadowgraph. With this method, the resultant considerable care must be used in handling
picture represents the densily gradient and these anemometers. Calibration is time-con-
furnishes detail in more "gentle" flow than suming, and tile output is a -fourth power
the shadowgraph. It generally is considered function.the most sensitive--of all optical-methods, andthereby offers- much use for visualization. 23-7.6 SIGNAL-GENERATORS

tCare must be taken, however, if interpreting
the 'flow characteristics, in -that a single A low-frequency signal generator can be
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Signal out Wobble plate dynamically, higher speeds can be obtained. A (C variety of output -waveforms can be obtained-

Supply _ _ by varying the-cam shape.

on str,,m oRifie/ oletng An electrcall1-driven flapper provides for-
easily changeable output wave shapes and

Figure 23.21. Wobble-plvte Type Signal higher freqaencies. The flapper part of the
Generator& 7  valve is attached to the- voice cone of a

loudspeaker, Fig. 23-337. Since the -speaker
cone can be driven from an electrical-signal-

obtained from a variation of the flappervalve; generator, a wide variety of output-wave
-a wobble-plate-attached to a rotating shaft, as shapes can be obtained by varying the shape
shown in Fig. 23-31. Shaft rotation varies of the electrical-input signal. This type of
the distance between the surface of -the signal generator is very versatile and useful in
-flapper, or-wobble-plate, and the downstream laboratory development work.
-orifice. This changes the resistance of the
orifice and the pressure within the-volume. Pressure oscillations can also be provided

by piezoelectric elements. -In this type of
The lower frequency limit of this type of signal- generator, the elements are monted iin

signal generator is -zero, or a -steady-state a cavity. When excited electrically, the
pressure. The upper limit depends on elements distort and- create a pumping action.
wobble-plate speed-and the frequency charac- This pumping action excites the chamber, and-
teristics of-the flapper valve-itself. Response a tube connected-to the chamber produces a
of the flapper valve drops off with frequency varying pressure output. These generators can
-due to the reactive -capacitance of the volume produce-pressure oscillations from 20 Hz to
and the resistances- of the upstream and between 5,000 and 10,000 Hz. The upper end
downstream-orifices. of this spectrum is well- beyond the

requirements of most flueric work. The
Since the simple wobble plate is dynami- pressure variations available from piezoelec-cally unbalanced, it produces- undesirable tric generators are small; at least -in the

mechanical vibrations. This fact limits the pressure ranges of interest in- flueric work.
upper frequency available from this type The variation in output is a function of the
signal generator. This limitation can be electrical power applied, the bias- pressure
overcome :pardaily by usc of a circular cam level (the supply pressure applied to the-load),
Fig. 23-327. Since the cam can be balanced and the volume of the attached load.

/ Circular com Fluidic signal out
Roloting shaft Loudsleaer

Signa ou \ --/--

Electicol input lgeod

Figure 23-33. Loudspeaker-actuated Signal
'Figure 23-32. Circular Camw Signal Generator7  Generatori
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-CHAPTER 24

COMPONENT DESIGN

The timer package is composed of a (2) Packaged supplies
number of individual elements connected
together in a modular fashior to fit within a (3) Evaporation of liquids, sublimation of
specified volume. For example, present fluerc solids, and gas liberated from chemical-timers have-as components a power source, a -reacticns.
stable oscillator, a counter circuit, and an
output transducer.- The operation of each of Ramn supply appears to -be a logical-choice
these as an entity must be thoroughly fo: timer circuitsfor missiles and projectiles,
understood as well as their operation when and for objects which have a relative motion
integrated in the timer assembly. The with respect to their environment. -In-military
par-graphs that follow discuss- some of -these projectile applications, the utilization of ram
elements with the emphasis on their use in a air has certain advantages- and disadvantages,
militay timers or timing circuits. Standard namely:
terminology and symbols are used.

(1) Advantages:
24-1 -POWER SUPPLIES

(a) Inherent safety becaise- the system
All flueric elements require a- continuous -cannot -be activated until- the projectile is-

OLow of fluid -through them during the period airbor.e.
of time that they are functional; Thus the
source of power for a flteric timer-becomes a (b) No internal power sup-hes needed;
most basic component and should -be -therefore, a savings in -weight, volume, and
considered carefully before a supply source is cost.
decided upon. Also present devices ope:ate
mainly on "flow" rather than "pressure". To (c) Unlimited supply of source fluid.
achieve isolation-betweenclcmcnts, "vting"
or "bleeding" -is employed. These conditions (2)- DisadIvantages:
necessitate an excess of supply fluid.

(a) Contaminants in ram air (dirt, water,
It is completely feasible to use almost any ice) can make the system inoperative.

type -fluid as--a source supply for a flueric
device. Some examples- of tested fluids are (b) Filtering to eliminate contaminants
air, gases, water, oil, and process fluids. At causes an increase of weight, volume, and
present, air is used more widely than any of cost.
the others.

Packaged supplies, on the other hand, offev
There are pimarily three distinct way; -of several desirable features, and are being used

obtain:ng a power source: in missile timers,primarily because-the timer
can now be a complete package, independent

(I) Use of environmental fluids (ram air, of environment and motion with environ-
water, etc.) ment. One serious drawback is its limited

24-I
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supply. If -we conisider bottled supply fluids, operate a flucric system. The stagnation Q
~wecan cite the following disadvantages: pressure is obtained from- F!ig. 24-1 from

atitude. ,air speed; and air temperature dataas
(1) Additional weight, volume, and~cost follows:,

(2) Limited-fluid supply (0' Read the stagnation pressure in stand-
ard atmogpheres from-the-graph for-a-certain

(3)- Pressure-variation air speed- and air -temfperature -(use theF standard -temperature from the- table above()Supply Ic-akage-intolerable. 35000,ft

.A summary- of the advantages -and disadvati- (XMultil -the .,stagnfqt*o rsuei
takes- of environmental ' and bottled~ gas tpsstandard atmospheres by the standad~atmoi-
of power supply is shown in-Table 24-1. s§pheric prsuein pounidspTer square in h,

correspondi 'ng, to, the proper-altitud6 from the6
Power supplies ,ih the third- cate- table.

gory- evaporation of -liquids,, etc.,- are ,pr-
maly pot~ritial' ways -,of generating a "fluid' Effectiv6- velocities can -be quite -low for
but at-present- have not been employed in any spcificall. eini ytm.IS Am) military timer application. 4a&ry Diamon Lbrties i oprto

with Afrmy -Aviation Laboratories -hds de-
24-1.1 -RAM AIR POWER signed a -flueric- flow '-se-paration iniaor

which is a stall sensor for a-wing.-The device-
Ile fluid streaming past a- missile,. pro- indicates flow separation. down to 35 kt, with(

atmosphere or water provides a direct source 2 in.-of water.
of power without, transduction for flueric
systems.- The-movement must- be-fast' enough Ramn air power supplies have many

TABLE 24.1

COMPARISON-OF FLUID POWER SUPPLIES

Enivironrnentdi Cupply -Bottled Gas Supply

Acvantaiws Disadv'~ntages Advantas* Disadvantages

Lass weighit, *ie, and -Contaminants; from en, Pure source-fluid Additional weight, volume, and
cost vironment can clog cost-

Operate in any en- Limited fluid supply
Inherent fail safe .,Pump required for -environment,-

stationary systems
Tailored for precision Supplylleakage intolerableIUnlimited supply Filters required circuits

Pressure regulation required
Any fluid, liquid or gaz

Limited to gases

24-2 -
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Figure 24-1. flelation of Altitude and Air Speed.to Pressure
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(1) Safety. There is no ,power until the This- fact' necessitates flame resistaht. con-,prOjectile _acitves a Prqdetermined velocity,. t ainers, and heat and, -erosion resistant
It-is completely inert during storage. downstream hardware.

'(2) Reliability. For example, the ,power- Containers that- are charged initially with-supply -unit can be sealed until it is fird, in a ari- inert: gas- under pressure =are classifiedi'as
projectile. When the project.le is fired, -the transiert siuppjies. With these a falloff of
scal isautomatically opened: Before ram air is pressure with. -time occurs. However, -with
used, rain drops and particles can be removed transient supplies the designer carh- almost-
'by a centrifugal separator. guarantee a particle-free fluid at ambient

tem!perature, and filtering may 'be unneces-
(3) Less weight and space. No fuel-supply sxy.

or hiigh-pressure tanks are-needed.

(4) Less- pressure regulation. At high 241,3 STADY-STATE SUPPLIES
velocities,_ the flow can -w choked to-limit
-pressure recovery. 24-1.3. General

(5) iong term storage. -Completely inert in
storage. Thic steady-state supplies (gas generators)-

are devices producing gas in a controlled
Electricalrpower also can be suppliedby a manner3 . The supply may be considered -as

flueric generator -which is driven by ram air. either a constant-rate or constant-presstre
The generator has no rdtating parts. However, source.
it doesthave a diaphragm which flexes at avery lowstress level. Ram air also can-be used The prime advantage of this type of gas
to drive-a pump 2 . generator lies in its ability to deliver a

maximum of power for a given weight and
24-1.2 PACKAGED PNEUMATIC POWER volume. The gas in most cases is generated-by

SUPPLIES the reaction of a pyrotechnic mixture.
Efficiency is maximized when the gases can

Packaged supplies are usually metallic be used at high temperatures. This advantage
containers with auxiliary equipment-suc l as inthe-gqs-.generator-m.ay -be-a-0disadvantage sorelief valves, filters, and- regulators-from far as the flueric tinier is concerned because it
which a gas emerges to operate downstream makes it more-expensive.
fluerib elements. The gas within the package

beay e generated from the combustion of In some applications lower temperature gas-
solid or liquid propellants, or a bottle may is available because' the flueric--,ircuits can be
have been charged with an i.ert gas such as operated by Waste gas from other systems
air, nitrogen, or argon at a-high pressure, such as a servo control system.

The types using the combustion of Of prime importance in the design of gasproefant- usually ae classifted asstead unpropelantsU y are lssi a y- generators is piovision for furishing the gas
state supplies. With these, ideally, one wisies at the time, rate, and pressure required for
to supply a quantity of gas at a fixed pressure operation of the flueric system. This provision
(no change with time) and temperature. By is-met in most cases by control of the shape,
virtue of a chemical reaction, the gas size, and weight of the-propellant grain used
temperatures of steady-state supplies are-eigh. to supply the gas.
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2-13. -Solid-propellant Gas GaneratorsCP

Solid-propellant gas generators occupy
little volume, are light in weight. can be <sE
controlled easily for quick initiation or INHIBITOR
terminatiG,,, of the-generating action, and can
Supply gas at steady-state conditions. The PROPA
properties of the piopellant to be considered
are:

5(!) Q Burning rate of the proPellant

(2) Equilibriumcombustion pressure S GIC FLM IGNITER

(3) Temperature dependency of burning NOZZLE BLOCK-RUPTURE DISC
rate and equilibrium- ombustion pressures :RE. LEF , - N

REGULATOR(4)- Density- -
Density -SUPPLY

(5), Characteristic-flame temperature.

TodFigure 24-2. Basic Gas GeneratorTThe- most commonly used -types of
propellants are double-base or composite.
Nitroceilt lose and ntroglyceri are cormpo- cylhidrical c.sing, capped at both ends, and
nents -of the double-base propellants. The contains a single grin of propellant which
composite types contain an oxidizer and a completely fills the case. Gas is allowed to
reducing agent or fuel. Ammonium nitrate in emerge through a nozzle in-one end after thea butyl-0r acetate binder is an eiample of a grain is initiated by an igniter. Vaious
composite propellant, auxiliary equipment su'h as a filter,-regulator,

and-relief ',alve are-needed to operate the unit
Both double-base and composite proper., successfully.L! i lants are-presently used as gas generators, but-

-are notconsidered-ideal materals.-Composite With restricteJ, ond-burning -uns the
type propellants provide the lowest burning supply tire is a direct function- of grain
rates and are cooler burning. As disadvan- length and burning i-ate. The amount of gas
tages, composite propellants require pressure generated is directly proportional to burning
regulation, burning rates are dependent on rate, burning surface area, and density of the
temperature, ignition is difficult at low propellant. The mass-flow rate of the unit is a
pressure, and gases may contain solid function of the exit orifice, chamber pressure,
material. and characteristic flame temperature. Ii,

addition, the chamber pressure is a -function
Nitrocellulose and nitroglycerin-have higher of the ratio of burning area to exit area. In

burning rates, and also higher burning designing a gas generator, the interdependence
temperatures. Unlike the composite materials, of these variables should be considered to
-the burning rates of double-base -propellants provide a satisfactory unit.

-l dependent upon grain temperature.are _ - The volume for steady-state supplies can be
Fig. 24-21 shows a gas generator in its expressed in terms of the mass flow rate,

simplest form. It consists of a section of propellant density, and operating time as
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IV reaction initiation. The chemical compounds (

V = -,in. (24-1) have rather short-shelf lives and therefore Mil.
PP not conform to -the usual military require-

ments.
where 

...
t-;

24-1.4 TRANSIENT SUPPLIES (PRESSUR-
V = supply- container-volume, in. '-  IZED BOTTLES)

IV, = propellant gas flow rate, lb/sec Bottled supplies- are the most reliable-and
simplest -of packaged powersupplies. Some of

t = burning time, see the factors affecting the selection of a gas for
these supplies are:

p3 = propellant density, lb/in. (1) -Safety in handling
The container volume in cubic feet is

plotted in Fig. 24-3', using a p of 0.053 (2) Toxicity
lb/in., against requiied flow. wit in pounds.
From this- figure it is -seen that the (3) Criiical temperatures and pressures
steady-state- supplies occupy sma'er-volumes
than-do -the transient or-bdtiled gas-suppl;es (4) Purity
when the flow rate is eaual.

(5) Cor,,sive-properties
24-1.3.3 Chemicai Gas Generators

(6) Noncondensible content
Gas6s may be produced from chemical

reactions or chemical decomposition-of liquid (7) -Dew point
oxidizers and reductants. The gaseous prod-
ucts may be complex mixtures of CO; H2 0, (8) Availability-of the gas.

i4 2 , _CO 2 , and many other gases. Some
examples of combination -fuels are -nitro- The most common gases selected are -air
methane, nitric acid-aniline, and hydrazine argon, and nitrogen. -Because- of leakage
hydrate-hydrogen peroxide. Nitromethane problems, compressed gas bottles should -be

Sj and other monopropellants can be decom- charged shortly fhefore use. Leakage rates of
posed into hot gases by increasing the -bottles produced to commercial tolerancesI) tempe.rature and pressure of the reaction. may be too high for-long-term storage. For-a
Nitric acid-aniline and hydrazine -hydrate- given minimum mass flow . is known that
hydrogen perioxide are self-igniting (hyper- compressed gas systems require greater
golic). Other generators depend upon chemi- volume-and weight-for the tanks, as compared
cal decomposition of compounds through the -with other-packaged systems. Both mass flow
use of catalysts, such as sodium per- rates and-storage-tank pressures decrease with
manganate, calcium permanganate, and potas- time after initial use. Therefore, -the bottle
sium-chromate to produce hot gases. must cany a greater-supply than is necessary

to provide the minimum mass flow.
Gas-generation by chemical decomposition

presents several problems. Fuels and oxidizers Wit transient supplies, the volume re-
usually are highly- reactive and extreme -care quired to -supply gas for a given- time, pressure
must be taken in storage, _transfer, and ratio, and-flow rate is given ass.:
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-12RT itt relief valve in case the pressure iad-
V - vertently is exceeded. -Safety factors between

P 'M 1.5 and 4 usually are incorporated, and a
where minimum wall thickness of 0.1 in. is-specified.Steady-state supply containers slhould be

s l cfabricated from a good grade of ,tiinless steel
that is flame resist.nt, but transient con-
tainers have been made successfully from mild
carbon steel. Typical design shapes for
containers are shown in Fig. 244'. This

g emeratconainer is somewhat idealized to aid
analysim and is composed of a cylindricalt = time required- to supply- the gas, scinwt w n-cn fhzipeia

-see section with two endcaps of hemispherica
shape. The -ratio ./d (length-to-diameter) is a
useful quantity and is denoted by S. When S
equals I the container reduces to .a sphere.
The container may be analyzed in terms of a

at miiu rsuet supply a
in psithe velicuniform maximum principal stress (tension-in

whoop or emispber)or on the basis of a
P =-npuniform Wao tlokness If the uniform sressI axiti theuid c sid dis used, heory shows that the cylindrical

section thickness always should be -twice as
fw iee itt ae-g a w spherical section th0ickness.
-Maximum flow will occur when the velccity g oreat sare n to, by

requiredtio flowse are isglctd plte-i Fi. 3.of01 n

pat Ce thrcf atis Mah I.-This will takeplace smooth transition from one thickness to thewhen the pressure patio sequal to orless than wteqt
critical.

The container exter:l volume, t!!ikness,•If air at 70OF is the fluid considered--nd Pt and weightas a function of S for each design
is taken as 30 psi (to guarantee supersaofuc type can -be expressed as shown on Table
flow since vent is tO nthe atmosphere); the 24-2. If awall thicknesless tha-t 0.I in. is"container volumes for-various P,,x- versus calculated, the designer should use a thicknPess
required flow wtt is plotted in Fig. 243.s

Usually the tminimum mass flow rate wt is Fr the unifonn str,ss condition, by
specified along with the time duration t to combining and rearranging the volume and
supply this flow. Since space-is at a premium, weight equations, a weight to volme ratio asthe smallest practical volume shoufd be as

S-considered. This will necessitate using tan s, charged to high pressures, and- usually

supersonic rather than subsonic flow will opano.n ote ters - di24-3
occur in thesupply noze. (43

i 24-4Z STORAGE CONTAINER DESIGN
where

iIn the interest of safety, foremost in a k = P=P
! ~ ~designer's mind should be- the ability of the Pa~
!-container to withstand the-maximum -pressure
Swithout rupture and the incorporation of a and other terms are defined in Table-24-2.
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d> 
F h

ii,

(A) UNIFORM STRESS DESIG-14

d h

C 4______________ 

__________________

lei__t

(8) UNIFORM THICKNESS DESIGN

Figure 24-4. Two Examples of Idealized Container Designs"

Eq. 24-3 -shows that the- -best shape is a- It is-seen that this -expression, approaches. 2
sphere for which S = I (since S can-never -be k as S approaches infinity, but remains greater1ess than 1), and %,IV= 1.5k4. Thbis gives the than -2 _k -for practical -values of S. Since- the
ninirium -V, eight tovlm ai.A s container thickness hC was its ed in the

iftcrcased from I to oc W IV increases -fromdvepenofh.uiorticnsdsg,Li to mxiumof2.k.Eq 24-3pp n os nt al-ifor 1 tcknes e/Vp

For he nifrm hicnes deignsho ul d equal 1.5 kc as was true fcr the uniform

in -Fig.- -24_54. Ihe- dotted- curve -for the
S - 6S (24-4) uniformi thickness design -should be used for S

/ 3 -1 between about 1.5 and I. For values -ofS
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TABLE 24-2
EQUATIONS FOR CONTAINER DEF'IGN

Uniform Stress 2h ) Uniform Thicknen(h-h)

P- d
* 4a
Pd 3  P prd3 S

=-x-( -- (2S-1) I =__ -_ )

where
~.i4V -ex,(eral container volume, irl 3

d -external cortainer diameter, in.

S = R/d ratio

£ total length, in.

Pw herentainer weight,lb

Pmax maximum expected internal pressure,_
-psi

p = material density, Ib/in.3
ai  - mrximum alihowable stress i n tension,

ii Isi-(includes any design safety factors)-

he - -cylindrical section thichlcess, in.
Shs = mhemispherical secton thickness, in.

h = -thirckness of uniform design, in.

SNotemmIf h. orh, is < .01 In., u"eh -0.1 for minimum dslgi.
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-ater than-5, the difference in the weight to ()hladesEchotee-oscillators is
(4 volades.Eme-fths

-vlm-ratio for-the two curves does not- discussed. See also Ref. 6.
-excee d 10 percent-of their me an value.

V4-2.1 FEEDBACK OR RELAXATION OS-
24-2 -OSCILLATORS -CI LLATORS

tie base oscillator in a- fiudfic timer is-of The feedback type of oscillator is advanta-
~ futmost -importance since it- determines the geout-since its frequency can be controlled by
SIprecision- -of the overall timer. Ideally- the- adjustments and modifications of the fe~d-'

' oscillator frequency mnust niot be-sensitive to back- path configuration in addition to design
-Ithe- variations i n 'temperature or supply changes in the os .illator amplifier;,, i.e.,

prsure-and-it must-function in te following setback, splitter -nin, nozzle width, etc.
e~ , environ ments:

Ref. 7 -gives detailedi results on- three
(1) -65o to +1600 F (225 deg F spread) -relaxation .--cillators (d&signed to he-insensi-

tivez to -both -temperature and suoply-,pressure
_2) -Spin up-to-30,003 rpm vasiations) using 'R-c-R feedback looks. One

specially tailored oscillator achieved a ± I
-Osilltor have- been constructed using percent -frequency change. over a pressure

four different- souirces- of oscillations: range of 6 to- 30 psig. and a frequency
-(I)Jfeeciback,-(2)- torsion bar,- (3)onic, and variation of less -than I percent over a

temperature range-from 770 tc 175OF at 10
ssg Aimilar oscillator atapressure input of

3.0 10 -psig did- not excecd- 1%o for a temperature4 - _________range froin -55' tol 75 0F.
-A 4~ 0v.al relaxation oscillator is shown. in

Fig. 24~' This model used a fixed

AI -

UNIFORM STRESS A

2 4- G a 10 12
Sw 1/d- -4- - S

Figuir 24-5. Weihtto-Volurne Ratio vs-
Length-to-Diameter-Ratio for Cylindrical Teaks

With Hemispherical End Caps 16  Figure 24-6. Relaxation Oscillator"
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capacitance volune cf 0.366 in. 3 -with the a lift on the plate due to BeTnoulli's effect.
restic'on at R2 being, variable. Best results This rotates the leading edge of the plate
were obtained when R2 -was 0.01 in. wide toward the Upper plate until the lift is spoiled;
with the addition of two small adjusting due to the loss of air flow. The restoring
screws placed in the R, line to control flow torque of the torsion bar then rotates the
into the feedback loop. Adjusting screws pressure plate back toward and beyond its
were set to obtain best tempt2rature and neutral position. The cycle then is repeated at
pressure insensitivity Experiments illustrated the natural frequency of the spring-mazs
that a-fair degree of temperature and-pressure system. The oscillations of the vibrating plate
ins,-ncitivity could be obtained by a critical produce significant pressure fluctuations in
choice of the RI -C-R2 parameters. Of the the throat of the device. These are picked up
two, temperature insensitivity was considered via tubingand fed to a fluid counter circuit.
most- important, and it should be noted that
above models -worked over a- temperature Since the physical dimensions of the
range of approximately 100 deg F Ref. 7 oscillator elements are- affected only slightly
gives a mathematical treatise or the condi- by temperature variations, the natural fro
tions for pressure and temperatue-insensitiv- quency of the vibrating plate remains
ity. relatively constant over--a wide temperature

range. It is -for this -reason that good
24-2.2 TORSION BAR OSCILLATOR frequency -control can be expected using such

a hiybrid system.
Ref._ 8 discusses- an oscillator that deviates

somewhat from a-true flueric-device in that-a 24-2.3 SONIC OSCILLATORS
mechanical vibratin element-is ernployed.- A
torsion- bar oscillator is shown- in schematic The sonic -oscillator, as seen in Fig. 24-89,
form in Fig. 24-7". It consists of a circular also dc.pends -upon feedba- k for its operation.
torsion bar fixed at one end with the other However, in this case there- is an unrestricted
end free to rotate. A flat plate attached-to the tube teplacing-the circuit elements. Pressure
free end of the bar not only provides the waves propagate through this tube at sonic
inertia -for the system but is: the element velocity, controlling the fequency of oscilla-
driven -by the air flow across it, thus tion. Since the sonic velocity varies-dirzctly as
furnishing the pressure pulses necessary- -to -the square root -of the-absolute temperature,
drive a- counter. The air flow between this the frequency of the sonic oscillator will vary
plate and the upper stationary plate produces in the same manner-increasing at higher

j ______________________ rternperatures- and decreasing at lower temper-

The frequency of oscillation f of the sonic, FLOW -oscillator is9

(INPUTY

-OTU-a+ IH -(24-S,

where

VIBRATING-PLATE TORSION BAR a = sonic-velocity in-the operating fluid,(FIXED AT-OWE END) ft/sec

Figure 24-7. Torsion Bar Oscillator' 6 = length of fie feedback passage, ft
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LEFT OUTPUT RIGHT OUTPUT

RECEIVER 
-C A N L

LEFT CONTROL RIGHT CONT.90LK
NOZZLE_ NOZZLE

POWER JET
NOZZLE-

SUPPLY PORT

FEEDBACK CIRCULATIO~N LOOP

Figure 24-8. SonicOscillator"6

T= amplifier switcldng time, sec temperature ,haracteristics. The disadvantage
is that the temnperature can be compensated

One m-mthod for providing temperature only over-a naliow-range.
-compensation for the sonic oscillator is the
use of a temperature sensitive element (an 24-2.4 HALF-ADDER OSCILLATORS
orifice, slide etc.) to vary the impedance of
-the sonic delay: I ne a.s the temperature varies. Another type of oscillator uses the
A sonic oscill tor ,,ith such- mechadcal half-2dder element -(excl""ivr -, -=d) vth
temperature compensation is shown in Fig. the addition of a feedback loop. The element
24-9. The position of th -:slide (the degree of is a two input device shown in Fig.
obstruction) in the lira' is controlled by a 24-10(A)8  If either inputs- C, or C, are
temperature sensitive element. Channg the present (but not both), the output of the
position of the slide in t~e line varies the devic~e is at port O .-However, if both C, and
impedance of the feedback line which changes C2 are present simultaneously, the output is
the switching time T (sWeEq. 24-5). at 01 . If now, see Fig. 24-20(B), powersupply

fluid is applied to input C1 and feedback
An advantage of thv. scheme is that from output port -2 is applied to input C2,

relatively large slide movrme at is required-for the device will oscillate. The cyclic action
small frequency changes. Thus large dimen- co-tinues for as long as fluid is supplied to

-sional tolerances ae permitted, and the C1 .
schemne lends itself to miniaturization, and
permits close matching of the oscillator The frequency-temperature characteristics

24.13
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LEFT OUTPUT RIGHT OUTPUT

RECEIVER

ILEFT CNO RGT CONTROL

SUPPLIY PORT

FEEO8ACK CIRCULATION -SPRING

TEMPERATURE -SENSITIVE

-igqure:24-9; Temperatur-e Compensating . cheme for Sonic Oscillt r16

of the -half-adder oscillator has frequency- Pressure -!ensitvitv. Ideally- for militaryreversals. as the temperature is increased,. applications, a4 self-compensated (i.e., noFrequency variations -occur with changes .in- moving- parts) -flueric oscillator would be most.su-ROly 'pressure except -at: the specfic- 11iac This is especialY -true -for thosetemperature where -frequency crossover systems, required to operate in an extreme
WOcrs. At-this temperature complete ins ensi- environme ntsuch as high spin.-tivit to- pressure is --observadck Yhis suggeststthat, -element geometry- plays an important 4.5HGPRSIJELWFO O-role -in establishing the frequency-temperature CiILLATORS
characteristics of flueric -oscillators. In fact,
theoretical studies -indicate that for any given- A high-pressure, low-flow (IIPLF) oscillatoroscillator there exists -a region of temperature is shown -in--Fig. 24-110 -All _HPLF devices4in sensitivity. By proper -selection nf feed- are based on colinear source- -And receiverback-lie dimensions and -'operating pressure,. nozzles. A- jet leaving the -source nozzlethis -region can be shifted- to one at which- impinges on the receiver port, causing increaseopcration is desired. -Unfortunately, -both- in receiver pressure. When- the receivertheor-y and experiment-indicate that-tempera- -presure -rises above a critical- value, there is a
ture ~isensitivity is obtained at-the expense of sudden change in flow direction as flow is

24.14-
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01 02 01 02 01 02

II ~ 2

(A) HALF-ADDER (EXCLUSIVE OR, AND) ELEMENT

PULSED OUTPUT

FEEDBACK

AIR SUPPLY

(B) HALF-ADDER OSCILLATOR ELEMENT

Fngur 24-10..Development of an Oscillator fom the-Half-adder Element
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WO DW complexity of the equations tobe solve4. For (.
__ _. _ example, Ref,. 11 discusses a fluid- oscillator

x " employing distributed parameters- as -the
k I Z - -feedback -loop (ducts of constant crvs

section).- The theoretical frequency vs temper-
ature relations~iip for a physical model using a

1i j 4 71 ftr6  _f edback line 12 in. lo hng, 0.027 in. inSFigufe 24-11. IPL F Oscillator diameter, and operat ig,qt 50 Psigis as shtown
-in, -Fig; 24-12" -' . This- cu .re -w as -generated

- using, _ equki= n.. presented, in'Ref. I L. The

expelled from the receiver. A wave front is theoirtical 2max (point, around which maxi-
produced by the two opposing flows. As the mum temperature insensitivity is to bepressure drops in the receiver, the wave frnt extracted) is approximately -196°F for this

moves toward the receiver nozzle'iTere is an model. Hbwe'ver, when- an txperimental
-audible snap and a change of flow dirattion mbdel-was fabricatedand:tested at 50,psig the
when the wave front contacts the receiver curve of Fig. 214-13i was. obtained with
nozzle. The receiver pressure begins to rise, Tmx -in the- hge 1250 to 2250F. -The
and the proccs repeats. disimilarity was explained as follows:

24-2.6 DESIGN OF OSCILLATOR3 FROM "The, temperature regon at which the
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS frequency peaks is shifted appreciably friom

the -theoretical curve; however, error is to be
Siace the time base oscillator of the flueric expected: because of the many variables not

timer iust function accurately in a given taken ito account; these include the
environment, a great deal of attention should variations-of Mach number witl position, the
be given to its design. In the design, we shouid capacitance of the amplifier itself, the
be cognizant of the following requirements switching time of the amplifier, and the
for-?. time base oscillator: -nonlinear effects due -to tle waves being of

large-amplitude."
(1) Temperature and pressure insensitvity

within its workirg Iiritations Apparently, complete use of all variables in
their proper manner was too complex to be

(2) Small size investigated at the time. The large disagree-
Sment -between- thcorctical- and experimeofi

(3) Functionai with respect to its down- results indicate- that the variables not
stream components (insensitive to loading) considered -are extremely important, and

apparently additional study is required before
(4) Rigid construction, it is possible -to precisely design oscillators

solely-from theoretical considerations.
Asrdiscussed earlier, f lueri e oscillators can

be fabricated with a asonable degree of 24- FLIP-FLOPS
temperature a pd re rtinrasensit, pity n at least

owever the milita-y o erating range At present, 24-11 -GENERAL
however, -an os; lator cannot be- dsiaedTdirectly from theoretical considerati ons, and- The simplest fluid device is the binary
must undergo a series of experiments to flip-flop shown in Fig. 24-14. This is a digital
achieve the inal model because of the device that has- two stable modes; one with
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400 FEEDBACK
OSCILLATOR

360 1 D = 0.027 IN.
- I= 12 IN.

Pin = 50PSiG

"d 300-j U-im 280o
~260.

:40-
220- I- 1 1 _1_ I - -_

-340 -244 -148 -52 44 140 236 332 ;F
66/3 1192/3 - 173 226V; 2792/3 333 386V3 4392/3 OK

TEMPERATURE
Figure 24-12. Theoretic LPerformanceCurve for Feedback Oscillator

Employing. Distrbuted Parameter Ducts

the stream attached to the -right wall with A more refined configuration of -a flip-flop:
o!.itput at 0- -and one with the stream -element is- shown in Fig. 24-15. Ths figure'
attached to th, left wall with output at 0-*, -portrays the fluid flow in a schematic manner
Flipping is accomplished by introducing a while the unit is in operation. Also in this'
control pressure at C1 or -C2 of sufficient figure, relative sizes of-the physical features ofmagnitude to satisfy the entrainment charac- -the device are indicated as multiples of the
teristics of the-stream. The stream then moves -nozzle width. Use of -the nozzle Width as a
to- the opposite wall at which- tine control scale factor permits scaling up or down of the
flow can be removed and action is stable-in element at -will. At the -present time nozzle

_ the new position. Load vents are provided for -widths of -0.010 in. are in common use.
stability and isolation. Thus, the device-can be Smaller sizes--to 0.004 -in. or smaller may be
looked at as iavirg an "on" and "off" used but the problems with particle entrap-
position. Elements can be "stacked" or ment are increased.
"staged" to produce binary counters similiar
to electronic logic circuits adr many of the Fig. 24-15(A) shows the flow pattern with
control elements that are possible with the outputs unobstructed, and Fig. 24-15(B)
present-day'electronic circuits. shows the flow pattern with one output-

partially blocked. The outputs are- almost-
completely -decoupled; blocking one output
has only a rinall effect on the opposite output
and keeps -full p-'essure- on the load. Because
there is ample gain, devices designed in this
manner easily may be staged and- such a unit-

*Stream attahrment i,, a fundamental principle sometimes has been found capable of switchingas many
referred to as The COANDA effect. It is well covered in
mn' referenczs t , and % II no', be discussed here. as 16 others with a pressure recovery as high
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380 -_ _ _ __________

370 - K
-360- TEMPERATURE 1= 12 IN.
350 INSENSiTIvE ID=0.027IN.

OSCILLATOR Pin-= 50PSiG

F 80100 125 1507 175 200- 225 250
K 306 9 307' 3 2'3 ;355/%e 34/9 363V3 3772/9 3s11/,

TEMPERATURE

Figure 24-13. Performance of-Experimental Oscillator

as 50 percent. Similar designs provide for eyvn opened to the atmosphere or by orifice
higher rates of pressure recovery, but with restrictions, and auxiliary supply can also besomewhat lower gain. controlledl idependently,

To maximize the effect of the side, walls, it (3) Por pessures ?1 to P5  can be
is desirable to have the nozzle of the-power measured.
jet deep with -lelation to -its width giving a
high aspect ratio. It is also desirable to bring (4) Flows Q1 to Q5 ,an be measured,
the sidewalls in close to the stream to
maximize their cfftct,, thus giving a hig gain. (5) Elements can be Ioad d by orifice
If a wide range of operation-is desired, it can restrictions in their output'legs.
be- achieved at the sacrifice -of some gain by
moving the sidewalls back from the stream. The real element will, have sone fuite
The minimum aspect ratio for operation pof a oiLtput restriction diameter, (of orifice): we
wall interaction amplifier is about 1. The wil cafl do and the nozzlwll ingeneral be
optimum aspect ratio for minimum flow is of rectangular cross section W. We can define
-about 1.75. an equivalent circular area 'of diameter J,

~ *aaI~&such that
T -!A - TYPICAL, PERFORMANCE -CHAR- s t
ACTERISTICS OF A BISTABLE ir I b 2,26

FLP-LP ~(d~ )2- Rb; d. -(24;.6)-FLIP-FLOP n.

The element of Fig. 24-16 is a sch e natic
representation of a 5-port flip-flop, for which is a constant for a given nozzle size.
perfonnance characteri-tics, may- be- de-perfnnane ehactei~tis: my. de-We can now define a loading param~eter'-o
veloped. In the following -discussion assume d01
that these conditions can benet:d n  where an increase in this ratio is

synonym.us with less restriction in the
(1) Supply pressure at port 1 (P1) can be output legs. We will consider stable output-o

varied over some given finite range. port 4, with control ports open- fully. If we
take measurements of flow and pressure at

(2) ports 1 to 5 for various size output orifices,
-we will generate typical -curves as -shown in

24-18
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ATTACHrIENT WALL -POWER-NOZZLE 0O 0

.... DORTI POT...f _

S
..................................... A UN.TUTDOTU

UTPUT OUTPUTPOTCBLE

................... PR... .... PT... ....
V.__

LI ~....... orific s.s(rotu as J n 0 ....., between .... which usfu opraio anWanwl .
be ralied. iamter d0  is oun at he
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while~~~ .... is at.... th.nescino h 5
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OUTPUT OUTPUT water (0.18 to 0.62 psi) and the output
( channels measured 0.36 X 0.36 in. without

orifices. The ratio (do, Id,,-was observed at
a Point where do = 0.3725 in. and- (d0 2 Idh)
was found-at a do of 0.338 (average values5.
These values were- obtained with zero coitrol
port flow (open to atmosphere). At ado ofo 0.348 in. best results were obtained-where:

CONTROL CONTROL Pressure gain:= 3.0

I Pressure recovery = 31.5%

Efficiency= 43%

SUPPLY The. preceding example indicates the
Figure 24-16. Five Port- Flip-flop Scematic manner in -which-the performance characteris-

tics of a- typical bistable flip-flop may be
determined. This- type of performance mea-

f surement and analysis aiso presents another
Pressure Recovery R P4 /i technique that may be useful in the

P development-of flip-flop elements. Using the
Flow Recovery R = Q4/Q1 empirical design approach, the designcr can

RQbuild a large scale model, test it to obtain the
Efficiency N = (Rp) (RQ) response curves as described in this paragraph,

then using a linear design reduction factor
Pressure gain Gp = scale it down to the desired miniature size.

P 4 - P3 24-3.3 ADDITIONAL REFINEMENTS
P5 (to switch) -- PS

The addition of a concave cusp -in- -theFlow gain G = splitter region- can result in a high-pressure,
Q 3IVagh recovery, high stablity, flip-flop asQ5 (to switch) - Q shown in F'g. 24-1 910. A vortex is establishtd

Power gain G, = (Gp) (G,) in the cusp region. When output is at-01ihe
P a= (vortex rotates clockwise, helping to maintain

The gain as a-function of loading will-decrease flow to 01. When output is at 02 a vortex is
ine laing ta a s stown oaing Fi. 24-re established on the opposite directi.on. thus~in loading typically as shown in Fig. 24-1814.

osupporting output to 02. The vortex increases'The best operating point is where N is a the. stability of attachment of the supply jet,
maximum. giving high-pressure recovery. However,- flow

Reugzin and switching time ar. degraded. With
Ref. 14 gives detailed test results on a-large this anmplifier, if one output (i.e., 01)isbistahle element constructed at US Army completely blocked off,.flow will commence

Harry Diamord Laboratories. In this example at the opposite output. If the block is
the nozzle dimensions were 0.12 X 0.36 in. removd, output is again obtained at 01 since
(thus d,, was 0.234 in.). The element -was the direction of the vortex (which has not

tested over a pressure range of 5 to 45 in. of been altered) returns the supply flow to Jts

original path.
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CONTROL ORIFICE (FULLY OPEN TO AMBIENT)

0-

-. ATMOSPHERIC
CA PRESSURE I

I USABLE I

P P,
-(o RATOR--di i~do i)  OPER -r-,,I -d6

OUTPUT LOADING td-/d n ) - , - RATIO INCREASING

Figure 24-17. Typical Operating Curves

-Switching in a'high speed flip-flop capable- be produced with some degree of temperature
of 0.1 msec or less is illustrated in Fig. and pressure insensitivity. This paragraph
-24201 . This componentuses a fluid-dynam- covers the function of counters Which,

ic pohenomenon known as the edgetone effect. couiped IWith-a stable scillatbr and an output
Under proper supply conditions, oscillation sensing device, forms the heart of the flueric
wi occur between the cusp of one output -timer system. If stable oscillators could beport and the splitter wedge. These oscillations constructed such that their period between
remain in a dynamically stable condition until pulses was the time interval desired, there
a small control flow shift; this action to the would be no need for a counter system,
other side, at which time oscillation occurs However, since timer application may be
between the cusp on the opposite port and- concerned with time durations in- the interval
-the splitter wedge. of 0.001 to 200 see, only the -ver, shortestperiod timer could be obtained by cotipling
244 COUNTERS directly to an oscillator. If we consider that ai

useful pressure disturbance is obtained. in a
Par. 24-2 on oscillators discusses various positive as -well as negative pressure wave,

methods in-which a stable series of pulses caii then to obtain a period of 0.1 sec we would
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-Pod 0, Por 0i

I-

PortC o Poo C2

Ii 0 AII 
oGt

"~~Pr Pot5 [L

-OUTPUT LOADING !d./d.)2

-- I-RATIO) INCREASING Figure 2449. High-stability, High-prasurn-Figure 2418. Typical Pirformance Curves recovery, Wall-attachment Amplifier' 0

need an oscillator working at 5 Hz; considered whether or not the adjacent stage of lesser
f a low, unstable, and uncontrollable fre- significance (the Stage to the right in-the truth

quency. Also, since we would like to trigger table) switches from a "one" time to a-"zero"o ur~timer at -time zero,- and/or charge time -uigtetasto rmtime "n", to time

intervals, an-intermediate counting system is "n plus one". This logic can be mecbAnized in
mandatory. many ways.

Therefore, any digitally sequenced and A signal passng through a single -bistable
controlled system will employ some form of flip-flop will have its frequency halved, and
counter network. The- complexity of these time period doubled.
counter networks varies, depending upon the
needs of the controlled system. Types of Example: An oscillator working at 1000Hz
counters include binary counters, binary- coupled to a 3-stagebinary countez A, B, C,
coded-decimal counters, gray code counters, -provides-the following time-periods:
nonsequential counters, etc. Normally in a
timer the counter design will be matched to tl1-the application; the result generally will a From A 2 7XI-O =2nsc
unique counting and- sequencing netwo'k
which uses fewer components and performs Fromi 4X - 4msec
the-prescribed task more adequately than thepure bina-y-fbrmn. 1 )From C 8 X 8 msec

24-4.1 BINARY COUNTING

The-binary countei is the mast widely used From n (T) mse
counter type in both eleetronics and fluerics. stages 2 X u
Table 24-3' 6 is a truthtable for a three-stage A more general ewample of binary counting
binary counter. The table shows that the is shown in Fig. 24-21. Tids figure shows how
condition 6f each stage in the counter at time N stage5 can be !nterconnected and the
"n plus one" is dependent only upon the
condition of that stage at time "n" and available outputs of each stage. Note that all
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0uta Output TABLE 2-30

TRUTH 4ABLE FOR A THREIE- SlaAGE.
Splitter - BINARY' COUNTER,

Stat t

Ow l PKcoiint C B AC
0- 0 0 00C21I- PUS 2l 0- 0 1 00.1 1

A0 010 1 .01
Figure 2420. Edgetone Amplifier2 0  -5 1 0 1 1- 1 0

-6 1- 1 0 1- 1 1:
1 1 -~-0- -0 0 [

~stages are -coupled- to- a ,common supply S
- dlierig anifold pressure and the O

output feeds -the inp~ut of -the: next stage. All -One also should realize that in the final
02 outputs' are- available -(or, -simply vent) at timer. design, a means of r-setting the counter
slightly less -than -S-die to- pressure loss withi. -to- zero, ,s well as a-rieans of varying-the, time
the element, set oeaprid opehs01to200 sci

0.1-se intervals- mn -be- -desired. Some of
The fluid-counter operates due to the same these projicins redsued*npar 4i0

pressure differential that holds the stremno of a
bistable amplifier- agaist- the wl 1 .Te 24-4.2 BINARY COUNITERS- -IN SLOW-
entrainment ofthe strea-n-lowers the,pressure RS~DN YTM
betwecn the stream and-Lhe -wall. This -low
pressure- induces a small -flow from the higher In-a very slow responding system, the-state
ambient pressure on the-01 side of the stream, of -the counter-may be simply- decoded -and
around-the loop to the low--pressure adj aceat uised directly -to- generate the appropriate-Li to -the wall on. the 0,2 s ide (see Fig. 24-22), funiction. Fo-xmli tis desired to close
This flow is- too- small to -switch the stream. a- con tactor at count five of the counter- state
When a fluid puldse to be counted is inmerted at -shown in tabular- form in Table 24-3, a set of
the -bottom J*of -the j, i t joit small AD!NN rC1NRgts"" as
induced flow adpoiesufcntfow-to 24S-5and 24-.-2)-may be usnA-to decode-the
satisfy the -entrainmeit- -and switches the existence of five-(101 ABC) -in-t~e-counter.
stre-am to thle 01 output. Whcn the pulse-flow Thke decoding- circuits.- then may be ,used- to
ceases, the- 19w pressure is -now adjaceivt to the dlose the, w~ntactor. With- -the gating, so
wall on the-01 side of thfe counter. A-small -affanged, each- -tm, the counter-reaches five,
flow is now-induced from- the-Ihigher ambient the contactor would close.

j-pressure on-the 02 side of -the co-4.nter-to-the
lower pressure adjacent to- the wall on the-0 24-4.3 BNR
side of the counter. The next pulse inserted at RESPONDING SYSTEMS
the bottom of-the loop-joins-the induced flow,-NR(CUTESI AT

an sichsthe-streA m bac to th -side-of When tic -counter is being ued tcotl
the counterz where the. pattern repeats.- systems or circuits which-respond almost- as
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0001 0,-I-

Figure 24-22. Details of Fluid Flowina -Counter

-fast, or even -faster, than -the counter itself, n ;aximum-possib!_- count. -An ixample Of this
other charat'ristics of the-counter operation- type -of counter is the binary-coded -decimal
-mist be taken- into account-such- as tOe counter. -It is -designed to -count to nine, the.n-
transient condition generated by the "Tlutter" return to-zero, and is- used widely to-provide
of the counter. Duing-hs proso upicnro-ftdcmldslysses
transiency -t-i-highly probable that false T~.le- 24-416 is a truth table fojr -the
sta -tes might' edecoded, thus imposing a new binary-coded-decimal BCD-counter. Note-that-
condition on.-the- design of the-counter. These

~ 4-problems can--be -eliminatedzby-di-vidjng the
pz.iod between _state changes in-to at least two TABLE 24.4

I-Phases: a-counter -change phaseand a system
control -phase.- -Complexities -added to theBCTUTTAE
circuit by these'new conditions' include the state- Stat
necessity for-developing two-phase clocking- Timen Staft n+1 -
systems, -usually accomplished- by higher Count D C 0'. A D C B iA
speed countrsorthe useof one-shots- 0 oo 0o 0 0
operating dirr;ctly off the oscillator. 1 0 011V 0 102 00 1 0 0 0 1 1

2444 DECiMALCOUNTERS- 4 _0 1 01 0- 0 1 0 1
1 5 -01 01- 0110
A simplt counter, onse step-more complex- 7 _0 1 1 1- i 0 0 0than the binary- -counter, is the.counter that 8 1 0- 0 0 1 0 0 1-

-returns to zero pfior to- reahing the 9 1 0 01 0 0 0 0

1- 24-21
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this is -not the only possible design for a bas( Set A: (clock pulse)• ((- " Start + CB)
ten counter. Tables 24-511 mid 24--61-1 areother possible combinations of sequeritial Reset A: (clock pu:se),(delay corn-
counters which can serve the same purpose as plete)'(E-B + C-B)
the counter of Table 24-4 with the simple
exception that different decoding matrices Set B: (CA) (clock pulse)
would be used to decode the appropriate
states. Reset B: (AC)(clock pulse) + Malfunction

24-4.5 NCNSEQUENTIAL COUNTERS Set C: (B-A) '(clock pulse)

One interesting variety of nonsequential Reset C: (Failure) (Monitoring) + off
counters is the Gray code-counter discussed in
Ref. 16, which changes-only a single bit when Set Monitor: (CB)
changing to an "n plus-one" state. Because
eachczhange of state -expe'dences only the Reset-Monitor: C
change, of a single bit, -a~l of the transient
change problems mentioned earlier as ,n- For the-convention of bars over the letters,
herent in other counter designs are elimi- see par. 24-5.1.h1ated. The-efore, the number of phases can
be reduced to one. Table 24-716 shows a 24-5 LOGIC CIRCUITS
Gray code sequence for a counter designed to-
generate the control sequence for the flow Logc circuits are made up of a combina-
diagram-of Fig. 2 4 - 2 3 i 6tion of elements such as flip-flops connected

so that a meaningful output can be obtained. It
The simplicity of such a Gray code design was already stated (par. 24-3.1) that the

is demonstrated b, tht set-reset equations for flip-flop element can have-two stable modes,
the counter. They are: either "on" or "off". These can be so chosen-

TABLE-24-5 TABLE 24-6

-EXCESS THREE BCD TRUTH TABLE EXCESS FOUR BCD TRUTH TABLE

T.Ime n Time n +-1 Time n Time n + 1
Cuunt 0 C B-A D C B-A Count D C B A D C B A

0 0 0 1 i 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 O 0 1 0 1
1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
2 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
3 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 3 0 1 11 . 0 0 0
4 G 1 1 1 1 0 0 ( 4 1 0 0 ft 1 0 0 1
6 1 000 1 00110 10 0-- 51 0 0 1 0 015 1 0 0 1- 1 0 1 0
-6 1 001 1 0 10 6 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
7 1 0 1 0 10 1 1 7 V 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
8 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 8 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
9 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 9 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
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TABLE24-7the--action of some -logic elements that are

TH TABLE-FOR GRAY, CODE- COUNTER refinements- of the Simple flip-flop element
00-0 MWCANI'Z1NG FLOW DIAGRAMF .FOR ftrm whch logic circuits are constructed. A

tT14E ~'YPCAL SEQUJENT CONTROL faniiiarity with Boolean algebra -willt aid in
SY3TEM OF FI[G. 24-23 understanding the- no tations used. Appendix

A lists the more important identities -assoc-i-
Counter State- Counter State- ated mith Bool ean algebra.

Coatval 'fm n riman+1

Can~on BA CBA24-5.1 -OR/NOR ELEMENTS
Stta-e A- 0 -0 0 -0 ii 1 un- -The -OR/NOR element is a bistable.flip-flop

start button depressed

StsteB 8 0 -0 1 -0 1 1 un.

tdock pulsSfe-agize STATE -A ORMAL OFF TJjH' F
starter- ODTO

stat C 0O 01 0-n
conditional upon next - IPRTJTT0N

r cdock pulse after do- STATE 8 I"SAT

lay ust for mulfuinc-
tion

tts D 0- 1 0 0 0 EI_ -un- STATE C NAIESA7R
conditional upon M-al-
function

StateE- 1- 1 0- -1- 1 . V -un. TM -
conditional upon-next STATE 0 MALFUNCTIONED
clock-pulse lintion on

State F 1 1 1 1 01 Un.
conditional upon next

-saeGclock pulse Fuel on- STATC E IGNITION_-O
-StteG1 0 1 1 0 0 -un-

conditionAl upo n next
clock pulse after delay- FUATL FO

toring
State H 1- 0 0 0 '0 0 INITIATE -SYSTE~M

conditioral upon fail- STATE G - ITRn'm -

ure or9 oft signal

to represent a- "true" or "false"' statement STATE IH SPEED ORALI.

dependen t on whether- "positive" or "nega- GC
tive" logic is chosen, respectively, -13y virtue of
,he bistable acti -on, an element will remain in 4E
on state until-acted upon by sozne external
contro pressure, thus tecneto

44 emory" is -inherent in each bistable Figure 24-23. -Flow Diagram for a Typical
element. The paragiapils that follow discuss Sequential Control System1

24-27
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that will solve--thc following Boolean -equa- SUPPLY SUPPLY
* tion, A + B =C whi-ch is to be interpreted as C

equals A or B; iLe, Cis-true if either A or- B is IPJPUTA-IPTA-~

then C is false. This-is -portrayed- most.-easily 'ptt I
by--means of "truth, table" shown in- Tible
2 g1 6.4 Here, the .1 's-,represent true values NORt OR HAND-AND
and~the 0's false values. This; reiationship- is C C C

called an "OR" relationship. When-it is-used 4A) ORNR8)ADND
in -a system using ficurkc components, it is Figure 24-24. Symbolic Logic
called an "OR"1V elcment, circuit,- or gate. -Then Representationl 6
C,, being the -omplement of C, furrtions as
the -NOR element.- ments -may be staged- to -form working-logic

~ Ie O elmen ca cotai moe tan circuits, but usually -arc combined -with -other
Tih Reeen a otinmr-tta logic- elements such as- AND/NAND and will-

two inputs, thus w- could write A +-B + C= be-discussed; (NANID means "not axid".)_
D fo a 3inpu devce'24-5.2 AND/NAND ELEMENTS

-Applied to -a tworinpui& fluidic device we
may- interpret the -preceding logic as -follOws The normnal AND/NAND -element -is ,like-
(see Fi.2-4() 1 :Wise a- bistabie flip-flop- with two -output

ots upyport --dtwo input Ports. It
(I)- Us"~d as an OR element. An output is will solve-the following relationship:

obtained at C if a-contro. input is-present- at
either A or B, or -both. -No output is obtained A* B 1 C
at C if no control -flow exists at A and- B.

wnich means that C equals A and B. That-is, C
(2)- Used as a NOR-element. No output is is true only- ,vhen- both A and B are true. The

obtained at C if control-flow exists-at A or B. truth table for the AND/NAND -element is
Flow--out of C -ny spresent if A ndBae shown on Table 24-91r5. C is the NAND
simultaiteously -absent -(off). OR/NOR -ele- function of the elemenit.

TABLE 24-8
TABLE 24-9

TRUTH TABLE =FOR--A -SINGLE OR/NOR
ELEMENT TRUTH TABLE-FOR A SINGLE

A B ANO/NAND ELEMENT
A BBC

0 0. 0 01
1 0 1 0 0 1- 0 1
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 -1

1 1-1 0
OR NOR' AND NANED

'NOR-= not OR 'NAND not AND

17
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Applied to a flueric device we may -A

interpret Table 24-9 as follows (see Fig.
24-24(B)):

(I)- Used as an AND element. An output is
obtained at C only if control flow exists at A
and 6- simultaneously. No output is obtained OVERALL

at C if only A or B arc present or neither is OUTPUT

present.
(2)- Used as a NAND element. Output- is C

obtained at C at aul times, except when inputs F

at A and B are present simultaneously. OT -HLIC
C --SYh'OLS FOX Oft124-5.3-COMBINED LOGIC ELEMENTS MW AND GATES'

" As an example of a digital system using Figure 24-25. Circuit Arrangement
logic elements, consider the following (assume for Comparison Circuit1'
that we have two sets of three variables with
-their complements):

Call them (A, B, C) and (D, F). The first The problem c3uld have been soh q by
set-is-varying in some manner. We would like using only OR/NOR gates aid making u%, of
to arrange the second set mar; ally to a fixed DeMorgan's laws. This solUtdn is presented in
combination. -When the first set is exactly detail in Ref. 16 (pp. 7-8). I
equal-to the second set; i.e., when A and D

j are the samne,.B and E are the- same and C and In using-combined logic -elements, there-is
F are-the same, there-will be an output. With an easily defined- re'ationsbip between the
this given information, the following truth OINOR elements and the AND/NAND4 table is made: elements. In orderto construct, a system using

logc c0mponents: logic: levels must -be
out- out- out- defined. It makes little difference which level

A D put B E put C F Mt- is chosen as the "true" level. In digital control
S0o 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 system,, however, -a name is assigned for
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 either choice. If te higher level is chosenm-as
1 0 0 -1 0 o 1 0 0 the true -level, the entire- system -is called
11 1 1 1 "positive logic" system. If the higher level -is

chosen as the falselevel, then the system is
The overall output is truie only when each called a "negative -logic" system. By higher
combination is true. Wemay write (including and lower levels we mean the following: for a
the implements) flueric system we may choose- th. two

outputs of a bistable switching element as A
Overall output (AD + AD),(BE + and A. These outputs are, alternately, flowMng

FE),(CF + CF) at some rate, or not flowing, If we itzide to
use the positive logic scheme, we may call-the

See Fig. 24-251" for a circuit arrangement flow condition the greater level and-define it
to provide this operation and Fig. 24-261 6 for as the true condition; then, the nonflowing
the fltueric equivalent of this circuit. level is the false condition. It may be just as

24.-29
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__P (4) Variable _resistois- in ay be z; 0ekies of
4 ORtapped resi~bfs of the types described~or' they

OR may-be continuously jarable as,,for eximple,
iR.~Tha needle valve -A special categor-y of variableii4~j - resstoishasetabe -resistor wh'ich may have

its rsfcihvizzied by tools, but prnce having-

24-6AT BESISTORS
OVERAILL

Tqb reistf~scanbefabricated-from glass,
NOT AVILAL17Y- F BTH ORNo# A~l mtal ceamis, pox, and like materials-

AND-NAttD OUTP -UTS Typical reitr-1aethe characteristics
indiate' b lh soid lines 'in Fig. 24-271 '1,
obtaind with -air aa fixed disk'siarge

pre~sue. staig Hie-with -a sdope of 45 deg

of ig.24. 51 reistrs avetheadvantage of lh'earity, btt
thed~iadvntae~o berieasily clogged.

-Tube resistors :mn be- flattened -to alter
corierient if not inre-s~n ome sitatins, their- cross-sectional area (and shape) and their

to -rireteerls oefo tetuh resistance. (Fig 24-33 showsacipn tool-

logic -levels am~ reversed, the OR- -crcmlif
becomes the A1ND circuit and the AND-circuit

There the O vra difrn types of -- FW I

~11resistance elements. which -may -be used ini the-
I fluerics system:

(M- Tube resistors are -small lengths of
appropriate cross section having -a length -

Several -tinhes their width. T7hese elements are

to ihe-fltid flow in the passage.

fg3" Porous nietal resistors are sugs -of a
sintered porous-metal placed-in the passage to Figure 24-27. Pressure ' Fow
resist-fluid flow. -for Etched-glass Resistors 17
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to be used for this purpose.) ypical linearity /

curves for flattened tube resistos are shown in ,
Fig. 24-281 ' for air discharge at fixed output FLUID AIR /
pressure. Flattening tends to decrease the
slope below 45 deg. Tubes or capillaries are -7 /
chosen for the resistors because of their more 1 Slope ftttC
nearly linear characteristics in comparison to 0 /
an orifice resistor. The resistance of a
capillary tube of rectangular cross-section can
be approximated by the expression c/

AP_ 87rjg2 7pQ
R +- -P -2 (2-7Q_ (bh) 2  6(bh) 2  (2'-7)

I I 1111 I , .l I-L

where, U 3 4 5 6 Z V 2E 8

FLUID CIRRENTS LB/SEC

R resistance of capillary = channel,
lb-sec/in.5l Figure 24-28. Pressure vs Flow

AP pressure differential across capil- for Flattened-tube Resistors' I
~lar,/, psi

Q f low rate, in.a/see
24-6.2 ORIFICE RESISTORS

A =- viscosity, lb-sec/m
An orifice resistor is simply a thin disk with

2 = length of channel, in. a restricting hole placed normal to fluid flow.
Usually a coupling or adapter is provided so

b = width of channel, in. that different size resistors can be substituted
at a given place in the flow line. -Drill' jig

h = depth of channel, in. bushings available inna variety of sizes-also can
be used, These bushings are usually short

p = fluid density, slug/m 3  tubes, available with a collar on one end.
Since the bushings are precision drilled,

Each parameter in the equation- will- be reproducible resistances easily can -be cob-
iffected by temperatuie changes. Thus,-one tained. Fluid orifice resistors a"re available
expects the resistance of the capillary to vary commercially. Dirt and contamination are
with temperature. Theoretical analysis and cleaned moie easily from crifice resistors than
experimental results indicate that the resis- from tube or porous metal types. Orifice
tance of a capillcry cube fabricated from high resistors are cheaper to fabricate than tube
temperature epoxy resin increases with an types but are nonlinear as shown in Fig.
increase in temperature.* 24-2916 where RP, is the effective resis-

tance.

*The viscosity of ideal gases increases dixectly with the 24-6.3 POROUS-METAL RESISTORS
square root of the absolute temperature. For real gases, the
viscosity usually changes at a rate somewhat greater :han
this because of the effects of molecular ittraction which are Although normally used as filters, sintered
Piumed zcro for ideal gases. porous metal parts can serve as fluid-resistors.
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01 0.1 .20.3

Figure 24-29: Resistance of an Orifice1

'L _ _47 __D

S 21 4- ~ '
Metals: that -can- be pwered and stred Fo~p
include niel, 'bronze , stainless -stiel, gold,
cones, plates,._and cylinders-can be-produced Porous-mefal/Rpsistorl'7
-where required~by the application. 1

Porous-metal resistors- are- -nonliner -but
the pressure vs flow curves -have I o g resistances. In -circuit deiielopmelnt,'variable
straihtlinie sections. -Typical plots fcr water Cstralo reedd.Tpedreios
and hydraulic- fluid- are shown -in Fi easily -are fabricated by interconnecting either

2430 7 'nd 4-3 arorifice or tube resistors, aidsupplying -taps at
the points-of interconnection. raie must be

Porous-meta, resistors are hiot cleaned w exrie 'qnuigsch eitr oesr
~asiy a orficeor u'b reistos. oweer, -that unwanted capn.citancei; are- not intro-
the ca beclenedby crubin, bck- duced. One -disadvantage of tapped- resistors is
fluhin, r cemcalclanig.Oneexellnt that their resistance is- -not ccntinuousiy

fiethod is to &b ackflush While &-the el61ementis -variable.
immersed in -an- ultrasonic -bath. Surfacec of

) poousmetl ~istrs- ustbe anded ithThe. -traditionial variable fluid- -resistor- is
care and protecbted from dirt -and, mechanical- sma vle h eel av st-ems
injury. 'Porous-metal -resistors caninot be widely used, tyipe in ~flueric-drcdit develop-

plugedbya snge drtartcl -~~ Y~fCC ment. It offers the convenience of~ Jfie
or tube7 types. -Instead, the dirt settle -on, the dutetmfo vrwd agsNel
p1orous metal urf a nilt does not change-the -valves have been constructed with only -orw

resitane aprecabl. Anaccmulaionui' degree- of taper, producing extremely fine
dirtis equiedto luga prou-n~tal control of flow throuh the valve-(see Figure

resistor.- 24-3216). If -only staady-state conditions are
considered, an entire circuit can be -developed

2446.4 VARIABLE RESISTORS with -needle valves- as the- only resistors.
Hfow,-yer, since these-valve-s-are ndnlinear,-it

-All resistors -discsed thus-far have fix e d myl~ncsayt elc ay fntal
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_100 1
- L . v isco sity ---

High viscosity

~Flow, g pFwp8 1Figure 24-32. Needle Valve With-l-degt

--Fige 24-31. Flow of Hydraulc:-Fluid aperAng,'s1

Through a Porous-metal Resistor7-

il settabc resistor. A crimpable resistor is
installed in the circuit in the nonristrictive-of the valves with fixed linear resistors before Aircrimpcd) condition. A termialicrinping

the smat-signal behavior of the circuit can be tool (Fig. 24331 ) is used to e duce the
studied. resistor cross-sectional area until tle desired

Adownstream flow or pressure, readings are
Scommonly used-laboratory technique for attained.this substitution is to adjust the needle ralve

until the proper values of pressure -and flow
are obtained. The Valve is then removed and 24-7 CAPACITANICES
its reststaisce mt.zsured. Next. a piece of
copper tubang is substituted for the valve ii? A luid capacitanc- is simVy -, tank of any
the resistance-rnwxsuring circuit and the geometry into whi, "he fluin may flow and
tubing flattened with a small Vand vise until be stored for a time, the.. discharged. Any
its resistance equls that of the valve. The tank or container which is safe at the
flattened-tubing fixed resistor is thc.ii installed maximum pressure used is suitable for a
in the circuit in place of the valve. With capacitor. Since the pressurez are uually low,
compressible fluids, it may first be necessary the problem can be solved easily. In American
-to measure the resistanue of the valve and Engineering units, capacitance can be defined
then fabricate -the flattened-tube resistor as volume per unit pressure, and the units are
while maintaining the same values of up- fts /lb. As in electrical circuits, fluid capaci-
stream and downstream prssure as in tht, tance will effect a phase shift such that flow
-circuit under development, will lead pressure by 90 deg. In a circuit: the

fluid capacitor corresponds to the electrical
A valuable device has been de,!.op-d for capacitor to" ground. It. cannot duplicate the

solution of the circuit balancing problem: the action of an electrical in-line capacitor since it
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S - !then its frequency ot oscillation should \
decrease as -the temperature increases. This is

. ,in direct contrast tobthe usual assumption of
UAIM.  increasing frequency proportional to the

-"-square root of the absolute temperature.

248 TURBULENCE-AMPLIFIERS

Figure 24-33, Crimping TcoI Placed Over 24-8.1 GENERAL
Resistor Tube1 6

Turbulence am Iifiers make use of the fact
that an interacting control jet can vary the

faviors direct current flow. Sine pressure is a degree of turbulence in the main jet, and thus
function of fli id density and temperature for vary output flow or pressure x s. Consider -a
a fixed volume, capacitance C can -1e stream of flaid-exiting fromn an input nozzle
-expressed -ore basically-as as shown in Fig. 24-34(A). -At low velocities

flow is laminar and, if properly designed,
V" ft44ec2jlb (24-output pressure may be only- slightly belowC (p2input pressure. As the supply pressure is

increased, output pressure is increased.
V =volume, ft3  Continuing the pressure incriease (and stream

velocity) a point then- is reached where the
p = fluid density, lb/ft3  flow is turbulent ahead of the output receiver

(Fig. -24-34(B)) and the output pressure is
a = local speed of sound in fluid stream, reduced. Once total turbulent flow has been

ft/sec attained, further input pressure increases
output pressure. These stages are shown on

Eq. 24-8 is particularily applicable in RC Fig. 24-35. A-B represeots laminar flow; B-C
fluid -oscillators where it has been substanti- is transitional region from partial turbulence
ated Athat the oscillator frequency is normally to complete turbulence; and C-D represents
both temperature and pressure dependent. total turbulent flow.
AltIough it is difficult to determine either
analyticaliy or experimentally the vadation-of A control flow jet-introduced at right
capacitance with temperature, there are angles and close to the input nozzle, Fig.
indicatio,7s that the effective capadtance 24-34(C)-can increase the degree of-turbu-
increases with rising temperature. In any case, lonce and- the shape of Fig. 24-35. -Since we
it does not appear that-effective capacitance desire small changes in- control jet pressure to
decr-ases with rising temperature. Thus-if an effect klxge changes in output pressure (high
oscillator can be designcd such that its gain), initial design parameter should be

i'equeneyir approximated by operational around point B, Fig. 24-35-i.e.,
k natural turbulence should just start near

f = (24-9) output receiver with zero control pressure.
The addition of a small control pressure then
wi:% increase greatly turbulence and output

where & = proportionality constant- pressure, see Fig. 25-3618.
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INPUT FLOW OUTPUT
(RECEIVER)

B , CONTROL OFF D

fl CONTROL JET-OFF -

(A)YLAMiNAR FLOWCONTROL JET OFF w-

INPUT 
0UTPUT 0 A-

.. (RECE'VER

H CONTROL JET OFF

INPUT PRESSURE(E) TURBULENT FLOW, CONTROL JET-OFF IPTPESR

- TFigure 24-35. input-Output Pressure Rela-

tionship for Turbulent Amplifier
oUTPUT With Control Flow Off

INPUT MPU.. (RECEIVER)

tube and output tube, the greater the
N, 'sensitivity of the device; i.e., the greater the

CONTROL JETON effect of jet disturbances. However, the
maximum allowable velocity of the laminar

(C)TURBULENT FLOW, CONTROL JET ON stream decreases with increasing distance
bet,'een the tubes. On the other hand, the

Figure 24-34. Stages of Operaton-Turbu- lower the jet velocity, the lower the output
lence A, ;ifier pressure. The selection of a supply pressure

and a distance between- the tubes represents a
compromise between sensitivity and useful
output.

24-8.2 DISTURBING THE MAIN JET
hlieoretically, turbulence amplifiers can be

Small dis r:tbances cause the point at which any size, but in practice, there are upper
te stream goes turbulent to s!J-f toward the limits. Commercially available devices are
input tube. Disturbances can be iftroduced used for control rather than power purposes,
into the lara'nar stream by other fluid streams and they have jet diameters of about 0.030 in.
impinging on thi . main jet, intrusion of a Distance between supply and output tubes
mechanical agent, or by acoustic waves. ranges from 0.375 to 1.5 in. In a turbulence

amplifier of this size, high sensitivity to sonic
The greater the distance between the input disturbances beginE at about I 3-in. separation
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0.15" Supply pressure ToHiiVoge (
SE0.2psla E W

Figure 24-37 Turbulence Created by
- _Ele.trophbresis Effect' 0

00 0.02 24.8.3 INHERENT ACOUSTIC REPNSE

0- 0.02-illcO e, . Acoustic waves are difficult to shield and,
in fact, are generated- by flueric devices

Figure 24-36. Typical-Output Pressure vs themselves. If acoustic anmplification -is not
Control Input Presure for a wanted, the acoustic sensitivity of the

Turbulence Amplifier18  turbulence amplifier should be low so that
only flueric amplification is obtained. This-
can be-achieved readily in any given-amplifier
design -ecause the distances between -input-

betwcen supply-jet and output tubes. When and output ports at which sound -sensitivity
the device is operated-in the acoustic mode, become significant is usually much greater
frequency sensitivity- varies with the separa- than the distances requiredwhen fluid jets are -
tion. Acoustic sensitivity-of these devices is so used as the disturbing input. Most turbulence
high that they can be triggered by a mouth amplifiers used for- control purposes are
whistle at a distance of 300 ft. operated in the range where -they are not-acoustically sensitive. "hese amplifiers usually

The most commonly used turbulence are used-to sense or respond to a control flowamplifiers are designed to be disturbed by a that is directed at approximately right angles
jet of air projected: perpendicularly to the to the main laminar input jet, and the
mainjet. In practice, several jet inputs can be distances between input and output elements
used. The number of possible inputs is limit.ed are held to a 'ini mum.
only py available space.

24-8.4 CASCADING
An input signal also car. be introduced-

mechanically by moving a small object, such Shice the output of a turbulence amplifier
as -a wire, into the jet stream preferibly near is a pressure, this output can be used to drive
thepin rt jet orifice. This ar'angarnen carn-be the control jet of a second stage. Thw',
used as a basis of a mechanical-flueric turbulence amplifiers can be- cacaded. Some
transducer. A small, pressure-actuated dia- care is necessary, however, since~the output of
phragm also can be deflected into the- jet the amplifier never drops completely to zero
stream to produce turbulence. Another over the-practical operating range. Thus, if the
manner in which the main supply can be output of one unit is directly coupled to a
made turbulent is through the electrophoresis second, the second stage -must be unre-
effect. A pair of high voltage electrodes sponsive to small signals from the firt.
positioned across the main supply as shown in
Fig. 24-37' 0 can develop an "electric wind" From Fig. 24-35 the required characteristic
that can disturb the main jet. can be obtained by operating the frst stage so
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that its- output lies- somewhat to the left of it on, it is ineffective-if the input signal pulse
the peak B. Actually, the amplifier can be is too short., -because the amplifier does not
designed to operate considerably to the left of have time to build up a laminar stream. This
1B, and a lqrge range-of relative unresponsive effect is shown in Fig. 24-391 1.action dan'be obtained.co c24-8.6 -PRIMARY USES AND TYPICAL

Another approach is to provide a jet stream SIZES OF TURBULENCE AMPLI-
with sufficient-stability Tat it is undibturbed FIERS
by the range of the-input and can be ignored.

Although the turbulence amplifier can be
24-8.5 OVERDRIVING med in proportional applications, its primary

use is in logic circuitry. It is partit;ularly
When turbulence -amplifiers are, used in usefu! hn this case because -a turbulence

-high-speed circuits, care must be taken to amplifier can drive Up to ten or more
avoid -overdiving since the resumption of scc6ndary units. Furthermore, the turbulence
laminar flow after very strong- turbulence is amplifiers are isolated completely, a:,d a
somewhat delayed. When- a control signal is single amplifier can have a iarge-number of
turned off;* the fluid ,tream has to become inputs. Again, the limitation is one of physicallaminar again before 'full output pressure is room in which to place the multiple inputs
regained at the output port. This effect can be rather than any theoretical limitation.
-observed readily ifi fhe output of oscillators.
The effect on pulse- circuitry is shown in Fig. The turbulence amplifier performs a logical
24-38 8. Note that the recovery time is much NOR function. A NOR function can be used
greater than the initial reaction time. as the basis fcr all other logic functions such

as AND, OR, and counting circuits.
In digital ciicuitry, this behavior is

particularly important where-a given device is Amplifiers have been constructed with
turned off, and thus has a low output power gains of 40 to- 80. If some acoustic
pressure. When a negative signal is applied to sensitivity can be tolerated, pressure gains of
the turbulent amp'dfier in an attempt to turn 1000 can be-obtained in a ingle stage. With

op I-fl Sgnal

0-~0
0 - Time 0 r- Time

0 uput sgnot 
u ptlg O

0 --- Time 0 V~ ime

Figure 24-38. Output Pulse for a Positive Figure 24.39. Output Pulse for a Negative
Input Pulse' 8 Input Pulse' 8
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this sensitivity, the air currents produced by 24-9.1 BALANCED PISTON OUTPUT D .I-
even small blowers can .be- detected by open VICE
amplifiers many feet from their source.

-One type of output device uses the
In digital applications jet sizes can vary balanced piston principle. Applying this

over a wide range, with typical supply tube pririciple to an output mechanism results in
diameters ranging from 0.010-to-0.70 in. For the device shown in Fig. 24-402. Since there
diameters larger than this, the length of is clearance between the- spool lands and the
straight supply tube required to obtain cylinder walls, pressure supplied to port I
lamLnar flow becomes so long as to be enables the spool to float in a centered
impractical, position. A bleed passage through the spcol

-prevents pressure from building up behind the
By use-of a typical-supply tube diameter-of right-hand land thus eliminating premature

0.030 in. an amplifier can operate with supply operation due to pressure unbalance. Upon
pressure of approximately 0.15 psi- and the elapse of the set- time, an output signal of
produce an output of 0.0"75 psi with a no load I- psi is delivered to -port 2. This signal,
flow of 1.2 X 10-1 lb/sec. If a control although small, upsets -the equilibrium and
pressure of 0.01 psi-is used, the-control flow causes the spool to move to the -left. As soon
would be-about 5 X 10-6 lb/sec. as the trailing edge of tte right-hand land

passes port -, the full supply pressure acts on
24-9 OUTPUTS the exposed- piston area and results in a

signifi.cant output force-sufficient-to-perform
It is obvious that in order -for the flueric work of fairly high magnitudes.

timer to serve a useful purpose, some way
must -be found to use the energy output from Compared- to passive type devices, this
the low-pressure fluid signal at the end of the device requires a continuous air supply
set time. In designing a military timing throughout the timing cycle. Power Consump-
system, the difficulty of the design problem tion can be reduced by keeping the spool and
stems -from the conflicting requirements of cylinder clearance to an absolute minimum.
the pneumatic signal sensitivity that must be also the balanced spool is sensitive to
combined with sufficient ruggedness to avoid external shock and ,,ibration. Sensitivity to
premature operation. A convenient example external loading along a given axis is reduced
of the design problems that must be solved is by addition of the counterweight. Any
found in the case of a fluerie fuze for artillery loading in the horizontal direction, such as
ammunition. projectile acceleration or deceleration, would

act equally on the spool and the counter-
The-usual output function of a mechanical weight. Hence, the net torclue about thetime fuze is the release of a spring loaded balance arm pivot remains zero, i.e., the

firing pin. Since spring preloads of 5 to 7 lb system is still in equilibrium.
are common, a significant output force ii
required to trip the pin. It appears that the For ammunition ,nd-Itermi use, a suparate
signal or actuation pressure from an end-item gas bottle capable of providing 20 psi for 180
sized flueric timer will be something less than see might serve as a power source. A more
I psi. Several investigators have constructed desirable approach would have the ram-sir
functional, low pressure transducers; however, driven pump supply the deviue. In any evemt,
in most cases these devices require more although this balan ed-piston scheme may not
volume than that necessary for the entire prove to be entirely satisfactory from a power
flueric circuitry package. consumption standpoint, it does satisfy "ne
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- BLEEDHOLE SUPPLY PRESSURE}] B LEED,' HOLE PORT' I

I PORORT

I Ph/3PRESSURE ..

OT FROM FLUERIC TIMER

A

-BALANCE- ARM

[ I ---- COUNTERWEIGHT

Figure 2440. Output Mechanism-Balanced piston Type

requirement for extreme sensitivity to a low gap to be operable at o'tput pressures near 2
level flueric cou: er output signal. psi. The nominal linear travel of the bellows

at 2 psi-was-determ-ined to be-about 0.012 in.
24-9.2 BELLOWS-ACTUATED OUTPUT The placement of these transducers is shown

TRANSDUCERS in Fig. 24-42 2. No change of response was
noted when the assembly was spun about an

An output transducer used in a study at axis through the center of the timer at
Picatinny Arsenal is shown in Fig. 24-4112. It rotational rates up to 150 rps. The arrange-
consists of a smal! ten-convolute bellows, an ment of the contacts is such that initial
adjustable contact, and contact leads. The setback iorces tend to increase the -contact
bellows are 0.090 in. in diameter with a wall gap. Thus, unscheduled contact closure would
thickness of 0.0006 in. One end of the occur only due to deceleration forces such as
bellows receives the output pressure of the those produced by impact.
timer and the bellows elongate to close
electrical contact. The transducer functions In another application, the output interface
satisfactorily up t0 100 Hz. The adjustable consists of a bellows-actuated rotary switch as
contact is set to between 0.004 to 0.006 In. shown in Fig. 24-4319. The bellows switch is
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i"ADJUSTABLE CONTACT l~ r, " " ,

IV

sV-s

I :1: ,," .. BELLOWS -
ADJUSTALE CONTCTP4E-

V-I ;,n .Fiue24.BosTasu orFliLLO

2!made symmetrical to promote balancing and ity, the third NOR gate used in this circuit has
to lower the sensitivity to inertia forces, a larger nozzle (0.010 in.). Fig. 24-44(B)
which would tend to operate the switch shows the output pressure flow characteristics

! prematurely. Lateral support antd damping are of the third element that drives the bellows
provided by p!astic tub,.m surrounfing the rotary switch.

- bellows. Also the bellows are designed to ber; stacked solid when not pressurized. This 24-9.3 THIN MEMBRANE
, prevents any displacement in one direction

.,imnit any inertia forces that might cause switch was developed to close contacts with
Sdisplacement in the other direction, pressures as low as 0.5 in. of water

. (approximateiy 0.02 psi)2 O. The only moving
i'The present switch requires two output element is a very thin stretched mermbrane
Ssignals from the output logic circuit as shown 0.75 in.2 in area on which is held :rne

in Fig. 24-44(A)1 9. Here the output circuit is movable contact. The othier contact is
built from three NOR gates; the output signal adju:;table to actuate closing over a variation

Sis on only when A and B are .in. In order to of output pressure. The switch is shown in
, obtain fast response of the output interface Fig. h4-45(A)20 along with a view of the

!.( switch, with its associated volumetric capac- .overali timer unit in Fig. 24-45(B). After

424-40
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Specification test procedure, ihicluding tern-
p-rzatui-6 (-65* to '165*F), shock, and

- vibration- with a- change inprsure of less
than 0.5 in. of water, required- for closing the
normally open contaicts-

-K 2410 SETIN( METHODS

um ar: 1)salst,2):rvdThe requirements for the setting mecha-

P-1 ablein icreents-to-provde-sufficie-it
-accmcy Thefuntionof he stte isto

-program the air flow -between the output-
OU TNT channels of the -binary stages comprising the

-TIMER" TRNDUESflueric counter and- the input (i.e., control
-jets) of the decoder circuit- For-timers having-
binary stage setting ports, the settin&,

41 -mechanism programs the air delivered from
i, . KA0WGthe-common setting-manifold to each stage.

Somne proposed setting devices have-4incorporated punched- -tape with a -geared-
driing system or entirely geared arrange-

ments. Printed on 1the- tape Ls the decimal

SPRING LOADED ELECTI'. AL CON4TACT

FIXED ELECTRICAL, WNTACT.

Figure 24-42. Location of- Transducers on
Timer Body -

ELLOWS

CONTACT RELEASE

assembly and test, the switches were encapsu-
Ilated -in epoxy, and no further adjustment wasSE
possible- or- required. These switches were FL IEVE

~1}-demonstrated to operate -for billions of cycles
with less than 1595 change in -the pressure
necessary to effect closing. One-package of six -Figur 24-43. Bel/lows Actuated Rotary
switches was subjected -to the complete Switch
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A(
FROM COUNTER

3

-eE
FROM COUNTER - *IT~FC

(A) APPLICATION OF THREE NOR GATES It tPUT CIRCUIT

100

800-
Ijoo , -. ,-

200

0 2 4 6 -8 to-
PRESSURE ,IN. 9S

(18) PRESSU-16-FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF THIRD NOR GATE
WHICH ACTIVATES BELLOWS ROTARY-SWITCH

Figure 24-44. Outp'.t Interface Circuit for F/tier/c Timer

eq~uivalent of tiit set time corresponding to scale or down scale. Also the device must be
jthe binary- coded number. Set time is rugged enough to withstand military oper-

displayed through a window -or the timer ating environments. in an attempt to
housing. Although the concept of tape setting overcome some of r'iese-possible Ifiuitations,
is -attractive and natural for a binary to digital intermittcit. gearing should be considered.
converter, 'gifficulties may arise when one The apparent advantages of this system are
attempts to package such a device within thle ruggedness, positive two-way drive (no slip
available space. For example, the tape length clutches, etc.), and compactness.
must be sufficient to provide for the

:1maximum time and the tape must be capable The feasibility of this scheme was demon-

,,x

of -being driven in either direction, i.e., up strated at Frankford Arsenal by the bread-
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( A ) SIX PORT'i DIAPHRAGM PRESSURE SWITCH ,L

Figure 24-46. -FluericTimer Setting Device
~Using Intermittent Gearing

~geared to the innut shaft of the first sleeve,
Sproviding a decimal reeadout of the set time.

, The sleeve hoies are positioned in such a
:i way that each 45 deg of sleeve rotation opens

and/or closes the air pa.zsageways between theFixed cylinderand the shoe (Fig. 24-482). The
intermittent gear ratio between each sleeve is
a8 to 1. Thrs 8 revolutions of the first sleeve

are required for one complete revolution of
. -the second sleeve. Or one revolution of the

__-way thafirst sleeve indexes the adjacent sleeve 45 deg.
(8) SANDIAad/o clDTME oeai -the-i opaeraoys beteie the-

Fijg_,r 24-45. P res.wre Sn~itive Switch ,,_ t*a o cpecific example, Suppose it is de-•
Usdfin Fluid Timer sired to set 50.0 sec into the unit. Since a

4 to 5 gear ratio (reduction) exists between
the digital counter and the input shaft, for
setting of 50.0 sec, 62.5 turns are rquied of

board device shown in Fig. 24-462. The the input shaft. Referring to Fig. 24-48, 62.5
mounting plate is 8 in. square. As shown in turns, starting from the all blank position,
Fig. 24-472 each housing contains a station- would program 44.8 sec on the 3rd sleeve, 4.8
ary Uylinder with three equaly spaced in-lin sec or. the 2nd sleeve and 0.4 sec on he 1st
tubing holes; a thin-walled sleeve with twelve sleeve. The 4th sleeve would not have moved,
holes arranged in a binary type sequence hence remains blank. The sum of theJ which is free to rotate about tht fixed individual suleeve settin equals the total or

acylinder; ad s spring-.loaded shoe carrying desired time of 50.0 sec. If this device now
thee rn-line hose connections. When bread- were c uped to an eleven stage co.,nter

boarded, the sleeves are interconnected by an circuit and an eleven input: NOR decodingimntint gear train. Audigital couner is circuit, upon the first coinckdnce of zero
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ZNIERITTENT

I TO PECOPER

F19gwe 24-47 Housing Assembly-Flueric Timer Setting Device
signals from -binary stages 3,-5, 6, 7, 8 and 9- for a~rtfflley fuze application, it must -be:an- output -signal- from the -decoder could redesigned--to t witin -the fuze contour2 '.occur 50 sec -after the initiation -of the, tinning Fig. 24-491 -indicates th e -location and ,dhapecycle, of the geared setting mechanism. Notice that

the setter -is-positioned- between the- binayTo make this setting arraugemqent suitable counter circuit- and the decoder .ircuit- Tis

0 I BINARY
3i J ~G .5 .6 .7 STAGE N CCLAOr 0 0 0 O

0 0 0 0
-- 0oj I - 1 

CIRCUI
23LEAVCSINARY

at 34 
COUJNTER(

cc R~ 1. 84 J 4.0 4.8- CICI
#0 0 0 4

0 0_ 0 jj0

0 0 6

4.4 FE I"--~ MO b& 44
S0 0 0 0 C POUTERMCANS

0 C KOUT20 0 0 0 0~A

WIVO
0 0

0 0

4 Figure 2"-9. Flueric Timer Packaged forFigure 24-48, Seevew Hole Locations A rtillery Fuze
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is a natural location- since, the function of the An examiple. of- a flueric timer developed at
setteE is totinterrupt the fluid signals-between Picatirnny Arsdnal emplby§ puriched cards ~to
the binary stages and the eleveu-input-decoder set time intervals.'betwveen 2 and'200's.-c. in,

Arcuit incremients of 0. 1 sec. A sketch of the -timer
~ciruit-assembly is shown on-fig. -24.401 2.This unit

-This miniaturized'setting device consists of contains -five dividng-stages, twelve counter
four intermittently driven gea wheso stages, and an output stage. With an oscillator
approximately 0.5 in.- pitch diameter saner working at 640 Hz, -the- 17th -stage would
wiched between two parallel metal- _plates. provide-a pulse to the output stage (19th) at
Each gear wheel- hub contains the -rquird the rate of 6401217, or 0.0048828125 pulse
twelve through holes and in function-replaces -per, see; or approxim'ately 200 sec pulseI the sleevtes of the -breadbzardunir. Thle plates separation. This is the maximum- time~delay if
-3erve notkonly to-suport the gearing, but act the: oscillator frequency is not changed. The

ts-aiolthe-to -permit connecting -tie Iluid- counter stages-are presettable. by inseiting'an
circuit totedvc.Setting isa1ccomnplishted enccoded card into -the timer whi~h, -upon
by rotating an- internal ring ge?,ar that drives, receipt of a "preset pulse", initially sets a- "0"

-adthe digital readout counter, The-larg. ring time lapsed desired. Thus if the -minimum
gear would be fixed to the upper portion of -time delay'is desired; -which- is- 1/640 sec, the
the fuze body while a readout vAndow- would first 17 stages, would preset to "lI's"-as-shown
be located in the -lower or stationar'y portion in Fig. 24S1() 2 the last stagetoa".

of- the fuze. Upon initiation of the first pulse from ,the.

f- GASj - U Y I Ap OUTpffT

US
~ - INAiW, £ U11VIDZ STt S)

_;,AA PL PQ)~l

~~~~~~PL RFUPFO ~TIN:2t 0
~P~W~ &S~SJPPY~ \POEA E~x.~<0.i$R7

Fiue 450 ludTie WtZCr Pee
24-4d
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+21 ' IL I =I I I- " I I- -(

0Sd'..LATM , '4 ' U5 6" 7 0 '91 10 11 12134 5 6 7 8

i (A) SEJTf NG FOP MINIMM TIME 0' 1/640 SEC

3S-lLLATOR

S-,ill 5 417 0 9 4 16 1

0. 0 O° '0 '0 0 0 '0 O- O 0 0 0
(B) TIMER AFTER 1/640 SEC DELAY

0 01 0 0O 0 0 O O0O 0

OCLLATOR 1 2r § B4P 5§ j 8v fffQ 1,12I K17 1

(C) SETTING FOR 17.5 SEC

-Figure24.51. Preset Sth for an 18 Binary Field-

'oscllator, the-first-seventeen stages would fiP codd card iially wold preset all "O's"

to "0's", the output stage to a "1" which into the 18 binary'field. If an elapsed time
would provide the output pulse in an elapsed between these extremes is required, some
-time of 1/640 sec,-provided propagation time stages -initially would be. preset to "0s" and
delay, errors a'e negligible. This is shown in others to "l's".-Fig 2451(C) shows the initial
Fig. 24-51 (B). For maximvm- time delay the preset for an elapsed time of17.5 sec.
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CHAPTER 25J fPRODUCTIONTECHNIQUES
Techniques for fabrication of flueric productionof flueric devices, while others are

de rices are not difficult. In fact, the most usefuI on!y in development work. They are
useful -techniques are well-known. However, mentioned here with the thought that at some
the fact that the performance and characteris- time in- the future the -processes may be
tics of a flueric device are-related closely to its. fepsible on a production basis. For additional
geometric shape can lead to problems. guidance onproduuibility, see Ref. 1.

Although models have been- constructed 25-1 MATERIALS
which have adjustable parts, in most in-
stances, a crange in a geometric shape or in a 25-1-. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
dimension rmnuires the fabrication of a new
device. Then, when a atisfactoiy design is Materials for flueric devices should be
attained, the problem of reproducing the dimensiona)J] stable, capable of being formed
design-in production units arises. with precision (nozzles with limeusions of

0.010 in. -or smaller may be required), and
Foremost among the considerations is the suitable for sealing. Due to the critical

choice of material to use in the production dimensions of fluid elements and the trend
units. Flueric devices are subjected to both tovard miniaturization, h material must be
structural and hydraulic forces. The material selected that does not drastically change its
must have sufficient strength to withstand phyeical size and shape when exposed-to the
these forces without undue distortion. intended-working envircnment. The environ-

mental conditions may require that the
Surface hardneas of the material alsi must designer consider chemical, thermal, and

be considered, particularly If the fluid carries moistu:.' effects on the device. Also the
abrasive particles. Wear of the component is de-igt.-r should consider strength, weight,
especially critical in nozzl,-s and at the splitter size, -cost, and shelf life.
in stream-interaction devices. Other factors,
such as operating temperature and type of A-material must be chosen so that pnrcisely
working fluid, also enter into -the selection of sizud and reproducible elements, , an be
a material. fabricated. Also, since present -fluid devices

are built from laminates: a material must be
The problems of quantity manufacture chosen with its sealability (between layers) in

differ somewhat from the.ie .,f a development mind. Leaks in a complex fluid timer are
laboratory. hi the laoratorj, ease of difficult to locate and will cause the unit to
fabrication is desirable to permit-rapid change operate erroneously.
in designs. Long-term properties of the
material, such as wear, are often not as 25-1.2 SUITABLE MATERIALS
important as workability of the material.

Flueric devices are presently fabricated of
Some of the production techniques dis- materials of three general types-plastics,

cussed in ths chape x ,re suitable for mass metals, .nd ceramics. These thiee provide

25-1
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TABLE 25-1

SUITABLE MATERIALS FOR FLUERIC DEVICES
I

PLASTICS METALS CERAMICS

Thermoplastics* Tharmosetting" Suitable Suitable

a. Most suitable: a. Most Suitable: steel glasses
acetals, nylons, melamines copper carbides
polycarbonates, phenolics aluminum nitrides
ABS nckel oxides

magnesium (base
b. Usable But b. Slightly Less metals and alloys)*

Less Desirable: Suitable:
acrylics epoxies,
polyethers polyesters,
polypropylenes silicones
polystyrenes ureas
vinyls
-fluorocarbons

c. Not Suited: c. Used Mostly
cellulosics for Coatings:
-polyethylenes alkyds
polyurethanes

"Softened or resoftened by treat; then formed; no chemical change.
"Initial molding by heat and/or pressure-after set chemical change occurs and further shape

change difficult or impossible.

properties required for each application. Also, 25-2.1.1 Casting
any of these may be used in combination with
each other to extend their usefulness. Table This is a rapidly developing process.
25-1 lists materials of each type; Table 25-22 Starting from a two-component catalyst
gives the general characteristics of plastics, system in liquid or paste form, the two
metals, and ceramics, and consequent applica- components are mixed and -rmediately
tion considerations. poured into a mold. The process can be

K conducted at 'oom temperature and with low
25-2 FABR!CAT!QOt mold pressure, and is suitale for complex

precision parts. Types of thermoplastics usedA Various processes have emerged in wcrking include methacrylates, polyesters, nylons,
with plastics, metals, and ceramics. These are acrylonitrile, and epoxies.
discussed in the paragraphs that follow.

The epoxy casting process produces a
25-2.1 PLASTICS one-piece unit quickly and at low cost. With a

suitable master unit, the design can be
The processes generally used in fabricating changed quickly and easily. The basic process

plastics include casting, thermoforming, cortsists of making plastic duplicates of an
photoetching, injection molding, compression item, with the intermediate step of a rubber
molding, jet molding, and transfer mo)ling. mold. The item to be duplicated is placed
Typical comparisons with reference to eco- within a suitable form, which may merely
nomical quantity of production are shown in consist of blocks of wood or metal arranged
Fig. 25_12. on a flat surface to contain the liquid rubber.
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TABLE 252

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MATERIALS AND
CONSEQUENT APPLICATION CON$1DERATIONS 2

Chara,-taristics:

Plastics Metas- Ceran~c
Dimensional stability F G E
Precision formability G E E

Seal integrity and
durability G F F

Strength F E G
Chemical resistane G G E
Therma Iresistance- F -G E
Moisture resistance F _F E
We~igt E F G
Processability E G G
Cost per element E G G

E =-Excellent G: Good F 1 Fair

Applications:

Suittble for Applications Not Suitalle for Applications
.. jaterials Involving or Requiring: Involving or Requiring:

Plastics Mild environmental con- High mechanizal, thermal, and
ditions moisture resistance

Low cost High procision
Low waight High dimensional stability

Metals High thermal shock Low weight
Mechanical shock High moisture
High precision Very high dimensonal

stability
Ceramics High chemical, thermal, High thermal shock

-and moisture rezistanc3 Mechanica . shock
High precision
Very Iigh dimensionalf starjility

The liquid, a silicone rubber compound detailS of the master. Vulcanizing time,
(RTV) that Vulcanizes at room temperature, depending on mold temperature and the
then is poured over and around the master, curing agent used, ranges from a few 2iGurs to
Use of a vacuum chamber at this time is 40 hr. When vulcanized, the mold is
helpful in removing bubbles of entrained air sufficientdy flexible and elastic to be removed
from the rubber. (Another technique for from the master withbuit gxeat difficulty or
removing entrained bubbles is to worK the deformatiou. The mold is examined after its
rubber with a very fine stream of high- removal from the master, and "flash" is
velocity air that punctur the bubbies.) The trimmed off. Modifications may be caned
rubber penetrates qi le well into the surface into it at this time. When the mold is fully
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1, 25-2.1.2 Thermoforming k
4Anufaciring

*1!_:_/ '', This process uses a thermoplastic material.
" Scroll sainy, JHeat and pressure, or vacuum are used to

nd ill force the material to conform to the die
contour. The process is suited to large planar

Therooforming flueric elements where precision and detail
requirements zre not-too high.

casting

Photoetch'ng 25-2.1.3 Photosensitive Plastics

Transfer Molding 7 DuPont has developed a photopolymer
J plastic (TemplexT MIl) that is being used to
J+t Molding form flueric elements. Because of the speed
Inject:on Molding-and simplicity of the process, it is especiallyuseful for breadboard experimental work,
Compreacton Molding where the de.signer must kno w qikythe

effect of small design changes. For large lots
better methods are available. The process

Figare 25-1. Comparison of Plastic Forming centers on the fact that the photosensitive
Processes for Fabricating Economic Production plastic when exposed to ultraviolet light

Quantities2  becomes insoluble. The unexposed part
remains soluble in dilute aqueous sodium
hydroxide spray. The-proce% is shown in Fig.

prepared, the epoxy compound is poured in. 25-22.
Bubbles are removed from the epoxy either
mechanically, with a pick or brush. or by This process offers several advantages:
means of a vacuum. After the epoxy has
cured, the piece is removed from the mold. (1) Construction Ease. Three-dimensional
Here, again, the elasticity and flexibility of
the rubber allow pieces to be removed whichI have no draft. With little or no further work,
the resulting piece accurately duplicates the Uilroviolet Light
desired features of the original item. Cace the Film Negative ,, I . !:
optimum geometry is found, the process can Photopolymer
be used to duplicate units indefinitely and Bonding
with considerable uniformity and accuracy Suppo, -
from copy to copy. if the mold becomes
damaged, second and third generation mold- (A) Exposure Unexpoied Exposed
can be made from the epoxy pieces with little Photopolymer Photopolymer
or no loss of detail. (Soluble) (Insoluble)

As a material fo; use in flueric devices,
epoxy has several d-sirable properties. It can
be machined if necessary; it can be perma-
nently bonded to other epoxy pieces, such as
cover plates, or to itself if a unit should be (8) Cross section after Washout
broken; and it can be made with different
degrees of softness and flexibility in each of Figure 25.2. Photoetching of Photosensitive
several layers. Plastic
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Plastic Material speeds ond with -little material waste. The
Mold CaJ1process is similar. to. .the die vasting of metals

lHopper ty in some respects. Injection molding usually is
Chamber accomplished by the plunger method or the

screw method. The screw method, shown in
Fig. 25-32, uses a ;ontinuous screw to

Mold transport the granulated material from the
wClamp hopper, through a heating chamber, and into

the mold. The movement of the screw
F r 2thoroughly mixes the constituent resins,
Figure 25-3. The S:rew Method of Injection plastics, and fillers as they are being liquefied

Molding2  at temperatures-that range between 2500 and
5000F. The choice and control of tempera-
ture. are important; for, while increasing

piastic configurations car, be made from- temperature facilitate the raovement of the
two-dimensional black and white copy. plastic into the mold cavities, -too high a

temperature may degrade the material The(2) Speed. Once -the negative is- prepared, mixture sfocdapressrsoI000t

processing requires about 20 min. 20,000 psi through a system of channels into
t, -mold- cavities. Cooling channels keep- the

(3) Smeth Side Walls. An uneven surface mold temperature below the fluid point of
can disruptlamnhar flow. the plastic. After the part has solidified, the

mold opens to eject the part and then closes
(4) Simplicity. Both material and -special- as the cycle is repeated. The operation usually

purpose machinery arc available and, because is entirely automatic to this stage. Little
no unusual skills are required, in-house finishing work is necessary other -tar
manufacture is possible. "degating" to remove the excess material that

solidified in the channels between the nozzle
(5) Precision. A mean side wall taper of 2 and the mold .avities.

deg can be maintained.

The plunger method uses a ram to force the
Several limitations also should be noted: material into the mold. This technique is not

as satisfactory ac the screw method because of
(1) Operating Temperature Range. Present- occasionally incomplete mixing of the mate-

ly limited to approximately -i000  to rial charge, somewhat higher heat required,
+2000F. and the increased complexity of the plunger-

type equipment. Roughly 80 percent of new i
(2) Aspect Ratio. Cannot exceed 3:1. injection molding machines purchased are of

the screw type. The use of multicavity dies
(3) Sensitivity to Moisture and Some allows simultaneous production of many

Chemicals. The results of long-life experi- identical parts which may weigh only a
ments to test dimensional stability and other fraction of ait o-ance. Since thermoplastics can
critical features are being determined, be remelted, the excess material can be

reprocessed. Mpnufacture of multicavity dies
25-2.1.4 Injection Molding for injection molding is a costly and

time-consuming process. Therefore, injection
Injection molding is a process for forming a molding should be used for flueic device

granulated thermoplastic material into a components only where the design configura-
complex, precision-finished part at high tion is fixed and large quantities are required.
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Press Huid Press Head
Top- d Mlssd

Mold-Pins 
HeateBMold Cavflsd,. -Ram

Botto -Mol-- 0 Transfer PotI, ,+ r---'--' W iner'
+ Mold
. ++--" Cavities

Bottom Platen

Figure 254. Compression Molding2  Figure 25-5. Transfer Molding:

25-2.1.5 Zet Molding where -necessary. Like other molding tech-
niques,- close tolerances specified but not

This process is used with thermosetting actually required inciease the cost -of the
-materials and is-an adaptationof the plunger finished- part. Excess flash created- between
method of injection molding used with t&e top and bottorn molds must be reinoved
thermoplastics, The feature-of this method-is from the molded part. The scrap r.ate,-whi-n
to use. controlled heat so that-the granules of is sometimes 30%, is higher for compression
the thermosetting material become "soft" but molding than for injection molding -mainly
-the material does not "set" or polymerize because- thermoset rejects and flash cannot be
-until sonime time later when the mold is filled remolded. Compression molding requires
-completely. These critical controls make the more corplex machines and more highly
process some ten- or twenty- times longer than skilled operators than the injection process.
injection molding.

25-2.1.7 Transfe~r Molding
25-2.1.6 Compression Molding

In the transfer process (Fig. 25-52) the
A die for compression molding is shown in molding material is placed in a chamber called

Fig. 25-42. A fairly precise "charge" of a transfer pot usually located above the
thermosetting resin is placed in the mold closed, heated molds of the machine. Mold
cavity, and the-top mold is brouglht down to heat and plunger pressure cause the thermo-
induce pressures of 2000 to 4000 psi (or setting preform iPo plasticihe enough so that
greater) on the mold. The temperature-typi- the material flows through the runners into a
cally between 2500 and 3750F-and pressure mold cavity. The total time of pressure
are held until polymerization occurs, then the application may be as long as one minute.
part is removed. After the material has been cured, the mold is

opened and the finished part ejt.cted without
Compression molding is a high-pressure cooling.

process most advantageous for the forming of
identical parts of relatively simple design from 75-2.2 METALS
thermoset materials. Compression molding is
more economical for high volume than small Fabrication processes for metals include
lot production. The operating cycle-a func- conventional machining, powder metallurgy,
tion of the material, part thickness, and die-casting, chemical machining, electroffrm-
size-may be a minute or longer. Tolerances ing, electrical discharge machining, and
can be held 0 ± 0.005 in. per linear inch electrochemical machining.
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25-2.2.1 Crqv.entional Machininb, pressing, and sintenng. Blending produces the
desired mixture, then cold poressing between

The most comm3nly used processes include 20 and 80 tons produces a "green state" item,
milling and engraving (pantograph). There is a which is still fragile. S;ntering i, the next stage
definite lower limlit of size to which these which is -performed in an oven at high
processes can be used, and-they are not usable temperatures, but below the melting points of
for the microminiature elementh that have the metal powders. Sinterinig provides a strong
begun to appear. However, these processes are chemical bond and "recrystallizes" the
suited for laboratory breadboard construc- pcwdered particles. The atmosphere of the
tion. By using the pantograph method, a large furnace usually consists of inert gases that
scale master of the element i generated, then prevent the sintered material fion oxidizing.
a model .s aLcurately milled-in Bakelite, using Powder metallurgy requires certain special
a pantograph engraver with a lower limit tool design considerations. First, thin parts and
diameter of about 0.1 in., which a.;o becomes narrow, deep sections should-be avoided: the
the channel width limit, former may- break and the latter may prevent

complete formation of the part. These
In conventional m,.:hiring, if a separate limitations may make the process unsuitable

unit is made to incorporate each design for flueric- elements with high aspect -ratios
change, a great many hours of valuable shop and for delicate splitters. The tolerances
time is used. In addition, zuccessive units may permitted in the direction of pressing should
vary slightly in those dimensions that should be grcater than those at right angles to
have remained unchanged. While not often pressing. Dimensions perpendicular to the
seious, such changes add an unknown factor pressing direction can be held to about
to the analysis of test data. To assure that -+0.0015 in./in. Slots and channels must be
only the desired dimensions are changed, tapered to two or three degrees to allcw
sometimes only one unit is built. This unit is ejection of the part from the die after
then tested, disaisembled, modified, reassem- compacting.
bled, and retested. This process takes less
shop time than does the construction of 25-2.2.3 Die Ca&ting
separate units, but only a limited mnmber cf
variations can be made o. one unit. In Die casting is a proce,s that forces molten
addition, if the desired configuration. is metal alloys into metal dies to produce
passed, it is usually not practical to "back up" complex parts. Thi; technique ib a rapid and
and re-examine it. In any event, th. number relativ-ly inexpensive method of producing
of combinations possible in such a study large quantities of precision metal parts.
makes any process that involves machine lhcre ae actually four principal methods of
woik on each unit prohibitive in both time die casting. plungei, air inje.tion, vacuum,
and money. and ,old chamber methods. The first three are

examined in the paragraphs that follow.
25-2.2.2 Powder Metaliurg-' Selection of the proper method is determined

primaily by the kind of alloy tc be cast and
Powder metallurgy is a technique that the production quantity desired.

produces finished parts of uniform density
and high strength, starting from powderel For all these methods, section thicknesses
metals. Typical metal are copper, tin, lead, are also a function of the type of alloy used.
zinc, nickel, and iron. The technique is A practical minimum is 0.040 in., and
suitable o.ily for relatively high production maximum settioas up to 0.5 in. are possible,
quantities (1000 units or more). The process although problems with shrinkage are likely.
consists of a sequence of powder blending, Tolerances attainable vary with the type of
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01. (1) Plunger Method. As its name:implies,
Plunger Noz the. plunger method (Fig. 25-62) uses a-

plunger to force the molten metal alloy into
the open die. The-plunger moves vertically in

Part a vessel imme''sed in a large metal pot
containing the molten-metal. Molten metal is

-allowed to flew from the pot into the vessel
K -during the upstroke -of the plunger. On the

metal downstroke, the metal in the vessel is forcedpot - into the spout -through the nozzle, and into
- the die cavity. When the metal, in the die

- " al hardens, the plunger ,mpeats the -cycle, The
Furnace," die is opened and the casting is ejected-during

Fi~dre 25-6 The PIonter Method of Die the plunger "pstroke.
Castinji2  (2) Air Injection Method. This -method

differc from the plunger method in that air
alloy, -but a figure of ±  0.004 in./in. gives a pressure of 300 to 600 ps, rather than- a
rough -order of magnitude -for linear ditmen- plungtr, is used -to-force the metalinto-the
sions. die, and the whole vessel, rather than the

_plunger, moves through an upstroke arid aExcept for finishing, oecondary operations downstroke. The air injection method is well
usu.,lly are not required for die cast parts. In suited to production of aluminum -alloys,
all instances, however, flash and cores must be although low melting point alloys may- also b-
sep;rated-from the finished-part. Mechanical, used.
chemical, -electrolytic, or electroplated fin-
.shes-may be used where they are required for The vacuum process (Fig. 25-72) offers
proper performance of the flueric elements. certain improvements of particular interest to

the designei of small flueric elements and
A discussion of die casting methods circuits. Thin walls, important for miniaturi-

follows: zation, can be achieved with the vacuum
process. Wall thicknesses of 0.030 in. are

To common, and 0.018-in. walls. are obtainable.
Improved surface-finishes reduce the need tor

-Valvadditional Ainishing operations after casting.
Lower porosity throughout the casting

- increases the part tensile strength and

Movable i
Plate is iMoltetMo- A puttiai vacuum is mantai:e .n the

injection chamber and die cavity. The plunger
then forces the molten metal into the partial

Dis.P vacuum of the die cavity. After solidification,
-Dies, O the vacuum is released, the part ejected, and

the piston withdrawn for another cycle. The
J".urnae vacuum proces can pioduce parts as rapidly

as conventional die -casting methods, but- at
Figure 25-.Z The Vacuum Method of Die the higher cost of maintaining a partial

Casting2  vacuum.
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TABLE 25-3

TYPICAL SURFACE DIMENSIONAL TOLERANCES* IN
PHOTOETCH PROCESS 2

Metal Thickness, in.

Metal 0.001 0.005 0.010 0.015 0.020

Copper &
Alloys 0.0005 0.002 0.003 0.005 0.005

Steels 0.0005 0.002 0.003 0.005 0.005
Aluminum

Alloy,; 0.002 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005
Molybdenum 0.0005 0.002 0.003 0.006 0.005
Titanium 0.0005 0.002 0.003 0.005 0.005
Nickel 0.001 0.003 0.005 0.005 0.0075

"Toleranus ± (in.)
25-2.2.4 Chemical Machining that are important to the manufacture of

flueric units. A specified amount of material

Two general types-of process are included may be uniformly removed fro ',i the surface
under chemical machining: photoetching and of a metal pzrt to leave a comp'ex pattern.
chemical milling. Each is discussed: Parts, once masked, may be etched simulta-

neously in numbers that are limited only by
(1) Photoetch Process. This process is the size of the etchant bath. Chemical milling

being applied to metal sheets 0.020 in. thick does not change the structure of the metal
or less and is becoming more and more
important in fabricating laminar flueric
elements. It works on the principle of F ]1. Mister dr Wlng from
employing chemicals to "etch" away exposed customer spoclfications
metal areas while P, photographic technique
"masks" out other areas that are to remain
unchanged (Fig. 25-82). This process has been ,-wa
used with the following metals in order of Fhtogaphictl-.. . -" iincreasing di fficulty: copper, nickel, carbon Reduced -

steel, stainless steel, aluminum, titanium, andmolybdenum. Etching rates var from 0.005
to 0.003 in./min, and dimension tolerances 3. Photounaltlze. coat'd
increase with increasing metal thickness (see patterns In stoiant
Table 25-32 ).

(2) Chemical Milling. This process is Slots t Holes Sharp Corners
similar to photoetching in that both piocesses r =b/2
use etchants to remove the metal. However,
chemical milling uses tape or pai:it rather than
the photographic method to prepare the rE1
metal and is suitable for thicke; parts. It can b2b but Metal Thickness
be used for almost any metal (st e Fig. 25..92).

igure 25-8. Photoetching Process and Design
Chemical milling has several advantages Considerations2
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UnmeDd the etchant and material. Secondly, impropermasking may not-be-obvious until after the
Tank., etch has been made. Finally, the process

Mask ng presents some design pxoblems. Undercutting
is unavoidable and must be taken into

.....__- account in design. The resultant rounded
comers may have a'i undesirable effect for

-Maskint cut here fluid flow. There is a limit to miniaturization,
Metal Is oaten back first 'for-the

k-under TAskant equal greater depth imposed by masking techniques, beyond
tde ths 2 cut, which chemical milling cannot be used.

Smllr-deth -Greater 25-2.2.6 Electrical- -Discharge MachiningIsmalur ept Ag~~h EDM)
-This method of metal' removal employs a

lorkpiecs spark discharge between, the tool -and the
N eskant workpiece. EDM is: prticularly usefui for

complicated designs in-lard, brittle metals. A
typical EDM system- is illustrated in Fig.
25-102. The tool, which is the cathode, isigre 25-9. Chemical Milling, Showing the shaped in the fory of the desired cavity. The

Effect Upon the Workpiece2  workpiece is the anode and is submerged in a
dielectric fluid. Typical equipment operates

being etched, nor does the process-et up with- high currents and a potential of
binteal s r does Fnly praceseti and approximately 80 V across a gap separation ofinternal stresses- Finally, operating ando;verhead costs are often lower than those for acrossth 0. ap .The -nspa par -a-sl
other metal-removal techniques. across the gap. The spark vaporizes aSmall

amount of metal from both the tool and the
Chmical milling also has limitations. The workpiece. The DC source is pulse-modulated

process is relatively slow: to etch a 1/8-in. slot u o1000ple:prscadtegpi
4adjusted to maintain a constant voltage drop.rqiefr m mi to 4hr, depending upon Mea h oland

Metal is lost from both the tool .workpiece but less is lost from the -tool.

-o -c Ratios-of workpiece- penetration to tooliwear
Oercu +vary from 3:1 to 7:1.Overcut - '

25-2.2.6 Electrochemical Machining (ECM)

A- This is a deplating operation in which the
Too cathode tool and anode workpiece are

L..immersed in a flowing electrolyte. A DC
ork- "' current passes through the circuit, and the

Io: deplated metal is carried off in the electro-
- lyte. Metal removal rates vary from 0.1
- in. /sec for a 1000-A unit to 1 in.3 /sec for a

i 10,000-A unit. Typical potentials maintainedTablw Dilectric Fluid
Vlorkplece 4=cross a gap (0.001 to 0.003 in.) are 4 to 10

V. Typical electrolytes are sodium chloride,
Figure 25.10. Electrical Discharge Machining or sodium nitrate at flow rates up to 200

Arrangement2  ft/sec.
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DC - thickness dependent upon the metal de-
posited from the bath (see Fig. 25-112).

!i Cores for electroforming are made from
* - metals or nonmetals and can either be

Anode . expendable or reusable, depending upon the
design of the part. Plastics, plasters-, waxes,

L stainless steel; and aluminum are possible corematerials and can be dissolved -by- suitable

chemicals without damaging the part pro-
Mold (Cat ode duced. The eleo:troforming baths are similar to

Tank Electrolyte those used-in electroplating. Only a few types
of metal -can-be electroformed: copper, silver.
iron, nickel, and chromium.

Figure 25-11. Electroforming2

Electroforming techniques with expendable
cores offer new design possibilities for the

Compared to EDM, the ECM technique-is manufacture of complex, planar, and axisym-
-to be preferred when: (1) lot sizes -are metric flueric subassemblies and complete
comparatively large and on a continuing units, in one piece and without interconnec-
schedule; (2) the volume of metal to b- tions or parting planes. The possibilities for
removed is large, (3) a good finish, relative to making unusual and miniature configurations
cutting time is required; (4) the area- of appear to be limited only by the ability to
engagement between workpiece and electrode fabricate cores. Miniature parts from 0.030 to
-is large; (5) three-dimensional contours are 0.20 in. in-diameter, 1/8-in. long,-and with a
required; (6) the contour of a cut is critical; wall thickness of 0.001 * 0.0001 in. have
and (7) erosion of the electrode would disturb been produced. Thicknesses may vary from
the form. 0.001 in. to about I in.

25-2.2.7 Electroforming 25-2.3 CERAMICS

rhis is an electrolytic plating technique for Three general processes ,t fabricating
manufacturing metal parts. It is similar but ceramics may be used: photoetching, ultra-
not identical to electroplating. Electroforming sonic machining, and electron beam machin-
can be used to produce very complex forms ing.
with excellent tolerances, but it is expen,,ive,
limited to a few metals, and economically 25-2.3.1 Photoetched Ceramics
more suitable for small production runs. The
electroforming process requires a core that A process developed by Corning Glas
duplicates the cavity or inside dimensions'of Works in conjunction with the US Army
the part to be produced. The core is placed in Harry Diamond Laboratories uses a photo-
an electrolyte bath, and metal is electro- graphic technique with a thin sheet of silicate
lytically deposited over all surfaces of the glass that contains a photosensitive ingredient
core at a constant rate. When the required such as the cesium radical, CE+-. In the
amount of metal has been deposited, the core presence of ultraviolet light, the exposed glass
is removed from the bath and separated from ansorbs the radiation, creating a print
the metal deposited on it. The metal deposit constant in depth. Post heating to 1200 0F
then becomes the finished part having the creates colloidal particles in the exposed
internal dimensions of the core and a areas. When dipped in hydrofluoiic acid. the
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A!l dimensions in inches phi. being a typical value. The larger value of
_H 0.0116 125 pin. appears to be low enough to assure

.. //proper device performance.

Certain precautions are necessary in design-K / ing thie pattern to be optically rduc-cd. For
example, nozzles should be de igned at least

0080 0.010 in. ?longer than the desired finished
length because they etch from-both ends. To
produce a sharp splitter, the wedge must be

X/ ~ designed wi th- a -radius- on- the end so that
when the etching process is finished, the
wedge has just eroded -down to- a sharp point.
Narrow Channels and small holes present-

00089 ,problems. A fresh supply of acid cannot be
maintained at ihe etching surface and erosionlags behind the expected rate.

Figure 25-12. Cross Section of Typical l

Channel Etched in Photosensitive Glass3  When the=flueric circuit is etched, a covered
plate must -be sealed onto it. -Various gaskets
have been tried but have been abandoned in

exposed-areas are etched away 20 to 30 times favor of sealing with an epoxy Cement. For a
faster than the unexposed glass. With this more permanent seal, a glass cover plate can
process, the sides of a channel have a slope of be fused onto the etched base;
less than 2.5 deg from the vertical, Fig.-
25-123. The channel is then, for all practical The glass etching method gives excellent
purposes, rectangular. reproducibility. The techniaue has been

developed to the point where variations in the
Typical nozzle dimensions for devices built etched base plates have a smaller effect on the

by this technique are 0.020 by 0.080 in. device or circuit performance than does the
Nozzles as small as 0.005 by 0.002 in. are effect of assembly variations.
accurately reproducible by the method. These
nozzle widths are comparable to the diameter These fluidic -elements offer advantages of
of a human hair. high dimensional stability, no moisture

absorption, good shock resistance, and operat-
Depth of the etching easily is controlled. ing capabilities to temperatures of 1000"F.

With a 0.040-in nominal depth, variation in The process is summarized in Fig. 25-132.
depths across a plate can be kept within 0.002
in. Across a single element, tolerances can be 25-2.3.2 Ultrasonic Machining
kept within 0.001 in. To!erances on holes and
channel widths up to 0.25 in. can be kept Ultrasonic machining is used to work hard
within 0.001 in. Up to I in., widths can be brittle materials, including ceramics. The
kept within 0.002 in. Up tC 5 in., method is based upon the concept of minute
center-to-center distances can be maintained particle removal by fine abrasive particleswithin-0.003 in. traveling at high -velocities. The pattern

eroded is identical to the shape of the tool.
Good surface finishes are attained by The tool is held very close to the workpiece

etching. A typicel finish for a wall is 125 pin. and vibrated at 15,000 to 30,000 Hz with an
The bottoms are considerably smoother, 20 amplitude of 0.001-0.005 in. Between the
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25-2,3.3 Electron Beam Machining
DESIGN/ CHEMICAL

_FMILLING Elec tron beam machining focuses a streami
PHOTOGRAPHIC of electrons in a bundle about 0.001 in. in

NEGATIVE, FINISHED diameter with a cross-sectional density of 109
GLASS W/in. on the workpiece and vaporizes the

PHOTOSENSITIVE material- it impinges upon. Removal-rates are
GLASS CRYSTAL small (about 0.1 rag/sec) and only relatively

PROCESS small cuts are economically feasible. The
ULTRAVIOLET process makes possible the production ofEU ORA ET INIHEDquite -precise and fine cuts of -any desired

contour in any material. Fig. 25 is52 is a
PHOTOSENSITIVE typical -setup. The two major limitations areFURN C CERAMIC that (1) a , acuum of ab 1 ut ! 0 " -mm of

mercury must be .maintained- within thechamber, ar d (2) X-ray shielding must be
. used. Howe% er, the- capability Of this process

to cut 0.005-in. channels separated by 0.010
in. may-be very impirtant for microminiature

. .;,devices.

25-3 SUMMARY
77 As indicated, flueric devices can-be formed

irom a variety of materials that are selected
by the designer on the basis of performance
properties. When production is considered,

n- ithe economy of each process also must be
, .-. "  -weighed against other factors before a

decision is made. Looking to the future, it
appears- that metals and ceramics will be used

.. more often than plastics. Also, since the
advent of microminiaturization, the require-

..ments will be for processes that can fabricate

Transducer

Figure 25-13. The Photoetching Process for - Excitation Coil
Ceramics and Some Examples of Etched

Photosensitive Ceramic Transducer Gone

Tool Cono
To
Driver Unit Cutting Tool

To
tool and workpiece is a slurry containing the motion "
abrasive, such as boron carbide or aluminum
oxide. The tool, made from cold-rolled or Abrasive Slurry
orainless steel, wears only slightly. No pressure Workp i ece
is exerted on the workpiece by the tool. A
typical setup is shown in Fig. 25-141. Figure 25-14. Ultrasonic Machining'

25-13
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TABLE 25-4 K
COMPARISONS OF VARIOUS FABRICATION T-CHNIQUES FOR FLUER!C DEVICES2

Quantity
Requirements Element Design

Corm- Miniatur- Rulativ-,
Low Medium High plexity ization Accuracy Economy

Plastics
Casting E G F G F G F
Thermoforming E G F F P F F
Photoetchirg E G G E G G G
Injection M ldinq P F E G G G E
Compressicn -vold.

ing P F E G G G E

Jet Molding P F E G G G E
Transfer Molding P F E C G G E

Metals
Powder Metallurgy P G G G F G F
Die Casting P F E G G G G
Chemical Machining G E E E E F
Electroforming G F P E G E F
Elec^r.,c! Dis-

chrg: -Machining P G G G F G F
Electrochemical

M-chininc, F G G G G G G

Ceramics
Photoctihing F G G E E G G
Ultrasonic

Machining P F G G G G P
Electron Beam

Machining P P G E E E P

E = Excellent G = Good F = Fair P = Poor

complex pp.;cision parts of small size. Such with some indicatior of the characteristics of
processes include the photoetching tech- each process. This table is oy no means
niques, chemical machining, and electron absolute but serves as a rough appraisal of the
beam machining. These processes are also merits and limitations of each process
economically sound for mass production, according to present state-of-the-art fluid
Table 25-42 conpares the various techniques element fabrication techniques.

'5
~25-14
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'.) . V&ouum Chamb'r
- i .Filament

Hettln.q Beam Forming
HGin2-0 to 1000
Ciru Vc .ts with re-
About fspect to Cathodo
bot V- Ancde

lOp J _Tungsten Diaphram
€D-Boem AlignmentCz cm---Coils

Beam C ---- -"- Tungsten
Centerli ne "iphrtm

Electro- Elctroma gnet icmaneti c _ ocuslna Lena

,,I

.7,, s i g - BC= lt , s s 1 6F o r Cmt e, . .
bokDeg G e o, r IbImechanica

.1. } --,-TO Vacuum Pump

--+ --+.+ Fgure.?5-15. Electron Beam Machining4
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PART SIX - MISCELLANEOUS TIMING DEVICES

CHAPTER 26

ELECTROCHEMICAL TIMERS

-Electrochemical timing devices are simple, 26-1 BASIC CONSIDERATIONS
small, low-cost items capable of proxiding
delays from seconds to months. 26-1.1 ELECTROPLATING ACTION

These timers are somewhat sinijlar to the The operation of electrochemical timers is
corrosion delays used in early bomb fuzes. In based on Faraday's first two laws of
the corrosion delays, the delay period is electrolysis which state: (1) the amount of
controlled by the time required for acid to electrochemical decomposition is proportion-
dissolve a baffle and trigger an output'. At al to the quantity of electricity passed, and
constant temperature, the chemical action on (2) the amounts of different substances
which the delay depends is quite accurate. deposited by a fixed quantity of electricity
The Germans reported an accuracy of ± 3% for are proportional to their chemical equivalent
the thrust cutoff in V-2 rockets. However, the weights. Mathematically, Faraday's two !.ws
reaction is very temperature sensitive, and are expressed as 3

there is no opportunity for temperature E
compensation in these devices. Therefore, the W F " dt, g (26-1)
delay times obtained are neft accurate in
military applicitions where unifo, n operation where
is required over an extended temperature
range. W weight of deposit, g

While several electrochemical timers have = equivalent weight of substance
been investigated for military applications, deposited, g
only the silver clectroplating timer is in
current use. This timer is convenient and F 'Faraday's constant = 96,000 C/g
reliable, and is therefore considered at length. equivalent weight
Mention is also made of the solion and tl'e

$ mercury timer. For other, less common, and f Idt = total number of coulombs, A-sec
experimental electrochemical systems, see
Ref. 2. Hence, when a solution is electrolyzed, the

number of electrons received at the anode
Because advantages and disadvantages dif- must equal the number delivered to the

fer for the various timer types, they are listed cathode. The ions arriving at the cathode are
separately for each timer in the paragraphs reduced (i.e., they obtain electrons) and those
that follow, ions arriving at the anode are oxidized (i.e.,

26-1
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ELE-%':TOLY E impedance rises rapidly and results in a sharpCONTAINING _

siVER SALT increase in voltage to about I- V. This Voltage
step can be -used- as- a circuit trigger.- The-

SILVER PLATED electrolyte obeys Ohm's law like metallic
NOBLE METAL conductors, except under abnormal condi-
" ORKING ELECTRODE" -tions-such as very high voltage, very high-

frequencies, or strong concentrat.on polariza-
tions.

,.--CATHODE-

-,ESEtVOIR ELECTRODE" Since the chemical action is reversible, the
_____-timer can be run down, recharged, and rerun.

This vepeat action is ideal for tisting aihd
Figure 26-1. Silver Plating Ation quality assurance purposes, However, theic- is

a limit to the number of successful repeat
they forfeit -electrons). Electrochemical sys- cycles for some types of cell. After -m any
tems that- obey these -laws are called Cycles the timer becomes inaccurate. This is
coulometric; and devices- that use -these because of the -exhaustion-effect common to
principles are called couloimeters. all electrochemical systems. -The re-,ersibility

difficulty develops when the electrovhemical
We here are concernedspecifically with the oxidation-reduction process is- disturbed by

silver system; shown diagrammatically in Fig. the "microscopic" early depletion of cations
26-1. It -consists of a silver case forming the in a localized area. An overvoltage in this arena
cathode, a silver-plated anode of noble metal, then leads to thegeneration f hydrogen and-
and an electrolyte solution of a soluble silver other side effects. Although -this process
salt. The anode is called the working occurs for only a very brief time, -perhaps \..
electrode, the cathode. -the reservoir -elec- only a microsecond in each cycle, the action
trode. These terms are needed because cell is sufficient to lead to a general deterioration
operation is reversible. As a matter of -fact, in the timing interval after -a Tew cycles. On
the rever ibility makes the electroplating the other hand, P large number of good runs,
system attractive as a timer. Operation is as as w-ll as temperature independence for the
follows: to start, the working eiectrode is timing cycle, is claimed for some of the newer
unplated and the timer is- set by passing a cell-types.known ltime inte~gral of current through it.
During the timing cycle, the working The ampere has been defined as that
electrode, now the anode, is deplated of its amount of current which, flowing for 1 see,
silver, will- deposit 1.118 mg of silver for each

coulomb of charge. (This is why electroplat-
During the timing cycle, current flows ing timers are called coulometets.) This same

thrcugh the cell to convert silver metal to 1.118 mg of silver is deposited at-0.SA for-2-
silver ions at the anode (Ag - Ag" + e). T _ . .. or at 310 _YA for I hr. The general
ions then move to the cathode to reolace the relationship, in customary units, is
ions that have been reduced there. (Ag+ + e - CAg). This deplating operation is preferred over t =_ - hr (26-2)
plating because of its well-defined end point.
During timing, while'silver is being removed where
from the anode, cell impedance is low. The
cell voltage drop will be about 0.01 to 0.1 V t = time, hr
depending on cell temperature and other
factors. When all the silver is expended, the C= coulomb ciapacit., pA-1.-

26-2
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WORKING tary timers with electrical and mechanical
readouts are described in hle paragraphs that
follow. Visual readout has not been used in

RESERVOIR military devices but is described in pars. 26-4
ELECTRODE and 26-5.

PLASTSC 01sKS Note that electroplating systems integrate_- the product of current and time. The current
WORKING P' --. need niot be continuous but may be

ERVOIR ELE T RODE interrupted in which instance the cell still
"counts" the cumulative product. Therefore,these devices can be used both as coulometers

Figure 26-2. Bissett-Berman E-Cells  and as integrating accelerometers in which
current is a function of acceleration.

I =current, MA 26-2 ELECTROPLATING TIMER WITH
ELECTRICAL READOUT

26-1.2 THE ELECTROPLATING SYSTEM
26-2.1 PRINClPI.E OF OPERATION

The electroplating system consists of three
4 parts: When a constant current is passed through

the electroplating timer (preset coulometer),
(1) A battery and its circuit which deliver it deplates silver from the working electrode

a constant direct current. Batteries are onto the reservoir electrode. The increase in
affected by ambient temperature but varia- voltage drop across the cell at the end of
tions in their output can De controlled by deplating is used for electrical readout. The
temperature-compensated electronic circuits, principle is described in. detail in par. 26-1.1.
A uniform current is a prerequisite for
accurate timer operation. 26-2.2 CELL CONSTRUCTION

(2) An electroplating delay cell in which Coulometers are manufactured commer-the constant current causes a chemical (silver) cially by Gibbs4 and Bisset-Berman', the

to react (be deplated) at a known rate (see latter calling its device an E-Cell. The E-Cd)
par. 26-1.1). has been used in several military applicatio., s,

such as broviding the delay in the Antiper-
(3) A detector that senses the relative sonnel Mine, BLU-54/B 6 ,7.

progress of the reaction, usually the depletion
of one of the chemicals (silver) from one of Cell construdion is illustrated in Fig.
the electrodes. 26-21. The cell consists of a silver case (the

reservoir electrode), 1/4 in. in diameter and
Detection can be aLcomplished in several 5/8 in. long. The working electrode of gold

ways. In electrical readout the change in over base metal is held w, place by two plastic
output voltage is sensed by means of a disks that serve both as seals aid electric
suitable detection circuit, in mechanical insulators. The case is filled with electrolyte
readout a motion results that can activate a containing a silver salt in a weak acio 8 .
switch or plunger to perform the desired Electrical leads complete the cell. Cell weight
output; visual readout permits the observation is about 0.1 oz.
of a change in appearance, such as color of
electrolyte or position of components. Mili- The cell illustrated is a single-anode cell,

26-3
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-- consistent combination is achieved. The first
-.---------------- element, a source of constant DC current, is

not discussed in this- 'handbook. A special
battery may be required, if this power is not

° -z available from-one of the cirfuits of the main
system. Dspending on the desired delay,

0 current levels vary from about a microampere
RV to a milliampere.

TIWE The second element is the coulometer
itself. Described in par. 26-2.2, it is available

Figure 26-3. Operating Curve of Coulometer in a large variety of -models and tmihzg
at Constant Ctirrent s  intervals. Before a spcdfic cell can be

selected, consideration- must be-given to the
output detection circuit.

permitting a single time delay. When more
than one delay is desired, several ,anodes of The output-signal of the coulometer is a
different sizes may be combined in the same change in voltage. During the timing interval,
unit' . The deplating of each anode-results in a the voltage -is 16w, see Fig. 26-3s . Upon
sharp increase in output voltage. A dualanode completion of anode deplating, the voltage
celli~suseful because of-the common military rises rapidly thus indicating the end- on the
requirement for two different time, delays, timing interval. One way to detect this voltage
For example, a mine may require-an arming rise is by use of the simple detector circuit
delay of a few minutes and a self-sterilization shown -in Fig. 2641. The-performance of this
delay- of several days. circuit is 'made clear by considering-its three (

phases of operation:
The power requirements of E-Cells is low

and accuracy of the timing interval is within ( 1) While the cell deplates, the run voltage
±4%. One exception to this accuracy is for V. is below the activation voltage of the
short-delay setting after long storage. transistor. Since the cell therefore is drawing

practically all the current, the equiv9lentI 26-2.3 TIMER DESIGN circuit consists of just the cell plus its resistor.

She design of an electroplating timing (2) During the rapid transition to the
system, like that of all other multicomponent high-voltage state, the current level through
systems, requires repeated consideration of the cell is reduced as the transistor base starts
the characteristics of each component until a to take current.

(3) When operating at the stop voltage V.,
-__- I_ __ the cell draws a very small residual current I,

which in most cases is negligible compered
LOAD with that drawn by the transistor. Thus, the

equivalent circuit is e-,entially the original
Vi  f circuit without the coulometer.

Typical voltage-current characteristics at

!vaucus operatirg temperatures are shown in
TIMING CIRCUIT I DETECTOR CIcuIr Fig. 26.51. Fig. 26-5(A) shows the maximum

running (deplating) voltage and current while
Figure 26-4. Coulometer Detector Circuit' Fig. 26-5(B) shows the stop voltage and its

26-4
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Figure 26-5. Typical Coulometer Voltage-current Characteristicss

associated current. The stop voltage Vs is (1) Advantages:
associated with the activation voltage thresh-
old of the transistor n the detection circuit (1) Good accuracy (within -4%)
while the stop current 1 is the residual
current passing through the cell at that (2) Good miniaturization
voltage. Since most circuits offer stop voltages
of about 0.7 V, stop currents are about 1 juA. (3) Simple ana inexpensive
More sophisticated detection circuits can be
considered to achieve othei desired effects. (4) Wide variety of timing intervals

Given the required time delay and selecting (5) Very low power requirements
a power source with a constant current in the
microampere range, the designer obtains the (6) Good shock and vibration resistance
capacity required from Eq. 26-2. The
microampere-hour rating defines a particular (7) Operation over military temperaturecoulometer, range

Experimental solid-state types of coulom-

eter are currently being developed'1O. Both SILVER ANODE

the electrode and the electrolyte in these -ELECTROLYTC

types are ionic pastes like those used in I LsUVER CATHODE

solid-electrolyte batteries. Operating in the
same manr.er as the liquid-electrolyte device,
they are small, rugged, and accurate within
±5%.

26-2.4 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVAN-
TAGES "-COMPRESSION SPRING

SWITCH7 CONTACTS
The characteristics of th, electroplating

timer with electrical readout may be summar- Figure 26-6. Electroplating Timer With
ized as follows: Mechanical Readout

26-5
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(8) Reusable several times (by deplathig). The timer cell (based on a patented idea 12 )
consists of a molded polychlorotrifluoroethy-

(2) Disadvantages: lene (Kel-F) cup that holds the anode
assembly. After filling with an electrolyte of a

(1) Detection circuit required silver fluoroborate solution, the cup is heat
sealed with an end plug that holds the silver

(2) Decreased accuracy for short set times cathode. The anode assembly consists of a
after long storage. silver plunger to which a contact disk is

fastened. The plunger is surrounded by a
26.3 ELECTROPLAT NG TIMER WITH compression spring and sealed with an O-ring

MECHANICAL READOUT coated with fluorosilicone lubricant. Allmaterials were selected for their .hermical
26-3.1 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION compatibility with the electrolyte.

Electrochemically, the mechanical-readout
tinier operates in the -same manner as the At the end of the timing interval, the anode
electrical-readout timer (see par. 26-1.1), At plunger is pushed to the left. In its new
the end of deplating, however, the action position, the contact disk (1) closes an SPST
differs. A schematic arrangement of a (Single Pole, Single Throw) switch and (2)
mechanical-readout timer is shown in Fig. opens the anode switch so as to terminate the
26-6. The cell consists cf a silver anode that deplating action. The contact force at switch
may be likened to the head of a pin, a silver closure is 0.8 lb and contact resistance after
cathode, and an electrolytic solution contain-- switch closure is less than 0.3 oim.
ing silver ions. When a constant current is The timer is 5/8 in. in diameter, 1-5/8 in.
passed through the electroplating timer, it long, and weighs 9 g. For some applications, (
deplates silver from the anode onto the the timer ; sealed in Thermofit heat-shrink
cathode. At the end of the timing interval, the
anode has been reduced in size to the tubing (not shown in the. figure). Timer

accuracy ,uider water (for which it wasdi-m ter of the pin shaft. At that instant, the designed) at 280 to 90*F is ± 5%; over the
spring causes mechanical motion. By pushing entie military temperature range, accuracy is
against a flange at the other end of the pin, e molsav t htood r hock as i
the spring pulls the pin out of the hole in the ± 105. Models have withstood socks as high
cell wall. as 12,000 g, low and high frequency

vibrations, cold storage at -80'F, and
Because of the displacement of parts, the temperature-humidity cycing.

action of a mechanical-readout timer is not
reversible. Whereas the timer in Fig. 26-6 Dual action, when required, is available
illustrates the output of closing a switch, the from Interval Timer, MARK 25. This timer is
output motion obviously can be applied to essentially a dual MARK 24 timer. It closes
the opening or closing of several switches or two SPST switches by two separate contacts
to the operation of a plunger. that operate from separate anodes. Construc-

tion and size are the ssme as for the MARK24.
26-3.2 CELL CONSTRUCTION

Cell construction is illustrated in Fig. 26-7. A commercial timer is shown in Fig. 26-8".
This is the Interval Timer, MARK 24 MOD 3, Its constru6tion is similar to that of the
a component of Firing Mechanism, MARK MARK 24 timer. It also closes an SPST
42. Originally designed for use in a sonobuoy, switch with gold-plated contacts. Body size is

$it currently is incorporated in Destructor, 5/8 in. by 7/8 in. Accuracy over the military
MARK 361". temperature range is 10%.

26-6
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.26-3.4 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVAN-
TAGES

0.625

The rharacteristics of the electroplatingK-- timer with mechanica; read-out may be
0-o. 75 I. summarized as follows:

Figure 26-8. Mechanical Readout Timer by (1) Advantages:
Gibbs (a) Simple and inexpensive

(b) Low power requirements
26-3.3 TIMER DESIGN

(c) Good shock and vibration resistance
The design of a mechanical-readout timing

system is simpler than that of an electrical- (d) Operation over military temperature
readout system. In effect, the mechanicai- range
readout system has only two elements, a
source of constant Dr current and the (e) No detection circuit required.
coulometer itself. The output of the coulom- -

eter is the operation of a switch or plunger, (2) Disadvantages:
and no separate output circuit is required.

(a) Not reversible
Depending on the delay desired, the-

battery current level varies from a micro- (b) Difficult to seal.
ampere to a milliampere. In the MARK 24
and MARK 25 timers current flow is 26-4 SOLION
regulated by the voltage applied and a
precision resistor connected in series with the 2641 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
cell. Operating time is computed by

CR The solion is an electrochemical t'nert= , hr (26-3) using an oxidation-reduction system that uses
ions in solution instead of electrons as the

where charge carners. Solions have found applica-
tion mainly as diodes with both electrical and

t =time, hr visual readout. They also have been designed
as tetrodes and used as electrical amplifiers

C= coulomb capacity, A-hr and general-purpose integrators. The electro-
A lyte contains a specified amount of iodine and

R = resistance, ohm a comparatively large amount of potassium
iodide2 . Hence, the solution contains tri-

I voltage, volt iodide 13.

For the MARK 24 timer, C = 0.005, and Shown schematically in Fig. 26-93, the
for the MAR. 25, C = 0.01. By varying solion timer consists -of two identical
voltage, resistance, or both, delays of 5 min to compartments separated by a semipermeable
30 days can be achieved, diffusion barrier. When current is passed

26-8
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concentrations-of the tr-iodide ion. Note that
PLATINUM-' Ohm's law breaks down in the solion; the-

Scurrent and cell resistance maintain a constant"POPION'TRIE -KI-1 2  value with increasing voltage up to appoxi-
SOLVENTr vSl"Eu mately 1 -V, where the oxidation-reduction on

1 process terminztes and Ohm's law resumes.
The resistance of the solion cell varies
exponentially.

* J For timing purposes, the electrical readout
is not entirely satisfactory because the-step

0sAFFUSIO" WRIER function at the-point of exhaustion of iodine
(FRITTED GLASS)

\AODE ions is uncertain and inaccurate. The end
COMPARTMENT COMPARTMENT pointsvaried 162 parts per thousand at room

temperature, and the device ran even slowerFigure 26-9. So1ion Timr at -25o and 650 C2. Repeat cycles are limited'
through the: cell,: :iodine is reduced in* the by the exhaustion effect (see par. 26-1.1).
cathode- compartimefit (13- + 2e-.+ 31x), and
the iodide ion -is oxidized in the anode The solion has been reported to withstandcompartment (3I- I3-+ 2). The net result vibration in all th-ee axes, from rest to 50 g at
is that iodine -is-transferred to the anode 0 - 2000 Hz, wth displacements as large as
compartment. Theamount of iodine trans- 0.5 in. Solions have been stored over a year

wfiot an deed2-01le devition in opera-fered is proportional'to the tinie and current, ithout any- d ,,,noand the conductivity- of the electrolyte is tional ability.
proportional to iodine concentration, permit-
ing an electrical readout. The color of the AVSA
clectrolyte is also a function of iodine T
concentration, so -that visual readout is The characteristics of the solion may be
possible, summarized as follows:

The polarization curves for the solion are
shown in Fig. 26-103 for five differen (1) Advantages:

1.0 CIL ) )(a) Good miniaturization

0.4 - (b) Good shock and vibration results
(4)

(c) Low power requirements
a0.6

(3) (d) Good storage potential

0.4 - (e) Current controlled by conditions at the
.() cathode only.

0.2 (2) Disadvantages:

o 0. 1 1 1. 0 (a) Poor accuracy (about ± 20%)
'"0 0.2 0.4 0.9 0.6 1.0

VO V , v(b) Unoaxtzin time end point
Flgure 2610. Typical Polartzafton Curves for

the Sollon (c) Exponential resistance characteristics

26;9
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MERCURY WITH 10% TNlALLIUM cell, mercury is electroplated from the anode
CONTROL through the electrolyte to the cathode. _

L " EC T R OOt Buildup of mercury at the cathode causes the
... . electrolyte gap to approach and-at the end of

Lthe delay-contact it, at which time the
voltage drops to-permit an electrical readout.
Visual readout also is provided by observation
of mercury pellet motion.

SSVThe mercury timer operates with a current
--PROPIONITRIE $oLVNT- of 50-100 pA. Operation is reversible except

WITH POTASSIUM I0DIDt nh
AND MERCURIC IODIDE that the number of cycles is limited by the

exhaustion effect (see par. 26-1.1).
PLATINUM PLATED ELECTROE--

Difficulties appear when an attempt is
Figure 26-11. Mercury Timer made to operate the mercury timer over the-

military temperature range. These include (I)-
the necessity for lowering of the freezing(d) Low frequency respoase (lower than point for the-cell contents because operation

that of transistors by a factor of 106) when frozen is destructive (mercury freezes at
(e) Degeneration of timing interil--38F), (2) mercury -expansion problems,

and (3)- electrolyte-mercury interface diffi-
culties experienced with changing temp.ra-

(f) Limited temperature range. tures.

In-summary, the solion lacks precision and The relatively high coefficient of expansion
will not function over the military tempera- of mercury creates the danger of a cracked
ture range. While the solion has some housing when the environmental temperature
ccmmercial applications, it has not been used is increased; the same coefficient of expansion
in a military device.isicesdthsaecefintoexnin
i t dwill threaten the mercury-solvent interface
25 Mwhen iower temperatures ar- encountered.
28-5 MERCURY TIMER Also, difficulties have been reported wish the

deposit of mercury on the end terminals'.
26-5.1 PRINC!PLE OF OPERAT1ON

The m'rcury timer has withstood vibration
This device operates by transporting and shock tests including a 150-g shock, a

mercuric ions through a solvent that separates continuous I1 6-g acceleration, and Il 5-g vibra-
two bodies of mexcury, eventually exhausting tion at 5000 Hz on all axes. A sloshing effect
one of the mercury reservoirs. The chemical is reported due to resonance at 400-600 Hz.
equations associated with the reaction are 41"
+ Hg -+ Hg 14= +2fortheanodeandHgI 4  26-5.2 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVAN-
+ 2,-- Hg + 4I-for the cathode. TAGES

Shown schematically in Fig. 26-111, the The characteristics of the mercury timer
mercury, timer consists of a cell, often a glass may be summarized as follows:
tube, with anode and cathode at the ends and
a control electrode in the center. Three pellets (1) Advantages:
of mercury are shown, separated by two
bodies of electrolyte consisting of an iodine (a) Good accuracy (over narrow tempera-
solution. Upon curent passage through the ture range)

26-10
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-(b) Good miniaturization (3) Occasional sloshing effect

(c) Low power requirements. (4) Setting required before operation can
begin.

(2) Disadvantages- In summary, the mercury timer is delicate
and cannot operate over the military tempera-

(1) Limited temperature range ture range. While the timer has some
commercial applications, it has not been used

(2) Fragile in a military device.
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CHAPTER 27

NUCLEAR DECAY TIMERS

A low-frequency, high-accuracy time base
may be constructed by making use of the RAIATIN NUCLEAR PREAMPLIFIER COUNTER
decay of a radioactive substance in conjunc- SOURCE PATILEC -0 OTSCRIINATOR
tion with a particle detector. In addition, ri PARTILE V 1
electronic circuitry is required to produce a
usable timcr. Although nuclear decay is
randomly distributed-in tim- accuracy ran-be Figure27-1, Elements of Nuclear Dec' Timer
obtained by sampling a sufficiently large
number of counts. One significant advantage
of the nuclear timer-is that its time base rate iofiization process thus prov-.img signals from
is independent of temperature and other the detector of approximately equal pulse
environmental variations. Fig. 27-1 shows-the heights.
block diagram for a nuclear decay timer.

Highly ionizing particles increase the
27-1 RADIATION SOURCE signal-to-noise ratio and minimize the degree

of amplification--required to -reach the input
27-1.1 DESIRABLE PROPERTIES level of electronic- scalers. There should be no

significant change in the disintegration rate of
To be useful for a nuclear time base the radiation source during its predicted use

generator, the radiation source should have and storage life. Therefore, the source should
the following properties: have a long half-life. Fig. 27-21 may be used

to estimate the half-life required of the
(1) Monoenergetic particles radiation source, once the operation and

storage periods and acceptable decrease in
(2) ighly ionizing particles activity have been fixed.' For example, if the

radiation source is to retain 99% of its activity
(3) Long half-life after a period of 10 yr, a source with a

il dhalf-life -greater than 6.3 X 102 or 630 yr
(4) Decay products producing little md;a- should be chosen. k more exact estimate may

tion be made from the following equations'

(5) Capability for permanent mounting N = N. e -Xt (27-1)

(6) Ready availability, where

The radiation should be nearly monoener- N = radioactivity at time t
getic to provide for ready discrimination
between output pulses produced by the No= iritial radioactivity
detectors, and the internally generated noise
in the detectors and amplifiers. All monoener- X = decay.constant, yf"
getic particles will lose approximately the
same proportion of their energy in the t = time. span, yr

27-1
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Figure 27-2 Decrease in RadiEctivity as a Function of Use and Storage Period

0.693 (27-) shielding, a few mil.,eters of aluminum.

1(27-2) However, beta particles are not monoener-
getic, The particles emitted from a particular

where T,/2 af , radioisotope would have a continuous 'distri-
bution of energies andwould be difficult to use

22"7-1.2 TYPES OF RA .T!OI. because of he signal-to-noise ratio problem in

Four natural forms of radiation could be ecrs

considered for this applicatio n: X rays, gamma Alpha particles are identical with the
rays, beta particles, and alpha particles. nucleui of a helium atom, consisting of two

protons and two neurons. The,;e particles are
Gamma rays and X rays are es.zentially the emitted from the nucleu o- certain of the

same radiation form and differ only in the heavy radioactive elements. Alpha particles
manner in which they are produced. They are have a discrete energy which, depending upon
a highly penetrating iadiation and therefore the producing isotope, are in the range 4 to
would I),, difficult to apply safely in a 10 MeV. The shielding required for alpha
ri~ature timer because of the protective particles is simple, several sheets of paper
•Jeld.ng required; also timer geometry could providing adequate shielding in nearly al.
not be arranged conveniently to provide instances. Alpha particles are strongly ior.iz-
shielding. ing.

i tBeta particles are high velocity electrons. Considering the characteristics of each type
The penetration characteristics of beta parti- of radiation, it is apparent that alpha particles
cles would require only a minimum of are most suitable for use in a nuclear timer.

27-
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TABLE 27-1 The chamber wall is made from a high
work-functlon material, such as stainless steel

RADIOISOTOPES APPLICABLE TO NUCLEAR or nickel. In a typical gas tube counter, the
TIME BASES central electrode is usually about 0.003 in. in

diameter, a compromise between physical
italf-Life, Specific Activity, strength and a high field strength near the

Radioisotope yr curiel9 electrode at a relatively low supply vYntage.

Uranium 235 7.1 x 10 2.15 x 10- 6  With the central elertrooe serving as the
Neptunium 237 2.2 x 10 6.89 x 10-4
Uranium 238 4.5 X 109  3.34 x 10"r anode and the chamber wall as the cathode, a
Plutonium 2Z'9 2.4 x 6.17 x 1 voltage is applied to the tube. When ionizing

radiation passes through the gas, the pofitive-
ly charged ions resulting from the ionization
are attracted to the cathode where they are

27-1.3 RADIOISOTOPES neutralized while the negative charges or; Ielectrons travel toward the anode.
Selection of the radioisotope for use in the

time base can be made based on the While gas tube counters could be applied to
requirements discussed: military timers, each type presents some

difficulties that must be recognized:
(1) k. source of alpha particles

(1) The output pulFs- of the ionization
(2) Half life sufficiently long for opera- chamber is i!depeadf at of the operating

tional requirements voltage, provided the operating voltage is high
enough so that recombination is negligible

(3) Energy level (spezific activity) high and low enough so that no secondary
enough fo reliable detector operardon. ionization occurs. The amplification factor is

therefore unity. Thus a relativcly large
Table 27-11 lists radioisoiopes that may be chamber (at least 3.5 cm long) is required.

considered for nuclear time base applications.
(2) The amplification in a proportional

27-2 NUCLEAR PART!CLE "'rTECTOR counter is a strong function of gas pressure. In
the fixed-volume chamber, pressure varies

The radiation detector used in the nuclear significantly over the military temperature
timer provides an electrica! signal for each range.
radiation event it detects. Radiation detectors
presently in use include ionization chambers, (3) Geiger-Mueller counters have an in-
proportional counters, Geiger-Mueller coun- herent recovery time that makes their
ters, scintillation counters, and semiconductor response slower than des'rable.

t! radiation detecto.,s. Ionization chambers,proportional counters, and Geiger-Mueller 27-2.2 SCINTILLATION COUNTER s
counters operate on similar principles and are
included in the general class of gas tube The operation of a scintillation counter is
counters. based on the fact that in certain materials the

ionization and excitation processes caused by
27-2.1 GAS TUBE COUNTERS nuclear radiation are accompanied by the

emission of light or scintillations. The light
These counters usually consist of a photons are absorbed by the cathode of a

cylindrical gas filled chamber nd a centra photomuitiplier tuba that then c lits photo-
electrode that is insulated from tha chamber. electrons to produce a current pulse.

27-3
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OIFFUSM.D PHOSPHORUS A diffused junction detector usually is
prepared by diffusing phosphorus onto thesurface of a pure wafer of p-type silicon. The

I-EARVT) diffusion depth is on the order of one micron

and constitutes the n-layer of the diode. In
/Iv 3. the surface barrier detector, surface states are

CONTACT L -eCTRICAL LEAD allowed to form by spontaneous oxidation on
the surface of a pure wafer of n-type silicon.
The formation of the oxide takes place

(A) DIFFUSED JUNCTION DETECTOR through an evaporated gold layer that is
provided for electrical contact. An inversion

GOLO CONTACT layer is thus formed having electrical proper-
ties similar to those of the diffused layer in a

OXIDIZE LAYER diffused junction detector. In this case the
HIGH RESISTIVITY oxide layer acts as the p-type side of the
SIIcC.,, (N..TYPC diode junction.

I4--.UMINUM CONTACT Electrical leads to the associated electronics
are attached easily to the fiont surfaces of

(0) SURFACE BARRIER DETECTOR both of these detectors because both the
diffused and the gold surfaces are highly

Figure 27-3. Semiconductor Radiation conductive. For the back contact to the SRD
Detectors care must be taken to avoid any sharp change

in resistivity that would result in the
formation of a rectifying barrier. Two

Since photomultiplier tubes are very solutions to this problem are:
sensitive to shock, require a well-regulated.
high-voltage power supply, and exceed the (1) Doping a portion of the silicon bulk
volume limits of military items, scindIlation with an impurity to lower surface resistivity.
counters are not suited for the nuclear time
base. (2) Evaporating a thick layer of aluminum

onto the back surface.
27-2.3 SEMICONDUCTOR RADIATION

DETECTORS S.D) The inherent energy resolution of SRD's is
better by a factor of ten than that of gas tube

A relatively new detector, the SRD, is counters. The counting rate of SRD's is
described in several recent references 2 ,3. The limited only by the external electronics.
SRD can be classified as a semiconductor SRD's can be made much smaller than gas
junction detector. Its usefulness results from tube counters, and they are more immune to
exploiting the phenomena occurring at the physical damage due to shock. The main
junction of two special types of material difficulty in the SRD approach is obtaining a
when placed together. Very pure, single- detector that provides a sufficiently large
crystal silicon is used as one of the materials signal-to-noise ratio over the military tempera-
while the other material varies with the type ture range.
of detector. Fig. 27-3' shows a diffused
junction and a surface barrier detector. 27-3 ASSOCIATED ELECTRONICS
Details of construction vary with different
manufacturers. Associated electonics must be included in

27-4
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the time b'se system because the nuiclear couiied and the inherent noise levels of-the
... 1- particle detector itself cannot provide an detector and tie amplifier must be provided.

output usaole by the counting circuits. The Nuclear time bases use integral ratheiz than
detector output must be amplified. The simple discrimination2 . The function of
output is on the. order of millivolts but a simple discriminators is to pass only pulses
signal on the order of volts is desired by the exceeding a preset threshold le vel, whereascounter. Since the capacitance of the detector differential discriminators pass pulses having

varies with temperature, it is not desirable to amplitudes with a preset "window" above the
have the voltage output of the amplifier threshold.depend on detector capacitance. Rather, a
charge-ssnsitive preamplifier should be used A serious disadvantage of a nuclear time
that has a negative charge feedback to the base is the relatively long calibration time
input capacitance through a small capacitor required. For typical values of 1000 Hz and

--(about 5 pF)4 . 0.1% accuracy, calibration time is 4000 sec.
This compares with 10 see per reading of

In addition to amplificatioin, a means of electronic, electromechanical, or mechanical.
-discriminating between the pulses to be time bases.
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APPENDIX A

BOOLEAN ALGEBRA APPLIED TO LOGIC CiRCUITS

Boulean algebra is the algebra of proposi- following symbolizes that A and B produce C:
tions that are permitted to be either true or
false. Thus it is useful for the combination, A • B = C (A-1)
manipulation, and simplification of control
functions that can be represented by variables The basic OR gate is shown in Fig. A-21. If
whose values are limited to discrete binary either A or B is present (switch closed), there
digits 0 ana 1. These digits rupresent the two is an output C. OR functions are termed
states of many common binary or bistable logical addition; the symbol used is a plus
devices-e.g., nunconductive or conductive, sign. The following symbolizes that A or B
discharged or charged, current on or off. produces C:

The basic building block used in the design A + B = C (A-2)
of the logical elements of flueric and
electronic timing systems is the gate. A gate is A third basic operation is the inversion or
"a circuit having an output and a multiplicity I not function (Fig. A-3 2). The syrbol is a bar
of inputs so designed that the output is over the function, viz., A means that A is
ent gized when and only when a certain not present (equals 0). The not lunction
definite set of input conditions are met"' . inverts the state of the bistable function-i.e.,
Gates can perform various arithmetic opera- it transforms a I into a 0 and vice versa.
tions and control functions. The theory of
gating networks is expressed conveniently in The logic associated with EXCEPT, NOR,
'Boolean notition. Note that logic circuits for and other logical decisions can be built up
electronic timers are discussed in par. 11-4.2 from the basic logic functions of AND, OR,
and those for flueric timers in par. 24-5. and their inversions.

Fig. A-1 shows the symbol of an AND Consider the statement: not A AND not B.gate. The gate receives two input signals A " 42g. A. 2 shows a possible presentation. Note
and B and generates an output function C that both A and B are inverted to get not A
only when both A and B are present. Fig. A-I AND not B. The mathematical ex pression is
also shows a switch analogy of the gate; lamp
C lights only when A and B are closed. AND K. = C (A-3)
functions also are termed logical multiplica-
tions; a dot is used as the AND symbol. The The figure also shows not (A AND B)

A aA

A A

Figure A-1. Symbol and Switch Analogy for Figure A-2. Symbol and Switch Analogy for
AND Gate2  01 Gate2

A-M
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A-)- I -- A A list- of Boolean postulates and equations
is given in Table A- 3. The analogy'between
electrical, flueric, and electromechanical

Figure A-3. not Symbolis Bar Over Letter2  systems for the basic gates in logic is
contrasted, in fig.. A-6. The recommended
symbols for logic diagrams are contained in

expressed as (A-9) which doe not,,qual _A'. 'Ref. 4 while fluerc symbols are contained-it
Ibis fact -is mde clear by the Venn -diagram Ref. 5.(Fig., A-52 ) - wherein all areas -of true
conditions-are shaded while false areas are left

blank.
0-e MI-n oe oel I -

A -- 7..A A A t. •

0-1 Os 1  0 i 0 I 1

A a A*WA A-0

Figure A-I. Symbolic Representation of not A A

AND not B, a/so not. (A AND 89)2 Figure A-5. Venn Diagram for Fig. A4 2

TABLE A-4

BOOLEAN POSTULATES AND EQUATIONS3

1. A+A=A Absorption rule for+
2. A A =A Absorption rule for'
3. A +fB= B + A Commutative rule for +
4. A * B = B " A Commutative rule for
5. (A + B) + C = A + (B+C)

=A+B+C Associative rule for +
6. (A B)" C-A (B C)

= A B • C Associative rule for,
7. A * (B+C) = A - B + A • C Distributive rule for over +
8. A + B C =(A + B) (A + C) Distributive rule for +
9. A , B A + B De Morgan's rule for *
10. A+B=A B De Morgan's rule for +
11. A+ 1'= I
12. A* I=A
13. O+A=A
14. 0 As0
15. A+A=I
16. A' As0
17. A+A-B=A
18. A+A B=A+B
19, A-B4B.C+CA=(A+B), (B+C)* C+A)
20. AB+A*C+B° C=A B+B-C21. A=A

A-2
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GATE TYPE ELECTRONIC FLUERIC ELECTROMECHANICAL

AOA A

CN A MZ--
OR -

C

Figure A-6. Symbols for the Basic Gates
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GLOSSARY

This glossary is restricted- to key terms for clockwork. Also caijed hairspring.
timing systems &d components. Additional
terms may be found in the following Balwice Wheel. A balance for clockworks to
references: BlneWel aac o lcwrstregulate their beat. It is usually shaped like a

MIL-STD-444, Nomenclature and Defini- whel
tions in the Ammunition Area, Depatmefit of BistabAc Device. A device that has two stable
Defense, Change 2, 9 July 1964. states, sucha current on or current off.

MIL-,TD-1 306, Fluerics, Tenninology-qnd
Symbols, Department of Defense,. 17 July Cesium jleami Resunator. A device which
1968. utilizes the trarsition of the cesium atom

designated as Fm (4,0) .+ (.,0). The
AMCP 706-210, Engineering Design Hand frequency of oscillation has beeft estabikihed

book, Fuzes. as 9,192,631,770 cycles per ephemeris sec-
ond.

IRE Dictionary of Electronic Terms and
Symbols, Institute of Radio Engineers, Inc., Counter. A device capable of changing from
N.Y. 1961. one to the next of a sequence of distiguish-

able states upon each receipt of au input
Eric Bruton, Dictionary of Clotks and signal.

Watches, Arco Publications, London, 1962.
Delay. An explosive train compcnent that

Amplifier. An active electric or flueric introduces a controlled time delay in the
component that increases the strength of the fanctioning process.
signal applied to it.

Deilay, Arming. (1) The intervdi expressed in
Arming. The changing from a safe condition time or distance between the justant an item
to a state of readiness for functioning. of ammunition carrying a fvze is latinched
Generally a fuze is caused to arm by one or a and the instant the fuze becories armed. (2)
combination of means as acceleration, rota- The time interval required for the armdng
tion, mechanical drive, chemical action, process to be completed in a nonlaundhed
electrical action, or air travel, item of ammunition.

Atomic Clock. A timer that employs as its Delay, Functioning. The iiterva! expressed in
frequency regulator the vibration of the time or distance between initiation of the
cesium atom. The atomic clock is the most fuze and detonation of the main charge.
accurately known frequency standaid because
the radio frequencies emitted by atoms and Eph-meris Time. Time calculated from the
molecules at low pressares are fixed and orbit of the ear'd around the sun (as opposed
unchanging with time and independent of to the rctation of the earth). Ephemeris time
temperature. has been adopted as the fundamental unit of

time.Balance SrAng. A fine spring, usually spiral,t.sed fox oscillating the balance wheel of a Escape Wheel. Th. !ast wheel in the gear train

G-1
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of a clockwork which is controlled by the " and systems and the associated periphedescapement. equipment used to perform sensing, logic,

Escapement. The part of a mechanical amplification, and control functions.

clockwork which regulates the rate of Fuze. A device with explosive components
transmission of energy. %e also: specific which initiates a train of fire or detonation in
escapements. an itenm of ammunition by an action such as

hydrostatic pressure, electrical energy, chemi-
Escapement, Self-starting. An escapement cal action, impact, mechanical time, or a
that has the ability to start oscillating, combination of these.I; without an external force, from any rest
position, and to sustain the oscillation3 as Fuze, Time. A fuze that can be preset to
long as energy is supplied, function after the lapse of a specified time.

Escapement, Tuned. An escapement consist- Gear Train. An amrigemen;t of two o; more
ing of a pivoted balahce mass and a restring gears meshing to transmit power from a
sprng, pulsed by an escape wheel. driving shaft to a driven shaft -at a diffei-ent

speed or in a different direction.
Escapement, Untuned. An escapement con-
sisting of a pivoted mass driven by an escape Hair Spring. See: Balance Spring.
wheel. The mas oscillates without a spring-

Igniter. (1) Any device, chemical, electrical,Explosive Train. A train of combustible and or mechanical, used to ignite. (2) A specially
explosive elements arranged in the order of arranged charge of a ready-burning composi-decreasing sensitivity. Its function is to tion, usually black powder, used to assist in
accomplish the controlled augmentation of a the initiation of a propelling charge. (3) A
small impu'lse i.nto one of suitable energy to device, containing such a composition, used
cause tie main charge of the ammunition to to amplify the initiation of a primer in the
function. A fuze explosive train may consist functionig of a fuze.
of a primer, a detonator, a delay, a relay, a
lead, and a booster charge, one or more of initlator. A device used as the fist element
which may be either omitted or combined, of an explosive train,. such as 3 detonator or

squib, that, upon receipt of the proper
Failure Diameter. The minimum diameter of mechanical or electrical impulse, produces a
an explosive cylinder which will sustain burninj or detonating action. It generally
propa.vatior in the ax-al diection. Below this contains a s all quantity of a sensitive
diameter, propagation is retarded or extin- explosive.
guished due to radial heat losses.

Tntegrator. A device that sums discrete or
Feedback. The return to the input of a part variable quantities over .sonw specified range
of the output of a device, system, or process. of the selected or independent variable.

Flip-flop. A bistable device. Junghans Escapement. A type of tuned,
two-center escapemaent named after its oriS-

Fluerics. The area within the field of fluidics, inal designer.
in which fluid components and systems
peiform sensing, logic, amplification, and. Logic Device. One of the general category of
control functions without the use of moving devices that perform logic functions; for
mechanical parts. example, AND, NAND, OR, and NOR. They

can permit or inhibit sig'il transmission with
Flaidics. The general field of fluid devices certain combinations of control sipals.

G,-2
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) oran. A long-range pulsed radio aid to Safing and Arming Device. A mechanism that
navigation, the position lines of which are prevents or allows an explosive train todetermined by the measurement of the operate.
difference in the time of arrival of initiallysynchronizedpulses. Setback. The relative rearward force of

inertia which is created by a forward
M onostable Device. A device with one stable acceleration of a projectile or missile during
and one astzble state. When triggered, it goes its launching phase. Setback is directly
from the stable to the astable state, and later proportional to the acceleration and mass of
returns to itG stable state. the parts being accelerated.

Osctllator, Electronic. A circuit for producing Sidiereal Time. The time of the rotation of the
an alternating waveform, the output frequen- earth as measured from a clock star, hitstead
cylorrepetitionrate of which is determined by of from the sun.
the internal characteistics of the device.

Solion. An electrochemical timer based on aif
f Oscillator, Flueric. A flueric device for oxidation-reduction process that uses ions in

producing a periodic change in fluid pressure, solutioh instead of electrons as the charge
velocity, etc. The output frequency or carriers.! ,1 repetition rate is determined by the interna

raetitiso the derined bytheiSpin. Th, rotation of a projectile or missile
about its longitudinal axis to provide stability4 Pallet. The part of an escapement which during flight.

intercepts the teeth of the escape wheel. Timer. A programming device that controls
the time interval between an input signal apd

Primer. A relatively small and sensitive initial an output event or events. See also: specific
explosive train component that, on being timers.
actuated, initiates functioning of the explo-
sivw train but will not reliably initiate high Timer, Analog. A timer that obtains its
explosive charges. programmed lime delay by directly measuring

the magnitude of some continuously variable
Pyrotechnic Composition. A physical mix- parameter, often the rise in voltage from zcro
ture of finely powdered fuel and oxidant, to some predetermined value.
with or without additives, to produce heat,
light, smoke, or special effects when ignited. Tmer, Digital. A thnar (I) having a numeric
The mixture is consumed in the process of display of the time, or (2) measuring time by
burning, counting the output pulses of an oscillator.

Relay. An explosive train component that Timer, Electronic. A timer using electronic
provides the required explosive energy to digital or analog elements.
initiate reliably the next element in the train.
It is especially applied to small charges that Timer, Electrochemical. A timer based on the
axe initiated by a delay element and, in turn, constant rate of a chemical reaction at a
cause the functioning of a detonator. constant current.

Runaway Escapement. An untuned, two- Timer, Flueric. A timer using flueric digital
center escapement in which the escape wheel or analog elements.
drives an inertial mass alternately clockwise
and counterclockwise. The oscillatory motion T'mer, Interval. A timer that switches electric
of the mass regulates the escape wheel circuits on or off for the duration of the
motion. Also called verge escapement. preset time interval.

G-3
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each fiteival is initiated-by the co mpletion- of tSeRnwa sathe Preceding irter~al-bon iquejice o6ftimedoutputs -is Produced. The intetvals I .s Wall Af-c~nr, -The phenomenniflecad s td -deend en ty. devices -in which _a fluid streainflowing close-Taduc ted Adv~c to a surface is deflected, to that srface evefi'f~Tranduce. A eic -that converts -signals thesurface is at-a tcohsiderabeleijie to thefrom one- medium to an e quivalent sig nal in a original direction of flow.Second- medium.
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System characteristics 7 23 13 3 18

Testing 7-5 23-7 13-6 21-4

Miscellaneous devices: electrochemical 26, nuclear decay, 27

References are located at the end of each chapter

A Actuators, flueric tape, 23-11
Air

AC flueric system, 23-7 injection die casthig,.25-.8
AC motor clockdrive, 16-8 speed-pressure relationship, 24-1
Acceleration traffic control, 3-6

high, 13-7 transport, 15--6, 20-5
low, 13-9 Airborne mechanical timer, 13--14
of electroLic timers, 7-5 AnpIifiers, flueric, 24-34
rocket, 16-29 Analog

Accuracy, see also: Frequency stability electronic system, 6-3
comparison, 1-2, 13-3, 16-4 electronic timing circuits, 10-1
mechanical timers, '12-2, 13-3, 13-6, 16-3 output of mechanical timers, 16-71
precision reference timers, 2-4 AND/NAND elements, 24-28, A-1*1
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Apparent solar time, 2-1 Breaking fork for escapement, 16-33
Arming- Breadboarding, 7-9

delay, electronic, 7-20 Brocet's~method for-gear ratio, 16-25
delay, mechanical, 12-8, 13-3, 16-78 'Bruceton test, 21--13
device, mechanical; 12-7
time,-rocket, 16-29 C

Artillery -fuzes
flueric, 24-44 -Cam operated mechanical output, 16-74
mechanical, 12-7, 13-7 Capacitors

Artwork taping, 8-16 electronic, 7-6, 8-1-2
Atomic fluerie, 24-33

beam-resonators, 3-11 Cascading, 24-36
clock-synchronizati6n, 5-3 Casting of plastics, 25-2
clocks, 2-1, 3-3 Centrifugal force, projectile, 13-7
resonance devices,-3-iO, 4-12 Ceramics for flueric timers, 25-1, 25-11
time,2-3, 3-1 Cesium beam standard, 4-13

Auxiliary equipment Character form, readout, 16-76
electronic timers, 6-5 Chemical
mechanical timers, -12- U electronic plating, 8=-4

gas generators, 24-6
B milling of metals, 25-9

Clock tooth gears, 16--18 (
Backound of readouts, 16-77 Clocks, 3-1, 12-2
Baffles for delays, 18-5, 18-7 Closures for delays, 18-8
Balance wheel Club tooth escapement, 16-42

configurations, 16-45 Coded tape flueric valves, 23-1 0
Junghlans, 16-32 Communications, 2-7
manufacturing methods, 14-5 Compression molding of plastics, 25-6

Balanced piston output, flueric timer, 24-38 Conductor spacing, 8-15
Banking pin of escapement, 16- 62 Copper thickness for circuits, 8-14
Barium chromate/boron delays, 21-9 Coriolis force, 13-8
Basic timer concepts Corrosion preventive finishes, 13-6

electrochemical, 26-1 Coulometers, 26--3
electronic, 6-1 Counters
fluerc, 22-1 electronic, 7-10, 11-14
mechanical, 12-1 flueric, 24-21
nuclear decay, 27-1 precision reference, 5-2
precision reference, 2-I Cost of time bases
pyrotechnic, 17-1 comparison, 1-2

Batteries, 7-9. J0-13, 11-22 electronic timers, 7-25
Beliows actuated flueric output, 24-39 mechanical timers, 13-5
Binary counting, 24-22 Crystal oscil:ators, 3-4
Bipolar transistor, 10-10 Curpistor timers, 10-8
Bisset-Berman coulometers, 26-3 Cycloidal gears, 16-18
Black powder, 21-5 Cylinder escapements, 16-36
Bomb fuzes, mechanical, 13-10
Boolean algebra, A- 1 D
Bottled gas flueric power supplies, 24-1.
24-4 Dashpots, 16-77
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Data analysis, statistical, 7-23, 13-18, 21-13 radiation hardening, 7-18
DC flueric systems, 23-7 Detached lFver escapements, 16-42, 16-64
DC motor clock drives, 16-11 Detonator, delay, 17-2
Dead br.at escapements, 16-31 Die casting of metals; 25-7
Delay, arming, 7-20, 12 --, 13-3, 16-78 Dielectric materials, 8-7
Delay elements, pyrotechnic Diffusion method for semiconductor

assembly, 18-2 circuits, 8-6
baffles, 18-5, 18-7 Digital
Ilack powder, 21-5 electronic timers,-see also: Electronic
chemistry of compositions. 21-3 timers, 6-4, 1-1-1
closures, 18-8 interval- timer, flueric, 22-2
compositions, 21-5, 21-6 output of mechanical timers- 16-71
data analysis, 21- 13 Diodes, 10- 10
fuels, 21-4 Dock escapement, 16-36, 16-50
general; 17-1 Draw a:ngle of pallet, 16-61, 16-65
heats of reaction, 21-7 Dynamic regulator for mechanical timers,-
housing materials, 18-2 12-12
initiation, 18-4, 18-7, 21-10
input sensitivity, 21-12 E

internal free volume, 18-7
loading pressure, -18-2 Efficiency
measurement of explosive charge, 19-2 of gear trains, 16-19
obturated, 18-6 of main springs, 16-6
output, 18-7 Electric
output sensitivity, 21-12 discharge machining of metal, 25-10
oxidants, 21-4 initiators, 21-2,21-12
pelletizing, 19-3 Electrochemical
pressing, 19-2 machining of metal, 25-10
pressure, 18-8 timers
production techniques, 19-1 advantages, 26-5, 26-8, 26-9, 26-10
retainers, 18-5, 18-7 basic considerations, 26-1
safety, 20-1 disadvantages, 26-6, 26-8, 26-9,.
seals, 18-8 26--11
sensitivity, 21-3 electroplating
space limitations, 18-1 action, 26-1
system characteristics, 18-1, 18-9 system, 26-3
vented, 18-3 timers, 26-3

Demolition firing device, mechanical, 13-10 mercury timer, 26-10
Design considrations solion, 26-8

electrochemical timers, 26--4 Electroforming of metals, 25-11
electronic timers, 8-10, 8-14 Electromagnetic pulses, 7-16
escapements, 16-54 Electron beam'machining of ceramics, 25-13
flueric timers, 23-1 Electronic
gear trains, 16-26 circuits for nuclear decay timers, 27-4
mechanical timers, 13-1, 13-3, 14-1, timers

16-2 accelerated systems, 7-12
precisicn reference timers, 2-1, 4-1, analog timers
4-7, 4- !3, 5-1 level detectors, 10-9
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e-tting methods, 10-1- deadbeat, 6-31

timing cicuits, 10-1 detachedlever, 16-42, 16-64-
auxiliary equipment, 6-5 Dock, 16-36i 16-51
dataanalysisi 7-23 Jughans, 16-32, 16-50
digital-timers - manufacturing methods, 14-5-

counters,I 1 13 Popovitch, 16-35.
oscillators, 11-2 -runaway, 16-29, 16-30, 16-54
output circuits, 1 1-19 self-starting capability, 16-40-
power supplies, 11-22- spin sensitivity-of tuned,. 16-.49
setting methods, H 1-21: spring motion, 16-51
time bases, 117-2 tuned, three-center, 1 6-41, 16-60

fabrication, 7-10 tuned, two-center, 16-31, 16-58
general; 6-1 untuned, two-center,. 16-26 16!-54
human, factors engineering, 7-24
long delay systems, 7-20°  F
ifitaPy applcations, 6-4

oscillators, 7--3, 7-9, 1 -- 2 Fabrication, see: Production techniques
-output; 11-19 Faraday's laws, 26-1[ packa gn g, 8-1I-I, 9_-1 Feedback oscillator, flueric -24-1-1-
power supplies, 1-1-22 Field-effect transistor_ 10-11

-production techniques, 8-1 Finishes, mechafnical timers, 13-6
radiation hardening, 7-13, 7-18 Firing device, mechanical,_ 13-10
requirements, 6-5, 7-12 Flip-flops, flueric, 24-16
sealing,-8-12 Flow
semiconductor.devices, 6-1 meters, 23-16
-setting methods, 7-13, 10-11,.11-21 -,visualization, flueric, 23-20
shipping; 9-1 Fiueric- timers
stationary systems, 7-1 AC-systems, 23-7
storing, 9-1 advantages, 22-1,systems 6-3 amplifiers,24r34,

I -testing, .73, 7-21 characteristics, 23-2
-time-basas, 10-1, 1- 2 component design, 24-1 I

tubes, iW- 0- counters, 24-21'
Electroplating,26-1, 26-3 DC systems, 23-7
Electrostatic discharge-sensitivity of delays- digital interval timers, 22-1
21-12 disadvantages, 22-3 f

Encapsulation,8-14 flip-flops, 24-16
Enclosures for quartz crystals, 4-4 gain, 23-1
Environmentai design considerations, see:_ -De- general, 22-1

sign considerations hybrid systems, -23-9
Ephemeris-time, 2-2 integrated circuits, 23-2-
Epicyclic gears, 16-15 interval timer, 22-1l
Epoxy casting, 25-2 load-impedance, 23-6
Errors, -timing, see: Accuracy logic, 23-9, 24-26, A-1
Escape wheel, -16-61 matching-technique, 23-5-
Escapement materials, 25-i

cylinder, 16-36 modular components,_23-2

-14
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6scillators, .24-1 I' Gear ;rains
outpts,, 24-22 bibliography, 16-81
power supplies, 24-! clock tooth, 16-18-
produci'n'_techn i~u6s, 25- 1 -cy cl oidal, 16-18
reliability, 22 -1- -design, 16-26
requirements, 22;-1 effciency, [6§-19
resistors, 24m-3,0,ei lc 61
setting-imethods, 24-41 ~friction eftects, 16-19
system- design, 23- 1 gear-ratios, 16-23
test landevAuation, 23-45 harmonic, .16- 15

Fluid ti fmrs, 1677 hpqcyclic, 16-15
Flying clock experimenits, 5-13 involute, 16-18
Fork armvof _escapement,_16-64 manufacturing method, 14"S
Forward- Adceletvation; 13 -7 small -mechanism, 16-1'6
Frankford -run-down- test, 21-13 -sur,16i-1-4
Frequency- synchronic'index, 16-16

dividers, 7-1 heory, 16-21

'ofescapemfenits, I61Z27, 16-32, 1 6-5 1, tootlr design, 16-2 1,
of time bases, 13-2 -Worm gesrs, 16-14of tuning -forks, 4-1-1 Gibbs coulomfeters, 26-3I
sensors, flueric,.23--12, 23-i6 Glass-to;.glass sealing, 8-13
stability- of precision reference timers, 3-1 Gover'nor for -DC motor clocks,-16-i1
standards,,2 -3 31-3,4-.12 Grah-am- escapement, 16-31

Friction, Great cirble distaaices, 5-3
effctsn gartrain efficiency, 16-19 Grnad -fuzes, mechanical,'1-3-5,, 13-10,

sensitivity-of 'delay elements, 21-10 16-78
Functinn deay mechail 1- -Gfouping of-digits, 16-76-
Fuels for dlay compositions, 21-4 -Guided- missile fuzes, mec.ianical,'12-6,4 Fuzes 1-4

electronic,:7-20,-['1 1-5
flueric, 24-44 H
mechanicaltiine, -12-4, 12-6, 13-7w-,

-13.-9,16-2_ -Hairspring
pyrotechnic, 17-2- Dock, 16-5 S1
setting, see: -Setting- Junghans,. 16-32

manufacturing-method, 14 -5
G_ motion system, ['6-49

-Half-adder oscillators, flueric, _24-13
Gain of-flueric-timers, 23-1 Hand-grenade fuzes, mechanical, 13-5,-

-Gammrarays,--14 -16-78
Gas Harmonic gears, 16-15

cell atomic -resonators, 3-11 -Harmonic oscillators,- 1 l-2
gene rat 'ors, flueric, 24-4 -Hazard classification, 20-2
tube counters, 27-3- Heat

Galesdelay copstos 16of-reactji, delay comfpositions, 21--6

Gear ratios, 16- 23 sensitivity of delays, 21 -11

1-5 j
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High acceleration timer systems Level detectors, electronic circuits, 10-9
electronic, 7-5 Lever of escapement, 16-62, 16-63, 16-66
mechanical,l 3-7 Lightning discharge protection, 9-2

Housing material of delays, 18-2 Linkage of setter components, mechanical,Human factors engineering, 7-24, 13-5 16-69
Hybrid systems Load impedance;, flueic- circuits, 23-6

electronic, 8--9' Loading pressure of delays!, 18-2
flueric, 23-9 Logic circuits, flueric, 24-26, A-I

Hypocyclic gears, 16-15- Long-delay timers
electronic, 7-20
-mechanical, 13-10

Loron, 2-5, 5-8
IFF, 2-8 Low acceleration systems; mechanical, 13--9
Ignition charges, 21-1, 21-2 Lubrication, mechanical timers, 14-4
Illumination of readouts, 6-77
Impact sensitivity of delays, 21 -10 M
Impulse pin of escapement , 16 -62
Inductance-capacitance oscillators, 11 "4 Machining,_25-47, 25-12
Initiation af-delays, 18 -3,,18-7, 21 -10 Mach-Zehnder interferometer, 23-21
Inltiator3, 21-1 Magnetic core computers, 7-7, 11 -15
Injection-molding of plastics, 25-5 Mainspring
Input sensitivity of delays, 21-12 comparison, 16-7
Insulated -substrate, electronic. circuits, -8- i0 design, 16-3
Integrated circuits efficiency, -166-6

electronic timers, 6-2, 8-5, 8-11 negator, 16-6
flueric-timers, 23-2 torque, 16-3

Internal free volume of delays, 18-7 Maintainability of timers
-Internationally coordinated atomic time -electronic; -7-23

scale, 2-3 mechanical, 13-4, 13-6
Internationally coordinated Universal Time, Manganese delay compositions, 21-6
2-2, 2-3 Manufacturing

Interval timers methods, see: Production-techniques
-electrochemical, 26-6 tolerances, mechanical timers, 13-6
electronic, -11-21 Masers, 3-11, 4-15
flueric, 22-1 Mass production-of timers
mechanical, 12-1, 12-3, 13-13 mechanical, -13-6, 14-2

Involute gears, 16-18 pyrotechnic- 1-7-I
Matching techniques, flueric circuits, 23-5

J Material
for flueric timers, 25-1

Jet molding of plastics, 25-6 MIL-SPECS, 14-4
Junghans escapement, 16-32 substitution for mechanical:timers, 13-6

Mean solar tim3, 2-1
L Measurement

explosive charge, 19-2
Laminate materials for printed circuits; 8-17 precision time, 5-1
Legibility of characters, -16-76 radiation hazard, 7-19

1-6
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Mechanical MIL-SPECS, materials, 14 -4
initiators, 21-1, 21-1,2 Miller integrators, 10-7
resonator Oscillators, 11-9 Modular components for timeTrs
timers electronic, 8-1'

auxiliary-equipment, 12-11 flueric, 23-2
component desigr, ;16-1 Moisture sensitivity of.delays, .2-43
design, 13-1-, 13-3 Monobrid electronic circuits,8--9
escapements, 16- 26, see also: Monolithic-circuits, 6-2

Escapements Motor clockdrives, 16-2,J6"11
fluid, 16-77 Moving parts detector, fluericq-timers, 23-12

fuzes, 1 2-4, 12-6, 13--7,-13-9, 16-2 Multichip electronic circuits, 8--
gear trains, 16-14, seealso: Gear N

trains
general, 12--1
lubrication, 14-4 Nature of-timing systems,,. 1
militaiy requirements, 1-m1 Navigation, 2-5
motors, 16-73, 16-8 Negator spring, 16-6,
outputs, 16-71 Neutrons, 7v-16
packing, 1-5-1- Nuclear decay timers
production techniques, 14-1 'associated-electronics, -27-4
readouts, 16-75 particle detector, 27-3-
requirements, 12-9, 14-3 radiation source, 27-1
setting, 16-66 radio isotopes, 27-3

I shipping, 15-1.springs- 16-3 0 -

storing, I5-1
system considerations, 13-1 Obturated delays, 18-6
torque regulators, 12- 11 Omega synchronization, 5-9-
typical;' - A2I Onticalflueric-measuring techniques, 23=21

Mercury Orifice resistors, flueric, 24-31
switch, 16-73 OR/NORelements, 24-28, A"-
timer, 26-10 Oscillators

Metals electronic timers, '-3,179, 10-3
Sr electronic-timers, 8-I electronic- timers, characteristics, 11-2,

for flueric timers, 25-1,25-6 11-12
for tuning forls, 4-11 - flueric timers, 24-141,241-14

Meteor burst clock synchronization, 5-13 quartz crystal, 3 -4, 3 -14, 4-2) 4-7,
Microelectronic modules, 8-- 1 11-2
Military applications reerence,,requirements, 2-8

electronic timers, 6-4 Output
general, 1-3- delay sensitivity, 21-13
mechanicW timers, 12-1, 12-6 delays, 18-4,'18-7
precision reference timers,_ 2-5- electronkctimers, 11-19;
pyrotechnic timers, 17-2 fluerictimers, 24-38
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-mechanical timers, 16-71 design criteria, 4-1,4-Y3
Ovens for quartz crystals, 4-9 equipment, 5-1I
Overdriving, 24-37 frequency-stability, 3-1
Oxidants for delay compositions, 21-3 general, 2-1

measurement, 5-1
P quartz crystal oscillators, 3-4, 3-14,

4-7
PA spring motion system, 16-49 radio -ransmission, 5-3
Packing reproducibility, 2-4

electronic timers, 8-11,9-1 rubidium gas ccli standard, 4_-14-
mechanical timers, 15-1 signal generation systems, 3-I
-pyrotechnic timers, 20-I spectral-,surity, 2"5
steps, 15--3 stability, 2-4Pallets, 16-27, 16-54; 16-56, 16-61, 16-65 synchronization system2s,-5-4-

-Particle detector, nuclear, 27-3 time standards, 2-1
-Pelletizing explosive charges, 19-3 transfer standard,-5-14
Performance tests, see: Testing tuning forks. 3-8;4-11
Percussion primers, 21 -2 Pressing explosive charges, 1 9--2
Photoetching Pressure

of ceramics, 25-11 bottles,-24-6
of metals, 25-9 of delays, 18-7Photoresist masking, 8-2 of flow, 24-29

Photosensitive plastics, 25-4 of fluids, 23-16, 23-19
Piezoelectric gages, 23- 9 Primary frequency standards, 3-3-
Pin-pallet escapement, 16-43 Primers, 21-1,21-2-Plastics Priming compositions, 21-2

-for flueiic timers, 25-1 Printed circuits, 8-14
sealing, 8-14 Production techniques of timers

! Plunger die casting, 25-8 electronic, 7-10, 8--1I Pneumatic flueric, 25-1,-25-2,-25-13
dashpot, 16--77 mechanical, 14-1, 14-5
power supplies, 24-4 pyrotechnic, 19-1
switch, 23-14 Programmer, mechanical timer, 12-1,

Porous metal resistors, flueric, 24-31 12-12
Popovitch escapement, 16-35 Protection levels, packing, 15-2
Position finding, 2-5 'Prototype development, mec.ianical timers,
Potting materials, 8-14 13-8
Powder metallurgy, 25-7 Power sources
Precessional force, 13-8 batteries, 7-9, 10-13, 1-1-22, 16-13
Precision reference timers flueric, 24-1

accuracy, 2-4 requirements, 11-23
atomic resonance devices, 3-10, 4-12 springs, see: Mainspring
-cesium beam standard, 4-13 Pulse-type oscillators, 11-10, 11-19-
circuits, 4-2 Pyrotechnic timers
components, 4-2 assembly, 18-JO
counters,-5-2 advantages, I 7--I
definitions, 2-1 components, 21-1

il 1-8:
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d e, lei: .-nts, see: I~lay~elenients flueric, 24--1
disaC antages, 17-2 Relays, mechanical, '16-72-
general,,17-1, 18-8 Reliability of timeis
hazard classification, 20-2 electronic 7-4T,'7-23
initiators, 21 1 mechanical, 13-4-
military applications, 17-2, 18-2 Reproducibility of piecisior reference
packing, 20-1, timers, 2-4
production techniques, 19.- I Recquirements for timers
requirements, 17-2, 18--2 electronic, 6-5,7-1, 7-12, 11-23
safety, 20-2 iiie.-hanical, 12-9, 14-3
sensitivity, 21-9 pyrotechnic, 17-2, 18-11
shipping, 20- ,-20-3 Reserve'batteries, 16-13
spacelimitations;_1 8-1 Resistance-capacitance oscillators, 1_1-6
storing, 20-1, 20-3 Resistors
system characteristics, 18- electric, 7'-6, 8 -7,-8-12, 10- .2

flueric, 23-14, 24-30'
Q Retainer for delays, 18-5,18-7

'Reynolds number, 23L-16
Q factor, definition, 4-11 Rifle-bullet impact senlsitivity 2141
Quantity-distance tables, 20-4 Rifle grenade fuze, mechankal, 13- 0
Quartz crystal RL networks, l 0-6

clocks, 34, 3-3 Rocket fuze, -16-29
general, 4 -5, 11-9 Roller- of escapement, 16-62
-oscillators, 3-4,4-2, 4-7 Rubidium gas cell standard, 4-14

Ruggedness, mechanical timers, 13-6
-R Runaway escapement, 16-29, 16-54

Radar surveillance, 2-8 S
Radiation

from natural substances, 7-)4 Safety
hirdeniig, 7 -1 3, 7-18; 9-1 design considerations, -1-6-2, 20-Ii
output of masers, 3-12 pin of escapement- 16-62
source for nuclear decay timers, 27-3 tests, 7-22; 13--16

Radio transmissioI, 5-3 Safing and arming device, mechanical, 12-7
Radioisotopes, 27-3 Satellite electronic timers, 7-20
Rail tiansp6rt, 15-5- 20-4 Satellite synchronization, 5--IA
Ram air flueric power, 24 -2 Scale layout, :16-75
-RChnetworks, :10-1- Scintillation-counters,27-3
Readouts, mechanical timers, 16-75- Screen printing of electronic circuits, 8-3
Recoil escapement, -16-32 Sealing, 8-12, 18-8
Reference-timers, see: Precision reference Secondary frequency standard, 3-3
timers Self-starting capability of escapements,

Regulation- machine-for iiechanical timers, 16-40
12-12 Semiconductor devices, 6-i, 8-5

Regulatoi constant, -16-59 Sensitivity of delay compositions, 21-9
Relaxation oscillators Sequencers, rnechanic4l, 12-2, 12-6 -

- electronic, -11-10 Setback, 13-7

1-9 {
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Setforward, 1 3-7 Static electricity protection, 9-2
Setting of timers Stationary timers

electronic, 7-13, 7-20-10-11, 11-21 electronic, 7-1
flieric, 24-41 mechanical, 13-10
mechanical, 16-66, 16-69 Statistical-samplirg, 7-4

Shaft manufacturing methods, 14-5 Storage
Ship transport, 15--7, 20-4 classes; 15-3
Shipping of timers container, flueric, 24-8

electronic, 9-I electronic timers, 9-1
mechanical, 15-1 mechanical timers, 15-1
pyrotechnic, 20-1, 20-3 pyrotechnic timers, 20-1, 20-3

Sidereal-time, 2-2 Supporting-data package, 14-6-
Sideways acceleration, 13-7 Surveillance tests, 13-16, see-also: Testing
Si--a! generators Switches, 16-72, 16-73,23-14 24-40

-flueric, 23-21 Synchronic index gears, 16-16
-precision electronic, 3- F Synchronization-systems, 5-3

Silicodne grease capsule; 16-78 System design for timers
.SilVer-plating, 26-2 electrochemical, 26-3
Simplicity, mechanical-timers, 13-6 electronic, 7-1
Simulation of radiation hazards, 7-19 flueric, 23-I
Sizeof time bases, 31, 13-2 mechanical, 13-1SSmall mechanism gearing, 16-16 precision- reference, 3-1
Smoke visualization of flueric flow, 23-21 pyrotechnic, 18-1, 18- l0
Solar:time, 2-1
Solder sealing, 8-12, 7- T
Solid propellant gas generators, 24-5
-SoliOn-- 26-8 Tactical design considerations, A16-2
S onic oscillator, flueric, -24-12 Tank-fired-ammunition fuze, 16-64

, Space limitations, pyrotechnic timers, 18-1- Tape flueric actuators, 23--11
Spectral purity of precision reference timers, Technical documentaton for timers
25 flueric, 19-3S ipn mechayical, 14-6

effect, 13-8 Telemetry, 7-22
sensitivity of tuned-escapements, 16-49 Telstar synchronization, 5-11F

Sp ring motion of escapements, 16--51 Temperaure
Springs for mechanical timers, see: Hairspring compensated quartz oseillatdrs, 3-4, 3-14

-,r-: -Mainspring controlled -quartz oscillators.3-6
Spur-gears, 16-14 frequency coefficient of tIning-forks,
Sputtering electronic circuits, 8-3 4-11
Stab primers, 21-1 Testing of timers
Stability of precision reference timers, 2-4- electronic. 7-3,7-21
Standard flueric; 23-15

for precision reference- timers. 2-1, 3-3. mechanical 13-3, 13-142 -4-13 pyrotechnic, 20--1, 20--"
frequency, 2-3, 3-3,-4-12 Thermal batteries, 16-13

-parts-for mechanical -timers, 13-5 Thermoforming of plastics, 25-4
time, U.S., 2-3 Thin film -circuits, 6-2, 8-2, 8-7

1.10
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Time U
base comparison, 1-2,13-2
inter1,,!lvs voltgechanges, 10-2 Ultrasonic machining of ceramics, 25-12

Timer, see: -specific type Unijunction transistors, 10-11
Tolerances, mechanical timer parts, 14-5 Universal time, 2-2
Tooth design Untuned two-center- escapements, 16-26,

bibliography, 16-81 16-54
escape'-wheel, 16-61 U S Standard time, 2-3
,gears, -16-21

TorqueVdetached lever escapemeit, 16-43, 16-:50 V

mainspring, -16-3 Vacuum
projectile, 13-8 deposition of electronic circuits, 8-3
regulators for mechanical-timers, 12-1 L die casting, 25-8-
runawayescapement, 16-29 tubes, 7-8

Torsion-bar-oscillators, flueric, 24-12 Valves, cooled tape, flueric, 23-10
Transfer molding of plastics, 25-6 Vapor phase deposition of electronic cir-Transfer of standards, 5-14- cuits -8-4
Transistors Variable resistors, flueric, 24-32

counters, 11-14 Velocity meter, 23-18
general, 6-1, 7-8, 10-10 Vented-delays, 18-3

Transportation environment, 15-4 Vibrating
Triodes, 0-10 flueric frequency sensors, 23-12
Truck transport, 15-5, 20--4 quartz oscillators, 4-2
Truth tables, 24-23
Tube resistors, flueric, 24-30 W
Tuned escapements

three-center, 16.-41, 16-60 Water-simulation of flueric flow, 23-20
two-center, 16-31, 16-58 Welding, 8.-12

Tungsten delay compositions, 21-8 Wien-bridge, 11-6<1 Tuning fork oscillators, 3-8, 4-11, 11-9 Worm gears, 16-14
4 Turbulence-amplifiers, flueric, 24-34, 24-37

TV networksynchronization, 5-11 X
Types of-timer, 1-1

X-rays, 7-14
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